*EGYPT*

Gamal Abdel Nasser (1918-1970) From June 18, 1953 (the day the Egyptian monarchy was abolished and
the Republic of Egypt declared) until his death, Nasser was the de facto supreme political power in Egypt.
(Page 4—266.121 Excerpt from Al-Jabarti’s Chronicle Of The First Seven Months Of The French
Occupation Of Egypt: 15 June-December 1798\fn{by Abd al-Rahman al-Jabarti (1753-1825)} Tell el Gabarti Village,
Beheira Governorate, Egypt (M) 10
1819
(14)—174.153 Excerpt from The Refinement of Gold in the Résumé of Paris: “How the People of Paris are
Housed, and Allied Matters”\fn{by Rifa’a al-Tahtawi (1801-1873)} Tahta, Sohag Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
*
(16)—171.26 Excerpt from The Autobiography Of ‘Ali Mubarak\fn{by ‘Ali Mubarak (1824-1893)} Birinbal alJadida Village, Daqahliya Governorate, Nile Delta, Egypt (M) 6
*
(22)—172.56 & 264.262 1. Excerpt from The Results Of Circumstances In Words And Deeds: An Allegorical
Tale: “Introduction” 2. Family Reform Comes Only Through The Education Of Girls\fn{by Aisha Ismat alTaimuriya (1840-1902)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 4
(26)—119.34 Excerpt from Treatise On Unity: Religions And Human Progress\fn{by Muhammad Abduh (18491905)} Nile Delta, Egypt (M) 4
*
(30)—264.247a Detached Examples Of Poetry\fn{by Ismael Sabri (1854-1923)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt
(M) -1
(31)—281.29 Excerpt from From A Good Family\fn{by Gabriele Reuter (1859-1941)} Alexandria, Alexandria
Governorate, Egypt (F) 10
*
(40)—270.28 Fair And Equal Treatment\fn{by Zainab Fawwaz (1860-1914)} Tibnin, Nabatieh Governorate, Lebanon
(F) 3\fn{However, she emigrated to Alexandria, Egypt, in 1970, with the family for whom she worked, writing poetry, a book of letters,
three novels, and in 1894-95 her compendium of biographies of famous Arab and European women, finally dying in Cairo:H }
(44)—174.42 Excerpt from The Memoirs And Diaries Of Muhammad Farid, An Egyptian Nationalist
Leader (1868-1919)\fn{by Muhammad Farid (1868-1919)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (M) 17
(60)—125.69 Excerpt from Narrative Of ‘Isa Ibn Hisham: “The ‘Umda In The Tavern”\fn{by Muhammad alMuwailihi (1868-1930)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
*
(64)—264.248 1. On A Storm 2. Detached Examples Of Poetry\fn{by Hafiz Ibrahim (1871-1932)} “in a houseboat
on the Nile near the town of Dayrut,” Asyut Governorate, Egypt (M) 1
1

(75)—281.49 Excerpt from Secrets Of The Swamp\fn{by Penelope S. Delta (1874-1941)} Alexandria, Alexandria
Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
(80)—174.156 1. The Morrow 2. The First Cup: Two Short Stories\fn{by Mustafa Lutfi al-Manfaluti (1876-1924)}
Manfalut, Asyut Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
(82)—172.35 Excerpt from Harem Years: The Memoirs Of An Egyptian Feminist (1879-1924)\fn{by Huda
Shaarawi (1879-1947)} Minya, Minya Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
*
(97)—Egypt 2 Hashim Excerpt from Qalb Al-Rajul\fn{by Labibah Hashim (1880-1946)} Beirut, Lebanon; but she
moved to Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt, in 1898 (F) 25
(122)—7.1 The Maiden Of Dinshway\fn{by Mahmud Tahir Haqqi (1884-1964)} Damietta, Damietta Governorate,
Egypt (M) 19
(141)—172.57 & 172.71 1. Excerpt from Al-Nisaiyat: Bad Deeds Of Men: Injustice 2. A Lecture In The Club
Of The Umma Party\fn{by Bahithat al-Badiya aka Malak Hifni Nasif (1886-1918)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 7
(146)—290.7 Excerpt from The Genius Of Christ: “If Christ Were To Return”\fn{by Abbas Mahmud al-Aqqad (18891964)} Aswan, Aswan Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
(149)—52.230 Saleh\fn{by Dr. Taha Hussein (1889-1973)} Izbet el Kilo Village, Minya Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
(155)—158f.108 1. Selections From Her Memoirs 2. Selections From Her Book Of Scattered Notes\fn{by
Mary Kahîl (1889-1979)} Damietta, Damietta Governorate, Egypt (F) 24
*
(179)—125.66 How I Became A Demon Of The Jinn\fn{by Ibrahim ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini (1890-1949)} Cairo, Cairo
Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
(182)—264.241 Excerpts from Woman And Work: 1. “The Effect Of Books And Novels On Morals” 2. “The
Difference Between Men And Women And Their Capacities For Work”\fn{by Nabawiya Musa (1890-1951)} “in a
village near Zigazig, Sharqia Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
(187)—7.20 Eve Without Adam\fn{by Mahmud Tahir Lashin (1894-1954)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (M) 27
(212)—35.99 & 174.159 1. The Enemy 2. The Fare\fn{by Mahmoud Taymour (1894-1973} Darb Saada, in Moski
District, Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
(217)—105.115 The Two Brothers: A Folktale\fn{told by an unnamed Egyptian (before 1895- )} Egypt (M?) 4
(221)—120.59 The Liver Of The Wise And The Liver Of The Foolish: A Folktale\fn{by A. ‘Aali (1896- )} Girshah
Village, Lower Nubia, Aswan Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
(224)—172.81 Double Standard\fn{by Saiza Nabarawi aka Zainab Murad (1897-1985)} Minshawi Palace, nr. Cairo,
Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 1
(224)—158f.86 Excerpt from Salma Et Son Village\fn{by Amy Kher (1896-after 1975)} Alexandria, Alexandria
Governorate, Egypt (F) 8½
(233)—263.199 & 270.70 1. Enta Omri 2. Shams Al-Aseel\fn{by Oum Kolthoum (1898-1975)} El Senbellawein,
Dakahlia Governorate, Egypt (F) 2
(235)—7.47 & 35.95 1. Miracles For Sale 2. The Martyr: Two Short Stories\fn{by Twefik Husayn el-Hakiim (18981987)} Alexandria, Alexandria Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
(242)—120.62 The Green Sparrow: A Folktale\fn{by Zainab G. (1899- )} Girshah Village, Lower Nubia, Aswan
Governorate, Egypt. (F) 2
(243)—94.15 & 172.76 A. Zariffa And Ahmad B. Excerpts from Ramza: 1. The Elopement 2. The Impossible
Joy\fn {by Qut al-Qulub aka Out El Kouloub el Demerdashiyya (1899-1968)} al-Mahamadi Palace, Cairo, Cairo Governorate,
Egypt (M) 20
(263)—263.184 Egyptian Folksongs: 1. O Henna, O Henna 2. Indian Muslin 3. Barhoum, O Barhoum 4. O Ye
Maids Of Alexandria 5. I’m Thirsty Sweet Maidens 6. My Dainty Pretty Maid 7. Processional Bridal Song 8. The
Vendor Of Grapes 9. For Six Rieyals 10. Come To Me, Little Duckling 11. O Lemons Mine 12. A Bridal Song 13.
A Wanderers Song 14. O Joyous Times 15. A Village Song 16. Birgalatak, Birgalatak 17. My Handkerchief 18. A
Love Song 19. A Bridal Song 20. Ahmad Ya Sharbatly 21. O Palm Trees Two 22. A Village Wedding Song 23. O
Dear Beloved 24. Tidrubni Laih 25. With Trim Mustachios 26. O Bahey-ya, Tell Me! 27. A Dance Tune 28. The
Orange In My Hand 29. Bridal Song 30. Little Moon, Little Moon 31. A Love Song 32. O Thou Zane-il-Abedeen
33. Pretty Little Dove 34. A Plaintive Love Song 35. Bridal Song 36. A Plaintive Love Song 37. O My Pigeons
38. What Wants This Lad? 39. How Lovely Art Thou, O Ryya 40. Slumber Song 41. To My Homeland 42. The
Mint Vendor 43. A Village Song 44. The Electric Car 45. O Bright Night 46. A Village Song 47. O Tell Me, O Tell
Me: Forty-seven Folksongs\fn{by Bahiga Sedki Rashid (1899-1987)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
*
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(277)—270.66 Louliyya, Daughter of Morgan\fn{by K. Seliman (1904-after 1969), who “first heard it from her mother”}
Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 4
(281)—266.8 Excerpt from L’art Pour l’art Dans L’Égypte Antique: “Introduction”\fn{by Doria Ragai Shafik (19081987)} Tanta, Gharbia Governorate, Egypt (F) 7
1920
(288)—7.49 Mother Of The Destitute\fn{A note reads: The name given to Sayyida Zeynab, the granddaughter of the Prophet,
who is buried in Cairo and after whom a district is named.}\fn{by Yahya Hakki (1905-1992)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt
(M) 4
(292)—170.138 Excerpts from My Days In America\fn{by Zaki Najib Mahmud (1905-1993)} Damietta, Damietta
Governorate, Egypt (M) 8
*
(299)—35.110 Nanny Karima And The Hammam\fn{by Saheir el-Kalamawi (1911- 1997)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate,
Egypt (F) 3
(302)—7.53 & 252.108 1. Zaabalawi 2. Excerpts from Morning And Evening Talk\fn{by Nagib Mahfouz (19112006)} “in the Gamaliya District of Cairo”, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (M) 8
(310)—100.71 “Who Will Enter Paradise First?”: A Folktale\fn{told by ’Omm-Shindî (1912- )} “a settled Bedouin,
of the Tarabîn Arabs,” Red Sea Governorate, eastern desert, Egypt (F) 2
(312)—99.99 The Nanny Goat With The Iron Horns 2. The Cow With The Orphans 3. The Green He-Sparrow:
Three Folktales\fn{by Sayyidah D. (1914- )} Aghûr al-Kubrâ, Qalyûbiyyah Governorate, Egypt (F) 7
*
(318)—35.121 The Scorpion Hunter\fn{by Abdel Rahman el-Sharkawi (1920-1987)} Menoufia Governorate, Egypt (M)
5
(323)—99.131 The Daughters Of The Bean Vendor 2. The Ears That Didn’t Heed The wife’s Fears 3. “A Lost
Hour Of Fun Cannot Be Made Up For” 4. Pearls-On-Vines: Four Folktales\fn{by Tahiyyah M. (c.1921- )} Zaqaziq,
Al Sharqiyyah Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
(338)—35.126 In The Surgery\fn{by Shukry Ayyad (1921-1999)} Kafr Shanawan, Menoufia Governorate, Egypt (F)
2
(340)—100.14 Zlaizlah and ’Omm-Zaba¿ba¿: A Folktale (told by Kâmlah A. (c.1922- )} Bârîs Oasis, New Valley
Governorate, Egypt (F) 4
(343)—52.244 Glimpses From The Life Of Maugoud Abdul Maugoud And Two Postscripts\fn{by Yusuf elSharouni (1924- )} Menoufyyia Governorate, Egypt (M) 9
(352)—118.76 The Sure News Is Up Ahead: A Folktale\fn{by Darweesh Omar (1924- )} Shuttureh Village, Sohag
Governorate, Upper Egypt (M) 6
(358)—26.96 The Accusation\fn{by Suleiman Fayyad (1929-2015)} “in a small village,” Dakahlia Governorate, Egypt
(M) 7
(364)—124.28 & 172.95 1. Half A Woman 2. Eight Eyes: Two Short Stories\fn{by Sufi Abdallah (1925-2004)} alFayyum, Fayyum Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
(368)—52.253 The Old Tower\fn{by Edward el-Kharrat (1926- )} Alexandria, Alexandria Governorate, Egypt (M) 8
(375)—52.264 The Chair Carrier\fn{by Yusuf Idris (1927-1991)} “an Egyptian village,” Egypt (M) 2
(379)—147.109 The Lost Suitcase\fn{by Abdel-Moneim Selim (1929- )} Rosetta, Beheira Governorate, Egypt (M)
10
*
(388)—52.279 She Was The Weaker\fn{by Nawal el-Saadawi (1930- )} Kafr Tahia, Qalubiyya Governorate, Egypt
(F) 2
(390)—17.42 A House For My Children\fn{by Mahmoud Diab (1932-1983)} Ismaïlia, Ismaïlia Governorate, Egypt
(M) 4
(393)—281.69 1. Yellow Trains 2. Next Time We’ll Mash You 3. Grow Old Along With Me, The Best Is Yet To
Be 4. Clara’s Day 5. The Pill-Box 6. Presents Of Fish And Game 7. The Deam Merchant: Seven Short
Stories\fn{by Dame Penelope Margaret Lively, MBE, FRSL (1933- )} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 18
(410)—7.83 Last Night I Dreamt Of You\fn{by Baha Tahir (1935- )} Giza, Giza Governorate, Egypt (M) 9
(419)—35.137 A Jailhouse Of My Own\fn{by Ihsan Kamal (1935- )} Jirja, Sohag Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
(424)—52.285 My Brother\fn{by Mohamed el-Bisatie (1937-2012)} el-Gamalia, Dakahlia Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
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(428)—125.77 The Beautician And The Bride\fn{by Sa‘id al-Kafrawi (1939- )} “in al-Mahalla al-Kubra near
Tanta”, Gharbiya Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
*
(434)—35.156 Jonah Of The Sea\fn{by Etidal Osman (1942- )} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
(439)—124.24 Pharaoh Is Drowning Again\fn{by Sakina Fuad (1943- )} Port Said, Port Said Governorate, Egypt
(F) 3
(441)—7.117 & 182.121 1. Buzzing 2. The Crop: Two Short Stories\fn{by Gamal el-Ghitany (1945- )} Guhayna,
Sohag Governorate, Egypt (M) 6
(447)—35.167 Safsaafa And The General\fn{by Radwa Ashour (1946-2014)} El-Manial, Rhoda Island, Cairo
Governorate, Egypt (F) 7
(454)—125.73 Farewell: A Crown Of Grass\fn{by Abu Jubair (1948- )} Esna, Luxor Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
(458)—35.146 Zeenat Marches In The President’s Funeral\fn{by Salwa Bakr (1949- )} Al-Matariyya District,
Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
(462)—35.151 The Sea Knows\fn{by Seham Bayomi (1949- )} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
*
(467)—45.63 The Museum\fn{by Leila Aboulela (1964- )} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 8
*
(475)—173.168 & 250.187 & 252.151 1. Butrus: A Distant Hazy Face 2. Conspiracy Of Shadows 3.
Flickering Light 4. Headache 5. The Red Gladiolus 6. Another Woman\fn{by Mansoura Ez-Eldin (1976- )} “in a
small village in Delta Egypt” Egypt (F) 4
*
(483)—252.122 Excerpt from Repeated Stopping\fn{by Mohamed Salah El-Azab (1981- )} Cairo, Cairo
Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
†
266.121 Excerpt from Al-Jabarti’s Chronicle Of The First Seven Months Of The French Occupation Of
Egypt: Muharram-Rajab 1213; 15 June-December 1798\fn{by Abd al-Rahman al-Jabarti (1753-1825)} Tell el Gabarti
Village, Beheira Governorate, Egypt (M) 10\fn{Others say he was born in Cairo:H}
… Among this year's events: on Sunday the tenth of Mubarram messengers arrived with letters bearing word
that ten European ships had reached the port of Alexandria on Thursday the eighth, and had stopped at such a
distance that the inhabitants of the port could see them. A short while later another fifteen ships had appeared.
The inhabitants of the port had been awaiting their messenger when suddenly a caique came from these ships
bearing ten men. When they reached the shore the people of the town spoke with them asking them who they
were. They replied that they were English who had come to enquire about the French. The people of the town told
them:
“No French are with us except those who reside in the port”. The English informed them that the French had
set out from their country with a great fleet. They further said:
“We are their enemies and do not know in which direction they intend to sail. Perhaps they will attack you
suddenly and you will not be able to repel them”. However, al-Sayyid Muhammad Kurayyim did not believe their
words and thought them to be trickery. The English thereupon requested:
“Sell us water and provisions according to their value and we shall stay in our ships lying in wait for them.
When they come we shall take care of the matter and save you the trouble”. The above-mentioned Muhammad
Kurayyim declined their offer and said:
“We do not accept what you say nor will we give you anything”. Then he expelled them that God’s will might
be fulfilled.
*
Ten days had passed when suddenly the French came. Since the English had come to them, questioned them,
and departed from their midst, anxiety and doubts had seized the people of the port, so they sent letters to the
Kashif of al-Buhayra and the bedouin asking that they come and protect them. This letter was read out before the
people and they discussed its contents among themselves.
*
On the third day more letters arrived with words that the ships were no longer visible so people calmed down
and their prattlings ceased. As for the Amirs, they neither cared nor bothered themselves with this matter.
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*
On Wednesday, the twentieth of Mubarram. news and letters arrived from the ports of Alexandria, Rosetta, and
Damanhür with word that on Monday the eighteenth, the people of the port suddenly realized that the French and
their ships had reached al-Ajami, and were advancing on the town at daybreak by land like a swarm of locusts. The
people were excited and their shouts filled the air. Then the inhabitants of the port, the Kãshif of al-Bubayra and the
bedouin who were with him attacked the French and fought them fiercely. As a result a great number of the people
of the port were killed and the rest fled. The Kãshif also lied and saved himself.
Meanwhile the French continuously increased in number. They scaled the ruined parts of the wall surrounding
the port and entered it. The people looked about and suddenly found the French behind them, and withdrew in
haste seeking their homes only to discover that the French had occupied the new Manshiyya and had surrounded
the walls. The people took refuge in the inns, khans, and houses and locked themselves in.
Others fortified themselves and locked themselves in the big tower and the Citadel, firing continuously for some
time from the tops of the houses and windows with bullets, but their gunpowder ran out and they were not at all
prepared. The Citadel and tower also were devoid of ammunition. Furthermore they saw the fire coming at them
from every side so they asked for safe-conduct and were granted it.
Then the French stopped the fighting and proclaimed safe-conduct. Soon afterwards, the notables of the town
went out to the French who received them. Then they raised their flags which are known among them as bandirdi,
disarmed the populace, and had them sew their emblem on their breasts. Furthermore the French levied impost for
the upkeep of the military and demanded money.
When the news of these events reached Cairo, alarm took hold of the populace. Ibrahim Bey thereupon set out
on horseback to Qasr al-Ayni where he met with Murad Bey, the Amirs, the Qadi, and the Shaykhs who came to
him, and together they discussed these events. One of the Shaykhs said:
“All this is a result of negligence in managing the ports and letting things slide, to such a degree that the enemy
could occupy the port of Islam”. Murad Bey exclaimed:
“What can we do, for whenever we want to rebuild and fortify you claim: ‘their intention is rebellion against
the Sultan’, and this is what has prevented us from acting”.
Such were their excuses, as frail as a spider’s web, for since the time of Ali Bey not only did they not pay
sufficient attention to the port but even removed what weapons and cannons were already there! Furthermore they
stopped the flow of the salaries due to the garrisons, and soldiers stationed at the port, took their wages and cut off
their revenues.
As for the weapons, nothing remained except some broken-down cannons which were useless. It happened
once that they needed gunpowder to fire the cannon on the Feast but they could not even find enough to load it
once so they had to buy powder from the druggist. All this after Alexandria and its towers had once been
extremely well built and fortified with an excellent wall surrounding her; a wall which had been maintained by
former generations. Three hundred and sixty towers were incorporated into this wall, corresponding to the days of
the year. Every tower had its own ammunition depot, supplies, and garrison. All these were neglected until
nothing remained while the wall and its towers fell into ruin, until in some places the walls became
level with the ground.
Then they agreed to write a report about what had happened and send it to the government (in Constantinople).
They wrote it and the Pasha sent it with his own messenger by land. They believed that the ailing or sick man who
had been bitten by a snake would remain in his present state until the antidote would arrive from Iraq.\fm{ An
allusion to a saying in The Gulistan of Shaik Sady: “And before the antidote can be brought from Iraq, he who was bitten by the snake may
be dead”; meaning that help will arrive too late to remedy the situation } Finally they agreed that an army should set out against
the French with Murãd Bey as Sari Askar.\fn{Commander-in-chief}

People were saying that the moment that Murad Bey arrived at his destination, victory would be theirs. At this
point they hastily started preparing and organizing themselves and soon found that they had few supplies so they
began to raid the storehouses for water-skins and other things.
*
On Friday after prayer Murad Bey set out on horseback to al-Jisr al-Aswad and stayed there for two days until
his troops, his Amirs, and Sanjaqs had all arrived. Accompanying Murad Bey were Ali Pasha al-Tarabulsi and
Nasuh Pasha.
He took a great number of cannons, grenades, and bombs with him as well as a store of gunpowder and cannon
balls. In addition a great number of galleon-men and cannoneers set out with Murad Bey’s army together with
several ships, sea soldiers, and small galleons which he had built. He had built seven galleons, three of which
were large ones, imitating the Sultan, and had spent enormous sums of money upon them. He had also manned
them with troops and sailors, providing them with supplies and high pay. He had them stationed in front of his
5

palace at Jiza for a long time as decoration to glorify himself before his own people and others. The big galleons
which the water could not carry he left behind, and took the small ones, the dhahabiyyas, the qanjas, and ghurabs.
Upon reaching al-Jisr al-Aswad he sent to Cairo ordering that an iron chain of great thickness and strength should be
made, of a length of one hundred and thirty cubits. He ordered that this chain should be set up at the inlet of
Rosetta at the two towers of Mughayzal, stretching from bank to bank so that the French ships would be prevented
from passing into the Nile, this being on the advice of Ali Pasha. In addition he commanded that a bridge of boats
with barricades and cannons should be erected, on the assumption that the French would not dare to advance rapidly
or at least that they could hold them off and endure until they would be able to carry out their plans.
During the course of these events gloom spread among the populace and was felt in the market-places and
people withdrew into their homes from sunset onward. As a result the Agha and the Wali publicly called for the
reopening of the markets and the coffee-houses and ordered that lamps outside the houses and shops be lit once
again. This was done for two reasons: firstly, to dispel the gloom and create an atmosphere of ease and comfort
and secondly, out of fear that an alien might have free rein in the town.
*
On Monday news arrived that the French had reached Damanhur and Rosetta, bringing about the flight of their
inhabitants to Fuwwa and its surroundings. Contained in this news was mention of the French sending notices
throughout the country demanding impost for the upkeep of the military. Furthermore they printed a large
proclamation in Arabic, calling on the people to obey them and to raise their bandiera. In this proclamation were
inducements, warnings, all manner of wiliness and stipulations. Some copies were sent from the provinces to
Cairo and its text is:
In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. There is no god but God. He has no son, nor has He an associate in
His Dominion.
On behalf of the French Republic which is based upon the foundation of liberty and equality, General Bonaparte, Commanderin-Chief of the French armies makes known to all the Egyptian people that for a long time the Sanjaqs who lorded it over Egypt
have treated the French community basely and contemptuously and have persecuted its merchants with all manner of extortion
and violence. Therefore the hour of punishment has now come.
Unfortunately this group of Mamluks, imported from the mountains of Circassia and Georgia, have acted corruptly for
ages in the fairest land that is to be found upon the face of the globe. However, the Lord of the Universe, the Almighty, has
decreed the end of their power
O ye Egyptians, they may say to you that I have not made an expedition hither for any other object than that of abolishing
your religion; but this is a pure falsehood and you must not give credit to it, but tell the slanderers that I have not come to
you except for the purpose of restoring your rights from the hands of the oppressors and that I more than the Mamluks, serve
God—may He be praised and exalted—and revere His Prophet Muhammad and the glorious Qur’an.
And tell them also that all people are equal in the eyes of God and the only circumstances which distinguish one from the other
are reason, virtue, and knowledge. But amongst the Mamluks, what is there of reason, virtue, and knowledge, which would
distinguish them from others and qualify them alone to possess everything which sweetens life in this world? Wherever fertile
land is found it is appropriated to the Mamluks; and the handsomest female slaves, and the best horses, and the most desirable
dwelling-places, all these belong to them exclusively. If the land of Egypt is a fief of the Mamluks, let them then produce the titledeed, which God conferred upon them. But the Lord of the Universe is compassionate and equitable toward mankind, and with
the help of the Exalted, from this day forward no Egyptian shall be excluded from admission to eminent positions nor from
acquiring high ranks, therefore the intelligent and virtuous and learned amongst them, will regulate their affairs, and thus the
state of the whole population will be rightly adjusted.
Formerly, in the lands of Egypt there were great cities, and wide canals and extensive commerce and nothing ruined
all this but the avarice and the tyranny of the Mamluks.
O ye Qadis, Shaykhs and Imams; O ye Shurbajiyya and men of circumstance, tell your nation that the French are
also faithful Muslims, and in confirmation of this they invaded Rome and destroyed there the Papal See, which was
always exhorting the Christians to make war with Islam. And then they went to the island of Malta, from where they
expelled the Knights,\fn{June 11} who claimed that God the Exalted required them to fight the Muslims. Furthermore,
the French at all times have declared themselves to be the most sincere friends of the Ottoman Sultan and the enemy of
his enemies, may God ever perpetuate his empire! And on the contrary the Mamluks have withheld their obeisance
from the Sultan, and have not followed his orders. Indeed they never obeyed anything but their own greed!
Blessing on blessing to the Egyptians who will act in concert with us, without any delay, for their condition shall be
rightly adjusted, and their rank raised. Blessing also, upon those who will abide in their habitations, not siding with
either of the two hostile parties, yet when they know us better, they will hasten to us with all their hearts.
But woe upon woe to those who will unite with the Mamluks and assist them in the war against us, for they will not
find the way of escape, and no trace of them shall remain.
First Article. All the villages, situated within three hours’ distance from the places through which the French army
passes, are required to send to the Commander-in-Chief some persons, deputed by them, to announce to the aforesaid,
that they submit and that they have hoisted the French flag, which is white, blue, and red.
Second Article. Every village that shall rise against the French army, shall be burnt down.
Third Article. Every village that submits to the French army must hoist the French flag and also the flag of our
friend the Ottoman Sultan, may he continue for ever.
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Fourth Article. The Shaykh of each village must immediately seal all property, houses, and possessions, belonging
to the Mamluks, making the most strenuous effort that not the least thing be lost.
Fifth Article. The Shaykhs, Qadis, and Imams must remain at their posts, and every countryman shall remain
peaceably in his dwelling, and also prayers shall be performed in the mosques as customary and the Egyptians, all of them
shall render thanks for God’s graciousness, praise be to Him and may He be exalted, in extirpating the power of the
Mamluks, saying with a loud voice, May God perpetuate the glory of the Ottoman Sultan! May God preserve the glory of
the French army! May God curse the Mamluks and rightly adjust the condition of the Egyptian people.
Written in the Camp at Alexandria on the 13 th of the month Messidor\fn{The sixth year} of the founding of the French
Republic, that is to say toward the end of the month Mubarram in the year of the Hijra.\fn{ July 2, 1798}

It ends here word for word.\fn{Here the author proceeds for several pages with an analysis of the proclamation itself (which need not
detain us) and we rejoin him at the point where he resumes his chronicle of events:H}
*
On Thursday the twenty-eighth, news arrived that the French had advanced towards Fuwaa and then alRahmaniyya.
*
On Sunday the first of Safar, news came that on Friday the twenty-ninth the Egyptian army had encountered that of
the French but after a short while Murad Bey and his army were routed for they were not able to hold their ground.
However only a small number of men from both armies were killed. The dliayabiyya of Murad Bey went up in flames,
arsenal, equipment, and all. The commander of the artillery was also burnt to death.
When Murad Bey saw what had happened, he ran away, leaving all his belongings and a number of cannons. His
soldiers immediately followed suit and indeed there was a great number with him.
Once news of these events spread, great alarm took hold of the people and Ibrahim Bey set out on horseback for Bulaq,
where the Shaykhs and men of distinction gathered around him. There they discussed this event, and arrived at a joint
decision to erect fortifications extending from Bulaq to Shubra. Ibrahim Bey and the Pasha were to take position behind
these barricades together with their Sanjaqs: Ibrahim Bey the younger, Sulayman Bey, Ayyub Bey the elder, Qasim Bey,
Qasim Bey the second, Marzuq Bey, Uthman Bey al-Ashqar, and others bringing with them their Kashifs and Amirs.
*
On Monday, Murad Bey disembarked at the Jiza, where he began setting up entrenchments on the west bank,
extending from Bashtil to the end of Inbaba. He undertook this task with his Sanjaqs, Amirs, and a group of his
Khushdashs, attending personally to the management and organization of affairs together with Ali Pasha al-Tarabulsi.
He began to pay the soldiers out of his own pocket. Nasuh Pasha was also with him. All the while they moved their
household effects from their large houses to smaller ones, and on to ships bearing southward. They sent for camels to bear
their loads.
*
On Tuesday, a general call to arms was proclaimed, and the people were summoned to the entrenchments. This call
was repeated time and time again.
People closed their shopsand markets, and everyone was in an uproar. The noise and confusion were very great. Some
of the people said that this was by Imperial order and that the French were accompanied by Pashas sent by the Sultan.
Most of the rural population and fallahin believed this because of the proclamation mentioned above which the French
distributed throughout the country. The Shaykhs, the dignitaries, and the common people set out with clubs and arms.
The price of arms, gunpowder, and bullets increased greatly. The price of a ratl of gunpowder rose to sixty paras
and that of bullets ninety dirhams; the same applied even to clubs.
People set up at Bulaq, some in houses, some in mosques, and some in tents. As for the common people, and those
who couldn’t find a place to stay, they would retire to their own houses at night, returning to the camp in the morning.
Ibrahim Bey sent for the bedouin such as the tribes of Bill, al-Huwaytat, al-Sawaliha, al-Habayba and others.
He commanded them to take the front positions. In addition the bedouin of al-Hannadi, some of the bedouin of
Upper Egypt, al-Khabiri, Tarhuna, and others, came to Murad Bey’s camp.
Thus every day the throng increased and the terror with them. The city was vacated, the dust accumulated in
the market-places, because there was no one to sweep them or to splash water, and the shops were abandoned.
Gangs of thugs looting, as well as other hooligans, thieves, pickpockets, robbers, highwaymen, all having a field
day. Relations between people ceased, and all dealings and business came to a standstill. The roads in the city
became insecure, not to mention those outside it. Violence flared up in the countryside. and people began to kill
each other. They stole cattle and plundered fields. They set fire to the barns and sought to avenge old hatreds and
blood feuds, and so on.
Moreover, in the same month, they sought out the Europeans who were living in Egypt, such as the French and
Austrians, and then imprisoned some of them in the Citadel, and others in the houses of the Amirs. They began to
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search for arms in places belonging to the Europeans. They repeated the proclamation that everyone was to go to
the entrenchments while every day the news and rumours increased about the advancing French.
*
And on Friday the sixth of the month, the French reached al-Jisr al-Aswad. The people gathered on the banks,
but most of the crowd formed on that of Bulaq. Meanwhile, the religious orders of mendicants and the dervish
banner-bearers also set out with their banners, flags, and clamour.
*
When Saturday morning dawned, and the French reached Umm Dinar, the crowds thickened and the alarm
increased, and an innumerable throng surpassing all description gathered at Bulaq and on its outskirts and in the
southern and northern districts. A crowd also formed on the bank of Inbaba, but smaller in number. The Ghuzz,
the soldiers, and the Mamluks gathered on the two banks, but they were irresolute, and were at odds with one
another, being divided in opinion, envious of each other, frightened for their lives, their well-being, and their
comforts; immersed in their ignorance and self-delusion; arrogant and haughty in their attire and
presumptuousness; afraid of decreasing in number, and pompous in their finery, heedless of the results of their
action: contemptuous of their enemy, unbalanced in their reasoning and judgement.
They were unlike the other group, that is the French, who were a complete contrast in everything mentioned
above. They acted as if they were following the tradition of the Community\fn{I.e., the Community of Mohammad} in early
Islam and saw themselves as fighters in a holy war. They never considered the number of their enemy too high, nor did
they care who among them was killed. Indeed they considered anyone who fled a traitor to his community, and an
apostate to his faith and creed. They follow the orders of their commander and faithfully obey their leader. Their only
shade is the hat on their head and their only mount their own two feet. Their food and drink is but a morsel and a sip,
hanging under their arms. Their baggage and change of clothing hang on their backs like a pillow and when they sleep
they lie on it as is usual. They have signs and signals among themselves which they all obey to the letter.
The assumption was that they would approach from both banks of the river, but during the midday rest of the
above-mentioned Saturday a band of Egyptian soldiers rode in the direction of Bashtil and met the French, charging
upon them, so the French fired at them in successive volleys. Then the Egyptians retreated to the area of the
entrenchments. The cannons were fired from both sides. So a group of Amirs on horseback began to cross to the
western bank.
They jostled each other on the ferry-boats. There was only one crossing-place, but it was filled with beams of
timber. Also some qawdwis and zardriq boats were there, ready for pleasure trips, but because of their bad planning
and mismanagement, they had not prepared themselves for crossing. Moreover, a side wind increased in force, and the
waves reached a peak of turmoil. The sand rose in clouds, which the wind blew into the faces of the Egyptian soldiers.
Some crossed and waited for the horses, but others were kept back by the wind, and their boats got stuck in the sandbank which was in the middle of the river, hidden by the height of the water.
As for the French, a troop of them approached the Egyptian entrenchment from the front. The Egyptians mounted
their horses and fought them. While they were engaged with this troop of French soldiers they did not notice that
suddenly another group infiltrated the western channel and appeared behind the entrenchments, firing cannons.
The Egyptians went back and fought with them for about three-quarters of an hour and the rifles of the French were
like a boiling pot on a fierce fire. Then the Egyptians were defeated and fled back to al-Jiza.
Murad Bey went up to his place and attended to his affairs for about a quarter of an hour; then he rode southwards, his
soldiers and his Mamluks following him.
Meanwhile, the bank of Bulaq had become a seething mass of people of every description, high and low. They
formed into groups, chewing their fingers out of distress and sorrow because they could not cross in the absence of
ferry-boats. All that they were able to do was to raise cries of “O God, O God”, and “Our sufficiency is God, and
He is an excellent protector”, and the like. Their clamour and tumult reached such a peak that it seemed as if they
were fighting a battle of noise and yells.
When Ibrahim Bey, the Pasha, and those who were with them at the entrenchments saw that the people on the western
bank were defeated, not only did they not stand firm in their positions, but they took to flight on horseback abandoning the
entrenchments, tents, cannons, and all, setting out in the direction of al-Adiliyya. Then the French, once they had captured the
western entrenchments and the galleons of Murad Bey, immediately directed the mouths of the cannons towards the eastern
bank and furthermore shot at the Egyptians with bullets.
When the people saw that Ibrahim Bey and his followers had fled and that the continuous barrages of fire were directed
towards them, they themselves fled to Bulaq and towards Cairo. In their great alarm they took to their heels and ran like the
waves of the sea in such a way that the cleverest among them became he who ran faster than his neighbour. Most of the
notables abandoned their kitchens, tents, and furnishings. The dust which covered the area thickened around them because of
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the force of their tramping, their great number, and the strength of the wind, blinding them and throwing them into confusion.
Their cries and lamentings rose up from far and near.
They entered the city crowd after crowd and the women, singly and in pairs, wailed from the windows. People bumped
into one another, the yelling, clamour, and rage becoming tremendous. Most of them made up their minds to vacate the city
and leave Cairo. Some of them exclaimed: “Let us go to al-Sham!”, others cried out: “Let us go to Upper Egypt or the
Suez!”.
When Ibrahim Bey reached al-Adiliyya he sent for his womenfolk and those of the Amirs and others who were with him.
Most of the Mamluks left on foot, leading their women on horses. Some of them rode bareback. Two or three young
Mamluks could be seen riding on one horse.
When the sun set that day the French were in al-Jiza. Glory be to God, the Doer, the Almighty.
Nobody died in that battle except Ayyub Bey al-Daftardar and Ibrahim Bey al-Wali, who threw himself with his horse into
the river and was drowned. In addition three Kashifs and about twenty Mamluks perished, and a number of them were taken
prisoner. Some of the galleon soldiers and common people died as well.
So the Egyptian army altogether disappointed whatever hopes had been placed in it and brought upon
themselves both the fires of Hell and disgrace; “judgement is with God, the One, the Almighty”.\fn{ Qur’an 9:16}
*
Night fell and the inhabitants of the city were in a great confusion and a fantastic uproar, moving things from
place to place, carrying and transporting. In the evening, a rumour spread among the people that the French had
crossed to Bulaq and had put it to the torch, as well as al-Jiza. The fear and terror of the populace waxed greater
than ever, the reason being that some of the sailors had set fire to one of the three galleons belonging to Murad
Bey, on the bank of Inbaba. When Murad Bey left al-Jiza he ordered that the big galleon be towed southward but
south of al-Jiza the Nile was muddy for the water was shallow there. There was a great number of war-machines
and much ammunition in this galleon, and for this reason he ordered it to be set on fire.
The flames swelled up towards the clouds, and when the people of the city beheld the blaze of the fire from the
direction of al-Jiza and Bulaq, they thought, or rather, were certain that the French had set fire to both places. So
the people were in great confusion and perplexity in addition to the fear, panic, and alarm which possessed them.
Some made up their minds to move and took counsel to this effect. Some were determined to leave, while others
decided to stay where they were. Still others concealed their decision from their friends and neighbours, trying to
escape from their relatives and companions, fearing lest they say: “Take me” or “Carry me with you”. Thus they
deceived their fellows and travelled with those who were leaving.
When the first watch of the night had elapsed one of Shaykh Abd Allah al-Sharqawi’s friends advised him to
depart, because the French had reached Bab al-Hadid, crossed it, and set it on fire, and were at that moment
looting there, killing the residents of that quarter, and raping their women. He went on to say:
“If we hesitate, they will reach us within two hours”.
So Shaykh Abd Allah sent someone to Shaykh al-Sadat to alarm him, and arouse his anxiety, and urge him to
ride away quickly. So he carried those possessions which were portable and necessary, and set out with him on
horseback from Bab al-Barqiyya. Others who rode out that night were Shaykh Umar al-Naqib, Shaykh al-Amir,
Shaykh al-Bakri, the Ruzmanji,\fn{Controller} a number of effendis, grandees, notables and merchants and the like,
taking their womenfolk with them.
When the news spread among the common people about their riding off they became even more anxious and
frightened than before and they determined to escape and follow them in their flight. But the fact remained that
the notables did not know which road to take, in which direction to go, or in which place to settle.
Meanwhile the common people vied with one another in leaving their homes, residences, and living quarters.
appearing from all directions and calling out to each other. One would exclaim “Come down. O Hajj
Muhammad”, or “Come along, Abu Ali!”. In a like manner the women shouted to their friends and acquaintances,
addressing them by name and kunya. One of them would say: “Come down, Umrn Hasan!”, “Come along Umm
Aisha! Bring your daughter and come on!”, and things of this kind, as if they thought that the people were going
on an outing to al-Rawda and the Nilometer.
A large number of people left in this way: those who found no mount on which to ride or on which to load their
household possessions, left on foot, carrying their baggage on their heads. Those who had the means and could
find a donkey or some other beast, bought it at several times its value. Some went on foot themselves while their
wives or daughters rode! Most of the women left unveiled, carrying their children in the darkness of night, and
continued in this fashion all through Sunday night and the next morning.
They took with them all the money, baggage, and household furnishings they could carry, but once they had
left the gates of Cairo behind, and were in the open countryside the bedouin and fallahin confronted them,
plundering most of them, robbing them of their possessions, their camels, and their money, in such great
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quantities as to be innumerable and incalculable: so much that without a doubt the property which left Cairo on
that night was greater than that which remained in it. This was because most of the property was in the possession
of the Amirs, grandees, and notables, together with their womenfolk: and in the heat of their excitement they had
taken it all.
Most of those who were of modest means and those who were well off also left with whatever they had, while
others who were hindered by disability or were too lazy to depart and who had any money or jewellery which was
dear to them gave it to a neighbour or friend among those escaping. And the same applied to deposits and trusts
belonging to the North African pilgrims and travellers, all of which were lost. Sometimes they killed anyone they
could, or whoever did not easily surrender his clothing and possessions. They stripped the women of their
clothing and violated them, including ladies and noblewomen.
Some of the people returned home very soon after, and those were the ones who had delayed and heard what
befell the first group. Others took a chance and went on, relying on their great numbers, supporters and guards,
either surviving or perishing. During that night, things happened the like of which had never occurred in Cairo,
neither did we ever hear of anything which resembled any of them in the earlier histories.
As for Shaykh al-Sadat and Shaykh al-Sharqawi, when they saw this state of affairs and when the bedouin took
two camels with their loads from the latter, they turned to al-Matariyya and sent for Abu Tawila who arrived and
warded off the bedouin who were surrounding them from all sides, and then continued to protect the two Shaykhs.
Meanwhile Sayyid Umar al-Naqib, Shaykh al-Amir, and Shaykh Salim Masud, the chief of the Maghrib
residence, all went to the camp of Ibrahim Bey, after [the bedouin] had taken the possessions of Shaykh Salim and
those of his womenfolk as well as deposits which they had with them, all of which were lost.
*
Sunday morning found the people surging like waves against each other, expecting disaster to strike, but it
became clear that the French had not crossed over to the eastern bank, and that the fire came from the ships which
were mentioned before. At this point a group of scholars and others assembled at al-Azhar and deliberated amongst
themselves. They agreed to send a letter to the French and await the reply.
So they sent for one of the notables of Tripoli, a man called Ali Bey, who was resident in Cairo and knew the
French language, and with him they sent another man from the Maghrib residence in al-Azhar and yet another from
among the ulama. They went to Bulaq with the intention of boarding a boat to the western bank. But it happened
that the French fired some cannons by accident, so they did not dare to cross, and went back. But that Maghribi,
known as Abu l-Qasim, took the letter and crossed to the opposite bank where he met with their chief and gave him
the letter. The chief then asked through the translator:
“Why didn’t one of your Shaykhs come to us?”. He answered:
“I came here to get permission for them to come and obtain safe-conduct both for them and for the people”. The
chief replied:
“We have already sent you a letter which should suffice, and we won’t write another one”. So the abovementioned Abu l-Qasim went back and informed the Shaykhs, saying:
“A group of your notables must surely go”.
So the Shaykhs Mustafa al-Sawi, Sulayman al-Fayyumi, and others went and crossed to the bank of Inbaba. But
they found that the French had gone to the palace of Murad Bey in al-Jiza. So they went after them and met their
chief who received them very honourably and smiled at them, giving assurances of safe-conduct. They said:
“We want you to write an assurance of safe-conduct for the people”. He replied:
“We have already sent it to you”. They reiterated:
“It is essential that we get it so that the people and the subject be set at ease”. So they wrote another paper for
them, saying:
From the camp of al-Jiza, addressed to the people of Cairo.
We have already sent you a letter which should suffice. We stated that we came here only for the purpose of
exterminating the Mamluks who treated the French in a humiliating manner and contemptuously, and who robbed the
merchants and the Sultan of their property. When we reached the western bank, they came out against us, so we received
them as befitted them. We killed some of them and imprisoned others, who are now with us. Some of them escaped and we
are searching for them and will continue, until not a single one of them remains in Egypt.
But the Shaykhs, the ulama the people of rank, and the subjects will be left in peace,

and thus the letter went on until the end with their twisted words and pompous expressions. Then he told them:
“I want seven of you to become advisers and administrators, who will appear every day before the man in charge
of the Diwan; and another two to act as couriers and to carry out various tasks. You must also appoint people to be in
charge of the various functions of government and administration”. They told him:
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“Our leading Shaykhs panicked and left Cairo”. He asked:
“What for? Write to them and call them back”.
So they wrote several letters of safe-conduct, on his authority ordering them to present themselves, and that
meeting continued until sunset. Meanwhile, the people were saying:
“We wonder what has happened to them”.
When the Shaykhs returned in the evening with those messages and in front of them a herald declaring safeconduct, the people felt somewhat reassured.
*
Next morning they sent those letters of safe-conduct to the Shaykhs with the result that Shaykh al-Sadat and alSharqawi arrived from al-Matariyya, as well as al-Bakri who came from where he had been last Thursday. But alNaqib did not trust the letter, and went with Ibrahin Bey. The same happened with Shaykh Salim and the
Ruznamji and those who were with them, such as Uthman Efendi al-Abbasi, Muhammad Efendi the second qalfa,
and others. Shaykh al-Amir did not arrive either.
On that day the loafers and the rabble gathered into a mob and plundered the house of Ibrahim Bey, as well as
that of Murad Bey in Qaysun which they burned down. They also plundered several houses of the Amirs and stole
their contents, such as bedding, copper vessels, furniture, and other things, selling them at the cheapest prices.
*
On Thursday 13 Safar they convened with the chief of the Diwan and appointed for the presidency of the Diwan
ten persons, namely Shaykh al-Sharqawi, Shaykh al-Bakri, Shaykh Mustafa al-Sawi, Shaykh Sulayman alFayyumi, Shaykh Musa al-Sirsi, Shaykh Muhammad al-Mahdi, Shaykh Mustafa al-Damanhuri, Shaykh Ahmad alArishi, Shaykh Yusuf al-Shubrakhiti, Shaykh Muhammad al-Dawakhili. However, Shaykh al-Sadat did not come
with them because of a slight indisposition resulting from this affair and related events.
The katkhuda\fn{Deputy, lieutenant} al-Basha and the Qadi al-Askar also came. They made Muhammad Agha alMuslimani Katkhuda Mustahfizan, Ali Agha al-Sharawi the wali, and Hasan Agha Muharram the muhtasib;\fn
{Market superintendent} this after a long argument in which the French said that no one of Mamluk stock could hold a
position. The Shaykhs replied that the people of Cairo feared only the Mamluk race and that the above-mentioned
were of the veteran Shurbajis\fn{Members of a cavalry corps of Mamluk origin} and the old\fn{I.e., the Mamluk} houses.
They appointed as Katkhuda to the Sari, Askar Zayn al-Fiqar, the Katkhuda of Muhammad Bey al-Alfi.
Among the French counsellors Caffe and Geloi and the deputy of the dawawin al-mukus\fn{Customs duty bureau}
was Hanna Benoit.
On that day, General Bonaparte crossed to the Cairo side and settled in al-Azbakiyya in the house of
Muhammad Bey al-Alfi, who had built and constructed it in al-Sakit district that same year. Moreover he had
furnished it splendidly and has laid down fine carpets. The women left, abandoning all that it contained. The
French entered it, stepping on the carpets with their shoes and sandals as was their custom, since they never take
off their shoes with which they tread upon filth, not even when they sleep! Among their repulsive habits also is
their practice of spitting and blowing their noses upon the furnishings. Their etiquette, however, is such that
whenever one of them blows his nose or spits he rubs it with his shoes, and so on.
During that day the members of the Diwan went to the house of the chief of the Diwan, wherein he told them
about the plundering of houses which had taken place. They replied:
“Those who acted thus are mere rabble and riff-raff”. The French asked:
“Why are they doing this after we ordered you to guard the houses, to seal off the property of the Mamluks.
and to stop those who oppose this effectively?”. They replied:
“This is a matter which we had not the power to prevent, for indeed it is the business of the rulers”. So the
Wali and the Agha went and declared safe-conduct, and asked the people to open the shops and to stop the
plundering.
But they did not stop and the shops continued to be closed, the markets empty, and the roads dusty. The
French started to open the houses of the Amirs, to enter and loot them to their hearts' content, then depart,
leaving the doors open. After them the rabble entered and cleaned out what remained. This went on for several
days. Then they sought out the houses of the Amirs and their slaves, sealing off some of them and occupying
others. The members of the corps of Ujaqs and inhabitants who feared for their houses hung a flag on their doors
and got a handwritten paper\fn{ From the French} which they posted on their doors, without knowing what was
written on it.
*
In that month they invested Barthélemy, the European soldier, as Katkhuda Mustahfizsn. He was one of the
lowliest of the European soldiers living in Cairo. He served with the artillerymen of Muhammad Bey al-Alfi. He
had a shop in al-Muski where he sold long-necked glass bottles in his spare time. He was known as Fart al11

Rumman.\fn{Pomegranate Seeds} When he was invested with this post at the house of the Sari al-Askar, he went out in
a procession, riding a horse with its saddle decked with a decorated cover. In front of him marched a great number
of soldiers whom they had assigned to him; among these were the Ghuzz, unemployed soldiers, and the
ildashat,\fn{Janissary} all of them Muslims. Upon his head he wore a rose of silk, and servants with silver lances
surrounded him. He had a Biyuk Bashi and guards and every senior had several soldiers under him. Then they
allocated places to them in which they were to live. All of them were under his supreme authority. He took the
house of Yaya Kashif al-Kabir which belonged to Ibrahim Bey and occupied it with all the furniture, household
effects, and slave girls in it.
They appointed another Frenchman and made him Amin al-Bahrayn,\fn{The holder of the two ports of Old Cairo and
Bulaq} and another whom they appointed Aghat al-Risala,\fn{Delivery Agha} and others to Sawahil al-Ghilla,\f{The
river banks of the granaries} and the special Diwan. The chief of the Diwan occupied the house of Qayit Agha in alAzbakiyya, where the Diwan meets, and the Shaykhs and others attend.
The Governor (Qa’im Maqam) of Cairo known as Dupuy settled in the house of Ibrahim Bey al-Wali, Shaykh
al-Balad, in the house of Ibrahim Bey al-Kabir, Magalion in that of Murad Bey at the quay of al-Khashshab and
the Ruznamji in the old house of Shaykh al-Bakri. The Copts used to assemble at his place. They asked for the
registers of the Ruznama and kept them. The Daftardãr and others also [used to assemble there].
All of them were Europeans. Moreover their soldiers entered the city gradually, until the streets were full of
them. They lived in the houses and the quarters stank of them, but they did not disturb anybody, and they used to
buy goods at artificially high prices. They sold one egg for one para, while before they had been four at one para.
The people opened several shops next to them for all kinds of foodstuffs such as pastry, cakes, fried fish, and the like. The
Greek Christian grocers opened several shops for selling alcoholic beverages such as wine and arrack, and several taverns
and coffeehouses, and pedlars [also came]. This became very excessive.
In that [month] the Shaykhs pleaded for the prisoners of the Mamluks. They accepted their plea and released them. The
prisoners, who numbered about twelve, entered the Mosque of al-Azhar in the worst condition, wearing torn blue clothes.
They remained there living on the charitable gifts of the students of al-Azhar and begging from the passers-by. In that there is a
moral for those who pay heed.
*
On Saturday they held the Diwan. The outcome was a request for a loan amounting to five hundred thousand riyals: two
hundred thousand from the coffee merchants, one hundred thousand from the Shami Christians, the same from the
European merchants, and the same from the Copt secretaries. They asked for a reduction but it was impossible; so they
began to collect the amount.
And on that day, they called upon anyone who had taken goods from the looted houses ordering him to bring the stolen
property to the residence of the Qa’im Maqam lest most unfortunate consequences befall him. In addition they proclaimed
a safe-conduct for the wives of the Amirs, telling them to return to live in their own houses and declare what they held of
their husbands’ property. In case they did not hold any of their husbands’ property, they should come to settle the terms of
their return so that they then might reside safely in their homes.
Consequently, Nafisa, the wife of Murad Bey appeared out of hiding and came to a settlement on behalf of herself and
her followers among the wives of the Amirs and Kashifs, at a sum of one hundred and twenty thousand faransa of which
two hundred thousand riyals were on her own behalf.
She began to raise the required funds from other women as well as from her own means. The French directed their
request for money to her and in the same way to the rest of the women through intermediaries, and in this manner they
collected a great deal. As a result the function of the Diwãn became simply the prevention of criminal acts, financial
settlements, and the writing of letters of safe-conduct for the Ghuzz who were hiding in the villages so that they would
present themselves and come to a settlement. Many of those who acted as intermediaries profited from this situation, as for
example the Shami Christians, resident Europeans, and the like, who soon started making promises and dire threats, playing
tricks, and so on, actions which are too diverse to be described at length.
*
On Sunday they demanded horses, camels, and weapons and thus collected a good number of these, even cows
and oxen, and as in the case of the settlements they collected a great deal.
They extended the search for the stock requested to the extent of breaking into many shops in the market of the
armourers and the like, appropriating weapons without paying. Every day they would carry off household goods,
upholstery, chests, saddles, and, other things which are too many to be accounted for, on camels and donkeys. They
would also discover and take away things which were hidden. They further engaged the services of builders, architects,
and servants who knew the houses of their lords, so that they might reveal the places of hidden goods and treasures.
On the same day they arrested Shaykh al-Juaydiyya (the chief of the ruffians) and another one with him, having
them both shot in the Birkat al-Azbakiyya, as well as other persons at al-Rumayla. They brought back much loot.
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*
On Tuesday they summoned the guilds of merchantmen in the bazaars and imposed upon them a large sum which
they were unable to pay, claiming that this was to be a loan to be repaid after sixty days. So they raised hue and cry and
asked for help, going to the Mosque of atl-Azhar and the shrine of al-Hsayni where they called upon the Shaykhs who
spoke with [the French] interceding on their behalf. As a result the loan was reduced to half, and they also extended the
time of payment.
On the same day they ordered that the by-streets and gates leading to the alleys be opened, and scattered
groups of their soldiers set out to pull down and break to pieces the gates of the by-streets and lanes. And so they
continued for many a day in this activity in spite of the peoples’ anxiety and the rumours that the French soldiers
were intent upon killing the people during the Friday prayer or other fantasies of this kind.
That happened after they had achieved a certain degree of security and some shops had already opened. With
the occurrence of these two episodes they withdrew into themselves once more.
*
On the twentieth of the same month the letters of the pilgrims arrived from al-Aqaba, so the members of the Diwan
went to the Bash Askar\fn{Chief of staff} and informed him about this matter asking for safe-conduct for the Amir alHajj. He refused, saying:
“I will only grant him safe-conduct on condition that he comes without Mamluks, as an ordinary person”. They
asked him:
“Who then will escort the pilgrims?”. He replied:
“We will send them four thousand soldiers who will escort them to Egypt”.
And so they wrote courteous letters requesting the Amir al-Hãjj to escort the pilgrims to Dar al-Hamra and as for
afterwards all would be well. The letters had hardly reached the pilgrims before those of Ibrahim Bey arrived bearing
exaggerated warnings and calling upon them to come to Bilbays. So they directed themselves to Bilbays and spent some
days there. Meanwhile Ibrahim Bey and those who were with him departed for Suwwa and sent the women to al-Qurayn.
*
On the twenty-third of that month a group of French soldiers set out in the direction of al-Adiliyya and every
day another group set out for the East.
*
On Wednesday evening of the twenty-sixth the Bash Askar set out while the first groups reached al-Khankah
and Abu Zabal. These groups, having arrived demanded impost for the upkeep of the military from Abu Zabal.
The inhabitants refused so [the soldiers] attacked and defeated them and looted the city, setting it on fire, then
passing on to Bilbays.
As for the pilgrims, during their stay in Bilbays, some of the fallahin among them hired bedouin to deliver
them to their districts of residence such as al-Gharbiyya and al-Manufiyya. Others, who were not fallahin,
engaged the services of bedouin to bring them to Sharqiyyat al-Mansura and al-Manufiyya. Thus they dispersed
throughout the land with their women, others staying at Bilbays. Salib Bey joined Ibrahim Bey with a group of
merchants and other companions.
*
On the twenty-eighth the French took Bilbays where there was still a number of pilgrims left. They did not
disturb them, but sent them to Cairo accompanied by a group of their soldiers.
*
Late Sunday night the messenger reached the Amirs who were at Suwwa. informing them that the French were coming
upon them. So they rode out at midnight and went up in the direction of al-Qurayn, and abandoned the merchants and
owners of goods.
*
At daybreak a number of bedouin Shaykhs came to [the merchants] and made an agreement with them that they would
deliver them to al-Qurayn, giving an oath to them that they would not betray them. Once they reached half-way they broke
their oath and betrayed them, plundered their loads, dividing the goods among themselves, and stripped them of their clothes.
Among these merchants was Sayyid Ahmad al-Maruqi, the merchants’ Shah Bandar, whose property was worth about
three hundred thousand riyals in cash and goods. The bedouin greatly mistreated them most evilly. When the French soldiers
overtook them Sayyid Ahmad al-Maruqi went, accompanied by a group of hypocritical bedouin and met the Sari Askar
and complained to him of what had befallen him and his companions. The Sari Askar in turn rebuked them for
their travelling and relying upon the Mamluks and the bedouin. Then he arrested Abu Khashaba, the Shaykh of alQurayn, and commanded him:
“Inform me of the whereabouts of the stolen goods”. The Shaykh replied:
“Send a group to al-Qurayn with me”.
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When he arrived at al-Qurayn with the group he led them to some loads which the French took and divided
among themselves. Then they followed him to another place where he had them believe that he would enter a
certain spot from which he would bring them more loads, but he escaped from them without return ing, and those
soldiers returned with one load and a half, saying:
“This is what we found and the man escaped from us”. The Sari Askar replied:
“We must get hold of this property”. They\fn{The merchants} then asked for permission to return to Cairo and he
sent with them a number of soldiers to accompany them and deliver them to Cairo, and the merchants were at this
point in the worst state possible. In addition there was with them a group of women who had set out on the night
of the incident and they were in a heartrending condition as French soldiers dragged them to the city. …\fn{ So ends
the chronicle for the first month:H}
1819
174.153 Excerpt from The Refinement of Gold in the Résumé of Paris: “How the People of Paris are Housed,
and Allied Matters”\fn{by Rifaat al-Tahtawi (1801-1873)} Tahta, Sohag Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
… It is acknowledged that a country or city is civilized to the extent of its knowledge and its remoteness from
a state of crudeness and wildness. European countries abound in various sorts of knowledge and arts which, as no
man can deny, induce sociability and adorn civilization. It is recognized that the French people are outstanding
among the European nations in their great attachment to arts and sciences. They are the greatest in literature and
civilization.
The commercial towns are usually superior architecturally to the villages and hamlets; the major cities are
superior to the other towns; and the capital is superior to the other cities of the kingdom. So it is not surprising
that it should be said that Paris, the seat of the kings of France, is among the greatest cities of Europe in its
buildings and architecture. Though its buildings may not be outstanding in their materials, none the less they are
outstanding in design and construction. Moreover it is sometimes said that their materials are excellent, apart from
a deficiency in marble and certain other things. This is hardly surprising, since their walls are made of stone chips,
as also are other walls outside the houses. The internal walls are usually made of superior wood. The pillars are
generally of brass, rarely of marble. The floors are paved with stone flags, and occasionally with black marble,
interspersed with flag stones. The roads are always paved with square stones, the courtyards similarly, and the
halls with baked bricks, or wood, or black marble with worked paving stones. The quality of stone or wood varies
according to a man’s means. The walls and floors of the rooms are of wood, as already mentioned. The wood is
coated with varnish, and the walls are covered with protective paper, cleanly embossed. This is better than the
custom of whitewashing walls. For compared with whitewash, not only does nothing come off the paper when
one touches it, but it is easier to change and better to look at; in fact more suitable, especially in their rooms
adorned with various types of furniture.
The French try to lighten the floor by fitting coloured curtains—especially green ones. The floors of their
rooms are paved with wood or a sort of red brick. They polish these floors every day with a yellow wax which
they call “floor polish”. They have polishers on hire specially trained for the purpose. Under their beds, which are
covered with eiderdowns and counterpanes, there are carpets on which they tread wearing slippers.
In every room is a fire-chimney. It is shaped like a row of earthenware jars, surrounded by fine marble,
surmounted by an encased clock. On either side are vases of imitation white marble or crystal. In them are real or
imitation flowers. On either side are European- style candelabra, whose effect can only be appreciated by one who
has seen them lit.
In most of their rooms is a musical instrument called the “piano”. If the room is a study, it has a table (desk)
with writing materials and so on, such as paper knives of ivory and box-wood.
Most of the rooms are filled with pictures, especially portraits of relatives. In the study there may also be
remarkable pictures and an assortment of antiques. On the desk you may find miscellaneous documents. In the
rooms of people of note you may see great chandeliers lit by beeswax. At receptions you may well see in their
rooms a table on which are all the latest books, papers, and the like, for the diversion of any guests who wish to
occupy their eyes and entertain their minds by reading such things.
This demonstrates the great devotion of the French to reading books. For books are their familiar friends.
Among their bon mots are the following: “A book is a jar full of knowledge, and a vessel full of wit. It is a garden
given you indoors, and an orchard carried in the sleeve.” This has been well put by a poet:
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My note-book is my friend by day,
My thoughts comprise my friend by night.
Serving myself I wend my way,
While dreams, like friends, attend my night.
My only sword is my sharp tongue,
My strength lies in my verses sung.
My inkwell brings my daily bread:
Its fruits lie on a table spread.

Also:
We have companions who never bore us in what they say,
Sound and firm, ever for us, whether near or far away.
They help us with their knowledge, the knowledge of times gone by;
Intelligence and polish, with sound judgement, they supply.
You would be telling no lie if you described them as dead:
If you said they were alive, you would be true in what you said.

As someone said: “The book tells a fine tale.” And a wit has said: “I have never seen a weeper smile better
than the pen.”
All these treasures are best appreciated in the presence of the lady of the house, that is, the householder’s wife;
for she is the first to greet guests, followed immediately by her husband.
And how do these rooms, with their delights, compare with ours?
In ours we greet a man by giving him a shuubuq\fn{Turkish pipe} to smoke, by the hands of a servant, usually a
Negro. The ceilings are of fine wood. The house is usually constructed in four floors, excluding the ground floor,
which does not count as a storey. There may be as many as seven storeys, plus cellars which are used as stables,
kitchens, and stores—especially for wine and firewood. With them the house, as in Cairo, consists of several
apartments. On every floor are several apartments, each consisting of connected rooms.
It is their custom to divide houses into three categories: first, ordinary houses; secondly, notables’ houses; and
thirdly, houses for the king and his relatives, council chambers and the like. The first type is called a
bait,\fn{House} the second a dar,\fn{Residence} and the third a palace qasr\fn{Palace} or saraya.\fn{Mansion}
Houses may also be divided on a different basis into three grades: first, houses with a hajib,\fn{Concierge} and a
door big enough to take a carriage; secondly, a house with interior passages with a concierge, through whose door,
however, a carriage cannot fit; and thirdly, houses with no living quarters for a concierge. If a resident wishes to
stay out in the city after midnight, he must warn the concierge to wait up for him, and also make it worth his
while. There are whole quarters without concierges or doors such as they have in Cairo (Egypt).
Moreover, properties are expensive to buy and rent. So much so, that a large house may cost as much as a
million francs, that is, about three million Egyptian piastres. Then, Paris properties may be rented unfurnished, or
fully furnished with fine soft furnishings, furniture and household equipment—which, with the French, means
cooking utensils and tableware as a whole, in complete sets. These include silver and the like; also bedding, which
is usually a number of matresses, one of them of feather, a sheet which is changed monthly, and blankets. There
are pieces of furniture for show, and for the reception of visitors, namely chairs upholstered with embroidered silk
and so on; also covered sofas and ordinary chairs. Then there are showpieces such as large clocks called by them
pendule, large flower vases; and other things such as gilt coffee pots, hanging candelabra lit by groups of candles,
and bookcases with glass doors, through which one can see the finely bound books they contain. Every man,
whether rich or poor, has a bookcase, as all the lower classes read and write.
Usually the man sleeps in a separate room from his wife, if they have been married some time.
Among the nice customs is that the palaces of the sultan and his relatives are open (to the public) when the
sultan and his relatives go away every year to stay in the country for a few months. The rest of the people go in
and walk around these palaces, to see the furniture and other things of note. But no one can enter without a piece
of paper on which is printed an entry permit for one or two persons or more. Many people have these tickets; and
if a man asks one of his acquaintances for one, he gives him it. Thus you will see in the palace a great crowd
looking at everything in the apartments of the king and his relatives. I myself have been in many times, and have
seen wonders well worth looking at. There are statues indistinguishable from actual people, save that they cannot
speak. There are also portraits of the kings of France and others, including all the members of the royal family,
and pictures of every conceivable novelty. Most of the things in the royal apartments are of the very best quality,
in everything, from their uniformly fine workmanship to their excellent materials. Thus all the furniture, such as
chairs, beds—even royal thrones—have fine wickerwork, and are overlaid with gold. Yet you do not find many
precious stones on them, as is the case in great princes’ houses in our country. For all French affairs are based on
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elegance, not ornamentation, display of wealth, and ostentation.
All the rich Parisians live in the city during the winter. We have already remarked, in mentioning the nature of
the Paris region, that every house has fireplaces, in which fires burn in the halls and rooms. But in the hot season
men of means live in the country. For the country chateaux have a more salubrious atmosphere than the city.
Some people go to various parts of France or neighbouring countries to smell the scent of a foreign country; to
study it, and learn the customs of its people. This is particularly so in a part of the year which they call the leave
season or the holiday season, that is the off-work period. Even the women go away, travelling either on their own
or accompanied by a man with whom they agree on the itinerary and on how long he is to travel with them.
For women are also very fond of knowledge, and learning, and seeking the secrets of mankind. After all, do
not some of them come from Europe to Egypt, to see its wonders such as the pyramids and the ruined temples.
They are like men in all that they do. You may even find among them young women who have an affair with a
stranger without being married. When they find themselves pregnant, and fear public disgrace, they go on a
journey ostensibly simply as tourists, or on some other pretext, to have the child. Then they put it with a fostermother on payment, and have it brought up in a strange country. However, this is not universal; for, as they say,
not every sword shines bright. Thus, among the women of France there are honourable women and the reverse.
The latter predominate, since in France the art of love has taken hold of the hearts of the people of both sexes.
Their love is unsound, because they cannot believe that it has any other purpose. It may take place between a
young man and a girl, in which case it ends in marriage.
There is one thing for which Frenchwomen must be commended, and that is the cleanliness of their houses,
which are free from all kinds of dirt—though they cannot hold a candle to the Flemings’ houses. The Flemings
surpass all nations in external cleanliness, just as in ancient times the Egyptians surpassed all other nations in
cleanliness. Their descendants, the Copts, have not imitated them in this. Paris, being clean, is free from
poisonous things, even insects. You never hear of anyone being bitten by a scorpion. The care of the French for
cleanliness in their homes and in their clothing is astounding. Their houses are always cheerful, because of the
many windows placed in excellent architectural settings to admit light and air. The window panes are invariably
of glass, so that when they are closed the light is not obscured. Over them, rich and poor alike have curtains. In
addition, net curtains are the order of the day for all Parisians. …
171.26 Excerpt from The Autobiography Of ‘Ali Mubarak\fn{by ‘Ali Mubarak (1824-1893)} al-Birinbal al-Jadida
Village, Daqahliya Governorate, Nile Delta, Egypt (M) 6
… New Birinbal was my birthplace and where I grew up. I was born in the year 1239\fn{ 1824} according to
what I have been told by my father and my late elder brother, al-Hajj Muhammad, who died in the month of
Ramadan 1293.\fn{1876} My father’s name was Mubarak ibn Mubarak ibn Sulayman ibn Ibrahim al-Ruji. My
brother told me that our distant forefather was from the area of al-Kum wa-l- Khalij, a village on the “sea” of
Tanah, and that because of an economic crisis which occurred there, our family scattered to different villages. The
Bahalsa branch of the family went to live in the region of Damuh and some of the others went to the region of alMawamana. There are none left in the original village except the descendants of Ghaytas.
My great-great-grandfather, Ibrahim al-Ruji, went to live in the region of New BirinbaI where he was
respected and venerated. He was the prayer leader of the village, its preacher, and its judge. After his death, his
son Sulayman succeeded him in that position, and after Sulayman, his son Mubarak. When my grandfather
Mubarak was blessed with the birth of my father, he named him after himself, and bequeathed to him the position
of his forefathers.
So it was with most members of the family. The family is known in that village even now as the family of the
shaykhs. The family had so many branches that the village had an entire neighborhood of them containing nearly
two hundred souls. They were judges, preachers, prayer leaders, officiators at marriages, and the weighers and
measurers of the village harvests. They had income but no landholdings, so they did not suffer any of the fiscal
obligations levied upon the peasants, nor did they have any affiliation with the local authorities.
They remained thus until the villagers could no longer farm the land. Then the tax system was reorganized and
the authorities forced upon our family liability for some farmlands and then demanded the taxes which they
claimed were due. The authorities fined them and threatened them with imprisonment and beatings just like the
peasants. They spent what money they had and sold their livestock and household furnishings.
Overwhelmed by the situation, and unaccustomed to such abuse, they saw no alternative but to flee. So they
left the village and dispersed to various other villages. My father settled in the village of Hammadiyyin in
Sharqiyya Province.
I was at that time about six years old. Before our departure I had begun to learn to read and write from a blind
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man in Birinbal whose name was Abu ‘Asr, but he then passed away. Due to the lack of hospitality in the region
of Hammadiyyin our stay there was not pleasant and we did not remain long.
We then traveled to the Sama‘na Arabs, also in Sharqiyya Province. They were tent-dwelling Bedouin with no
men learned in religion among them, so they received my father with generosity and hospitality. They benefited.
from him and he in turn benefited from them a great deal. They began to consult him in all religious matters, for
he was a righteous man, pious, well schooled in religious law, and well mannered. Their affection for him
increased tremendously, so much so that they built a mosque and appointed him prayer leader.
When he was thus comforted and relieved of his troubles, he turned his attention to my education and at first
taught me himself. He then turned me over to a teacher by the name of Shaykh Ahmad Abu Khadir who was
originally from the area of Kurdi, a village near Birinbal. At that time he was living in a small village near the
camps of these Arabs and my father sent me an allowance for my upkeep at the shaykh’s home. I returned home
only on Fridays and out of fear of the shaykh I never returned [to him] empty-handed. I stayed on with him for
about two years, and to begin with I completed my memorization of the Qur’an.
Then, because of the many beatings he gave me, I left and refused to go back to him. So I began to study again
with my father, but due to the large amount of work he had, and all the various distractions which diverted his
attention from me, I took to playing and neglecting my studies and forgot what I had memorized. My father feared
what might come of all this and was about to force me to return to that teacher, but I refused and resolved to run
away from home if he did not relent.
I had seven sisters, but my mother had no male children other than myself, though I did have half-brothers
through women other than my mother. When my parents understood that I indeed intended to run away, they grew
concerned and more sympathetic toward me, and asked me what I wished to do regarding my education. It would
not do for someone from a learned family to remain without an education.
I chose at that time not to become a religious scholar but rather to become a civil servant, for I had noticed the
fine appearance of the civil servants, their status, and their close relations with the authorities. My father had a
friend who was a civil servant, so he entrusted me to him. He was a district secretary and lived in the region of
Akhaywa. I found him to be a man of fine appearance, well dressed, and who wrote in a beautiful hand, so I
stayed with him for a while. I had an allowance from my father that sufficed for my upkeep, so I lived with him in
his home and settled in among his children.
It turned out, however, that although he appeared quite well-off, he was in fact in dire domestic straits. He had
three wives, and more children than food, which meant that I went to sleep starving with hunger most of my days
there. Most of his instruction, what little there was of it, took place in the house in front of the women. He rarely
went out to work, and when he did go out he would take me along as company, from which I did not benefit at all
but rather was of service to him. On top of all that, he used to torment me constantly, until one day when we were
in the village of Manajat, he asked me in front of the school principal and others what one times one is. When I
answered two he struck me with a coffee-roasting pan and split my head open. Those present rebuked him. I went
to my father to complain, but I obtained nothing from him but further pain.
That day was the festival of Our Master Ahmad al-Badawi,\fn{ A Sufi saint} so I ran away with all the people
heading toward Matariyya near Manzila intending to catch up with an aunt of mine there, but on the way, I took ill
with cholera in the village of San al-Hajar. One of the inhabitants of the village whom I did not know took me in
and I lay ill in his home for forty days. They asked about my family, but I told them I was an orphan, completely
alone in the world.
During this time, my father and one of my brothers had been searching for me throughout the villages. My
brother was eventually guided to where I was in San, but I caught sight of him from a distance and ran away. I
stayed in Minyat Tarif where a Bedouin man took me in, but I only stayed with him a short while. I left and
happened to come across a brother of mine in our home village of Birinbal to which he had returned. A few days
later, the brother who had been searching for me found us; he tricked me and took me back to my father.
My situation was becoming a real problem for them. They had done everything they could as far as providing
an education was concerned, and they began to suggest Qur’anic reciters and Qur’an school, but I wouldn’t agree
to this. I told them that I had received nothing from teachers except beatings. The civil servant had been of no use
to me except as wasted time and torment; indeed, he had been the one who benefited from using me as a servant.
Then it was suggested to my father that he send me to a friend of his who was a surveyor and this idea pleased
me.
When I got to know him I grew to like him, and by accompanying him I earned some of the money which he
took in payment from people. I stayed with him three months, but because of my youth and lack of knowledge
about what is good for one and what is harmful, I revealed his secrets and divulged what he took in payment from
people on the side. For this, he threw me out and I ended up living at home again, studying with my father.
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My father used to take me along with him when collecting the government levies imposed upon the Bedouin
and with which he was entrusted. I also used to handle the writing of the accounts and some of the calculations.
Then, after about a year, he made me an assistant to a civil servant in the district office of Abu Kabir, at a
salary of fifty piasters. I would write out fair copies of the notebooks for him. I stayed with this civil servant
about three months. All my clothes were worn out and I was soon in very dire straits indeed, for I had not yet
received any of my salary except for the food I ate in his house. Then one day he entrusted me to collect the
revenues of Abu Kabir. I collected them, took out the amount due me as my salary, and wrote him a note as a
receipt and placed it in the money sack. When he found it he grew angry with me, but kept it to himself. The
commissioner in Abu Kabir at that time was ‘Abd al-‘Al Abu Salim from Minyat al-Namrut, and he informed the
commissioner of this incident.
It happened that the commissioner’s office was required to send a person to the armed forces, so they tricked
me into it. They agreed to send me to the military service to meet this requirement. They called for me when I was
completely unsuspecting and the commissioner ordered me to go to the prison to write up the names of the
prisoners. He sent a man from the commissioner’s guards to accompany me. When I entered the prison, they
brought an iron fetter and placed it on my neck and I was left a prisoner there.
I was overcome with the greatest fear. For twenty days or so I was kept in the filth and refuse of the prisoners.
I began to weep and wail so much that the guard took pity on me due to my young age and moved me closer to
the door. I gave him a small amount of the money which had been the reason for my imprisonment and through
him sent news to my father.
My father went to His Highness the khedive who was in the area of Minyat al-Qamh where he presented my
story in detail in a formal written petition. The khedive then ordered my release. My father had the order in his
hand, but before he reached me, a friend of the guard’s from the service of the commissioner of cotton production
in the area of Abu Kabir came to him and informed him that the commissioner needed a salaried secretary to work
for him. The guard, taking pity on me, pointed me out to him, described my outstanding qualities and fine
penmanship, and told him of my miserable situation. The servant approached me and asked me to write something
on a piece of paper so that the commissioner could see my handwriting. I wrote a petition and took great care in
doing it, and handed it to the servant with a gold piece worth twenty piasters and promised him more than that as
well if he would but open a path for me to his master.
He took it and after a short while came back with an order for my release and took me to the commissioner, a
man by the name of ‘Anbar Effendi. I looked at him: he was black, an Abyssinian—like a slave! But he was
magnanimous, noble, and dignified. I saw the shaykhs and the governors of towns standing before him as he
addressed his instructions to them, so I waited until they withdrew, then entered and kissed his hand. He spoke to
me in fine, eloquent Arabic, saying,
“Do you wish to be a secretary in my service? You will receive your daily food and a monthly salary of
seventy-five piasters.”
I said yes, then withdrew from his presence and sat with the servants.
Because of the shaykhs who presented themselves to him, I came to know a number of the most famous men
of that area, men possessed of riches, servants, entourages, and slaves. I was greatly surprised to see them
standing before him and obeying his orders. I had never seen such a thing before, nor had I heard of its like. I had
thought rather that the authorities were chosen exclusively from the Turks, as was the practice in those days, and I
was both amazed and confused about the reason which would cause eminent men to remain standing in front of a
slave and to kiss his hand. I grew intent on discovering the reason for this; it was one of my main motives for
remaining with him.
The next day my father arrived with the order from His Highness the khedive and 1 greeted him and ushered
him into the presence of the commissioner and introduced him. ‘Anbar Effendi smiled cheerfully at my father,
asked him to be seated, and made him feel welcome. My father was handsome, fair-complexioned, eloquent,
gracious, with all the signs of righteousness and piety. My father asked about me and the commissioner answered,
“I have chosen him to be with me and have granted him a salary. If you are in agreement, then it will be so.”
My father thanked him and agreed that 1 should remain with him. He told the commissioner about our origins
and our current conditions, then left the audience with the commissioner quite content. When 1 sat with my father
that night I turned the conversation to the subject of the commissioner and said,
“The commissioner cannot be a Turk for he is black.” He answered me that it was possible he was an
emancipated slave.
“Could a slave then become a governor when even the most powerful men of this region are not governors, let
alone the slaves?” I asked.
His answers did not convince me. He said that perhaps the reason for this was the commissioner’s fine
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manners and education.
“But,” I said, “what knowledge does he have?”
“Perhaps he lived at the al-Azhar university and studied there,” he answered.
“And does learning in al-Azhar lead to a governorship? Who leaves al-Azhar a governor?” I asked.
“We are all slaves of God,” my father replied, “and God, may He be glorified, raises up whomsoever He
desires.”
“Agreed,” I said, “but there must be reasons for all of this.” Then he began to preach to me and tell me stories
and recite poems which did not convince me at all, and finally he advised me to stay in the commissioner’s
service and to obey his orders.
Two days later my father departed and left me there. Then another idea occurred to me. Writing accounts and
drawing a salary were the reason for my imprisonment and being forced to wear neck-irons, 1 said to myself, and
the commissioner had indeed delivered me from that; but what if the commissioner in turn dealt with me as the
secretary had? Who would deliver me then? These ideas remained in my mind and my concern was to be done
with all of this and everything like it. 1 wanted a position which did not mean suffering indignities and which
would not bring with it constant fear of ruin.
In the meantime, I grew friendly with a servant of the commissioner’s and began to gather information about
his master and the reason for his high rank. I gleaned enough information from him that I could piece it all
together.
The servant told me that his master, the commissioner, had been bought by a generous woman of noble rank
and that his mistress had enrolled him in the Qasr al-‘Ayni school when the khedive Muhammad ‘Ali had opened
the schools and had had boys enrolled. He told me that they studied calligraphy, mathematics, Turkish, and other
things there, and that the government authorities were selected from these schools.
At that moment I resolved to enter such a school. I asked him whether any peasants ever made it into these
schools, and he told me that only those who have “connections”: enter them. This made me think even more about
the idea. After that my interest never abated. I asked about Qasr al-‘Ayni, the way there, and what life there was
like. He told me about all of this. He spoke highly of the fine living conditions, the food, the uniforms, and the
hospitality. My desire to go increased. I wrote down everything he told me about the way to the school, the
distance, and the names of the towns along the way.
The idea eventually occurred to me simply to escape and make my own way to the school, so I asked for
permission to visit my family and was given fifteen days’ leave.
I traveled until, on Saturday, I arrived at Bani‘yad, a village on my route. There I came upon a group of
children led by a tailor, each of whom had an inkstand and pens. I sat with them beneath a tree and we talked. It
turned out that they were pupils from the elementary school at Minyat al-‘Azz. This seemed to me a good sign.
When they saw my penmanship, they found it to be finer than their own, and some of them said to the others,
“If he were to join the elementary school, he would be a chawish.”
“That would be easy for him,” the tailor said. “Even the penmanship of our bashchawish does not equal his.”
So I asked them what a chawish and a bashchawish were. They explained to me that they were the best pupils
in the elementary school. I began to ask for information about the elementary school and what it was like, and the
tailor began to describe it in glowing terms, enticing me to join it. He explained to me that the outstanding
students from the elementary schools continued on to the secondary schools even if they did not have
“connections.” This was my most ardent hope, so I wasted no time in going with them and entering the
elementary school.
As it turned out, the principal was an acquaintance of my father’s and wished to prevent me from becoming
one of the pupils. He went to great lengths to dissuade me in order to please my father, but I would not listen to
him and stayed on at the elementary school for fifteen days. The principal sent for my father. When he arrived, the
principal explained the situation to him and showed him that I was very determined, having even said to the
principal that if he did not enroll me I would file a complaint against. him.
But he and my father devised a trick to seize me when the other pupils and I would be caught unawares. My
father waited till I went out for a walk at lunchtime; then he abducted me, took me back to our village, and there
imprisoned me in the house for about ten days. All the while my mother cried—for me and because of me—and
implored me to refrain from anything which would cause me to leave them again. She asked me to swear that I
would not attempt to leave again, so I promised her that I would refrain from this for her sake and they then
released me.
We had some sheep and I was charged with taking them out to graze. My parents thus thought to keep me far
from a writing career which might mean me leaving them again. I remained thus for some time until their
concerns were calmed and they came to believe that I had given up my plan, despite the fact that it never left me. I
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was only concealing it until I could take advantage of an opportunity to escape. One night I waited till they were
all asleep and, taking my inkstand and other things, I left, fearful of being caught. I headed toward Minyat al‘Azz.
That was the last time I lived with my parents.
It was a moonlit night so I walked till it grew light and entered Minyat al-‘Azz around midmorning. The
principal did not see me until I was in the midst of all the children in the Qur’an school. I was forced to avoid
leaving by day or night for fear of being abducted again. Later my father came and used every possible means of
persuading me, he and the principal both, but to no avail.
Eventually he went home without achieving his goal, but he continued to visit frequently hoping to take me
from the Qur’an school until ‘Ismat Effendi, the principal of the maktab al-khanaih, came to select the best
students for the Qasr al-‘Ayni school: I was among those chosen. My father went and complained to ‘Ismat
Effendi, but he said to him,
“Here is your son before you; it is his choice.”
They gave me the choice and I chose the school. At this my father wept greatly and a group of teachers and
others implored me to change my mind, but I did not listen to them. It was decreed by God, and there is no escape
from what He has decreed.
I entered the Qasr al-‘Ayni school in the year 1251\fn{ 1835-36} and at that time I was just entering adolescence.
I was placed in the class of Bur’i Effendi, but I found the school to be not at all what I had imagined. In fact,
because of its recent establishment, the areas of responsibility were unclear, and teaching and education were of
little concern. Instead, the major concern was with teaching military marching drills, which were held in the
dormitories every morning and noon and after meals. All those who supervised the students tormented them with
beatings, different types of abuse, and countless insults. There was no end to the favoritism and they neglected
their duties in matters such as providing food and other essentials. The furnishings of the barracks consisted only
of grass floormats and blankets of heavy wool made in Bulaq. I hated the food given us so much that I ate only
cheese and olives. Bur’i Effendi looked after me more than he did the others, so the small amount of money I had,
I placed in his care.
When I saw what conditions were like, I was unable to bear it and felt that I had done myself wrong by
entering schools which were in this state. Then, due to the change in climate from that to which I was accustomed,
and the great number of thoughts and misgivings which beset me, I fell ill with mange rashes all over my body. I
was therefore placed in the infirmary where I came down with even more illnesses. They began to despair for my
life, but God preserved me.
At this point my father came and asked to see me, but they would not allow him in. So he offered one of the
attendants fifty gold pieces if he would secretly bring me out of the infirmary and save me from the condition I
was in. I knew nothing of this until one of the attendants broke the iron window in the room I was in and informed
me of my father’s wishes and that he was waiting for me outside the school grounds. The attendant wanted to
lower me down to him from the window so he could get his reward. At first I was inclined to comply, to go with
my father and leave the school. I had seen such great hardship there and almost no teaching, and I had
experienced such hunger in the infirmary that I had even sucked the bones others had finished with. But then I
thought of the punishment for running away, and the fact that they used to chase down the students who ran away
and arrest their families and lock them up and abuse them, so I restrained myself from going with him. He tried
several ploys to make the matter easier for me, but I refused.
“Let me be patient with God’s decree,” I said, “for I am the one who has wronged myself.” To the attendant I
said,
“Give my father my greetings and ask him to pray for me and to give my mother greetings from me.”
But then my father bribed his way into where I was. He looked at me and I looked at him, he kissed me and I
kissed him, he wept and I wept, and finally he said farewell and went on his way, him sighing and me crying. Our
state was like that described in the verse:
Could perhaps the sorrows which now beset me
Conceal behind them approaching release?

Later I recovered, returned to the school, and worked hard at my studies. I never fell ill again.
Toward the end of the year 1252 they transferred me to the school of Abu Zaebal and they turned Qasr al‘Ayni
into a private medical school which it still is today. The school administration at Abu Zabal was the same as that
at Qasr al-‘Ayni except that they did have some small concern for teaching because the directorship had been
given to the late Ibrahim Bey Ra‘fat.
The heaviest and most difficult subjects for me were geometry, arithmetic and grammar. I regarded these
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subjects as talismanic charms and everything the teachers said about them as incomprehensible as magical spells.
I remained thus for some time until the late Ibrahim Bey Ra‘fat gathered together the slow students at the end of
the third year after our transfer and made them into a separate class. I was one of them, in fact, the last of them.
He appointed himself teacher for this class and in the very first lesson he gave us he explained the aims of
geometry with complete clarity and concision. He explained the importance of boundaries and the designations
placed at the beginnings of the diagrams, and explained that the letters were used like names for the shapes and
their parts just as we use names for people; and how just as a person may choose for his son any name he wishes,
whoever analyzes the diagrams may choose whichever letters he wishes.
The excellence of his explanations unlocked my mind and I understood everything he said. His method of
teaching was what opened the door for me. I did not leave that first lesson without having learned something, and
this was true of all of his lessons—quite the contrary from the other teachers, for they did not possess his
methods. Their persistence in their approach was the obstacle which had prevented me from understanding all
along!
Within the first year I had completed all of geometry and arithmetic and had become the best in my class. In
grammar I became an outstanding student because I did not have to change teachers and was not subjected to the
bad teaching methods of the others. Ra‘fat Bey began to cite me as an example and to use my success at his hands
as an indication of the poor teaching of the other teachers, showing that poor teaching was indeed the cause of the
lack of progress among the students.
In that year, they selected from among us those students who would go on to the School of Engineering in
Bulaq, and I was among the ones they chose. I stayed there five years and took all of the courses offered. I was
always first and at the head of my class.
There I studied elementary algebra with the late Ta‘il Effendi, as well as mechanics, dynamics, and mechanical
design. I studied advanced algebra with him and with the late Muhammad Abu Sinn; differential calculus and
astronomy with the late Mahmud Pasha al-Falaki; hydraulics with the late Daqla Effendi; topography and
hydrography with the late Ibrahim Effendi Ramadan; chemistry, physics, mineralogy, geology, and mechanical
engineering with the late Ahmad Bey Fa‘id; descriptive geometry, sectioning, and sampling technologies for
wood and stone, and surveying in part with Ibrahim Effendi Ramadan, and in part with the late Salama Pasha, as
well as the essentials of cosmography.
Due to the lack of printed books on these and other subjects at that time, the students used to copy their lessons
from the teachers in notebooks, each one according to his ability to take down what the teachers said. At that time
the teachers put forth their greatest efforts in teaching, but it was rare for any one student to have taken down
everything that had been presented in his notebook, especially all the figures and diagrams. For that reason, after
some time had passed or when the students left the school, it was difficult for them to recall what they had
studied, and they lost much of what they learned.
Toward the end of my period at the School of Engineering they began publishing some books in lithographs,
and the students made use of them and benefited from them. Later, little by little, books grew more plentiful, so
that now all of the proofs are printed with their figures and diagrams and it has become easy to deal with them and
to recall what is in them.
Then in the year 1844, His Highness the khedive decided to send his noble sons to the kingdom of France to
study. An order was issued to select a group from among the best of the advanced students in the schools to
accompany them. The late Sulayman Pasha\fn{ Joseph Seve} the Frenchman came to the School of Engineering to
select a group of its students, and I was among them. The headmaster at that time was Lambert Bey. He wished to
keep me at the School of Engineering to become a teacher there. But I explained to Sulayman Pasha that I wished
to travel with the others. The headmaster tried to persuade me and turned me over to the teachers to keep me from
leaving.
“If you remain here,” they said, “you will receive a salary immediately and be given an allowance, but if you
travel you will still be a student and you will miss this opportunity.”
My opinion, however, was that traveling with the sons of Muhammad ‘Ali would bring me honor, status, and
knowledge. So I insisted on traveling, despite the fact that I knew that my family was poor, and that they would
have benefited from my teacher’s salary, and were even counting on this. But I felt that “an abundance delayed is
worth more than a pittance today.”
It all happened just as I wished, praise be to God, and we did indeed travel to that country.
My monthly salary was, like my companions, two hundred fifty piasters, and I set aside half of it for my family
to be paid to them in Egypt each month. This had been my habit with them ever since I entered school.
We lived in Paris for two years in a single house reserved for us. The teachers for all of our lessons, as well as
the prefect and overseer, were sent from the French War Ministry because our mission was of a military nature.
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We studied military science every day.
A point worth mentioning here is that the background knowledge of each of the members of our mission was
quite different: some of us had knowledge only of military matters, such as those who had been taken from the
artillery, cavalry, or infantry; and some had knowledge of mathematics but did not know French, such as those
who had been taken from the Polytechnical School like myself; and others knew French—some of these were
even teachers of French in the schools of Egypt. The overseer chose to lump together in one group those who
were advanced in mathematics and those advanced in French, a group in which I was included. He ordered the
teachers to give everyone lessons in French without differentiating between those who understood that language
and those who did not. They did this and turned over those who did not understand to those who did, so that they
could learn from them after the presentation of the lessons.
But the ones who knew French were sparing about giving us lessons so that they might be the only ones to
make progress. For a while we simply did not understand the lessons, until we began to fear that we would fall far
behind, at which point we began to complain and ask that the system be changed and that we be taught in a
language we could understand. The overseer, however, would not listen to our complaints, so we stopped
attending class for several days. As a result, they locked us up and wrote a report about us to His Highness,
Muhammad ‘Ali, who then issued an order that we be told to obey and that whoever did not obey would be sent
back in irons to Egypt.
We feared the outcome of all of this, so I directed my efforts and focused my thoughts in a way which brought
me quite good results as well as knowledge of the French language: I asked about books for children and they told
me of one so I purchased it and strove to memorize it. I got to work memorizing and studying, staying awake at
night, scarcely lying down to rest, and sleeping but a short while. This has remained a habit of mine until now. I
learned the book by heart along with its meaning, and then I memorized a large portion of a history book with its
meaning as well. I also memorized the names of the geometric shapes along with the terminology, all of this in the
first three months.
It was customary that the examination be at the beginning of each three month period. I now turned to the
lessons which were given by the teachers. My memorization produced great results for me. I became the best
student in the entire delegation, switching places on and off with Hammad Bey and ‘Ali Pasha Ibrahim. When the
late Ibrahim Pasha, the general of all of Egypt, came to Paris, he and the French general attended our
examinations, along with the son of their king, and the nobles of France, as well as a group of the wives of the
most important men. They praised us all lavishly and then distributed prizes amongst us three. The late Ibrahim
Pasha handed me my prize himself: it was the second prize, a book of geography by the Frenchman Malte-Brun
along with the accompanying atlas as a gift from him. We were invited to eat with our general, Ibrahim Pasha, and
when he returned to Egypt he praised us to His Highness and to others.
After exactly two years, the top three from our delegation, that is myself, Hammad Bey, and ‘Ali Pasha
Ibrahim, were appointed to the school of artillery and military engineering which was located near Metz also in
the kingdom of France. In addition, we were awarded the rank of second lieutenant. We stayed in that city for two
years. There we studied light and heavy fortifications, civil and military marine and terrestial construction,
explosives, military strategy, and all that goes along with that, including a review of all that we had previously
learned, summarized concisely by our new teachers. Our examinations there took place after two years and I
placed fifteenth among approximately seventy-five students.
We were then assigned to different regiments. I was in the Third Regiment of Military Engineers but stayed
there less than a year. The late Ibrahim Pasha wished us to remain in the military until we had exhausted its
benefits and then travel throughout the European countries so that we might see what we could discover, by thus
applying both knowledge and practice, about the actual conditions, situations, and customs of these nations. This
was the intended plan, but God desired other than what the Pasha desired, for he then passed into the mercy of
Almighty God. In the year 1849-50, the late ‘Abbas Pasha was appointed to head the government of Egypt and
the three of us were asked to return to Egypt. …
172.56 & 264.262 1. Excerpt from The Results Of Circumstances In Words And Deeds: An Allegorical Tale:
“Introduction” 2. Family Reform Comes Only Through The Education Of Girls\fn{by Aisha Ismat al-Taimuriya
(1840-1902)} Cairo, Egypt (F) 4
1
Says the one with the broken wing, Aisha Ismat daughter of Ismail Pasha Taimur: Ever since my cradle
cushion was rolled up, and my foot roved the carpet of the world, ever since I became aware of where enticements
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and reason dwelt for me, and I grew conscious of the inviolable space around my father and grandfather—ever
since that time, my fledgling aim was to nurse eagerly on tales of the nations of old. I aged while still young
trying to get to the root of the words of those who have gone before. I used to be infatuated with the evening
chatter of the elderly women, wanting to listen to the choicest stories. From those anecdotes, I gleaned the
marvels of destiny. To the best of my ability and efforts, I pondered all that was repeated to me, both serious
matters and those said in jest. From the fruits of those evening chats, I plucked what the vessel of my awareness
could hold, to the point where I had no capacity for anything but such listening and could not find it in myself to
enjoy anything but this sort of pleasure.
When my mental faculties were prepared for learning, and my powers of understanding had reached a state of
receptivity, there came to me the mistress of compassion and probity, the treasurehouse of knowledge and
wonders that amaze—my mother, may God protect her with His grace and forgiveness. Bearing the instruments of
embroidery and weaving, she began to work seriously on my education, striving to instill in me cleverness and
comprehension.
But I was incapable of learning, and I had no desire or readiness to become refined in the occupations of
women. I used to flee from her as the prey escapes the net, rushing headlong into the assemblages of writers, with
no sense of embarrassment. And I found the screech of pen on paper the most inviting of melodies. I was certain
that to become one of this group of people would be the most perfect and complete of blessings.
In my yearnings, I used to entreat pieces of paper and the small reeds of used pens. I secluded myself,
withdrawing from the people around me. I imitated the writers with my own writing, so that I could delight in
hearing that screech.
And my mother would come to me, reprimanding me harshly and threatening me. But I flourished only at
showing aversion and flying away, while in the craft of embroidery I showed only my shortcomings. My father—
may God shield him with forgiveness and make the chambers of Paradise his refuge—came and said to my
mother:
“Leave this little girl to me, leave her to her pen and paper. You have her sister, so train that one in whatever
forms of wisdom you wish.”
Then he grasped my hand and took me out to where the writers were gathered. He arranged two professors for
me: one to teach me the language of Farsi, and the other to instruct me in the sciences of Arabic. And he, himself,
began to listen every evening to what I had learnt in my lessons, until little by little I had acquired a trained mind.
I discovered in myself an inclination for poetry composition; the first poetry I composed was in Farsi. Then I
worked hard at my education, letting not a day go by and never ceasing to work, until I grew to appreciate the
sweet taste of reciting the ancient Word of God. Begging that this be opened to me, I began my recitation with the
bismallah, “In the name of God the Merciful and Compassionate.” And God, who opens all paths, granted me
success in opening the beehive to reveal the honeycomb of that pure honey; he allowed me to quench my thirst at
that noble and salutary pool.
I continued to acquire the light of learned understanding from the lamps of Qur’an recitation, seeking the
sweetness of right guidance from the bowls which hold the cream of that goodness. I studied until I became
mentally capable of perusing the legends of old and comprehending fully the imports which the usages of rhetoric
convey.
I was not qualified to acquire that merchandise, nor to appreciate the gem of this craftsmanship. Nevertheless,
the Creator had accustomed his creature to obtaining blessings and noblemindedness; “He taught humankind what
it does not know.” (Quran 96:5)
So I studied the histories to the best of my ability, and to the extent that my dull mind could understand them—
since it was not possible for me to enter the assemblages of the learned scholars and since the sessions of the
erudite were not expanded to include me.\fn{ Because she was a woman:H} How my chest was inflamed with the fire
of longing to enter the paradise of their gatherings! How my eyelids overflowed with tears because I was deprived
of harvesting the fruits of their beneficial learning!
What hindered me from realising this hope was the tentlike screen of an all-enveloping wrap. And the lock on
the private quarters of femaleness hid and secluded me from the radiance of those celestial moons. The ally of
burdens and griefs kept me in the prison of ignorance. Whoever may censure me for lapses in that which I write
must see that this seclusion is the greatest of excuses.
So do not reproach a woman hidden and secluded—O assemblage of the erudite—and do not toy with a
grieved prisoner. For had I been able to pluck the blooms of educated refinement from the gardens of knowledge,
then my mind would have produced the finest honey of scrutiny.
I came away with knowledge and understanding, content and gratified by what I am able to recite from tales of
the people of old. I drank at the watering pool of their stories as one drinks who has ladled copiously and then has
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acknowledged it. I have surveyed the destinies of those to follow; I have pondered the course of nations and have
become convinced that both good fortune and misfortune are dependent upon what has been preordained. I have
witnessed, by God, the truth of this statement in myself. With my bad luck, I have suffered that which is most
disastrous and bitter to the taste, and I have suffered this in the cave of isolation.
Compassion for all people who have encountered what I have encountered, and who have been struck by the
same blows, has led me to fashion a tale which would distract them from their cares when thoughts crowd in, and
would entertain them, drawing them far from the grief they feel in the exile of solitude, which is harder to bear
than exile from home's homeland. It is a story which will set them in gardens of wonderful fruit, and will create
for them a path which is the pleasantest of ways and the straightest of roads. For only this pathway gives pleasant
distraction to the thoughts of one alone, and only these roads obtain camaraderie for the stranger.
I have called this tale The Results of Circumstances in Words and Deeds. …
2
Perhaps I am not qualified to speak in this sphere, and I admit to my limited powers of grasping the
subject at hand—for I am secluded by the tent of an enveloping wrap. Yet, across its borders, I perceive
that programmes of education are treasure chests, and I see that the paths of refinement hold, at their
ends, the keys to every gem that lies hidden. It is the duty of every noble soul to favour strongly those
splendid ways and to urge all who are dear to him to graze in their rich pasturelands, so as to acquire
these unparalleled jewels.
However, I note that eastern society looks only to immediate interests, and concerns itself solely with
those; were it to consider and examine what comes after the day at hand, then it would be wringing its
hands in chagrin over what it has let slip away through neglect. But by taking note of the judicious
dominion of the Shaper of Souls and the Originator of Beings—beings who are the marvellous craftshops
of the Divine, and the original edifices of nature—eastern society would discover that the populousness
and wealth of this world turn upon the pair, male and female.
Were it possible for either male or female to exist in isolation, then the Knower of Secrets would have
distinguished one to the exclusion of the other, and would not have put the favoured one in need of the
other. Contemplation of the primordial matter of the cosmos would have made the male establishment
see their obligation to concern themselves with the education of girls and the refinement of families, for
the fruits of dominion return to them.
Take the situation of a man overcome by a perplexing situation—his wife draws him to her with her
delicate fingertips, calms a burning brand, and torments him with her fine management. In spite of that,
he strives to conceal her merit among the members of society, and is wary of announcing her worth,
fearing that it will be said she is an educated woman, and fearing that his tranquil existence will be put
into turmoil.
This situation is contrary to that in the western nation-state. How regrettable is a society which has not
examined the west’s admirable arrangement with respect to men and women, and has made no effort to
strive for the elevated dignity which this arrangement confers. How astounding is a civilisation infatuated
with adorning its young women in costume jewelry, one which resorts to exhibiting their comeliness through
the ornamentation of metals and stones, fancying that such embellishment greatly enhances their beauty and
coquetry.
But in fact this civilisation has cast those girls into the pit of evil; they have derived nothing from those
trinkets but self-admiration and vanity, qualities which lead them into the vastness of utter devil-may-care and
dissolution. This happens because these girls’ powers of understanding have been suspended, and because they
fail to work with the results of conditions and the outcomes of things:
A white-blazoned brow was embellished with pearls
And bedecked with a veil of black ignorance
Enclasped by a necklace which made its goodness beautiful
While ignorance darkens all more glorious virtues.
If the male authorities strove for the improvement of these girls’ behaviour through their education and
attracted them with the evidences of civilisation to the exquisite novelties of study, these belles would then find
themselves crowned with the rubies of knowledge and adorned with necklaces strung with pearls of learned
understanding. The older they grow, the more accustomed would their step become to the paths of
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comprehension; they would come to understand the merit of their real jewels. They would make brilliant their
jewels, and would become clever in making its value rise. They would load this jewelry copiously with
splendours and radiance, and would find the lustre of its majesty sufficient, dispensing thus with the most
elegant jewels—even if they were clothed only in cheap white muslin.
Truly the sciences are a jewel, the basis of pride
With which the value of the lowly is raised aloft and made honourable
Its preseuce within the heart gives distinction
To its possessor among human beings, and grants him the heights.
I beg your forgiveness—you of great minds—for what I have to say: we, the assemblage of females kept in
seclusion, are more knowledgeable than you in the formation of the young, both boys and girls. It is well known
that once the infant arrives on the midwife’s palm, it begins its life by crying and then subsides for a moment,
flagging from the wearying efforts it has faced, particularly in making the unprecedented effort of letting its voice
go in screams. Then it begins to pay attention to its surroundings, swivelling its neck right and left, opening its
mouth to demand nourishment. Its mother nurses it and it falls asleep as soon as it has taken its fill. You notice it
smiling slightly in its sleep. This is an indication that our world is an abode of cares and a place of woes and
anxiety, a place of much roughness and little tranquillity.
As the child begins to develop, reaching five months, his first mark of intelligence comes in recognising his
mother, and then his father. Then, he learns to grasp an object—for it is offered by his mother—and to put it in
his mouth. You may contemplate the construction of this trivial sign, this gentle expression.
Then, as the baby’s nerves grow stronger, as his limbs become firmer, so his screams grow louder. His
mother rushes to him with melodies ready, to which he tries to listen. If his chest grows tight with pain, she
treats it with all compassion, picking him up and carrying him from place to place until his grief is dispelled
and his pain is eased. All the while, he believes that this tender easing, this pacification of his pain, is due to her
ability. And she spends her night in worry and exhausted distress, the result of her maternal compassion.
When the child is restored to health, then his father—to the best of his ability—brings him whatever
delights and cheers him. When the child grows to become a youth, and is bent on childish naughtiness, his
mother invents means to distract him; she frightens him with made-up names which he imagines to bring
terror. If he raises his voice, she reminds him of these names, and if he acts the devil she calls them down
upon him.
Thus, the child grows quiet. At times she reminds him of his father’s presence, and frightens him with the
spectre of punishment from an evil father. Thus, in his heart, the child anticipates something fearful from his
father, thinking his father’s power to be greater than it is, looking upon his father as larger than life, making
his father’s awesome countenance the core of his identity.
I wonder what the situation of this woman poor in the branches of knowledge can be!—when her hands are
empty of what she deserves. Indeed, there is a wise saying in this respect:
If you were to fill the lamps to overflowing with fat
Their glow would point the way to every acquisition of knowledge
And if their oil is wanting, their wicks go dry.
Where is the light of a thread not immersed?
How can such parental compassion be considered sound when it leads to mistreatment of the object of
compassion? If our men—the easterners—in their paternal compassion, would take an interest in the education of
their daughters, and would agree on instructing those girls in the fields of knowledge, then their daughters
would achieve the highest distinction and would acquire the most beneficial seriousness of mind. These young
women would be compensated for their state of nervous anxiety by the repose of educated understanding.
With the supporting help of their knowledge, they would expand the narrow compass of their comportment,
moving into the spacious arena of pliability and submission. They would undertake the duties of home
management; they would concern themselves with maintaining the foundation of their acquired jewels and
preserving them from destruction.
Homes are laid waste after their inhabitants are sundered—this is natural, and what is natural is not
harmful. Nevertheless, when the homes do exist, to destroy their noble roofs with pestilent ignorance is not
only shameful but is also the road to fiery destruction. And it is a strange sight indeed, to see a planter of
seedlings who neglects to prepare the ground properly and then expresses chagrin at the crooked ness of the
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branch which represents the outcome of his planting the seedling. If men watered their seedlings from the
vessel of knowledge and understanding, then at a time when they are enduring the load of heavy burdens, they
could lean on firm, upright branches. These branches would help them to ascend to the highest levels, and to
grasp hold of the strongest proofs of their own authority.
However, this society of ours has become great in the embellish ment of superficial appearance, to the
exclusion of refinement and education, on a pretext feebler than a spider’s web: this excuse is that if females
learn to read, they will become attached to infatuation and passionate flirtation, and will initiate exchanges with
others.
Have not the ears of the men been struck by the narratives of the uneducated and the anecdotes of the ignorant?
Thus, O men of our homelands, O you who control our affairs, why have you left these females behind for
no reason? Why have you neglected the benefits of the maxim: “What you do today you will encounter
tomorrow”? Since you have been miserly in extending to these females the true adornment of humanity, and
since you have been content to pull them away and isolate them from its brilliant jewel (when they were under
your authority, more pliable than a reed pen, when their submission to your control was famous indeed) then
why do you raise your hands in confusion, like one who has lost the meanings of things in the hour of need?
For you have mocked their situation, and you have made light of their sharing the work with you. You deemed
it best to separate yourselves in every way. Now look: upon whom does the blame accrue?
I have wished these words of mine to see the light, but I found no support in this until the goal I sought
was granted to me by the key to the drawer which the heart keeps locked and hidden. This a letter from one
of the women who regard the education of girls as an obligatory duty.
And what a woman she is! In the darkness of nights, by the gleam of her attentiveness to this issue she
has lit lamps. By the power of her understanding in this sphere, she has ascended many steps. The bloom of
her able comprehension, with its fine scent, has cleft the minds of her listeners. The kohl of her counsel has
adorned the eyes of the onlookers and revived their vision.
This woman has deflected the spearheads of censure from womanhood, for she is expert and experienced
in the abilities of women. I should congratulate the company of secluded females, thanks to the one
mentioned above, who has delighted listening ears with her words. I see the stars of her esteemed lamps
giving off light among educated men; giving guidance so that all who approach will heed her memorable
praise; making every discerning person keen to take a bit of that light which will lead him onto the path of
the destination intended.
Peace be on the one who follows God’s guidance.
119.34 Excerpt from Treatise On Unity: Religions And Human Progress\fn{by Muhammad Abduh (1849-1905)} Nile
Delta, Egypt (M) 4
… When religions first began, men understood their well-being, whether general or particular, only in a most
rudimentary way, rather like infants lately born, who know only what comes within their senses and distinguish
only with difficulty between the present and the past. Only what they can manually touch do they really cognize,
and they have no inner awareness by which to “sympathize” with family or fellow, being concerned simply with
self-preservation and too preoccupied for the implications of their relationships with others, unless it be a hand to
feed them or to steady them on their feet. Religions in this sort of context could not intelligibly relate themselves
to men on subtle aspects of consciousness or “extend” them with rational proofs. On the contrary, the great grace
of God is seen in their handling the peoples as children, on just the way that a parent treats his child—with the
utmost simplicity and within the senses of hearing and sight. The religions took men and gave them straight
commands and firm restraints, to which they required obedience to the utmost possible degree. Though the
meaning and purpose were there to be known, obedience was irrespective of actual comprehension and intelligent
knowledge. Religions came with astonishing and impressive miracles and laid upon men the forms of worship
consonant with their condition.
During the centuries that followed peoples flourished and declined, waxed and waned. They quarreled and
agreed. The times brought sufferings and there were endless vicissitudes of prosperity and adversity, through
which they were prompted to finer sensitivity and deeper self-awareness, which may not unworthily be compared
to what goes on in women’s hearts or belongs with growing youth. A religion came which spoke to these feelings
and, tenderly confiding to these compassions, made its appeal to the gentle arts of the heart. It laid down for men
sacred laws of asceticism, drawing them away from the world altogether and turning them towards the higher life.
It taught men not to press even their undoubted rights, and barred the doors of heaven to the rich. Similar attitudes
characterizing it are well enough known. It ordained patterns of Divine worship consistent with its understanding
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of man and in line with its message, and had deep effect in breaking the ills and retrieving the evils of the souls
that hearkened to it.
But in the course of a few generations the resolve of men grew weak and weary of it. Men lapsed from its
provisions and precepts as being more than they could sustain. They took to assuming that there was an inherent
impracticability in its commands. Its very custodians themselves began to rival kings for their authority and to vie
in wealth with the idle rich. The great mass of people declined sadly from its noble quality through
“reinterpretation,” and in their vain fancies imported all kinds of false accretions.
So things went, in respect of actions and disposition. Purity was forgotten and integrity bartered. As for
dogmas, these were compromised by schism and heresy. The custodians abandoned all its principles, except one
they mistakenly supposed to be its strongest pillar and chief ground, namely the veto on intellectual inquiry into
faith, or indeed into the details of the universe and on the pursuit of the secret things of the mind. They
promulgated the principle that reason and religion had nothing in common, but that, rather, religion was the
inveterate enemy of science. It was not simply that this view could be taken by anyone for himself: rather they
strenuously imposed it as the proper thing for all. They pressed the doctrine with such force as to provoke the
most shameful of all conflicts in human history, namely, civil war within the household of religion for the
imposition of religious decrees.
And thus the very foundations were broken up and communal relationships destroyed. Concord, co-operation
and peace were ousted; schism, contention and strife reigned in their place. And so men continued until the advent
of Islam.
At length, human society reached a point at which man came to his full stature, helped by the moral of the
earlier vicissitudes. Islam supervened, to present its case to reason, to call on mind and intelligence for action, to
take emotion and feeling into partnership for man’s guidance to both earthly and heavenly blessedness. It clarified
the things that provoked human discords and demonstrated that religion with God was one in all generations, that
there was a single Divine purpose for their reform without and their cleansing within. Islam taught that the sole
aim of outward forms of worship was to renew the inward recollection of God and that God looks not on the form
but on the heart. It required the devotee to care as well for his body as for the soul, enjoining outward as well as
inward integrity, both of which it made mandatory.
Sincerity was made the very heart of worship, and rites were only laid down in so far as they conduced to the
hallowing of moral character. "Verily prayer preserves men from foul and evil things.”\fn{ Qur’an 29.45.} “Man is
created restless. When evil befalls him he despairs, but touched with good fortune he becomes niggardly—though
not those who pray.”\fn{Qur’an 79.19-22.} The rich man who remembers to be grateful is raised by Islam to the
same level as the poor man who endures patiently. Perhaps Islam even esteems him higher. Islam deals with man
in its exhortations as a wise and sober counselor would deal with a mature person summoning him to the full
harnessing of his powers, both outward and inward, and affirmed this quite unequivocally to be the way of
pleasing God and showing thankfulness for His grace. This world is the seed plot of the world to come. Men will
not come by ultimate good, save as they endeavor a present well-doing.
Islam confronts the obdurate with the words: “Say: bring your evidence if you are speaking the
truth.”\fn{Qur’an 2.111 and 27.64.} It was round with controversialists and partisans, for undermining the bases of
assurance and declared that separatism was a crime, parting company as it does with manifest truth. Islam was not
content with mere verbal exhortation, counsel and argument, but built concord into the fabric of law and action. It
allowed the Muslim to marry with the people of the Book and partake of their table and directed that in
controversy they should always be high- minded.
It is a familiar fact that kinship spreads love and binds men in amity. Intermarriage happens only where there is
mutual affection between the families of the parties and ties of concord—greater factors as these are than just the
love of the particular husband for his wife of another faith. God said: “One of His signs is that He has created
from among yourselves wives that you may find joy in them and He planted love and kindness in your
hearts.”\fn{Qur’an 30.21.} Furthermore, it was made incumbent on Muslims to defend those who became their
proteges (dhimmah) from other communities, just as they did themselves. Islam laid down that the rights and
duties of these were no whit less than those of Muslims, though only a small tax was levied on them for their
property, in respect of this protection. After payment of this tribute (jizyah) all compulsion relating to religion was
forbidden.
The hearts of the believers were gladdened with the words: “O believers, you are responsible for yourselves
only: he who goes astray cannot harm you if you are on the right way.”\fn{ Qur’an 5.105.} Theirs was the duty to
invite men to good by the better way. They had neither right nor duty to employ any kind of force to induce
people into Islam. It was worthy to penetrate men’s hearts by its own light. The verse quoted does not relate to
well-doing as between Muslims, since it only speaks of “guidance” (into Islam) after the injunction to good
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relations has been performed. The whole purpose is to direct men to the fact that the Divine institution of religion
is not for separatism but for men’s guidance into every meaning of the good.
Islam removed all racial distinctions within humanity, in the common dignity of relationship with God, of
participation in humankind, in race group and particular setting, as well as the dignity of being in the way of the
highest attainments prepared of God for men. This universal dignity contrasts sharply with the exclusive claims of
those who pretend to privileged status denied to others and consign allegedly inferior mortals to permanent
subjection, thus strangling the very spirit of the peoples, or most of them, and reducing them to walking shadows.
Such is Islam, and the forms of Divine obedience according to its Book and authentic tradition, as befits the
majesty of God and His transcendent glory behind all likeness, and in accord with the mind and sound thinking.
Prayer includes kneeling and prostration, movement and stillness, petition and entreaty, praise and ascription of
greatness—all of which arise from that awareness of the Divine authority which overwhelms men and claims
every energy. To Him the heart is bowed in awe and the soul brings homage. In all there is nothing beyond
reason’s range, except an abstruse question such as why the prescribed number of ritual movements or the stone
throwing on pilgrimage—about which one can readily defer to the wisdom of the all-knowing, the ever-aware, in
the knowledge that there is nothing evidently futile or meaningless or inconsistent with the principles of thought
with which God has furnished the mind.
Fasting is an abstinence which serves to impress on the spirit the greatness of God’s command and a means to
appreciate His gifts through forgoing them and, by exercise in His loving-kindness, to know its quality in truth.
“Fasting is prescribed for you, as it was for those before you, perhaps you may truly fear Him.”\fn{ Qur’an 2.183.}
As for the pilgrimage ceremonies, they recall to man his most elemental needs and—if only once in his
lifetime—serve notice on him forcibly of the equality among all men, in that there the distinction between rich
and poor, pauper and prince, is annulled. All are present in a common garb, bareheaded, without adornment, and
with the single aim of worship before God, the Lord of all the worlds. By the circumambulation of the Kabah and
the “running” and the “standing” and by the touching of the Stone\fn{ Activities undertaken by pilgrims at the Great
Mosque in Mecca.} they perpetuate the memory of Abraham, father of faith. Yet they are well aware that none of
these material things, for all their sanctity, have the power to harm or profit superstitiously. Each of the various
parts of Islamic worship, when men truly submit themselves to them, proclaim the Divine transcendence and His
holy separation from all that man vainly associates with him.
When will anything comparable be found in the rites of other nations, where reason goes awry and there is no
clear way to the pure secrets of the unity and transcendence of God?
Islam dispelled the clouds of illusion which obscured from the mind the realities of the macrocosm of this
world and the microcosm of man. It affirmed that the great signs of God in the making of the world hinge on
Divine laws, laid down in the eternal knowledge of God and ever abiding unchanged. Yet God’s part in them must
never be overlooked. On the contrary, the remembrance of Him must be alive in every act of cognizance we make.
In the Prophet’s words:
“The sun and the moon are signs of God: they do not suffer eclipse for anyone’s death, nor for his birth. If you
see an eclipse let it remind you of God, and wait for the reappearance of the light.”
This confirms that all earthly phenomena follow one pattern, within the age-long care of God for the laws on
which He established the universe.
Islam also drew back the curtain that obscured the conditions of human well-being, whether of persons or
peoples, and of the trials with which men are beset. It made the issue unmistakably clear in both respects.
The good things which God gives some to enjoy in this life and the adversities they suffer—riches and honor,
power, children, or poverty, indigence, frailty and bereavement—these may perhaps result from law-abiding
integrity or intransigence and crookedness in the life of the individual concerned. But more frequently God bears
with evil excesses or immoral living and leaves such people with life’s pleasures here, and awaits their condign
punishment in the life to come. And oftentimes He tries His faithful servants, commending their submissive
acceptance of His judgments. These are they who in tribulation sincerely bow before Him and say:
“We are God’s and to Him do we return.”\fn{Qur’an 2.156.}
Thus it is not men’s anger, nor their docility, nor their inward sincerity, nor yet their active wrongdoing which
affect their adversities nor yet their particular blessings, except in so far as there may be some direct causal
connection in the ordinary way—poverty, for example, resulting from excessive indulgence, and humiliation from
cowardice, and loss of authority from injustice, or like the obvious link generally obtaining between wealth and a
wise disposal of affairs, and public esteem from a care for public interests. Such like sequences of cause and
effect are well enough known and are not our subject here.
It is not this way, however, in respect of nations. There is a spirit from which the life of nations takes its rise,
illuminating their true well-being in this world here and now, before the other world is reached. It is the spirit
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which God has implanted in His Divine laws for the right ordering of thought and reflection, the discipline of
desire and the curbing of ambition and lust. It is the spirit which bids us assess every question on its proper merits
and pursue all objectives soundly, keeping faith, holding brotherly affection and co-operating in right dealing,
with mutual loyalty through thick and thin.
“He who wishes his reward in this world, We will give him thereof.”\fn{ Qur’an 3.145.}
God will never deprive a nation of His favor as long as this spirit animates them. Rather He will multiply their
blessings in proportion to its strength and diminish them when it is weak. Should the spirit no longer be found in
the nation, happiness also takes its place and peace with it. God then turns its strength into decline and its wealth
to poverty. Well-being then gives way to wretchedness and peace to trouble. While they slumber in neglect, they
will be overpowered by others, either by tyrants or by just masters.
“If We desire to bring a nation to destruction, We first warn those of them who live in comfort. But if they go
on in sin, they bring down upon themselves a righteous judgment and We utterly destroy them.”\fn{ Qur’an 17.16.}
God has commanded righteousness, but they have perverted it to evil. In that event, wailing and weeping will
bring them no help, nor will intercession avail, nor the surviving appearances of activity. Their only hope of
staying the rot is to repair again to that gracious spirit and seek its renewed descent from the heaven of mercy
upon their affairs, through the promptings of thought and recollection, of patience and thanksgiving.
“Truly God does not change a people’s condition until inwardly they change themselves.”\fn{ Qur’an 13.11.}
“This was the pattern of God’s relationship to those who passed away before you: you will never find the way of
God to vary.”\fn{Qur’an 33.62.} There is no finer word than that spoken by Abbas ibn Abd al-Muttalib when he
prayed for rain:
“O God, there is no distress that comes upon us without our having transgressed: and none is lifted off us save
by repentance.”
The earliest of the Islamic people lived by these laws. While the Muslim spirit was exalted by these noble
beliefs and worked them out in worthy actions, other peoples supposed that by their prayers they could shake the
earth and rend the heavens with their lamentations while they wallowed in their passions and persisted in
extravagant ways, so that their idle hopes of intercession profited them nothing.
The Qur’an urges instruction and right direction for the ordinary people and kindly dealing and vetoes evildoing. It says:
“A group from each community should stay behind to be well versed in religion, so as to admonish their
people when they return, so that they may take heed.”\fn{ Qur’an 9.122.} It commands the same in the verse:
“Be a people who invite men to goodness, who enjoin kindly dealing and forbid what is evil. These are the
prosperous ones. Do not be like those who were divided and quarreled among themselves after clear evidence had
been given them. These incur sore punishment, on the day when some faces will be radiant and others somber. To
the blackened-face sinners God will say: Did you belie your faith after you believed? Then taste the punishment.
For you are unbelievers. As for those whose faces are cheerful, these will abide forever in God’s mercy. Such are
the signs of God, which We recite to you in truth. God desires no injustice in His worlds. Unto Him are all things
in the heavens and the earth.”\fn{Qur’an 3.104-109.}
After these admonitions, which bring disquiet to the transgressors and affirm the retribution of those who defy
or fall short of the Divine commands, the Qur’an sets out the happy case of those who are steady doers of good
and who shun the evil, in the plainest terms:
“You are the best people, raised up for mankind; you enjoin the good and forbid the evil and you believe in
God.”\fn{Qur’an 3.110.}
The mention of these two in this verse prior to the phrase about believing, despite the fact that faith is the
source from which righteous dealing derives and the stock from which the branches of goodness spring, is to
highlight that moral obligation and make it paramount. Indeed, we may say that the order of the verse witnesses to
the fact that goodness is that which preserves faith and its guardian angel. The Qur’an emphasizes its repudiation
of those who neglect these things and of the religionaries who disregarded them. It says:
“The unbelievers in Israel were cursed by David, Jesus and Mary, in that they rebelled and were transgressors.
They did not forbid one another the evil they committed. Their deeds were verily deplorable.”\fn{ Qur’an 5.78-79.}
Such a malediction as was uttered against them is the most intense expression of God’s wrath and abhorrence.
Islam laid down for the poor a well-defined right to the property of the rich, which the latter were freely to
honor, in relieving the need of the destitute, healing the distress of the afflicted, emancipating the enslaved and
helping “the sons of the way”—the homeless people. It held such expenditure in the pursuit of goodness the most
urgent of all its exhortations, making it oftentimes the token of faith and a sign of having been guided into “the
straight path.” By this means it neutralized the grudges of the poor and cleansed their hearts from envy at the
bounty with which God had blessed the well-to-do and thus conduced to a mutual charity of heart between the
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two. Compassion in the wealthy for the lot of the wretched brings tranquillity to all. Where is there a more
salutary cure for the ills of society?
“That is God’s grace which He bestows on whomsoever He wills: For God is the Lord of great
magnanimity.”\fn{Qur’an 57.21.}
Islam also barred the way to two evils and cut off two copious sources of wickedness in outlawing wine and
gambling and usury—which it did absolutely and without compromise.
From all the foregoing, it is clear that Islam has not omitted to treat of anyone of the basic virtues. There is no
important aspect of good conduct in which it has not brought a new lease of life—nothing essential to the social
fabric it has failed to enjoin. As we have shown, it brings together for mature man, freedom of thought,
intellectual independence of action, and thus integrity of character, enhancement of capacity and a general
quickening of intention and achievement. Whoever reads the Qur’an rightly will find new impulse and initiative
and unfailing treasure.
When one has sound training, does one need a mentor, or a guardian when one’s mind is fully ripe? Hardly!
For the true has been distinguished from the false and all that remains is to follow the guidance and from the
hands of mercy take the way that brings one to happiness here and hereafter.
For this reason, Muhammad’s prophethood brought prophecy itself to an end. His message terminated the
work of messengers, as the Book affirms and the authentic tradition corroborates. The fact is evidenced by the
collapse of all pretensions to prophethood since Muhammad, as well as by the world’s contentment with the truth
that has come to it from him. The world knows that there is no acceptability now in claims made by pretenders
after mission with laws and revelation from God. It acknowledges the heavenly word which says:
“Muhammad is not the father of any man among you. He is the messenger of God and the seal of the prophets.
God truly knows all things.”\fn{Qur’an 33.40.} …
264.247a Detached Examples Of Poetry\fn{by Ismael Sabri (1854-1923)} Cairo, Egypt (M) -1
This beauty is like water,
Quenching the thirst of the soul, healing it.
*
You are of the spirit.
Do not claim that this beauty comes from earth and water.
Remove your garment,
Reveal to the world the form of heavenly spirits,
The wings of an angel on a figure of light.
*
Do you bear with you the light of moons
For nights thick with darkness?
Have you filled your eyes with splendour and light
Before the day of parting assails you?
*
Death, here I am.
Take what life has left in me.
There is one step only between you and me.
Take it and you will release me.
*
If life wearies you, return to the earth;
You will sleep safe from all disease.
The earth is a mother more tender
Than the mother who gave you life for your affliction.
Have no fear, death will only remove the suffering you bewail …
Man’s life is an estrangement.
When he dies he returns safe to the earth.
*
As if, in the embrace,
A beloved has melted into his beloved
And vanished.
*
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You are a sea of beauty
Where the ships of hope crowd,
Driven on by expectation, lashed by longing
Onto the surging deep, between two oceans,
Trial and misery. One affliction departs,
Then another comes, and then another.
Is there no hope?
281.29 Excerpt from From A Good Family\fn{by Gabriele Reuter (1859-1941)} Alexandria, Alexandria Governorate,
Egypt (F) 10
1
A beam of springtime sun fell broad and bright through the dusty arched window of a village church. Cutting a
warm, shining swath through the gray twilight, it vanished behind a white lattice in the damp, shadowy depths of
the chancel which a number of ladies and gentlemen occupied, dressed in their Sunday best. The girl who was to
be confirmed stood squarely in the path of light before the altar, the little cross on her breast glowing like a
celestial symbol. Above her solemn rosy child’s face, which was bathed in tears, her brown hair glimmered like a
wreath of worldly delights sprinkled through and through with a thousand golden glints.
She stood entirely alone on the holy spot, filled with awe by the meaning of the moment, afraid to utter the
vow that hovered on her lips and that was to oblige her irrevocably to lead a life of truth and sanctification.
Among the narrow wooden benches behind her she heard the din of a few kneeling day laborers’ children who
had already been confirmed. Agathe suddenly felt a morbidly vehement desire to hide herself there among those
children with their meticulously slicked down hair, their faces reddened with scrubbing, and their ungainly
figures. She wished she could fortify herself in fellowship with them.
Her heart nearly ceased beating, a fear seized her, a dizziness, as she sank to her knees and bowed her head,
feeling as if in the next minute her existence—the existence she rejoiced in—would have to be exchanged for a
condition of alien awe full of sublime suffering and oppressive rapture.
Above her Agathe heard the gentle, seriously solemn voice of the pastor directing the question to her: Would
she forsake the Devil, the world, and all its pleasures, would she belong to Christ and would she follow Him? In
sweet melancholy she breathed a “yes,” felt the touch upon her head of the hands that blessed and made a
wrenching effort to submerge all her senses in the worship of the eternal Divinity, of the Lord who hovered over
her.\
But she heard the rustling of her own silk dress; an emotional whispering and a suppressed sob from the chancel
where her parents were sitting reached her ears. Somewhere she heard a hymnal tumble noisily to the floor followed
by a mumbled apology. She attended to the false notes of the sexton’s soft organ accompaniment. Involuntarily she
thought of a book, of an indecent passage that dogged her … Tears welled up beneath her lowered eyelids. She folded
her hands convulsively; she watched her teardrops form damp stains on her black gloves; she could not pray …
Not in this hour? She couldn’t belong only to God even for a few seconds? And she had sworn to renounce the
world her whole life long! She had sworn a false oath, had committed an inexpiable sin! My God, my God, what
anguish!
Was the Devil tempting her? There really was a devil. She felt quite clearly that he was close by, gloating over
her inability to pray. Dear Lord, don’t abandon me! Perhaps she was being tested because she hadn’t been honest in
the confession she had had to write down and give the pastor. Should she have humbled herself so terribly …
confess that? No, no, no! That was quite impossible. She’d rather go to hell!
She broke out in a sweat; the shame of it tortured her so! She certainly couldn’t write that down. A thousand
times better to go to hell!
Don’t think about it now … just don’t think. What could one do to get control over one’s thoughts? She was
always thinking … Everything was so mysteriously terrible in this Christian religious life. She did want to accept
it … And she had promised to. Now she had to. She had no choice!
Her knees shaking unbearably, the girl returned to her seat. The song of the congregation and the sound of the
organ swelled while the pastor made preparations for Communion, poured wine from the graceful pitcher into the
silver chalice and lifted the embroidered linen cloth from the plate with the holy wafers.
The light of the tall wax candles flickered restlessly. Agathe closed her eyes, blinded by the bright sunshine
that flooded the church where billions of dust particles swirled. Was the heavenly sun there only to bring all that
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was hidden to a terrifying clarity? In dull astonishment she heard her fellow confirmands whispering in Low German'
next to her—towheaded girls who emanated a scent of cheap pomade.
“Wiesing, where’s your mother?”
“She has to take care of our little calf.”
“I’ll be! Has it come already? That’s great! I wanna hear all about it!”
“Star had it at twelve on the button. We were in that stable all night long!”
How could they talk about something like that in church, thought Agathe. A trace of arrogant disdain stirred at the
corners of her mouth. She became calmer, more certain in the feeling of her ardent intention. A fatigue, a kind of
blissful exhaustion stole over her during the singing of that old mystical communion song:
Soul, adorn yourself with gladness,
Leave the gloomy haunts of sadness,
Come into the daylight’s splendor,
There with joy your praises render.
*
Bless the one whose grace unbounded,
His amazing banquet founded;
He, though heavenly, high, and holy,
Deigns to dwell with you most lowly.
*
Hasten as a bride to meet him,
Eagerly and gladly greet him.
There he stands already knocking;
Quickly, now, your gates unlocking.
*
Open wide the fast-closed portal,
Saying to the Lord immortal;
“Come and leave your loved one never;
Dwell within my heart forever.”

Now it was not the sublime God-Father, who demanded sacrifice, no longer the Holy Spirit, the inconceivable
terrible one, who menaced those who offended Him with the flames of the eternal fire, who never forgave; no,
now the Heavenly Bridegroom approached with comfort and love.
“Whoever eats and drinks there when he is not worthy be damned”—it does say that there too. But a glad con viction came over the girl. Before her mind’s eye appeared the image of Jesus of Nazareth, as art, as Titian has
fashioned Him, in His beautiful, youthful humanity—He was the one she loved … A thirsting and yearning for the
mystical union with Him made the young woman’s every nerve ending tingle. The strong wine ran a fiery course
through her exhausted body. A gentle, tender happiness that was nevertheless full of renunciation thrilled through
her inmost soul. She had been found worthy to experience His presence.
*
Agathe’s parents, her brother, her uncle, and the wife of the preacher in whose house she had been living for
several months also took Communion so that they might bind themselves in love to the child. That’s why the pas tor had taken care of his rustic confirmands and their relatives first and then called the daughter of the privy coun cillor and her family to approach the Lord’s table. So Agathe stood there surrounded by all of those who were
closest to her in this world.
The grumpy old peasants and the sleepy hired hands watched the deportment of the strangers with indifference;
the wives of the tenant farmers and the day laborers, however, were full of curiosity. Despite his dignified bearing
the stately gentleman with the decoration who carried his tall hat on his arm couldn’t hide the emotion that flickered
over his features. Turning his head to one side, he removed a slight dampness from his eyelash with the tip of his finger. The women took note of it with satisfaction.
And then the mother’s black satin dress and her lace wrap excited a softly whispered admiration. The privy councillor’s wife herself had the feeling that her dress was obtrusive in these humble surroundings, and when she approached the altar, she pressed her train to her, anxiously and with embarrassment, crying and sighing deeply and
painfully from time to time. When the congregation sang the last verse, her fingers stole toward Agathe’s hand and
pressed it convulsively. Hardly had the worship service ended when Frau Heidling embraced her daughter with a
kind of troubled passion that seemed little suited to the occasion, murmuring several times through her tears, “My
child, my sweet, beloved child!” without being able to get to the end of her blessing.
But the tearful mother was not permitted to keep her child pressed to her heart. Father also wanted his turn,
Uncle Gustav, Brother Walter, Pastor Kandler’s wife—everyone wanted to wish her well. While still at the church
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door, each one offered the girl a few words of advice as to how she should face her imminent life as a grownup.
With a radiant smile on her little tearstained face she listened to all the golden words of love, to the wisdom of
her elders. She felt herself so weak, so in need of help, and so ready to do what every one wanted her to, to make
everyone around her happy. She was herself so happy now!
Her brother, who was soon to take his school-leaving examination, considerately ran back into the church to
retrieve the bouquet she had forgotten while the others made their way to the parsonage. Agathe waited for him,
looked at him gratefully and placed her arm in his. And so they followed their parents.
“Forgive me for all my unkindnesses,” Agathe murmured humbly to the boy who would soon graduate from
school. Walter flushed with embarrassment and grumbled something unintelligible as he disengaged himself
from his sister.
“So, Jochen, how’s the bay?” he cried out to the pastor’s coachman.
With a short run and the agile leap of the gymnast he sailed over a plow that stood in the sun-drenched court yard and disappeared with Jochen through the stable door.
Agathe went into the house alone.
*
Several packages had arrived for her. They had been kept from her in order not to distract her on the morning before
the religious observance. At breakfast she had received only the pretty cross, which Papa had fastened by its fine gold
chain around her neck. Now it was presumably permissible to give herself over a little to curiosity about the presents
from relatives and girlfriends.
On this spring day the parlor of the parsonage with its low ceiling still exuded the coolness of a cellar. The grownups
were refreshing themselves with wine and little open-faced sandwiches.

Agathe was not hungry. She sat down on the rug with her packages, tugged at the seals, pulled the wrapping paper
this way and that. Her cheeks burned fiery red. Her fingers trembled.
“Now, Agathe, don’t cut all that good string to pieces,” her mother reprimanded her. “You’re always so impetuous!”
“If a girl unties knots patiently, she’ll get a good husband surely,” the pastor’s wife chimed in from the adjoin ing room where the dining room table was being set.
“Oh, I don’t want a husband!” Agathe cried gaily, and rip, tear, the wrappings flew to the floor.
“Well, don’t forswear it, little girl,” said fat Uncle Gustav and looked at her with a sly smile Out from behind
his little glass of marsala. “From now on you’ve got to think seriously about such things.”
“I won’t hear of it,” interrupted the privy councillor’s wife. In her tone of voice one could hear the certain
knowledge of victory that belongs to mothers of very young daughters. Just come, you suitors … my daughter
will certainly marry, but which of you is really good enough for her?
“Ruckert’s Springtime of Love!” Agathe suddenly squealed loudly and waved a tiny red book in the air with
such delight that everybody around her burst out laughing.
“For her confirmation? A little premature!” Papa noted with surprise and disapproval.
“From Eugenie I assume?” the privy councillor’s wife inquired. She answered her own question:
“Naturally, that’s just like Eugenie.” In the meantime the content of a second package came to light.
“Gerok’s Palm Leaves—from dear Aunt Malvina,” Agathe reported, this time more calmly and with devout
piety.
“Oh, what a darling bracelet! It’s exactly what I wanted! A pearl in the middle! Right, Mama, it’s real gold,
isn’t it?”—she fastened it around her wrist. Snap! The little clasp sprang shut—“and here’s another book! A
deluxe binding! Woman’s Life and Deeds as Maiden, Wife and Mother. Whoever is it from? Frau President Dürnheim. How kind! No, how very kind! Just look, Mama! Woman as Maiden, Wife and Mother with illustrations by
Paul Thumann and other German Artists! No, no, how very happy I am!”
Agathe jumped up suddenly from the rug and danced for pure joy around the room among the yellow and brown
pieces of wrapping paper. The unruly little curls upon her forehead; the chain and the cross on her breast; the
Springtime of Love and the Woman as Maiden, Wife and Mother, both pressed tenderly to her—all these things
hopped and danced with her.
The grownups on the sofa and in the armchairs smiled again. How charming she was! Oh, yes, youth is beauti ful!
Finally Agathe tumbled down completely out of breath next to her mother, threw all her treasures into her mother’s
lap and rubbed her brown tresses against her mother’s dress like a happy little dog.
“Oh, I’m completely mad,” she said abashedly when her mother shook her head slightly. Agathe felt a prick of conscience because Pastor Kandler entered just at that moment. He had removed his robe and was carrying his everyday hat
in his hand.
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“You’re going out again?” his wife asked startled.
“Yes, don’t wait dinner for me. I’ve got to congratulate the Groterjahns, you know. I hear their family has been
increased by a little calf,” he said with the good-natured irony of the resigned country parson who has learned
long ago that village people can only be made to listen obediently to the Christian gospel of re demption if one
shows a personal interest in their material woes.
“So I’ll invite Wiesing over this evening. You wanted to speak with her yourself, didn’t you, dear Cousin?” he
asked the privy councillor’s wife.
“Yes, if the girl would like to move to the city, I wouldn’t mind giving her a try,” she answered.
*
At table Agathe sat between Father and Mother before a place setting wreathed with yellow cowslip primroses. Pastor Kandler was seated across from the newly confirmed girl. Next to him Uncle Gustav’s rosy face shone out from between his blonde mutton chops above the white napkin he had tucked under his chin. The pastor’s wife had been escorted to the table by the privy councillor. \
At the far end of the table, amidst the younger set, sat an old seamstress who was in the habit of spending Easter at
the parsonage. After each course she drew her knife between her lips in order not to lose one little bit of the splendid
food and the nourishing gravy.
As a young man in his last year at school, Walter felt his dignity injured because they had given him this gaptoothed creature as dinner companion, and he found it terribly annoying not quite knowing whether it was more appropriate for him to speak to her or simply to ignore her presence.
The privy councillor's wife also cast disconcerted glances at the old mending woman; she thought her husband
might be offended by her presence.
But Privy Councillor Heidling merely found the woman mildly amusing. He was fully aware that he was
among naïve, gauche little people. It had been his well-considered intention not to have his daughter confirmed in
the circle of her friends with the fashionable preacher in M., but instead under the guidance of his spouse’s modest
cousin. He valued a straightforward piety in the female sex. For the German man, duty; for the German woman,
religious faith and fidelity.
Given his position and circumstances in the city, it went without saying that the religious foundation he had
instilled in Agathe ought never to obtrude into the foreground of life, just as it went without saying that prayers
at table and the old mending woman had their place here in this Pomeranian village. Voss’s Louisa came to mind
—in his younger years he had thumbed through it once.
It had done his daughter good to enjoy this idyllic retreat. Agathe had become strong and healthy and rosy
during the quiet winter—on sleigh rides over the snowy fields in the clear, crisp country air. His child hadn’t
pleased him when she returned from boarding school. He had noted in her vanity, garrulousness, and a certain
scatterbrained quality. Of all things not that! He demanded that women live up to his ideals.
Involuntarily these thoughts fashioned themselves into the phrases of a speech. He remained silent in the face
of the pastor’s wife's attempts to make conversation, and his manicured hand played with his grayish blonde
beard.
Meanwhile Pastor Kandler was tinkling his glass. As soon as he cleared his throat, the privy councillor’s wife
pulled out her damp batiste handkerchief—her bridal handkerchief—as a precaution. And it was a good thing too,
for as he spoke tears rolled continuously down the dull and faded visage whose cheeks had taken on a fleeting
nervous reddishness. He spoke so movingly! He touched her in so many ways!
The Bible verse—“For all things are yours; and you are Christ’s”—provided the basis for his speech. Pastor Kandler searched his imagination for a true-to-life description of the joys that life offered a modern young woman who
belonged to elegant bourgeois society: in the family, in association with girls her own age, in nature, artistic endeavors, and reading. He alluded also to other joys that awaited her—for it was the way of the world. Beautiful, innocent as she sat before him in her little black silk dress, her brown eyes looking at him attentively from out of the
soft, bright little face—how soon might the dear child be a bride.
“All things are yours!”
But how ought “all things” be exploited? Possess as if you possessed nothing, enjoy as if you did not enjoy! You
are even allowed dancing, even going to the theater, but you should dance in a respectable manner. Pleasure in art
should be confined to pure art devoted to God. You should not despise education. But beware, my child, of modern
learning which leads to doubt and skepticism. Rein in your imagination so that it does not dangle unchaste images before you. Love, love, love should be your entire life. But this love should remain free of selfishness. Covet not what is
theirs. You may desire happiness. You may even be happy, but in a righteous manncr … for you are Christ’s disciple,
and Christ died on the cross! Only he who has completely overcome the world will pass through the thorn-braced
gates to eternal joy, to the wedding of the lamb!
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*
Agathe was compelled to weep once more. She was seized anew with the alarming awareness that had accompanied her in all the hours of catechism without her daring to confess it to her spiritual advisor. She didn’t understand at
all what she was supposed to do in order to enjoy as if she did not enjoy. She had tried often enough to follow his
words.
When she had snowball fights in the garden with the pastor’s boys, she tried to think of Jesus. But if the boys
pressed her hard and she had to defend herself all around and the fun became quite crazy, then she forgot her Savior
completely.
If her food tasted quite good to her—and nowadays she always had an excellent appetite—was she supposed to act
as if it didn’t taste good to her? But that would have been a lie.
Probably she hadn’t yet understood the secret of this Bible verse. Oh, she felt quite unworthy of the fellowship
of mature Christians! But it was just lovely to be confirmed now—and it was high time; after all, she was about to
turn seventeen.
*
The pastor had made it clear to the child what her responsibilities were as a citizen of heaven, Father now began to outline to Agathe the duties of a citizen of the state.
The woman, the mother of future generations, the mainstay of the family, is an important unit of society when
she is conscious of her place as the unpretentious, hidden root. Privy Councillor Heidling liked making sententious statements. He was pleased with his metaphor.
“The root, the mute, patient, immovable root that appears not to have a life of its own and yet bears the tree of
humankind …”
At that moment a present for Agathe arrived. The country postman, to show his thanks for the generous tip he
had received that morning, had brought it over from the little train station despite the holiday.
“O my! Mani sent that!” said Agathe and blushed. “He promised, but I thought he’d forget.”
“Your cousin Martin you've told us so much about?” the pastor's wife asked inquisitively.
Agathe nodded, falling silent, lost in happy memories.
Herwegh’s poems … And the summer vacation at Uncle August’s in Bornau … the sun-drenched lawn where
she had lain and reveled in the glowing verses that Martin could declaim so splendidly … How she shared his rap tures over freedom and fights on the barricades and red caps, over Danton and Robert Blum. In between times
Agathe also raved about Barbarossa and his long-awaited awakening.
She hadn’t seen Martin since then. He was doing his year of military service now. Oh, the dear, good boy.
Agathe was too busy opening the book and reading her favorite passages to notice that an embarrassed silence
had fallen over the table.
When she looked up, her gaze met Uncle Gustav’s as he zealously busied himself with the opening of a champagne bottle. His face widened with a suppressed grin.
Pastor Kandler stood up, went silently around the table and took the Herwegh from her hand. He went up to
the privy councillor and showed him a passage here and there. Both gentlemen looked serious. There was something unpleasant in the air.
“I really wouldn’t have thought the rascal could be so stupid,” the privy councillor burst out in annoyance.
“My dear child,” said Pastor Kandler trying to placate Agathe, “I think we’ll send the book back and ask your
cousin Martin to exchange it for another. There are so many lovely poems that are more appropriate for a young
girl and that you'll like better.”
Agathe had blanched.
“I wanted Herwegh’s poems!” she finally exclaimed.
“You probably didn’t know the book?” her father asked with the same unsettling gentleness that had accompa nied the pastor's suggestion. They wanted to spare her on her confirmaton day, but it was certain—she had done
something terrible!
“Yes I did!” she said hurriedly and softly and added even more shyly, “I thought they were beautiful!”
“Presumably you were familiar with some of them,” Pastor Kandler apologized for her.
His gaze fastened upon her imposingly. Could it be that the gentle child had deceived him in her ardent devotion to
Christianity? Where did this sudden spirit of rebellion come from?
“What was it you particularly liked about these poems?” he probed cautiously.
“The language was so beautiful,” the girl whispered disconcertedly.
“Didn’t you ever realize that these verses contradict certain things that I have tried to teach you
“No, I thought you were supposed to fight and die for your convictions!”
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“Certainly, my child, for a good conviction. But presumably one really shouldn’t fight for a foolish and pernicious
conviction?” Agathe remained silent and covered with confusion.
Father and spiritual advisor conferred.
“These really are worrisome symptoms,” said the privy councillor. “I don’t understand my nephew at all! Wearing the
King's uniform! Downright shocking!”
“I don’t think we need to take the matter so seriously,” ventured Pastor Kandler contemplating the privy councillor with a quiet, ironic smile. “Youth has, as you know, its weak moments when an intoxicating poison has effects
that soon pass if one has a healthy disposition. We all know this from our own experiences!”
He put the offensive book aside and returned to his seat.
“Wouldn’t the ladies and gentlemen like a piece of cake?” asked the pastor’s wife amicably.
Uncle Gustav popped the cork of a champagne bottle into the fork that he held over it. He performed the task
with grandiose ceremony; the champagne was his contribution to the celebration. The pastor’s two sons whooped
at the trick. The bubbling wine flowed into the glasses. They raised their glasses and clinked them together. The
pall that the newly confirmed girl’s bloodthirsty desire for revolution had cast upon the assemblage gave way to
that old quietly emotional cheerful contentment. Agathe’s brown eyes, however, retained a sort of brooding. Uncle
Gustav patted his little niece kindly on one round cheek and cried out with his jovial laugh,
“For the time being, however, more blossom than root!” Then he whispered in her ear,
“Stupid little thing, you don’t unwrap presents from charming cousins in front of all the dinner guests!”
Unfortunately Uncle Gustav himself was a bit of an embarrassment for the family. He had no principles, and
for this reason he never accomplished anything worthwhile in the world. So he married, for example, a woman
who had all kinds of questionable adventures behind her and who in the end ran off with a count. The relatives
couldn’t excuse him for that.
Agathe liked him despite everything. He was so kind; if the opportunity presented itself to help someone in
small ways or large ones, you could always count on him to be ready to lend a hand. Of course the things he said
didn’t carry much weight. Agathe continued to reflect.
“All things are yours,” she had just been reassured, and right afterwards they took away the gift from her dearest cousin without even asking her.
Naturally she didn’t dare to offer opposition. She had, after all, promised obedience and humble submissive ness for her entire life.
*
Later when the grownups were taking a postprandial nap in various comfortable corners of the parsonage—they
had become a little hot and tired from the rich noon meal and the champagne—Agathe strode up and down the
wide garden path behind the house.
The boys had been ordered not to bother her today and not to take her off to play as they usually did. They were
taking a walk with Walter.
The pastor’s wife, unseen by her guests, was helping the maid wash the dishes in the kitchen; now and again a
clatter resounded from that direction; otherwise silence reigned in the house and garden.
With secret pleasure Agathe listened to her silk train rustling over the gravel, folded her hands and asked our dear
Lord please to take away the anger from her heart. It was simply too horrible that today, the day of her confirmation,
she was mad at her pastor and her father! Surely this was where conquering the self and renunciation began. She really was still quite stupid! To find such a dangerous poison beautiful … The beginning of Martin’s favorite poem
came to mind:
Tear the crosses from the earth.
They shall all become swords—
God in Heaven will pardon it.

Yes, that was indeed a frightening verse and was certainly the one Uncle Kandler had just come across. But still,
there was such boldness in it, and then our dear Lord was in fact specifically asked for forgiveness. Agathe had always
really liked that about the poem.
But it was always that way: you had to distrust the things you liked.
She looked up into the bright blue spring sky, questioning and doubting. Not a single cloud could be seen; it
was infinitely clear, and the sun beamed warmly. There was still hardly a shadow in the garden. The golden rays
could dance through the branches of the trees down to the ground. And the singing and rejoicing of the birds
would not quit.
It was a pity she had to return to the city tomorrow, just now when it was becoming so charming here, more beauti36

ful day by day! Even since yesterday everything had changed again. Bushes and shrubs no longer wore winter’s gray.
The branches bore a transparent colored veil. If you stepped closer and bent down to them, you saw that the veil of
color was comprised of thousands upon thousands of tiny little buds. Oh, but how sweet! Agathe went from one to the
other. The knotty- branches of the apple trees stretched over the path, shimmering dark red. High up on the tall pear
tree, greenish white; the airy branches of the sour cherry, snowy white. On the chestnut trees tiny inquisitive woolly
green hands stretched forth out of shiny brown capsules, and the Cornelian cherry was completely coated with bright
yellow. The lilac, the hornbeam, each had its own shape, its special color. And here in sun and rain each quietly
and joyfully became what it was meant to be.
Plants have it much, much better than people, thought Agathe with a sigh. No one scolded them; no one was
dissatisfied with them; no one gave them good advice. Utterly serene, the old tree trunks watched their little
brown, red, and green bud children grow. Did it distress them when the snails, the caterpillars, and the insects ate
a number of them?
Agathe stroked the scabby bark of the old apple tree.
Might the birds have taken on the task of scolding? What a strange notion. Agathe giggled about it to herself.
Oh, God forbid! The birds had an awful lot to do at this time of year, what with all their billing and cooing. Were
there perhaps also birds that loved unhappily? Hm, well—naturally, the nightingale! By the way, poets really
couldn’t be absolutely certain of that.
Oh, if only she had been born a little bird or a flower!
Agathe walked down a narrow path to the mill pond. It lay at the end of the garden which gently sloped down
to it from the house. Because the pastor’s sons were always falling in the water they had let the path grow up with
weeds. Agathe had to part the brush in order to get through. She wanted to say goodbye to the little bench that
stood down beside the pond, secluded and intimate. The previous fall—and now again this spring—she had often
sat there and read or dreamed in the warm hours at midday.
On the left bank of the quiet lake that extended out to a swampy field of reeds stood the mill with its overhanging thatched roof and the large wheel. In the bay at the parsonage garden small lily pads floated on the surface of
the water. In the fall it had been completely covered here with the green platters, and dragon flies had whirred
above it. The slimy stems of the plants had even pushed through the gray planks of the dilapidated boat that was
rotting there in the water.
At first Agathe had cherished romantic dreams of the old skiff: how it had served out there in the storm and the
waves, how it had seen the sea and had foundered on rocky cliffs. The pastor’s sons had made fun of her with this
story. The boat had always been on the mill pond, but what with the many aquatic plants and the reeds you couldn’t
go anywhere with it; so on account of its motionlessness, it had gradually become this miserable, worthless wreck.
Now Agathe couldn’t stand the boat. It made her sad. Her young girl’s imagination was stirred by vague desires
for greatness and sublimity. She liked to think about distant places, open spaces, and boundless freedom while she
sat on the tiny bench by the little pond where she had to be very still so she wouldn’t tip over and so the bench
wouldn’t break into pieces; it, too, was certainly quite rotten.
Suddenly Agathe recalled the confession she had had to write down and give to her spiritual advisor. Its superficiality and dishonesty … and now it became a certainty for her: she herself was to blame for the discord that had
disturbed this holy day. Troubled and filled with shame, she stared into the water that on the surface appeared so
clear with happy little golden flashes of sunshine and that deep down below was filled with rotten vestiges of the
vegetation of years past.
2
Agathe Heidling and Eugenie Wutrow had been friends for a very long time—since that morning when they
had both been taken to school for the first time with little white pinafores and new slates and primers and had
been assigned seats next to one another. They had exchanged candies from the cornucopias they had received for
the first day of school, and so they had become friends. Their mamas had sent them to this small, elegant private
school; in the public higher girls’ schools children from all sorts of families were brought together, and the girls
could very easily bring home a nasty word or vulgar manners.
Either Agathe picked up the little Wutrow girl on her way to school or Eugenie rang the Heidlings’ bell at 7:45.
To do so she had to stand on her tiptoes until one day when Mama Heidling tied a little rope to the yellow brass
ring of the bell pull.
The girls always stuck together in their free time as well. Agathe loved to be at Eugenie’s. There they were left
more in peace with their dolls and little pictures and patches of silk, with their secrets and their endless chattering
and giggling.
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The large, old merchant house that belonged to Eugenie’s parents concealed any number of nooks and crannies, delightful for playing and hiding. There were dark corridors here in which even during the day solitary gas
lamps burned and skinny-legged clerks brushed hurriedly past the little girls. Behind latticed dusty windows, the
office, and there on a high swivel chair sat Herr Wutrow, a shriveled, deaf, coarse little man. A courtyard with huge
empty crates and a dirty, gray building to the rear filled with a troop of men and women workers who rolled cigars
in barren rooms.
The factory, the office, the corridors—everything smelled of tobacco. The sweetish-acrid smell even penetrated
the large living room of the main house out in front. Here Frau Wutrow was constantly having the parquet waxed
and the windowpanes washed. That’s why it was always cold and drafty. Despite these efforts, however, the smell
of tobacco lingered.
The house—where everything was quite different from what it was at her parents’ house—had a mysterious at traction for Agathe. She was afraid of the clerks and the women workers and even more of Herr Wutrow himself.
She had an instinctive dislike of Frau Wutrow, and she very often quarreled with Eugenie, ran home crying then
and hated her girlfriend.
But Eugenie always came for her again, and things were as before.
Eugenie could never play properly. She didn’t really love her dolls and didn’t believe there was a doll language
that Holdewina, the big doll with the porcelain head, and Katy, the baby doll, set to chattering brightly as soon as
their little mothers were out of earshot.
Agathe had her friend to thank for a number of talkings-to as Eugenie persuaded her to stroll down all kinds of
side streets in the city, to ring doorbells and run away, to stick our her tongue at old ladies who sat behind flower pots at ground floor windows and to talk to schoolboys.
Most of all Eugenie liked spending time in the factory. She sneaked up on the men and stroked the dirty skirts
of the women workers and slipped them cakes and apples fetched in secret from her mother’s pantry to make
them tell her little stories in exchange. The foremen had to chase her away constantly. In the blink of an eye she
was back again.
Yes, and Eugenie also knew that Walter had a girlfriend whom he kissed, and if his teachers were to hear of it,
he would be sent to the principal’s office. Meta Hille from the ninth grade was his sweetie, she said. Come now,
someone like that! Yes, yes, yes, quite certainly, truly!
Whenever Eugenie had ferreted out things like that, her slim little body would shake with pleasure. She would
squint her gray eyes shut and blink triumphantly over her pretty little nose.
Hooray! That was just great!
One Sunday afternoon the two little friends were sitting on the lowest branch of the low-hanging old yew tree in
the Wutrows’ garden. They held their batiste skirts with their fingertips and waved them back and forth; they had been
turned into two birds by a wicked fairy and were shaking their pink and white plumage. Agathe had made up the
game. She wanted so much to learn to fly.
Then they no longer knew what to do to get through Sunday afternoon. Arm in arm they strolled along the beds
of blooming bear’s ears or pansies, along their stiff boxwood borders. Between the walls of the rear buildings that
framed the old-fashioned, gracefully manicured urban garden, it was already getting gray and dusky while high
above the children a pink cloud slowly paled against the greenish April sky.
“Hey,” Agathe whispered very softly. “It’s not true, after all—that thing about babies. My mama—”
“Shame! You told! You tattletale!”
“No, I just asked!”
“Oh, your mama … mothers always lie to us!”
“My mother doesn’t tell lies!” cried Agathe in an injured tone of voice.
The quarrel turned into a secretive murmuring and whispering between the little friends. A couple of times
Agathe cried out,
“Shame, Eugenie, oh, no, I don’t believe that …”
Cries for help like frightened bird calls when a cat steals toward the nest sounded forth from the evening shadows
beneath the old yew tree where the little girls huddled together. And shivering and burning with excitement and shame,
Agathe did listen and listen and softly asked, pressing herself close to Eugenie and finally lapsing into an endless giggling.
That was just too funny, too funny.
But Mama had lied, after all, when she told her that an angel brought little babies.
Eugenie was much better informed.
How the two started and sprang to their feet when Frau Wutrow’s sharp voice called them in! Agathe’s heart
beat furiously; she could hardly bear it. She didn’t dare enter the room with the bright lamp, hurriedly fetched her
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hat from the foyer and ran out without saying goodbye.
Those other things Eugenie had told her—no, they were disgusting. Shame! Shame! Completely dreadful. No,
it simply couldn’t be true. But—what if it were?
And her Mama and her Papa … she was completely mortified.
When Mama came to give her a good night kiss, she hastily turned her burning face to the wall and buried it in
the pillows. No! She could never again ask her mother such a thing. Never.
*
The next morning Agathe dallied until the very last moment before she had to leave for school. Now it was far
too late to stop by for Eugenie. When she heard at school that Eugenie had caught a cold and had to stay home,
she was relieved. With real pangs of conscience she continuously entertained the thought that Eugenie might die
… and then no one in the world would find out what they had talked about yesterday. That would be just too awful—oh, if only Eugenie would die instead!
“Frau Wutrow has already sent for you twice to come over,” said Frau Heidling to her daughter. “Why don’t
you go on over? Did you two quarrel?”
“I don’t like Eugenie any more.”
“Oh, who drops friends so quickly!” said Frau Heidling censoriously. “What did Eugenie do to you?”
“Nothing!”
“Well then, it’s not nice of my little girl to neglect her sick friend. Take Eugenie the forget-me-nots I bought at the
market. Eugenie is sometimes a little sarcastic, but my little Agathe is also sometimes a little touchy. You can learn a
lot from Eugenie. She curtsies so nicely and is always ready with a friendly answer and never sulks like my little
dreamer!”
Agathe didn’t look at her mother. Grumpily she unloaded her books. Her throat hurt terribly as though it were
completely raw. She felt like throwing herself to the floor and screaming and crying loudly. But without saying
another word she obediently took the bunch of flowers and left.
On the way she ran into a girl she knew who attended the municipal public school. So she threw away the
flowers and went strolling with the girl.
When their ramblings brought her back to her parents’ house, Mama looked out the window and called her to
dinner.
Agathe didn’t answer and kept on going. She heard her mother calling behind her and walked on and on. She
didn’t want to go home ever again.
In an open square with flower beds she sat down on one of the iron chains hung between stone pillars to protect the
grounds. She held on with both hands and dangled her legs. Only the most vulgar children did that! The public school
girl sat on another one of the chains. They chatted like that. About America. How far it was to get there. The teacher
had told them that America lay exactly on the other side of the earth. You only needed to dig a hole, terribly deep,
deeper and deeper, and then at last you’d get to America.
“But first there’s water and then fire,” Agathe mused.
The teacher hadn’t said that. But Agathe believed it—most definitely. She was seized with a terrible desire to
try digging that hole sometime.
At that moment Eugenie came walking with her mother down the opposite sidewalk in the bright sunshine. She
was wearing her new lilac velvet paletot and the beret with the feather trim. Wasn’t she putting on airs! She walked
decorously between her mother and an officer.
Suddenly she saw Agathe and stopped in amazement. She waved and called her name. But Agathe dangled her
legs and did not come. Frau Wutrow said something to Eugenie. It seemed to Agathe that all three of them looked
at her angrily and then strolled on.\
Agathe laughed disdainfully. Then she went home with the public schoolgirl who had already eaten her midday
meal at twelve o’clock, had coffee with her and in the courtyard tried to dig the hole that would lead to America. Oh,
if it were only really true!
They worked terribly hard just to remove the gravel and the dirt. Then to their boundless amazement they ran into
red bricks. Agathe felt quite odd as if a miracle were about to occur - God knew what she would see now. Sweating
and groaning, they tried to remove the bricks forcibly. And just as one of them had moved just a little bit, someone
came along. The other girl screamed loudly in terror:
“Ack! Black Julie! Black Julie!”
She chased Heidi away and Agathe right behind. While the mistress of the house scolded into the void about
her ruined courtyard, the two little girls hid in the woodshed and didn’t move a muscle for fear.
But going home …
She had to sometime, after all; it was already getting dark. She would have been scared to death out on the
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street at night. There were murderers out there. She had to.
“O God! O dear God, let Mama have company!”
God was so kind. Perhaps He would do her this favor.
Frau Heidling had in the meantime sent someone over to the Wutrows’ to see if Agathe was there. No, but
they’d seen her sitting there on Kasernenplatz, dangling her legs.
Now Agathe had forgotten everything that had plagued her so that morning. She only felt a monstrous fear of
her mother, like that of a tiny little worm in the face of an awe-inspiring sublime being. And a kind of vague longing was also mixed in with her monstrous fear. Perhaps her mother thought she had been playing at the Wutrows’
and everything was all right.
Faint of heart, she softly rang the bell. Walter tore open the door, laughed loudly and shouted,
“So here she is, the brat!”
Her mother took her by the hand, led her into the guest room and left her standing in the dark.
Mama wouldn’t, would she? No, she was already a big girl, thought Agathe and shivered with fear. No, Mama
couldn’t do that, could she? She was already in school.
Frau Heidling came back with a lamp and the rod.
“No! No! Oh, please, please, don’t!” screamed Agathe and struck out furiously.
It was a wild struggle between mother and daughter. Agathe tore the lace off Mama’s dress and kicked at her.
But she got her blows—like a tiny little child.
When the terrible punishment was at an end, an exhausted Frau Heidling tottered to her bedroom and sank gasping
and weeping onto her bed. She knew she was not supposed to let herself get upset and that she would have to suffer
terrible neuralgia. Up to the last, while she was still filled with anxiety and worry about Agathe, she had struggled
with herself: did she really have to do it?
Yes, it was her duty. The child couldn’t be permitted to disregard all authority. Then when she saw Agathe, her
anger had simply gotten the better of her.
The girl lay in the guest room on the plank floor and was still crying, sobbing and sobbing. She could only
croak the sobs, her entire little body shaking convulsively all the while. She wanted to scream herself to death.
She couldn’t live any longer with such shame.
What would Papa say? He would be sorry when he didn’t have his little girl any more. But Mama—it was all
right with her, just fine.
Finally she became so tired that everything around her and everything in her blurred. Her head muddled, she
stood up and crept, reeling, into bed.
*
Agathe didn’t love her mother anymore. She concealed her anguish and pangs of conscience about this, concealed a burden too heavy for her young shoulders. Her bearing became slack; her face acquired a trace of peevishness and fatigue. But the doctor, whom they consulted, said it came from her slumping on the schoolbench.
A while later Agathe’s father was transferred to a smaller city as the deputy of the district magistrate. There was
no higher girls’ school here and Agathe acquired a governess.
She gradually recovered and brightened up again. Probably it wasn’t at all like what Eugenie had said, she thought
then. Because it seemed just too impossible, in the end she more or less forgot her confused knowledge. Only now and
then, prompted by a word from the grownups, a passage in a book, a picture, sometimes by nothing at all, the memory
of the hours in the Wutrows’ garden awakened in the dark corridors of her mind and tortured her like a bad smell one
can’t get rid of or like the knowledge of a dreary, ominous secret. …
270.28 Fair And Equal Treatment\fn{by Zainab Fawwaz (1860-1914)} Tibnin, Nabatieh Governorate, Lebanon (F)
3\fn{However, she emigrated to Alexandria, Egypt, in 1970, with the family for whom she worked, writing poetry, a book of letters, three
novels, and in 1894-95 her compendium of biographies of famous Arab and European women, finally dying in Cairo:H }
The esteemed newspaper Lubnan published an article entitled “Woman and Politics” by the distinguished
woman of letters Hana Kawrani. This writer is truly sincere in striving for her goals and is to be marvelled at for
her keenly sensitive powers of expression—except that she has strayed in her judgment and has shown strong
disapproval of the young people of her sex.
She has imposed confinement to the home upon them and has worked to prevent them from becoming
involved in all outside activities pertaining to the occupations of men. To quote:
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Woman, ignorant of the honourable nature of her position, thinks that her equality with men will be achieved
only through her participation in the same kinds of work. However, woman cannot perform work outside the home
while at the same time fulfilling the duties incumbent upon her to serve her husband and children.

And about this programme—that is, homemaking as a way of life—she says it is a natural one for women
which they cannot properly overstep, since it is a path of conduct marked out for them by God. And if women
exceed this path, the system of the universe will be altered and the laws of nature will be transformed. Should
human beings attempt to change those laws, she says, their hopes will be dashed and their efforts will fail, for
altering these laws and changing their raison d’être is impossible to achieve without destruction and ruin, whether
in the short or long run.
The esteemed writer says that no one has really tried yet, as they should, to understand what it is to be a woman
and what it is to be a man. Rather, she sees those who strive for women’s equality trying to equalise man and woman
merely through the kinds of work they perform. This, she says, is a false way to proceed. It will bring evil
consequences on the female sex in general, inevitably causing great distress and heavy misfortune—for nature
recompenses those who transgress its system with grief and pain.
She goes on in this vein directing censure at the women of England for having demanded participation in politics.
This is the demand which—as is well known to the honourable readers—embraces the issue of the election bill
which was a specific part of the women’s demand for political participation. Noting how Mr. Gladstone thwarted
the bill in the British Parliament, the distinguished writer accuses the women of England of making a mistake in
putting forth this demand.
The esteemed man of letters who heads the newspaper Lisan al-Hal agrees with her in this respect.
*
In expressing my own thoughts on this subject, I want to begin with the following line of poetry:
Your remedy is within you, and you do not see
Your illness is from you, and you do not feel

Sage reader, contemplate how the human being is small in body, yet great in the world; weak in the true state
of things, yet strong by deed.
Coming upon difficulty, a person overcomes it through the power of human intelligence; when one assails
problems with zeal, they yield in ready obedience. All creatures have submitted to the human being due to his
good management and the strength of his determination. Nothing diverts his resolute will when he has settled on a
demand that he desires to obtain and attain.
Were it not for human determination, civilisation would not have flourished to become what it is today. Nor
would the rights of knowledge and understanding have shone out, nor would the banners of progress have risen
fluttering in this age.
Europe would not have acquired its splendid palaces and magnificent edifices, its railroads and telegraph lines.
Were it not for determination and undaunted initiative, Europe would not have emerged from behind the fog of its
original, primitive state.
Inventions and discoveries could proliferate only after humankind plunged into the treacherous torrents of
destiny—after the human being took it upon himself to suffer perils and menaces. Were it not for the firmness of
the human being’s will then the slightest stumble would have forced a retreat from his aims, and the tiniest shock
would have barred him from following the road to attainment of his goal.
Without human will, it would not have been decreed that the human leave behind the noose of a primitive state
of existence in favour of the arena of civilisation. Had he reckoned every misstep on the way as a failure and been
defeated by it—retreating backward, dragging himself in shame and succumbing to disappointment and failure—
then the universe would not have been populated or made prosperous.
You would see nothing of the mind-boggling wonders that we witness today: it is through the grace of human
intrepidity that conquests have been made and countries have flourished.
*
Of nations through which the illness of laziness has spread and the disease of indolence and apathy has seeped,
there exists not a single one that has not been destroyed by these maladies—ills which have demolished the
cornerstones of that nation’s, fortitude and devastated the fortresses of its civilisation. What substantiates this
precept for us is the greater progress of the West as compared to the East in the present era.
The peoples of the West have been treated for their illnesses; their bodies have been cured of the disease of
laziness and torpitude so that today the West has flourished to a greater extent than in any era. This age surpasses
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all others, to the point where the women of the western societies compete with the men and participate equally
with them in work—since the great majority of people in the West agree that man and woman are equal in mental
capacity and are two members of one social body, both of which are equally indispensable.
What objection, then, can be raised about woman’s participation in the occupations of men and her pursuit of
work in political or other spheres when she is capable of performing what she has been delegated to do?
Otherwise, what benefit is derived from educating the western woman in all the branches of knowledge which
men study—philosophy, law, mathematics, engineering? Or, why does she study the laws of politics if she is not
then going to work in accordance with them, serving humankind and being considered one of the members of the
ruling group?
For woman was not created in order to remain within the household sphere, never to emerge.
Woman was not created to become involved in work outside the home only when it is directly necessary for
household management, childrearing, cooking, kneading bread, and other occupations of the same sort, as the
distinguished writer quoted above believes she should do.
No, upon my life! Rather, the practices to which women are accustomed permit them to acquire and work in all
arts and skills. As for household management and childrearing, these are natural and instinctive aptitudes in
women, needing no lesson or education or code of practice or established guidelines. Indeed, whoever wants to
learn the laws of household management and childrearing can gain this knowledge from women without much
difficulty, whether those women are in a state of primitiveness or not, for even primitive women manage their
households and raise their children to the best of their abilities and circumstances.
*
With regards to the esteemed writer’s statement that if woman exceeds her presently defined place then the
system of the universe will be altered and the laws of nature transformed: yes, existence does have a basic nature
which cannot be changed, and God in His creation has set laws whose transformation cannot be decreed.
But this transformation would not occur through employing women in men’s occupations or men in women’s
occupations as the honourable writer imagines.
For such a change in practices is not in the realm of what human beings cannot bring to pass, nor is it one of
those matters which would rock the tranquillity of the race, as the writer supposes. She expresses her
presumptions thus:
“Just as it is impossible for humankind to transform vapour into gold or iron, so it does not behoove woman to
leave her household sphere.”
But the fact is that we have not seen any of the divinely ordered systems of law, or any law from among the
corpus of religious law (in Islam), ruling that woman is to be prohibited from involvement in the occupations of
men. Nature has nothing to do with this: I do not think that if this were to happen the sun would change its path,
nor would the water of the seas become sweet.
But woman is a human being as man is, with complete mental faculties and acumen, and equivalent parts,
capable of performing according to her own abilities and distinguishing among times and places. How many a
woman has ruled over men, conducted the business of state, determined statutes of law and behaviour, recruited
soldiers, gone forth into battle, and carried out wars—like the queens who ran their kingdoms superbly, those who
have preceded us, about whom history has informed us. Among them are the likes of Cleopatra, Zenobia, Queen
of Palmyra, Elizabeth, and others who have come before us. We see that their involvement in the business of men
did not violate the system of nature or detract from these individuals’ ability to manage their households. Rather,
the family structure remains as it was in their day.
But it is as if the writer is already opposing my words in advance with her own, when she says:
“Those women were queens and able to perform their household and administrative functions (both).”
However, to this I respond:
Yes, and history has told us also about the women of the Arab Bedouin: how they participated with the men
in work and wars, how they exposed themselves to danger, how they suffered great tribulation and difficulties
even though they were wives and mothers. How many men have emerged into adulthood from the nests of
these women—and what men they were! Men who came to rule the world in its entirety. And their wives and
mothers did not violate the system of the world: rather they helped the men to populate the world and to
organise society properly.
*
Another piece of evidence from this age of ours: if a man passes through the streets of any of the well-known
major cities of Europe, he will find its warehouses crammed with European women carrying out commercial
occupations—with their requisite bookkeeping—and performing the handiwork of craftsmanship—with its
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requisite perfection—according to the way things ought to be done. All of them are wives and mothers who
manage both their household affairs and their work outside the home in consummate organised fashion.
Then, if we were to regard the poor women we have in Cairo, Alexandria, and all parts of Egypt, we would
find most of them pursuing work just like the men. Among these women are merchants, crafts workers, and those
working with male labourers in construction and in other spheres through which men gain their livelihoods as is
demanded of them.
We find that in a family composed of man, woman, and children, the man directs himself to his occupation and
the woman to her vocation—if she is a merchant, for example, then she goes to her shop—after she has looked to
the well-being of her household and has provided what her children need, whether it be cooking, kneading bread,
doing laundry, or something similar.
Thus, we find that the markets are full of women vying with men in business transactions, in giving and taking
and in other such activities. And if we were to move our gaze to the countryside, we would find that the fields and
farmlands are populated thickly by women—they are as numerous as the men or more so. All of them are helping
their husbands and sons and running things as the men do: planting, weeding, harvesting, and other sorts of work
particular to agriculture, which gives life to the whole world.
Those women, too, have husbands and children. The intelligent person who inquires into the affairs of this
world finds the two sexes equal. Yet careless neglect, and that alone, has dictated that women be held back.
*
I do not charge the women of England with wrongdoing for involving themselves in political affairs and
demanding the right to participate in elections. Rather I say: Yes, they have a right to request this way of life as
long as they are capable of carrying out their obligations as men do.
For it is well known that one does not take up the business of politics until after studying the laws of politics
and striving to acquire knowledge of the science of administration as well as other related sciences necessary for
this important sort of work.
In the West, there is no difference between women and men in the study of the branches of knowledge. Women
learn all that men must learn, in the fields of political science, commerce, crafts of produc tion, and other areas
crucial to the workings of the human world. Why should she not demand employment in politics just as she works
in commerce, manufacturing, and other spheres needed by the human being in this earthly life?
The blockage of the bill which the women of England presented, including that demand for electoral
participation, is not an event which calls for censure and violent attack. No, upon my life, for in the process of
attaining one’s goal, one cannot avoid encountering deterrants which hinder one’s progress. There is no blame or
reproach attached to this.
I must strive, but in striving it is not necessary that I succeed. If it were not for the opposition of those who
hold power in their hands, like Mr. Gladstone and others, then the women’s bill would not have run into the sort
of opposition it encountered. It was not stopped for any reason which would indicate a degree of incapability on
the part of the women or a need for caution about the outcome of such a bill’s passage. No, upon my life, rather,
this happened because the men regarded the bill with the eye of rancour and thought it represented militancy
concerning political rights. Thus, the uproar grew, the unfounded chatter increased, the issue got out of hand, the
crisis came to a head—and what happened, happened.
This is not the first such matter to encounter resistance. Indeed such resistance is God’s way in His creation. In
any issue broached for the first time, this resistance is a customary procedure sanctioned by time. This is well
known to anyone who has perused the history of nations. Since the participation of women in politics is the first
topic of discussion in this sphere to come up, then anyone who does not know the essence of the issue (especially
if this person is a grudging sort) will certainly exaggerate its importance.
As for the women who approve rejection of this bill: they are the ones who—and pardon me—are more
deserving of censure than are the others, for they have chosen isolation and sloth. They have given preference to
idleness and unemployment over work; they have been content with showiness and with dragging their hems on
the carpet of lethargy.
If they were to put out some effort as their sisters have done, then they would have accomplished what their
obligations require. They would then confirm that they are beings of determination who desire to serve humanity
and the nation—as would be more appropriate for them than their present attitude—even if they are not to achieve
success.
In any case, the persistence of woman in demanding advancement until she obtains her rights is not to be
considered a crime. Rather, posterity will glorify her, and she will be remembered with words of gratitude for
opening the door of success to her sisters.
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174.42 Excerpt from The Memoirs And Diaries Of Muhammad Farid, An Egyptian Nationalist Leader
(1868-1919)\fn{by Muhammad Farid (1868-1919)} Cairo, Egypt (M) 17
In August 1904 I made a tour of Norway and then returned to Vichy. From there I went to Divonne-lesBains,\fn{A French resort near Geneva, Switzerland} where Mustafa Kamil\fn{An attractive Egyptive law student with political
connections in France} and Mahmud Abu al-Nasr\fn{1868-1913, Egyptian politician} were staying with the
khedive.\fn{The (hereditary) native ruler of Egypt (by treaty, from 1840); where, since 1882, the British held the real power—Egypt at
this time being also a nominal province of the (failing) Ottoman Empire. Since 1874, this man was Abbas Hilmi II; he was opposed to the
continuation of British military rule, and served as a rallying point for those, like Muhammad Farid, who favored the independence of
Egypt from British influence} Also with him was his aide-de-camp, Osman Efendi Sadiq, now an Ottoman army

colonel who took part in the Balkan War. I arrived at the station in the evening, and Mustafa was waiting for me
there. We headed immediately for the Grand Hotel. The khedive was waiting for us in front of the theater
entrance. He greeted me cordially and started to question me about my travels in Norway.
At the end of the evening we met in a hotel lounge, and the discussion turned to Egyptian affairs, of which the
most important issue at that time was that of Shaykh Ali Yusufs’\fn{ 1863-1913, Egyptian journalist} marriage to
Safiyah,\fn{The daughter of a popularly revered leader of the Prophet’s descendents in 1904 } Shaykh Abd al-Khaliq al-Sadat’s
daughter. The khedive was doing much to help Shaykh Ali, even to the point of sending back his brother early to
speak for him to the chief judge of Egypt, Yahya Efendi.\fn{ Abd al-Rahman Fadil, an Ottoman appointed who served from
1901-1905} Mustafa began to scold the khedive gently for intervening in this affair, pointing out that doing so
would harm his reputation because public opinion opposed Shaykh Ali’s wish to marry the girl against her father’s
will. The khedive retorted:
“What’s public opinion, old man? Is there anything called ‘public opinion’ or ‘nation’? If I put on a hat\fn{ An
idiomatic expression of the time, implying conversion from Islam to Christianity } and walked around the country, no one would
say anything.” The khedive grew angrier and finally said to Mustafa:
“I don’t want you telling me what to do. I know what I must do.”
He stormed out, and we stayed where we were. Mustafa was extremely agitated, saying things like:
“I must cut my ties with that man.”
*
In the morning we decided to leave for Geneva. Mustafa refused to call on the khedive at his place, so Mahmud
Abu al-Nasr and I visited him. Abbas wisely did not mention what happened the night before, but started to talk
about agriculture, especially about my farm near Fa ‘id, on the Suez Canal.
After that we accompanied Mustafa Kamil back to Geneva. Mustafa wanted to write the khedive a letter
breaking his relationship with him, and it was only with great difficulty that we dissuaded him from doing so. But
privately he stuck to his views and, upon returning to Egypt in September, he wrote his famous letter, which he
sent to him from Alexandria with a copy to al-Ahram, before he saw me, so that I could not stop him. When he
reached Cairo, he published it in al-Liwa. After that the ties between the two men were broken for some two
years.
*
Then, in 1906, when the Dinshaway Affair took place,\fn{ This is dealt with in Mahmud Tahir Haqqi’s The Maid of
Dinshaway, a contemporary account of a tragic accident greatly complicated by British arrogance, and part of this Egyptian collection:H }
Mustafa wrote to the khedive, using Ahmad Shafiq\fn{1860-1940, Egyptian historian and for many years head of the khedive’s
Arabic and European chancery, and later his personal secretary in exile } as a go-between, but he did not see him. He did not
tell me about this correspondence, even though I was with him in Paris. Then he went to London, where he began
his campaign against Cromer,\fn{Sir Evelyn Baring, Lord Cromer, the political representative sent by London to Egypt in 1883 in
order to facilitate their control of the Suez Canal by restructuring the fianances and internal government of Egypt } made an important
speech before a group of leading people, and wrote for Le Figaro a major letter that was published with the help
of the famous writer, Pierre Loti.\fn{ 1850-1923, a popular French writer of the early 20 th century, strong Turkophile and a close
friend of Mustafa Kamil, already referred to} Then he came to Vichy, where I was waiting for him.
*
In the fall of 1906 Dr. [Muhammad] Sadiq Ramadan\fn{ 1867-1941, a Nationalist and, until 1910, palace physician }
served as a go-between and paved the way for the meeting. Indeed, we got together—Mustafa Kamil, Dr. Sadiq,
Latif Salim,\fn{Latif Salim al-Hijazi (d.1907), an early partisan of Mustafa Kamil and fervent Nationalist, primarily remembered as the
leader of the Egyptian officers’ uprising in 1879 against Dual Control (Anglo/Egyptian) of the Suez Canal } and I—and saw the
khedive at night in Izbat Musturud.\fn{ A district in Cairo} On that evening we agreed to set up the National Party, the
club, and the French and English language newspapers. We disagreed on whether the party should be secret or
public. The khedive’s opinion was that it should be secret and that the members of its secret administrative board
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should be chosen from among the club’s members only after they had been tested. But we persuaded him to make
it an open party, there being nothing to stop us from later forming a secret committee made up of active, loyal
members to decide among themselves what things ought to be done, which they could then push through the open
administrative board with their concerted support.
The late Latif Pasha\fn{Latif Salim, above, d.1907} opposed seeing the khedive or working with him. He distrusted
him as an egotist who always favored his personal advantage over the public interest. He had tested him time and
again, and the khedive had betrayed him and failed to do what he had promised. Latif used to repeat this sentence:
“All these are bridges over which we crossed and which we found led nowhere.”
At last we convinced him, and he gave in. After this meeting we saw the khedive a number of times, Sadiq
Ramadan, Mustafa, and I, at the mosque of Sidi al-Tibri in the garden of al-Qubbah [Palace]. But Latif Pasha did
not attend these meetings.
At one of them Dr. Ramadan spoke frankly to the khedive about his selling titles and decorations, saying that
this business gave the English a pretext to attack him. The Times had printed an article on this subject, at Lord
Cromer’s instigation, accusing the khedive of being the seller. The khedive replied that this issue was a youthful
indiscretion that he had given up, said he would from now on work seriously and energetically on public matters,
and promised to stop these petty practices.
*
At that time we formed the L’Etendard corporation with a capital of £E\fn{Egyptian pounds} 20,000, of which I
paid £E 500. The khedive urged many of the rich men to contribute, and many did, including [Muhammad] Jamil
Tusun,\fn{1874-1932, at one time the husband of the youngest sister of the khedive, but pro-British during World War I } Midhat
Pasha Yakan,\fn{A large landowner, one of whose daughters married the khedive } and others whom Mustafa mentioned to
me when he was dying. Mustafa subscribed £E 1000. I do not know whether or not the khedive paid it for him to
help this project, because he—God have mercy on him—used to hide from me everything about the financial aid
that he took, whether from the khedive or from Sultan Abdulhamid.\fn{Ruler of the Ottoman Empire and nominal sovereign
over Egypt (1876-1909)}} Although he acknowledged getting a lot of help from the khedive, he would never admit to
me that he took anything from Abdulhamid.
*
After that we went to Europe together in December 1906 to choose editors for the [French and English]
Nationalist papers. We stopped in Paris, went on to London, and then came back to Paris. There we met Mr.
Robertson,\fn{John M. Robertson (1856-1933) English Radical politician and Member of the House of Commons (1906-1918); he was
opposed to Lord Cromer, but also to the Nationalist Party } member of the British House of Commons, who was going to
Egypt with Mr. [William B.] Maloney, the young Irishman whom Blunt\fn{ William Scawen Blunt (1840-1922) English
poet, backer of Egyptian nationalism, and great admirer of Mustafa Kamil } had chosen to be the editor of our English
newspaper. This Robertson went to Egypt on a (secret) invitation from the khedive to visit at his expense. Among
his companions were Mr. [Henry Brailsford] Brailsford,\fn{ 1873-1938} director of the Daily News, and Mr. [John]
Redmond,\fn{1856-1918) the Irishman, to study the situation for themselves and to attack Cromer in the English
press and in Parliament.
The khedive himself told me that he had invited these people one day when I was with him at Muntazah
[Palace] in Alexandria, while he was working earnestly against Cromer. We met Robertson at the station with his
friend, took them to Hotel Richmond on Rue du Helder, then took them to the theater.
During the conversation I realized from what Robertson said that he did not want to work with us. Rather, he
leaned toward the views of al-Mu ’ayyad because of the influence over him and his companion of the khedive’s
emissary, Benjamin Mosely.\fn{British anti-Nationalist judge in the Egyptian mixed courts, who left the bench after a quarrel with
Lord Cromer} He had been a judge in the courts and had to resign because of his wife’s misconduct and immorality.
After that this man began practicing law with a young Egyptian named Muhammad Zaki Muhammad, who had
been a clerk in the Cairo court, working with Mr. Mosely when he was a judge. Then he studied law in the [law
school’s] night division in Cairo. When he received his license, he resigned [his clerkship] to practice law, but he
became known for his dishonesty and skulduggery. He worked with Mosely, thus becoming involved in selling
titles and decorations.
This Mosely was one of Shaykh Ali Yusufs partners in political matters and in fraudulent affairs. Things
reached the point where he became the khedive’s emissary to some of the English leaders in London. He used to
take from him large sums of money for this purpose,\fn{ Money, that is, to present to people to win their support, or to pay for
their travel expenses to Egypt, as in this case } and it was he who invited these Englishmen to visit Egypt. I was not at all
surprised, therefore, at Mr. Robertson’s stance toward us in Paris or at his saying that he did not want to meet in
Egypt the men conspicuously among Mustafa Kamil’s backers; rather, he wanted to be independent so as not to be
accused of partiality if he spoke in the House of Commons.
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My opinion of him was confirmed, for when he reached Egypt it was [Ahmad] Hafiz Awad\fn{ 1877-1950, an
Egyptian journalist who at first backed the Nationalists } among Shaykh Ali’s backers who accompanied him. Parties were
held for him in Cairo and the provinces, and Hafiz Awad was always at his side (and we will tell Hafiz Awad’s
story later).
*
Mustafa became seriously ill in January 1907 and was treated by Dr. Robin. As soon as he was on his way to
recovery, we went back to Egypt. Our meetings and correspondence with the khedive continued through Dr.
Ramadan.
It was not known that Mustafa had a connection with the khedive or had settled his differences with him until
he died, God have mercy on him.
In the summer of 1907 Mustafa left for Europe on 27 June, to the best of my memory. I took his place in
directing the newspapers and I used to write daily in the French paper that had started in March 1907. When he
returned at the end of September, I went to meet his ship in Alexandria. Dr. Ramadan was waiting for us at Hotel
Abbat. Upon seeing how pale he was—God’s mercy on him—he [Ramadan] whispered to me that his health was
unsatisfactory and that he must have been stricken with tuberculosis. This was what he said in French:
“Il file du mauvais coton.”
On 22 October 1907 he delivered in Alexandria a long speech in which he proclaimed the ten principles of the
party. Then his illness got worse, and he was forced to stay in bed for a while. His financial condition was
aggravated because of the [bad] speculations that he and his brother Ali had made. When he saw that his condition
was worsening, he hastened to set up the party. He gave his final speech on 27 December 1907, and so the party
was established in the way that is already well-known.
*
From that day on, he did not leave his room until his death. Dr. Ramadan and I were with him until he breathed
his last. He was buried following a funeral procession unprecedented for anyone in Egypt. The nationalist
movement showed itself more clearly than ever before, so that the British and the khedive had to take it seriously
into account.
From the day Mustafa died the khedive began plotting to get a president elected who would obey his orders so
that he might use him in his personal affairs and as a weapon against the British. He sent his men to the funeral
and to the burial. Even Shaykh Ali Yusuf, Mustafa’s enemy who competed against him in everything that he did,
attended the funeral and the first three nights, as well as Urfi Pasha,\fn{ Perhaps the Governor of Alexandria, but more
likely his son, Muhammad Urfi, who was close to the khedive } who was also one of his men. They began to nominate
leaders whom they viewed as obedient, such as Yusuf al-Muwaylihi\fn{ Who had contact with the British} or Urfi
Pasha. Some of them even nominated Shaykh Ali Yusuf himself.
All these attempts failed. On the day of the [party’s] general meeting, which I had called for 14 February, four
[days] after the death, I was elected unanimously. Among those whom the khedive inspired to play a major role in
this affair was Ali Fahmi Kamil,\fn{ 1870-1926, elder brother and major backer of Mustafa Kamil } for he as the brother of
the deceased wanted to be elected. He had prepared papers with his name on them and distributed them to some of
those attending and had even placed his men at the door to introduce many non-members into the meeting. But
when he saw how strong the current was against him at the helm, he made a speech nominating me in accordance
with a letter that his brother had written him from Europe, advising him that I should be elected in case of his
sudden death.
*
During these activities the khedive’s men used to go frequently to Ali Fahmi Kamil to urge him to try to get
elected, promising him the khedive’s material and moral support. Because of his ambition and avarice, he was
leaning toward their intrigues, but he failed.
On the day of my election the khedive telephoned me, so I headed to Abdin Palace after noon. He received me
immediately and congratulated me graciously, expecting much good from my being president. Among what he
said to me was:
“Really, having someone like you at the head of the nationalist movement is very useful, because you neither
need money nor ask for it. You’re from a family that has served the country. Your father was known for his virtue,
honesty, and loyalty. The British won’t be able to accuse you of seeking fame, fortune, or government
employment,” and so on, and so forth, in these friendly terms.
Then he asked me about the state of the newspapers. I told him that they would go on, God willing, and that
we had set up a system to help sustain them. Then he offered to help us by giving money, but I refused so that I
would not be his captive, subject to his commands, and I left. From that time on, the man realized that I was not
among those who blindly followed his orders, so he began to foment intrigues to bring me down on the one hand,
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while showing me affection on the other, as I shall explain in detail.
On 29 April\fn{Actually 17 April} 1908 I made my first major speech at Shaykh Salamah’s\fn{ Shaykh Salamah
Hijazi (1855-1917) Egypt’s first great Muslim singer, actor, and director } theater on Junaynat al-Bahri Street. It had a powerful
impact. At this time we had started gathering signatures on a petition for a general representative assembly, and
my speech was on this topic. It impressed many people, so we collected about 75,000 signatures. The inception of
this task was by an agreement with the khedive that, if he went to England, he would meet King Edward and tell
him that the nation was demanding a constitution and that he had decided to grant it because he felt it was entitled
to one.
*
In May I decided to go to Europe. Two days before my departure I saw the khedive, and the following
conversation took place:
“What have you decided to do, my dear Mr. Farid?”
“I’m going to Europe, following the footsteps of Mustafa, so that no one will say that the movement died with
him. Also to show the European world that our movement is a powerful one, not dependent on one person or
collapsing after his death.”
“Splendid! Go, and God grant success to your aims.”
“I’ll go, God willing, but I ask Efendina not to thwart me, or send enemies to work against me or undermine
my efforts, as Efendina did last year when be sent Hafiz Awad, Abazah Pasha,\fn{ Isma’il Abazah (1854-1927) a
politician from a prominent landowning family of tribal Arab origin who led the opposition in the General Assembly to the extension of the
Suez Canal Caompany’s concession in 1910, was under house arrest during World War I, and helped draft the Constitution of 1923 } and

Shaykh Ali Yusuf to undercut him [Mustafa Kamil].”
“Please, Farid, don’t worry! Mustafa was one man and you’re another. All the same, it isn’t true that I sent
Hafiz Awad last year.”
“It is a proven fact that you did send him. You gave him £E 300 for his travel expenses.”
“No, by God, only £E 250.44
Then he faltered and changed color, so I got up and took my leave. Earlier I had told him about the petitions
calling for a representative assembly, and he asked me to present them to the kbedivial council. I submitted them
before I left to [Ahmad] Shafiq Pasha, along with an official Party letter, stating that this presentation was made
on the khedive’s orders.
*
Tben I departed for Europe. Soon afterwards the Abazah delegation went to London. It included Mahmud Bey
Salim,\fn{A leading early Nationalist} Abd al-Latif al-Sufani,\fn{1874?-1925, a leading Nationalist who often served as Party
spokesman after Farid went into exile in 1912 } and Isma’il Abazah, its leader. With him were Hafiz Awad and a Coptic
translator, an Alexandria doctor named Ibrahim Abd al-Sayyid. Its mission was to reach an agreement with the
British giving us a mini-constitution in exchange for killing the movement of the National Party and recognizing
the British occupation. This is proof of the khedive’s disloyalty, for he did not tell me anything about this
[mission] on the day when I took leave of him, although the matter had already been agreed on.
I went from Paris to London and spent several days there, visiting Mr. Blunt. I saw Mr. Robertson of the House
of Commons and Mr. Brailsford, and we had lunch together. They advised me to keep silent about the Occupation
and not to demand the evacuation, so that they would help us realize the internal reforms and the constitution that
we were seeking. I refused, naturally, being quite certain that it was a trick to reduce the party in the eyes of the
nation so that it would become a tool in their hands like the Ummah\fn{ Formed in 1907 among landowners of Egyptian (as
opposed to Turkish) extraction, and moderate in its aims} and the government parties.
After that I spent two days in Edinburgh, during which the Egyptian students, together with the Muslim
Society, honored me with a banquet that was attended by the Lord Provost of the city. I made a speech there on
why Britain must evacuate so that the Egyptian nation might be a friend of Britain instead of its enemy in case a
great war broke out between it and any other great power.
At that time criminal proceedings were begun against Shaykh Jawish\fn{ Abd al-Aziz Jawish (1872-1929) journalist,
educator, and editory of the National Party organ in 1908 } because of his article on the memory of Dinshaway. He claimed
French protection [under the Capitulations]. They wrote me from Egypt, asking me to go to the foreign ministry to
seek their support. I was in Vichy at the time, so I returned to Paris, went to the foreign ministry with M.
Courtellemont,\fn{Jules Claudin Gervais Courtellemont (1863-1931) popular French writer and convert to Islam } and met M.
Defrance,\fn{Albert Defrance (1860-1936) French Consul-general in Cairo (1910-1918) } now (July 1913) France’s agent in
Egypt, but France did not recognize its protectorate [over Jawish]. I returned to Egypt on 14 July 1908, and the
case ended with Shaykh Jawish’s acquittal.
In that same month the Turks regained their constitution. On 14 August I delivered a speech in Alexandria
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attacking the Abazah mission, as did all the Nationalist newspapers.
On 14 September I made another speech in Cairo on the anniversary of the British entry into the city. That
evening I went to Zaqaziq with some party members to attend another observance. Abazah’s men demonstrated
against me at the station, trying to block the observance, but the police intervened and it took place as planned. I
gave a short address there, and in the morning I accompanied Isma’il Labib\fn{ (1869?-1930), Farid’s best friend, the
second son of Mustafa ali, a Turkish officer in the Egyptian army } and his brother, Abdallah Tal’at, to Abu Kabir. We spent
the day there, returning that night to Cairo.
*
As a result of my refusal to settle with the British and my attack on the Abazah delegation, the khedive became
angry at me because he had begun his policy of reconciliation, supported by Butros Pasha [Ghali].\fn{ 1846-1910,
Egypt’s most powerful Coptic politician}, but pro-British, and assassinated by a Nationalist in 1910 } I had criticized this policy in
my April 1908 speech and warned the khedive of its harmful outcome. But Butros Pasha won him over,
convincing him that the Nationalist movement was nothing and that he should apply a repressive policy against it.
They went together to London, where the policy of reconciliation was intensified.
The khedive returned to Egypt determined to fight against us. This news reached us from Paris through some of
our brethren [fellow Nationalists] who saw him there. When he came back to Egypt I went to Alexandria and met
him at the general reception that took place on the occasion of his return and the month of Ramadan. He asked
me:
“What did you do in Europe, Farid?” Answer:
“I worked to carry out the program we had agreed on, Your Highness.”
His face seemed to change color, and I took my leave. From that day on I was convinced that the man had
betrayed us and made an agreement with the British through Butros Pasha and Sir Eldon Gorst\fn{ 1861-1911, British
agent in Egypt} to fight against us.\fn{This rapproachment between the khedive and the British lasted for about five years } So I
wrote a strong article in al-liwa against him called What They Are Saying, which became a cause for attacks [on
me] in al-Mu ’ayyad andal-Ahram, which were carrying out palace orders. I opened the gates of controversy
about the reconciliation policy, widening the split between us, the side of the National Party, and that of the
khedive and his men.
*
Then in March 1909 the government reissued the old Press Law that had been promulgated in 1881 during the
Urabi revolution. There ensued great protest demonstrations, which the police broke up by force. The British
newspapers began to say that public safety in Egypt was breaking down, and Egypt’s foreign papers stirred up
European public opinion.
On 9 April of that year 1 went to Istanbul for the first time in my life, arriving there on the 12 th. On the
morning of the 13th there took place the famous counter-revolution that led to the deposition of Sultan
Abdulhamid because of the strength of the Committee of Union and Progress\fn{ Or the Young Turks} and the heroic
determination of Mahmud Shevket Pasha. It was a strange coincidence that it should have happened the morning
after my arrival.
I proceeded to cable the news to al-Liwa two or three times a day. My dispatches were the most accurate of
any in the papers because I based them on the best sources, so much so that some people said that I must have
known what was going to happen and had, therefore, gone there suddenly. The truth was that my trip was made to
strengthen the ties between our party and the men of the CUP. I attended Friday prayers with Sultan Abdulhamid
at the Hamidiye Mosque before he was overthrown and then I went to pray the first day after the succession of
Mehmed Reshad V\fn{Last of the Ottoman sultans; deposed in 1918 } at Aya Sofia Mosque. All that I saw was published
in detail in the articles that al-Liwa printed at the time.
After that I returned to Egypt at the beginning of May, having spent only three weeks in Istanbul. Then we
decided to go back there with a National Party delegation to attend the first anniversary celebration of the
constitution on 23 July 1909. I left on 16 July with Mahmud Bey Hasib, Mahmud Bey Moharram Rustum,\fn{ A
member of the Party’s administrative board } Muhammad All [Allubah], a lawyer from Asyut, and Abd ai-Salam
Dhuhni,\fn{An Egyptian legal scholar} a lawyer from Minya. Upon arrival we met the late Wardani\fn{ Ibrahim Nasif alWardani (1885-1910), the assassin of Butrus Ghali, who was executed for his crime } and were joined by All Ilwi aI-Jazzar of the
Ummah Party and Muhammad Bey Habib, both notables of Minufiyah.\fn{ An Egyptian povince} The late Ibrahim alWardani also joined us there.
When we reached Istanbul we met many Egyptians and many Turks, Persians, and others who were members
of the Liberal Club. On the following days we visited in an official capacity the Chamber of Notables (Senate)
where we were received by its vice-president, Ghazi Mukhtar Pasha, and the Chamber of Deputies, where we
were given the best seats and were received by its president, Ahmet Bey Riza, in his office. We also visited
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Mahmud Shevket Pasha in the War Ministry, the office of the Shaykh al-Islam, and Grand Vezir Husayn Hilmi
Pasha. We were most warmly received wherever we went, and the newspapers published our news every day.
Then I was invited to the banquet held by the CUP on the evening of 23 July in the selamlik\fn{The section of a
Muslim home in which males are received } of Yildiz Palace, accompanied by two of my partisans, Mahmud Bey
Muharram Rustum and Muhammad Bey Mustafa, one of the notables of Bilbays. The khedive had been invited
there, but when he found out that we were going to be present, he excused himself from attending. We were also
invited to the army review in the military square and given seats in a suitable location. The khedive and his
entourage were there, but we did not meet or greet them. We were accompanied by an aide of the governorate
shahr amann wearing on his arm a badge for those who receive visitors, to clear the way for us.
In the evening we hired a steamboat called Ihsan from the Khayriyah Company, decorated it, and hung on it
signs upon which The Egyptian National Party was written in a large, clear script. We sailed it on the Bosporus
until it was time to go to the CUP reception in Yildiz [Palace]. I got off with my two companions at Beshiktash
pier, but the others continued their excursion.
*
The khedive did not like this visit or our being received so often, so he sent Yusuf Bey Siddiq, who at the time
was qapu kakhya, or his deputy there, to me at the Pera Palace Hotel.\fn{ Built by the Pulman Sleeping Car Company }
chiding me, as an old friend, for not having visited the khedive, saying that the khedive was quite upset about this
matter. How could we visit the [Ottoman] ministries and yet not call on him when he was the ruler of our country
and we were his subjects, and other such words suggesting submission and subjugation.
So I told him that I was ready to visit His Highness along with my brethren, the members of the delegation, if
he agreed to receive us in the same capacity as we had been received by the Ottoman government. As for our
going to Bebek Palace where his mother was staying in order to sign our names, no. Yusuf Siddiq promised to tell
him, but then he did not return because his master did not accept this demand.
From then on he began to turn the grand vezir against us to keep us from meeting the sultan. I had asked Hilmi
to prepare the way for this meeting. Hilmi Pasha invited me to the Sublime Porte and told me that the khedive was
angry because we had not visited him and that it would be better for us to call on him first. So I related to him the
discussion that had taken place between Yusuf Siddiq and me. He promised to speak with Yusuf Siddiq and tell
me what happened. Then I went back and found Mahmud Shukri, one of the khedive’s men, at his place. We
talked at length.
Finally I realized that the issue had reached an unsuitable level because the khedive was objecting to our being
received at the Sublime Porte as a delegation of a party that (he claimed) was hostile to him. He was being aided
in this matter by the British ambassador, especially since this issue arose after the sultan had received our first
delegation consisting of Isma’il Labib Bey, his brother Dr. Mansur [Rif’at], and [Dr.] Uthman Ghalib (who later
turned against us, as I shall explain). Because of this, and also to avoid gossip, I decided with my brethren to be
content with these signs of courtesy and to depart, returning to Egypt without having seen the khedive, and so his
anger grew.
I sent the grand vezir a cable from Izmir, thanking him for his kind reception, and a reply came in an official
letter sent to Cairo (saved among my papers).
Since then the khedive has grown to hate the CUP so much that this year (July 1913) he dared not go to
Istanbul because of his rumored involvement in the plot in which Mahmud Shevket was killed and whose intent
was to oust the CUP ministry to restore that of Kamil Pasha, friend of the khedive and the British.
Despite the friendship and mutual trust between Mustafa and myself, he hid from me some of his private
political affairs. Among these was the question of these papers. I did not read them, nor did I even see them, but
when it was rumored after his death that his brother, Ali Bey, had turned over these papers to the khedive in return
for a large sum, I started to make secret inquiries.
This is the gist of what I found. I had heard from Dr. Sadiq Ramadan that he knew about the papers and that
Mustafa took good care of them, even hiding them under the pillow of his sickbed. The doctor said:
“Had I known that All was going to hand them over, I would have stolen them from Mustafa.”
This would have been very easy for him to do because he was the attending physician and used to spend
several hours at his bedside every day. But he did not see them. He thought that they were letters from Ahmad
Shafiq Pasha setting up appointments for Mustafa to meet the khedive in Europe or in some secret places in
Egypt.
The doctor told me that the agents in taking these papers were Khalil Bey Hamdi, the deputy director of the
Police Academy; Mahmud Bey Husni, director of the Abdin School; and Mahmud Bey Sami Dhuhni, a hanger-on
of court poet Shawqi Bey. It may be that Dalawir Bey, now deputy director of the khedivial estates, had a hand in
that [affair] and that the khedive himself came in a car to Midan al-Azhar along with Shawqi Bey and one of his
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lieutenants (and it was he who told the doctor these details). It was there that All Bey met him, got in [the car]
with him, and turned over the papers.
I was not satisfied with that, but asked Mahmud Bey Sami Dhuhni (who had been one of the Party members
but broken with us after my campaign against the khedive in the articles What They Are Saying) and he told me
that he was actually in the home of Ali Bey Fahmi on that same night with Mahmud Husni and Khalil Hamdi and
that they had talked about these papers. Then Ali took the latter two into a small room and showed them to them.
Mahmud Sami did not see them with his own eyes.
What supports this incident and the fact that Ali Fahmi deceived the party is that the khedive began using
coercion and plotting intrigues against it after he got them, and that Ali Fahmi, who used to complain of his dire
poverty, went afterwards to Europe and from there to Istanbul. There he met the khedive also (so it is said) and
received from him a sum of money. He went to Medina for the inaugural celebration of the Hijaz Railway. Then
he came back to Egypt and began hatching his intrigues to undermine the administrative board, [of the National
Party] to get his hands on al-Liwa and to direct its policy by agreement with the khedive.
From the very start we had distrusted Ali Fahmi because he believed that the party presidency should be his by
right of inheritance and that I had stolen it from him. He has, therefore, fought me incessantly up to now, despite
the letters that he writes me from time to time.
When we founded the branch committees in some of the provincial capitals and quarters of Cairo, we set one
up in Sayyidah Zaynab with its center on Shari’ Khayrat at the house of Muhammad Afifi, a contractor. Its
members included Mahmud Izzat, managing director of al-liwa and both of its editors, Sayyid Efendi Ali and Al
Din Umar (“Abu Hafs”). Yusuf al-Muwaylihi also came in. All their meetings were devoted to criticizing my
policy against the khedive. Ali Fahmi attended most of this committee’s meetings or would send Mahmud Izzat in
his place.
The first plot they hatched to make me fail was the strike of al-Liwa’s workers. Here is its ostensible cause.
After Mustafa’s death we agreed to make al-Liwa a corporation so that we might take on Mustafa’s liability in
shares of what he owed us because he had died owing the banks about £E 20,000 of which £E 12,000 was
guaranteed by Umar Bey (now Pasha) Sultan, £E 3,400 by myself, and the rest by Muhammad Bey ai-Sharif, one
of the notables of Abyar. After a long struggle, pleading with Umar Sultan on one side and Ali Fahmi on the other,
we agreed that the al-Liwa Corporation would be capitalized at £E 40,000, an immense sum indeed, but we
accepted it to avert problems and to get our hands on that journal’s administration, because we feared Ali’s
speculations and did not trust him.
(In this task Muhammad Bey Tal’at Harb, Umar Sultan’s agent, played a strange role that eventuated in the
disappearance of L ‘Etendard, Umar’s resignation from the administrative board, and then his complete break
with us. I shall explain his role later.)
Then, in order to increase the number of members, I secretly brought in Muhammad Bey al-Khulusi, with five
shares, of which he paid only the price of one, that is, £E 100, and refused to pay for the rest. Umar secretly
introduced Mahmud Bey Fahmi Husayn, the lawyer. We elected an administrative council made up of three men:
Ali Bey Fahmi, Muhammad Bey Khulusi, and myself. The work continued on that basis.
While we were negotiating with Ali Bey Fahmi, and the [other] heirs [of Mustafa Kamil], it was Ali Fahmi
who took the income and spent it. When the corporation took over the books, it turned out that it was owed vast
sums for subscriptions received and advertisements placed. Likewise, the money was missing that had been
collected earlier on behalf of the Hijaz Railway.
Ali promised to pay it, and in fact he did so while he was in Istanbul for that railway’s inaugural celebration.
We think that he paid it out of what he got from the khedive for the papers he had sold to him. The agreement was
that the old subscriptions belonged to the heirs and that everything collected from them was to be deducted from
the amount seemingly owed by the heirs to the corporation.
All this did not please Ali Bey Fahmi of course. All the employees were his men, especially Mahmud Efendi
Izzat. They began to plot against us for having partly taken the books out of their hands. When Ali Bey went to
Europe in August 1908, he chose this Mahmud Efendi Izzat to represent him on the administrative council, thus
increasing the rancor between us and him.
After that, and following Ali Bey’s return from Europe, they began to get up the strike. Their center was the
Sayyidah Zaynab committee. At the end of October one of the employees—as I recall, his name was Ghanim
Efendi—went to Alexandria, so we fired him. Then the editors, Sayyid Efendi Ali and Amin Efendi Umar (who
went by the pen-name of Abu Hafs), interceded and called for his reinstatement. We refused, naturally. Then they
asked us to draw up contracts for specific time periods, claiming that they were no longer sure of their jobs, and
again we refused.
On the morning of 3 November when I came from my house I did not find any of the workers, major or minor,
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there. After a while Mahmud Efendi Izzat came as the strikers’ representative, but we did not reach an agreement.
Finally I telephoned some of the brethren, brought in some other workers, and put together the paper. We printed
it on the presses of al-laridah after I had made an agreement with Ahmad Bey Lutfi al-Sayyid, because the man
who ran our printing machine had taken away some of the parts to put it out of order. At this time we learned that
the khedive had sent them £E 60 in aid and Sayyid Efendi Ali had taken along all the assets that were with him in
order to obstruct our work.
During these communications Ali Fahmi Kamil feigned agreement with us, but he urged us to accept their
demands, as did Uthman Sabri Efendi, his sister’s husband. That night Muhammad Efendi Afifi the contractor and
Yusuf al-Muwaylihi came to the club, trying to get me to accept the strikers’ demands. Violent words were
exchanged between them and me. The matter ended with the dismissal of all the workers and their replacement
with others.
The work resumed, and the pieces that had been missing from the printing machine turned up in the ink barrel,
where they were found under the guidance of Ali Fahmi Kamil. All this lowered our opinion of this man who was
famous among us for lying, hypocrisy, dissimulation, and worse.
Because the editors were among those fired, they made an agreement with Mahmud Izzat, Muhammad Afifi,
Muwaylihi, and others to start a daily paper that would express the views of the National Party and follow its
principles in order to compete with us and with al-Liwa and to replace it if possible. They collected for it [the new
daily] some capital, paid up mainly by Muwaylihi from secret funds he got from the interior [ministry].
(Supporting the fact that he was in the secret police is that Muhammad Sa’id himself told me, when he was
interior minister, that this Yusuf al-Muwaylihi went that same day to Abdallah Pasha Sufayr, the Syrian head of
the secret political police, and asked him for £E 3,000 to destroy al-Liwa and the National Party.
Sufayr referred the issue to Muhammad Sa’id, and the latter claims that he refused to enter into such affairs.
But God knows that he is a liar and that he was among the greatest factors in wrecking al-Liwa. He used to show
me and the Party a hypocritical loyalty so that we would not be ready to fight him.
The company was set up and the paper came out, with its office on Shari’ Khayrat near Afifi’s house. They also
formed a club for the Sayyidah Zaynab branch committee having its headquarters in the same place as the
newspaper. In other words, it was obvious that the group making up this committee were the perpetrators of all
these acts that were dividing the Party.
The prime mover in all these activities was Yusuf al-Muwaylihi, who had defmitely not been officially
accepted as a Party member because we distrusted him and because we found out that he was one of the secret
police. But I did not break off friendly ties with Sayyid Efendi Ali and his colleagues. Rather, I visited them in
their office and encouraged their work. When I gave my annual speech at the end of the year, I sent a copy to
Sayyid Ali just as I gave one to al-Liwa. I mentioned its creation in this speech and said that it belonged to the
National Party, which now had two [Arabic] newspapers instead of one. Thus I won over Sayyid Ali, who kept my
friendship to a certain extent.
*
This man\fn{Tal’at Harb} was one of the members of the Ummah Party, which had been set up to serve the
British against the khedive. One of the beliefs and principles of this party was that Egypt could not defend itself
and must therefore seek outside protection against an aggressor, and that this protector should be Britain. Their
policy called for casting off the suzerainty of the Ottoman Empire and opposing it, nay on opposing every Turk,
even every Egyptian of Turkish origin, and hence the khedivial family because it was Turkish, and nothing else.
This Tal’at Harb worked with money. Umar Bey (now Pasha) Sultan had chosen him to manage his estates, to
organize his various projects, and to settle the immense debts he had run up by gambling and women in Europe
and in Egypt by all sorts of bragging and impudence. Umar Bey had been one of the late Mustafa Kamil’s friends,
but he did not give him any money as has been rumored. Like me, he subscribed £E 1,000 to L’Etendard’s
Corporation, paying only half of it. When Mustafa founded the National Party, he picked him to serve on its
administrative board and put him in charge of its treasury. Then he resigned from this post. He had guaranteed a
loan amounting to about £E 12,000 for the deceased from the Bank of Salonika.
When Mustafa died and we settled his debts, tiking half [the shares] of al-Liwa in exchange for our guarantees,
he became a member of the newspaper’s administrative council. But due to his ignorance, his preoccupation with
[frivolous] pleasures, and his lack of sufficient time, he appointed in his place Tal’at Harb, who was therefore on
[the boards of] two newspapers. Then he began to fight against them with all his might, serving his party that
wanted thereby to serve its British masters.
When I was in Paris with Dr. Bey Sadiq Ramadan in the summer of 1908, we saw Umar Bey Sultan and told
him about the state of L’Etendard, pointing out that the sum that we had found left from the company’s capital
after Mustafa’s death—£E 700 and a small fraction—was not enough to run the paper. The Party was currently
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covering its expenses out of its small income. Umar Bey promised to put up as much of his money as might be
needed to keep L 'Etendard alive. When I returned to Egypt on 14 July of that year, I saw his agent, Tal’at Harb,
and told him about the matter, but he was unwilling to pay anything. When Umar Bey returned, Harb persuaded
him not to pay because the paper could not survive in any case. Thus we were forced to terminate it at the
beginning of 1909, having spent nearly £E 2500 from the Party treasury on it.
My enemies criticized me for failing to carry on Mustafa’s activities, while we, to protect his good name, did
not want to tell the truth, which was that Mustafa and his brother Ali had spent more than £E 13,000 on the
French and English newspapers in a single year.
As for what Tal’at Harb did to al-Liwa, it proved to be just as harmful as his sinister role in L’Etendard. When
we formed the company of al-Liwa, Tal’at Harb was opposed and advised Umar Bey against going into it.
Nevertheless, he wanted to get his hands on the administration of al-Liwa, to make it follow his
occupationist\fn{I.e., pro-British} policy. Finally I convinced Umar Bey and obtained his signature on the corporate
charter while Tal’at Harb was away, and so he came to hate me even more. But he used to and still does feign
friendship for me out of hypocrisy, like every coward. He always incited Ali Fahmi Kamil to oppose us. Finally
he took advantage of the legal trouble that arose among Ali Fahmi, his brothers, and his sister’s husband, Uthman
Efendi Sabri, and backed the last-named in naming Yusuf al-Muwaylihi as legal guardian of al-Liwa to change its
policy or to put an end to it. This happened, and here are the details.
Ali Fahmi was encumbered with debts because of his Bourse speculations.\fn{ The Bourse is the name of the French
Stock Market:H} He had lost enormous sums. A judgment about them had gone against him. Since he owned half of
al-Liwa, because of a contract signed by his brother before his death (it was said to have been forged) and onethird of the other half by right of inheritance, he made an agreement with his brothers and two sisters that they
should bring suit against him to nullify the contract giving him half-ownership so that, if the judgment went in
their favor, his creditors could seize only one third of the half-share of the newspaper [corporation], not the entire
half. He made an deal with them that this case was to be fraudulent and took legal agreements from them that they
should sell their share of it [the newspaper company] to him if they won the case. Then he dragged his feet and
was dilatory about his defense so that it came out in their favor.
At that point Uthman Sabri, the husband of one of the two sisters, intervened in the matter and managed by
threats or persuasion to get his wife to nullify the written statement that Ali Fahmi had taken from her. Acting as
his wife’s attorney, he brought suit in the Mixed Court against the Corporation of al-Liwa to prove that his wife
and hose who were with her owned half of al-Liwa. He called for the appointment of a legal guardian, namely
Yusuf al-Muwaylihi, one of the interior ministry’s secret police.
All the members of the Sayyidah Zaynab committee who had instigated the [1908] strike had a hand in this
new intrigue. Tal’at Harb helped them by agreeing to Muwaylihi’s appointment. After lengthy proceedings, the
court decided to appoint him because some of al-Liwa’s foreign creditors joined the claimants. Then Muwaylihi
came to take over on 28 February 1910, eight days after the assassination of Butros [Ghali], when the government
was cracking down on the National Party, its members, and its newspapers. He took charge of al-Liwa and
brought with him all the workers who had been fired because of the strike. He wanted to interfere in the paper’s
policy and to check all that was written in it.
I resisted in my capacity of party president and as the one in charge of its policy and that of its paper. He
naturally did not give in [to this resistance] because they intended to get their hands on the paper, so we left it,
declaring that it no longer had any connection with the Party. We founded the new paper, al-Alam, whose first
issue came out on 7 March, that is, one week later. Muhammad Sa’id helped us at that time to get a license to put
out al-Alam and was generous with us about the guarantee. In short, he did what he should have done in this case
because he needed the National Party’s support.
As for al-Liwa, it followed a policy of attacking me violently while using the name of Mustafa Kamil. Ali Bey
Fahmi expressed regrets to us about this situation, while at the same time he hosted a banquet for Muwaylihi and
those who were with him in al-Liwa’s building on the day of the takeover.
Thus, his policy in this incident was like his policy during his whole political life: one of hypocrisy,
dissimulation, and selfishness, nothing else. After that al-Liwa hung on between life and death until Muwaylihi
was removed and Ali Fahmi was put in his place him early in 1912. He published the speech that I delivered on 22
March. For doing so he was imprisoned for three months, as was Isma’il Hafiz, director of al-Alam. Then al-Liwa
was shut down for good in September or October 1912.
So died the three Liwa’s, and the main credit for killing them goes to Umar Sultan, his agent Tarat Harb, Ali
Fahmi Kamil, and his men.
*
I gave my annual speech at the Party’s general meeting on Friday, 22 March 1912, and its text was published
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word for word in al-Liwa and al-Alam. It was milder in tone than my earlier speeches.
On Sunday night, the 24th, when I arrived home, the gardener told me that a police officer had come to see me.
He had explained to him that I had returned to the newspaper after lunch, so he asked him to tell me when I got
back to wait for him, as he wanted to see me about a private matter, so I waited until he came.
After we were seated, he told me that he had been charged with delivering a letter from the chief prosecutor of
Cairo to me. I was surprised because it had never occurred to me that there was anything in my speech for which I
could be prosecuted. However, my astonishment grew when I read the letter and found that I was being
summoned to appear on Monday morning for interrogation about what I had said at that time.
I promised to go the next day to the public prosecutor’s office. He asked me to write that on the envelope,
which I did. Then he left. From that moment I was determined to leave Egypt, but I did not tell my wife. Instead,
when she asked me what this officer had wanted, I told her that he was my friend and needed my advice as a
lawyer in a private matter. After that I informed Sadiq Bey Ramadan, Fu’ad Bey Salim,\fn{ 1875-1941, Egyptian
Nationalist, son of Latif Salim} Mahmud Bey Fahmi [Husayn] the lawyer, Isma’il Bey Labib, and Isma’il Hafiz, i.e.,
the members of the secret committee that we had set up to discuss important party issues before submitting them
to the administrative board.
*
On Monday morning I took the train from Hilmiyah, where I was living, to the Zaytun station and stopped by
the home of Dr. Sadiq and told him about the incident and my decision to leave. He agreed with me, and we
arranged to meet at the home of Isma’il Bey Labib in Hilmiyah Jadidah\fn{ A Cairo suburb} after the interrogation.
Then I went to the capital and found Mahmud Bey Fahmi waiting for me at Kubri al-Laymun Station or at
Qubbah—I do not recall exactly—and found some Italian plain-clothes police officers following my movements,
even though I knew them personally. I rode in a carriage with Mahmud Bey Fahmi to his office. He left me there
and went to see Muhammad Sa’id Pasha to tell him about the matter.
I waited for him at his office. More than half an hour later he returned without having seen him because he
[Sa’id] had sent word that he was not dressed and that he [Fahmi] should wait, but he kept him waiting a long
time (intentionally, of course). From there we went together to the parquet,\fn{Parquet is the French term for the attorney
general’s office} where we met Ali Bey Tawfiq, the chief prosecutor, who told us that Ali Bey Mahirlls would be in
charge of questioning me at the parquet of the Court of Appeals.
We went up to the second floor. He [Ali Tawfiq] accompanied us, bringing a dossier. Ali Bey Mahir began
grumbling about this assignment, government tyranny, its oppression against us, and so on. My brother, Ibrahim
Bey [Farid], the deputy prosecutor, was there. Then lawyers Ahmad Lutfi,\fn{ 1876-1926, National Party vice-president
under Farid} Ahmad Abd al-Latif,\fn{A prominent Nationalist} and Abd al-Aziz Fahmi\fn{1870-1951, jourist and politician}
came to the interrogation.
Finally, at 12:30 PM Ali Bey Mahir allowed me to leave. I departed with Mahmud Bey Fahmi for Isma’il
Labib’s house, and there I told the brothers what had actually happened in the investigation. They decided
unanimously that I should leave the country.
After lunch I went to the National Party Club, and Isma’il Labib went to [Thomas] Cook’s\fn{ The British travel
agents, still extant:H} to ask about ships departing for abroad. We learned that the Russian steamship Queen Olga
was leaving for Piraeus and Istanbul the next day, Tuesday.
We decided to board it in the following way. Isma’il Labib would get himself a ticket to Istanbul, and I would
leave Cairo Tuesday morning by the 7 AM express as if I were going to Alexandria to act as defense attorney in a
case in the Mixed Court of Appeals. Then I would accompany him to the ship. If I were arrested or if the police
tried to stop me, I would say that I had come to see him off. Since I would be alone with no suitcase or clothes,
indeed no ticket, no one would suspect me of going anywhere.
After that I took a carriage with Isma’il Labib to Gezira\fn{ Now Zamalek, the island west of Cairo } for an outing,
then we returned to the Club,\fn{ The National Party Club} where I took some papers from my office, and at 8 PM I
went home. While I was at the Club, Ahmad Bey Lutfi came and urged me to leave because the government was
planning to arrest me in the morning and had ordered Ali Bey Mahir to do so. However, he had refused to comply
until he could look at the charges, but he feared that they would be taken from him and be turned over to a
weaker-willed person who would call for my arrest. So I told him the secret and said that I would be leaving the
next day.
When I came down from the Club, I was met in front of the Hotel Continental by Abd al-Hamid Bey
Ammar\fn{A National Party board member, but opposed to Farid } and Hafiz Awad. Abd at-Hamid took me aside and
asked:
“Did you see Ahmad Bey Lutfi, and didn’t he tell you anything?” I replied,
“He saw me and told me nothing worth mentioning.”
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Then I went home. There I confided the plan to my wife\fn{ A’isha Isma’il Hafiz} and asked her not to tell the
children or anyone else in the family. I explained why I had to leave and how the papers would come in the
morning giving the details of my interrogation, and would she therefore put them aside so that the children would
not see them. Being a wise and understanding woman, she grasped my situation, accepted my fate stoically, and
encouraged me to go, because bearing the hardships of exile would be better than imprisonment.\fn{ Farid had
already been imprisoned in 1911 for having written the introduction to a book of Nationalist poems by Ali al-Ghayati }
In the morning I left home about 6 AM. I did not take the train from Hilmiyah station, but walked about one
kilometer and got on the train at Zaytun. Then I boarded the express, meeting on that train and in the Cairo station
many of my brethren [fellow-Nationalists] and acquaintances, who asked me where I was going, so I replied that I
was going to Alexandria to plead a case and would return in the evening. I did not disclose my secret to anyone,
not even Muhammad Bey Abd al-Latif, the Tanta pharmacist. I learned later that he was angry at me for hiding the
matter from him.\fn{al-Latif had been elected to the administrative board of the Party in 1911 }
When I reached Alexandria I went to the court and from there I headed for the office of Wadi al-Nil to meet
Kalzah\fn{Muhammad al-Kalzah (1872-1938, long-time editor of Wadi al-Nil, a Nationalist daily published in Alexandria } and told
him the secret. When the 12:30 train from Cairo arrived, I went to Hotel Abbat for lunch. Isma’il Labib Bey came
there with his brother, Abdallah Bey Tal’at. After lunch we all set out for the Russian ship. Isma’il and his brother
got into one carriage, while I rode another with Kalzah. When we reached the dockside, the two of them got out
first and boarded the ship. Then Kalzah got out to see whether boarding the ship would be easy or not and whether
there were any inspectors around.
Then I got tired of waiting for him so I got out and headed for the ship. I was met by a black customs officer,
apparently a Nubian who did not know me, and he showed me where to go up. I boarded and went into Isma’il
Bey’s cabin. Kalzah left shortly. Then Mahmud Bey Fahmi arrived on the train that reaches Alexandria at 3 PM
and came to the ship to bid me farewell. Then he disembarked and stood on the deck until the ship started.
When the quarantine inspector came, I went into the bathroom and hid there for about ten minutes. I came out
when Isma’il Labib called me and told me he was gone. After the ship started moving, I paid my fare for the trip
without telling the ship’s officer my name. In fact, I think that he and the others on the ship never did know my
name. When we drew near Piraeus, the Greek port, where we had intended to land to go to Athens to attend the
Orientalists Congress\fn{The International Congress of Orientalists} that was to be held there the next week and in which
the two of us were supposed to take part, Isma’il Bey advised me not to land, but rather continue to Istanbul,
because the Greek government was weak and pro-British. It would not be beyond it to turn me over [to them].
I accepted his advice and stayed on the ship until it left. Isma’il went ashore for a few hours and then returned.
When we reached Izmir, we got off together and I sent a telegram to Shaykh Abd al-Aziz Jawish, letting him
know we had arrived.
The ship reached Istanbul late because we had spent a night in Piraeus, contrary to custom, because of the large
amount of freight. We were also held up in the Dardanelles. Finally, on the day we arrived in Istanbul, Sunday
morning, 31 March 1912, there was a thick fog covering the Sea of Marmora, forcing the captain to stop, lest he
run aground on one of the small islands or collide with another ship. The ship’s siren let out an annoying blast
from time to time, and the other ships would answer it. Thus all of them would be warned and would know the
approximate distance separating them from the others.
At last we reached the land of safety and the haven of constitutional freedom. We did not find Shaykh Jawish
waiting for us, though. Instead, we found Sa’id Bey al-Shimi,\fn{ An early Nationalist, but one who served in the khedive’s
secret police} whom the shaykh had put in charge of managing the daily newspaper that he was issuing with CUP
funds. We went ashore, and I headed with Shimi to the offices of al-Hilal al-Uthmani. As for Isma’il, he refused
to come due to some quarrel that had taken place between him and the shaykh before the latter left Egypt and also
because the shaykh had not met us at the pier as we had hoped.
In Istanbul I received the best possible welcome and much willingness on the part of the CUP to help me, but a
quarrel arose between Shaykh Jawish and me over the [Egyptian] students, their club, and their political activity
without him. [Dr.] Ahmad Fu’ad\fn{ 1886-1931, eye doctor and Nationalist, extremely hostile to the khedive, though he held
positions in the Ottoman interior ministry } was aiding his new policy, which called for closing the [students’] club and
stopping their political activity. I backed the students. The club continued despite the disdain of the shaykh and his
helpers. It seems to me that the source of that conflict was Sa’id al-Shimi (former chief of the palace police and
now the administrative director of al-Hilal al-Uthmanl) who was using the latter position just to spy against the
shaykh and to foment quarrels among the students, as will become evident later on.
Dr. Ahmad Fu’ad followed Shaykh Jawish everywhere, seeking to make money from being at his side and
from sharing in what they could get from the CUP or from al-Hajj Adil,\fn{ or Haji adil Arda (1869-1921) CUP leader and
administrator} then the [Ottoman] interior minister, on the account of al-Hilal al-Uthmani. Nevertheless, Shaykh
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Jawish, out of cowardice, dared not oppose me openly, but rather worked against me with Talat Bey,\fn{ Mehmet
Talat Bey, later Mehmet Talat Pasha (1874-1921), perhaps the ablest of the Young Turk triumvirate that led the Ottoman Empire into and
through World War I on the German side} who was minister of posts and the most influential CUP member.

He printed my articles in al-Hilal al-Uthmani, all of them attacking the khedive, but in the end—that is, in June
1912—he began expressing reservations, instigated by Ahmad Fu’ad, about what I was writing. When I became
emphatic in demanding that they be published, he acted only under duress. Ahmad Fu’ad, however, encouraged
him to oppose me, hoping to make me angry so that I would refuse to write.
All this was due to the efforts of the khedive’s agent on the paper, Sa’id al-Shimi, who would feign adoration
toward me and hold dinners at his home honoring me, pretending all the while that he hated the khedive, even to
the point of telling me that his sword was under the command of the National Party and of its president.
The shaykh’s opposition to me became apparent during my political activities when the khedive came to
Istanbul in the summer of 1912, for we had decided, together with the students, to stage a demonstration against
him at the train station. The shaykh urged me to call it off and advised the students to stay away. I demurred and
told him that I had agreed to this act, whereupon he said to me in the presence of everyone in the circulation room
on the first floor of his newspaper building:
“Then let me fight with you over this issue.” I answered:
“As you like.”
Then he went to see Talat Bey, with Ahmad Fu’ad as his interpreter, and asked him to stop the demonstration
by force. Talat replied that he could not hinder the students so long as they did not disturb public safety. He also
asked him to close the club, and he refused. Ahmad Fu’ad admitted this to me and Isma’il Labib in Sariyar,\fn{ A
village on the Bosporus, near Istanbul, where Farid and his family rented a house in 1912 ) when I upbraided him for these acts
that showed his ingratitude and lowly origins, but he claimed that he was only an interpreter.
*
This Ahmad Fu’ad was a young man who had been at the medical school in Cairo, renowned for his patriotic
zeal, who was accused [of conspiring] with Wardani. Then he was imprisoned for a while because of his threats to
kill Dr. Keatinge\fn{Dr. Henry P. Keatinge (1860-1928) director of the Cairo School of Medicine from 1890-1919 } contained in a
letter that he had sent to one of his friends in Lyons, France.\fn{ A note reads, however, that “the threat was made in a letter
written to Ahmad Fu’ad from a Nationalist student in Lyons, advocating terrorism and allegedly against Dr. Keatinge for having expelled
him from the medical school.” There is some confusion here:H } But he was not brought to trial because there was nothing in
the text of the law punishing him for this,\fn{ For making threats} inasmuch as the Exceptional Laws had not yet been

promulgated.
Nevertheless, the government expelled him from the school, so we helped him go to Istanbul and enter its
medical school to complete his studies. We made him a reporter for al-Alam at £E 8 per month. He stayed there
until he finished his studies, joining the CUP. When Shaykh Jawish took up permanent residence in Istanbul, he
took up his cause and helped him edit al-Hilal al-Uthmani for a suitable salary.
From that time on, he became notorious among his brothers as one who works with Nationalism and Islam to
make money. This was confirmed in my mind when he urged me on that same day in Istanbul to get active in high
finance, importing, and the Capitulations, telling me that I could get rich from my wealthy foreign acquaintances
and my good connections with the CUP leaders. He is now (1914) working for the CUP as an agent on the
committees for the émigrés, the Dönmes, etc.
In other words, he is a “coat-tail” having no official capacity. He broke off relations with me after the Ahmad
Mukhtar affair (to be explained later), to the point that when I was in Istanbul last year from 23 February to 3 May
1913, he did not see me even once, all in accordance with his policy of favoring Shaykh Jawish.
*
My family came to Istanbul on 17 June 1912 and stayed in the house that I had rented on the Bosporus near the
Black Sea in the area of Sariyar. I lived comfortably with my wife and children. I spent my time at home and
working in the garden, but some of it also with my fellow-Egyptians summering there, such as Abd al-Azim Bey
Afifi, Ali Fahmi the lawyer, Abd al-Hamid Rif’at, and Isma’il Labib. My house was the meeting place for
Egyptians coming from Egypt. Only occasionally would I go to Istanbul to get some articles published in Le
Jeune Turc\fn{A morning paper founded in 1912 by the CUP leader Jelal Nuri } or al-Hilal al-Uthmani before we quarreled
with Shaykh Jawish. One hint of the conflict was his pained look at having to publish my articles against the
khedive, leading to his refusal eventually to print them at all.
On the day that the Entente\fn{ Liberal} Party began its movement against the CUP, I was at the Chamber of
Deputies with Abd at-Malik Efendi Hamzah\fn{ (1886-after 1964) a leading Nationalist} and Engineer Muhammad Ali
Efendi Muhammad.\fn{An Egyptian engineer who went into exile with the Nationalists } That same day some officers were
meeting in Istanbul to call for the dissolution of the Chamber, charging that the Unionists had used pressure
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during the elections. I met Ahmet Riza, former speaker of the House and then a member of the Senate, together
with the late Mahmud Shevket. I told them that it would be highly advisable to impose death sentences against
these officers as soon as possible, but they did not agree with me.
The outcome was exactly what I had feared. The movement grew to serious proportions, the CUP fell from
power, and the Ahmad Mukhtar Pasha cabinet was formed. One of its members was Kamil Pasha, the famous
Anglophile, holding the post of chairman of the Ottoman Legislative Council. As soon as Kamil Pasha was
appointed, I grew fearful for my own safety because I knew of his connections with the British on one hand and
with Khedive Abbas on the other. I expressed my anxiety to my wife and explained to her that my own welfare
required that I get away from Istanbul until conditions changed.
Since I had planned to go to Europe to attend the Universal Peace Congress in Geneva on 22 September 1912,
I decided to move up my departure by one month on the pretext that I was taking the waters at Vichy. In fact, I left
Istanbul with Isma’il Labib and his brother, Mansur Rifat, on Tuesday, 20 August 1912, or 7 Ramadan 1330, by
direct train to Paris. All the Egyptian students came to see me off, and with them was Shaykh Jawish despite my
having broken off relations with him (I recall that Ahmad Fu’ad was with him). When the train started, the
students applauded and gave me the best possible send-off.
*
About two weeks after I left, that is on 3 or 4 September, Shaykh Lawish was arrested on the charge of having
had a part in the act for which Ahmad Efendi Mukhtar, a student in the Ottoman military academy, had been
arrested, namely for smuggling\fn{Into Egypt} the first issue of the newspaper al-Qisas.\fn{I.e., Revenge, whose articles
were highly inflammatory against Kitchener, the khedive, and the Egyptian ministers } His house was searched, and he was
returned to Egypt under arrest. The order for his arrest also included me, and since they could not execute the
order against me, they searched my house in Sariyar. They found nothing, though, except a letter I had written to
my wife telling her that I had decided not to return to Istanbul as long as the reactioary party held the cabinet, and
letting her choose between staying in Istanbul or returning to Egypt.
When we read in the Paris and London newspapers that Shaykh lawish had been arrested and that the
government was seeking my arrest in France or Turkey, I agreed with my brethren, Isma’il Labib, Abd al-Hamid
Sa’id,\fn{1887-1940, leader of Organization of Muslim Youth, a man well-liked by both the khedive and the Nationalists} Abd alMalik Hamzah, and Muhammad Ali Muhammad the engineer, that I had better leave France because of its
friendship with Britain and go to Switzerland at once. I set out on Thursday night, 5 September 1912. It is certain
that the Egyptian government was making a great effort through the British ambassador to have me extradited, to
the point that al-Muqattam mentioned in one of its issues that the government was expecting a telegram at any
moment containing the news of my arrest, etc. On the morning of my arrival the Swiss newspapers published the
news that correspondence was being carried on between Egypt and Switzerland for this purpose. I ascertained
later from my acquaintances in the Swiss Chamber of Deputies, however, that the Swiss government never
received any communication from Egypt on this subject.\fn{ However, the French ambassador in Berne did ask the Swiss
government to prevent the Nationalists from holding a Congress there, and to put Farid under surveillance }
*
I stayed in Geneva until the Universal Peace Congress was held on the 22 nd. I spoke many times there and
succeeded in passing a major resolution on the illegality of the British occupation, the literal text of which was as
follows:
The Congress, informed for several years by the protests of numerous Egyptian delegates against the political
situation that has been caused in their country by the British occupation, whereas the British government itself has
always regarded the military occupation of Egypt as a temporary measure, whereas on many occasions, especially in
1882 and 1884 by the frank statements of its ministers Gladstone and Lord Granville, the British government has
solemnly engaged itself not to prolong its occupation of Egypt indefinitely, whereas on the other hand the Egyptian
delegates have declared that they build their case entirely on legal grounds, that they renounce all violent means to
achieve the achievement of their aims, [the Congress] addresses an urgent appeal to the loyalty of the English nation
and reminds it of the promises of its government. It expresses the hope that the military evacuation of Egypt will take
place with the least possible delay and that an autonomous government, providing effective guarantees for all legitimate
national and international interests, will be restablished in Egypt.

The Congress chose me to represent the Egyptians. We comprised at least 22 members. Muhammad Efendi
Fahmi, a Geneva resident, had prepared a long report on the Egyptian question that was later included in the
Congress’ proceedings. The students present objected to his naming himself head of the permanent Young
Egyptian Committee in Europe and presented this protest to the Congress secretary, saying that they did not want
this man representing them and that his committee did not exist.
During the Congress Muhammad Badr al-Din, chief of the police department of the interior ministry, was
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present, having come to watch the students and me. He wrote to Ahmad Efendi Sultan, a medical student here—
he had been a member of the Egyptian Club in Istanbul—and asked him to meet me. He showed me the message
and asked me for my opinion. I advised him to see him, and he did so. When he proposed that he become a spy
against us, he accepted on my advice.
Then he traveled to Paris and from there to Romania and Istanbul, where he met the khedive. He kept sending
me reports on what he saw and heard, but finally he betrayed us, cut off his correspondence with us, became a real
spy at a salary of £E 12 per month, and then was appointed to a position in the private waqf administration.
*
After the Congress ended I went to Sweden to spend a fortnight as the guest of Mme Lombard in the outskirts
of Stockholm. My journey on 29 September was via Berlin, where I met Dr. Mahmud Labib Muharrarn. I found
him in a state of nervous distress, or in the early stages of insanity. On the second day of my arrival his wife took
him to a hospital, where he stayed until he died—God have mercy on him—on 4 September 1913.
I spent four days in Berlin, then set out for Stockholm, traveling third class. This was the first time I had
traveled in this manner and it was due to my financial straits. I spent twelve days in Stockholm, then went back by
third class to Antwerp, Belgium, where I had acquaintances from the Peace Congress. I did all this to keep away
from the spies. My mail was sent to me sometimes via the Deutsche Bank in Berlin, whence it would be
forwarded to me by Isma’il Haqqi Bey, a young Turkish employee at this bank, and at other times to Geneva in
the name of one of my acquaintances, so that the Cairo post office would not find out my exact address.
I stayed in Antwerp a fortnight, during which I visited the Masonic Lodge and was received with respect. I was
also received by the members of the largest club in the city, the Club Royal, whose president was a lawyer. In
short, I was treated like a real brother.
At the end of October I went to Brussels and from there to Paris, arriving on 1 November 1912. I spent only
five days there because I had bought a five-day return ticket. I did not see any of the Egyptians in Paris except for
my relative, Muhammad Efendi al-Sada.
I returned to Antwerp and stayed there until 10 November. Then I returned to Geneva, stopping en route for 24
hours in Luxembourg, the capital of the little duchy of that name, to see it and to call on M. Marchi, one of its
leading citizens, and his family, whom I had known in Paris. His wife and daughter spent almost the whole day
taking me around the city. I had dinner with them and at midnight I went on to Switzerland, reaching there just
before noon on 12 November.
*
I stayed in Geneva until 20 February 1913. I went to Istanbul after the assassination of Nazim
Pasha,\fn{Huseyin Nazim Pasha (1848-1913) Liberal Turkish politician and officer } the dismissal of Kamil Pasha, and the
CUP’s return to power. This meant I no longer had to fear being extradited to Egypt as had happened to Shaykh
Jawish.
While I was living in Geneva I got to know some Muslims there, Turks and others, and worked to create a
bond among them in spite of their national differences. I invited about fifteen of them to a dinner on 10 Moharram
1331, and we agreed to set up the Society for the Progress of Islam and to put out a magazine by that name to
publish news about the Muslim people and the hardships that they were suffering in the countries that have fallen
under Christian rule. The first issue came out dated February 1913.
Also I wrote a short essay of 14 pages in French concerning the Ottoman crisis and the causes of the [Balkan]
war, with an explanation of the causes of its weakness and how it would revive. It was printed at the expense of
this society with the help of Mirza Said Bey, one of its mainstays or, to be exact, my sole support in all my
political affairs. The society has stayed alive until now,\fn{ July 1914} and its magazine comes out regularly every
two or three months in one volume. It gets around to some extent, although it has not attained the level that I
would like. The CUP subsidized us this year with 2,000 francs that Javid Bey,\fn{ Mehmet Javid (1875-1926), CUP
politician from Salonika, of Turkish-Jewish (dönme) origin} the finance minister, sent me while he was in Paris in March
1914 after I visited him there, following my return from Belgium.
*
I stayed in Istanbul until 3 May 1913. While I was there I tried to revive the Egyptian Club, which had been
shut down and its members dispersed because of Kamil Pasha’s oppression of the Egyptian Nationalists, the arrest
of Shaykh Jawish, and his extradition to the Egyptian government in an effort to please the British and the
khedive. I restored it to its former condition, and nearly all the Egyptian students joined it. I asked Isma’il Labib
Bey to support and defend it in case Shaykh Jawish tried to oppose it as he had done in 1912. It continues to make
progress and did take part in the student congress that was held in Geneva from 25 to 30 July 1914, appointing
Isma’il Labib to represent it. I think it very likely that Mahmud Mazhar,\fn{ An Egyptian student at the Ottoman Merchant
Marine Academy} who fired the bullets at the khedive on 25 July, was one of its members.
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The day after my arrival in Istanbul I met Yusuf Ziya Bey, the Ottoman consul in Geneva, when he was
working as an assistant to Grand Vezir Said Halim Pasha.\fn{ Mehmet Said Halim (1863-1922) Ottoman grand vezir (19131917), a prince of the Egyptian ruling family, and the son of Muhammad Abd al-Halim (1830-1894), and a claimant to the khedivate; but a
front man for CUP, and a strong pan-Islamicist, whom some Nationalists supported (though not Farid) } I told him I wanted to see

the vezir and he said he would fix me an appointment. I returned the next day and he gave me the appointed time.
I went to the grand vezir’s office at the appointed time and sat for about half an hour in the waiting room. Finally
Ziya Bey showed up and told me that the vezir did not have time to receive me because he was studying the
dossiers of issues that were to be put before the cabinet.
Then I took my leave, although I did not intend to come back, and in fact I have not tried to see him again,
because I realized that his cowardice and his fear of the khedive kept him from meeting me after he had promised
to do so. When I was living in Sariyar on the Bosporus in the summer of 1912, I noticed that he would avoid
sitting with me whenever we happened to meet on one of the Khayriyab line boats, so I used to embarrass him
deliberately by sitting down beside him and conversing with him.
*
I forgot to mention that, while I was in Istanbul in 1912, I found out that the khedive and Muhammad Sa'id
Pasha were saying that the khedive had urged me to leave Egypt and had sent me £E 300 with Abd al-Hamid Bey
Ammar to help pay for my travel. Since this claim was an outright lie, I wrote the khedive a registered letter that I
sent to him at his palace on the Bosporus while he was there that summer. Here is its literal text:
Sariyar (Bosporus)
11 June 1912
To His Highness, the Khedive of Egypt:
I learned from private information coming from Egypt that you asked one of the brothers who often sees you to
advise me to leave after I was interrogated at the attorney general’s office and that you had him bring me a sum of
money to help defray my travel expenses. The name of this person is known to me, but I am keeping it secret for now. I
was astonished by this news, after my having written to you about the Alayili affair and the £E 300 that he took in my
name. I asked you to investigate it, but you neglected to do so, even after I had told you that I regarded myself as above
taking any assistance from you, even if I were mired in the lowest depth of poverty, but, thank God, I am well off. You
can be sure, therefore, that everything taken from you in my name is by fraud and that I am not getting any help from
you, nor will I do so as long as I must struggle to liberate our country from the British and from all those who help
them to strengthen their foothold in Egypt, whoever they may be. Peace upon those who follow the right path.
Sincere to Egypt,
Muhammad Farid

As for the Alayili affair, here it is:
On 14 September 1911 I made a political speech in the Alam Building before setting out for Rome to attend the
Universal Peace Congress. After it was over, Alayili met me and told me that he had telephoned a summary to the
khedive in Alexandria and that he liked it because it did not attack him. Since I was going to Alexandria the next
morning, he came to my house in Shubra around midnight (this was during the month of Ramadan) to bid me
farewell. He spent half an hour with me, then left. Later Dr. Sadiq Ramadan wrote me in Europe that the khedive
told Muhammad Sa’id Pasha that he had sent me £E 300 to help pay for my trip. Of course I became very angry,
and when I returned to Egypt in November of that year, I conferred with Sadiq Ramadan and Muhammad Sa’id
about the matter. We agreed that I would write the khedive a letter asking for an investigation. Its text follows:
My Sovereign, His Highness, the August Khedive,
I have the honor to call to your worthy attention the following: I have learned from many sources since my return
from Istanbul that Hamid al-Alayili is spreading the rumor that he brought me £E 300 from Your Highness to help me
pay my travel expenses. I did not worry about these rumors because I thought that they were part of the whispering
campaign by which the members of your entourage wage war against me. But lately I heard from people whose
veracity I trust that you said that you paid this sum to Hamid al-Alayili in my name and that he brought it to me. At
that point I realized that the matter was more than a rumor, indeed, it bordered on fraud, for he took this sum in my
name, as swindlers take bribes in the name of innocent judges.
Since I will absolutely not let you believe that I received this sum, I have written this to Your Highness. I hope that
you will conduct a careful investigation of anyone who claims to have given me the money and that this investigation
should be known to a major government official and carried out in my presence. If not, I will feel obliged to file a
complaint with the public prosecutor against Hamid aI-Alayili, who is one of your entourage. Any investigation of
him will surely lead to mention of your honorable name.
O exalted ruler, the presence around you of such people and their ilk diminishes your august power and tarnishes
your honorable name, for they repeat in the cafés and bars secrets you have confided to them such as our meetings
during the days of the late Mustafa Kamil and the late Latif Salim Pasha at Musturud and Shaykh al- Tibri and our
secret agreements to fight against the occupation and its agent Cromer in Egypt and England, as well as other secrets
that I never thought would be divulged despite your unrelenting efforts against me and the National Party and their
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effect on the weak-willed and.those among us who aspired to bring down our party’s [admlmstrauve] board or to make
me resign from the presidency. Even so, I will guard your secret under any circumstance until I die.
Sincerely,
Muhammad Farid

But the khedive ignored my letter and even showed it to Hamid al-Alayili, telling him he did not believe what
was in it. As for the letter I sent him from Istanbul, I showed it to Shaykh Jawish and he voiced strong objections
to my sending it, even imploring me not to do so. This was the first thing he did to help the khedive, although I
paid no attention to it at the time because of my faith in his selfless dedication. But subsequent events have
regrettably shown that his cowardice beggars description and that he was strongly pro-khedive especially after his
imprisonment in September 1912 because of the Mukhtar Efendi affair.
*
When the CUP fell from power in July 1912, Kamil Pasha won, and Ahmad Mukhtar Pasha became the grand
vezir, I got worried lest Kami1 Pasha take revenge against me as I had often attacked him in al-Alam for favoring
the British and assisting their projects within the Ottoman Empire. Inasmuch as I had already decided to go to
Switzerland to attend the International Peace Congress that September, I thought it best to advance my departure
slightly and leave in August. I decided to leave on Tuesday, 20 August 1912 (7 Ramadan 1330) with Isma’il Labib
and his brother Dr. Mansur Rifat.
I advised Shaykh Jawish to get out of Istanbul under these conditions, especially since the Mukhtar Pasha
cabinet had cut off the funds he had been getting to issue his paper, al-Hilal al-Uthmani. He refused, thinking that
he could not be turned over to the Egyptian government, no matter what happened. He came to the station to see
me off, along with most of the students and other Egyptians.
We reached Paris on 23 August. On 5 September we read in the papers about the Mukhtar affair and Shaykh
Jawish’s arrest in Istanbul. Some of them stated that the Egyptian government was corresponding with the French
government about extraditing me. We read this item in the morning papers, so I went to see Isma’il Labib. We
gathered at Abd ai-Hamid Sa’id's place with Abd ai-Malik Efendi Hamzah and Muhammad Ali Muhammad the
engineer and decided that I must leave at once for Geneva without even returning to my place in the outskirts of
Paris to pick up my luggage, which Abd ai-Malik promised to bring.
I left Paris at 9 PM and reached Geneva the next morning. I found its papers saying that the Egyptian
government had asked the Swiss government to extradite me, but I did not worry, thinking it to be impossible.
Before I left Istanbul a medical student had come up and handed me a volume wrapped in lots of paper, saying:
“Take these copies of this new paper and distribute them to anyone you want as soon as I write you in Paris.”
Then he gave me a single copy to read on the train. When the train started I took it out, leafed through it, and
found it to be a two-page paper called al-Qisas, full of threats and promises directed at the khedive and traitors,
that is, terrorism. I showed it to Isma’il Labib and Dr. Mansur [Rifat], but no one else saw it.
That student did not say that they had sent an issue with Ahmad Mukhtar or that he had departed. On the
contrary, Mukhtar Efendi had told me during a visit that he was going to spend his vacation at school because the
[Ottoman] war ministry had warned them against traveling abroad for fear of the Italian warships that were
stopping and searching ships to arrest Turkish officers going to or from Tripolitania.
The fact of the matter is that I did not know about this paper or its being sent, or even its being printed, as
Shaykh Jawish falsely assumed. His break with me was based on this misconception.
*
On 15 August 1913 I traveled from Geneva to the Kingdom of the Netherlands to attend the Universal Peace
Congress there. With me were Abd al- Malik Efendi Hamzah, Muhammad Efendi AIi Muhammad, Muhammad
Efendi al-Sadah, and Sayyid Efendi Mansur. The latter two were science students in Paris. We took the train to
Koblentz, Germany, after we had spent about two hours in Basle at the border. We spent the night in Koblentz and
at 10 AM boarded a Rhine steamer to Cologne, where we caught the train to Holland’s capital, the Hague,
reaching there shortly before midnight.
We attended most of the sessions of the Congress but did not get permission to speak on the Egyptian Question
because the previous congress had examined it, passing the resolution reproduced on p. 20, and saw nothing that
called for re-examination. We went with the conferees to the old city of Delft, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, and
Schweningen on the North Sea. We were always treated with the utmost respect, wearing our fezzes to display our
nationality, but the Dutch people called us Turks, even in their newspapers, taking everyone wearing the fez to be
Turkish regardless of our true nationality.
We were also invited to a ball given for us by the capital city’s mayor. On that evening (19 August 1913) the
city’s papers printed a cable announcing the discovery of a plot to assassinate Lord Kitchener. The person charged
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with the assassination was an Egyptian youth, a science student in London having a strong connection with me.
He went to Egypt specifically to commit the murder.
Everyone started asking if I was concerned about the cable. An elderly officer hung around us, introduced
himself to us, and told us he was ready and willing to help us under any circumstances. Then he asked me about
this piece of news and said he knew the director of police, would go see him, and would let us know all that he
knew or heard about the matter. We thought it likely that this man had been assigned to watch us.
Later I learned that this rumor grew out of the departure of Ahmad Abd al-Ghaffar, a notable of Tala
(Minufiyah), and his return to Egypt upon completing his studies at Oxford. He is in reality one of the young men
who helped the Nationalist movement in London. He belonged to the Egyptian Committee, which Mr. Blunt had
founded and which used to put out the magazine, Egypt. He gave it money, wrote to me frequently, and helped
subsidize the magazine Terakki-Islam. But it seems that the usual Egyptian lethargy has overtaken him since his
return, for he has gone to see the khedive, just as the khedive visited his family during his Delta journey in early
summer 1914.
He stopped writing altogether because he learned that he was under close surveillance and became fearful for
his safety. He flinched, as have so many youths who had been so brave when they were Students in Egypt or in
Europe, but whose fires died once they entered the arena of life.
After the congress ended I traveled with my companions to Belgium to visit the general exposition that was
being held in Ghent. After we had seen it, we all headed for Paris, reaching there on 27 August.\fn{ This is the end of
Farid’s first notebook}
125.69 Excerpt from Narrative Of ‘Isa Ibn Hisham: The ‘Umda In The Tavern\fn{by Muhammad al-Muwailihi (18681930)} Cairo, Egypt (M) 4
… ‘Isa ibn Hisham said:
“They went on their way to the tavern they had selected, that trough to which people go to imbibe. As we
followed behind them, we were all lost in thought. The Pasha turned toward that great hotel, in fact a veritable alKhawarnak and al-Sadeer,\fn{Two famous mountains in Arabia.} and noticed the electric lights gleaming brightly like
rising suns, so much so that darkest night shone in white raiment and its surface seemed like ebony embossed
with silver. The lamp standards looked as though they were tree branches glowing with light rather than lamps.
The effect was that each pillar became a ray of daybreak piercing the cavity of darkness—and what a piercing it
was! It was as if suns were scattered in pitch darkness and stars throughout the dome of the firmament.
“Beneath these lights the Pasha spotted rows of men mingling freely with women. Apparently favored by
continuing good fortune and enveloped in a becoming opulence, they were sitting opposite each other and
lounging on sofas.”
“Is this a reception for some social occasion?” the Pasha\fn{ ‘Umda.} asked me, “or a banquet at a bridegroom’s
house? What do you think? Could it perhaps be the soiree for a group of demons who have forsaken the earth’s
interior for its surface; having forgotten the difference between the sexes, they proceed to get on intimate terms
with their fellow humans?”
“Yes,” I replied, “these people are devils in human forms. They cross land and sea, cut through hard and
rugged earth, and fly in the heavens. They can walk on water, penetrate through mountains, and pulverize peaks,
turning hills into lowlands, leveling mounds, making deserts into seas, and changing seas into smoke. They force
people in the East to listen to sounds made by people in the West, and bring down the remotest stars for you to
see, magnify the tiniest spider, freeze the air, melt stones, start gales, weigh light, try to cure the secret ailments of
the intestines, and discover unknown facts about the limbs.”
“Tell me more,” he said, “about these demons of Solomon who live in this era.”
“They’re tourists from Western countries,” I replied. “They’re used to civilized living and regard Oriental
people with utter contempt. From a perspective of power, their attitude to Orientals is like that of an eagle on the
peaks of Radwa and Thabir staring down at desert grasshoppers and pool frogs. With regard to learning, it’s like
the great sage, Alexander, having to watch a boy spelling out his alphabet. In the sphere of arts and crafts, it’s as
though Phidias the sculptor\fn{Flourished 490-430BC} were watching a builder putting up village hovels. Concerning
wealth, it would be like a man with a bunch of keys weighing down his waistband looking at a laborer wiping the
sweat from his brow beneath a waterskin. Finally, looking at the qualities of mind, it would be like Socrates the
philosopher, who drank poison in his devotion to virtue, looking at Herostratus, someone who in his craving for
evil set fire to the temple. These are the kinds of claims they make about themselves.”
“But wait a minute!” the Pasha said, “Are they really the way they claim to be?”
“Certainly not!” I replied. “They posture and show off and keep bringing in innovations. Their activities are
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evil and their knowledge is pernicious. They’re the people who rob others of their wages. They plunder territories,
cross deserts, and destroy common folk. They’re the pirates of the high seas who make other people’s blood flow.
They’re the ones who keep duping us with their finery and swamping us with their cheap trash. It’s people like
them who are referred to in the Qur’an when it says,
They have bewitched people’s eyes and terrified them; they have brought a mighty enchantment.

“When they travel to the East, they can be divided into two categories. The first consists of the leisure classes
with modern ideas who are besotted by their own wealth and amused by novelties of civilization. As far as they’re
concerned, there’s nothing left to do. So nature takes revenge on them by exempting them from its usual practice
and sees to it that they’re beset by the twin diseases of listlessness and boredom. They wander around on their
own from one area and country to another; that way, they can be cured of their illness by touring countries that are
less civilized than their own and retain their characteristics, albeit on a lower plane.
“The second group consists of scholars, politicians, imperialists, and spies, who use their knowledge and ideas
to occupy and control countries, argue with people about their sources of income, and crowd folk out of their land
and homes. They’re the precursors of destruction, even more deadly to people at peace than the vanguards of
armies in wartime.” ‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“The conversation was interrupted by the arrival of our companions at the tavern. They lined themselves up by
the kegs, while we sat down near them and waited to see what would happen. The Playboy kept looking to right
and left and then spoke to the waiter:
PLAYBOY: “Hasn’t His Highness the Prince honored the place with his presence tonight?”
WAITER: “He’ll be back in a moment.”
‘UMDA: “Do princes come here? Is it proper for us to sit drinking somewhere in the same

company as them?

Why did you choose this place? Why don’t we go somewhere else?”
PLAYBOY: “Don’t worry. We’re quite safe here. Just wait and see what I’ll do to make sure that you don’t leave
without the Prince shaking your hand and sitting with you.”
‘UMDA: Don’t make fun of me and crack jokes at my expense. What business have we got with princes?”
MERCHANT (to the ‘UMDA): “Don’t think it is so outlandish! Some princes are quite decent and down-to-earth
people. It’s part of their plan to mix with ordinary folks on equal terms in their various meeting places, as well as
through the transactions they make with each other.
‘UMDA (to the PLAYBOY): “Do you know him already?”
PLAYBOY: “Of course! Otherwise how could I get to sit with him every night? More often than not, I
accompany him to his palace at the end of the evening.”
‘UMDA: “You’re exaggerating!”
PLAYBOY: “No. I’m not. Anyway, here’s the proof for you!”
‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“The Prince came back to his seat and signaled his greetings to him. The Playboy stood up and went over to
his table, which was piled high with various sorts of wine and candied sweets. Joining the company around the
Prince, he started talking to him in a voice loud enough for the ‘Umda to hear from where he was sitting.”
PLAYBOY: “I hope you’re in the best of health and spirits, Sir.”
PRINCE: “Where have you been? I’ve asked about you several times.”
PLAYBOY: “I’m at your service, Sir, whenever you wish. The only thing

that has prevented me from hurrying
to your exalted company was the fact that I’ve made the acquaintance of two people, one an ‘Umda from the
provinces, the other a port Merchant. They’ve clung to me so that I’d stay with them and have insisted that I go
everywhere with them.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY (joking): “You mean ‘drag them,’ don’t you?”
PRINCE (poking fun): “Oh, is there a cattle pen around here?”
EVERYONE (laughing): “What a superb joke, Sir! How subtle and refined!”
PRINCE: “I’ve never learned properly how to crack jokes, but once in a while particular words will come to me
by chance.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY (to ANOTHER): “By God, my friend, do you see how subtle and refined the Prince’s wit
is, and how effectively he manages to incorporate things into whatever he is saying?”
ANOTHER OF THE COMPANY: “You’re being very eloquent tonight! Did you get that phrase from the papers?”
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PRINCE (to the PLAYBOY): “What will you have to drink?”
PLAYBOY: “Excuse me, Sir, but I must go back to my two companions first and get rid of them.”
PRINCE: “Are they known to be rich?”
PLAYBOY: “The ‘Umda owns a thousand feddans of land,\fn{Something over 1,000 acres.} ten irrigation

pumps,
and has a second grade. The Merchant owns the biggest tavern in his town and a cotton mill, and is in line for the
third grade.”
PRINCE: “Then don’t deprive them of your company. I see no harm in inviting them to join us.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY (to ANOTHER): “Get up and we'll make room for them.”
ANOTHER OF THE COMPANY: “Wait a bit until they bring the round of drinks we’ve ordered and the bowl of
sea dates the prince asked for earlier.”
‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“The Playboy went back to his companions to bring them over. The ‘Umda got up to pay his respects, but, as
he did so, dropped his cigarette holder on the marble floor. It broke and sent chips all over the floor. The ‘Umda
could not control his remorse, but the Playboy pulled him toward himself and said:
PLAYBOY: “Come on, we shouldn’t be making such a fuss over a cigarette holder at this moment. The Prince is
watching and I’ve brought you an invitation from him to join his company.”
‘UMDA: “I’m not sorry about the holder itself, but it’s a memento I received as a present from the district
Ma‘mur when I presented him with a horse. That’s why it’s so precious to me. But tell me, how did His Highness
come to invite me? How did you describe me to him?”
MERCHANT: “Yes; do tell us how it happened! Was I mentioned in his presence as well?”
PLAYBOY: “I said what I said, and I mentioned what I mentioned. As the proverb puts it: ‘Send a wise man, but
don’t advise him.’”
‘UMDA: “I’d like to hear the details of what was said about me during the conversation. I saw him laughing a
lot while you were talking to him.”
PLAYBOY: “I told him about the clever way you deprived the cotton broker of his fee.”
MERCHANT: “Talking of brokers, have you heard that His Highness the Prince is selling his cotton this year?”

‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“The Playboy’s response was to grab the ‘Umda by the hand. With the merchant behind them, they walked
over to the Prince’s table. The ‘Umda bent low to the Prince’s knee and touched it with his hand, then took hold of
it and kissed, it several times inside and inside and outside. The Prince smiled at him and gestured to him to sit
down, but he declined and remained standing, hands on chest. Eventually, after a great deal of insistence, the
Playboy sat him down with the Merchant at his side.”
PRINCE (to ONE OF THE COMPANY): “Don’t forget to remind me tomorrow about the drawing of that horse,
Sirin. The Duke of Brook has written to my friend the Adviser asking me for a picture of him to show in a racing
exhibition in London.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY: “Couldn’t you do that on the day when you’ve arranged with the Adviser to dine with
the irrigation inspector, Sir?”
PRINCE (to ‘UMDA): “What will you have to drink, my dear Shaikh?”
‘UMDA (treading on the MERCHANT’S foot): “If you’ll excuse me, Sir, I won’t have anything.”
MERCHANT (restless with pain): “Pardon, Sir, God’s forgiveness. Such conduct is not becoming in your
company.”
PRINCE: “Why on earth did you come here if not to drink?”
PLAYBOY: “They’re imbibing as much of the aura of Your Highness’s presence as possible. Conformity takes
precedence over good manners.”

‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“The Playboy reached for the cigarette box in front of the Prince and gave one each to the ‘Umda and
Merchant. The ‘Umda ostensibly avoided lighting it in the Prince’s presence; perhaps he wanted to keep it as a
memento from the Prince to boast about among his companions. Then a flower-seller came over and whispered
something in the Prince’s ear, which made him guffaw. He ordered the Waiter to bring a glass for the seller who
drank it and then went away. The Playboy then asked the Prince’s permission for the ‘Umda to order a bottle of
champagne, which he graciously gave. The Prince then turned to the ‘Umda and asked:
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PRINCE (to the ‘UMDA): “What’s the crop in your area? How much cotton have you got per feddan?”
‘UMDA: “By Your Highness’s breath, I’ve been getting seven per feddan.”
MERCHANT: “That’s an excellent yield, but prices are falling. Have you sold your cotton yet, Sir,

or are you

keeping it?”
PRINCE (to ONE OF THE COMPANY): “I’m not going to pay more than twenty pounds for that dagger we saw
today. If it had had the date of manufacture on it, I’d have paid the price the owner is asking for it.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY: “It wouldn’t hurt you to go up to thirty.”
PRINCE: “What do you have to say about tomorrow’s horse race?”
ONE OF THE COMPANY: “I’m sure the Prince’s horse will win.”

‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“When the bottle they had ordered arrived, the ‘Umda searched hurriedly in his pocket and brought out the
bananas. He wiped one of them and offered it to the Prince, then distributed the rest among the people present.
One of them found some wool sticking to his banana, so he left it on the table.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY (to the ‘UMDA): “Are these bananas from your farmland? Do you ripen them in wool
where you come from?”
‘UMDA: “No, my dear Sir, they’re from the New bar. They haven’t been in my pocket for long; only the time it
took us to walk here. I’ve got some oranges, dates, and custard apples as well.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY: “Would I be correct then in assuming that you’re in partnership with Hassan Bey ‘Id
in the fruit trade?”
MERCHANT: “The gentleman isn’t involved in commerce. The profits involved are fraught with risk, so not
everyone is willing to take it on.”
‘UMDA (to the WAITER): “Bring us a bottle of English champagne as well.”
ONE OF THE COMPANY (to ANOTHER): It looks as though the feddan has produced ten!”
ANOTHER: “In the real-estate bank!”
PRINCE: “What does “English” mean?
ANOTHER: “It means that it comes from the same nation as the pound.”

‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“Meanwhile the flower-seller came back and had a word in the Prince’s ear. He got up at once and went out
followed by the flower seller. The members of the company slunk out after him one by one. Eventually, they had
all gone, and the ‘Umda drank what was left in the Prince’s glass, then leaned over to the leftovers on the tray and
took some food.”
MERCHANT (to the ‘UMDA):

“You should ask the Waiter for some more before His Highness the Prince comes

back.”
‘UMDA: “I won’t order anything unless His Highness is present.”
PLAYBOY: “I don’t think His Highness will be coming back tonight.

When he gets up utterly drunk and goes
away with a flower seller, that’s usually the case!”
‘UMDA: “But I didn’t see him pay anything toward the bill.”
MERCHANT: “Perhaps he has a standing account here.”
PLAYBOY: “Let’s ask the waiter.”
‘UMDA (to the WAITER): “Didn’t His Highness pay anything?”
WAITER: “He didn’t pay anything before he left.”
PLAYBOY: “How much is the bill?”
WAITER: “A hundred and twenty-one francs.”
‘UMDA: “I don’t believe that His Highness would leave without paying his share of the bill. In that case we’d
better wait for him.”
WAITER: “Whenever the Prince gets up and leaves like that, he won’t be back. If you don’t want to pay for the
Prince’s drinks, I’ll add them to his account.”
‘UMDA: “If I were to pay for anything at all, it would be for what His Highness the Prince had to drink and that
alone.”
While they were talking and arguing in this fashion, a Deputy Governor entered. The ‘Umda got up to
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welcome him and insisted that he join them. He then turned round and addressed the Waiter in a loud voice:
‘UMDA: “Bring me a detailed bill listing exactly what His Highness the Prince had to drink and eat, how much
the drinks cost for the Prince’s companions, how much we drank with the Prince, and how much the Prince drank
before we arrived. Ask the Deputy Governor what he will have to drink and then come back so that I can pay you
the entire amount required.”
DEPUTY GOVERNOR: “I won’t have anything.”
‘UMDA: “How can you refuse our offer of a drink when His Highness the Prince graciously accepted just in
order to please us?”
DEPUTY GOVERNOR: “Then I wouldn’t mind a glass of cognac.”
‘UMDA: “Good heavens, no! You should only drink champagne just as His Highness the Prince did when he
was with us.”
PLAYBOY (to the ‘UMDA): “Why haven’t you introduced us to the gentleman?”
‘UMDA: “The Deputy Governor, this gentleman (pointing to the Merchant) is a very influential merchant, and
that gentleman (pointing to the Playboy) is one of Egypt’s refined wits.
PLAYBOY (to the DEPUTY GOVERNOR): “I believe you’ve come to Cairo as a follow-up on the inquiry into
grades currently being submitted to the Ministry of the Interior.”
DEPUTY GOVERNOR: “That’s right, I was in the Ministry of the Interior today. God willing, everything will
turn out as we want.”
‘UMDA (to the WAITER): “Another bottle of champagne.”
DEPUTY GOVERNOR: “That’s enough! I want to go inside to join my colleagues, the judges and the public
attorneys.”
PLAYBOY: “There’s no need for you to move. I’ll invite them to join us. A and B are both in their party and
they’re great friends of mine.”
DEPUTY GOVERNOR: “Don’t bother yourselves. It would be more proper for me to go in and join them.”
‘UMDA (to the DEPUTY GOVERNOR): “That being so, we’ll all come in with you, and the waiter can bring us a
bottle of champagne.”
DEPUTY GOVERNOR: “I’ve no objection to that, if you wish.”

‘Isa ibn Hisham said,
“They got up and joined the other company. The Waiter brought a bottle of champagne, and the ‘Umda asked
them to drink some. They declined, he insisted, but they still declined. Then he started to stammer in a drunken
stupor, swearing he would divorce his wife if they did not drink with him. He took a glass and stood there leaning
on the Playboy so that he could drink with them. He had barely placed the glass to his lips when he began to
choke and could not stop himself; the wine spilled all over his clothes and left a stain. The Playboy, assisted by
the Waiter, hurriedly pulled him inside to put his sorry state to rights. We waited for a while for the ‘Umda to
reappear. Eventually he emerged, somewhat recovered from his drunken stupor but still staggering as he walked.
He made for the exit, with the Playboy whispering to him on his right and the Merchant flattering him
hypocritically on his left.” …
264.248 1. On A Storm 2. Detached Examples Of Poetry\fn{by Hafiz Ibrahim (1871-1932)} Egypt (M) 1
1
The tempest descends, the sea attacks,
And I invoke God’s help against them.
Wave upon wave rolls, angrily,
Like the surging griefs of a restless soul.
It foams, then roars, then rages,
Then boils like water in a cauldron,
Then towers over the ship like mountains.
Yet the ship is steadfast and strong.
It hurls its bows forward,
Indifferent whether water or rocks surround it.
The sea harries its sides, pulling at them.
One side rises, the other sinks down.
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Now the sea crashes down like a cataract,
Now encircles it like a wall.
The vessel bridles like a stallion
Urged on to war by a bold, seasoned warrior.
Our souls are confounded, fearful,
Ready to break in pieces.
In the troughs of the waves, in the foaming surf,
Our shrouds and graves appear.
2
A nation that flees from good deeds
Like a healthy man from a man with scabies.
*
Some newspapers buzz like flies,
Others assail their countrymen.
*
Eve did not give us life so that we should suffer.
If only she had been barren!
She handed us over to the disasters of time
And did not advise it to keep faith with us.
*
Oh you who rule over us,
Have you forgotten our loyalty and love?
Reduce your army and sleep in peace.
Carry on with your hunting and wander through the country.
And if there is no pigeonto be found in those hills,
Then why not hunt men? …
Do not believe that we are disloyal sons;
Rather guide us when we err.
*
I have a suit, blessings on it!
In it I parade as if I were Kisa’i. …
As it enfolds my body I feel myself
Robed in loftiness and splendour.
I am grand in the eyes of men, placed
In the ranks of mayors and princes. …
Oh my suit, best of suits,
Source of my adornment and vanity! …
Newness of garment pleases people,
They love only fair appearances.
To them the worth of a man is in
Splendid dress and a pair of shoes.
*
The sun of my life has begun to set,
The source has approached.
Oh my soul, be happy!
281.49 Excerpt from Secrets Of The Swamp\fn{by Penelope S. Delta (1874-1941)} Alexandria, Alexandria
Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
1
The setting sun gave a rosy hue to the snowy peaks of Mt. Olympus, and cast a glow on the puddles in the muddy
plain that extended, ashen and desolate, into the distance.
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Leaping from one foot to the other, raising a glob of mud each time, a boy of about fifteen hurried along his way.
The only living creature in that flat, deserted countryside, he seemed dauntless and indifferent to his arduous journey
through the mud. Occasionally he looked up from under his fur cap and searched around him; then lowering his
forehead again, he resumed his soggy path.
Suddenly he stopped.
A little beyond, beside a bush swept bare by the wind, the head of a child stood out in the ash-grey plain. The
child was thin, he had no cap, and his large almond-shaped eyes appeared very black in his pale face.
“Jovan … I knew I’d find you somewhere near here!” the older boy said in Bulgarian. “But what are you
waiting for?”
The child didn’t answer. Silently he stared at him with what seemed to be an expression of respect.
“Why don’t you answer?” the older boy asked again. “What are you up to? A chore?”
Jovan slowly shook his head “no.” Seven or eight years old, slight and under-nourished, he was barefoot and
dressed in shabby clothes. His thick, unkempt hair fell onto his forehead, shading his eyes and making them seem
still darker.
“You’re not on an errand? Listen! I have some work for you. Will you do it for me?”
Once more, there was no reply. Opening his jacket, the elder boy drew out a long, narrow sack.
“Look! … How about a little bread? And some cheese? Come! You’ll eat well!” he said with a smile.
Jovan’s hungry eyes darted from the bread and cheese to the other boy’s face, then back to the bread and
cheese. Yet he said nothing.
“Come on, I’ll let you have all my cheese. And three pieces of candy. Do you want them?”
Jovan thrust his underlip forward proudly.
“I’ll do it, Apostolis,” he answered, “but for you, not for your candy or your cheese!”
“Bravo, Jovan! I knew you were first rate,” Apostolis responded, laughing. “Take the bread and cheese,
though. I’ve eaten; I’m not hungry. And the sweets, too. Listen, do you have the strength to go as far as Kleidi?”
“Of course!” Jovan exclaimed. “It’s a half hour from here if I run.”
“You must go tonight.”
“I’ll start right away!” Apostolis regarded him with sympathy.
“You seem starved,” he said. “Why doesn’t your uncle give you enough to eat?” Jovan shrugged one shoulder
without replying.
“What do you want from Kleidi?” he asked.
“You’ll have to hurry there.” Glancing towards the west, Apostolis added:
“You can’t make it in a half hour. You’ll need a full hour. However there’s time before it’s dark. But won’t
your uncle beat you if you’re back late?" Jovan shrugged his shoulder again.
“What do you want from Kleidi?” he repeated.
“You’ll go to Thanasis … you know … the old man with the big plow. You’ll say to him: ‘Apostolis sends you
word to prepare the bedding.’ Do you understand?”
“I understand,” Jovan answered, beginning to leave.
“Another thing!” Apostolis called out. “Tell him to give you some hot soup!—”
But Jovan had already taken off. Apostolis watched him—such a tot, jumping over the puddles while he hastily
bit off mouthfuls of the bread and cheese he held in each hand.
“The poor child,” Apostolis murmured in Greek. “The poor, hungry child.”
He set off again at a fast pace himself, over puddles and through thick mud, heading for the sea.
*
Twilight slowly descended onto the plain. A light breeze had risen; and Apostolis pressed on faster and faster
towards the mouth of the Axios River. If only a strong north wind would start up, he reflected, to dry the
Swamp a little. The journey would be easier for the men. He threw a glance back at the muddy stretch behind
him. In the dusk, the puddles and pools of water glistened.
“That deceptive south wind’s of no use even if it does blow,” he murmured.
Deep in the night he reached a Greek fisherman’s cottage. At one of the windows, an oil lamp was burning.
Inside, around a fire in the middle of the floor, five or six fishermen were squatting, warming their hands over the
flames. Two women—a mother and daughter—bustled about, tossing onions into a pot hanging from the ceiling
over the fire. In it, a savory fish soup was simmering.
“Welcome,” the elder woman greeted him in the local dialect, smiling at the boy as he entered. Raising their
heads, the fishermen greeted him, too, in their easy-going manner.
“We’ve been expecting you. It’s nearly midnight,” the oldest of them said. His long white moustache extended
down to his beard.
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“Am I late, Lambros?” Apostolis asked. “I couldn’t set out earlier. I was waiting for Demos, but he didn’t
appear.”
“Demos left with the other boats,’ the old man answered, pronouncing his s’s heavily and swallowing syllables
like the other natives. “He arrived early and went off with our lads.”
“They started as soon as it grew dark—as if they were going fishing,” Lambros's daughter explained, tossing a
handful of salt into the pot. “They said you should go on … that you’d meet up with them.” The fishermen had
gotten up and put on their wool jackets and caps.
“Let’s be on our way!” Lambros declared. And addressing his wife:
“Be sure the soup’s spicy!”
All together, with slow movements and stooped shoulders, they headed towards the coast. Two boats with
broad keels were waiting at the shore. Climbing inside, the fishermen drew towards the open sea.
*
“Do you see anything, Apostolis?” Lambros asked. Bent over in the prow, trying to pierce the black night with
his gaze, Apostolis replied:
“Nothing. Perhaps tonight will be lost as well.”
“Can't you see the other fishing boats?” a rower inquired.
“Not one of them. I only hear Mitros somewhere beyond—but he’s not visible either.”
“Shame on you! Your eyes have the reputation of seeing in the dark!” Lambros mocked him.
“When nothing’s there, how can they see anything?” Apostolis responded. And he added:
“The Master might have been mistaken about the ship.”
“The Master mistaken? Not on your life!” Lambros exclaimed.
“Forward lads!”
The boat advanced silently. Time passed.
“Our three fishing boats.” Apostolis whispered.
“Where?” the closest man questioned him, lifting his oar from the water.
“Towards the prow … the three of them.” And cupping his hands to his mouth, Apostolis called out in a low
voice:
“Demos did you catch any fish?” From the darkness another voice arose, also low.
“Nothing yet.”
Once again, slowly, quietly, the fishermen dipped their oars into the water. A little more time elapsed. All at
once, Apostolis flung himself back and lifted up the first oar.
“Not a word!” he murmured.
His command flew like lightning from one to the other. Complete silence spread over the water. Staring out
and listening intently, Apostolis strove to penetrate the dark expanse before him. A few seconds went by, full of
agony. Suddenly a virile voice cut the eerie silence.
“Who’s there?” it asked fearlessly. “Are you Koulakia fishermen?” Several voices replied at the same
time:
“We are! Welcome!”
A joyful whispering swept over the water's surface. The fishermen were now rowing furiously to approach a
boat that appeared like a phantom. Hands reached out from it to catch and clasp their own. Gun barrels gleamed
in the faint starlight, while rows of criss-crossed cartridges could be made out on the men’s chests. Another four
fishing craft drew near the foreign boat.
“Welcome!”
“It’s good to be here!”
“For days now, we’ve been waiting for you.” The virile voice, bold and commanding, sounded again.
“How many boats are there?”
“Five in all,” Lambros answered.
“Five altogether? Then one can lead us to shore and the other four go back to the ship.”
“Where’s the ship, Captain?” Lambros inquired.
“About a mile from here, straight ahead. The men, weapons, and ammunition have to be unloaded. Ask for the
captain—Captain Tasos.”
There was a hushed exchange of instructions, orders, and explanations. Meanwhile, following Lambros
closely, the foreign boat touched land. Three men armed to the teeth disembarked.
“Welcome!” a delighted Lambros exclaimed once more, shaking their hands a second time. “Who’s Captain
Nikiphoros?”
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“I am,” the tallest one said in the fearless voice that had been heard in the dark. “And this is Captain Kalas,
along with his second-in-command Captain Zykis. Will we wait for the boats here?”
“They’ll be arriving soon. Come to my cabin to warm yourselves and have something to eat.”
“I say it’s better to await our men here,” Captain Nikiphoros recommended to his companions. Both of them
agreed.
*
A sailor and two other armed men from the foreign boat removed a few rifles and two or three heavy cases,
then climbed aboard again to go help unload the ship.
“Leave your own rifles here,” a fisherman suggested.
“A Cretan never parts with his rifle,” one of the armed men responded in a characteristic Cretan accent.
“Well spoken,” Lambros said approvingly. “Go quietly now, so no Turkish soldier gets wind of you.”
The sailor began rowing and the boat disappeared once more in the night. A couple of fishermen set up watch
further off, while the three commanders sought information from Lambros.
“Do you have guides for the lake at Giannitsa?” Captain Kalas wanted to know.
“You bet your life we have,” Lambros replied, nodding.
“Apostolis is here, and we also have Demos!”
“Who is that boy?” Captain Nikiphoros asked, motioning toward Apostolis who was gazing at him, spellbound. But all at once the boy retreated bashfully.
“It’s Apostolis, who I just mentioned.”
“That child?” Captain Kalas exclaimed.
“That child? Test him and see,” the fisherman answered, smiling. “He’s the best guide this side of the Axios
River. And he knows the Roumlouki plain as no one else does!” In a hushed voice he called out:
“Apostolis!” Apostolis approached shyly, proud and happy that he’d answer the captains’ questions.
“Don’t be hesitant,” Captain Nikiphoros said encouragingly. “Tell us, can you lead us to the lake at Giannitsa?”
“I can,” Apostolis replied.
“Are there Greek villages in the lake area?”
“Yes. However they’re scared. The Bulgarians have killed many of the villagers. Now Captain Agras has
arrived at the Swamp.”
“He’s here? Where? When did he come?”
“About two weeks ago. He entered the Swamp—”
“The lake at Giannitsa?”
“Yes. We call it the Swamp. With Captain Agras here, we’ll put up a fight, ourselves!”
“In which part of the Swamp is he? Do you know?”
“No. But I’ve heard about him.” He looked up in the direction of the Axios River.
“We need to set off soon, though,” he added. “It’s a long journey and we have to reach the village before
daybreak.”
“Which village?”
“Kleidi. I’ve sent a message. They’re expecting you.”
*
The first boats pulled up. Men disembarked and weapons were carried onto shore. In less than half an hour, all
the supplies had been secured to the men’s backs. Lambros had brought the three officers to his cottage. While the
two women cheerfully served them bowls of fish soup, the commanders warmed their hands and feet over the
central fire in the increasingly smoky room. At the start of their careers, lacking experience, they were constantly
seeking information.
“Don’t worry, Captains,” the fisherman’s daughter said with a smile as she refilled their earthen bowls. “Captain
Manolis the Curlyhead will tell you everything. The Master took care of it all.”
“Which Master? We didn’t meet any Master,” Captain Kalas responded. The girl laughed.
“That’s what our lads call the Leader,” she replied. Lambros nodded toward the river and winked.
“The fighters call the General Consul ‘Master,’” he said.
“Who? Koromilas?” Captain Nikiphoros inquired.
“Ssh. Don’t say the name!” the fisherman’s daughter whispered. “Yes, he’s the Master.” Demos and Apostolis,
the two guides who’d been present during the conversation, were urging them to leave.
“There’s a long way ahead. And we must reach Kleidi before dawn.” The captains took up their weapons; and
after bidding the hospitable fishermen good-bye, they set off.
*
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The entire armed division made its way in the dark—a long line, one behind the other. Apostolis proceeded in
front with a short-barrelled rifle they’d given him. Stepping lightly, he instinctively chose the driest footpaths in
the soggy plain, guiding them without hesitation or uncertainty. The commanders and their men followed closely
—with the second guide placed toward the middle in case anyone wandered off and got lost in the mud or pools
of water. No one spoke or smoked. In that flat, desolate countryside, every noise carried and every spark betrayed
a human presence. With gestures Apostolis informed the next-in-line if he was to stop, drop down, or turn back.
He in turn communicated the command the same way to the third-in-line, and the third to the fourth, and so on to
the tail end. The forces of the two captains, about fifty altogether, traveled in absolute silence and pitch darkness.
After walking for two hours, they paused to rest a few minutes, sitting down on the ground. Everyone had a
knapsack on his back to keep the food, clothing, and equipment he needed. From behind their cloaks to prevent
their being detected, a few of them lit portable burners to prepare coffee or tea to warm themselves, and others
smoked a cigarette. Afterwards they all stood up again and resumed their course in the same order in the dark, with
the guide in front.
Far off, something seemed to be growing lighter. Apostolis raised his hand and the column of men came to a
halt. He licked his finger and held it up to determine which way the wind was blowing. Directly in back of him,
Captain Nikiphoros leaned over to inquire:
“What’s the matter?”
“That’s Kalyvia ahead of us; however, we won’t stop. It’s a village with Turks,” the boy whispered.
“Why are you seeking the direction of the wind?”
“So our scent doesn’t reach the village. The dogs would betray us with their barking. We’ll pass to the right
since it’s a west wind blowing.” Nikiphoros smiled.
“Don’t tell me you know the winds, too, you rascal!” he whispered. “If we come out of this alive, I’ll take you on
my ship.”
“You’re in the navy, Captain?” Apostolis inquired, enchanted. Nikiphoros nodded “yes,” and they continued on
their way.
*
Suddenly a shadow was projected before them. Automatically Captain Nikiphoros raised his rifle. With a
laugh, Apostolis brushed it aside.
“It’s our guards from Kleidi,” he said. “They’ve been watching for us. There! The other one.” A second
shadow drew up to the first. Both had Gras rifles.
“Welcome,” they said in hushed voices, glad to see them. “Why did you delay so long in arriving?”
“We’ve been out there at sea,” Nikiphoros replied. “A dead calm kept us almost at a standstill.” The guards
were looking uneasily towards the village as the men gathered around them, curious.
“You still have a distance before you reach the village,” the first one said. “Do’'t waste time, Captain.”
With friendly good-byes, they separated. And falling back into place, the human column set off again on its
silent march. Day was starting to dawn in the east when they arrived at the first houses at Kleidi. There, too,
guards were keeping watch. The signal of the approaching Greek force was relayed without a word, and villagers
came out to meet them and take over. One, evidently in charge, was an old man whose eyes were shining and lips
trembling from emotion.
“Mister Thanasis,” Apostolis murmured, introducing him. “He’s arranged for you to stay the night.”
In silence, communicating by means of signs, Thanasis split the men up to be hidden and cared for in Greek
homes. He led the officers and a couple of others to his own house, where the low round table, a feature of the
Macedonian villages, had been set for them. Thanasis was overjoyed.
“We’ve been awaiting you for some time now. Why are you so late?” he asked.
“The calm suspended us at sea,” Captain Nikiphoros explained again. “If the wind hadn’t risen tonight, we’d
still be idling. And our food and water were exhausted.” With a smile Thanasis nodded towards Captain Kalas, a
large man leaning against the wall, half-asleep.
“Yes,” Nikiphoros said, “we’re all dead tired. We only want to sleep.” Thanasis clapped his hands and a middle
aged woman entered, shy and eager to please.
“We’ve prepared food for you, Captains. Bless you! Pass into the guest room!”
*
When Thanasis remained alone, he opened up a door facing onto the courtyard and had Apostolis come in.
“Give me an account now,” he said.
“Let me ask you, Mister Thanasis,” Apostolis replied. “Did Jovan get here?”
“Certainly he did. He was ready to collapse, all worn out from running so hard. Where did you find that child?
He’s a gem!”
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“What message did he give you?”
“He informed me that Apostolis sent word to prepare the bedding. I understood. But how did you know they’[d
arrive today?”
“I saw that the wind was rising and figured ‘today or never!’ And I sent him to you. Did you give him
something to eat?”
“No! Why? He didn’t ask for food.”
“I told him to ask for some soup. However he’s proud. The poor child was so hungry! What time did he get
here?”
“Toward sundown.”
“What? He must have run the whole way!”
“Where did you find him? Who is he?”
“He’s Bulgarian. He stays with his uncle somewhere near Kalyvia and tends his sheep.”
“You can trust him?”
“I once saved him from a Turk who wanted to beat him for grazing his uncle’s sheep in someone else’s pasture. I
rescued him from his uncle as well—Angel Pio, the beast who dispatched him to the pasture and then denied it.
From that time on, he’s been devoted to me. And I make use of him. He’ll do what I tell him!”
“Well enough. Get some sleep now, yourself. You can lie down on the fleece rug near the fireplace.
Tomorrow’s another long journey to the Swamp.”
“Thanks, Mister Thanasis, but I prefer the stable where, your wife won’t wake me when she cleans up,”
Apostolis replied.
“Suit yourself!” Thanasis said good-naturedly. He opened the door to the courtyard and the guide passed back
outside.
2
“Apostolis, Apostolis!”
Apostolis sat up on the straw where he'd been lying and rubbed his eyes. Could he still be dreaming? Or did he
really hear his name?
“Apostolis! Wake up! Listen!” This time he clearly heard the words whispered in Bulgarian. And he recognized
the childish voice.
“Jovan!” he exclaimed. “Where are you?” High up at the stable window, which had no glass or shutters, he saw
the outline of a child’s head against the sky.
“Why did you climb up there, Jovan? Come inside!” he called to him.
Jovan scrambled down from the outer side of the window, and ran around the stable to enter by the door.
Flushed and panting, he appeared very excited.
“What time is it? How do you happen to be here in broad daylight?” Apostolis asked in Bulgarian.
“It’s past noon! The men have gone out to the coffee-house!” Jovan answered hurriedly. Situating himself in a
cross-legged position next to the pile of straw where Apostolis sat stretching himself, he added:
“Listen! Tell Mister Thanasis that … that the person who arrived yesterday is wandering around the village!
The bey\fn{The provincial governor in the Ottoman Empire, of which this area of the world is still a part }—or another Turk—will
see him. And then—”
Apostolis flew to his feet and started towards the door. But a sudden thought turned him back.
“Who arrived yesterday?” he questioned him suspiciously. “What do you know? What have they told you?”
Jovan shrugged his shoulder.
“They didn’t tell me anything. No one knows. But I do!” he replied.
“What do you know?” Jovan glanced behind him, then drew closer and whispered:
“The tall one with the blue eyes—who stands very straight.”
“Where did you see him? What is it that you know?” Apostolis demanded.
“I saw him last night, with many others. And just now on the road,” the child murmured hesitantly.
“Last night? Where were you?” Apostolis grew angry.
“Here. I was waiting for you. Don’t get mad. I wanted to tell you … to tell you …”
All at once, Apostolis’ anger subsided.
“What would you like to tell me?”
“To tell you that I want to work with you!” Jovan’s eyes had filled with tears.
“What work could you do?” Apostolis asked him kindly.
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“I can also show the way to those who kill the Bulgarian comitadjes,”\fn{Members of an armed Bulgarian
guerilla force in the Macedonia; they were seeking to further the cause of an ancient memory of which they were very
proud: the Bulgarian Empire, which, to quote W, “occurred in two distinct periods: between the seventh and eleventh
centuries, and again between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries” [681-1018 and 1185-1396, interrupted by an
extended period of domination over their territory by a resurgent (Eastern) Roman Empire], and which included what
is now the Republic of Macedonia, together with areas of nothern Greece, eastern Serbia and most of what is now
northern and southern Roumania:H/W} Jovan answered. Apostolis gazed at him thoughtfully and scratched his
head.
“What do you know about Bulgarian comitadjes?” The child raised his shoulder again, but didn’t reply.
“What will your uncle do to you for staying out all night?” Apostolis continued. Once more, the child shrugged
his shoulder.
“Don’t they hurt … the beatings?” Apostolis teased him.
Jovan caught hold of Apostolis’ belt.
“Tell Mister Thanasis … if the bey sees the stranger, he’ll call out the army!” he exclaimed.
Apostolis feigned indifference. Inside him, though, uneasiness was mounting.
“If he sees who?” he inquired as though he wasn't paying attention. Jovan began to be distressed.
“Why are you acting like you don’t know? If the bey sees him, he’ll understand what’s happening. Because
he’s not like one of us—he doesn’t bow his head like we do. He walks—like this!” Throwing back his head and
shoulders, he swaggered for a few steps. Then, returning to Apostolis, he persisted:
“Send Mister Thanasis. Other Turks are in the village too, besides the bey.”
A moment longer Apostolis vacillated. But Jovan’s thin, anxious face revealed such anguished impatience that
all of a sudden he was persuaded.
“All right!” he said. “Stay here and wait for me. I’ll be back.”
*
He left the stable seemingly unconcerned. However from there he ran up to the house and entered the large
room used for entertaining—which served as kitchen as well.
“Mister Thanasis?” he inquired of the middle aged woman who was washing vegetables. Missus Thanasis
raised her head:
“Welcome child,” she responded agreeably.
“I’m looking for Mister Thanasis. Can you tell me where he is?” Apostolis asked again, more insistently.
“As if I know! He went out. Perhaps to the coffee-house.”
Apostolis didn’t stay to listen further. Racing outside, he sped to the coffee-house at the turn of the road. There,
in fact, he found Thanasis playing backgammon with another villager. Apostolis bent down to his ear and
whispered something to him. Thanasis sprang to his feet in alarm.
“My wife needs me for something!” he told his companion. And he set off as rapidly as his old legs would
carry him.
“Where?” he questioned Apostolis when the two of them were in the road.
“I don’t know. He’s wandering about the village!”
“You go in one direction; I’ll take the other. We’ll see who discovers him first!”
*
Apprehensive and unsteady on his feet, Thanasis hastened off. He examined windows and doors—whatever
opening caught his eye—and searched up and down the sideroads, seeking the newcomer from the villagers he
encountered. It was a bitter cold October afternoon, yet beneath the fez that covered his head—a sign of the Turkish
occupation—his forehead was perspiring from exertion and emotion. A villager stopped him, worried and scared.
“Mister Thanasis!” he exclaimed. “Your guest is strolling about in the square! He says he’s not afraid. But
what will become of us? Hurry and restrain him.”
“Where is he?” Thanasis asked anxiously.
“Heading towards the orchards! Catch up with him before a thunderbolt descends on us!”
Thanasis rushed away in the direction the villager had indicated and came out into a wider road. Sunshine was
drying up what remained of the previous days’ puddles. In front of a chapel, he saw a man staring up at the stone
carving above the door, seemingly carefree. At once he approached him.
“For God’s sake, Captain Nikiphoros! Conceal yourself! Return home with me. Don’t roam any farther. Some
Turk might see you!”
“And what if he does?” the other responded with a smile.
“You’re not experienced about these things! You’ll be responsible for our undoing!” the old man said, gasping
for breath. Nikiphoros smiled again.
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“All right,” he replied, “let’s go back. It was such a beautiful day, and I was tired of being enclosed in the
room.” A swarm of children chasing after each other, darted down the slope.
“Lower your shoulders, Captain,” Thanasis whispered. “It won’t do to stride along so fearlessly. Some Turk
will take note of you and report it to the bey. Alas for us, then—all of us!”
“You have a bey here?”
“Certainly! Rakmi-bey. This is his village. But he doesn’t bother us. We’re all Orthodox Christians and he only
asks that we pay our taxes regularly. However, woe to us if he learns”—and he threw a frightened look around
—“that you’re here and that we’re hiding you!”
The two men quickened their pace. Every so often Captain Nikiphoros forgot himself and straightened up,
whereupon Thanasis gave him a signal to put his head and shoulders down.
“What a state of things!” the young man murmured. “To belong to a bey. Men treated like a herd of animals!”
“There’s one good thing about it, though,” Thanasis declared. “At least he saves us from the Bulgarian comitadjes,
Captain!” From a side road, Apostolis appeared before them.
“This way, make haste!” he exclaimed. “Two Turks are approaching.”
All together, they slipped into an alley and headed for Thanasis’ house.
*
Next to the fireplace in the large guest room, a heavy-set Captain Kalas was sitting with his second-incommand and two of their men, conversing with the mistress of the household. Over a glowing log, a pot was
hanging. From inside it, the smell of fresh vegetable soup spread throughout the room.
“You’re treating us again today, Missus Thanasis?” Captain Nikiphoros inquired as he shook off his heavy
cape. “We’ve become a burden to you.”
“Our honor … our honor, Captains,” the housewife responded shyly. Her husband cut in to address the men:
“Rest up, Captains. You have another journey before you tonight.” And he turned in order to ask Apostolis how
long it would take for them to reach the Swamp. But the boy had left.
“He’ll return,” Thanasis said with a nod of his gray head. “He’ll be guiding you there.”
*
Upon leaving, Apostolis had proceeded straight to the stable. He discovered Jovan as he’d left him, seated crosslegged on the straw. Making a place for himself next to the child, Apostolis had him confess what he knew. It wasn’t
difficult. Jovan answered all his questions.
“Where did you see us last night?” Apostolis began.
“Here,” the child said, and he pointed to the stable door. “I was waiting for you, bidden here so Thanasis’
wife wouldn’t notice me.”
“You were waiting for us? Who do you mean by us?”
“I understood that you’d gone to bring the captains. It’s not the first time.”
“How do you know?” Jovan shrugged his shoulder.
“I know,” he said simply. Apostolis shoved his cap back and scratched his head. He was bothered.
“Listen,” he said to the child. “Do you tell these things to others?”
“Who would I tell them to?” Jovan inquired.
“Let’s say, to your uncle!” Jovan flung back his two shoulders.
“He’s a comitadje!” he exclaimed, hate resounding in his voice.
“And you, what are you?” Apostolis continued.
Jovan raised his large black eyes and gazed at the boy opposite him. But he didn’t speak. Hesitantly, Apostolis
said:
“All this … that you saw last night. You won’t reveal it?”
“No!”
“Not to anyone?”
“I don’t know anyone.”
“Swear that you won’t tell.”
Apostolis had intersected his index fingers to form a cross; and the child kissed it, after first crossing himself.
Both of them were moved.
“Listen, Jovan,” Apostolis said. “I’ll put you to work with me.”
“I’ll do what you say.”
“First explain where you were today and what you saw.”
“I was here … in the street … in the neighborhood. The captains were asleep. The old lady was cooking quietly,
so as not to wake them. In a while they woke up. She set the table for them and they ate.”
“How do you know?”
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“I saw them through the window, from up on the roof across the way.”
“How did you get up there?”
“It wasn’t hard! I don’t have shoes. I climbed up.” Apostolis looked at the child’s bare feet, swollen from the
cold. Old blood had dried up on unwashed sores.
“Did anyone come?” he asked.
“A bunch of them came—everyone of importance. They were seeking news. They wanted to learn about the war.”
“What war?”
“The one the captains fight to kill the comitadjes. It’s called … it’s called”—he paused to remember and then
said two Greek words with a foreign accent—“Our Struggle.” And he added in Bulgarian:
“They said it again and again!” Apostolis was taken back.
“How do you know all this?” he questioned him.
“I heard it. They’d closed the window, but I went in by the open door and listened from the next room.” Apostolis stared at him suspiciously.
“You’re dangerous!” he burst out. Jovan showed no agitation. His large black eyes—full of contemplation and
uncertainty—were fixed on the elder boy’s face. He didn’t answer, though. Apostolis went on:
“Why did you stay to see and hear all this?”
“To tell you about it,” the child replied. “You were tired and had gone to sleep. I thought you’d want to know.
So I watched and listened.”
Instinctively Apostolis put his arm around the child’s thin shoulders and hugged him. Tears rose in Jovan’s
eyes. He squeezed the older boy’s hand that was on his shoulder.
“Listen, Jovan,” Apostolis said. “I’ll give you some work. You’ll do what I tell you—do you hear?” The child
nodded “yes.”
“Then go back to your uncle’s. You’ll get a beating. Are you worried?” Jovan made a negative gesture.
“Say to him … say that you lost your way, that you slept at a neighbor’s.” Jovan raised his shoulder again.
“What do you want me to tell him?” he asked.
“Nothing. You're to find out from him.”
“Find out what?”
“Learn where the comitadje Apostol Petkoff is—if he’s in the Swamp. Are you familiar with the Swamp? If I tell
you, will you know where to come and find me?”
“I’ll know!”
“You’ve been there?”
“Many times!” Startled, Apostolis inquired:
“Why did you go there?”
“Angel Pio sent me two times. And I discovered the hut of Captain Matapas.”
“What!” Apostolis exclaimed. “You informed your uncle?”
Hate returned to Jovan’s eyes. His lips shot out disdainfully.
“No!” he said. “However I’ll show it to you, if you want.”
“Show it to me. And another thing: do you know a landing cove by the name of Tsekri?”
“I know it.”
“Can you give the call of a wolf?”
“I can.”
“Go to your uncle’s, then. Do his work, graze his sheep. But find out where Apostol Petkoff is hiding and come
to Tsekri. Howl like a wolf, and I’ll meet up with you.”
“I’ll come!”
“Go now. We’ll be leaving in a while, ourselves.”
“Good-by, Apostolis.”
“So long, Jovan.”
The two boys parted. The child went out secretly, edging against the wall. Pensive, the older boy entered the house and huddled unobserved in a corner of the room.
*
Thanasis was relating stories from his life to the captains. A little apart, arranging dishes and glasses on shelves
in a cupboard, Mistress Thanasis followed every word. Thanasis was in the midst of his tale:
“Imagine us, Orthodox Greeks, wearing our legs out to build roads for the Turkish artillery to pass over and
strike … who? … the Greek army!”
“But you were no longer young in ’97, at the time of the war, Mister Thanasis. How did it happen that the
Turks forced you into labor?” one of the men asked.
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“As if they cared who was young or old! Don’t you—a Cretan—know the Turks?” the old man replied. “They
wanted laborers. And if the work didn’t go fast enough, they thrashed us! Later, when disaster struck—when the
Greek army beat a retreat and we heard about it here … what despair! … what mourning!”
“Tell the commanders what they did to you for giving the signal to water down the mud!” Mistress Thanasis
ventured to say from back at the cupboard. But the old man interrupted her.
“No matter! What I went through isn’t of concern to the captains,” he said, putting an end to the subject. “Now
we’re interested in who defeats who in this war!” Turning to Captain Nikiphoros, he inquired:
“Are you acquainted with any of the captains from the Swamp?”
“No. My work was of a different nature. I’m in the navy,” Nikiphoros replied cautiously.
“You were working for our Struggle?”
“No. I was on a naval warship. However I learned how desperately Macedonia needed help, and I volunteered.
It’s the first time I’ve undertaken this kind of fighting. But do you know the captains?”
“Yes. They've all passed by and slept here on their way to and from the Swamp. Only poor Captain Kapsalis
didn’t return—he was killed in a clash with the Bulgarians. Courageous fighters, all of them!”
“So they all came here to you?” Captain Kalas asked. Thanasis slapped his hand against his thigh.
“To me? Old Thasasis? Wasn’t I one of the first to take an oath to the Struggle! Even before they killed our first
martyr Captain Zezas, the Greek Committee had initiated me. I’ve often gone to Thessalonika to see the Master.” He
winked and gestured toward the east.
“Do you know him?”
“I do. Before arriving here, I passed by Thessalonika,” Captain Nikiphoros answered, standing up.
“And what did he tell you?” Thanasis asked.
“We all take our orders from him,” the captain said in his even-tempered way, “though it’s not for us to discuss
them.” Then casting a glance around the room, he inquired:
“Isn’t it time we set off? Where is Apostolis?”
“Here I am, Captain!” the guide replied, coming out from his corner. “It’s best for everyone to get ready. The sun set
an hour and a half ago. However we can’t start before another half hour.”
“Why not? It’s already night.”
“Yes, but a Turk could still be in the back alleys. When we leave, we’ll leave in safety.”
The commanders smiled at the boy’s decisive tone. Observing it, Thanasis felt some uncertainty behind their smile
and made a reassuring motion to them not to be in a hurry.
“You can trust what Apostolis tells you,” he said. “No one’s at home in the Swamp like he is. Have faith in him
—and don’t worry, Captains.”
*
It was a dark night with a strong north wind blowing. A proud Apostolis proceeded first, armed with his short-barrelled rifle. Cartridge belts criss-crossed his chest. Behind him, one after another, the commanders and men formed a
long, shadowy line. Light-footed, the guide led them safely, avoiding inhabited areas and pastures where shepherds
grazed their sheep—above all, Albanians hostile to Greeks. For hours they continued their course in silence. All at
once Apostolis raised his arm. Nikiphoros halted, as did the second, third, and fourth in line, up to the very end.
“The railroad passes here,” Apostolis murmured in Nikiphoros’ ear. “Let me have one of your men. We’ll go
on alone to investigate, in case a Turkish sentry’s on duty. Meanwhile, conceal yourself! Lie down on the ground
—I’ll be back.” Stealthily, sometimes on all fours and at times crawling, Apostolis forged ahead. A short distance behind, Captain Nikiphoros’ man did the same. Presently Apostolis stopped him.
“Wait and keep watch,” he said. “I’ll go myself now.”
Quick and nimble, Apostolis was truly adept. He seemed to blend right into the surroundings, advancing in the
dark until he arrived at the train track. His eyes pierced the night, catlike, as he searched up and down the track—
wherever a human form could be. Nothing. No one. Solitude everywhere...Springing to his feet, he rushed back.
“It’s free! Quickly! We’ll cross over!”
They crossed. Bent down, the entire human chain moved along quietly and passed over the iron track, overcoming the first hurdle.
“We’ll travel at a distance from Plati,” Apostolis whisperedto Nikiphoros. “Then there’s the Loudias River
bridge. When we’re almost to it, I’ll continue on ahead again and see if the Turkish army’s on patrol.”
“Isn’t there another road?” Captain Nikiphoros questioned him.
“No, Captain. Except for the narrow pathway we’re taking, it’s all Swamp—all mud and water. We’ll go over
the bridge. And don’t worry, we’ll succeed!”
They succeeded. The Loudias River, which flowed from Lake Giannitsa to the sea at the Thermaiic Gulf, had but
two bridges—one at the railroad crossing, the other at the Thessalonika-Verria carriage road. Apostolis considered the
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second bridge less likely to be guarded; moreover it put them out closer to the Swamp. With the same precautions
as at the train track, he went on alone to survey the scene. Convinced that no one was around, he led the two
forces safe and sound over this last hurdle and delivered them, near now, to the lake.
Thick fog covered the Swamp. The air was heavy from fumes and the stench of rotted grass. The soggy ground
stuck to their feet. Humidity and cold dug into their bones. Downcast, the men plodded along. Low plants and
reeds obstructed their path. The commanders paused and then pushed on, clenching their teeth. So this damp,
murky Swamp was Lake Giannitsa, where they’d live an amphibious life for days, weeks, and months on end—
and perhaps even die!
Agile and sure-footed, Apostolis wove his way inside the plants and reeds, gaining a foothold wherever there
was a speck of dry land. And silent and gloomy, the men followed him.
*
Dark forms rose before them, discernable in the faint light of dawn. Notified in advance, Greek rebels from the lake
divisions had come out to meet the newcomers and guide them to the Swamp's nearby landing cove. Happy to finally
see them, they reached out to clasp the tired men’s hands, to welcome them and assist with the unloading.
The commanders stared without speaking. Were these the fighters of the Swamp—these emaciated, sallow figures? Would it be with them that they’d struggle against the Bulgarians? And would they become the same way
themselves in a matter of time? Apostolis had struck up a conversation with one of the rebels.
“Captain Manolis the Curlyhead isn’t with you? Why?”
“He's not here. He went to Ramel.”
“What for? He should be at the Swamp!”
“He went on an investigation. But we’ll take you ourselves. The lads are waiting with the boats at the Kryfi
landing cove.” On their way, the commanders questioned the rebels, seeking information about any recent out rage.
“You're asking about crimes, Captains?” the fighter who appeared to direct the others responded with a smile.
“We have them every day! That’s why we're here.” A tall, pale man in his thirties, he’d been ravaged by the
Swamp fever.
“Where are you from?” Captain Nikiphoros asked. “And what is your name?”\
“Viandis—from Roumeli.”
“How did you get this way? You seem to be of a strong constitution. Did you become ill here?” Viandis smiled.
“All of us who spent the summer here suffered. The fever attacks us every so often. And the flies run rampant,
Captain. Still, you’ve arrived at a good time. In winter the fever lets up.” He smiled again encouragingly. “You’ll
see! You’ll manage—half of you here, half there—we’ll rid the place of Bulgarians.”
*
They'd reached the landing-cove at Kryfi. The landings were secret inlets opened up in the thick reeds at the edge
of the lake. The lake bed sloped upwards toward the shore; and boats headed up the incline with their prow for ward, half out on the ground. Thus it was possible to enter and depart from dry land. Without these secret openings, the oarsmen could flounder in the reeds for hours and fail to locate the shore.
The cove at Kryfi was situated at the point where the Loudias River emerged from the lake. It was there that
the newcomers encountered the canoe-like boats, flat underneath, that circulated in the lake’s shallow water
among the reeds and aquatic plants. Each had one or two oars, but no oar-locks. Used as a rudder, the oar in back
served to propel the boat as well—being driven like a pole down to the bottom of the lake. More rebels were waiting
at the landing, thin and pale with sunken eyes and yet a smile on their lips.
“Welcome! We’re few now. We need reinforcements!” they greeted them. “With the summer’s heat, fever con sumed us!”
All were eager to lend a hand—to carry supplies and transport weapons and ammunition. The new men followed them, their spirits fallen. Then together, old and new fighters crammed into twenty-five or so boats. In a
long file they ascended the current of the river and drew towards Kryfi, the hut hidden among tall, thick reeds,
with its blue and white Greek flag flying overhead.
3
The lake at Giannitsa was a perfect hiding place for fugitives, rebels, and bandits, for anyone who was persecuted,
pursued, or condemned. A large lake overflowing in the winter with water descending from the surrounding mountains, it became a swamp in the summer with rivers running dry. Covered in the heat with thick green vegetation and
in the cold with dry reeds—overgrown and inaccessible—the lake was nearly impregnable.
The Turkish army had never entered Lake Giannitsa, known as a refuge for brigands. When the Bulgarian comi75

tadjes made the decision to get the upper hand in the region—revolting against Turkish authority and turning Greek
Macedonia Bulgarian—they hid inside the lake. Taking possession of the reed huts the fishermen had built inside the
water, the comitadjes set forth on raids by night and disappeared into the lake by day, terrorizing the Greek villages and
population that remained loyal to Greece and the Patriarch.
Macedonia at the time was a mixture of all the Balkan nationalities—Greek, Bulgarian, Romanian, Serbian, and Albanian—as well as the Christian and Muslim faiths. All lived jumbled together under Turkish occupation. The Macedonian language itself was a mixture of Slavic and Greek, interspersed with Turkish words.
As in the Byzantine past, the population had become so entangled it was difficult to distinguish a Greek from a Bulgarian, the two prevailing identities. The ethnic consciousness was simply Macedonian. However when the Bulgarians proclaimed their religious independence—recognizing the Bulgarian Exarch instead of the Greek Patriarch in
Constantinople as leader of their church; and when a synod declared them schismatic in 1872, Macedonia sep arated into patriarchal Greeks and exarchal Bulgarians. Fellow townsmen and villagers, even families, became di vided.
The fierce Bulgarians organized and sent out bands with military commanders dispatched from Bulgaria, under
the pretext of freeing Macedonia from the Turks. Subjecting everyone who wasn’t exarchal to a reign of terror, they
caused the suffering villages to change from patriarchal to exarchal from one day to the next, in order to survive. For
their part, the Turks remained indifferent to the Christian in-fighting, though not to the revolutionary declaration of the
Bulgarian comitadjes. And in their flight before the Turkish army, the Bulgarian forces escaped to the unassailable
reeds of the Swamp. The lake became a nest of comitadjes.
A few Greek forces had succeeded in entering the lake and establishing themselves in scattered huts—although their
presence proved insignificant, lacking real strength. Greek captains, too, had often sought to protect the Greek villages
in the area from comitadje attack, but to no avail. Except for the wooded western shore held by the Bulgarians, the rest
of the countryside was an open plain, providing no cover for a rebel band.
Greeks and Bulgarians fought furiously to drive each other out of the Turkish controlled lake territory. And be sides fighting one another, they had to guard against their common enemy, the Turkish army, which pursued the
rebel forces relentlessly—whether Greek or Bulgarian.
Whoever controlled the invulnerable Lake Giannitsa became master of the scene, while whoever strove to put
up a defense outside the lake was condemned to failure. Thus the Greek band of Captain Georgakis had been completely destroyed at Petrovo, a heavily populated Greek village north of the lake in the Axios Valley. A brave Macedonian rebel, Captain Georgakis knew the region well, but Bulgarian villagers betrayed him. Encircled at Petrovo
by the Turkish army, he was killed along with all his men. As punishment to the village that sheltered him, the
Turks threw its leaders into Turkish prisons.
*
Prior to the scourge of Bulgarian activity on the lake, which unleashed the Greek-Bulgarian hatred, the lake had
not been permanently inhabited. Villagers from the surroundings penetrated the water to fish, hunt, or cut the Swamp
reeds—especially a native grass used for covering roofs, filling saddles, and weaving floormats and baskets. The
lake also swarmed with leeches that the villagers sold abroad for bloodletting purposes, mainly to Austria which received large quantities of them.
The lake vegetation was extremely rich. A variety of shrubs grew in thick clusters, while fiat-leafed waterlilies proliferated wherever the water was stagnant. Swamp weeds with thick outstretched leaves stood next to grasses two or
more meters high, which rustled with every breeze. And reeds were everywhere! Shooting up to four meters above the
water—a green wall in the summer months and dry and yellow in the winter—they concealed every suspicious whisper, swishing and whistling in the wind. Here and there atrophied trees sprouted from time to time, or a willow
drooped a mournful branch over the water. Beeches too, dense along the western shore, assured the comitadjes of
protection.
The lake also teemed with wildlife—with countless fish, eels, frogs, and water-snakes; with wild ducks, geese, water-hens and other fowl; and with foxes, martens, wild boar, even wolves that descended during the winter. Sounds
known and unknown filled the air. There were whispers, chirps, and cackles; screeches, howls, humming and droning
—sounds that multiplied in the silent water, creating a mysterious, surreal atmosphere.
At intervals in the deeper water of the real Lake Giannitsa, wide open spaces existed without reeds, grass, or
plants. It was there that the water-fowl roosted at night, before flying away each morning in search of food from
the fields around the lake. Except for this deeper water where no growth managed to reach the surface, vegetation
and wildlife were ever-present.
The Loudias River flowed through the dense reeds, opening up two natural waterways each five or six meters
wide. Natural paths from smaller branches of the river were formed as well—narrower passages where boats could be
concealed. However the current in them wasn’t powerful enough to prevent the reeds from reappearing every so of76

ten. Everywhere else, in order to communicate with each other and the shore, the fishermen were compelled to open
up “footpaths” about a meter wide. They cut the reeds as far down as possible in the water, so that the flat-bottomed
canoes could make their way. Nevertheless the plant life was so tenacious that these footpaths too, if not constantly
cut low inside the water, soon disappeared again under the growth without leaving a trace.
The lake with its plant and animal life had long been utilized to the advantage of the villagers who lived in the
area. Yet from the time that small Greek bands succeeded in entering the Swamp, the shooting, the frequent clashes
with the Bulgarians, and the attacks against those suspected of sympathizing with the Greeks, put such fear into the
villagers that one by one they abandoned their huts and the lake. As a consequence, the wooded western section remained to the Bulgarians and the bare, exposed eastern side to the Greeks.
All the while, the comitadjes terrorized the countryside freely from their concentration of strength. In the Giannitsa
district, there were both fervent Greek and fervent Bulgarian villages, together with those of mixed population. But no
one was able to prevent the Bulgarian killings, which increased all the time. At that point, the secret headquarters of
the Macedonian Struggle in Athens decided to act by dispatching strong Greek forces to occupy the lake.
Captain Agras, a lieutenant fresh out of Officers Training School, had already arrived—stationed at Naousa. However upon sizing up the situation, he understood that no work would be effective if it didn’t first dislodge the Bulgarians from their “nest.” Without hesitating, he took leave of his easier mission at Naousa and immersed himself and his
corps of select evzones\fn{Members of a select military cops of the Greek army—traditionally kilted } at Lake Giannitsa. Fifteen days later Captains Kalas and Nikiphoros arrived, the former an infantry lieutenant, the latter a young naval officer who’d been put in charge of a land force for the first time. Captain Kalas, who was general commander of the
Greek mission, installed himself and his men at the Kryfi hut in the southeastern section of the lake. Two days later Captain Nikiphoros departed from Kryfi and headed north to another lake hut, Tsekri.
Constructed of reeds and wood of poor quality from the lake trees, the huts resembled those found in the wilds of
Polynesia. Their foundation consisted of a skeleton of supports thrust down into the bottom of the lake—in a long, narrow, rectangular shape. Between them, reeds and wood were piled up, rising above the lake water to form the “floor.”
Another set of supports, erected upon the floor, had reeds and grass woven around them to create the huts walls. And
the walls supported a conical roof, also covered with reeds and grass, which allowed the rain to roll off and not flood
the interior.
The fishermen had used the huts to store equipment and food, and as a place to sleep out on the lake. Around
their primitive shelter, they extended the floor on all sides—or rather they extended the layer of stacked wood and
reeds without a roof. On this open deck, they could sit outside to get some air, or fish or work. In these crude
dwellings, the two newly-arrived forces settled in with their captains.
*
Just as Captain Nikiphoros reached Tsekri, he ran up against a brutal Bulgarian crime. At Ramel, a Bulgarianspeaking and dominated village in the Axios Valley north of the lake, a patriarchal Greek named Giovanni had succeeded
in awakening the intimidated villagers’ consciousness of their Greek heritage. As a result, a large part of the village renounced the exarchal schism and became patriarchal again.
From then on, Giovanni found no peace. The Bulgarians regularly sent word to him that his days were num bered; and he received letters signed by Apostol Petkof threatening his life.
The most terrifying of the comitadji commanders, Apostol Petkof seemed to be present everywhere and to be
involved in all the killings. Yet no one could capture him, or even meet up with him. Like an evil spirit, he was
continually felt but never seen. Spreading fear all around, he’d grown into almost a mythical figure.
Giovanni’s frightened neighbors advised him to go into hiding. One youth, above all, told him to flee. And he
pressured him to such an extent that he finally convinced him. Early one morning Giovanni loaded his family—
his wife, his five children, and his aged parents—on two oxcarts and left.
A half hour outside the village, the comitadjes ambushed him and slaughtered them all. Apostol Petkof’s classic letter was found pinned to Giovanni’s body, with the warning that all those who failed to obey him would end
up the same way.
It was an obvious betrayal—and the betrayer had to be caught. Someone inside the village had informed the
comitadjes of Giovanni’s plan to leave, and told them where to await him to kill him. But who the informer was,
no one knew.
Among the Greek rebels at the lake was a Cretan—Captain Manolis, nicknamed “the Curlyhead.” When he
heard what had happened and learned that the betrayer hadn’t been captured, he announced:
“I’ll find him!”
And he set out from the Swamp for Ramel to interrogate the villagers.
*
When Captain Nikiphoros approached Tsekri, the morning after his men had arrived at the hut with Apostolis,
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he discovered it in turmoil. Armed youth were coming and going, passing from the hut to the deck, gesturing and
speaking all the while. A few climbed into canoes to go out and meet their commander. Each wanted to be the first
to report the news to him.
However the somewhat cold manner with which Nikiphoros followed all this anxiety, cut short even the boldest
among them, so that only murmuring was heard. As the commander’s boat drew alongside the reed floor that
served as a deck, Nikiphoros stepped up onto it with his customary calm.
“What’s the matter?” he asked the men who’d gathered. “Why all the uproar?” A little apart, all eyes and ears,
an alert and curious Apostolis was watching and listening. One young man with curls overflowing from his cap,
came up to Nikiphoros.
“Welcome Captain. I’m Manolis the Cretan. And I’ve brought you a guest.” From the other side, someone held
out a letter to the commander.
“A boy delivered it. It’s news from the General Consulate about the crime. And it’s urgent.”
“What crime?”
“It concerns Giovanni, who they killed.”
“It’s about Ramel!”
Captain Nikiphoros, who’d traveled directly from Kryfi, hadn’t heard anything. Not understanding, he opened
the letter. It was from the Center in Thessalonika. As his reading progressed, Nikiphoros’ face expressed horror.
“How savage,” he murmured. And noticing his men looking at him, excited and impatient:
“A frightful crime occurred nearby,” he said.
All at once, ten voices erupted. The men’s tongues had loosened:
“At Ramel!”
“They killed Giovanni!”
“They killed them all!”
“Even his parents!”
“He betrayed him, the contemptible—”
“Who?” Captain Nikiphoros inquired, startled. “The letter didn’t say.”
“Haven’t I told you I brought you a guest?” the Curlyhead replied. “I went to Ramel and made an investiga tion. I found him for you!”
“Where is he?” Nikiphoros asked, more and more shaken. A number of men dashed into the hut and reappeared, dragging a youth whose hands were tied.
“Captain Manolis brought him to you for a trial, Commander!” they exclaimed.
*
Captain Manolis related how he’d gone to Ramel, questioned the villagers one by one, and had them each swear to
tell the truth. He explained how he’d satisfied himself that this neighbor of Giovanni’s—the one who’d urged him to
flee—was the informer. Without disclosing his discovery to the guilty youth, the Curly-head had summoned him along
with some other villagers to the Tsekri landing cove, supposedly to show the way to the murderers. But once there he’d
let him know the truth, tied him up, and transported him to the hut.
All the while Manolis spoke, the commander stared at the prisoner—at his evasive eyes and rigid mouth. Fear
that the Greeks would torture him had drained all his color. His eyes darted to and fro, seeking a means of escape.
Apostolis didn’t miss a word that Captain Manolis said, or remove his gaze from the Bulgarian. And he kept edg ing toward the prisoner. Captain Nikiphoros interrogated the youth:
“You! Did you betray Giovanni?” The Bulgarian didn't answer.
“Did something take place between the two of you in the past?” Nikiphoros questioned him again. Seeing there
was no reply, he asked:
“Does anyone here speak Bulgarian?”
“I do,” Apostolis said, raising his hand as if in school.
“Ask him, then, whether he had anything against Giovanni Some quarrel? Or complaint?” Apostolis translated.
But the prisoner turned a glance full of hate upon him, and again he didn’t speak.
“Ask him if he revealed that Giovanni would leave in the morning,” Captain Nikiphoros ordered. Once more
Apostolis translated. And once more the Bulgarian remained silent. Apostolis warned him:
“Say what you have to say! They’re trying you.” The Bulgarian’s lips opened, uncovering his teeth which were
clenched to such a degree that they ground together. His expression hardened still more.
“Ask him why he doesn't speak. His position is growing worse!” Captain Nikiphoros declared. Again Apostolis
translated, but without any result.
“Put him inside the hut,” the leader commanded. “I’ll look into it further.”
*
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“What more do you need to know, Captain?” the Curlyhead responded as two of the men dragged the Bulgarian
back into the hut. “Ten villagers swore that he left secretly in the night and betrayed Giovanni. It was only after the
slaughter that he returned.
“Can’t you see from his deceitful look, Commander?” Captain Pandelis added. Among Nikiphoros’ newly-arrived men, he was his deputy-commander and one of his choice youth. “His face testifies to what he doesn’t say!”
A racket with loud voices arose from the hut. Suddenly the Bulgarian burst forth, tied as he was. Running to
the edge of the deck, he threw himself into the water. At the same time, a shot rang out. Blood appeared; and then
in the lake below, water closed over the body. All this happened in a couple of seconds.
“Who fired?” the commander demanded.
“I did!” Pandelis answered. “We couldn’t let him escape. He was a dangerous criminal.”
The men had climbed down into the boats and were searching for the body. They discovered it a short distance
away, face down in the reeds, with the youth’s head in the water. He was dead. His teeth remained clenched and
his lips distorted with hatred and fury. Nikiphoros rebuked Pandelis.
“You killed him before we were sure!” Captain Manolis, who was close by, laughed.
“You're new to this, Captain. You still feel compassion. When you’ve cut off some heads, you won’t be upset about
such things.” Captain Nikiphoros shuddered.
“Those aren’t civilized words.” The Curlyhead smiled.
“Who said we came here for a civilized life?”
“We’re here to discipline them and instruct them,” the commander responded. A little put to shame by his
scolding, Pandelis declared:
“We won’t succeed with the gospel and the cross, Captain!”
“I don’t want to spill blood,” Nikiphoros said grimly. “Captain Zezas didn’t kill. He’s our example.”
“He himself didn’t kill, Commander,” Pandelis replied. “But why don’t you ask the captains here whether his
men did?”
Nikiphoros made no answer. All those around him were quiet. Until Captain Manolis spoke up:
“This is a hard fight.”
Again the commander said nothing. With slow, heavy footsteps, he walked inside the reed hut.
“It’s a darn hard fight,” Pandelis added in a low voice.
“The commander will find out for himself,” the Curly-head said. “He thinks he’s dealing with men. However
these are beasts—or worse! They torture whomever they capture!”
The others drew near to listen. Sitting in a circle, they recounted what they’d heard about the comitadjes’
crimes.
*
“Whether you fall into Bulgarian or Turkish hands, you won’t have an easy time of it,” the Curlyhead maintained.
“The Bulgarians are worse. The Turks are more humane,” Captain Pandelis interjected.
“Is that your opinion?” the Curlyhead responded. “Why not ask me?”
“You’re a Cretan. Cretans and Turks never could suffer each other. We know that!” Evangelos, a dark-eyed youth
exclaimed.
“That’s how you see it,” the Curlyhead replied. “What about the martyrdom of Boubaras? You can’t say it happened in Crete!”
“Who is Boubaras?”
“There you go, greenhorn! Boubaras was a fearless young patriot from Macedonia. When two of our captains entered the Struggle, he guided them up a steep, wild mountain. There were about a hundred Greek fighters, pursued by
three hundred Turkish soldiers. Boubaras was a crack guide, though, and the captains gained a strong position.
“The Turkish soldiers got the worst of it. Those that weren’t killed were put to flight. However a huge army
came out and seized the roads and water sources. Our own men fled; but on the mountain, an unarmed Boubaras
was captured.”
“And did they kill him?” Nicolas, a Macedonian, asked. “Out with it! Did they kill him?”
“If only they had! They wanted him to reveal where the captains had gone. He knew, yet he wouldn’t say. They
tied him to a tree and tortured him! No response! More torturing—along with mutilation.
“Will you speak?” the officer said to him.
“I won’t!” he answered. So they untied him and hurled him down. Little by little, they broke all the bones in his
body.”
“Did he inform on them?”
“He? Not a word! But he cursed them and declared:
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“‘I expected this, you scum! However I was born a Greek and a Greek I’ll die! You’ll learn nothing from me!'
“He died as they carved him up. Until the end he insisted:
“‘You won’t get anything out of me!’ When he was dead, the Turkish officer marveled and exclaimed:
“‘A devil of a patriot! Any country can be proud of such men!’”
“He slaughtered him, though!” Nikolas said angerly.
“Certainly! Do you think they’d let him go?” the Curlyhead replied. “And to think Pandelis considers the Turks more
humane!”
“Then each of us must save a bullet in battle,” Captain Pandelis cautioned. “And if he’s wounded and knows
there’s no hope—if our men flee and leave him in enemy hands, whether Turk or Bulgarian—he can use it on
himself!”
Seated apart, Apostolis listened silently, his sharp eyes fastened upon one after the other of the men. Attentive
to their every word, he remained calm and unperturbed—as though he’d spent his whole life among such atrocities. …
174.156 1. The Morrow 2. The First Cup: Two Short Stories\fn{by Mustafa Lutfi al-Manfaluti (1876-1924)} Manfalut,
Asyut Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
1
I know that last night I was thinking about what I should write today. And I know that at this moment I am
holding my pen between my fingers, and that in front of me is a white sheet of paper which is gradually becoming
black as I move the pen over it. But I do not know whether the pen will reach its limit, or fall short of its
objective: whether I shall be able to complete this essay of mine, or whether some obstacle of time will obstruct
its course. For I know nothing of the morrow’s matters, and the future is in God’s hands.
I know that I put my clothes on this morning, and that I am still wearing them at this moment. Yet I do not
know whether I shall take them off later with my own hands, or whether they will be taken off by the hand of him
who washes the bodies of the dead.
The morrow is a confused specter which looms into view from afar. It may be a merciful angel, or it may be a
foul fiend. Indeed, it may be a black cloud, which, when a cool breeze blows on it, breaks up, scattering its
particles; so that it becomes like a non-existence which has never known existence.
The morrow is a vast rolling sea, with swelling billows amid roaring waves. It does not tell you whether it
hides in its depths pearl and jewel, or death violent and cruel.
The morrow is hidden from man's eyes, its form too abstruse to comprehend. So much so, that were a man to
raise his foot to step outside his palace, he would not know whether he was stepping on to the threshold of that
palace or on to the margin of the tomb.
The morrow is a breast replete with secrets, round which men’s minds hover, and which their intellects only
gradually discover. It comes but slowly into view, and would never give away a single secret unless the solid rock
were to pour forth cool water.
It is almost as if I am with the morrow, yet it is hidden in its den, crouching in its lair, enfolded in a vast veil. It
looks at our hopes and aspirations, with looks of scoffing and mockery. It smiles smiles of disparagement and
contempt, saying to itself: If only this gatherer knew that he was gathering for his heir, this builder that he was
building but for destruction, and this begetter that he was begetting for death; then the gatherer would not gather,
nor the builder build, nor the begetter beget!
Man has surmounted every difficulty in this world. He has burrowed under the ground, and climbed a ladder to
the skies. He has linked East and West with strings of steel and threads of brass. Then his mind has moved to the
upper world. There, he has lived among its stars, and learned their depths and heights, their plains and vales, their
fertile and their waste, their damp and their dry. He has invented instruments for measuring the distances of stars,
the lengths of their rays. He has devised scales for weighing the globe of the earth as a whole and in part. He has
dived into the seas and plumbed their depths. He has examined the sea-beds and disturbed the denizens of the
deep. He has despoiled their buried secrets and stolen their treasures. He has plundered their pearls and gems.. He
has penetrated through rocks and mounds to past generations, seeing the people and their modes of life, their
habitations, food, and drink. Then he has gained access to the inner senses by way of the external ones. He has
learned about the soul and its nature, the mind and its methods, and the senses and their situations. Indeed, he can
almost hear the discourse of the soul, and the creeping course of fate. With his intelligence he has torn down every
veil and opened every door … except that he has recoiled before the door of the morrow, powerless, repulsed, not
daring to open it, or even to knock on it. For it is God’s door, and “God does not inform anyone of his hidden
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things”.
Oh specter enwrapped in the veil of secrecy, can you remove this veil just a little from your face, so that we
can see one side of it? But no! Come a little nearer to us—maybe we can descry your shape through this veil
which is drawn down before us. For we have lost our hearts longing for you, and our minds have melted through
passion for you.
Oh Morrow! We have our hopes, great and small, and our desires, good and bad. So tell us about our hopes,
and how they stand with you; and inform us of our desires, and what you have done with them. Have you set them
at naught and despised them, or have you been kind to them?
No … no! Keep your secret, and keep your veil over your face. Do not tell us a single thing about our hopes
and desires, lest you terrify our spirits and souls. For we live by hopes, though they be vain, and are happy
through our desires, though they be deceivers.
The life of man is made of hopes alone:
When they are lost, then life itself is gone.

2
I once had a friend whom I loved. I loved him for the tranquility of his mind, the purity of his heart, his
honesty and fidelity, whether near or far, angry or forbearing, displeased or contented. Then circumstances
separated us, in a separation of life, not of death. Yet today I weep for him, while he still lives, more than I would
weep for him were he dead. Indeed, I only weep for his being alive, and only wish him to die.
Have you ever heard of a quality more remarkable than this in the minds of men?
We were closely linked for a considerable period, during which I knew him and he knew me. Then he went his
way—a way different from mine, and I denied him and he denied me. So in due course the thought of me ceased
to pass through his mind.
For that cup to which he had become attached left no room in his mind save for it and its adherents. It may
well be that he pushed me out of his mind if I intruded into it; for when he remembered me, he remembered also
those bitter words I used to him, at the beginning of his new life. And while he roamed aimlessly in the vacuum of
his happiness—as he imagined it—he could not trouble his pleasant thoughts with this sort of reminiscence.
From then onwards I completely lost touch with him. For the life of addicts is repetitive and unchanging, with
no variation between morning and evening, yesterday and tomorrow. It consists merely of going to the taverns,
drinking, hangover, sleeping, then going to the taverns. It is like a centreless circumference, whose extremities are
unknown; or like an unchanging scene which neither draws the attention nor occupies the mind. It is as if
someone were to sleep at the sound of the revolving mill-wheel, and only awaken when it stops—whereas one
might expect its revolving to keep him awake.
Consequently this unfortunate man did not trouble my mind till his motions ceased and his movements
quietened. No longer did I see him brawling in taverns, stretched out on pavements, or under police arrest. I asked
the police about him, and was told he was ill. I was not surprised at something I had foreseen, counting the days
and years to it, as the astronomer counts the hours and minutes to an eclipse of the sun or the conjunction of stars.
I went to visit him, and found no doctor, nor any other visitor with him, because he was poor; and doctors
feign sympathy for the poor, but harbour love of silver and gold. And friends fear the contagion of poverty no less
than the contagion of disease.
I entered his house, but I really found neither that house nor its master. For I did not find there that elevated
spirit whose wings had fluttered in its rooms and halls. I did not see the kitchen smoke; I did not hear the hubbub
of servants, the cries of children, the ringing of bells. It was as if I had entered a mausoleum to visit the dead, not
a house to visit the living.
I approached the bed, and through its tattered net curtain I descried a spectre of which all that remained was
skin clinging to frail bones. I said:
“Oh spectre gazing upwards to the sky! There used to be within this skin a beloved friend. Can you show me
where he has gone?” After some effort, he managed to move his lips, and said:
“Is that So-and-so’s voice I hear?” I said:
“Yes! What is your complaint?” He said:
“It is the first cup I am complaining of.” I said:
“What cup do you mean?” He said:
“I mean the cup to which I gave my mind, my health, my honour: now here I am giving it my life!” I said:
“Well, I did advise and admonish you, warning you of the very outcome you have reached; but all to no avail.”
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He said:
“When you advised me, you knew no more than I of the evils of this unprofitable life. But I had already drunk
the first cup, and the matter was no longer in my hands.
“Every single cup I have drunk since has been brought on me by that first cup. As for the first cup, it was
brought on me by my own weakness, and the inability of my mind to realize the deception of friends and boon
companions.
“The appetite for drink is not instinctive like man’s other appetites—for were that so, he could be excused for
succumbing to it just as he succumbs to other natural appetites. It has no power over him till he takes the first cup.
And why does he take it? He takes it because treacherous, lying friends and associates make him untrue to his
own self concerning it; so that, by making him one of them, they can complete their pleasure, which can never be
perfect except with the clinking of glasses and the clamour of a crowd. And if only you knew how they did
deceive him, and painted an alluring picture of this abandonment of his true nature and familiar habits, and what
means they adopted to that end; then you would verify that he was stupid to the very limit of stupidity, and weak
to the point beyond which there could be no greater weakness.
“I am that stupid, weak man. Let me tell you how my friends deceived me, and painted for me a glowing
picture such as Satan. paints for man.
“They said: Your life is one of cares and woes, and there is no cure for these ills but drink. They said: Drink
increases the well-being of the body, making it lively. It loosens the tongue, and teaches man eloquence. It
encourages the coward, arousing boldness and bravery in the heart. This is what I heard. I believed it, and was
deceived by it.
“I believed that in drink were four merits—happiness, health, eloquence and courage—but I found in it four
demerits—poverty, disease, ruin and madness. They mistook for health that redness which drink leaves in its
wake in the limbs, insinuating itself into the vital organs. They mistook for eloquence babbling, loquacity,
obscene talk, and a filthy tongue. They mistook for courage that brawling which is only quietened in the prison
cell. By happiness they meant those few moments when the drinker’s mind is clouded, and he is too blind to see
things around him as they really are.
“Thus reality is so reversed in his view, that he mistakes abuse for wit, and a slap on the face for a slap on the
back. In such things he is roused to laughter by what should make only children and imbeciles laugh.
“What joy is there in a house where the mouths of those who live there are never graced with a smile? What
joy is there for one whose family sees him off with sighs every morning, and welcomes him back in the evening
with even deeper sighs? What happiness is there for one who goes on his way constantly staggering, dragging
himself along, slinking into corners and lanes, hiding beside walls and fences, to avoid the looks of the butcher,
the taunts of the druggist, and the shouts of the publican?
“I used to see these miserable men at the start of my life of misfortune. And there passed through my mind the
same thought that passes through the minds of others like me. I said to myself that these were the victims of
addiction, not of drink. I determined, in so far as lay in my power, that I would not go to their lengths or sink to
their level. Then when I drank, I reckoned wrongly and lost count; my plan misfired, my resolve went awry. I was
overcome as everyone deceived as I is overcome.
“But were it not for that first cup, I would not have come to grief, and would not now be bemoaning my fate.
Were it not for that cup, my friends would not be avoiding me, nor my family shunning me. So will you be my
friend for better or worse?”
I promised him that, and left him in a state which:
Brings deafness to the ear,
And blindness to the eye,
And makes us say,
“Oh, there, but for God’s grace go I”

172.35 Excerpt from Harem Years: The Memoirs Of An Egyptian Feminist (1879-1924)\fn{by Huda Shaarawi
(1879-1947)} Minya, Minya Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
We used to wait eagerly for the visits of my maternal grandmother and uncles, who came every year or two
from Turkey. They would come loaded down with enormous quantities of rare treats, such as spicy salted beef
called basturma, sausages, Circassian\fn{I.e., from Circassia, a Muslim area (since the early 17 th century) of Russia (presently
contained in the internal division of that counry called the Republic of Karachay-Cherkessia) permanently ceded to that country by the
Ottoman Empire in 1829} cheese, walnuts, chestnuts, and dried fruits, which we shared with our friends and

neighbours.
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My grandmother was short and neither fat nor thin, with blue eyes and very pale skin. She dressed all in white
and covered her two plaits of white hair, nearly as long as she was, with a gauze tarha. In this incandescent
whiteness she had the appearance of a saint, and the kindliness that filled her face gave it a special radiance. I
loved my grandmother very much even though we did not share a common tongue and I could not communicate
with her except in signs. She used to amuse me with Circassian tales and songs, many of which I remember to this
day. Yusif, my elder uncle, resembled my grandmother in stature, kind expression, and gentle disposition, and was
much cherished by us for his lightheartedness. My uncle, Idris, the father of Hawa and Huriyya, with his slender
figure and beautiful face, looked more like my mother. He was a tall, graceful man of exquisite manners who
lavished great love and attention upon us and spent long days in conversation with us.
Our relatives used to spend the winter with us, but with the approach of summer my grandmother would begin
to show signs of suffering from the heat. Her eyes would swell, her face would flush, and she would insist on
returning to Turkey.\fn{Many, of course, did not recognize Russian domination of their homeland, only 50 years removed from
Turkish (Ottoman) control} The separation always pained us.
One year, after his mother and older brother had departed, Uncle Idris remained behind to study Arabic and
deepen his knowledge of Islam. My mother urged him to take a wife. When he expressed an interest in marrying
an Egyptian girl and my mother arranged his betrothal to the daughter of a respected family, we all rejoiced. The
date for the wedding had already been fixed, when the parents of the prospective wife made it a condition for
marriage that their daughter never be required to live abroad. Uncle Idris would not agree, insisting that a wife
should follow her husband wherever he might go, and thus the engagement was broken.
Years later, after my grandmother had died, Uncle Yusifmarried and brought his wife to Egypt for a visit. One
day, I pleaded,
“Why don’t you stay with us instead of returning to Istanbul where there is nothing to keep you after
Grandmother’s death?” With a smile he said,
“Your father, upon him be blessings, asked me to stay the first time we came to Egypt. I did not agree, because
it would have meant the disappearance of the family name in our country.” I pressed him,
“Is Bandirma (a port town on the Sea of Marmara) the home of your father and grandfather? Was the house
you now occupy built by your father? You are from the Caucasus not Anatolia, aren’t you?” He smiled again and
said,
“These were the very words your late father used when he urged me to settle in Egypt.”
Uncle Idris returned to settle in Turkey, where he also married. One day my two uncles and other relatives in
Turkey were invited to a wedding celebration in a neighbouring village. In those parts, it was customary on such
occasions to travel in ox-drawn carriages because the horses could not pull loads over the rough terrain. When my
elder uncle was about to set out for the wedding he asked his brother Idris to accompany him. Since my younger
uncle had guests, and could not leave immediately, he promised to follow later on his new mare. When he set out
galloping, his highspirited horse let loose and began to run away with him. The horse reared up unexpectedly. He
was thrown to the ground and killed instantly.
News of this turned the rejoicing of the wedding party into mourning. He left behind two little daughters,
Hawa and Hurriyya, the elder not yet two and the younger still being suckled.
*
My mother was a strong woman, a private person who had firm control over her emotions. She seldom
complained and kept her sadnesses hidden inside. I never once dared ask my mother about her origins and how
she came to Egypt. But, very eager to learn about my mother’s early life, I urged Uncle Yusif to tell me why his
family had left the Caucasus and gone to Anatolia, how my mother had come to Egypt, and about her marriage to
my father.
He told me that my mother’s father, Sharaluqa Gwatish, had been the renowned headman of the Shabsigh tribe.
When fighting broke out between the Caucasus and Czarist Russia in the 1860s, the Circassians defended the
Caucasus with singular bravery. However, my grandfather’s men were overcome and he was captured. Another
tribal leader in the Caucasus, the well-known Shaikh Shamil al-Daghistani, an adversary of my grandfather,
discredited him by circulating the story that my grandfather had betrayed his country and joined the Russians. A
rival band of Circassians then seized his son Yusif, less than sixteen years old, and held him hostage under pain of
execution if the allegations proved to be true.
Relatives and friends of my grandfather, meanwhile, set out to rescue him from Russian captivity and save his
poor, innocent son. Disguised as Russian soldiers, the Circassian rescue party which included Huriyya, the
beautiful and courageous daughter of my grandfather’s brother, penetrated enemy ranks. The Russians
unfortunately discovered the rescue attempt and killed or wounded most of the Circassians, who were few in
number and badly equipped. Despite injuries, my grandfather continued firing at the Russians from behind the
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mountain rocks, while Huriyya went for help.
My grandfather fought until a bullet finally killed him. The Circassian reinforcements carried his body to his
birthplace for burial, thus giving lie to the slander spread by his rival, Shaikh Shamil. His son Yusif was thus
spared dishonour and death.
Afterwards, my grandmother decided to leave the Caucasus. With her five young children, three boys and two
girls, she joined the stream of refugees making their way to Istanbul. My uncle told me about their suffering from
hunger and other bitter experiences. While the Turkish government was still processing the refugees, Jacob, the
youngest boy, died from pneumonia as a result of over-exposure. When his little sister was abducted from the
woman who suckled her, my grandmother decided to send her other daughter—my mother—to Egypt to be raised
under the care of her maternal uncle, Yusif Pasha Sabri, an army officer.
My grandmother entrusted my mother to a friend leaving for Egypt on a visit to Raghib Bey and his family.
The man was asked to take my mother to Yusif Pasha Sabri in Cairo. When they arrived, my mother’s uncle was
on a military expedition abroad, and his wife (a freed slave of il-Hami Pasha), a peculiar woman, protested her
husband had no such relative and refused to accept my mother. The man then took my mother to Raghib Bey’s
house to await her uncle’s return. It seems that her uncle’s wife remained silent.
My mother stayed where she was. Raghib Bey’s daughter cared for her like a daughter and took her with her
when she married and set up a new household.
My mother grew into a striking beauty. Her guardian decided to marry her to a wealthy man. It was her good
fortune that my father took her as his wife. One day, after she was married, she was standing near the window
helping my father dress, when she began to cry. When my father asked her what was the matter, she told him she
had seen a young man who looked like her brother enter the salamlik (men’s reception area). My father asked
about her family and she told him her story. He then sent for Ali Bey Raghib to seek their whereabouts. My father
located the man who had originally brought my mother to Egypt and dispatched him to Turkey to bring the
brothers back.
When my mother’s two maternal uncles arrived our clan expanded. The reunion changed my mother’s life.
*
My father died when I was five years old. I have only a few memories of him, as he was often away from
Cairo. I used to go to his room with Ismail, my brother from another wife, to kiss his hand every morning. We
would find him sitting on his prayer rug praying or meditating. After we kissed his hand and he kissed us, he
would go to his cabinet to get chocolates for us. We always left his presence beaming with joy.
My father played an important role in the political life of Egypt and rendered noble services during his long
public career. Unfortunately, I was unable to lay my hands upon historical records to document the story. When I
looked for contemporaries of my father, the only person I found who could assist me was Qallini Pasha Fahmi,
who as a young man had been closely associated with my father during the last years of his life.
My father entered government service after receiving a letter that designated him Commissioner of the District
of Qulusna in the province of Minya. He immediately went to the governor of the province to explain that he
could not accept the appointment because he was acting as guardian to his brother, Ibrahim, and the children of
his paternal uncle who were still young and needed his care. After much discussion, the governor confided,
“It was your friend Hasan al-Sharii\fn{ A member of a large land-owning family of Upper Egypt } who advised me to
appoint you.” My father retorted,
“Why didn’t he suggest one of his cousins for the job?” The governor held firm, however, and Father accepted
the appointment.
Around that time, the ruler of Egypt, Said Pasha (1854-63) paid a visit to the province of Minya. When he told
the governor, Mustafa Bey, that he wished to visit one of the notables of the province, Mustafa Bey suggested
either my father or al-Sharii Pasha. Because Father’s village was closer, the ruler decided to visit him first. While
he sat with Father in the kiosk in the garden, he asked,
“Why don’t you build a house worthy of yourself? Do you think I am like Abbas Pasha (ruler of Egypt 184854) who did not wish to see symbols of wealth in his subjects? I wish all my subjects to have mansions and
palaces like my own.” In reply my father said,
“We understand the wishes of him who has given us prosperity, and we beseech God that he will live long and
will honour us with his presence in mansions worthy to receive him.” Said Pasha replied,
“God willing.”
Later, when Father was deputy governor of Bani Swaif and he heard of Said Pasha’s imminent visit to Upper
Egypt, he put the finishing touches on his new house and garden. There he spent hours poring over Mustatraf fi
Kull Mustazraf\fn{A collection of letters, essays and anecdotes compiled by Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Hatib al-Ibshihi (1388-1446) }
and other books. Some people gossiped that he was taken up by books and had no time for the demands of
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administration.
However, Father went on to become governor of Bani Swaif, then Asyut, and finally Rudah aI-Bahrain. He
also served as deputy inspector of Upper Egypt and went on to become Inspector General.
During that time a rift developed between him and Khedive Ismail (1863-79) who had succeeded Said Pasha
as ruler of Egypt. One day when the khedive was touring Minya he asked Father if Abu Hamadi would make a
good governor of Minya. (The governor at the time was AsIan Pasha.) Father demurred. The khedive repeated his
question, and Father finally responded,
“He would be good as governor of Suhag, his own province. Is not the present governor of Minya competent?”
He added,
“Afandinah, it is better to assist Minya instead of being concerned with changing the governor.” On the train to
Cairo, a few days later, the khedive asked Father about tax collection.
“Your majesty,” my father said, “has sought my opinion twice before and I have given it, and now you ask
about tax collection. It would be more beneficial to the public welfare if His Majesty were to concern himself
with improving the condition of his subjects.”
The khedive became enraged at such outspokenness and ordered Father to leave the train immediately, even
though it was in motion. Father was preparing to jump off when, by God’s will, the train stopped, perhaps to fill
up with water, and the khedive suddenly relented.
Following the incident on the train, the khedive appointed my father head of the Legal Consultative Council at
Khartoum, in the Sudan, a posting that amounted to exile. Father lost the use of the train, Tair Khair (Good
Omen), that had been placed at his disposal for inspection trips in his province. Friends of my father began
petitioning important personages on his behalf. Nubar Pasha,\fn{ Born in Turkey of a respected armenian family} Sharif
Pasha, and Riyad Pasha\fn{Both prominent statesmen and presidents of the Council of Ministers } went to the khedive
pleading that the country needed Father’s services. Other friends petitioned the khedive’s mother. His devotion to
her was widely known.
Finally, Ismail Pasha Saddiq,\fn{The Director of Finances and Inspector General of Egypt under Khedive Ismail } Ahmad
Khairi Pasha, and Shaikh Ali al-Laithi went to Prince Taufiq (he became ruler of Egypt in 1879). It seems his
intervention was the reason the khedive rescinded the order.
Father had already set out for the Sudan and had reached Rudah (a Cairo port for Nile traffic to the South),
when word came that the order had been lifted. After his return from Rudah the khedive’s mother gave him a
golden zarf encrusted with diamonds and emeralds and other gifts I cannot recall now.
My father had been maligned by certain so-called patriots, distorters of history, who have recently charged that
he assisted the entry of the British into Egypt by bowing to the wishes of Khedive Taufiq (1879-92).\fn{ This refers
to events surrounding the revolution led by the Egyptian army officer, Ahmad Urabi, in 1881 and 1882. Sultan Pasha at first supported
Urabi and his followers who sought greater access for Egyptians to the higher ranks of the army, until then mainly the preserve of the
Turco-Circassians. This was part of the bid to increase the participation of Egyptians in running their country. However, Sultan Pasha
became disenchanted with Urabi and withdrew his backing. He feared the British would intervene as they were interested in safeguarding
the rule of the khedive to keep lines to India open. The Urabi revolution failed and the British occupied Egypt. Some said that Sultan Pasha
facilitated their arrival when he threw his support to the khedive }.

Two severe shocks ruined my father’s health. One was the death of my brother, Ismail, upon whom Father had
placed all his hopes. The boy was possessed of intelligence and lively curiosity. In every respect, he seemed older
than his age. He was not yet four when he died. My other brother, Umar, less than two at the time, was not of
good health and hopes for him were slim. The second shock was the Urabi tragedy.
My father died on 14 August 1884 in Graz. He had gone abroad to consult eminent physicians in Austria and
Switzerland when doctors in Egypt had been unable to cure him.I sent for Shaikh Abd aI-Rahman Qaraa, who had
accompanied a companion of my father, to learn about his final voyage. He gave me the following document.
On the eve of our departure from Alexandria Hasan Pasha Abd al- Raziq, Muhammad Uthman Bey al-Hilali, and Ali
Bey Shaarawi were present. I believe Hijazi Bey and al-Sayyid Ibrahim al-Sanusi were there, as well. Sultan Pasha
recited a few lines of his poems to us. One began:
I think of Egypt, defending her children and caring for them.
I hold back all who trammel her rights though banners fly o’er their heads.

Sultan Pasha gave me a piece of paper upon which he had written a eulogy of his son, Ismail. I can still recall the
following:
In my grief and distress let me endure what I must.
Let me weep alone, no one can mend my heart’s wounds.
A venging fate has struck a blow that can level mountains.
It wrested my soul’s companion, my joy and my life.
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I guarded him for the glory to come after me,
That he might build on a strong foundation.
But time hastened to him before me; my hopes lay crumbled.
Oh, God, you are my God, cast me not aside without solace or succour.

I knew Sultan Pasha was suffering from a kidney disease and that it was growing worse. When he decided to
seek a cure abroad he was growing worse. When he decided to seek a cure abroad he asked Shaikh Ali al-Laithi to
accompany him. He agreed to accompany him to Lebanon but if he wished to go to Europe, he suggested that I
should travel with him. When Sultan Pasha asked me to accompany him to Europe, I happily agreed.
While we were in Graz, Khedive Ismail (then in exile) was in the same hotel. When the ex-khedive learned of
Sultan Pasha’s arrival he made known his wish to call upon him and indeed did so a week before his death.
After some time in Graz, we departed, only to retrace our steps later. The evening of our return to Graz, Sultan
Pasha requested me to remain in his room, which I did. In the morning he summoned his servant, Ali, to bring him
his ewer and basin so he could wash. Meanwhile I left to make my ablutions and morning prayer. I was in my
room when Ali hastened saying,
“Come quickly!”
I rushed to the Pasha's room and found him with his eyes wide open. With Ali’s help I carried him to his bed
and immediately sent for Qallini Fahmi Pasha and Musa Shukri, who were also in the Pasha’s party. They called
for the doctor, who came and pronounced him dead.
Qallini Pasha wired Nubar Pasha, then the Prime Minister of Egypt, and he wired Blum Pasha, the Egyptian
Minister of Finance, who was in Vienna at the time, to take care of the necessary expenditures since Sultan
Pasha’s money was held up in bonds. The body was embalmed and returned to Egypt.
In 1924, when I attended a conference on ethics in Graz, I did not know my father had died there. We knew
only that he had left Graz for Switzerland and understood he had died there. When I returned from the conference,
Qallini Fahmi Pasha asked me where I had stayed, and when I told him the Elephant Hotel, he said,
“Your father died in that hotel. After the doctors in Switzerland gave up hope to cure him they advised him to
return home. Feeling tired and weak on the return journey he decided to stop in Graz. He stayed only one night.
The following morning he died.”
The next year I returned to Graz and stayed in the same hotel. I summoned the director to inquire if the
registers for 1884 were still available. He replied no, asking the reason for my request. I told him my father had
died that year in this hotel and I wished to see the room where his spirit left him. He expressed his regret for the
lack of records for that period, explaining they had been discarded when the hotel was renovated. He paused a
moment, bowing his head in silence, and promised to look into the matter.
That evening he came to my room with a doctor who had been present at my father’s death. I was surprised to
see how young he was. He explained that he was a medical student at the time and had accompanied one of the
doctors. He told me my father had been found dead. He added he was certain an official report was made
following the autopsy and promised to check the records at the Municipality. Two days later he presented me with
a copy of the official report.
The doctor told me that the government of Austria had honoured my father with a large ceremony and that the
government of Egypt had sent an official who was summering in Austria to take part in rendering homage. How
grief-stricken I was that night in the hotel, shrouded in painful memories!
*
During that long, grim night in Graz, I recalled the day they announced the death of my father—the days of
grief and the long, gloomy years to follow when the furniture was draped in black. I saw my mother, lying
distraught in bed with doctors calling on her from time to time, and my brother and me being brought to her
bedside. Gazing on us with tearful eyes she would bury her head under the covers pleading,
“Take the children away.”
The spectre of my mother, not yet twenty-five when my father died, loomed with intense clarity, mingling with
other scenes from my childhood.
I recalled going to see Umm Kabira (Big Mother), 1 the mother of our deceased brother, Ismail. She occupied
a room next to our mother’s. There we would witness the still more harrowing sight of a young woman who had
recently lost her son now grieving also at the death of her husband. Abandoning all hope in life, she had fallen ill
and clung to her bed the eight years that remained to her. Occasionally, when she yielded to pleas to take a little
exercise and walked from room to room, my brother and I ran ahead of her clapping with excitement.
I remember during those rare moments her face lighting up with a sweet smile tinged with sadness, whose
memory pains me to this day. Despite suffering and spending her final years in bed, she learned to read the Qur’an
with the help of a teacher who gave her daily instruction. This brought her a little solace.
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I loved Umm Kabira immensely, and she returned that love and showed compassion toward me. She, alone,
talked frankly with me on a number of matters, making it easy for me to confide in her. She knew how I felt when
people favoured my brother over me because he was a boy. She, too, occasionally fanned the flames of jealousy in
me, but without diminishing my love for my brother.
The affection my mother showed me often intensified my agonies because her solicitude, I fancied, was merely
an effort to cajole me. If my mother saw me growing jealous while she played with my brother she would hasten
with him to my side. At such a moment, I feared I was coming between them, and my anguish would redouble.
Yet, it was, indeed, kindness and love that inspired her.
I used to imagine that I was not my mother’s daughter—that my real mother was a slave girl who had died, and
the truth was being withheld from me. Firmly convinced of this, I suffered all the more. I could keep everything
suppressed until nightfall but as soon as I laid my head on the pillow, I was overcome by anxieties and frightening
thoughts moved me to tears. This inner turbulence provoked nightmares that woke me in terror, with heart beating
so hard I feared it would escape from my chest. I dreamed often that huge beasts were pouncing on me, baring
their fangs in my face, and that when I sought refuge with my mother I would find that she had taken my brother
in her arms and turned her back on me.
“I am not your child!” I would scream, “You have lied to me! Tell me the truth! I am not your child! I am not
your child!”
Childhood perplexities and self-inflicted torments increased my need for warm affection and swelled my love
for the father I had barely known. If he were still alive, I knew, he would not withhold his comfort. My anguish
was lessened a little by my belief that the dead see us even though we cannot see them and that contact between
their spirits and ours enables them to feel what we feel. Thus I strove to improve myself so that the spirit of my
father would be content and remain with me always. In my dark moods I retrieved my father’s picture from its
secret hiding place and held it close to me, telling it my woes and believing it heard me. The face seemed to grow
sad, the eyes gazed upon me with profound compassion, and immediately my soul grew quiet.
In these states of agitation I sometimes confessed my sufferings to Umm Kabira and she consoled me. Often,
my mother granted permission to spend a few nights with Umm Kabira, paying no heed to her respiratory ailment
because the notion of contagion never troubled my mother. I thus spent nights sleeping peacefully in the same bed
with Umm Kabira, talking with her until sleep overtook me. Unlike my mother, who insisted upon closing the
windows and doors for fear the fresh air would make us ill, Umm Kabira, like me, could not sleep unless the
windows were open, especially in summer. After sleeping in Umm Kabira’s room, I would awake, invigorated, in
the early hours of the morning to the sounds of chirping birds and the gardener unlatching the gates. Feeling deep
joy in communion with nature, my spirit would soar to the heavens. Later Umm Kabira and I would take breakfast
together. We usually had qishda (clotted cream made by boiling the rich milk of the water buffalo) which we
spread on bread and fresh fruits.
There were other happy moments, like the winter evenings we sat warming ourselves by the coal brazier. I
would place chestnuts on the glowing embers and wait for them to crack, as Umm Kabira looked on tenderly.
I once asked Umm Kabira why everyone paid more attention to my brother than to me.
“Haven’t you understood yet?” she asked gently. When I claimed that as the elder I should receive more
attention she replied,
“But you are a girl and he is a boy. And you are not the only girl, while he is the only boy. One day the support
of the family will fall upon him. When you marry you will leave the house and honour your husband’s name but
he will perpetuate the name of his father and take over his house.”
This straightforward answer satisfied me. I began to love my brother all the more because he would occupy the
place of my father. Soon, however, my uneasiness returned. I repeated my question once again, this time to my
mother, who said,
“Your brother has a weak constitution and, as he is the only boy, naturally, everyone is solicitous of him. You
are in good health and so people do not have the same concern over you.”
Although her words restored my tranquillity, I was also saddened because I saw that my anxieties upset her. I
then hoped to become sick in order to claim equal attention from her. It happened that an illness was circulating
and so I was delighted to be the first in the house to come down with it. Unaccustomed to see me ailing, my
mother grew concerned and immediately called the family doctor, Alwi Pasha. At the end of the examination, I
remember, he took out a piece of white paper, shaped it into a cone and poured alum powder into it which he blew
into my throat. He also prescribed a mineral purgative. That whole night my head burned with fever.
A few days later, when my brother fell ill, the entire household was plunged into turmoil. Doctors entered our
room in groups. One by one they examined my brother, afterwards leaving without so much as a glance at me
even though my bed was next to his. That upset me profoundly. Until then I had been responding to the treatment
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but I suddenly began to take a turn for the worse. Although I was seized by fits of trembling which caused the
fever to rise, no one appeared concerned. When my condition continued to grow worse, Alwi Pasha was sent for a
second time but did not arrive until a day later, when he appeared in the company of the doctors returning to visit
my brother. He stayed with them while they examined my brother, conferring about his further treatment, only
looking at me as he made his way to the door. I nearly fainted from distress. My convalescence persisted until my
brother was out of bed. I began to prefer death to my miserable lot.
After that I withdrew into myself and resented those around me. I began to spend the afternoons in the garden
amid the fruit and flower trees, and the birds, fish, and pet animals. I preferred the companionship of these
creatures to the company of humans who injured my self-esteem. I grew attached to a gazelle that followed me
everywhere. It would climb to our room on the top floor, come over to my bed, and put its head on my pillow to
rouse me with its sweet whine before proceeding to my brother’s bed. If I was sick, however, it would remaih
loyally at my side like a cat or dog. This affection consoled me very much. I loved animals and believed they
instinctively sensed my condition.
*
Despite my jealousy I loved my brother very much. My attachment to him was strengthened still more by an
incident that occurred one day while we were playing alone on the upstairs balcony. We were going to visit the
children of Thabit Pasha later that afternoon. Since their father wished to see us I told my brother we would have
to change our clothes. He turned to me with a soulful look in his eyes and asked,
“Why don’t we have a father like theirs? Whenever I ask dada (nanny) about him she says he is away on a
long journey but I wonder why he never returns.” I asked,
“Don’t you know the reason?” He replied,
“No, can you tell me?”
“Yes,” I answered, “but you must promise to keep it a secret.” When he gave me his promise I said,
“They are lying.” With a look of amazement he asked me why. I told him,
“Because our father is dead.”
Immediately I regretted my words, for he threw himself on the floor kicking and shrieking hysterically.
Horrified, I tried to soothe him but to no avail. My mother rushed in and asked what was wrong. I disappeared
behind the door fearing that if he repeated what I had said my mother would vent her anger on me. I remained
hidden for some time, trembling in fear. My mother lifted my brother off the floor and held him close to her,
drying his tears and trying to comfort him, but he continued to cry and was unable to speak. She asked me
sharply,
“Did you strike your brother?” He murmured, gasping for breath,
“No, Alba (big sister) didn’t do anything to me.”
She thought an insect might have bitten him but could find no marks. His agitation persisted for some time
before he fell asleep in her arms. We were concerned that the outburst would injure his health. He did not leave
his bed for the next two days. My mother tried to extract the cause of his tantrum from each of us but my brother
never breathed a word. Rather than invent a story to appease her, he remained true to his word, a habit that stayed
with him for life, but he never again asked where his father was, because he knew. Since that day my love for my
brother deepened and his tenderness towards me grew. We shared the same room, the same lessons, and the same
play.
*
Bashir Agha, the oldest of my late father’s eunuchs,\fn{ An Ethiopian slave freed upon the death of Sultan Pasha } a
merry man with a deep laugh, was an awesome and venerable personage, held in high esteem by friends of the
family and all others who knew him, but not so much by my brother and me, as he used to take us to task. He had
numerous friends of all ranks and classes. His light-heartedness and praiseworthy virtues earned the nickname
“Abu al-Bashir”, Father of Mankind. An inveterate better on horse races and ram and cock fights (he owned a
number of animals himself), he tried to interest my brother, of whom he was very fond, in these pursuits. I feared
it would distract from his lessons, but my mother’s maid, Fatanat,. entrusted to look after my brother when his
Sudanese nursemaid died, tried to persuade him he had no need for learning because he was rich. I threatened
never to speak to him again if he didn’t pay attention to his studies.
Said Agha, a younger and more severe man, was charged to watch over us and all who came to the house. He
accompanied us everywhere and was even present during our lessons. The household staff feared him because he
observed every minute detail. He was “master of life and death” over the servants and tutors.
My mother’s maid, Fatanat, a source of intrigue and conflict, took a dislike to me. A Frenchwoman, Mme
Richard, used to pass many hours with me, and the maid would carry tales about her to my mother in order to
create difficulties. She also made trouble with the two young girls, one an Egyptian and the other a Circassian,
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who were raised with us as our companions. She even tried to sow discord between my mother and myself but to
no avail.
*
My brothers and I and our two companions began our daily lessons early in the morning and finished at noon.
We took up various subjects with tutors who came to the house under the supervision of Said Agha. I was devoted
to my studies and became completely absorbed at lesson time.
Of all the subjects, Arabic was my favourite. One day when I asked the teacher why I was unable to read the
Qur’an without making a mistake he said,
“Because you have not learned the rules of grammar.” I pressed him,
“Will I be able to read perfectly once I have done so?”
When he said yes I asked him to teach me. The next day, when he arrived carrying an Arabic grammar under
his arm, Said Agha demanded arrogantly, “What is that?” to which he responded,
“The book Mistress Nur al-Huda has requested in order to learn grammar.” The eunuch contemptuously
ordered,
“Take back your book Sayyidna Shaikh. The young lady has no need of grammar as she will not become a
judge!”
I became depressed and began to neglect my studies, hating being a girl because it kept me from the education
I sought. Later, being a female became a barrier between me and the freedom for which I yearned. The memory
and anguish of this remain sharp to this day..
When I was nine years old, and had finished memorizing the Qur’an,\fn{ Appparently uncommon for a harme girl,
though it was usual for themto memorize various versesof it } my mother celebrated the event with a party, during which I
recited verses from the Qur’an in the presence of my teacher. I was happy on that occasion and later boasted to
my friends of my success. It was the first day of joy in our house since the death of my father.
My teacher, Shaikh Ibrahim, had decided to return to Upper Egypt, to his village mosque in Maghagha in the
Province of Minya. I mentioned to my mother that he would need a donkey there and that perhaps she might give
him one as a reward for his teaching. The day after the party, when he came to say fare- well, she presented him
with money to purchase a donkey as well as a letter to Ali Bey Shaarawi, the legal guardian of my brother and me
and the trustee of my father’s estate, requesting him to assist the shaikh in resuming his position as imam of the
village mosque. I was pleased to see the happiness of my teacher at that moment.
Some people thought I had mastered the Arabic language because I had memorized the Qur’an but that was not
the case. I could read the Qur’an because the vowels are marked but, unfortunately, I could not read anything else.
I went on to study Turkish with eminent teachers like Anwar Afandi, Hasan Afandi Sirri, the famous calligrapher,
and Hafiz Afandi, accomplished in elocution and widely celebrated for his recitations of Turkish and Persian
poetry. They taught me grammar and calligraphy. I learned to write Ottoman Turkish in two scripts, riqaa and
naskh, which helped me in writing Arabic, as the alphabet was nearly the same. About the same time, an Italian
woman began to teach me French and the piano; however, she excelled more in music than language.
I began to buy books from pedlars who came to the door even though I was strictly forbidden to do so. I could
not judge the quality of a book. If it was easy to read it was good, otherwise I tossed it in the cupboard. But the
books failed to satisfy me and I grew eager to read those of my father who had loved literature and had been
surrounded by poets and learned men. At opportune moments I tried various keys to unlock his bookcase which
stood in our lesson room, while our two companions kept watch in the corridor. One day when I finally
succeeded, I found that some of the books and papers bore the traces of chocolates my father used to keep for us
—they had melted over the years. The sight made me sad but curiosity made me reach for the books. I grabbed
two at random—the second volume of AI-Iqd al-Farid (The Unique Necklace)\fn{An encyclopaedia of knowledge for
the well-informed man} and the Diwan of Abu al-Nasr(collected poems). I still have them to this day.
I had a natural love for poetry and bought every book of poems I came across. My passion increased all the
more because of the itinerant poet, Sayyida Khadija al-Maghribiyya,\fn{ Women poets were of a different class from
storytellers and, if accomplished, might attract a male audience } who often visited our house, where she stayed several days
at a time in a room set aside especially for her. In the morning I usually found her composing verse while seated
on the bed under the mosquito netting. She always obliged my requests for a recitation, but once when I asked her
to teach me to compose verse, she answered,
“It is impossible because it requires a knowledge of grammar, morphology, and prosody.” My ignorance
pained me and I blamed Said Agha for it.
Sayyida Khadija impressed me because she used to sit with the men and discuss literary and cultural matters.
Meanwhile, I observed how women without learning would tremble with embarrassment and fright if called upon
to speak a few words to a man from behind a screen. Observing Sayyida Khadija convinced me that, with
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learning, women could be the equals of men if not surpass them. My admiration for her continued to grow and I
yearned to be like her, in spite of her ugly face.
*
Though mornings were devoted to lessons, afternoons were given to play and visits. After lunch, when my
brother was taken to his room to rest, I went to the garden and amused myself on the swing, climbing trees and
such. If I fell and scratched myself I would apply salves I concocted from the plants in the garden. My brother and
I each had a small plot for growing whatever we wanted. In my eagerness to learn about different plants and
flowers I was helped by Matta, the gardener, and by Anbar, a mischievous Abyssinian slave whose task in former
days had been to make coffee for my father and his guests.
Anbar used to play various tricks on me to get money. One day, he whispered that if piasters were planted they
would bear fruit. When I showed interest he took a few of the coins from me and placed them in the ground but
warned me to keep quiet so they wouldn’t be stolen. After some time had passed, I asked him, “Why are the
piaster trees so long in growing?” and he told me,
“They require more time than other trees.”
Finally growing impatient when the soil failed to sprout coins, I asked Matta if people derived much money
from what they planted. When he said they did, I asked,
“Then, why haven’t my piaster trees borne fruit?” When he inquired, “What piasters?” I told him my story. He
laughed heartily and asked,
“Do gold and silver grow? Anbar has played a trick on you and made off with your money.” It was a lesson to
be cautious and not accept everything I was told without question or advice from others.
Another episode made me even more alert. One afternoon, during Ramadan, I was playing in the garden as
usual when I noticed a woman, clad in a long black izar (cloak) and veil, hastening toward the house. I was
surprised to see someone I didn’t recognize come during the hours of rest, which was contrary to custom,
especially during the month of fasting when calls weren’t made before sunset (when the fast was broken). I
quickly climbed the stairs to the house after her and asked her to wait in the front hall while I informed my mother
of her arrival. Finding my mother asleep, I went to Umm Kabira’s room and told her a visitor was waiting
downstairs, but she refused to greet her and asked the servant to close the door. I returned rather timidly to the
woman who had remained all the while hidden under her heavy veil revealing nothing but her eyes. After sitting
politely for some time, I apologized, explaining that my mother and the rest of the household were asleep, and
inquired what she wanted.
The woman introduced herself as the widow of a pasha who had been a former neighbour. He had been very
wealthy once, she said, but having lost all his money during his last days, he had left her and the children
destitute. They often went to bed hungry and so she had come to seek help from my mother. Filled with
compassion, I returned to my mother’s room to rouse her, but hesitated when I found her fast asleep.
Suddenly, I remembered the money I had saved from the allowance my mother and Umm Kabira gave me to
buy little things for myself. Quietly removing the money from the cupboard next to my mother’s bed, I gave it to
the woman but was embarrassed by the modest sum of no more than seven pounds. No sooner had I held out my
hand than she grabbed the money and fled down the stairs without a word of thanks. I stood still, my heart
pounding from amazement, about to regret what I had just done, but I remembered her poor children and decided
that in her haste to buy food for them she had forgotten to thank me.
A few days later I heard a neighbour tell my mother about a thief disguised as a woman who called during the
hours of rest and claimed to be from a respected old family fallen on hard times, in order to take advantage of the
charity of unsuspecting persons. I was upset, not because I had lost the money, but because I had been duped once
again.
Usually I played alone in the garden, until late afternoon, when Said Agha came and with a stern look ordered
me to change clothes for the daily outing with my brother. Once, my brother appeared and standing hand on hip
said peremptorily,
“How shameful that you, a girl, are always outside while I, a boy, pass my time inside.” I responded,
“Tomorrow it will be just the opposite.”
We always began our excursions with Said Agha in fear and trepidation, because if we had done something to
upset our nurses they complained to Said Agha, who punished us. He usually took us and our two companions to
the Jabalaiyya\fn{A hill on the then grassy island in the Nile called al-Jazira. Hitherto it had not been customary for harem children,
male or female, to be seen outside the harem } in Jazira. At the top of the hillock he would command us each to fetch a
branch and after listing the complaints that had reached his ears, would strike the palm of our hands until we
cried. Afterwards, he took the handkerchiefs from our pockets and wiped our tears saying,
“You have received your just reward, but let me warn you not to repeat what you’ve done or your punishment
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will be doubled.”
Then, suddenly, he would run about playfully like a child while we trailed after him. I tended to forget the
unpleasantness because of the fun that followed. Despite his severity, I liked Said Agha because of his affection
and selfless devotion. One afternoon, we were out for a drive in a carriage drawn by a pair of spirited Russian
horses that had not been out for days. Just as we were about to cross the Qasr aI-Nil Bridge the horses headed
straight for the Nile. The terrified Said Agha clutched us in his arms crying,
“Oh, children of my master!”
God rewarded his devotion by rescuing us from danger.
When my brother was about seven years old the doctor advised he should be given a pony; apart from being a
noble sport, riding made the body strong and stimulated the functioning of the internal organs without being
unduly exhausting. I asked for a pony as well, so I could learn to ride like my brother but was told riding was not
suitable for girls. The daughter of our neighbour, Lami Bey, an army officer, rode a pony, I quickly answered, and
drove a small cart as well. When my mother failed to persuade me girls should not ride she asked me to choose
between a pony or a new piano, knowing my passion for music. She won because I chose the piano, but I said to
myself,
“I shall get a new piano and ride my brother’s pony.”
*
We used to enjoy the Feasts very much and looked forward to the different ones with great impatience.\fn{ For
during them women of all classes could visit relatives and close friends, as well as the tombs of deceased relatives } In the days
immediately preceding, we helped the household staff make the ritual foods. We prepared a barley drink called
subiyya for the Id al-Saghir (the Minor Feast) at the end of Ramadan, and on the Id al-Kabir (the Major Feast)
also called the Id al-Adha (the Feast of the Sacrifice of Abraham) slaughtered a sheep and distributed the meat to
the poor. For the Tenth of Muharram, Yaum Ashura (the anniversary of the slaying of Husain, the grandson of the
Prophet Muhammad, at Kerbala) we made ashura, a special wheat pudding with nuts and dried fruits. We
distributed savoury pastries, fatta, and piasters to mark the Lailat al-Isra wa al-Miraj (the Night of the
Ascension), a solemn and joyous occasion commemorating the night the Prophet Muhammad was lifted through
the skies from Arabia to Jerusalem and thence to the heavens.
During feast times we passed the long evenings in large gatherings at home. We would sit on mattresses
around a huge lantern—electricity was still rare in Egypt—while our nurses and maids regaled us with stories of
their capture and tales of their homelands, till sleep overtook us and we were carried off to bed.
A special holiday treat was the visit of “The Flower Water Lady:”, a tall, fat woman with a round face, an
awesome spectacle dressed all in white including the tarha covering her hair. No sooner had she descended from
the phaeton in which she came than she arranged herself on a carpet, spreading out demijohns of flower waters in
front of her. Soon the scent of rose, jasmine, lotus, and many other flowers perfumed the air all around. We waited
impatiently for the night when we gathered in the main hall, at the head of a crowd stretching up to the front door,
while she recounted endless tales in her deep, resonant voice. We huddled closer and closer as she slipped from
story to story in answer to our requests. When our eyelids grew heavy and sleep forced itself upon us we were
carried off to bed swimming in a sea of dreams sparked by this radiant, light-spirited woman who spent her life
making the rounds of the great houses of Cairo.
Some feasts were occasions for lively and colourful street celebrations, like the Mulid-al-Nabi (the Birthday of
the Prophet Muhammad) and the mulids of other prophets and saints scattered throughout the year.\fn{ Some 80
mulids were celebrated in Huda’s day; especially popular in Cairo was the mulid of Sayyida Zainab, a granddaughter of the Prophet
Muhammad} There was also the festival of the “cutting of the canal” when the rising Nile waters were ceremonially
unleashed each year.\fn{A carryover from the propitiations of Ancient Egypt; though under the influence of Islam an image of a
young women dressed as a bride and drowned in the Nile was substituted for the real thing } We used to go out to the street to

watch the merrymaking and buy sweetmeats from the vendors’ carts. These were indeed special and happy times.
*
Numerous women pedlars—not at all like “The Flower Water Lady”—came periodically to the house. These
women, Coptic, Jewish and Armenian, were assisted by young girls carrying wares wrapped in great bundles
which they deftly undid in the middle of the hall. Displaying their goods to the members of the household, they
urged them to buy various items, claiming that the wife of a certain pasha or bey had purchased a particular
article. If anyone inquired about the health of these ladies the pedlars disclosed bits of gossip and were quick to
elaborate if their listener appeared eager for more. I didn’t like most of these pedlars—although some were quite
witty—because they often damaged prominent families through their indiscretions and lies. They also charged
exorbitant prices. As a young girl I was cautioned about the pedlars and told of the trouble they could cause. With
the unfolding of the years I saw this borne out.
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*
We were always delighted when friends of our father came to call and were touched by their affection and
concern for us. I remember, in particular, Thabit Pasha, Uthman Pasha Fauzi, Ahmad Khairi Pasha, Hasan Pasha
Abd al-Raziq, Zubair Pasha and Hasan Husni Pasha. Thabit Pasha, a neighbour, had been a long-time friend of
our father and his wife was a friend to our mother. My brother and I spent many hours playing with their children
in the family garden later occupied by the old Savoy Hotel. From there we could go to the garden of Qattawi
Pasha between Sharifain Street and Suliman Pasha Square, where we played with his children.
We used to be intrigued by the house of Uthman Pasha Fauzi, an old fashioned sarai with a spacious courtyard
full of exotic birds. Pretty white and black slave girls lingered at a kiosk in the garden, where we used to play with
the Pasha’s children. When the Pasha appeared the slaves\fn{ Khedive Ismail had outlawed slavery in Egypt in 1877; but it
was virtually impossible to put an immediate end to the practice,since its continuation was so lucrative. Huda’s father aranged to have his
slaves freed upon his death, which occurredin 1884 } hurried to greet him with great deference. They prepared coffee and

snuff for him while we, along with his children, kissed his hand as he bent towards us in a gentle and dignified
manner with his long flowing beard.
I was especially fond of Shaikh Ali al-Laithi who lavished affection on us and often came bringing fruits and
sweets. He was poet laureate to Khedive Ismail. He used to hold out his cane for us while we twirled round him
reciting verses until we had memorized them. He showed no favouritism between my brother and me, which
made me love him all the more.
I recall an incident that went straight to my heart. One day when his grandson was with him he asked the
young boy whom he would assist when he grew up—the Hanim or the Bey. The boy replied, “The Hanim,”whereupon the Shaikh said,
“Bravo!”
Zubair Pasha, the infamous old Sudanese slave trader whom I loved as a child, inspired both joy and fear.
Whenever I went near him he hugged me so hard I feated my ribs would crack.
Through our father we also came to know a Frenchwoman, Mme Richard, the widow of a hydraulic engineer
who had accompanied Ferdinand de Lesseps to work on the Suez Canal. She had arrived in Egypt about the same
time with her uncle and only surviving relative, who was also an engineer. There she and Monsieur Richard met,
fell in love, and married.
Monsieur Richard had gone to Upper Egypt to work as an irrigation expert. He had been badly treated and
dismissed from his post by my father’s predecessor, but was reinstated by my father when he became inspectorgeneral of Upper Egypt. A close bond grew between them until Monsieur Richard died of cholera in the epidemic
of 1883, a year before my father died.
Afterwards the ties remained alive through Mme Richard. She had eyes as dark as night and coal-black hair.
Her charm and refinement, however, surpassed even her beauty. A woman of loyalty and integrity, she showered
us with love, giving me the greatest measure which I also returned in abundance. In me she saw a physical
resemblance to my father as well as a similarity in character. Mme Richard played an important role in my
upbringing, both spiritually and in practical matters. She stayed with us when my mother travelled to Minya for
periodic visits to my father’s grave. During her stays she would check the progress of our lessons and encourage
us in our studies. Always sad to leave us, she returned often to take us on outings. Her deep affection for me was
so apparent that, sometimes, she was asked if I was her daughter, which pleased her immensely.
“So, Huda looks like me,” she would say proudly. As my feelings for her grew, some of the household showed
their displeasure. Umm Kabira once asked me, “Why do you love this Christian so much?” to which I replied, that
she wasn’t a Christian.
“Is she a Muslim then?”
“No,” I responded, “she’s Mme Richard.” Everyone laughed.
*
From my earliest days, I loved and respected Amina Hanim Afandi, the wife of Khedive Taufiq,\fn{ And the
mother of Khedive Abbas Hilmi II } who was exquisitely gentle and tender. Her majestic air and beauty enthralled me
and to this very day she holds a special place in my heart.
My mother took us with her on her occasional visits to the royal palace. She sought assistance from the
khedive on certain matters, like the dispute that arose over the custody of my brother and me. My father had
designated Ali Shaarawi, the son of his sister, as our legal guardian as well as the trustee of his estate, but this was
challenged by a son of my father’s brother who felt he should have custody over us. The princess showed
compassion to my worried mother, and helped lighten her cares.
During our visits, the princess would order her slaves to escort my brother and me to the nursery to play with
the young princes and princesses. Once, I recall, my brother, who was only four at the time, became intrigued
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with a particular toy which he refused to part with when the time came to leave. After the attendants made vain
efforts to distract his attention, the kalfa who supervised the staff asked the princess permission to give him the
toy. It was done immediately and my brother departed contented, but I, being older and having a clearer notion of
what was proper, was embarrassed.
*
From the time we were very small, my brother and I shared the same friends, nearly all boys, most of whom
were the children of our neighbours. The boys remained my companions until I grew up—that is, until I was
about eleven—when suddenly I was required to restrict myself to the company of girls and women. I felt a
stranger in their world—their habits and notions startled me. Being separated from the companions of my
childhood was a painful experience. Their ways left a mark on me.\fn{ The custom signified their entry into the world of
adult women and into a state of seclusion (purdah) and segregation from males other than close relatives }
*
One day when I was dozing while recovering from an illness, I was suddenly roused by excited voices coming
from the far end of the room. My mother and Aunt Gazibiyya Hanim, were talking. Gazibiyya Hanim said,
“I have heard that the khedive’s family is going to ask for her and if that happens you will have to bow to their
will.” She continued, “However, if necessary, we could arrange a marriage with her cousin (Ali Shaarawi).” My
mother said angrily,
“It would be shameful for her to marry a man with children of his own who are older than she is.” Gazibiyya
Hanim replied,
“He is the son of her father’s sister and ‘lord and master’ of all.” My mother answered,
“We shall see what happens.”
The room began to spin and the remarks of the nurses and slaves made whenever my cousin called came
echoing back. After announcing his arrival in the routine manner, they would add,
“Go and greet your husband.”
It angered me but I dismissed it as a mischievous taunt. When the truth behind it became apparent, I wept long
and hard, and the shock caused my illness to worsen and persist for a long time afterwards.
My cousin began to come to Cairo with greater frequency and passed many hours in the company of my
mother. At times, I feared they were about to reach an agreement over my future but my forebodings vanished
when I detected anger in my mother’s speech. Gradually I paid less attention to the matter and it eventually
slipped from my mind altogether.
One day, when my mother summoned me, I found a casket of jewels lying open in front of her; she asked me
to select some pieces in fulfilment of a vow she had made for the recovery of my illness. I chose a splendid
diamond necklace and bracelet and rushed to show them to Umm Kabira so she could share my joy.\fn{ It was
customary for the prospective groom to make a gift of jewellery, the nishan, to the woman he intended to marry near the time betrothal; and
Huda’s failure to detect the significance of this gift of her mother’s indicates the extreme secrecy her mother maintained with regard to this
matter. However, with no older sisters in the same household, she had no occasion to observe such procedures before this }

Not long after that, Umm Kabira died. Profoundly saddened by her death, I put on the ring she had given me
for memorizing the Qur’an and have never removed it since. If she had not passed away, I might have discovered
certain truths but, as it was, there was no one to explain things I could not understand on my own.
After the forty days of mourning passed, I noticed that when friends came to call on my mother, Fatanat would
fetch the jewels to show the guests. When this was repeated a number of times, I became dismayed and remarked
people would begin to think we were nouveau riche and had never before seen such things. The maid scowled but
said nothing. I later observed Fatanat and the slaves embroidering squares of silk with silver and gold thread, and
learned that shurs, as they were called, were customarily presented to friends and relations at the signing of a
marriage contract. When I inquired who was getting married, I was told it was the daughter of a pasha in whose
household my mother’s maid had once been employed.
Not long after that, repairs began on our house. During that time my mother decided to pass the winter months
in Helwan and so she took a small villa east of the jabal, where the sanitorium is now, but which at that time was
still a barren stretch leading to the rocky escarpment. When we left for Helwan, I was still ignorant of what was
happening.
I marvelled at Helwan, which owed its splendour to Khedive Taufiq, who had adopted it as his winter
retreat.\fn{He went there for its thermal baths } Immediately afterwards, other royalty and the aristocratic families began
to flock there during the winter season or for short outings. It became a pleasant haven from the capital. People
frequented the theatre and casino and the garden pavilions where Shaikh Salama Hijazi performed theatricals.
Music played and swaying lanterns illuminated the night. The theatre and concerts gave me great pleasure. In the
days when women were still veiled, Helwan offered a more relaxed atmosphere in place of their routine seclusion
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in Cairo.
After we were there for some time one of my friends came to spend a few days with us. One afternoon as I was
taking her on a promenade to show her the delightful sights, we were startled by the appearance of Said Agha,
who was accompanying some gentlemen.
“Where are you going?” he scowled. “Return to the house at once!”
We submitted to his command and retraced our steps. Upon entering the house I was surprised to find that the
woman who had instructed me in Turkish had arrived in our absence. She was standing in the hall, still wearing
her tarha and carrying another one in her hand. When she handed me a Qur’an I grew perplexed. Said Agha
entered escorting Ali Pasha Fahmi, the husband of a second cousin, and Saad aI-Din Bey, an officer in the Palace
Guard, who later married Gazibiyya Hanim. When they came towards me, I hastened to my room thoroughly
bewildered, but they followed and I retreated to the window, where I stood with my back to them. To my utter
astonishment, Ali Pasha Fahmi announced.
“The son of your father’s sister wants your hand in marriage and we are here on his behalf.”
Only then did I understand the reason for the various preparations underway in the house, as well as a number
of other mysteries. With my back to the men, I cried without speaking or moving. I stood sobbing by the window
for nearly three hours. Occasionally passers-by glanced up sympathetically. Eventually Ali Pasha Fahmi and Saad
aI-Din Bey asked,
“Whom do you wish to designate as your wakil to sign the marriage contract?” I said nothing, and after a long
silence, Said Agha whispered in my ear,
“Do you wish to disgrace the name of your father and destroy your poor mother who is weeping in her sickbed
and might not survive the shock of your refusal?”
Upon hearing these words, which pierced my heart, I replied, “Do whatever you want,” and rushed
immediately to my mother’s room scraping my head on a nail on the side of the door in my haste. Bleeding and
about to faint, I must have been a pitiful sight. My friend and others around me wept.
My spirit was broken and I spent the rest of my stay in Helwan with my eyes full of tears. I began to stroll on
the lonely escarpment instead of the gardens with their concert pavilions and theatres. My two young companions
used to accompany me, but I often left them to wander off in the distance alone, while I pondered how I could
avoid the marriage. When I shared my thoughts with my companions, the elder, who believed in sorcery, said a
magic spell would be cast upon me so that I would accept tomorrow what I rejected today. I tried in vain to
disabuse her of this.
When we returned to Cairo, I discovered great changes. The house had been repainted and the furniture
redone. The dressmaker had begun work on my wedding gown but I did not let her try it on me. I ignored the
other endless preparations right up to the time the wedding day approached and strings of lights were hung in the
garden. My mother, I noticed, was given to frequent outbursts of anger, the way she had been about the time of
my betrothal, but I did not know the reason for her ill-temper and did not inquire.
I was deeply troubled by the idea of marrying my cousin whom I had always regarded as a father or older
brother deserving my fear and respect (as I had been previously made to understand). I grew more upset when I
thought of his wife and three daughters who were all older than me, who used to tease me saying,
“Good-day, stepmother!”
When my brother and I were small and our guardian-cousin called on us, I did not find him gentle. He was
especially abrupt and curt with me, but treated my brother better. All of this alienated me from him.
My mother surprised me one day when she came to my room with a document which she asked me to read
aloud to her, adding that my future husband had refused to sign it. It stipulated that my cousin, upon his marriage
with me, would have no further relations with the mother of his children, nor would he ever take another wife.
Until then, always mindful of his wife and children, I was certain that the marriage would not take place, but after
reading the document reality struck home and I wept. My mother, thinking I was upset at my cousin’s refusal to
sign said,
“Everything has been done to secure his written consent but all efforts have failed. The preparations for the
wedding have been completed and the invitations issued. It would be a disgrace to stop the wedding now. Accept
things as they are for the moment, my daughter, and, God willing, in the future he will agree to these conditions.
This is your destiny and God is your guide.”
I didn’t utter a word; when my mother pressed me to speak, I said only, “Do as you please,” and left in tears.
I had known nothing of the rooms in the house prepared for me following my marriage until the day my
mother herself took me to see them. I must confess, I had never before seen such sumptuous furnishings. I grew
excited and I inquired if they were to be my very own. When my companion witnessed this she said triumphantly,
“Didn’t I predict that you would be won over by magic?”
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Her remark plunged me into gloom not so much because I took it seriously, but because the beauty of the
rooms had elevated my spirits for a fleeting moment.
*
The three nights of wedding festivities with their music and gaiety expelled my melancholy and kept me from
thinking of what was to come. I laughed and was merry along with my friends, so much so that the household
interpreted my earlier behaviour as nothing more than the ordinary display of fears common to prospective brides.
On the night of the wedding ceremony, the rapt attention focused upon me, especially by my friends, increased
my joy so that I almost leaped with delight while I donned my wedding dress embroidered in thread of silver and
gold. I was spellbound by the diamonds and other brilliant jewels that crowned my head and sparkled on my
bodice and arms. All of this dazzled me and kept me from thinking of anything else. I was certain I would remain
forever in this raiment, the centre of attention and admiration.
Presently, the singing girls appeared to escort me. My attendants supported me while the heavy jewels pressed
down on my head and the wedding dress hung heavy on my small frame. I walked between rows of bright candles
with rich scents wafting in the air, to the grand salon where I found a throng of women—Egyptians and
Europeans—in elegant gowns with jewels glittering on their heads, bosoms and arms. They all turned and looked
at me with affection. When I raised my head to ease the heavy tiara back a little I heard a woman’s voice
whispering,
“My daughter, lower your head and eyes.”
I then sat down on the bridal throne surrounded by flickering candles and decorated with flowers, fancying I
was in another world.
Some of the European guests placed bouquets of roses and other blossoms in my hands or at my feet. I failed
to understand the feelings of sympathy these women had for my marrying at such a tender age. A pair of maids
brought the shawls presented to me by my mother’s friends. Removing them from their velvet packets one by one,
they unfolded the shawls and spread them out one after the other announcing the name of the donor, repeating in
succession,
“May bounty be granted also to her.”
After all had been laid in a great pile they were bundled and carried away. Next a dancer appeared and started
to perform in front of me. She then made the rounds of the guests dancing in front of the women one at a time.
They would take out coins, moisten them with their tongues and paste them on the dancer’s forehead and cheeks.
Suddenly, a commotion erupted outside the great hall. The dancer rushed out emitting a string of zaghrudas,
the tremulous trills hanging in the air after her. To the roll of drums the women hastened out of the room or
slipped behind curtains while the eunuch announced the approach of the bridegroom.
In an instant, the delicious dream vanished and stark reality appeared. Faint and crying, I clung to the gown of
a relation—the wife of Ahmad Bey Hijazi—who was trying to flee like the others and I pleaded,
“Don’t abandon me here! Take me with you.” My French tutor who was at my side embraced me and cried
along with me murmuring,
“Have courage, my daughter, have courage.”
Mme Richard, supporting me on the other side, wept as she tried to console me with tender words. Then a
woman came and lowered a veil of silver thread over my head like a mask concealing the face of a condemned
person approaching execution. At that moment, the bridegroom entered the room. After praying two rakaas on a
mat of red velvet embossed with silver he came to me and, lifting the veil from my face, kissed me on the
forehead. He led me by the hand to the bridal throne and took his place beside me. All the while, I was trembling
like a branch in a storm. The groom addressed a few words to me but I understood nothing. When the customary
goblets of red sorbet were offered, I was unable to taste the ritual drink. Finally, my new husband took me by the
hand. In my daze I knew not where I was being led.
The next morning when I looked out of my window, the big tent adorned with fine carpets and embroidered
hangings was gone. Gone also were the bright lights that had enchanted me the night befpre. I had been certain
they would all remain a long time. How desolate I was when I saw the work of the hand of destruction! Nothing
remained on the grounds where the tent had been raised—not a single tree of the many trees I loved, all of which
held special memories for me. Gone was the apricot tree that shaded me and bent low offering me its fruits. Its
purple flowers gave the garden a special beauty perfuming the air all round, even in the house. Nothing remained
of the orange trees whose blossoms wrapped the ground in a fleece of white flowers which we used for making
perfumed garlands. Uprooted were the prune trees and the magnolia tree whose large white blooms I plucked for
my mother the moment their petals unfolded. Nothing remained of the daqn al-basha, “the pasha’s beard”, with
its delicate tiny fruit we called tuffah al-walida, “mother's apples”. Gone were the Indian jasmine, the Arabian
jasmine, the basil, and the pear trees, and the luisa trees whose leaves we crushed in our fingers to extract the
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lemony scent. Not even a sitt al-mistihiyya, “the shy lady”, was spared. Its leaves, curled up and closed whenever
we touched them, shrinking from us with shyness, we thought.
I loved all those trees—the big and the small—and swung from their branches in my girlhood. They had been
planted by my father who had loved them as I had, and who had cared for them and enjoyed eating their fruit. All
had become lost remnants of grandeur. All were sacrificed at the call of a single night, a night I had fancied would
last in all its beauty and majesty forever, a night when my sorrows and agonies had vanished. But it faded like an
enchanting dream. Bitter reality followed. I wept for my trees. I wept for my childhood and for my freedom. I saw
in this barren garden a picture of life—the life I would live cut off from everything that had delighted me and
consoled me in my melancholy childhood. I turned from the window with a heavy heart and avoided the garden
for a long, long time, unable to bear these aching reveries.
*
For a long time I did not fully appreciate that my new status as a married woman required a solemn demeanour
and obliged me to appear with the poise of a perfect lady, for owing to my youth I was still under the influence of
a child’s life and subject to its rulings. I would play whenever I had the chance. In the afternoon or evening, when
I heard my husband’s footsteps on the stairs, I was the first among the women to escape behind a curtain (custom
ordained that a woman hide at the approach of a man other than her husband). Those who witnessed the scene
would laugh and force me to greet my husband, which I did only with trepidation.
My hesitations and fears began to disappear as I grew closer to my husband. We possessed ties of kinship and
after our marriage he showed me kindness. For my part, I was able to offer him companionship. However, that
state did not last long. Only a few months had passed when I noticed a certain strangeness come over him. His
treatment of me changed but I had no idea why. If I wanted to visit a relative or friend he would forbid me to go.
If someone called on me he would interrogate me about our conversation. If I amused myself at the piano while
he had visitors he would send an order to stop. I felt he was limiting me unjustly and grew depressed and restless.
As boredom overtook me I wept profusely, with and without reason. I began to carry a book around with me to
camouflage the source of my unhappiness, so if I was caught crying I could say I was reading a sad story. My
husband, among others, observed my melancholy. He did not understand it and asked me the cause.
Meanwhile, I began to notice unusual behaviour on his part. When I saw him pray with greater frequency I
would say,
“You must have done something that calls for repentance, but God will not heed your supplications.”
He had a troubled look but I did not know why. One day I heard my mother speak to my husband in a loud,
angry voice. Then she summoned me inquiring about a document my husband had given me, but I had no
recollection of it. My husband turned and said,
“It is in the envelope I handed you the morning after our wedding.”
Then I recalled he had given me a sealed envelope on which was written, “To be kept with the Lady.” I had
merely placed it in the wardrobe, not knowing what it contained. When I retrieved the envelope, my mother asked
me to open it, and read the document aloud to her. It was a declaration by Ali Shaarawi freeing his slaveconcubine upon his marriage to me and committing himself thereafter to a monogamous union. It was a legal
document, duly signed by two witnesses. My mother, saying nothing, took the document for safekeeping.\fn
{Writing particular stipulations into marriage contracts, such as demanding monogamy, as in Huda’s case, was permitted but it was not
widely done. It was common for girls to marry their cousins; it was also common for them to marry at the age of 13. Also it would have
been customary for the bride to move to the household of her husband’s family, where her mother-in-law reigned supreme. Huda shaarawi,
however, was allowed to remain in her late father’s Cairo house }

From time to time, when my mother journeyed to Upper Egypt to visit my father’s grave, she stayed with my
mother-in-law. It was there that my husband’s former slave-concubine and daughters lived. Not long after the
above incident, my mother and I went to stay with my husband’s mother. When we arrived, she appeared on the
verandah to welcome us, as was her custom, but she was in a peculiar mood. Fatanat, who was in the service of
my mother-in-law at the time, greeted me obsequiously even bending down to kiss my hand. I was taken aback by
this unusual behaviour.
I followed my mother into the sitting room, where we removed our izars, and sat down. Suddenly, she asked
me why I had hidden the real cause of my unhappiness, whereupon I asked her what she meant.
“Are you still trying to keep the truth from me?” she asked. “I know all about your husband’s return to his
former slave who is about to have a child.”
When I heard that I clapped my hands with joy. I rushed to my companion and confidante and told her the
news that would bring the end to my misery. Amazed by my reaction, my mother demanded to know if I was
feinting joy to conceal my real feelings and hide the fact that I had known about matters all along. I swore that it
was the first I had heard of it and assured her that my happiness was genuine. I confessed that I had been in
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misery and that my constant tears were proof of it.
A few minutes later, I heard my husband clap to signal his presence, as was his custom, when he approached
the hall. I rushed to congratulate him on the imminent birth and wished him a boy. I knew he wanted a son to
name him Hasan, after his father. He showed discomfort when I went on to say,
“Do you remember I used to say you must have done something wrong to be evoking God’s mercy so often? I
was right. It is now clear. Adieu!”
Fifteen months had not yet elapsed since the wedding.
Afterward, he tried to effect a reconciliation, promising to fulfill his obligations and whatever else might be
requested of him. My mother was highly agitated. For some time we believed, according to the document I have
mentioned, that I was divorced. However, we later discovered we had not properly understood it. The document
stipulated that my husband relinquished the right to take any wife other than me. During those days of misunderstanding and controversy, I spent my time in play, taking little notice of the discussions between my mother and
my husband. I was determined not to return to him whatever happened. …

Egypt 2 Hashim Excerpt from Qalb Al-Rajul\fn{by Labiah Hashim (1880-1946)} Beirut, Lebanon; but she moved to
Cairo, Egypt, in 1898 (F) 25
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7.1 The Maiden Of Dinshway\fn{by Mahmud Tahir Haqqi (1884-1964)} Egypt (M) 19
1: The Evening Breeze
In the evening of the first of June, 1906,\fn{ According to a preface attached to this story, its account is based upon a true
incident and adheres very closely to the actual progress of historical events .} the sun quietly cast its golden rays on a young
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woman, around twenty years of age, carrying a straw basket of flour on her head. She was tall, with a robust
frame, strong arms, and joined eyebrows. Her complexion was fair rather than dark. Below her lower lip, she had
a green tattoo in the shape of a tiny tree, which enhanced her beauty. The sun always inspired awe in the hearts of
the fellahin,\fn{The Arabic peasantry.} who regarded it as their mother, so that they revered and almost worshipped it
as the essence of their existence and the mainspring of their livelihood. The mother of the universe could not leave
the sky of Dinshway without bidding farewell to the sweetest and purest girl in the village by sending its rays to
touch the face of the walking maiden, like a lover playfully caressing the cheek of his beloved. Just after sunset,
the twilight in the western horizon had the hue of a parting lover.
The girl, who wore a dirty black dress but had a lily-white heart, sat on a heap of earth, laid the basket beside
her, and passed the time playing with a few pebbles and corncobs on the ground. Her demeanor and silence
indicated she was expecting someone. A moment later, she perceived a shadow in the distance, rising and bending
several times. When she peered at it, the girl smiled happily, revealing teeth like pearls, which would be coveted
by the richest women. She then muttered: “Here he is, Muhammad al-‘Abd, saying his evening prayers!” She was
right. When after a while the shadow approached her and became quite distinct, it was Muhammad al-‘Abd in the
flesh. He was a young man, about seventeen years old, tall and brawny, thin and dark, who seemed to be
lighthearted in spite of his bulging eyes!
When he came up to the girl, her heart started pounding and she closed her eyes shyly. As for the young man,
he said:
“How are you doing, Sit ai-Oar?”
“I’m fine, Muhammad.”
“Where is Mudalalah?”
“She left the mill ahead of me.”
“I intended to go to the mill after the evening prayer.”
“Oh, Muhammad! You wouldn’t like me to stay at the mill after sunset. Would you?”
“Why not?”
“Don’t you know what happens there? The women often fool around with the miller. And, on top of that,
Ahmad Zayid came over there and kept nagging us all day long.”
“Did be talk to you?”
“No. But he was making hints to Sit Abuha that he would marry me in spite of you and my father!”
“How could he marry you when you have signed the marriage contract with me?”
“See how shameless he is!”
“And did you say anything?”
“No, I didn’t.”
“You should go home now. It’s getting dark.”
“All right.”
She stood and picked up the basket, while her fiance helped to place it on her head.
“Good night, Muhammad.”
“Good night to you, Sit ai-Oar.”
On the way home, she saw Muhammad ‘Abd al-Nabi and his wife putting the thresher on the roof of the barn.
After the usual greetings, he told her that her father, Hasan ‘Ali Mahfuz, had gone to the flour mill, looking for
her. She left them and entered the house, furl of hope that she would soon marry her beloved fiance.
2: Topics for Conversation
The fellahin usually spend part of their evenings chatting with each other, exchanging views about farming
problems and discussing issues that concern them. Sometimes they are entertained with tales about ‘Antarah and
Abi Zayd al-Hilali, or anecdotes of “‘Amm” Abu Nuwwas and “Hajji” Juha. If one of them has any petition or
complaint, he would submit it to this social gathering, which often leads to reconciliation among adversaries. If
the peasants fail to find a solution, they would take the matter to the ‘Umdah, the chief magistrate of their
community. With such aspects in mind, it is possible—if the reader would allow us— call their gathering a “club”
in the proper sense of the word. For its members belong to the same social class, share the same ideas, live in the
same village, and practice the same trade. The fellahin have freedom of thought and discussion, so that a son can
argue with his father or brother without inhibition. It is not a shame for the young among them to engage in debate
with the old. On equal footing with men, women, too, have the right of discussion and assembly in a manner that
would fulfill the dreams of his excellency, the author of woman’s liberation!
Following this commendable habit of social discussions, the folks of Oinshway gathered beside Muhammad
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Zahran’s barn in the evening of the seventh of June, sitting in the moonlight and chatting about various matters.
Among them there were Hasan ‘Ali Mahfuz and his daughter Sit ai-Oar (the subject of our novel), her fiance
Muhammad al-‘Abd and his sister Mudalalah, Muhammad Zahran,. the owner of the barn, his wife Mubarakah,
Hasan’s daughter, Muhammad Ahmad al-Sisi, Sulayman al-Faramawi, al-Sayyid, al-'Ofi, Muhammad Ali Samak,
Ahmad Zayid, and others.
After a long conversation, Muhammad Ahmad al-Sisi said:
“Look, you Hasan Mahfuz. Keep your pigeons away from other people’s barns.”
“Why, son?”
“Because they swoop down to pick the grain.”
“Are my pigeons the only ones in the village that descend on your barn?”
“This is none of my business!”
“Then why are you telling me in particular, without saying anything to Muhammad Zahran, whose dovecots
are right beside you?”
“Well, I am telling you for others to hear as well.”
Whereupon Muhammad Zahran dragged a puff of smoke, then threw the
cigarette butt away forcefully and said with a sigh:
“Does Muhammad Zahran have any pigeons left from last year?”
“Didn’t the British shoot them all?”
“By the way, Uncle Zahran, what did you do with the ‘Umdah, Muham-mad al-Shadli, about this problem of
the pigeons?” asked Mudalalah.
“Nothing, my girl. I went to the ‘Umdah and informed him of my intention to go to Cairo to complain to the
pasha of the British about the foreigners who shoot the pigeons and destroy the dovecots, so he assured me that he
himself would lodge a complaint to the provincial administration, swearing by the holy shrine of al-Sayyid alBadawi he would get me compensation for the loss.”
“And then?”
“That was the end of it. The matter was laid to rest forever.”
“That is typical of al-Shadli. He never cares for his people,” commented Muhammad ‘Ali Samak.
Mubarakah then said: “I wonder if they will come again this year.”
All of a sudden, they all became dumbfounded, as if her statement had struck them like a thunderbolt. After a
long period of silence, Zahran said:
“Those who have pigeons should worry about them!”
“If they come, how are we going to deal with them?” asked Muhammad al-‘Abd.
Hasan Mahfuz responded: “What can we do, Muhammad? Just leave the whole thing to God.”
“Why don’t we stop them?”
“Who can stand in their way? They own both land and sea.”
“Let them even kill us. It’s God’s will.”
“Can’t we report the matter right now?”
“Report to whom? Nobody can dare to question anything they do.”
Ahmad Zayid then said: “Let them have their way, as they do every year.”
Hearing the voice of the speaker, Hasan Mahfuz became attentive and said: “Tell me, you Ahmad Zayid, what
were you doing at the flour mill today?”
“This is none of your business, Uncle Mahfuz. I don’t owe you an explanation.”
“What do you mean my business? Stop fooling around. If you ever set foot in the mill again, I’ll break your
leg.”
“May God forgive you, Uncle Mahfuz.”
“What happened, Uncle Mahfuz?” asked Zahran.
“What happened?! There are some boys here who have nothing to do but stick around the mill to flirt and fool
around with the girls.”
“Who told you that, Uncle Mahfuz? It must be your daughter, Sit ai-Oar,” responded Zayid.
“Yes, it was she who mentioned it to me.”
“Your daughter is trying to pin this false accusation on me.”
“And aren’t you ashamed of yourself to say you will marry her against her will and mine?”
“I swear by God and al-Sayyid al-Badawi it’s a lie.”
Sit ai-Oar said: “Oh, how shameless! Oh, how shameless!” Then, turning to Mudalalah, she added: “I beg you
in the name of everything precious to you, to tell them the truth. Didn’t he say that?”
Mudalalah replied: “Yes, he did, Uncle Mahfuz. This is the truth, Uncle Mahfuz. This is what he said in front
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of all the folks there.”
“What do you say now?” asked Mahfuz. Turning to Zayid, he added: “And how can you marry her when the
marriage contract between her and Muhammad al-‘Abd has been signed already?”
“In what way is he better than me to let him marry her?”
“What happened happened. It is destiny.”
Ahmad Zayid bit his thick lips, looking menacingly at al-‘Abd. After this argument, they all returned to their
homes.
3: Between Pigeons and Death
“Of course! We can have a lot of fun shooting in the fields … particularly pigeons. This will ease our trip.”
“Well! But are we allowed to shoot pigeons?”
“Oh yes. These are wild pigeons. I’ve shot many of them before over there.”
This conversation took place between two Englishmen, sitting in one of Shepherd Hotel’s magnificent halls,
dressed in their civilian tuxedos and holding glasses of whiskey with soda. Having sipped the last drops of his
drink, the first, called Major Ben Coffin, said: “Be sure you’ll have a marvelous time during this delightful trip.”
The other, whose name was Lieutenant Smith Weak, replied:
“Shouldn’t we get a permit from the general?”
“Oh no. There is no need for such a permit. Because over there we’ll receive tremendous help and lavish
hospitality from the rich landowners!”
“It seems that the Egyptians are fond of the British.”
“The Egyptians fear the British the way cowards dread the might of the brave. I’ve never seen such
hypocritical and bizarre people!”
“They are known to be docile and meek.”
“What you call docility and meekness is, in fact, nothing but cowardice and weakness. That’s why we never
respect these flattering people or care for their radical views.”
“So it’s the same here as in India?”
“As in all the Orient!”
The Lieutenant said, laughing: “I gather you exclude the Japanese from these nice traits?!”
“Do you have any doubt about my deep admiration for this brave and dynamic people?”
Then they stood up and left in a car, which took them to some unknown destination.
*
The sun rose on the ominous day of the thirteenth of June, casting its magnificent golden rays on tents
scattered here and there in the camp of the Dragon’s Detachment, a unit of the forces of occupation. The rays
seemed to be greeting the sun’s faithful children who had made invaluable sacrifices to ensure that it would never
set on their empire.\fn{It used to be a boast of a certain class of people that, and I quote, “The sun never sets upon the British Empire.”
I remember my High School history teacher talking in this manner; and myself as well, although I was, of course, only a boy and had but a
child’s understanding about what Imperialism actually meant. For me it was soldiers and battles and glorious victories and the dramatic
rescues of ladies from savage hordes of infidels and the brave sacrifices of well-meaning civil servants who toiled on through discomfort
and disease to build railroads and dig wells and in general to extend the benefits of modern society to the illiterate. We were all children
once.} Major Ben Coffin called ‘Abd al-‘Ali Saqr (the interpreter) and ordered him to inform Sergeant Ahmad

Hasan Zaqzuq that they would go hunting in the area of Dinshway at one o’clock. The interpreter saluted and left
the tent. The major was sitting in a rocking chair behind a table. Close by, there was a handsome young man,
called Mr. Porter, chatting with an equally handsome youth, whose name was Lieutenant Smith Weak. A little
distance away sat Captain Paul, about thirty years old, whose features betrayed signs of weakness and eyes
bespoke simplicity of spirit. He was busy cleaning a hunting rifle while whistling the tune of a love song. Near
him sat a short man, Captain Bustock, stretching his leg on a chair, and reading a book with deep interest. Close to
him, there was another short man, Lieutenant Hargriffith, who was sitting in total silence.
They were all lounging in one of the finest tents in the camp. After the departure of the interpreter, the major
turned to Captain Paul, asking: “Haven’t you finished your work, captain?”
“Not yet.”
“You could have asked a private soldier to do this job which has distracted you from our conversation.”
“I thoroughly enjoy what I am doing, my dear commander.”
“And you Bustock, do you take as much pleasure in reading your novel as Paul does in cleaning his rifle?”
“No, my little commander. There is no greater enjoyment than chatting with you.” Then he closed his book and
sat upright.\fn{The English did actually speak in this (to our ears) elevated manner; indeed, throughout the novel the characters talk as
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they would, and the reader must assume nothing artificial to have been inserted by the author .}

“Are there lots of pigeons in the area we’re heading for? Is Hargriffith coming with us?” asked the lieutenant.
The major replied: “Oh yes. They are there in abundance. As for Hargriffith, he’ll be deprived of this pleasant
excursion to stay here in the camp.”
“How about transportation for this trip, major?”
“This is the business of the Egyptian government. I don’t have to worry about it! You will see the fabulous
arrangements and sumptuous banquets prepared for us. They will exceed anything you’ve seen before.”
“We will see,” said Captain Paul. The office spent the morning in such pastimes as playing cards and chatting.
At exactly one o’clock in the afternoon, the major called ‘Abd al-‘Ali (the interpreter) and asked him: “Did
you tell the sergeant?”
“Yes, sir. He said that he had informed the officer at al-Shuhada police station about the excursion. The latter
ordered him to accompany you, leaving a policeman here, and to bring carriages for us from the estate of ‘Abd alMajid Sultan Bey, one of the richest landowners.”
“But this is not good enough. Tell the sergeant to go ahead of us in order to inform the ‘Umdah of our arrival,”
said the major.
‘Abd al-‘Ali saluted and left. A quarter of an hour later, the major called him again and asked: “Have the
carriages arrived?”
“Not yet, sir.”
“Alright, get ready. We’ll proceed on foot until we meet them on the way.”
The interpreter saluted and went away, cursing the day he was appointed to guide these “jinns” who wanted to
walk in such intolerable heat. At the height of his misery, he suddenly saw the officers facing him and heard a
sonorous voice calling: “‘Abd al-‘Ali.” The wretched man rushed to the major and saluted, while the latter said:
“Let’s go. Hold this horse …”
The five officers walked, talking and laughing and dreaming of a delicious meal of pigeons, with a bottle of
whiskey and soda, after their return from that physical exercise. As for our friend, ‘Abd al-‘Ali, he dragged his
feet behind them, cursing the temperament of these English people who go out to play and hunt in the scorching
sun, that would suffocate a camel to death. After a short walk, they discerned a dark shadow in the distance. The
guide thanked God and heaved a sigh of relief as he found out that it was definitely the shadow of the carriages
ordered by the sergeant. A little while later, Major Ben Coffin was riding in one of the carriages, with Captain
Bustock to his left, while Captain Paul took the other one, with Mr. Porter sitting to his right. As for Lieutenant
Smith Weak, he mounted his horse and proceeded alongside the first carriage.
*
It took them an hour to reach Dinshway. ‘Abd al-‘Ali climbed down and stood by the majors carriage to salute
him. The latter asked:
“Where is the sergeant?”
“Here he is, sir.”
“Look behind you. I see a man approaching us. He’s probably the ‘Umdah. Ask for his permission.”
‘Abd al-‘Ali walked until he reached a white-haired man, about seventy years of age, whose name was Hasan
Mahfouz. He stopped him, saying: “Peace be upon you.”
“Peace be upon you, with God’s mercy and blessings.”
“Is hunting forbidden in this area?”
“It’s not allowed around houses and barns. However, if they want to hunt, they should move away a little
farther.”
“We’ve dispatched the sergeant to you. Has he arrived or not?”
“I don’t know.”
Walking on his way, the old man came across his daughter, Sit ai-Oar, and asked her: “Where is Muhammad
al-‘Abd?”
“In the field.”
“And why are you standing here?”
“I came to see who these people are.”
“This is none of your business, my girl. We’re leaving this matter in the hands of God. Go home. Go home, Sit
ai-Oar.”
“And where are you going, father?”
“To the field, my girl.”
“Should I bring your lunch over there?”
“Yes, my girl; bring it to me there at the time of the afternoon prayer.”
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“Will these Englishmen do what they usually do every year?”
“We shouldn’t get involved, Sit ai-Oar. Let them do whatever they like.”
“Why don’t you ask them to refrain from shooting here?”
“Shut up, bitch. Do you want them to give me hell? I wouldn’t exchange greetings with these people, lest they
should take it as an insult and ruin my life.”
After this brief conversation, Hasan Mahfouz proceeded on his way to the field, while Sit ai-Oar headed
toward the house. Meanwhile, ‘Abd al-‘Ali walked with the officers a little distance away from the village. The
commander then said: “Let’s split into two groups. Mr. Porter, you go to the left with Lieutenant Smith. I’ll stay
here with Captain Paul and Captain Bustock.”
The two young men moved in the direction indicated by the major. On their way, Mr. Porter said to his
companion: “Do you want to bet, my friend, that I’ll shoot more pigeons than you?”
“All right. I’d bet you a bottle of whiskey.”
“Agreed.”
“Now get ready.”
Reaching their destination, the lieutenant fired his rifle and hit a flying pigeon, which fell immediately to the
ground.
Porter shouted: “Look … Bang … Here’s another one.”
“We’re even now. Let’s go.”
“Bang … Bang … Bang … Bang …”
“Stop. Stop shooting, lieutenant. The natives are approaching us. Someone may get hurt.”
The lieutenant shrugged and fired another shot, whereupon they immediately saw fire and smoke in the
distance.
“You’ve burnt something with your gunfire. Look at the smoke, lieutenant. Stop. Stop shooting,” shouted
Porter.
“Bang … Bang …”
“Stop. Stop. The villagers have crowded by the flames.”
“Why should I care? How can I let this pigeon get away?” Then he discharged the rifle for the third time.
Porter saw some of the fellahin gather around the fire, trying to extinguish it, while others were moving toward
them.
*
Let us leave these two hunters for a little while and take the reader to the other spot, where the commander and
his two companions were shooting. Here is their story:
Captain Paul said: “You will see, my dear commander, who will hit more pigeons.”
“Do you think that cleaning your gun will give you the edge, captain?”
“Think?! Listen to this … Bang! … I’ve already shot one.”
“Bang … Me too, Paul.”
“You’ve missed, my commander!”
“Bang … Bang … I haven’t missed this time.”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“A lot of pigeons, commander. Isn’t it?”
“Didn’t I promise you that, Paul?”
“So we’ll have a delicious dinner tonight.”
“Absolutely! Absolutely!”
“Oh, I feel so hungry and can hardly wait for the evening when we return to camp and enjoy such a mouthwatering meal.”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“Bang … Bang …” “You’ve missed.”
“Bang … Bang … Thud …”
“But I haven’t missed this time.”
“Look, commander. What’s this fire burning over there?”
“I don’t know. I’m afraid it may have been caused by our gunfire.”
“In fact, I’m afraid this may be the case.”
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“I have no doubt, commander, that it was started by the gunfire of one of our fellows in the other area.”
“I think so too.”
“Look how the natives have crowded to put out the fire.”
“Let’s hurry to see what’s happening.”
The major and his companions rushed quickly behind ‘Abd al-‘Ali toward the lieutenant and his colleague,
Porter.
*
The fellahin saw the Englishmen moving toward them, on horseback and on foot, to shoot the pigeons on
which they depended for sustenance. They did, however, remain silent, leaving their destiny in the hands of God.
Each one crouched in his place, without uttering a word. Muhammad ‘Abd al-Nabi and his wife, Mabrukah,
stayed in their barn and watched the shooting of their pigeons with heavy hearts. While they were still lamenting
the loss, a stray bullet suddenly hit Mabrukah, so that she collapsed from the top of the thresher, her dark-red
blood seeping into the bright straw. It was a heartrending scene. As for Muhammad ‘Abd al-Nabi, he bent over
her, shedding tears of intense grief. As he was mourning her, he noticed that the barn was on fire, which added to
his disaster. So, at the top of his voice, he screamed at the shooters:
“This is evil, you people. Have some fear of God. You’ve killed my wife and burnt my barn!”
While he was shouting, a dead pigeon tumbled on his head, which filled his grief-stricken heart with terror, so
that he scrambled out of the barn and started running in a state of panic, leaving his wife behind in a pool of
blood.
The peasants gathered around his barn and started to extinguish the fire, while he rushed hysterically in the
direction of the hunters, shouting:
“Have mercy, you people. This is evil.”
The lieutenant scolded him: “Goddamit! Bloody fool!” then tried to hit him.
Overwhelmed by fear that the Englishman might kill him, Muhammad ‘Abd al-Nabi took hold of his rifle with
great force, which infuriated the lieutenant, so he started to kick him hard in the shinbone. When the man
screamed for help, some of the peasants came to his rescue, led by the village’s chief sentry and two other
sentries.
Under the impression that they were moving to attack them, Mr. Porter fired his gun, injuring three persons.
In a state of rage, the fellahin pounced at the officers to seize their weapons. The Englishmen started kicking
them when the major and his group arrived at the scene, to face a monumental catastrophe. He came up to the
lieutenant with anger written on his face, saying: “Give them the gun.” Then he noticed that Captain Paul was
surrounded by a crowd of people grasping his rifle. He shouted at him, too, to surrender it.
Finding that the villagers were not satisfied, he gave up his own gun and ordered the others to do the same.
Thus, all the officers relinquished their military weapons and raised the white flag, a sign of surrender! Then the
major stood between Porter and the lieutenant, holding their hands as a final touch to the act of deception. They
pretended to be prisoners and moved toward the carriages, followed by the fellahin. Captain Paul lagged slightly
behind his companions.
The major looked around for the sergeant, only to find him fifty yards away on the back of his horse, watching
them. When he saw the officers glowering at him, he saluted them from a distance, while still riding his horse!
The major bit his lips with anger and resentment. Turning to look for ‘Abd al-Ali, he couldn’t find him either, but
saw Captain Paul shouting at the villagers and threatening to give them hell. Not only that. He even slapped one
of them in the face. The major wanted to rush and stop him when, all of a sudden, he found the peasants and the
officers engaged in a fierce scuffle.
Running to the heart of the battle, he tried to separate them, but received a sudden blow on the head, which
dazed him. While the officers retreated, the villagers were relentless in their pursuit, charging forward and striking
them one by one, so that they were scattered in different directions. Captain Paul shouted: “Oh, commander, why
did we surrender our weapons?” But no answer! The poor man started running, with the fellahin at his heels,
hurling rocks and stones. Rushing to help him, the lieutenant saw a stone smash Captain Paul’s head, spilling his
blood. When he went back to attack the villagers, one of them hit him in the nose with a rock. Then he saw the
major beating and kicking one of the fellahin and ran to support him, but stopped in his tracks at the sight of a
peasant dealing a severe blow to the major, breaking his arm. The lieutenant’s teeth chattered with terror,
especially when he looked at the commander, who was lying unconscious on the ground.
4: The Martyr of Siresna
Captain Bustock then shouted at the top of his voice: “Escape!”
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“Escape! Paul! Where’s the sergeant? Where’s ‘Abd al-Ali?”
“I don’t know. Where is this cowardly soldier? Turn left, Bustock, and go to the nearest police station to report
this incident.”
Turning around twice, Bustock asked: “In which direction should I go?”
“To the left! To the left!”
“What about you?”
“I’ll turn right!”
Captain Bustock scrambled to the left. His appearance was ludicrous, with his clothes in tatters, his suspenders
torn, and his trousers falling to his knees, which slightly hampered his ability to run. Stopping to pull up the
trousers, he looked behind him but couldn’t see Captain Paul. This gave him more energy to run quickly, but the
trousers dropped again. He hastened to take them off and stood in his place, at a loss where to go. Then it
occurred to him that he should return to the camp, so he changed direction and darted to the right, looking
hilarious in his magnificent military uniform and shining medals, but without trousers! His buttocks were naked
because the British do not use drawers! In the middle of the way, he saw Captain Paul lying flat on the ground.
Feeling his pulse and heart, he found him in a serious condition, so that he forgot the gravity of his own situation
and knelt beside him for a moment in prayer, pleading with heaven to save his friend from death. When Paul
opened his eyes, Bustock said to him: “Hang on, my friend!”
“Where are you going?” muttered Paul.
“Forward! To the camp.”
Then he left him behind and ran quickly until he reached the bank of al-Bajuriyah, where he stopped and
looked intently at the river for a little while, then mustered his courage and plunged into the water. He swam to
the other bank and resumed running in his grotesque clothes, with water now dripping from his jacket! As for
Captain Paul, he struggled hard to look right and left, while prostrate on the ground, but there was no one in sight.
He said, moaning: “Where am I? I’m thirsty. I need a drop of water. I want a little whiskey! I don’t want to die in
this state of thirst! As an Englishman, I shouldn’t die thirsty!”
At that moment he saw a peasant in the distance, moving toward him. His heart pounding, he clasped his hands
together, muttering the prayer of death for the salvation of his soul. As for the wretched peasant, whose name was
Sayyid Ahmad Sa’id, he approached the captain. Finding him in such a grievous condition, he prayed: “There is
neither might nor power but in the Almighty. We belong to Allah and must return to Him. You will depart first but
we shall follow you to the other world. I bear witness that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is His
prophet …”
The captain opened his eyes, which he had closed to avoid the sight of the fellahin finishing him off with their
clubs. Feeling the intensity of the peasant’s emotions, he said to him: “As a human being, have mercy on me and
give me a drop of water.”
The villager could not understand his words and kept reiterating: “We belong to Allah and must return to
Him.”
As Paul became aware that the villager did not know his language, he made a gesture indicating his desire to
drink, whereupon the peasant hurried to a canal and filled his palms with water, which he poured in his mouth.
The captain mused: “His hands are dirty. The water is filthy. How can I drink it? Don’t they have filters here?”
Nevertheless, he felt refreshed and signaled to him, asking for more water. The peasant hastened to fulfill his
desire. But, now on the verge of death, the captain took a little crucifix out of his pocket and held it to his bosom,
saying: “Farewell, my beloved mother. Till we meet in heaven. I shall see you there.” Tears welled up in his eyes
and he added: “Oh, my God! What a horrible death!” Then he passed away, holding the crucifix and muttering the
name of his dear mother.
As for the villager, he kept wringing his hands and reiterating constantly: “We belong to Allah and must return
to Him. You now depart but we shall follow you to the other world.” A moment later, he saw a column of dust in
the distance. While standing over the corpse, he peered at the dust until he discerned the soldiers of the occupation
army advancing swiftly like a thunderbolt. Deeply disturbed and overwhelmed by fear that he might be accused of
murdering the Englishman, the poor man scrambled to hide in a cave. But one of the soldiers saw him entering the
cave and followed his track. When he found the peasant, he dealt him a horrendous blow on the head with the rifle
butt. Not only that. He drew the bayonet and stabbed him several times.
A victim of his own noble character, the man died, screaming: “The Moslems be my witness, I’m innocent! I
swear in the name of the Prophet, I’m innocent!”
As for the other soldiers, they proceeded to the spot where Captain Paul was lying, with Captain Bustock at
their head, still looking absurd in his funny clothes. When they found him dead, they tipped their caps
respectfully, knelt reverently beside him and prayed fervently for quite a while. Bustock left two soldiers to guard
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the corpse and proceeded to gather the other officers, who were in a terrible shape, then returned with them,
carrying the corpse, to the camp.
5: At al-Dubarah Palace
An English butler entered the library of Lord Cromer and said: “Mr. Mitchell wants to see you urgently,
milord.”
Alarmed by this surprise, the lord said: “Let him in.” He was reading a book.
A moment later, Mr. Mitchell entered the room in a terrible condition, his face ashen like the dead. Shocked at
his sight, the lord asked: “What’s new, sir?”
“A catastrophe, milord.”
“Do you say catastrophe? Tell me quickly.”
“Our military honor has been insulted. The natives attacked the officers of the Dragon’s Detachment, killing
Captain Paul and seriously wounding the other officers.”
“And what did you do?”
“ came to seek your advice, milord.”
The lord said, frowning: “Woe to them. I’ll give them hell. Fill the pumps with gasoline, mister, and send them
to burn that village, with all its people and cattle. Dispatch the artillery batteries to demolish it, to level it to the
ground! But where is that village?”
“In the province of al-Munuflyah. It’s called Dinshway.”
“Who is the governor?”
“Muhammad Shukri Pasha.”
“Tell me the story in detail.”
Mr. Mitchell started to recount the particulars of the incident. When he finished, the lord drew his chair closer
to him and they talked for about two hours, but we don’t know the details of their conversation. However, while
bidding him farewell, the lord pressed Mr. Mitchell’s hand, saying irritably:
“Don’t forget to deal this double blow to the Egyptian nation. The first blow is the appointment of al-Hilbawl
as public prosecutor. The second is the harshness of the sentences which will make them shudder with terror. I
shall immediately order the ministers of the Egyptian government to establish the special court.”
After the departure of Mr. Mitchell, the lord muttered: “I don’t want British blood to be spilled readily and
easily!”
6: Between al-Hilbawl and His Conscience
“Since everything is in your hands, why is this hesitation, Hilbawl? Why is this weakness, this madness? Will
you let the opportunity slip by and sacrifice the future for the sake of the past? This will be sheer folly! The door
to the bright world of the future is wide open to me. With just one move, I can step into it. Shall I close the door
with my own hands? No … No … This will never be!”
Thus mused Ibrahim al-Hilbawl when he received an official letter from the Egyptian government appointing
him public prosecutor before the special court, which would be held for the trial of the people of Dinshway.
But when he read the letter again, he shuddered and exclaimed: “What a horrible dilemma! Oh, my God, what
am I going to do? No! No! My country has sacred rights that must be cherished. I must listen to the voice of
conscience and follow the path of honor. It would be cowardly to tread on these values for the sake of fame and
luxury. Shall I, for the sake of a coveted job, commit a crime of self-betrayal that will tarnish my reputation and
bring shame on my children? I am, thank God, quite well-off. So why should I demean myself and fall into the
abyss of moral death?! How can I become a traitor? How can I change my principles and values? Wasn’t I the
greatest enemy of the British policy? Didn’t I write the series of articles entitled Where Are They Leading Us?
Shall I, then, stand in court tomorrow and ask for harsh sentences? Ask for what?! Ask for the death penalty?! Ask
the judges to spill the blood of my oppressed countrymen? Ask the court to crush them? Shall I use my God-given
mental faculties and gifts to wipe out the children of my country? As a prosecutor, I must damn them in the eyes
of their enemies. How can I do that? Can I disregard the call of duty toward my country, just because of my
ambition to attain one of the top positions? No! No! What was your status in the past, Hilbawl? And where do you
stand today? Wasn’t I a penniless fellah, deeply rooted in the countryside? Didn’t I achieve my present position of
wealth and respect through the support of my countrymen? Shall I reward them with betrayal? Can I become a
murderous arrow in their guts? This will never be!”
While this conflict, described above, was raging between al-Hilbawl and his conscience, a servant entered the
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room and handed him a letter. It was from a prominent Englishman. Here is the translation:
My dear friend, al-Hilbawl Bey,
Congratulations on the great confidence conferred upon you, which was manifest in your appointment as public prosecutor. By
writing this note, I wanted to have the honor of being the first one to congratulate you. I hope to congratulate you again on other
achievements in the near future.
Signature ………

When he finished reading the letter, al-Hilbawl put it on his desk and sat silently, pondering his situation. He
then smiled and said:
“The rational thing for man is to adapt himself to different circumstances. I shouldn’t let this opportunity slip
by, just because of some illusion which I mistook for reality. I shall gladly accept this appointment. Nothing
would happen to me if I turned a deaf ear to people’s comments and ignored completely what they might write
about me.”
With this kind of self-justification, the voice of conscience was silenced by ambition. Al-Hilbawl accepted the
position and started to spend his days and nights exploring the criminal code and examining the scene of the
incident, until he reached the desired conclusions, which he articulated in court, as we shall see later.
7: After the Battle
Immediately after the battle, the people of Dinshway withdrew to their village and sat beside a barn, totally
exhausted. There were marks of irritation and resentment on their faces. After a little while, Muhammad Yosuf
said: “Oh God, help us. This kind of thing drives one to blasphemy. Why is all this grief?”
“What a disaster! Never before had we anything to do with the British,” responded Muhammad Zahan.
“Divorced be my wife thrice if I don’t kill all my pigeons and never breed any more,” said Muhammad Ahmad
al-Si’si.
Slapping his face with both hands, Husayn Sali’m said: “This is not the point. To hell with the pigeons! Right
now, we have to face the question of beating the British.”
AI-Sayyid Salirl interjected: “Do you think there is no justice in this country? What are you talking about? Is
this country running loose, without a ruler to control it?!”
“What justice, brother? There is no justice in our land. These days, there is only the law of force. Just wait and
see what they will do to us.”
“Do what?! They come and shoot our pigeons, from which we make our living, kill our women and burn our
crops. How can we take it lying down? Why don’t you talk, fellows? Why don’t you say something, you Ahmad
‘Abd al-'Ali?” exclaimed al-Sayyid al-Ofi.
“What can I say? Who will listen to me?”
Muhammad Yosuf said: “Enough of this babbling, fellows. No need to scare us with lies. Just tell us what we
should do.”
“Nothing. Let’s leave the village and make off. Cursed be this village and the people in it,” answered
Muhammad al-Ghubashi.
“Don’t you think they will catch us? And then it will be a real disaster.”
“No. Let’s escape to al-Buhayrah province. It will take them ages to search the area and catch up with us.”
“Nonsense.”
“Then what can we do?”
“Our best bet is to try as far as possible to tell them the truth. We can say that we were defending our pigeons,
and that one must fight for his rights.”
“Nobody will listen to us.”
“So what is the way out?”
“Just depend on God. He’ll work it out.”
“What depending?”
“If you’re so scared, why did you do it in the first place?” asked Hasan Mahfouz.
“This is our destiny, Mahfouz.”
“Were you out of your minds at the time?”
“Out of our minds?! Do you expect one to have a ‘mind’ in his moments of anger? What are you talking
about?” responded ‘Abd al-Nabi’ Sali’m.
“Just tell me, fellows. Should we have let them do whatever they liked? Shouldn’t we defend our belongings?”
said Muhammad Yosuf. Taking off his cap, Muhammad Zahran looked up at heaven, his eyes brimming with
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tears, and shouted: “May God ruin your house, orphan your children, and strike you dead, you Muhammad Shadi.
You are the cause of all this grief.” Then he covered his face with both hands and burst out crying like a child. At
that moment the fellahin became intensely awed of the gravity of their situation.
Muhammad ‘Abd aI-Nab exclaimed: “Oh, my life is falling apart! My wife is dying. I’m sorry, fellows. Please
forgive me.”
They all heaved burning sighs and were shrouded in total silence. A moment later, Hasan Mahfouz said:
“Think of a solution, fellows. How can we get out of this hole?”
“What can we do, Uncle Mahfouz? Our black deed will rebound on our heads. They will send us to hell.” They
all shuddered to hear these words.
Among them, there was an old cripple, about ninety years old. He said: “Listen to me, my sons, and follow my
advice.”
They all exclaimed: “Tell us what you think, Hajji ‘Umran.”
The old man squatted comfortably and straightened himself, then said: “What was done cannot be undone. You
can justify your deed before the whole world. But, if I have my say, I’d first sentence Muhammad al-Shadi to be
burned alive. He’s the cause of this disaster. If he had taken your complaint to the provincial government last year,
nothing would have happened today. However, everything is written in the book of fate. No one can change his
destiny. The best way is to select ten of you to travel .to the provincial capital tomorrow and tell the whole story
from beginning to end.”
The old man had barely finished his speech when a man arrived and said: “Woe to us! Woe to us! Haven’t you
heard the news?”
Trembling, the assembled fellahin strained their ears and shouted together: “No! We hope it’s good news.
Speak, man. What happened?”
“One of the Englishmen we beat up has died.”
When they heard his words, the men bowed their heads and were dumbfounded. Hajji ‘Umran then said:
“There is neither might nor power but in God! Everything is based on His judgment!”
“Why don’t you talk, Hajji ‘Umran? What can we do? How should we act now?” exclaimed Muhammad
Zahran.
“The matter is much worse than before. The disaster will fall on our heads; all of us!”
The people in his village held Hajji ‘Umran in great esteem; they respected him and trusted his judgment. So
when he uttered the last statement, everything looked bleak in their eyes, so that the men wept and the women
wailed. They condemned their own deed, and indulged in feelings of remorse. This emotional outburst was
followed by total silence.
A little while later, Hajji ‘Umran moved slightly from his place, then sighed and said: “Why didn’t you
consider the consequences, my sons? Why did you do it?”
Muhammad al-Mu’adhdhin replied: “What else could we do, Uncle ‘Umran? For the last five years, they came
and shot our pigeons, then stuffed them in sacks and took them away. How can we make a living? Is this fair?
Can’t the rulers in Cairo see the truth? When they hear our side of the story, they will find us innocent and have
mercy on us.”
Hajji ‘Umran said, laughing: “What you’re saying is just a dream, Muhammad. Where is this justice you say is
in Egypt? If there is justice, would the British attack your village, shoot your pigeons, kill your women, and burn
your barns? There was justice in the good old days, my son … in the good old days.”
“What do you think they will do to us?”
“Everything in their power.”
“Who?”
“The British.”
“What about our rulers? Will they let them do whatever they like to us?”
Smiling, the old man sighed and shook his head, then said: “Like you, I don’t know anything, my son.”
“Let’s all go home. What God has planned must be done,” said Hasan Mahfouz. They left without greeting
each other as usual.
*
While the assembled fellahin were engaged in the aforementioned dialogue, Sit ai-Oar was sitting beside
Ahmad Zayid on the other side of the barn. Nobody noticed their absence as they were absorbed in their
discussions of what might happen to them in the future. The following conversation took place between Sit ai-Oar
and Ahmad Zayid:
“What do you want from me, you Ahmad Zayid? Just tell me what’s on your mind.”
“I’m not asking for too much. Just to marry you. I love you … love you a lot … quite a lot!”
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“But how can I marry you when my marriage contract has been signed?”
“Now listen to me! Tell your father that you don’t want Muhammad al-‘Abd.”
“But I do want him …!”
“You must find a way to get rid of him!”
“Why’s all this hostility, Ahmad?”
The cunning villain said, smiling: “I’m dead serious. If you don’t marry me, I’ll report your father to the
provincial government as the man who beat up the British.”
“Woe to me! God will punish you for this! Do you want to destroy my father? You know he was working in the
field. Have some fear of God’s vengeance!”
“Fear or no fear, this is none of your business. I want to marry you. Think it over.”
“Please Ahmad. I beg you on my knees. Don’t ruin our life.”
“It’s you who will ruin it if you persist in your stubbornness.”
“No! No! I’ll marry you. But, please, don’t report my father’s name.”
“It’s a deal?”
‘Yes.”
“But what will you say?”
“I’ll tell my father I’d like to marry you.”
“Just tell him that and leave the rest to me.”
“All right.”
At that moment, the meeting of the villagers came to an end. Hasan Mahfouz got up and called Sit ai-Dar.
“What do you want, father?”
“Let’s go home.”
Ahmad Zayid whispered in her ear: “Let’s recite the first chapter of the Koran … to seal our agreement.”
Having done so, she walked toward her father and entered the house with him. She then told him all the details
of her conversation with Ahmad Zayid.
“Don’t you ever say this to me again or I’ll kill you. This son of a bitch is treacherous. Don’t have any fears for
me. I’ll show him.”
The darkness of night descended on the village of Dinshway. The bodies of its dwellers were overwhelmed by
sleep, just as their souls were weighed down by suffering. It was the sleep of the damned, who were stung by fate.
8: The Special Court
At ten o’clock in the morning of the 25th of June, the curtain was raised, revealing the stage of the special
court. Ten million Egyptians were eagerly watching this tragicomic act. A short, stout man shouted in a bellowing
voice, announcing that the court was in session, whereupon all the people attending the trial rose respectfully.
Then entered his excellency, Butrus Ghali Pasha, and sat in the chair of the chief justice, with an air of splendor
and grandeur. To his right sat Mr. Hitter, representing the chancellor of justice, and then Fathi Zaghlol Bey. To his
left sat Mr. Bond, the deputy of the Court of Appeal, then Mr. Ladlaw in his military uniform, but without his cap.
To the left of the bench, there was Hilbawi Bey, the public prosecutor, together with his excellency, the governor
of al-Munoifiyah province, and the chancellor of internal affairs, who was not an official member of the court.
Then to the right sat ‘Uthman Murtada Bey who recorded the proceedings.
Sitting upright in his chair, the chief justice looked around and seemed to be pleased with the order in the
courtroom. He then noticed the newspaper publishers and correspondents with their comic appearances; they
came in different shapes and sizes and sat there gawking, as if they wanted to devour members of the court with
their eyes. When he saw them, the chief justice frowned and his nose seemed bigger than usual! As for Mr. Bond,
he watched the journalists with a little smile on his face. It was curious that his excellency, the public prosecutor,
never raised his eyes to them, but was content with looking steadily at Mr. Bond’s face, as if confirming to him
his undying loyalty and unwavering commitment.
‘Uthman Bey shook his head occasionally and examined the papers on his desk, then looked around, smiling
or frowning from time to time.
A moment after the members of the court had taken their seats, the defendants were called. They were fiftytwo, all present with the exception of seven men. It was surprising that the list included the names of Hasan
Mahfouz and Muhammad al-‘Abd, which indicates that Ahmad Zayid had reported them to the authorities after
the failure of his attempt to marry Sit ai-Oar. In fact, two thirds of the defendants were innocent but got involved
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in the case through tips from enemies among their fellow-villagers, just as Hasan Mahfouz and Muhammad
al-‘Abd were charged with the crime as a result of Ahmad Zayid’s betrayal.
The court clerk stood up and read the resolution of the ministry of justice in a loud voice, then cast his eyes
toward the newspaper publishers and correspondents before resuming his seat. Next rose Ibrahim al-Hilbawi Bey
and asked the court to send one of the attendants to buy two liters of eau de cologne and spray it on the floor of
the courtroom, in order to repel the offensive odor of the defendants, which he could not tolerate because it made
him irritable.
“Which brand do you want?” asked one of the members.
“Atkinson,” he answered glibly. He had barely uttered the word when the spectators burst out laughing. Some
of the accused thought that Atkinson was a term for “pardon” in the criminal code.
His honor, the chief justice, had to ask for order, then turned to al-Hilbawi and said: “Don’t you know, Mr.
Public Prosecutor, that Atkinson is not available in Shibin al-Kum?”
“That’s odd. Don’t the fellahin have any perfumes?”
“Yes, they do have their own odors, but not the kind you want.”
“We have a brand of cologne called Sunbul wa Khuzamah, honorable members. Would it be your pleasure that
we bring it?” interposed Ahmad Habib Bey, the ‘Umdah of al-Nalurah. The chief justice nodded, but the public
prosecutor was annoyed because he had never heard that name before! Plus the fact that he had used Atkinson
since his childhood!
Al-Hilbawi then stood up, determined to strike the accused with thunderbolts since their odor caused him
indigestion! He said: “I ask the court to crush all these defendants without mercy, because they attacked the
officers, killed Captain Paul, and seriously injured the others. Since this is one of the most heinous crimes, I plead
with you to give them the harshest sentences, after hearing the witnesses.
The defendants were so shaken by this dreadful request that they started to sweat profusely, which made their
stench much worse, thus adding to al-Hilbawi’s indigestion.
When the public prosecutor resumed his seat, the court started hearing the witnesses. The first was Major Ben
Coffin, the commander of the unit, who came with his left arm raised to his chest. When he faced the bench, he
examined the faces of the judges for a moment, then asked to sit down as he was not feeling well. Granting his
request, the chief justice ordered the defendants to line up one by one for him to identify them. The major almost
laughed because he couldn’t remember any of these faces. He was about to say so except that a stern look from
one of the judges froze the words on the tip of his tongue.
He mused: “I couldn’t care less. As our high commissioner once said, Egypt is the land of wonders and
marvels. No wonder, its judicial system is also full of wonders and marvels …” Then he looked at the accused
grandiosely, saying to himself: “I have absolute control over your destiny. With one word I can condemn you all
to death or bring you back to life!”
After taking the oath, he was asked by the chief justice: “Which of these do you accuse of assaulting you?”
The major walked between the rows of the defendants, as if he were inspecting his soldiers. He examined their
faces carefully. His eyes fell first on ‘Abd al-Munlim Mahfouz, who had a bushy beard, so he decided to identify
him as a punishment for not shaving! Next there was Muhammad Mustafa Mahfouz, whom he also accused
because of his big paunch! Then he looked at Muhammad al-‘Abd and liked his figure, so he pronounced him
innocent. Likewise, he did not charge Muhammad ‘Ali Muhammad, since he found him tall and fit to be one of
the soldiers in the Dragon’s Detachment. Looking at Muhammad Darwish Zahran, he did not fancy his gloomy
face and hence identified him as one of the attackers. Thus he kept walking between the rows of the defendants,
their lives hanging on his words, until he accused all those whose appearances did not appeal to him, and
pardoned the rest.
His honor, the chief justice, asked him: “What happened to you on the 13th of June?”
“I went out with the other officers to shoot pigeons in the village of Dinshway. We had barely started shooting
when the natives assaulted us. They beat us up, robbed us, and killed Captain Paul.”
“Did this gang have a leader?”
The major pondered for a moment, then said: “Yes, they did.”
“Can you identify him?”
He walked between the rows of the accused until he stopped in front of Muhammad Darwish Zahran, the man
with the gloomy face, and said:
“This is the one, your honor!”
The chief justice smiled and thanked him. He was followed by Lieutenant Smith Weak. He took the oath with
deep resentment. The judge then asked him: “What happened to you on the 13th of June?”
“I went with the officers on a pigeon shoot, during which these savage fellahin attacked us, took our weapons,
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stole our belongings, and killed Captain Paul.”
“Whom do you accuse of this assault? Look at the faces of these villains.”
As he was approaching this grave matter, the lieutenant was so perturbed that his heart started pounding. He
said: “I don’t think I can recognize the defendants. They all look alike. During the period since the incident, their
appearances have changed, their beards have grown.”
“Tell us approximately,” said one of the judges, frowning.
The lieutenant obeyed the order and started inspecting the defendants. When he reached Darwish Zahran, the
judge, afraid that he might move past the man without identifying him, asked: “Isn’t this the leader of the gang?”
“Yes, he is. Besides, he was the one who grabbed the rifle from me. His actions and gestures indicated he was
one of the leaders.”
The lieutenant was silent for a little while, then resumed when he perceived signs of pleasure on the faces of
the judges: “Moreover, it was he who incited the villagers to attack the officers!”
“Very good. Finish your examination of the other defendants.”
Though confused and disturbed again, he closed his eyes and started to choose some of them by whim.
Whenever he singled one out of the group, he would give a clear description of his offence, as if he had known
him for years. It was amazing that he never failed to identify any of the defendants pointed out to him.
The chief justice gave him a bigger smile than the one bestowed upon the first officer, and thanked him.
Next came Captain Bustock to the stand and took the oath. He was asked: “Tell us what happened to you on
the 13th of June.”
“Every kind of insult and offence. They beat us up, robbed us, and murdered Captain Paul.”
“Which of these men do you accuse of the assault?”
“All of them.”
“Without exception?”
“Yes. I can recognize them if I look at their faces.”
The court showed him the accused. Like his colleague, he singled out al-Sayyid al-‘Ofl, Muhammad Ibrahim
‘Abd al-Haqq, and Sayyid Ahmad and Muhammad Musa, as well as others who fell into his clutches by sheer bad
luck. When he passed by Zahran, without identifying him, one of the judges was annoyed and indicated the man
to him, saying:
“Wasn’t this person there?”
“Yes, he was.”
The judge then pointed his finger at ‘Abd al-Raziq asking: “What about this one?”
“I don’t know him. But I believe that all the defendants insulted us. I do not, however, recall the particular
offences committed by each one of them.”
“How can you recall the actions of the accused, when you are unable to remember the particular offence of
each individual?” asked the chief justice.
“I don’t know.”
One of the judges frowned but suppressed his anger and remained silent, whereupon the chief justice became
aware of his blunder and said to Bustock: “Your slip of memory is quite understandable.”
The next witness was Mr. Porter, who took the oath and waited silently for the questions.
“What happened to you on the 13th of June?”
“We went out on a pigeon shoot, but were attacked by the natives. They beat us up, stole our things, and killed
Captain Paul.”
“Can you identify the criminals?”
“Nobody can, your honor.”
“Why not?”
“It’s impossible for anyone to recognize the attackers after such a long time. Besides, their beards have grown
and their looks have changed.”
“Try to remember,” said the chief justice, then summoned the most probable suspects. Mr. Porter was about to
say that he didn’t recognize them except that a look from the bench stopped the words on the tip of his tongue.
Shaking his head, he confirmed that the villagers were determined to commit the crime.
“What’s your proof?” asked the chief justice eagerly.
Porter was perplexed but he mustered his courage and said: “My proof? My proof? The fact that there were no
women or children at the scene of the crime …”
One of the journalists whispered in the ear of his colleague: “This means that Muhammad ‘Abd al-Nabil’s wife
was actually shot in the barn, which proves that the flames must have been caused by the officers’ gunfire.” The
other replied: “Shut up or else the chief justice may send Porter to the journalists to identify those who do not
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strike his fancy and include us among the defendants …” They laughed.
The chief justice turned to Porter and asked: “Do you have any further statements?”
“No, I don’t.”
He was followed by ‘Abd al-‘Ali Saqr, the officers interpreter and guide. When this witness came to the stand,
he didn’t forget to click his heels and to give a military salute. And without being asked, he said in English: “We
left on the 13th of June …”
Mr. Bond shouted at him: “What’s this? What are you saying? Answer me!”
“I’m giving my testimony.”
“Are you going to testify in English? Why?”
“Because the officers testified in English.”
“Don’t you know Arabic?”
“Yes, I do.”
“Then take the oath and talk in Arabic.”
The spectators burst out laughing during this conversation. The chief justice asked for order, then turned to the
witness, after he had taken the oath, and said: “Tell us what you saw.”
“I saw a lot, your excellency. I saw the fellahin attack officer Porter. They were accompanied by the village’s
chief sentry and all the folks. They grabbed his rifle. The woman took part in the assault.”
Mr. Bond was suspicious about the validity of this testimony, so he called Mr. Porter and asked him: “Is it true
that the woman and the village’s chief sentry attacked you and took your rifle?”
“No. This is a lie. Besides, ‘Abd al-‘Ali deserted us and fled. We haven’t seen him ever since.”
‘Abd al-‘Ali responded irritably: “I didn’t run away. The officer makes this up because there is a grudge
between him and me.” When Mr. Bond asked him about the nature of the grudge, he replied: “He owes me ten
shillings, which he wouldn’t pay, claiming that I broke the lamp. He always accuses me of pilfering whiskey and
drinking it. And this is not true …”
Annoyed by this testimony, the chief justice dismissed the witness. Mr. Bond then asked him to adjourn the
trial to the following day at nine thirty in the morning.
9: Murder for Murder
The following morning, the court was held in the same order de- scribed above. The clerk called Sergeant
Ahmad Hasan Zaqzuq who had accompanied the officers as their guard. He entered the courtroom squeaking with
his boots, which attracted the attention of the spectators. After making the military salute and taking the oath, he
was asked by the chief justice: “What happened on the 13th of June?”
“Which thirteenth? Which June, Effendi?”
The chief justice answered, smiling: “The day you went out with, the officers on a pigeon shoot.”
“What shoot, Effendi? I swear by the Prophet and by the holy saint al-Sayyid al-Badawi that I never went out
shooting or fired a gun in my life.”
“You don’t understand.”
“Then tell me what you mean, Effendi.”
“The day the folks of Dinshway attacked the British officers.”
“Oh yes, yes. Now you're talking. You mean the day the British and the fellahin beat each other. Let’s start first
with the name of the Prophet, may the blessing of God be upon him. The British hit the village and entered
sur’atli yurul to kill the folks. I was standing silah damtilnah at their beck and call. Then I saw an officer making
an tiki adam iller and discharging his rifle, which started the fire in the village. So I yelled at them: “Saqik awwal
cari al,” but they didn’t understand my words. Then I made salah baq and saw the folks snatch the rifle from one
of the officers; so I performed a hazturu salam turl and wouldn’t let go of the rifle until I broke it loose from the
hands of the fellahin and gave it back to its owner.”
“When did the assault on the British take place?”
“Do you believe, your excellency, the words of these liars? They were just kidding and fooling around with
each other, fighting a mock duel with wooden clubs …”
“The officers claim that you fled during the incident. It’s clear from your statements that you are lying. Tell us
the truth.”
“They claim I ran away? And your excellency thinks I’m lying? Not on your life, I never ran away. Do you
remember Muhammad Salid al-Sudani, the highway robber who was caught by the government? I broke bread
with him without fear. How can I run away now?”
The chief justice laughed, discarded the testimony of the witness, and dismissed him. When he left, the
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spectators focused their eyes on the public prosecutor and strained their ears to listen carefully to his speech. As
for his excellency, he looked at them and started his summation:
“I can’t imagine that anyone would be in my distinguished, prominent position today without brimming with
pride for the confidence with which you have honored me. In return for your trust, eminent judges, I ask you to
impose the harshest sentences imaginable on my fellow citizens, my countrymen. Asking you to be merciless is
not an extravagant request, if you consider the evil nature of the Egyptians and the vicious attack of the natives of
Dinshway on my masters, officers of the British army! The circumstances of the case are strange, honorable
judges. It’s even stranger that I’m here in this great place today, in spite of the prick of conscience which afflicted
me for quite some time. I did, however, defeat my misguided notions. Listening to the voice of ambition, I came
here to deal the final blow to this evil nation, so as to destroy it forever, thus giving the ultimate relief to all of us.
The matter is simpler than you imagine, your honors. It occurred to Major Ben Coffin to go with his colleagues to
the village of Dinshway because he knew there were dovecots in abundance over there. They wanted to have
some fun shooting pigeons for an hour or two, not to eat their meat or anything of the kind, but just for
entertainment and shooting one or two hundred pigeons. How dare the natives disturb them, even with a single
word? How dare an illiterate fellah climb above his status and address a British master? In my view, eminent
judges, just talking to him is an offence in itself, let alone beating him. I just can’t believe it. How dare ‘Abd alNabi claim in the interrogation that his blood boiled so he took hold of the rifle in spite of himself, when he saw
his wife lying in a pool of blood? What is this nonsense? Does the murder of a peasant woman, or even ten of her
kind, justify pulling the gun from the hand of a senior officer? This is an unforgivable crime. Suppose, for the
sake of argument, your honors, that the officers killed all the fellahin, burnt all their barns, and shot all their
pigeons. Are they to blame for that? Wasn’t the trip intended only to shoot pigeons, not to kill people? While the
officers were enjoying themselves, this happened by accident. They did it to enhance their pleasure! Would the
pleasure of our masters make us unhappy? No, never, never!
“They claim that the main reason for the clash was the burning of the barn and the injury of Muhammad ‘Abd
al-Nabi’s wife as well as others. This is a blatant lie, your honors. It is clear from the report of the Ministry of the
Interior that the barn was set on fire deliberately, whereas the woman was shot unintentionally by the officers.
And even if she were hit on purpose, does this justify beating the British? This is atrocious! You must wash away
blood with blood, eminent judges. It is quite obvious from the medical examiner’s report that Captain Paul died of
a sunstroke, but this does not alter the fact that he was insulted and beaten.
“You don’t know the true nature of the Egyptians, members of the court. They are the most vicious people,
given to all kinds of evil and abomination. They don’t deserve any pity or mercy. Those are people whose faces
were darkened by God because of their calumny and falsehood. Take me as an example, honorable judges, and
decide!!!
“I was raised as a penniless fellah in a humble family like those of Hasan Mahfouz and Muhammad ‘Abd alNabi. It was God’s will that I entered al-Azhar University, where I acquired a great deal of knowledge, which
made me prominent among my peers. I shall never forget that, out of poverty, I had to spend days and days on end
with nothing to eat. Then God raised me up the social ladder to the upper class, which dazzled my eyes. Step by
step I became famous among my countrymen. Through their tremendous help, I was able to wear silks instead of
sackcloth, to eat French bread instead of dry village bread. All this I achieved through the support of my fellow
citizens and their confidence in my patriotism. Now look at my position today, eminent judges, and note my
example. See how I accepted my present task with pleasure, readily betrayed my country and scorned all my
principles. See how I became a burning fire for my country, asking you to crush and execute its sons. How would
you judge a nation which includes a man like me? Now that you have heard my story and known the nature of my
feelings toward this wretched nation, would you have any respect for its people?! In short, I ask the court to wipe
out the whole village of Dinshway and to condemnall these stinking defendants to death.”
Then he ended his speech with glorification of the forces of occupation as well as extravagant flattery and
praise of the officers, raising them above the level of angels.
He resumed his seat amidst looks of contempt and resentment from the audience.
A moment later, Muhammad Yusuf Bey, the defence lawyer for some of the accused, stood up and said:
“Eminent judges, any Egyptian should be proud to work as a servant or butler in the house of an Englishman.
How did these folks dare to beat the British and kill one of their most famous officers? This is a grave matter
indeed. I don’t think my defence is necessary. I am compelled, however, to ask for the acquittal of all the
defendants. The matter is entirely in your hands, your honors.”
He was followed by Ahamd Lutfl al-Sayyid Bey, who rose, shrugged twice and said: “Honorable judges, this
incident cannot be regarded as manslaughter or first-degree murder. Instead, you should consider it a violent
robbery and apply the appropriate clauses in the criminal code to give the defendants their due punishment!” Then
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he sat down, leaving the matter to the discretion of the court, whereupon one of the judges said sarcastically: “It
seems that the lawyer forgot he had come here to defend the accused. Instead, he drew our attention to a certain
punishment which we and the public prosecutor have overlooked.”
Turning to him, he added: “Merci!”
Next stood Ismail Ahsim Bey and raised his hands to heaven, intoning in his lovely baritone: "Paul! Paul! May
God have mercy on your soul, Mr. Paul! May He give comfort and consolation to the English nation! May the
Almighty shower you with mercy and bliss, Mr. Paul! Fly heavenward to paradise, straight to paradise, most
honorable officer. Oh, God almighty, you are the mainspring of grace and charity, the source of light and majesty.
Welcome to eternal life in the Garden of Eden your servant, the son of your servant, the descendant of Adam and
Eve, Mr. Paul. You are capable of everything, God almighty …” Then he turned to the bench and asked for the
acquittal of the accused. Thus ended his defence, which caused one of the judges to hide his face with a
handkerchief and start laughing.
When the lawyer sat down, the chief justice began to question the accused, one by one, about their charges.
The whole process of cross-examination was completed in half an hour. The members of the court then withdrew
to their deliberation chambers, where they sat comfortably in their chairs. One of them prepared a draft of the
verdict and sentences, and gave it to the chief justice, who showed it to the others. They approved it unanimously
without any discussion. When they returned to the courtroom, the chief justice read the sentences in a bellowing
voice, but he was sweating profusely:
“Whereas … and whereas … and whereas … and whereas … and whereas … and whereas … and whereas …
and whereas the court has spent three days hearing this case and listening to the statements of the witnesses, the
accused, and the defence, it was proven that so and so and so … etc., are guilty as charged.
“For these reasons and in accordance with articles four, five, and six of the High Decree dated the 25th of
February, 1895, the court, in the presence of the defendants, has passed the following irrefutable sentences, which
are not subject to appeal:
“First, Hasan Mahfouz, Yosuf Husayn Sallm, al-Sayyid ‘tsa Salim, and Muhammad Darwish Zahran: Death by
hanging; they are to be executed in the village of Dinshway.
“Second, Muhammad ‘Abd al-Nabl al-Muladhdhin and Ahmad ‘Abd al-‘Ai Mahfouz: Hard labor for life.
“Third, Ahmad Ahmad al-Sisi: Hard labor for fifteen years.
“Fourth, ‘Ali Samak, ‘Abduh al-Baqil, ‘Ali ‘Ali Sha’lan, and Muhammad Mustafa Mahfouz: Hard labor for
seven years.
"Fifth, Hasan Isma’il al-Sisi, Ibrahim Hasanayn al-Sisi, and Muhammad al-Sisi: Hard labor for one year and
fifty lashes. The flogging is to take place in the village of Dinshway.
“Sixth, the acquittal of the remaining defendants.”
No sooner had the chief justice finished reading the sentences than there was an uproar in the courtroom
because of their harshness. The convicted men went out clamoring for justice, after they had pleaded for mercy!
Muhammad al-‘Abd, who was one of the defendants, was set free. Leaving the place, he couldn’t believe that he
had such a narrow escape. The first person he met was Sit al-Dar, who asked him anxiously: “What happened,
Muhammad? Where’s my father?”
“Oh, Sit al-Dar, what happened is unspeakable.”
“Tell me, Muhammad! What did they do to my father?”
“Patience! Have patience, my dear.”
“Did they send him to jail?”
“I wish they did, dear heart,” he said, tears welling up in his eyes.
“Oh, my God. Then what did they do to him?”
“He was sentenced to death by the noose.”
“Hanging? Are they going to kill him? Woe to me, my father! You’re my only support, father! Our home will
be ruined after you, father! Oh, father! You’re innocent, father!” Then she fainted. The young man stood over the
head of his fiancee, who was lying unconscious on the ground, wringing his hands and saying: “There is no power
or might but God’s … I swear by the Almighty they are innocent. Half of those found guilty were not there.”
While his heart was sinking with grief, the young woman opened her eyes and looked around, screaming:
“Woe to me! Woe to me!” then fell again on the ground, almost dead.
10: The Execution
“Mercy comes before justice!”
—Hugo
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On the 28th of June, the sun cast hellish and infernal rays on the wretched village of Dinshway, focusing on a
large rectangular plot, surrounded by the forces of occupation, with their weapons drawn and the red flag of death
hoisted above them!
In that rectangle, whose corners were defined by the crushing might of soldiers—the same cursed site where
the first clash had taken place—the fiendish instrument of death, “the scaffold,” was raised, with its ghastly shape
and terrifying structure. It seemed to express this motto in red letters: “Murder for murder. Blood washes away
blood. There is no place for mercy.”
In that rectangle, whose ground was covered with cruelty and whose angles bespoke harshness, the instrument
of crucifixion, and torture was also erected.
In that dreadful rectangle, there were three tents, one for washing and shrouding the hanged men, the second
for their temporary confinement, and the third for those sentenced to be flogged.
At one o’clock in the afternoon of that ill-fated day, the convicted men arrived in their chains and shackles,
guarded by soldiers of the Dragon’s Detachment, who carried their guns over their shoulders and had their swords
drawn in their hands. The procession reflected the desire to make an example of those wretched men.
At exactly one thirty, a carriage arrived at the entrance of the rectangle, whereupon the sentinel blew his
trumpet and the soldiers saluted the corners.
In the area between the instrument of death and the rack stood the high officials, chatting and laughing
indifferently as if they were at a cinema and about to watch a film based on sheer fantasy!
Fifty meters away from the scaffold stood men and women, girls and boys on the roofs of their houses. Their
eyes and senses were attracted to the demonic instrument as if it were a magnet, so that they focused on it with
their nerves on edge and couldn't take their eyes off the scaffold.
Nature appeared in all its magnificence around the village of Dinshway, as if watching the deeds of man! My
God, how desperately man needs the mercy of his fellowman! Then they called Hasan Mahfouz, the first to be
hanged. With parching tongues and sinking hearts, the villagers were devastated by the horrible spectacle, so that
they averted their eyes to avoid such an agonizing sight. The man walked steadily, moving his eyes with intense
bewilderment between the scaffold and the rack. The highest official among the spectators laughed when he saw
the stunned look on the face of the man in his last moments on the edge of the grave. And it is the most painful of
all tragedies that makes us laugh.
The governor of al-Munofiyah read the sentence to Mahfouz as he stood before the officials. Meanwhile, they
were approached by a young man with a drooping head, a dusty face, and sore eyes. He pleaded with them
submissively to let him talk to his father who was about to be hanged, so as to hear his last testament and receive
his blessings. They scolded the youth and kicked him out, denying him his sacred wish. He went away in a state
of anguish, crying and slapping his face! In the meantime, there were sounds of screaming, crying, and wailing.
Mahfouz turned his head and saw—what a horrible sight!—his wife standing on the roof of their house, gazing at
him with eyes full of suppressed tears. When he looked at her, she uttered a scream which reached the heavens:
“Have mercy on us, you people, so God may have mercy on you!”
Beside her, he saw Sit al-Dar, strewing her head and cheeks with dirt. Her beautiful eyes, sore with tears, were
drawn to the demonic instrument, as if with a magnet of parental love! Between his wife and daughter, he saw
three children, the eldest no more than four, crying and moaning, without understanding the cause of this grief.
Beside them, there was an eight-year-old, boy, weeping bitterly. Seeing his family in such a miserable condition,
Mahfouz bowed his head which had never been bowed by age, and tears welled up in his eyes which had never
shed tears before in spite of all afflictions. Turning his head toward the other houses, he found them all in the
same state of mourning. He was at his wit’s end with despair. At that moment, he heard a loud sound of howling.
With yearning in his heart, he turned his eyes and saw his dog “Sab’ al-Layl” running amok and smashing its head
against the poles of the cursed rectangle. The animal was crying, whereas man showed no signs of mercy.
When the governor finished reading the sentence, the condemned man was taken by two soldiers, who were
ashen-faced and moved to tears. They delivered him to the executioner, who tied his hands and led him up the
steps to the scaffold. There were piercing sounds of wailing and crying, which moved the angels in heaven and
the creatures on earth to clamor in agony: “Our God, our God, have mercy on the innocent; have pity on his
children; mercy comes before justice!”
As the victim of injustice stood on the scaffold and his wife saw him distinctly, she uttered a loud scream
which shattered the dreadful silence: “Oh, my husband. Oh, my only support. Your home will be ruined, Mahfuz.
Where are you going? Who will take care of your children and grandchildren?”
Her tender, moving voice made the man shudder with agony. Then he heard his daughter, Sit al-Oar, scream in
a heartrending voice: “Oh, my father. Your home will be ruined, father. You’re innocent, father. Why are they
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hanging you? You’re our only support. Where are you going? Who will take care of us?!” The man was shrouded
in despair. His face was flushed. The whole world looked bleak in his eyes.
Then he heard his young boy saying: “What’s bothering you, mother? Why are you crying for my father? Isn’t
he standing there on the plank? I thought he had left on a trip. Look, look. Here he is, over there. He’ll come back
to us right now.” He shouted, calling his father: “Come here, father. Come and take care of mother. She’s crying
for you. Come, father, come. We want you. Where are you going? Why are you standing there?” The man’s heart
was shattered by the boy’s sweet, touching voice. There was so much clamor of wailing and crying that even the
executioner wiped out his tears with his sleeve.
When Mahfouz’s wife heard the words of her orphaned son, she fell unconscious on the ground, as if these
words had a deeper effect on her than the sight of her beloved husband, the head of the family, standing on the
scaffold. Slapping her face, which was smudged with dirt and indigo, Sit al-Oar knelt over her mother, saying:
"Oh God. Please don’t die, mother! Who will take care of us?” Beside her, there was Muhammad al-‘Abd, her
fiancee, who held her to his bosom and tried to console her, while tears were flowing from his eyes.
Devastated by these spectacles, Mahfouz turned to his wretched family, his beloved home, and his faithful dog,
stretching a trembling hand to them and saying in a strong voice: “Farewell, farewell. Good-bye my children.
Good-bye, my village and home. Good-bye, Sit al-Oar. Good-bye, my loyal dog. You all have the most charitable
God to take care of you. But I swear to you, while standing on the scaffold, that I’m innocent. May God ruin your
life, you Ahmad Zayid. May God ruin your life …” And he choked with tears when he saw Sit al-Oar fall
unconscious in the arms of her fiancee. He had barely opened his mouth to utter a word of encouragement to her
when the angel of death descended and the executioner pulled the handle in a flash. The man dropped dead in the
trap, saying: “I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, and that our master, Muhammad, is His Prophet.”
When he tumbled, his young boy shouted: “My father fell down! My father fell down!”
Opening her eyes, his wife saw him dangling between heaven and earth, with his face turned toward her, and
his protruding tongue hanging down on his white beard. It was such a horrible sight that she swooned again.
There was loud crying which touched the hearts of all who watched the agonizing scene.
A minute later, they brought Ismali al-Sisi. The governor read to him the sentence of fifty lashes. But he was so
preoccupied by the sight of the hanged man that he didn’t listen to the sentence. He shuddered at the horror of the
execution. The soldiers then stripped him of his clothes and tied him to the rack, with his back toward the houses
for the fellahin to watch the flogging as they did the hanging. The lasher started to flog him with a whip which
had five braided straps and knots of burning fire at their tips, so that each blow left a clot of blood in his flesh.
Each lash would begin from the back of the neck, down the spinal cord, then up to the starting point. After twenty
of such demonic lashes, the tortured man had severe convulsions, then lost his breath and fainted as if he were on
the verge of death. After fifty lashes, the soldiers took him to the tent for his fellow prisoners to see his condition
and suffer more agony.
A moment later, they brought Ibrahim Hasanayn al-Sisi. The first thing he saw was the hanged man, Hasan
Mahfouz, with his face discolored and his corpse dangling from the noose. In the face of such crushing might, he
bent his head, musing: “By God, you’re innocent, Uncle Mahfouz. There is no power and no strength save in
God.” While deeply absorbed in thought, he heard the voice of the governor reading the flogging sentence to him.
Resigned to his fate, he was tortured in exactly the same way as the first one, lash by lash.
With such harshness and torment, the sentences were carried out on the convicted men before the eyes of their
families. It was an atrocious scene, a blight on the history of the twentieth century. And at two thirty of that illfated day, the final curtain was closed, thus ending this amazing play, which left every single house in the village
of Dinshway in a state of mourning, with people grieving over a dead man, wailing over a prisoner, or lamenting
the torture of a flogged relative.
Dinshway! Dinshway! Your very name now inspires awe and terror. So forgive me if I bid you adieu for the
last time.
Dinshway! Dinshway! Don’t think, miserable village, that the Egyptian people will ever forget your
catastrophe and sufferings. But what can these helpless people do?!
Dinshway! Dinshway! Let your name be immortalized. But what kind of immortalization?! Don’t forget,
Dinshway, to tell your children in the future generations about your afflictions, so that they can learn how
civilized the twentieth century can be under British domination!
Dinshway! Dinshway! I lack the ability to console you. The only thing I can offer in memory of this agonizing
disaster is the pen of a writer, recording your events in the form of a novel, to be dedicated to the executioner of
Egypt who hanged four of your sons readily and easily.
Dinshway! Dinshway! I take the courage to stand under your sky and kneel among your barns, with the
pigeons that caused your eternal grief hovering over my head. I kneel and pray that God may offer you
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consolation and have mercy on your people!
172.57 & 172.71 1. Excerpt from Al-Nisaiyat: Bad Deeds Of Men: Injustice 2. A Lecture In The Club Of The
Umma Party\fn{by Bahithat al-Badiya aka Malak Hifni Nasif (1886-1918)} Cairo, Egypt (F) 7
1
Some things leave an impact deep inside that will not go away. I shall speak of something that touched me
profoundly.
Once when I was visiting a friend, I asked her about a woman I had known a long time ago. She sighed and
answered me in a sad voice saying that the woman had experienced great sorrow causing her to fall ill. The reason
for this was that her husband had contracted to marry another woman and would consummate the marriage soon.
I was amazed to hear ihis. My friend noticed my reaction and asked:
“Isn’t this a common occurrence?” I said,
“Yes, I am not surprised because it happened, but because it happened to her. She was among the finest of
women in character, beauty, and education. I used to hear from her that she was living in comfort with her
husband and I saw her with my own eyes working in her home which was clean and well organised. She had
young children. What more does a man need than a wife with education, a good mind, fine character, beauty, and
children?”
My friend said that the two children had died within the same month and her husband then started to look for
another wife. He became engaged to a woman the same month he lost his children and while his first wife was
pregnant.
How cruel the man was. Was it her fault that the two children died? Was it not enough that she was grieving
over her loss, that he should not shoot another poison arrow into her broken heart? Did he discover a letter from
her to the angel of death asking him to come and take her two children away? Were these children only hers and
not his? Man is stronger in his will than woman and can endure more misfortune than her. If he endured
misfortune would this make him forget kindness and mercy? Oh God, you do not condone this treatment.
If a woman needs kindness and consideration at any time it is in dark days. Is there any day darker than the day
she loses two children? In time of great sadness when people far and near extend sympathy is it fitting that her
own husband would abandon her to grief? The grieving woman is his wife and those who have departed are his
children. If she were grieving for a brother or another relative it would have been his duty to share this grief with
her even if only externally. But, if it is their child, who would lessen the pain if he does not? If he, himself, were
not saddened and did not console her why then didn’t he leave her be? A poet once said,
“I have considered you a strong fortress to protect me from the enemies’ arrows but you became their archer. If
you cannot protect me, be neither for me nor against me.”
When he married the other woman he broke the heart of his first wife and did something whose outcome he
could not control. Is it not possible that his new wife will be barren or that she will give him children who will die
like the first children of his first wife? Fate cannot be opposed nor averted. Birth, life, and death are in the hands
of God. We do not know when He will grant life or take it. This woman does not have room for both the fetus and
sadness. Isn’t her husband condemning her and condemning his new child if sadness is its companion and it is
born dead? This cruel husband is criminal under the rule of law, decency, humanity, and kindness.
This painful incident reminds me of a similar one.
An eminent man began to dislike his wife because all his children were girls. He divorced her and married
another woman in the hope of having boys, but his new wife gave him a girl, then another, and still another. God
refused to grant except that which He willed.
The man got more girls as if he were replacing one set of daughters for another. He lost the love of a good
woman and wrought change in the hearts of his first daughters. He thought that he had gained the love of another
woman, but he was deluded.
If we think that giving birth to girls is something undesirable as some of us do, is it the decision of the woman
to do so? Why isn’t the man blamed as the woman is blamed? Why doesn’t the woman ask for a divorce and
marry another man so that she can bear boys? If one of the spouses clings to this fallacy, it could be that the other
would adhere to it as well. They are equally able to be right or wrong in this matter.
In our home life there is much to concern us. We have archaic practices that shout for reform. Men should not
occupy our time and thoughts complaining about their work. I think they are subject to the injustice of the
government on the one hand, and the difficulty of making ends meet on the other. They find no one to take
revenge upon except us.
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I do not believe that there is any opponent who is weaker in weaponry than us, and less vengeful. Oh God,
inspire the men of our government to do right because their injustice to the nation has many repercussions on us.
It seems that we have not received anything more than men receive except pain. This reverses the Quranic verse
that says,
“One man’s share shall equal two women’s shares.”
2
Ladies, I greet you as a sister who feels what you feel, suffers what you suffer and rejoices in what you rejoice.
I applaud your kindness in accepting the invitation to this talk where I seek reform. I hope to succeed but if I fail
remember I am one of you and that as human beings we both succeed and fail. Anyone who differs with me or
wishes to make a comment is welcome to express her views at the end of my talk.
Our meeting today is not simply for getting acquainted or for displaying our finery but it is a serious meeting. I
wish to seek agreement on an approach we can take and to examine our shortcomings in order to correct them.
Complaints about both women and men are rife. Which side is right?
Complaints and grumbling are not reform. I don’t believe a sick person is cured by continual moaning. An
Arab proverb says there is no smoke without fire. The English philosopher, Herbert Spencer, says that opinions
that appear erroneous to us are not totally wrong but there must be an element of truth in them. There is some
truth in our claims.and in those of men.
At the moment there is a semi-feud between us and men because of the low level of agreement between us.
Men blame the discord on our poor upbringing and haphazard education while we claim it is due to men’s
arrogance and pride. This mutual blame which has deepened the antagonism between the sexes is something to be
regretted and feared. God did not create man and woman to hate each other but to love each other and to live
together so the world would be populated. If men live alone in one part of the world and women are isolated in
another both will vanish in time.
*
Men say when we become educated we shall push them out of work and abandon the role for which God has
created us. But, isn’t it rather men who have pushed women out of work? Before, women used to spin and to
weave cloth for clothes for themselves and their children, but men invented machines for spinning and weaving
and put women out of work. In the past, women sewed clothes for themselves and their households but men
invented the sewing machine. The iron for these machines is mined by men and the machines themselves are
made by men. Then men took up the profession of tailoring and began to make clothes for our men and children.
Before women winnowed the wheat and ground flour on grinding stones for the bread they used to make with
their own hands, sifting flour and kneading dough. Then men established bakeries employing men. They gave us
rest but at the same time pushed us out of work.
We or our female servants, used to sweep our houses with straw brooms and then men invented machines to
clean that could be operated by a young male servant.
Poor women and servants used to fetch water for their homes or the homes of employers but men invented
pipes and faucets to carry water into houses. Would reasonable women seeing water pumped into a neighbour’s
house be content to fetch water from the river which might be far away? Is it reasonable for any civilised woman
seeing bread from the bakery, clean and soft, costing her nothing more than a little money, go and winnow wheat
and knead dough? She might be weak and unable to trouble herself to prepare the wheat and dough or she might
be poor and unable to hire servants or to work alone without help.
I think if men were in our place they would have done what we did. No woman can do all this work now
except women in the villages where civilisation has not arrived. Even those women go to a mill instead of
crushing wheat on the grinding stones. Instead of collecting water from the river they have pumps in their houses.
By what I have just said, I do not mean to denigrate these useful inventions which do a lot of our work. Nor do
I mean to imply that they do not satisfy our needs. But, I simply wanted to show that men are the ones who started
to push us out of work and that if we were to edge them out today we would only be doing what they have already
done to us.
*
The question of monopolising the workplace comes down to individual freedom. One man wishes to become a
doctor, another a merchant. Is it right to tell a doctor he must quit his profession and become a merchant or vice
versa? No. Each has the freedom to do as he wishes. Since male inventors and workers have taken away a lot of
our work should we waste our time in idleness or seek other work to occupy us? Of course, we should do the
latter. Work at home now does not occupy more than half the day. We must pursue an education in order to occupy
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the other half of the day but that is what men wish to prevent us from doing under the pretext of taking their jobs
away. Obviously, I am not urging women to neglect their home and children to go out and become lawyers or
judges or railway engineers. But if any of us wish to work in such professions our personal freedom should not be
infringed.
It might be argued that pregnancy causes women to leave work, but there are unmarried women, others who
are barren or have lost their husbands or are widowed or divorced or those whose husbands need their help in
supporting the family. It is not right that they should be forced into lowly jobs. These women might like to
become teachers or doctors with the same academic qualifications. Is it just to prevent women from doing what
they believe is good for themselves and their support? If pregnancy impedes work outside the house it also
impedes work inside the house. Furthermore, how many able-bodied men have not become sick from time to time
and have had to stop work? Men say to us categorically,
“You women have been created for the house and we have been created to be breadwinners.”
Is this a God-given dictate? How are we to know this since no holy book has spelled it out? Political economy
calls for a division of labour but if women enter the learned professions it does not upset the system. The division
of labour is merely a human creation. We still witness people like the Nubians whose men sew clothes for
themselves and the household while the women work in the fields. Some women even climb palm trees to harvest
the dates. Women in villages in both Upper and Lower Egypt help their men till the land and plant crops. Some
women do the fertilising, haul crops, lead animals, draw water for irrigation, and other chores. You may have
observed that women in the villages work as hard as the strongest men and we see that their children are strong
and healthy.
*
Specialised work for each sex is a matter of convention. It is not mandatory. We women are now unable to do
hard work because we have not been accustomed to it. If the city woman had not been prevented from doing hard
work she would have been as strong as the man. Isn’t the country woman like her city sister? Why then is the
former in better health and stronger than the latter? Do you have any doubt that a woman from Minufiya (a town
in the Delta) would be able to beat the strongest man from al-Ghuriya (a section of Cairo) in a wrestling match? If
men say to us that we have been created weak we say to them,
“No it is you who made us weak through the path you made us follow.”
After long centuries of enslavement by men, our minds rusted and our bodies weakened. Is it right that they
accuse us of being created weaker than them in mind and body? Women may not have to their credit great
inventions but women have excelled in learning and the arts and politics. Some have exceeded men in courage
and valour, such as Hawla bint al-Azwar al-Kindi who impressed Umar ibn al-Khattab with her bravery and skill
in fighting when she went to Syria to free her brother held captive by the Byzantines. Joan of Arc who led the
French army after its defeat by the English encouraged the French to continue fighting and valiantly waged war
against those who fought her nation.
I am not giving examples of women who became queens and were adept in politics such as Catherine, Queen
of Russia; Isabel, Queen of Spain; Elizabeth, Queen of England; Cleopatra; Shajarat al-Durr, the mother of Turan
Shah, who governed Egypt. Our opponents may say that their rule was carried out by their ministers who are men
but while that might be true under constitutional rule it is not true under absolute monarchies.
When someone says to us that’s enough education it discourages us and pushes us backwards. We are still new
at educating our daughters. While there is no fear now of our competing with men because we are still in the first
stage of education and our oriental habits still do not allow us to pursue much study, men can rest assured in their
jobs. As long as they see seats in the schools of law, engineering, medicine, and at university unoccupied by us,
men can relax because what they fear is distant. If one of us shows eagerness to complete her education in one of
these schools I am sure she will not be given a job. She is doing that to satisfy her desire for learning or for
recognition.
As long as we do not work in law or become employed by the government would our only distraction from
raising children be reading a book or writing a letter? I think that is impossible. No matter how much a mother has
been educated or in whatever profession she works this would not cause her to forget her children nor to lose her
maternal instinct. On the contrary, the more enlightened she becomes the more aware she is of her responsibilities.
Haven’t you seen ignorant women and peasant women ignore their crying child for hours? Were these women
also occupied in preparing legal cases or in reading and writing.
*
Nothing irritates me more than when men claim they do not wish us to work because they wish to spare us the
burden. We do not want condescension, we want respect. They should replace the first with the second.
Men blame any shortcomings we may have on our education, but in fact our upbringing is to blame. Learning
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and upbringing are two separate things—only in religion are the two connected. This is demonstrated by the fact
that many men and women who are well educated are lacking in morals. Some people think that good upbringing
means kissing the hands of women and standing with arms properly crossed. Good upbringing means helping
people respect themselves and others. Education has not spoiled the morals of our girls, but poor upbringing,
which is the duty of the home not the school, has done this. We have to redouble our efforts to reform ourselves
and the young. This cannot happen in a minute as some might think. It is unfair to put the blame on the schools.
The problem lies with the family. We must improve this situation.
One of our shortcomings is our reluctance to take advice from each other. When someone says something,
jealousy and scorn usually come into play. We also are too quick to ridicule and criticise each other over nothing,
and we are vain and arrogant.
Men criticise the way we dress in the street. They have a point because we have exceeded the bounds of
custom and propriety. We claim we are veiling but we are neither properly covered nor unveiled. I do not advocate
a return to the veils of our grandmothers because it can rightly be called being buried alive, not hijab, correct
covering.
The woman used to spend her whole life within the walls of her house not going out into the street except
when she was carried to her grave. I do not, on the other hand, advocate unveiling, like Europeans, and mixing
with men, because they are harmful to us.
Nowadays the lower half of our attire is a skirt that does not conform to our standards of modesty (hijab) while
the upper half [is] like age: the more it advances the more it is shortened. Our former garment was one piece.
When the woman wrapped herself in it her figure was totally hidden. The wrap shrunk little by little but it was
still wide enough to conceal the whole body. Then we artfully began to shrink the waist and lower the neck and
finally two sleeves were added and the garment clung to the back and was worn only with a corset. We tied back
our headgear so that more than half the head including the ears were visible and the flowers and ribbons
ornamenting the hair could be seen. Finally, the face veil became more transparent than an infant’s heart.
The purpose of the izar is to cover the body as well as our dress and jewellery underneath, which God has
commanded us not to display. Does our present izar, which has virtually become “a dress” showing the bosom,
waist, and derriere, conform with this precept?
Moreover, some women have started wearing it in colors—blue, brown and red. In my opinion we should call
it a dress with a clown’s cap which in fact it is. I think going out without it is more modest because at least eyes
are not attracted to it.
Imams have differed on the question of hijab. If the getups of some women are meant to be a way to leave the
home without the izar it would be all right if they unveiled their faces but covered their hair and their bodies. I
believe the best practice for outdoors is to cover the head with a scarf and the body with a dress of the kind
Europeans call cache poussière, a dust coat, to cover the body right down to the heels, and with sleeves long
enough to reach the wrist. This is being done now in Istanbul, as I am told, when Turkish women go out to
neighbourhood shops. But who will guarantee that we will not shorten it and tighten it until we transform it into
another dress? In that instance, the road to reform would narrow in front of us.
If we had been raised from childhood to go unveiled and if our men were ready for it I would approve of
unveiling for those who want it. But the nation is not ready for it now. Some of our prudent women do not fear to
mix with men, but we have to place limits on those who are less prudent because we are quick to imitate and
seldom find our authenticity in the veil. Don’t you see that diamond tiaras were originally meant for queens and
princesses and now they are worn by singers and dancers.
If the change that some women have made in the izar is in order to shed it when they go out, that would be all
right if these women would only uncover their faces but keep their hair and figures concealed. I think the most
appropriate way to dress outside is to cover the head and wear a coat with long sleeves which touches the ground
the way the European women do. I am told this is the way women in Istanbul dress when they go out shopping.
But who can guarantee that we are not going to shorten it and tighten it until we transform it into something else?
The way we wear the izar now imitates the dress of Europeans, but we have outdone them in display
(tabarruj). The European woman wears the simplest dress she has when she is outside and wears whatever she
wishes at home or when invited to soirées. But our women are just the opposite. In front of her husband she wears
a simple tunic and when she goes out she wears her best clothes, loads herself down with jewellery and pours
bottles of perfume on herself. Not only this, but she makes a wall out of her face—a wall that she paints various
colours. She walks swaying like bamboo in a way that entices passersby or at least they pretend to be enticed. I
am sure that most of these showy women (mutabarrajat) do this without bad intentions, but how can the onlooker
understand good intentions when appearances do not indicate it?
Veiling should not prevent us from breathing fresh air or going out to buy what we need if no one can buy it
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for us. It must not prevent us from gaining an education nor cause our health to deteriorate. When we have
finished our work and feel restless and if our house does not have a spacious garden why shouldn’t we go to the
outskirts of the city and take the fresh air that God has created for everyone and not just put in boxes exclusively
for men. But, we should be prudent and not take promenades alone and we should avoid gossip. We should not
saunter moving our heads right and left. If my father or husband will not choose clothes I like and bring them to
the house, why can’t he take me with him to select what I need or let me buy what I want?
If I cannot find anyone but a man to teach me should I opt for ignorance or for unveiling in front of that man
along with my sisters who are being educated? Nothing would force me to unveil in the presence of the teacher. I
can remain veiled and still benefit from the teacher. Are we better in Islam than Sayyida Nafisa and Sayyida
Sakina—God’s blessings be upon them—who used to gather with ulama and poets.
If illness causes me to consult a doctor and there is no woman doctor should I abandon myself to sickness,
which might be light but could become complicated, through neglect or should I seek help from a doctor who
could cure me?
The imprisonment in the home of the Egyptian woman of the past is detrimental while the current freedom of
the Europeans is excessive. I cannot find a better model of today’s Turkish woman. She falls between the two
extremes and does not violate what Islam prescribes. She is a good example of decorum and modesty.
I have heard that some of our high officials are teaching their girls European dancing and acting. I consider
both despicable—a detestable crossing of boundaries and a blind imitation of Europeans. Customs should not be
abandoned except when they are harmful. European customs should not be taken up by Egyptians except when
they are appropriate and practical. What good is there for us in women and men holding each other’s waists
dancing or daughters appearing on stage before audiences acting with bare bosoms in love scenes?
This is contrary to Islam and a moral threat we must fight as much as we can. We must show our disdain for
the few Muslim women who do these things, who otherwise would be encouraged by our silence to contaminate
others.
*
On the subject of customs and veiling I would like to remind you of something that causes us great
unhappiness—the question of engagement and marriage. Most sensible people in Egypt believe it is necessary for
fiances to meet and speak with each other before their marriage. It is wise and the Prophet himself, peace be upon
him and his followers, did not do otherwise. It is a practice in all nations, including Egypt, except among city
people. Some people advocate the European practice of allowing the engaged pair to get together for a period of
time so that they can come to know each other, but I am opposed to this and am convinced this is rooted in fallacy.
The result of this getting together is that they would come to love each other, but when someone loves another
that person does not see the faults of that person and would not be able to evaluate that person’s morals. The two
get married on the basis of false love and without direction and soon they start to quarrel and the harmony
evaporates.
In my view, the two people should see each other and speak together after their engagement and before signing
the marriage contract. The woman should be accompanied by her father, or an uncle or a brother and she should
wear simple clothing. Some might protest that one or two or more meetings is not enough for the two persons to
get to know each other’s character, but it is enough to tell if they are attracted to each other. However, anyone
with good intuition can detect a person’s moral character in the eyes and in movements and repose and sense if a
person is false, reckless and the like. As for a person’s past and other things one should investigate by talking with
acquaintances, neighbours, servants, and others. If we are afraid that immoral young men would use this
opportunity to see young women without intending marriage, her guardian should probe the behaviour of the man
to ascertain how serious he is before allowing him to see his daughter or the young woman for whom he is
responsible. What is the good of education if one cannot abandon a custom that is not rooted in religion and that is
harmful. We have all seen family happiness destroyed because of this old betrothal practice.
By not allowing men to see their prospective wives following their engagement we cause Egyptian men to
seek European women in marriage. They marry European servants and working class women thinking they would
be happy with them rather than daughters of pashas and beys hidden away in “a box of chance”. If we do not
solve this problem we shall become subject to occupation by women of the West. We shall suffer double
occupation, one by men and the other by women. The second will be worse than the first because the first
occurred against our will but we shall have invited the second by our own actions.
It is not improbable, as well, that these wives will bring their fathers, brothers, cousins and friends to live near
them and they would close the doors of work in front of our men. Most Egyptian men who have married
European women suffer from the foreign habits and extravagance of their wives. The European woman thinks she
is of a superior race to the Egyptian and bosses her husband around after marriage. When the European woman
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marries an Egyptian she becomes a spendthrift while she would be thrifty if she were married to a westerner.
If the man thinks the upper-class Egyptian wife is deficient and lacking in what her western sister has why
doesn’t the husband gently guide his wife? Husband and wife should do their utmost to please each other.
*
When our young men go to Europe to study modern sciences it should be to the benefit, not the detriment, of
Egypt. As these men get an education and profit themselves they should also bring benefit to their compatriots.
They should bring to their country that which will profit it and dispense with whatever is foreign as much as
possible. If a national manufacturer of silk visits the factories of Europe and admires their efficiency he should
buy machinery that would do work rapidly rather than introduce the same European-made product because if he
does he will endanger his own good product.
If we pursue everything western we shall destroy our own civilisation and a nation that has lost its civilisation
grows weak and vanishes. Our youth claim that they bring European women home because they find them more
sophisticated than Egyptian women. By the same token, they should bring European students and workers to
Egypt because they are superior to our own. The reasoning is the same.
What would be the result if this happens? If an Egyptian wife travels to Europe and sees the children there with
better complexions and more beautiful than children in Egypt would it be right that she would leave her children
and replace them with western children or would she do her best to make them beautiful and make them resemble
as much as possible that which she admired in those other children? If the lowliest western woman marrying an
Egyptian is disowned by her family shall we be content with her when she also takes the place of one of our best
women and the husband becomes an example for other young men?
I am the first to admire the activities of the western woman and her courage and I am the first to respect those
among them who deserve respect, but respect for others should not make us overlook the good of the nation.
Public interest is above admiration. In many of our ways we follow the views of our men. Let them show us what
they want. We are ready to follow their views on condition that their views do not do injustice to us nor trespass
on our rights.
Our beliefs and actions have been a great cause of the lesser respect that men accord us. How can a sensible
man respect a woman who believes in magic, superstition, and the blessing of the dead and who allows women
peddlars and washerwomen, or even devils, to have authority over her? Can he respect a woman who speaks only
about the clothes of her neighbour and the jewellery of her friend and the furniture of a bride? This is added to the
notion imprinted in a man’s mind that woman is weaker and less intelligent than he is. If we fail to do something
about this it means we think our condition is satisfactory.
Is our condition satisfactory? If it is not, how can we better it in the eyes of men? Good upbringing and sound
education would elevate us in the eyes of men. We should get a sound education, not merely acquire the trappings
of a foreign language and rudiments of music. Our education should also include home management, health care,
and child care. If we eliminate immodest behaviour on the street and prove to our husbands through good
behaviour and fulfilment of duties that we are human beings with feelings, no less human than they are, and we
do not allow them under any condition to hurt our feelings or fail to respect us—if we do all this, how can a just
man despise us?
As for the unjust man, it would have been better for us not to accept marriage to him.
We shall advance when we give up idleness. The work of most of us at home is lounging on cushions all day or
going out to visit other women. How does the woman who knows how to read occupy her leisure time? Only in
reading novels. Has she read books about health or books through which she can profit herself and others? Being
given over to idleness or luxury has given us weak constitutions and pale complexions. We have to find work to
do at home. At a first glance one can see that the working classes have better health and more energy and more
intelligent children. The children of the middle and lower classes are, almost all of them, in good health and have
a strong constitution, while most of the children of the elite are sick or frail and prone to illness despite the care
lavished on them by their parents. On the other hand, lower class children are greatly neglected by their parents.
Work causes poisons to be eliminated from the blood and strengthens the muscles and gives energy.
Now I shall turn to the path we should follow. If I had the right to legislate I would decree (1) teaching girls the
Qur’an and the correct Sunna; (2) primary and secondary school education for girls, and compulsory preparatory
school education for all; (3) instruction for girls on the theory and practice of home economics, health, first aid,
and child care; (4) setting a quota for females in medicine and education so they can serve the women of Egypt;
(5) allowing women to study any other advanced subjects they wish without restriction; (6) upbringing for girls
from infancy stressing patience, honesty, work and other virtues; (7) adhering to the Sharia concerning betrothal
and marriage, and not permitting any woman and man to marry without first meeting each other in the presence of
the father or male relative of the bride; (8) adopting the veil and outdoor dress of the Turkish women of Istanbul;
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(9) maintaining the best interests of the country and dispensing with foreign goods and people as much as
possible; (10) making it encumbent upon our brothers, the men of Egypt, to implement this programme.
290.7 Excerpt from The Genius Of Christ: “If Christ Were To Return”\fn{by Abbas Mahmud al-Aqqad (1889-1964)}
Aswan, Aswan Governorate, Egypt (M) 3
In a novel by the great Russian author Dostoyevsky, one of the heroes imagines that Christ returned to earth for
a brief visit, and that he came to Seville at the time when “the Inquisition” was in full force. He preached to the
people and he performed miracles; the weak, the sick and the grieving came to him, kissing his feet and asking
him to grant them relief and mercy.
He continued to move among the people, imparting his love and compassion, while they presented him with
their grievances and apprehensions. Then suddenly, the chief administrator of the Inquisition—the Grand Inquisitor—passed by. For a moment, he closely watched the Master and the people all around him; then he motioned to
the guards and ordered them to arrest him. They placed him where the prisoners were kept, and he waited there
until his interrogation.
When evening came, the Grand Inquisitor went to the cell, and he spoke to the noble messenger.
“I know who you are; you have not escaped my attention. And that is the reason I have put you in prison. Why
did you come here? Why do you hinder us, throwing hurdles and obstacles in our path?” Then the Grand Inquisitor
continued:
“You have constrained the people to do what is beyond their ability; you have constrained them with freedom of
conscience. You have constrained them with the burden of using their own judgment, with having to distinguish good
from evil by themselves. You have constrained them to travel the most difficult path, and they could not bear it; their efforts to do what you required of them failed miserably. But we knew the disease they suffered; we released them from
their constraint and brought them back to rules and rituals. Do you return to us now in order to take from us our meth od, and to speak to them once again of free will and freedom of conscience?
“Nothing is more oppressive for people than the burden of freedom. But they are never more fortunate than when
they are relieved of that burden, when they are guided in submission to the one who stripped them of that freedom,
when they are simultaneously led to believe that he is the one who released them and who authorized what they should
believe and what they should do. Then why do you once again oblige these people to open their eyes, to long for
knowledge, and to choose for themselves what they want—when they don’t even know what they want?
“Long ago you granted us absolute authority. You have no right to take it back now, and we are determined not to
forfeit it. So leave these people to us, and go back from where you came. If not, then tomorrow we will hand you over
to them and we will give you into their power. We will call you to account for your signs, and denounce you for your
miracles. You will surely see these people, who today were kissing your feet, coming tomorrow to us and pleading
with us to deliver them from you and to condemn you like all the other victims of torture and burning.”
Ivan Karamazov, the hero of the novel in which this imaginative rendezvous and dialogue take place, remarked,
“Christ did not say a word, nor did he counter his threats and animosity by scowling or turning aside. Instead, he
came up to the Grand Inquisitor (who was a very old man of ninety), kissed his lips and went out into the darkness of
the city, never to be found again.”
In summary, what was envisioned by this great author, comprised within a long speech filled with life’s wisdom,
was the way in which perceptive people view life from the other extreme, the view that contrasts Christian wisdom,
i.e., the wisdom of the noble messenger.
We believe that the imaginative tale within this remarkable passage is not far from the truth, and we would not consider what the Grand Inquisitor said to be that farfetched, when he warned the noble messenger that he would hand him
over to those who would rage against him and would pour out on him their condemnation and fury, after they had surrounded him and kissed his feet and implored him for help. Yes, the imaginative tale in this remarkable passage is not
far from the truth; it would have been the most natural thing for those people to carry out such a deed and to follow the
Grand Inquisitor in his revenge against the noble messenger.
And it would most likely be the case, if Christ were to return to earth, that he would renounce many things which are
being done today in his name. He would find scribes and Pharisees among his followers, and he would reproach them for
their hypocrisy. He would teach them once again that the Sabbath exists for people, not people for the Sabbath; that the
important thing is what is in the conscience, not what is spoken or what is evident on someone’s face; that the inspiration
which is full of life lies in people, not in books and texts.
It would most likely be the case that he would reproach people for the same things which he criticized nineteen
hundred years ago. He would find the people of today to be the same as they were before with regard to their evil behavior and their enmity, their hypocrisy and their dissension, their departure from essential matters and their emphasis
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on trivialities, their superior piety whenever they are pious and their persistence in unbelief and hostility whenever
they are unbelieving and hostile. It would again be like putting new wine in an old wineskin.
This would most likely be the case if Christ were to return.
And if an imaginative tale such as this should run through our minds, we would most likely want to repeat
what was said by Abu al-Alä.\fn{A blind Arab philosopher (973-1058)}
There is no benefit in exerting oneself;
Diligence can never make itself indispensable.

Then why are the reformers miserable, and why do the martyrs perish? Why do proph ets come and go? Why
do religions disagree and their adherents quarrel over their virtues?
Why all this? Why should messenger after messenger come to them? And why do they continue to have fol lowers, some who are faithful, others who are not? These messengers came and they went back:
They departed, but our distress remains;
Still we languish in our disease.

If this can be claimed, then it asserts virtually the same truth as was stated in the form of that imaginative tale.
However, the greatest truth by which all truths are measured is that the truth cannot be seen from merely one
perspective. This especially applies to the truth which has remained throughout the stages of human existence, and
which will remain forever in the future of humanity.
This truth is that freedom of conscience is not a limited quest, as if someone could journey in its pursuit, then when
he arrives he could give up his quest and forgo any further effort. Rather, freedom of conscience is an endless struggle
and a painstaking task, in which one can make progress only step by step, one level at a time. If ever he could relin quish this struggle, it would only be to gaze beyond it and find there its resumption. If at any stage he could be rid of
evil, it would only be to encounter it again and continue his struggle against it, with never a moment of peace.
We can be guided to a proper analysis of this problem by considering certain issues of concern to us which are
tangible. This is the better procedure, since we can discern these more easily than our hidden concerns which contend with the conscience. These hidden concerns force the conscience to work, perhaps only once when the conscience can see where it is going, but many times when the conscience looks out and can see only clouds and
darkness.
Thus, no one would say that the effort involved in teaching others is in vain, even if they observed a five-year-old
child studying a book, then they saw him again at ten studying the same book, and again at twenty and at thirty; even if
throughout that person’s life he could neither dispense with knowledge nor eradicate his ignorance at all.
Nor would anyone say that the effort involved in providing medical treatment is in vain, even if they found that
people were getting sick despite their knowledge of bacteria and their expertise in medicine, and despite the many
places for medical and preventive care.
No one would say that a goal is futile just because the path to its accomplishment is long, or because it is immediately followed by another goal before the first one is ever met.
We do not say things like this concerning tangible matters which we can see and handle.
Should we then talk this way about a goal such as freedom of conscience, a goal which has always been and
will always be the most profound mystery of human life?
*
The lesson here is not about the reality of evil; rather, the lesson is how we can perceive it, how we can fight
against it, how we can be on our guard concerning it.
If two people fall into evil, the one who was happy to get into that situation does not ask for anything more, while
the one who was forced into that situation is regretful about it. The one who is aware of his predicament is not like the
one who is oblivious to his. Or perhaps the latter person is deceived into thinking that he is somewhere between
being aware of his predicament and being oblivious to it, that he neither intended it nor was forced into it.
On the one hand, people are not wild animals, since each one has a conscience. On the other hand, a person’s
conscience must be judged by the values it forms and the ideals it embodies, by the demands it makes and
whether or not it acquires them. And as long as the reformers and messengers teach values which people treasure
and promote ideals which people strive to reach, they are effective and their work is necessary. Such work will
surely bear fruit, even though evil persists and the number of crimes and misdeeds does not diminish in any measurable way.
*
If we should ever speak of a person in our time who seeks what is good but does not at tain it, then we should
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certainly say as well that he is better than the person who does not seek what is good or is even aware of it, who
behaves with apathy and ignorance just like a wild animal.
As for the world’s religions, they are beneficial to the extent that they entrust values and incentives to the soul;
they help people to the degree that they add their share concerning freedom of conscience, or the freedom to distinguish what is good and what is shameful. The religions have done a great deal and they have the capacity to do
much more.
But they can never relieve a person of the struggle which his conscience must undertake.
*
In times past, ignorant people used to look forward to a period of a thousand years, a time when good would
prevail, evil would end, suffering would cease and everyone everywhere would be happy. Those who are “enlightened” say that such people were ignorant.
But the enlightened people are actually more ignorant when they believe that none of the religions are working
effectively, that they are utterly useless since the world is still full of evil and injustice and unbelief.
Is there any difference between those who are enlightened, who expect religion to achieve perfection in this
world, and those who were ignorant, who expected absolute bliss in the “millennium” which was promised for the
end of time and would come only after centuries or even hundreds of centuries should pass? Perhaps the ignorant
people assessed the situation more appropriately; those who are enlightened have thought carefully, and still they
expect a “millennium,” whereas those who were ignorant cannot be blamed for having such an expectation with out really thinking about it!
If Christ were to return today, he would find many things to do, and he would have to resume the work he had
done before. He would do many things among his followers, among those who carry out deeds in his name and
who go around repeating his commands. But at least a world in which people can be guided in many areas is bet ter than a world where there is no room for those who guide and no struggle with the conscience.
Yet if Christ were to return to the world, he would not complete his mission of goodness and guidance. The
next stage in achieving these things belongs to the conscience, and its work is never completed. Indeed, the goal
of any mission which comes to an end is that the conscience should take over.
*
People of modem times must realize (if they have not realized already) that a person’s convictions do not
come from without, as if by adopting them he could please the one who appealed to him or show him special favors.
On the contrary, a person’s convictions are his conscience and the guardian of his inner life. If it becomes necessary for
him to restore his conscience, he does so in the same way he restores his body by going to a doctor. He does not show
special favors to the doctor, nor does he contemplate treating himself so as to please him.
A person’s convictions are thus his own affair; they are a matter for the prophets only insofar as the person first ac cepts them as his responsibility.
It is up to him, whenever he provides for his own restoration, to treat his convictions as a part of himself, indeed, the
very guardian of his soul.
He should not treat them as mere commodities which he can return to their owner and no longer be concerned about
them.
For there will never come a time when a person can no longer be concerned about his convictions.
52.230 Saleh\fn{by Dr. Taha Hussein (1889-1973)} Izbet el Kilo Village, Minya Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
“If you hear the Sheikh raising his voice with the last glorification\fn{ Of God.} tell me; if you do so you are
truly my son.” The boy said with a smile to his mother, who was talking to him while patting his cheek: “And if I
do not whose son then shall I be?”
Here the boy’s mother became dumbfounded, while her sons and daughters around her laughed. But she struck
his cheek gently with her hand, saying, “You are long-tongued and quarrelsome.” She then thrust a piece of sugar
in the boy’s hand, repeating: “If you hear the Sheikh raise his voice with the last glorification, tell me, and if you
do so, I’ll give you another before you sleep.” The boy said while nibbling at the sugar, “No, I’ll do so.” He then
ran quickly followed by the laughter of his mother, and her sons and daughters who surrounded her.
The house was in a state of excitement that evening. Some guests of great importance in the province have
arrived and they have not come empty-handed, but came carrying a lot of gifts and curiosities. The lady of the
house was taking great care to welcome the guests; she was anxious that evening to know when the Sheikh would
raise his voice with the last glorification, which ends his supplication after the sunset prayer. The various kinds of
dishes were ready to be carried to the table the moment the guests finished their prayers with the Sheikh. The dish
of sapped bread, meat and broth was to be the first course. It was almost prepared but not quite, the bread was
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crumbled in a big plate, the soup was prepared, and the rice, and the garlic was cut in small pieces that looked like
atoms.
But the preparation of this kind of dish was not to be completed except at the last moment, so that the bread
would not absorb all the sup, and the smell of garlic and vinegar would not spread, and the rice would not cool off
lest the cooking butter should be spoilt. For all this, the boy had to hearken to the Sheikh’s supplication so that the
moment he raised his voice in the last glorification, the boy would run to his mother to tell her. In her turn she
would hurry to these ingredients and mix them in that big plate which was waiting for some time. If dinner was
opened with this course the other courses would follow at leisure, for there was no harm in delay.
But the boy told his mother nothing for he heard nothing. His attention was diverted from the first
glorification, and the last glorification by something important. The Sheikh and his guests had finished their
prayers, and sat talking waiting for supper to be carried to them. The Sheikh waited anxiously for this supper,
because he was not used to this delay when he entertained a guest. More than once he was about to clap so that
the inmates of the house would know that the guests were waiting; but he stopped out of timidity, hating that it
might be thought that he was drawing the attention of the people of the house or insinuating that they wee
neglectful. So he went on talking in a louder voice. As one of his daughters was passing behind the door, she
heard the voice talking loudly. She ran to her mother and told her what the boy did not tell her. In a few moments
the guests were sitting at their table eating and making noise.
The boy was sincere and true in his view. He took as an observation post a corner of the house courtyard.
There were gathered some pieces of iron which he deemed his treasure; he used to spend alone hours and hours
collecting, separating and beating these pieces against each other. He found in this game his amusement, at times
playing alone, and at others with his young sisters. He sat in that corner in front of that iron of his, intending, after
devouring his piece of sugar, to turn to the pieces of iron to play at leisure, giving one ear to the Sheikh and his
guests, listening to and following their prayer; and when he would hear the last glorification of the Sheikh, he
would rush to his mother to give her the news, then come back to resume his play.
But no sooner had he settled in his corner nibbling his sugar than he felt a hand touch his shoulder. When he
looked up he saw his friend Saleh standing before him patting his shoulder with one hand, and with the other
holding a bunch of field flowers, offering it to him with a smile. As the boy looked at Saleh he was surprised to
see that his torn galabia\fn{The translator has here: dress; but it is evident that what is meant is the loose cloak or robe usually of
homespun worn by the poorer people of Arabic-speaking countries of the Mediterranean .} raised, revealed a big part of his chest,
and his two shoulders. It was a tattered, dirty galabia, which exposed of the lad’s body more than it concealed, as
if it were rags tied together somehow and hung on this scarce, emaciated body, to cover what it could cover, so
that it would be said that its owner did not go about naked. Then the boy looked up into Saleh’s face; and he saw
pale misery in it; and a smile which had much sadness and much hope; and two eyes turning, looking around
them, down to the iron scattered on the ground, then up to the piece of sugar in his friend’s hand, then further up
to the bunches of grapes which hang on the walls and stretch on those pales which were raised to carry them.
The boy was, during all this, stretching his hand to his friend with this rough, naïve bunch of field flowers,
saying: “I did not like to return home without passing you and bringing you these buds which have not opened
yet. Take them and put them in a pot in which there is some water, and wait till the morning. Then you will see
them when they open, beautiful flowers that are fragrant.” The boy told Saleh nothing, but took his flowers and
gave him what remained of the piece of sugar; he then made a sign to him to sit down and play with him, with the
pieces of iron. Saleh took the piece of sugar, and gazed long at it. He brought it near his moth, then removed it,
looking at it for a while, then thrust it in his mouth between his cheek and his teeth, and left it there to melt slowly
to prolong his enjoyment of its sweet taste. Then he sat down and went on playing with the pieces of iron, with his
friend. The silence of the two friends did not last long. They resumed their talk about the Koran school, their
colleagues, the field and the villagers. All this made the boy forget the Sheikh’s prayer and the guests, and the
news that he should have carried to his mother. After a time, he was startled by his sister calling him, from behind
the door, to have supper.
When the Sheikh and his friends had finished supper, and the last prayer with the supplication that follows, and
when the night coffee was passed around to them, the house-wife gathered the young among her sons and
daughters to have their supper. When she missed our friend, she sent his sister to look for him in his corner.
When he heard the voice of his sister calling him, he was slow to respond, for he did not know how to get rid
of his friend, or did not like to be rid of him. But Saleh told him in a sad faint voice: “Answer; you are invited to
supper.” The boy said to Saleh: “And you, have you had your supper?” Saleh said: “I’ll have supper when I go
home.” Then he rose unwillingly, and turned to go; if he could, he would have stayed, but he went. The boy
returned to his mother with the flowers in his hand.
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When she saw him, she blamed him for forgetting what she wanted him to do. But she asked him about the
flowers, and who brought them to him. With a tremor in his voice, the boy replied: “Saaleh, son of Haj Ali,\fn{A
Haj is one who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca .} brought them to me.” His mother said: “Have you not given him
anything?” “I gave him what was left of the piece of sugar,” replied the boy. “what can he do with a piece of
sugar? Would it stop his hunger? Didn’t you ask him to stay for supper?” The boy became confused: “I whispered,
but did not dare.” His mother said: “Run after him and bring him to dine with you.” He rushed like an arrow.
No sooner had he left the house door than he yelled, calling his friend. But there was no need for him to run, or
repeat the calling, for Saleh was there in front of the house, leaning against the wall, looking ahead of him, while
one of his legs stretched forward, the other remaining behind. He wanted to go; but unwillingly. When he heard
his friend’s voice, he replied timidly: “Here I am, what do you want?” The boy said: “I want you to stay to dine
with us.” Saleh said nothing, but turned to his friend and followed him quickly, lowering his head as if he were a
dog following its owner.
On closing the door behind him, the boy saw that one of his sisters had put in his corner a round seat, on which
she placed a tray, also circular. On the tray were many plates, which contained all the various kinds of food that
were offered the guests. The boy’s sister refused to join her family in their supper, and preferred to serve these two
friends. When they finished their meal, Saleh left full, and the boy returned to his mother satisfied. She said to
him while caressing his head: “If a friend of yours visits you at supper time, you should not let him leave without
inviting him to supper.” After a short silence she added: “Do you know that Saleh brought you these flowers only
to have supper?” The boy said: “No, I do not.” His mother then said: “He saw the guests coming, and he saw the
presents and delicacies they carried, and he knew that there would be in the house a lot of good things tonight, and
he wanted to have some for himself. These flowers of his were only a pretext to come to the house.”
The boy said: “Did you see how his galabia was so torn that one could see his chest, back and shoulders!” She
replied: “When you leave the school tomorrow, make him come with you, for I have enough of your clothes to
dress him.”
She then left him to her sons and children, and went on talking to them about the guests and the supper,
blaming this one—because she forgot to stir the rice when she put it in the boiling water and it was about to
become a doughy mess, and so inedible (for rice must not become cooked or held together, its seeds must be
separate and distinct)—and praising that, because she was gentle with the jelly: for she did not leave it a liquid
(that would fill the spoons as if it were soup), nor made it a solid (that needed to be cut by spoons), nor did she stir
it so neglectfully as to have made it contain those hateful knots which prevent it from being palatable and tasty;
but she made it so even and easy that it was light and tasty, and once it reached the mouth, the throat invited it.
While she was involved in such talks (from which her daughters learnt the art of cooking, and at which her
sons laughed continuously) the boy interrupted her, asking why Saleh did not sup at his own house. His mother
said: “Haven’t I told you that he felt that we would have plenty of food, and so he wanted to have his share of it?”
The boy said: “But I see guests coming to our neighbor as they come to us, and I know that our neighbor has a lot
of good things, yet I do not go to his sons who are my friends, nor try to eat of what they have.” “Because you
have no need to for that,” she answered. “You are not deprived.” The boy said: “Saleh is deprived then?” His
mother tried to laugh, while his brothers, around him, got bored with his disputatiousness and persistence. She
said: “Because your father is rich, while his father is poor.” The boy said: “Why?” “You talk much,” said his
mother. She then turned to her eldest daughter, saying: “Take him to bed. It is late and he must sleep.”
*
In the morning the boy went to his Koran school as he used to do five days per week. There he met his fellows
and joined them in seriousness and in fun, in study and in play. He wanted to memorize his part of the Koran, but
he neglected it and went on playing with his friends. He had forgotten the story about Saleh, and remembered
only that he wanted to return home with him at the end of the day; but he was forced later to remember Saleh in
great fear and anxiety, then in deep horror and fright, then in deep pain and sorrow; for he heard our blind master
ask his sighted monitor:
“Have you examined the stamps?”\fn{The author explains: Every year when summer came, and it became very hot, the boys
and youths liked to cool themselves with the water of the river or the canal\fn{The Nile River; the Suez Canal .} when the left the Koran school
in the afternoon, or when they went home for lunch. They quickly forgot the heat, and felt cool when they dived into the water and began to
play and swim. Their families used to fear for them from the water of the river, and the water of the canal, and asked our master to use all
the means of punishment and correction to prevent them from this dangerous sport. Our master took up a ground piece of wood and
engraved on it something, I do not know what it was. Before noon, the monitor came with this piece of wood (which was called the seal,
and dipped it in a red material and stamped the thighs of the boys who were thought to sport in the water of the river or canal. The
disappearance of the mark made by the seal on the boy or youth’s thigh was evidence that he disobeyed the order. It was necessary to
examine these stamps every day, to renew them if they were obliterated by time, and to punish the boy or the youth if the mark of the seal
was prematurely obliterated.}
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The monitor said: “Yes.”
“Our master said: “Are they all intact?”
“Yes,” said the monitor, “except the stamp of Saleh, son of Haj Ali: it is not there. this boy is in great need of
punishment. He obeys no order, listens to no advice. He only leaves the Koran school in the afternoon to dive into
the water.”
I do not know if the reader knows or not that the monitor in the Koran school was a symbol of bribery and
corruption, and that our master was a symbol of naivete and cruelty. As soon as the boys and youths left the Koran
school, they rushed to the water and threw themselves into it. they used to buy the monitor’s lie and consent with
small delicacies they used to bring him from their houses—stealing them for the monitor sometimes, and always
giving him theirs. Saleh did not carry delicacies, whether of little or great importance, with himself or to the
monitor. The monitor had waited long for Saleh to bribe him; and he never asked himself whether this
tardiness\fn{The text has: luring.} of Saleh’s was due to inability, or was intended, and from cunning. He wanted to
give him a disciplinary punishment, so he betrayed him to our master. If he were honest he would not have
betrayed Saleh alone.
Ameen knew this, and so did all his colleagues. Somehow his heart was suddenly filled with love, sympathy
and pity for Saleh. No sooner had he heard the sighted monitor betray him to the blind master than he cried at the
top of his voice:
“The monitor did not tell you the whole truth. It is not Saleh alone who lost his stamp, but all the boys, because
they all go to the river or the canal. But they bribe the monitor with the delicacies they bring him. As for Saleh, he
does not bring him anything.”
The natural result of this courage was that the falaqa (which is a kind of stocks for holding the legs of the
delinquent during the bastinade) was turned around Saleh’s legs, and he was beaten with the whips till his feet
bled. Then the falaqa was turned around Ameen’s legs, but the whip touched them so slightly that they did not
bleed, but taught Ameen that courage and frankness and telling the truth are qualities which are not praised in all
circumstances.\fn{At this point the author has the following two sentences, which he does not develop further in the narrative: If the
matter stopped here the mishap would have been bearable, but it happened that the villagers shunned Saleh and Ameen and considered
them enemies. They began to make fun of them and inflict upon them all possible sufferings .}

Saleh returned with Ameen to his house, unable to walk but finding consolation at Ameen’s, and amusement.
No sooner had Ameen’s mother seen that poor wretch than she felt pity for him (thus conferring some good upon
him). Then she gave him one of her son’s galabias. On seeing it, Saleh became almost mad with joy. He forgot the
falaqa that turned around his legs, and the whip that tore his feet. He swore to run to the water to wash in it,
obliterate the new mark of the seal, and run the risk of the monitor’s betrayal and his master’s anger. For this
beautiful galabia should not be worn without washing and cleaning his body of the traces of the dirty, worn out
galabia. Ameen’s mother said to him: “Do not worry; I will ask your master to exempt you from the falaqa and
the whip tomorrow.” The boy left happy and delighted.
Ameen said to his mother: “Won’t you tell me now why our master beat Saleh so severely that his feet bled,
and beat me only playfully?” “Saleh lost his stamp,” she said, “and disobeyed the order and dipped himself into
the water; this crime was so great that he deserved severe punishment. As for you, you exceeded the limits of
decorum when you said, in front of your fellows, what you said of the monitor. So you deserved a light
punishment.” The boy then said: “But I only spoke the truth.” Truth,” said his mother laughing, “is not to be told
in all circumstances.” The boy said: “How do I know the circumstances in which truth is to be told, and the
circumstances when falsehood is to be told?” “You will know this,” said his mother while laughing, “as you grow
older. Now go to your pieces of iron, in that corner of yours, play with them, and talk to them till you are
summoned to supper.”
Ameen went to his iron, played with it, talked to it, and made as much noise as God wished. But then he
forsook his iron and his corner and went to his mother to ask her: “Why does not Saleh carry to the monitor gifts
and delicacies as the others do?” “Because Saleh is so poor that he does not find sustenance for himself, let alone
to offer the monitor to avoid his evil,” said his mother, who began to feel bored with his persistence. “You have
begun to chatter again. Go away and do not bore me.”
But the boy did not go away, but went on boring his mother. She only got rid of him when she showed her
anger and warned him in a way which made him almost weep. Then she felt pity for him and so put into his hand
a coin, saying: “Go and buy some sweets.” With delight the boy said: “I shall buy sweets with one half of it, and I
will pay Saleh the other half to give the monitor tomorrow.” He then left singing loudly.
*
But Ameen did not pay Saleh half the piaster, because Saleh did not go to the Koran school the following day.
The boy felt some anger and some sadness when he looked for his friend and did not find him; and when he
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waited for him to arrive, in vain, till noon; and when he became certain that Saleh would not attend the Koran
school that day. But after a while, his attention was diverted from Saleh and his absence, by playing with his
colleagues and companions. No sooner had he finished his lunch (between our blind master and his open-eyed
monitor) than he went out—to attend the noon prayers (they assumed). But he bought for that half-piaster that
nonsense which boys like; and he played with his companions around the mosque. Then he returned with them to
the Koran school (our master and his monitor never doubting that he had attended the prayers).
Saleh was absent for a day and another day. Then one morning he came, depressed and sad, unable to
straighten his body because of weakness. Ameen looked at him and found him in the dirty, worn-out clothes.
Ameen received his friend with a smile, welcoming him and asking him about the reason for his long absence.
Saleh was about to answer, but his voice stopped at his throat, and heavy tears ran down his cheeks. Ameen
became pale, for he did had never seen silent weeping before; he never considered that boys could cry without
being touched by our master’s whip or chastised by their fathers and mothers by speech at home—and at times by
hands. Ameen then learned from his friend that which filled his heart with sadness and left him in deep
amazement, doubt and confusion: for the clothes which his mother had given his friend were the cause of great
suffering and severe harm to his wretched companion.
Saleh had gone out in his new galabia, pleased and delighted, with legs that ran almost swifter than the wind,
and a loud singing voice that almost silenced the birds that were dancing on the mulberry branches and filling the
air with their sweet tunes. He dipped himself in the canal as well as he could; but he swam in the canal as well as
he was used to doing, got the better of his companions, and then went out of the canal merry and delighted, with a
satisfied soul and a happy heart. From this satisfaction, there overflowed onto his body a strange beauty, which
attracted the attention of his friends and companions. They said to each other: “We have never seen Saleh as we
see him today, good looking, wonderful in appearance, and full of vigor, vivacity and activity.” Then he put on his
new galabia. Delight would have put in him some conceit; but modesty urged him to be provident, and held him
in some temperance, and he felt satisfied with himself in his conscience; and the eyes of his friends were raised to
him with mixtures of pleasure, of envy, of sympathy, and of hatred.
At sunset he returned home almost strutting in his new galabia. He had folded his worn out dirty galabia and
carried it under his arm, disgusted and annoyed at carrying it; for if he could, he would have left it somewhere on
the road. But he was of a more intelligent heart, and of a truer sagacity, and he carried that worn-out clothing of
his to his step-mother, thinking that maybe she could make something out of it.
Now Saleh’s mother, Khadija, was a bad-mannered, abnormal woman, difficult to live with; and Haj Ali,
Saleh’s father, was not unfair or mistaken when he divorced her a year or two after giving birth to Saleh. He was a
kind, good man, who loved nothing more than quietude and calm, while his wife, Saleh’s mother, was illtempered and a hateful companion, talkative and given to too much shouting. She was neither satisfied with
anything nor pleased with anything. So this wretched man was forced to be separated from her. He kept his son,
and tried to be dedicated to him—to bring him up as well as he could; but he could not, for the concerns of life
obliged the likes of him to work in order to live; and it proved impossible for the man to earn his living, and at the
same time bring up his son. After all, he was only like other people, and could not but live like other people. He
therefore had to find a wife who would bring up Saleh, and give him other children.
On the other hand, Khadija found a husband who would make life easier for her, and compensate her for Saleh,
whom his father kept, having bought the judge for some pounds of coffee seeds;\fn{ In other words, there were no
alimony or child-support payments—facts which the author apparently assumes will be understood by his readers to have been the normal
outcome of an Egyptian divorce decree as rendered by Egyptian civil law between 1922 and 1952 (the period of the British-instituted
Egyptian monarchy of Faud I and his son, Faruk, in which the story is set .} but there is no better evidence that Saleh’s father

was to be excused for leaving his wife than the fact that Kadija’s second husband was forced to divorce her after
she had given him a baby called Said. He divorced her for the same reasons which made her first husband divorce
her: she was ill-tempered, a hateful companion, talkative and given to too much shouting, neither satisfied with
anything nor pleased with anything. Whether her luck in this second divorce was good or bad, I do not know; for
people’s affairs confuse even the intelligent so much that they cannot distinguish between good and evil; and how
about me, then, whose share of intelligence is so little that I cannot distinguish between happiness and
wretchedness? What is certain is that no sooner was Khadija divorced than her husband died, leaving her Said to
bring up as she wished or as she could.
Life became hard for this woman, who was of poor means and a sick mind. Sometimes she sold radishes, and
sometime lupine. Then she became confused, and went insane; but her insanity was quiet and calm. It inclined the
heart towards her, and made people fear her; she was called “bedemoned Khadija,” and she lived on charity.
But while her son Said grew up in the shade of this quiet, fearful madness, her son Saleh grew up under the
protection of a step-mother who showed love and sympathy for him only until she had children of her own;
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whereupon she hated him, and became bored by his very existence. And so while one of the two brothers grew up
protected by insane love, the other grew up protected by sane hatred. [Saleh’s father, meanwhile, becoming
increasingly desperate simply to feed his new family, had over the years become without knowing it a cruel and
despotic man, hardened by the reality of his poverty, while at the same time so devoted to his new wife that he
readily followed all her wishes. Gradually, little by little, he grew to despise his own flesh and blood in the same
proportion as he grew to love and dote upon his new family. For Saleh could not but remind him of his previous,
unhappy relationship; and unhappiness was something which this man had grown determined to avoid.]\fn{ The text
in brackets is not in the original; but something like it is obviously necessary, in order to account for what follows from the author two
paragraphs from now. Please see the footnote at the end of this story .}

Saleh’s step-mother looked at him from top to toe, saw his new galabia, and was satisfied with it, and saw his
old galabia, and was dissatisfied with it. Then she looked around the room and saw her son and daughter dressed
in two worn out galabias, like that old galabia, that showed the shoulders as well as the backs and chests. Then
she looked again at Saleh in his new galabia, and turned her eyes to look at her own two children in their old
galabias. Then her eyes came back to her, and in her mind a plan was already made, clear and evident, hateful and
horrid: this new galabia was not created for Saleh, but created for her son Mahmoud.
When morning appeared the following day, Saleh had already received ill-treatment from his father and his
step-mother. He was so severely beaten that he was sick for days. He was stripped of his beautiful new galabia,
and was returned to his old worn-out one. The following day, the boy was unable to go to the Koran school, and
stayed in the house, thrown into one of its corners, scornfully neglected and violently abused. When he was able
to walk on his feet, he went to the Koran school to suffer, there, the hatred of the monitor, and the cruelty of the
master, and to enjoy, there, Ameen’s company.
Thus did Ameen know the story of his miserable friend; but his young mind did not know how to judge in this
story. If he had not spoken to his mother about that worn-out galabia which Saleh wore, his mother would not
have presented Saleh with the new galabia; and Saleh’s affairs would have continued in that continuous quiet
misery. He then wanted to do well by his friend; but he did ill. Would he blame himself for this, or would he
excuse himself.
The truth is that he neither blamed nor excused himself, but stayed wit his friend consoling and comforting
him. He told himself that his generous, merciful mother might find among his galabias another one with which
she would clothe his poor friend.
Saleh and Ameen left the Koran school that evening, and when they reached that place where the train rails
stretch from North to South, and from South to North, they were surprised to see a crowd of agitated people.
When they reached the crowd, they saw a sight that amazed and terrified them: a corpse cleft in two. A rough
galabia was thrown upon it, to screen its ugliness from the eye; and there was a woman standing near it, striking
her face, beating her breast, shedding her tears, and sending loud laughter all about her. As for the corpse, it was
that of Said, eaten by the train—as it was said in those days. As for the woman, she was Khadija, driven to terror
by instinct, and moved to laughter by madness. Saleh looked at his brother, then he looked at his mother, and was
about to stop, but he preferred to go with is companion as if he saw nothing.
I do not know what the two friends did, but I know that Ameen’s father went back to his family late that night,
and said sadly: “The trains have been greedy today. One ate Said at noon, and the other ate Saleh at night, and so
‘bedemoned Khadija’ lost her two sons in one day.”
He then turned and saw his son Ameen so terrified that he was about to burst out crying. He caressed his head,
and put a kiss between his eyes, and said in a kind voice:
“You will not go to the Koran school tomorrow, for you will join the primary school in the provincial capital.”
*
Ameen said, when he grow old, and became an important man: “I still see that corpse, covered with a rough
galabia, but I look at its face, and see not Said’s, but Saleh’s face, although I did not see Saleh when the train ate
him.”\fn{This is the most difficult type of story to transcribe. On one hand, the problems it demonstrates are not to be considered entirely
the fault of the translator (though they are considerable, for his translation has resulted in a product so literal as to render it not infrequently
almost unintelligible to English readers), but of the author himself (who seems to be neurotically occupied with concepts of artistic freedom
as well as the plight of the Egyptian poor of his day—asides amounting to 11 of a total of 34 pages, which I have chosen to edit out of the
text in the interests of preserving a coherent narrative). On the other, it may be that the story was unfinished. (Witness the three sentences
concerning the plight of the two boys within their community, a sub-plot left entirely undeveloped; and also the absence of any reasoning
behind the change of attitude in Saleh’s father, which it seems would be necessary to account for the severity of Saleh’s treatment, in view
of the fact that earlier on we are told that this man was a good man, a kind man, a man who desired a life of peace and quite in his domestic
existence, and one who even went to the lengths of bribing the judge involved in his divorce in order to secure his right to bring up his son
in an environment free of association with his former wife.) In spite of this, I felt constrained to keep the story. It is, in itself, not at all
devoid of interest; the position I find myself in is not one in which there is a surplus of short stories available to me by Egyptian authors
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(particularly those born in the 19th century); and for all their complexity, my own mastery of English is sufficient to overcome the problems
which seem to have existed in the mind of the original translator: H }

158f.108 1. Selections From Her Memoirs 2. 21 Selections From Her Book Of Scattered Notes\fn{by Mary
Kahîl (1889-1979)} Damietta, Damietta Governorate, Egypt (F) 24
1\fn{The selections in these two sections are interrupted from time to time by comments from their editor, or chapter- or other subheadings; I have supplied only her writing, and none of the attached footnotes; but I have indicated these editorial interruptions of the
text by an asterisk (*):H }
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2\fn{These 21 fragments bear he following headings inserted by the editor: (a) Saint Élie – Foi (b) Au Litostrothos (c) Haifa (d) Visite à
Marie de Jésus Crucifié (e) 1935, à Nazareth (f) 1962, 29 novembre (notes sur un petit carnet de poche) (g) Fin d’année 1962, l’année de
sa mort (h) En ce ler janvier 1963 (i) 14 novembre 1963 (j) Maria Magdalena, 22 juillet (k) 15 août (l) La 16 août à Innsbruck (m) Le 17
août (n) Le 19 août (o) Saint-Louis de France, 25 août 1964 (p) 27 août (q) Septembre, Liban, 1964 (r) Saint-Sylvesre 1964 (s) 28 janvier
1965 (t) Salsburg 21 juillet (u) Texte sur la Badaliya}
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125.66 How I Became A Demon Of The Jinn\fn{by Ibrahim ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Mazini (1890-1949)} Cairo, Egypt (M) 3
When I was a teenager, I tried my hand at everything, taking any opportunity that came my way. I only used to
think about the moment in which I was living, hungry for my share of life, anxious to get my fill of it.
One marvelous summer’s night I was wending my way home in the early morning hours—we lived in the
Saliba quarter—after a whole night of drinking and listening to music and songs. When I arrived at my threshold,
I realized my ninety-year-old grandmother was the only person home and I didn’t have the key with me. I said to
myself,
“Should I disturb my grandmother? She can only rise with the greatest difficulty, and when she walks
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anywhere, she moves along the walls so she can prop herself up. I should let her rest and go join up with the rest
of my family—my mother and brother—after all, the weather is clear and it will be a refreshing walk.” So I
turned my back on the door and left.
In those days the road to the Imam Shafii mosque had not yet been paved; there were no trams or lights, and no
one path was any better than another. So I chose the shortest route, which passed by the Sayyida Nafisa mosque,
cut through the graveyard, and eventually merged with the public road again at the other end. I started stumbling
along and kept bumping into things because there were so many graves, scattered haphazardly yet all crowded
together. It was hard to find my way in the dark. Yet I didn’t really bother or think about this; I just entrusted
things to my two legs, which proceeded, moving and stumbling along as they did every day and every night.
I remember I was singing the tunes of that evening, which were still alive in my head and heart. One piece kept
on eluding me and I felt that my walking intruded on my finding the correct notes. So I stopped, leaned my back
against a tombstone, and tried singing it again. I can still picture myself there in my mind today, even though I
thought nothing of it at the time; it did not impress me then as a dramatic situation. Why should a lad intoxicated
by music and wine bother to think about graves and what they contained?
In the prime of life, when does a man ever really think about death, even though it is a reality close to him?
There is no running away from it and no way to avoid its eventual encounter, yet young people look upon death—
when it occasionally occurs to them—as they might consider something hidden behind a mountain, without
understanding it. It is simply something unknown and far away. Our attention is busy with the climb to the top of
the mountain and all the wondrous things encountered on these fascinating slopes! Later, nearer the summit,
conjectures about what lies beyond the peak begin crowding into his head and the meaning and gravity of death
occur to him bit by bit. Later these thoughts may dominate a mind entirely; after all, the long climb may have
sapped the strength and wrecked the body. So toward the top one may become rather stupid, facing the thought of
death with a spirit of helpless despair that eclipses any sense of oblivion or personal alarm.
So, anyway, I stood for a while, singing over the grave, projecting my voice into the darkness without
bothering about the cluttered tombs or the remains buried beneath me. Once all these people had, like me, been in
the prime of their lives, showing all the ignorance of youth, filled with joy and singing, not thinking about that allembracing oblivion that is the fate of every living creature. Even now, I am still amazed at how I ignored death
when I was right in the middle of its motionless sea!
Youth is indeed a mercy. What would life be like if our thoughts were filled with death from the cradle to the
grave? In such a case everything would be unbearable; men could cease all their endeavors and efforts, however
fascinating, immediately. What would be the good of life, the point of any effort, the consolation for all striving, if
thoughts of this abyss continually swallowed up mankind? Death is despair, and God has been merciful enough to
let life be more powerful. Man’s feeling for it is stronger, so it has more control over him.
Youth is a bursting force. Life in youth possesses a sweet magical novelty. In middle age life becomes
something familiar, consisting of habitual experiences; now, man feels less alarm when he thinks of someday
giving up this life and all its familiar tastes. Some don’t even like the taste by now! Were it not that life is a habit
like everything on earth, and people are used to being alive and breathing air, they would not consider it a burden
to die and be cut off from the world. Habit and fantasy grow along with life and one’s feeling for oneself, which is
what makes death so hard, makes people sad at the thought of leaving the world. With children and animals, it is
the opposite.
As I stood there singing, I spotted a figure approaching—I had no doubt it was a man, since no woman would
dare, except in very rare circumstances—walk around these graves at night. I stopped singing, suddenly nervous.
It occurred to me he might be a thief, or if he were not, this desolate quiet spot might entice him to robbery. But
then I calmed down, thinking,
“What am I worrying about? I have nothing on me worth stealing; I have only a few piastres, which won’t
make him rich if he gets them and won’t make me poor if I lose them. Anyway, I am very light and can run fast,
and I know all the entrances and exits; I don’t think he could catch up with me if I took off with both feet flying.
So there is nothing to fear from this approaching person, whoever he may be.”
It didn’t seem sensible to panic; it would show clearly in my voice and movements, which would only
encourage him if he were a sinister character. Prudence demanded, nevertheless, that I hide behind a secluded
grave, so I could see him without his seeing me, determine what kind of person he was, and wait until he would
be walking in front of me with me behind him—that would be the stronger position, I thought.
Approaching was an old shaikh with a white beard; in his hand he carried a rosary, and he was reciting the
name of God and passages from the Qur’an or something, although I could not really hear him. It annoyed me that
this feeble shaikh had startled me, and I felt my inner self moving to take vengeance on him. I let him walk on a
little way then sprang out in front of him suddenly, from behind a grave.
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The poor fellow was terrified and almost collapsed on the ground. I quickly hid myself again, retracing my
steps for a grave or two—a distance of a few meters. He was staring all around at nothing. He held himself
closely, spat right and left, and raised his voice in a plea to God, seeking refuge from every accursed devil. Then
he began reciting again and walking, with me darting stealthily between the graves behind him. His pace
quickened and I realized he was still afraid.
I leapt to his side once again, stretching out my hand and tugging at the hair in his beard. He screamed and I
ran away to hide. I cut round behind the graves and got in front of him again, almost bursting with suppressed
mirth. I waited till he passed by me, then I put my hand out to his waist and tickled him.
I swear, the man leapt off the ground as if I had plunged a sword or white-hot iron into his side. I realized the
moment was ripe; the poor man’s trauma had reached its peak and he had started mixing up the things he was
reciting, like someone who cannot remember his words. He was so terrified that he was shouting,
“I seek refuge in the devil from—”
I came up behind him and began making roaring noises, producing the most repulsive sounds I could muster.
The poor wretch broke into a run.
In this way, he got away from me. I myself had grown tired of the game and did not attempt a chase. I walked
calmly along, brushing the dust off my clothes, and eventually came out on the public road.
After a quarter of an hour or so, I reached the Imam Shafii mosque just as the muezzin was about to chant the
call to prayer in his banal tone. People were arriving, making preparation for their dawn prayer, and I saw my
friend the shaikh surrounded by a whole group of people. He was exclaiming,
“It was like a black cat leaping on my shoulders, licking my cheeks, passing between my legs, and climbing
inside my qaftan! I sought refuge in God, then the earth opened up and it disappeared into the hole, but it came
back again, appearing sometimes in the form of a bear on hands and legs, other times like a grave shroud
emerging from beneath the tombstones; the veil had been ripped from its face, and its eyes shone, glowing like
angry sparks. I kept reciting as much of the Qur’an as I could, then it wrapped its face in a ragged garment and
sank into its grave. I’ll never forget its teeth as long as I live. They were like burning charcoal, gleaming red, they
clattered around in its mouth like gleaming stars! God be praised, who saved me from its clutches.” Someone
asked him,
“Did you think it was going to strangle you?”
“Going to?” the shaikh replied. “What do you mean, going to? I tell you, he stretched out two arms as long as
minarets and came forward, intending to wrap them around me! The spikes on his chest were gleaming like
bayonets! If God had not given me the inspiration to recite the Kursi Sura,\fn{ A verse in Yasin, the twenty-fifth chapter of
Qur’an, regarded as a central Qur’anic verse and recited as a prayer to avert evil or to summon good .} it would have been I who
died.” Someone else said,
“You mean it died? That’s strange!”
“It was burned,” replied the shaikh. “The Kursi Sura burned it to death. Then I kept walking till I reached this
road—”
He turned around to point to the direction from which he had come, and saw me behind him. Astonished, he
cried out, pointing,
“That … that … that’s …”
No one except me understood what he was shouting about or pointing at, while I suppressed the laughter
welling up inside me. I looked behind me as though to see what he was pointing at, while the trembling man clung
desperately to the people around him. Some asked,
“Where? Where? We cannot see anything.” The man wiped his face with his hand and calmed down.
“Odd,” he said, “very odd indeed … this gentleman looks just like it.”
I couldn’t contain my laughter.
“Do you think my face is like a demon’s?” I sputtered.
Standing nearby was someone whom I knew, someone both clever and cunning. It was clear he was suspicious
and was imagining part of the truth, at least.
“Listen,” he said to me. “Which way did you come from?” I realized what he was getting at and replied,
“I came from that direction.”
This was a lie, at least a half-truth. But I was afraid it would cause a scandal if the truth came out. He asked,
“Did you come via Sayyida Nafisa or the Citadel?”
“Via the Citadel, of course,” I replied. “Who would dare to walk among all those graves?”
He mumbled something I did not hear then went away. I was saved. I, who had been a demon of the jinn for
one night!
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264.241 Excerpts from Woman And Work: 1. “The Effect Of Books And Novels On Morals” 2. “The
Difference Between Men And Women And Their Capacities For Work”\fn{by Nabawiya Musa (1890-1951)} “in a
village near Zigazig, Sharqia Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
1
Knowing how to read and write is not to be considered an independent science. It is a mode of
communication. When two people communicate while they are apart from one another, they do it through
writing, which is like conversing as if they were near one another. A person who knows how to read and write
is not considered educated except if he has taken it as a way to attain knowledge.
Regrettably in Egypt we are ignorant of this and we automatically consider the woman who knows how to
read and write to be an educated person. When she does something wrong we blame it on her education saying
that education corrupted her morals. God knows that that woman is ignorant and committed wrong through
her ignorance. She found a way to communicate with those outside her presence and expressed herself in this
way revealing inappropriate thoughts coming to her through ignorance and arrogance. In this she is worse off
than the woman who does not know how to read and write because she can record in her own hand something
shameful that cannot be erased in the future. On the other hand, the woman who does not know how to read
may say something improper, but it will be soon forgotten because it is not written down.
Knowing how to read and write is not knowledge, itself, but a door to knowledge we may enter, but if we
leave it closed there is no way to reach knowledge. A person learns from reading useful books many times
over what he can acquire in schools because the time for formal education is short and the subjects taught are
limited. If a person limits himself to school education he will not attain complete knowledge. That is why we
see that many men who were educated in the same school and attained the same degree differ in their levels
of knowledge. We find one who is an expert scientist and another who is an ignorant and naïve person. That
is because one of them was truly educated and therefore his mind developed and his knowledge increased,
while the other limited himself to what he was taught at school and did not use his knowledge and therefore
his mind became rusty and he forgot what he had learned.
The student learns at school from a limited number of teachers among whom there might not be anyone
exceptional. But, in good books the student is directly exposed to the thoughts of gifted persons of different
countries and different eras. Thus the student gains benefits from these books he cannot get from teachers
because those gifted people have taken care in organising their thoughts and presenting them in a precise and
clear way.
People can also gain from reading newspapers. In reading the thoughts of his contemporaries, a person
benefits much more than from those he meets face to face because writers do not speak with the same care
and insight that informs their writing. In addition, the reader may come across the same idea expressed in
different ways in different books and thus it becomes reinforced in his mind so he would not forget it no
matter how much time passes. Reading has a good effect on morals and knowledge. The best schools are
those that have teachers who work hard to develop a love of reading and intellectual curiosity in the minds of
the young so that they will benefit from this when they grow up.
Teachers cannot instruct the child in all that he needs. They do better when they guide the child towards
reading and instil in him a love for books, inquiry, and discovery so he can attain whatever knowledge he
desires. It is out of ignorance that we think that schools are sufficient to produce fully educated men and
women. In fact, education in schools is only an introduction to what a person will acquire through his own
effort after he leaves school.
Many educators in Europe and elsewhere have worked on persuading children to read. They have written tales
and novels to attract them to books. A child naturally loves stories and reads storybooks eagerly and he reaps
benefit in perfecting morals and understanding ideas which prepare him to appreciate useful books later on. These
educators chose not to confront the child abruptly with books of knowledge and moral guidance because they
feared the child would grow bored and his mind would be taxed and thus he would come to dislike books.
If novels are written by a gifted person who can portray morals and customs expressively they will
attract the attention of children and youth and make them eager to read them. Novels can become like a
magnifying glass through which they can look at virtues and vices in real life. Through them children and
young people would come to love virtue and abhor vice. There are examples of excellence and glamour in
novels that transcend the ordinary and the child marvels at this. Maybe these novels will inspire him to wish
to be distinguished and make it easier for him to bear the burdens of attaining knowledge. Novels also teach
children how to write better and how to discriminate in selecting expressions because the human being is a
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skilled imitator by nature, and especially the child who imitates what he reads and expresses it without
realising that he is imitating.
I do not look for criteria in selecting a novel except that the author is sound in mind and his writing
reveals discrimination in his choice of subjects. The best novels are historical novels because they provide
one with actual information even though it may be greatly enhanced. Romances are fine as long as their
objective is to portray love and caution about its consequences because many of these novels end in scandal
or sadness. In each case it is a warning to the reader if he has any sense or tendency towards virtue but if he
is a stupid, evil person the warning would be reversed in his mind. Without a doubt, such a person is corrupt
from the start and thus novels would have nothing to do with his corruption.
It is a big mistake for educators to think it good upbringing to keep a child ignorant of vice and never
mention it in front of him. The educator who teaches the child how harmful vice is performs his duty towards
his pupil. If the child insists upon courting danger while he is aware of the likely results he would have
brought harm upon himself. On the other hand, if the ignorant person falls into danger because of his
ignorance his teacher would be responsible. It is like a man walking down a path laden with dangers
unbeknown to him. If someone who knows about these dangers does not warn him about them he might fall
prey to them through his ignorance. He has an excuse because in this case the blame is on the person who did
not warn him of the dangers before he met them.
The child has a great need to form his mind and strengthen his creative powers through reading, but he
does not have the ability to be patient in persisting to read scientific or character-building books. He needs
many books of the type I have mentioned—tales and novels—so that his intellectual and creative powers
would be strengthened. We are at fault in preventing our children, especially our girls, from reading
interesting books. They may quit reading altogether because other kinds of books are difficult and
unattractive to them. This encourages bad habits to form so that when they grow up they will not be
interested in seeking the treasures of learning found in books and magazines.
A person is able to expand his knowledge during his entire life if he becomes accustomed to reading.
Reading becomes his greatest mentor, helping him to achieve his goals. That is why the Arabs are concerned
that their children grow to love reading because it is the key to knowledge. While foreigners write novels
and comedies in the everyday spoken language to attract children to read, we Arabic speakers have a far
greater need to expend efforts in encouraging our children to read because our spoken language is different from
our classical written language.
The child enters school not knowing the classical language. We do not give enough attention to encouraging
him to read outside school and helping him but rather give him lots of trivial rules of grammar. If the child is
unable to express himself because of his lack of knowledge of classical Arabic, he directs himself towards reading
novels in a foreign language. Thus, foreign languages become easier for him than classical Arabic because he
does not read Arabic books.
The best way to promote classical Arabic now is to write, or to translate, useful stories and novels in an elegant
and comprehensible style and to put them in school libraries and encourage pupils to read them. I am tired of
seeing a student who has mastered grammar, but cannot express himself properly in good, classical Arabic
because his vocabulary and style are limited. Niqula Effendi Rizq has done a service in creating his new series of
novels (A1-Riwayat al-Jadida). I wonder why schools are still reluctant to add these books to their libraries for
pupils to read as they read similar novels in foreign languages.
We must encourage pupils to read books in good classical Arabic and at the same time discourage them from
reading poorly written and unsuitable books. Unfortunately, many of the latter are widely circulated in Egypt.
Rarely does one see a young student without one of these books written in a vernacular which is a hodgepodge of
mistakes in classical Arabic and foreign languages. Expressions in these inferior books reveal the mediocrity of
their authors. These books spread corruption in children and accustom them to a bad literary style. The schools
should have confiscated such books. And, if the government had done the confiscation it would have been better
for the nation than confiscating newspapers.
Pupils are attracted to such inferior books because there are not enough story books that are written in easy
classical Arabic. The more pupils read inferior books the more they imitate their composition and style regardless
of their teachers’ efforts to teach them good writing. Whatever good teachers build these bad books destroy. If
educators went to court asking for compensation from the authors of these books before an intelligent and just
judge he would give them compensation because of the harm authors of these bad books have done to their
profession.
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Men have spoken so much of the differences between men and women that they would seem to be two separate
species. With due respect for the views of men I would like to state-m-y own to remind them of something they may
have forgotten.
Human beings are animals governed by the same rules of nature regarding reproduction, growth, decline, and
death. The male animal is no different from the female except in reproduction. If it were true that the instincts of
the male cat were different from the instincts of the female cat it would also be true that there would be a difference
between man and woman in mental gifts. No scientist has claimed that the female cat likes to jump and play and
devours mice while the male cat is reasonable, serious, and does not hurt a mouse or steal meat. Both male and
female mice are said to have the same characteristics. Likewise, nobody has said that the male dog is honest and
intelligent and the female dog dishonest and stupid. Both male cats and dogs have stronger muscles and larger
bodies than female cats and dogs, but otherwise they are no different.
How then do we conclude that the woman is deceitful and cunning and the man is frank and truthful? The
man quotes from God’s words (the Qur’an):
“It is a snare of you women. Truly, mighty is your snare.”\fn{ Qur’an 12:28}
This verse was spoken by God concerning a particular case. In other Quranic verses some men were
described as connivers:
“And (the unbelievers) plotted and planned, and God too planned, and the best of planners is
God.”\fn{Qur’an 3:54} And,
“Mighty indeed were the plots which they made, but their plots were (well) within the sight of God, even
though they were such as to shake the hills!”\fn{ Qur’an 14:46}
Men have forgotten these verses and have not memorised but a single verse and have applied its meaning
generally to all women.
Men have pointed out that the man has a larger body and stronger muscles than the woman and that his brain is
larger than hers. Disregarding the rules of nature they have deduced from this all sorts of differences.
The bull is larger in body and brain than the cow but no better equipped with intelligence. The bull does not know
how to get its food any better than the cow. The cock is much larger and stronger than the hen. The lion is larger and
stronger than the lioness. The male donkey is stronger than the female donkey. This is nature’s way and it is linked
to reproduction. It has also been observed that the strength in males is accompanied by rashness and attraction to
females.
Nobody said that because the male dog is stronger than the female dog that he is more intelligent. Likewise, it
is not true that the man is more intelligent than the woman because his body is larger and stronger. If this were
true the geniuses and philosophers of this world would have had the largest bodies. In fact, the opposite is
probably true.
From this, one could conclude that the woman is more intelligent than the man because of her smaller body but
I don’t want to exaggerate the way men do. I only wish to say that the woman and man are alike, the way animals
are, as scientists confirm. They have not claimed that the male mouse is of one species and the female mouse of
another. No one has asserted that because the male mouse is stronger than the female mouse, he should be her life
guardian. The female mouse lives like the male mouse and does not depend on the male because nature did not
make the female mouse more dependent on the male mouse than he is on her; they are simply equal. The same
applies to the man and the woman. While she is smaller in size and strength she can take care of all her needs. She
is independent of him and does not need him more than he needs her. She can do everything a man can, the way a
short, slim man can do what a big, tall man does. Asserting that nature has destined the woman for the house
because she is weaker than the man this is patently untrue.
Men claim they have superior intelligence saying there have been more men of genius than women. They
forget that only when a people use their gifts do they develop. That is why poor men who have spent their lives
as cooks or tailors have not excelled in the arts or sciences. How can we expect, therefore, to find women
whose energies we have restricted to taking care of their homes and whose knowledge is confined to this sphere
excelling as geniuses? If a woman does receive an education and has other pursuits she stops these after her
marriage and devotes herself entirely to household activities. However, in countries with sound female
education, a significant number of women have distinguished themselves, proving they are no less endowed than
men in natural abilities.
The woman is more tender-hearted and noble in her feelings than the man because she is more affected than
he is. This convinces me that she is wiser than him and understands things better than he does. Insane people have
no feelings at all. An insane woman would feel no pain if she saw here only child cut into pieces in front of her.
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She might even watch with a grin because she would not understand the meaning of compassion. If she had some
feeling it would disappear immediately.
Likewise, young children’s feelings of pity and sorrow are not well developed because of their small brains, the
way that savages in the past did not have feelings when they saw atrocities because their minds had not developed
and become refined.
In her tenderness the woman did not violate the rules of nature that apply to other animals. The lioness is tender
towards her cubs and feeds them while the lion might not know his young. The same with the female cat who is
tender and protective towards her kittens fearing that the male cat might eat them even though they are his own
kittens. This is further proof of what I have said before that the female among the animals is generally weaker in
body but wiser than the male. The male is stronger and more rash than the female and that is why he is less moved
than her; he doesn’t have feelings of tenderness coming from wisdom.
By women’s feelings I don’t mean the screaming and crying of ignorant women. This is a habit related to
ignorance. Educated women do not behave this way. They might be more composed than men when a calamity
occurs; I speak of the tenderness of heart and compassion towards the weak which women possess more than men
as an indication that women are very reasonable.
One need only look at the poor Egyptian peasant and his wife to see women’s and men’s similar natural
abilities. Both have the same experience and know-how. The man frequently acknowledges his wife’s superior
insights and openly admits he does nothing important without consulting with her. She works side by side with
him and she knows everything that is going on. When a man dies leaving children and property, perhaps half a
feddan or a feddan,\fn{A feddan is a measure of land, a little over an acre } his wife takes over and by the time the children
have grown their assets may well have multiplied.
It is unfair to compare the mind of an urban man with that of his wife. How can one compare the mind of a
man of education and experience who has developed himself with that of a woman which has been neglected
since infancy? Her mind became rusty through lack of use the same way iron implements rust through neglect.
Her abilities were suppressed and she was sheltered from life’s experiences before her mind could develop
naturally. She is much worse off than the wife of a peasant who, although not educated at school, knows the
struggles of real life. The urban woman is ignorant in both learning and life. Her life is more like a living death.
If we compare the mind of the city woman with that of her educated and experienced husband it would be
like comparing an old piece of cotton cloth left in a dusty abandoned shop with a beautiful piece of cotton one
might suppose is silk because of its fine quality and brightness. Would this comparison indicate that the origin of
the two pieces of cotton is different or would it prove the naïveté of the person making the comparison? We
should not be deceived about men’s and women’s innate abilities when we know how differently they have been
raised. We must educate both the same way.
Men and women when they are partners have found it expedient to divide the work between them. Each does their
own tasks. People can decide upon this themselves; nature had nothing to do with it. I don’t quarrel with this kind of
sharing as long as the woman is married. However, if the woman cannot get married and remains a single person who
has to earn her own living she must be prepared for this early in life so that she will not need to earn her living
through menial jobs like being a servant or a street vendor. We should grasp these obvious truths.
Isn’t it strange that men write long articles about the definition of woman as if she were a weak insect about
whom no one knows anything. The respected writer, Farid Effendi Wajdi, said,
“The woman is a noble being created to increase the species and in this man cannot compete with her.”
Is the woman alone able to procreate? Since man participates with woman in the creation of human life
wouldn’t it be more accurate to say that human beings are noble beings created for the purpose of
multiplying the species like all other animals? Are men simply trying to create differences between the
sexes?
Their words on this subject make no sense. It is odd to speak of man’s inability to compete with the
woman in reproduction. The grinding of the wheat is done by two stones. The one does not compete with
the other. If one is lost the whole operation stops.
The writer was distressed when he saw women in America standing in front of furnaces in factories. How odd
that he notices things like this in America but does not see Egyptian women peddlars groaning under the heavy
weight of their baskets of fruit and vegetables as they make their way down the streets enduring the bold stares
and hands of insolent men.
Doesn’t he see Muslim women who have to earn their living laundering clothes in peoples’ houses or in
Egyptian and English military camps—in situations that threaten their chastity—doing backbreaking work in front
of fires endlessly boiling water, causing their hands to bleed?
Doesn’t he see women workers burdened under the weight of earth and climbing scaffoldings?
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Doesn’t he see women toiling in homes as servants exposed to men’s desires while they do exhausting work?
The writer closes his eyes to all this noticing only the plight of women workers in America. What we are used
to doesn’t seem odd until we stop to think about it. Women suffer a lot in Egypt, but we don’t feel it because we
are so used to seeing it so we turn our attention to the misery of women in American factories who actually suffer
less than our own women.
Egyptian women are not prevented from doing exhausting menial work but are forced to take tedious jobs
requiring no education because we don’t train them for better work. Egyptian and American women workers
are equal in this misfortune. Only here, however, we prevent women from getting better work requiring training
and experience such as writing, managing shops and educational institutions, practising medicine and law, and
occupying positions in the higher ranks of government. By not allowing women these kinds of work we push
them into hard, exhausting work that brings very little money.
Is this justice and is this what a person claiming to be concerned for the comfort of women advocates?
If every woman were able to count on someone to support her and look after her comfort so she would never
need to work I would be the first to advocate keeping women from work. I see women, out of necessity, forced to
take up work that is draining and which exposes them to sexual exploitation. But, our good men insist that women
should not be trained for work in which they could maintain their dignity and morality. So, they condemn women
to misery.
Farid Effendi Wajdi says that if the Muslim woman does not find someone to support her there are alms
institutions to help the needy.
Where are these alms institutions? There are thousands of needy Muslim women before our very eyes. God
forgive men who make declarations on the question of women that are not correct. Had they known the truth they
would understand that they destroy the future of children with their own hands. There are many mothers of
children who have lost their fathers. If these women could work they could give their children a proper upbringing
so they could become productive persons in the future.
Wealthy and middle-class families in Egypt are often unable to maintain their status because they look at life
with one eye—the eye of the man. If he is lost the family becomes blind. The whole family is endangered. The
children lose status, the mother is unable to raise them properly for lack of money, the children, becoming unruly,
are not prepared for an occupation. The ignorance of the mother causes the ignorance of children who become the
future men of the nation.
Western families look with two eyes. If one eye is lost the other guides the way down the right path. The
education of women is a big reason in strengthening the families of a nation. In the case of Egyptians when
the woman is widowed she is unable to raise her children and so upon the death of one person the whole
family is doomed. Not only this but a widow and her children become a burden to her brother or other male
relatives.
It is out of ignorance that people say Islam does not allow women to work. In the cities we see women of the
lower and middle class families working as well as women from peasant families. Do we call them unbelievers?
Our religion does not permit this. These families are the backbone of Egypt, the source of the country’s
wealth upon whom its advancement depends. If the women of these families were like the idle women of
upper class families the whole nation would be lost. Why do we prevent upper class women from being
prepared for work appropriate to their status if they find themselves in need while we allow poor women of
the city and countryside to work?
What does religion have to do with all this? It is better to leave reIiion out of the matter. We should admit
what is at issue is custom so that we might then correctly assess the situation.
It is amazing to find that the men who are most opposed to training women for work are those who
have been raised in the villages. They firmly oppose women doing higher forms of work in the towns and
cities. At the same time, their own female relatives continue to do men’s work in the countryside. These
women of rural origins, in my view, are more modest in dress and behaviour than city women.
Why do these men depart from the ideal ways of their mothers? Did they find something wrong with these
ways or are they merely following city ways pretending to appear civilised and cultured? They fail to look
into the pit into which they’re being hurled by this corrupt civilisation. These men make their women discard
their own peasant dress and natural walk, which are more respectable than the artificial city dress and the
transparent veil, which stands for lies and deceit more than modesty and adherence to religion. Thus women
of rural origin replace their natural manner which commands respect for the seductive appearance of the city
womam.
Some obstinate people speak of corruption in the villages. I don’t know if they claim there is no corruption
in the cities. Corruption will not disappear except when the world disappears. It is every where, but is more
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prevalent in the cities than in the villages. While the village man is ignorant he respects religion and makes a
show of following it even if he is corrupt inside. In the villages women do not veil but there we do not see a
man following a woman down the road to flirt. If he were to do this he would be killed instantly.
Village men know women work outside their houses and that when they go out it is for work and not to
flirt. But, men in the cities think that the woman has no work outside her house and if they see a woman in the
street they think she has gone out to play. They are provoked by her dress and brush up against her. Work for
women is a way to combat corruption not to encourage it.
If men considered all this they would see it as their duty to educate every single girl and equip her for
work appropriate to her status in case she should need it. Thus, this way we do not condemn intelligent
women of high status who find it necessary to earn a living in lowly jobs where they might be threatened by
vice. Learning a profession does not prevent a woman from being a wife, happy to live at home without work
if she finds a competent husband. Would anyone who has the opportunity to rest seek something else?
This is clear in England, Switzerland, Germany, and in other countries where the woman works until she
marries and then she stays at home becoming a disciplined and well-organised mother who takes care of her
children and a good companion to her husband. When I speak of a woman going out of her house I do not
mean to say that she should sit in cafés or just go strolling or interacting with men for no real purpose
because I object more than anyone else to that. But, I say that the woman should be trained for work and
allowed to do it. If she goes out she should go out for work and not for fun.
7.20 Eve Without Adam\fn{by Mahmud Tahir Lashin (1894/95-1954)} Cairo, Egypt (M) 27
1
“Peace be upon you, Abu Darsh.”
Hajji Imam expected to hear a gruff protracted response to his greeting, but there was no answer. Stretching his
neck, which had a web of wrinkles at the back and parallel ones along the windpipe, he pushed his turbaned head
through an opening between the fangs of the serpent to the right, the claws of the hyena to the left, the shell of the
tortoise below, and the talons of the bat above. Despite the effort exerted by his left eye, it failed to penetrate the
thick darkness. As for the neighboring eye, it didn’t make any effort for lack of vision. His ears, however,
provided the key to the situation, as he heard a familiar sound of muttering, whereupon he said, “at the holy
shrine,” and drew back his head. And if his shoulder had not brushed against the “dragon’s blood” causing him a
moment of terror, we might have said that he went out into the daylight and sat peacefully on a chair.
“Abu Darsh” is a nickname for “Mustafa,” whereas “at the holy shrine” is a common abbreviation for “may
you enjoy the bliss of prayer at the holy shrine in Mecca,” usually said to a man during or after prayer. It does not,
therefore, require extraordinary intelligence to know that Hajji Imam found his friend, Mustafa, praying, so he sat
waiting for him. But it takes a brilliant mind to understand the nature of Mustafa’s place! Was it a cavern where he
went for prayer? Was he a sorcerer who had dominion over reptiles and savage beasts to use them as his servants
and guards? How can the mind connect such things as “hajji,” “blood,” and “peace”?!
Let us add that there were multicolored beads and ever-glittering shells hanging around the aforementioned
opening, that there was a curtain of weeds spreading in strands like a hag’s hair, that behind it there were exotic
fruits with more exotic names, and that above all these there was a tremendous fish swimming in the air … Such
additions should further befuddle even a brilliant mind.
The matter, however, is simple and should not require much speculation. The “dragon’s blood” is nothing but a
particular stone which carries the burden of such a name because of its red color. The place is the shop of Sheikh
Mustafa al-Tunisi, which sells wares for witchcraft, designed to unite or separate lovers, to bring about good or
bad fortune, to induce wisdom or folly, as the case may be. As for the weeds and fruits hanging over the door, they
can undoubtedly compete with the contents of any pharmacopoeia.
It was five o’clock. The glare of the sun, which suffocated and scorched people all day long, cooled off
slightly. A little while earlier, the watering cart came along to sprinkle the street. The people cajoled the driver
with golden words as well as with nickel coins. In return, he gave them a constant flow of water which soaked the
street. With the dampness, the afternoon breeze wafted, cool and refreshing. The people heaved a sigh of relief.
No wonder the Hajji sat peacefully and started to breathe freely like all the others. As soon as he sat down, he
leaned his cane against the door of the shop, gathered the folds of his cloak to his body and stroked his silver
beard, as if to make sure it was still there in place. Then he started to mutter verses from the Koran. From time to
time, those who knew his worth came up to kiss his hand and ask for his blessings, whereas some of the devils in
the district made of his turban the target for their jokes and wisecracks.
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“Peace be upon you, with God’s mercy and blessings.” Thus came the answer to his initial greeting. The
vendor of witchcraft emerged from the shop and sat beside his friend. The Hajji repeated his words, “at the holy
shrine,” to which Sheikh Mustafa responded by saying, “together.” The boisterous jokers suddenly became silent,
because the Sheikh inspired awe with his huge figure, his greyish beard falling on his chest, and his bedouin white
garb. He had spread rumors that the Prophet had visited him in his dreams and ordered him to wear such clothes.
He was also imposing with his black eyes, which peered into the mysteries of the world. Heartened by his friend’s
presence, Hajji Imam said to him, while intending others to hear as well:
“May God protect us from evil in this age … May He save us from the age of the … the … the scum and
rabble. They have no sense of shame, no respect for learning, no consideration for older people … Please God
almighty, don’t reproach us for the deeds of the insolent fools living in our midst …” He reiterated the last
invocation three times and waited, hoping to hear a word of support from his friend. But nothing of the sort
happened, except that a lukewarm smile appeared on the face of Sheikh Mustafa, who remained firm and
immovable as a rock. The Hajji became more irritable but could not reproach him, so he persuaded himself that
patience was the greatest moral virtue. After a little while, he turned his attention to the purpose of his visit,
leaned forward until his chest almost touched his knees and said in a low voice:
“The lady sends her best regards.”
Sheikh Mustafa turned to him slightly and said: “How is she doing now?”
“Oh, she’s fine, thank God …”
The Sheikh muttered his thanks as well.
“The last kind of incense is … is just marvelous, my son … God truly bestows wisdom on His chosen people
… Glorified be His name!” The Sheikh bowed his head in a show of false modesty. He hoped the “customer”
would repeat his statement in a loud voice, so that the greatest number of neighbors and passersby could hear it.
There was undoubtedly some kind of telepathy between their minds, which caused the Hajji to resume in the
desired high pitch:
“This incense, my son, has dispelled all her worries and misgivings … She’s become extremely cheerful.”
The Sheikh shook his head very slowly, saying: “May God give us all the ability to do good.”
“Amen.”
The Sheikh’s invocation and the Hajji’s “Amen” were repeated three times with increasing piety and sincerity.
“So the lady wants a five-piaster worth of this incense.” Sheikh Mustafa responded to the request by peering
into his world of mystery. After a while, the Hajji said: “By the way, Mustafa, my son …” This time he came so
close to the Sheikh that the tassel of his turban inevitably tangled with the latter’s beard, either gently or
forcefully, depending on the intensity of the conversation. He lowered his voice to such an extent that he sounded
like a defective telephone. He did, however, punctuate his whispers with wild gestures, at times resting his head
on his palm, probably to mimic sleep, then becoming alert and gazing with his eyes wide open to express
wakefulness,\fn{The text has: awakeness.} in a manner that would be envied by many movie stars. Next he raised his
hand as high as possible, so that his sleeve fell back, revealing a pale and skinny arm with a web of veins. Then he
lowered it quickly to the ground for some unfathomable reason. This was followed by a period of silence.
“By God, it was exactly this way … What do you think of this amazing dream?”
“The candle means glory … and the light indicates relief.”
“I thought so too … Or do you have any other interpretation?”
“You better give me a day or two.”
“Take your time.”
Feeling that he had performed his task to perfection, the Hajji took his snuff box out of his right inner pocket
and his red handkerchief from the left one. He made a great noise, snorting and offering the snuff to neighboring
shopkeepers. The Skeikh seized this opportunity to disappear into the depths of his shop, where he dipped his
hands in several boxes which were different in size but equal in terms of dirt and rust. Returning to his friend, he
exchanged the incense for the price. They didn’t talk for a while, until Sheikh Mustafa broke the circle of silence,
saying: “And how is the young lady?”
“Eve? May God give her more and more of His blessings.”
While uttering this invocation, he contracted his brows and raised his beard to heaven as far as he could, then
said: “You know, Mustafa, my son … she’s an angel. An epitome of virtue and decency, as well as compassion for
a poor man like me. (And after a while:) What am I to her? Just a cousin of the old lady. And not a direct cousin
for that matter … Nevertheless, she treats me with the utmost generosity and respect. Thank God {kissing both
sides of his right hand to express his gratitude). That’s why God is giving her remarkable success at school and at
the Pasha’s house. She has also bought the second half of their house for three hundred pounds.”
“A reasonable deal.”
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“The blessings of her sincerity and good intentions! … Who among young women today would do this kind of
thing?”
“May God protect us from them.”
“As we all know, they just fool around and imitate European manners …”
The Hajji was about to indulge in one of his oratorical fits, as the slogans of condemnation of the prevalent
corruption caused by modern civilization came rushing into his mind. But, when he found that Sheikh Mustafa’s
attention was taken by other people, he had to take his cane and leave. He tried to deliver the rest of his oration to
a fruit seller next door, but the man was busy singing the praises of his merchandise. Turning to a butcher, he also
found him hard at work with his customers, trying to please them and steal their money at the same time. So the
Hajji walked on his way home, addressing the remainder of the speech to himself.
2
Nothing was remarkable about the house, which was located on a side street in al-Hilmiyah district. People,
however, might notice it as the smallest building in that area, full of mansions with gardens, pillars, and circular
stairs. If we take Hajji Imam at his word that Eve bought the second half for three hundred pounds, and assume
that the two halves are truly equal in size, it will be easy to form an idea about the house. A rather narrow and
rectangular entrance. A room to the right with a window overlooking the street and with a key hanging constantly
from Hajji Imam’s neck. The entrance led to a small court, most of it below the upper hall, while the rest was an
open area. Then you find the stairs and the upper hall in which there was a dining table. This was surrounded by
four doors which opened to the bathroom and three other rooms; the salon with another door leading to the stairs,
the second was Eve’s, and the third for the grandmother.
Total quietness in the house. Not a sound, as if no one lived there. But the grandmother is in her room. She
doesn’t make any movement or sound, as if she were nonexistent!! The furniture in her room is plain and simple.
Everything there is as old as she … A bed in the left corner with thin posts, which used to be black but became
white in several places. They have loose hinges, shaking at the slightest movement … In the front part of the
room, there is a sofa below the window, moaning out of pain and exhaustion, as if pleading with the sitters to have
pity on it and sit on the floor, or rather on the carpet whose colors are fading and indistinguishable. On top of the
carpet, the grandmother spreads the fur of the Immolation Ram, which she dyes with her own hands every year.
As for the fur left from the year before, she would donate it to Hajji Imam. Facing the bed, there is a big wooden
chest plated with tin. The tin surface has red, yellow, and green engravings, which have become rusty and lost
their luster. In the corner, to the left side of the door, there is a dark table leaning against the wall, as if exhausted
out of standing there for years and years. It is covered with an embroidered cloth made by the grandmother herself
in the days when she had perfect vision and steady fingers to handle the needles, as well as patience to endure this
kind of pastime. However, the grandmother’s room is neat and tidy, with nothing superfluous or out of place … In
it there is always a soothing whiff of incense, which inspires a sublime sense of splendor.
The grandmother was sitting on the fur between her bed and the sofa, with the coffee kit in front of her. She
never enjoys coffee unless she makes it herself. Having sipped the last drops a little earlier, she became drowsy
out of idleness and started to doze. Her cat followed suit and climbed on the sofa, where it settled down
peacefully beside her shoulder. The sun cast its last rays to greet the dozing grandmother. The breeze wafted,
tempting her to indulge in rest. And on the trees in the neighboring gardens, the flocks of birds raced among the
branches and whispered to each other, like little boys playing cautiously. In the sky there were bands of cloud
drifting slowly, as if they carried the message of mercy.
If the grandmother’s closed eyes were now to peer into the past, they would have seen a parade of scenes in
her life … Those sunken eyes were once in the shape of almonds, radiant and charming … Those wrinkled cheeks
once had the bloom of roses. That shriveled body was once soft and teeming with vitality … That languid spirit
never tired of movement and activity. But … The husband she was forced to marry, never cared for her beauty and
fidelity. He would stay late at night with his friends, while she waited for him. Whenever he carne back drunk, she
tolerated him and ignored his abusive language. While he deprived her of her lawful rights, she acted as if she
were fully satisfied. At the beginning, he was a junior employee, but he never believed in the straight and narrow.
He became familiar with the crooked ways of life and knew how to seize opportunities, creating favorable
circumstances for himself. Following this path, he took advantage of opportune situations until he climbed up the
social ladder. But, because of his insatiable ambition, he was always restless and never cared about the means he
adopted to reach his ends. He followed any path as long as it led him to “Rome.”
For him, staying late and drinking liquor were serious activities, not a frivolous pastime. He would usually
land at the tables of those who might serve his needs, then play the clown to entertain them. In this way, he
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surpassed his peers who believed in proverbs and maxims about the value of work. They would go to their offices
and “toil to find the reward”; they would “throw the seeds to reap the harvest”; they would work patiently as they
were told that “patience is the key to success …”
In some of the tortuous paths of life, he came across a man of rank and wealth, with a daughter beyond the age
of marriage, but still on the market, looking for a husband. And since the man was a drunkard, he established
himself in his good graces by drinking with him, until eventually the two friends became in-laws! He married his
daughter, on condition that he would divorce his first wife, which he did, on the pretext that she gave birth only to
girls, whereas he wanted a “little eagle.”
They were three little girls. The first died shortly after the divorce, while the other two grew up to adulthood.
The middle one lives with her husband, an engineer, moving from province to province. Her mother would see her
only on feast days and in her dreams. As for the youngest girl, she died unexpectedly of an epidemic fever,
leaving behind a daughter, Eve, who was not yet ten at the time. After the marriage of Eve’s father, the
grandmother took her under her wings and lavished all her maternal love on the little girl. After some time, the
father pretended to have forgotten his daughter, so she supported Eve generously from her own meager income,
until she graduated from al-Sanlyah School.
No wonder the spirits of grandmother and granddaughter are totally blended together. The old woman lives
only for her, thinking of nothing but her. At all times, and in spite of her age, she would do her very best to
provide Eve with all means of comfort. Eve deserves all the care and attention lavished on her by that guardian
angel. Since her childhood, she has been a model of virtue and wisdom. The grandmother is quite content with her
house. She sees nothing in the world except that house, which she never leaves unless it is absolutely necessary.
Her withering body never gets tired of household chores, which usually last the whole morning. And if it were not
for the maid and her loud voice, the place would be constantly shrouded in total silence. In the afternoon, the
grandmother sits on her fur, sipping coffee … alone or with any guest who would visit her.
This is a life founded on emotions, where the rational mind remains idle … And by nature, the intellect rejects
stagnation. If it tries to satisfy the innate primitive instincts, the mind will be capable only of trivia, such as
focusing on moods of optimism and pessimism or paying inordinate attention to the significance of dreams, which
could lead to communion with jinns and demons, giving them names, shapes, titles, and beliefs. Such jinns and
demons are then acknowledged as sovereign masters, so that the sick mind becomes totally dominated by
“masters” of its own making.
The grandmother was content with one of all those “masters,” a little Sudanese afreet called “Surur.” At
various times, convenient or inconvenient, and in different places, proper or improper, she would do strange
things which caused shock, fear, shame, and laughter—either in this order or any other order … She would
experience pain in her joints and listlessness in her body, then become dumbfounded, her eyes quivering. Next she
would start to move her lips, uttering words in a thin voice like a little boy. That was when “Surur" possessed her.
Sometimes he might be cheerful and ask for candy or play with guests … Or he might be indignant and express
the reason for his anger … But, to tell the truth, “Surur” ultimately realized that such conditions did not befit the
dignity of the grandmother. So now he never possesses her at all. He visits her only on rare occasions … in her
house … nay, in her room … even in her sleep … But … whenever he demands anything, his desires will be
fulfilled. And whatever news he conveys is regarded as the final truth.
There was a knock at the door. Waking up from her nap, the grandmother rose to open it, knowing who was
there … Hajji Imam is the only one who doesn’t believe in the use of the electric bell and knocks with his cane on
the door as a manifestation of piety. When she returned to her place, the cat snuggled this time in her lap. The
Hajji took off his shoes at the door, shoes which had doubled in size because of the patches, and tripled with
layers of dirt. Squatting on the carpet, he leaned against the sofa, with his cane under his knee, then said
pantingly:
“The stairs are very tiring for me, Lady Fatimah, my daughter.”
Lady Fatimah, that’s the grandmother’s name. And whenever Hajji Imam addressed anyone, he would confer
his fatherhood on him or her, hoping to receive the charity and compassion due to poor fathers. Lady Fatimah then
said, while preparing coffee:
“Please Hajji … do your best to help us these days.”
“Life and death are in the hands of God, my lady. (He took out his snuff box and drew some of the powder into
his nostrils, then hunched his back.) The Almighty once revealed to our Saint ‘Ali, may God honor him, his
hidden destiny … and foretold him that Abu Lu’lu’ah the Magian would kill him on a certain day …”
“Did you bring the incense?” asked Lady Fatimah.
“Yes, I did. (And he took the package out of his pocket.) Abu Lu’lu’ah the Magian used to pass by our holy
Saint ‘Ali every day …”
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“Did you tell Sheikh Mustafa about the dream?” Lady Fatimah said, while putting the package under the
pillow on her bed.
“Oh, yes, I did … I explained it fully to him.”
“What did he say?”
“Exactly as I told you before … The candle is glory … and the light is relief.”
“It’s not just the matter of the candle, Hajji.” Then she started to recount the details of the dream once more. In
her sleep, she saw her afreet, Surur, enter her room, urging her to follow him to the hall, which she did. The hall
looked much larger than usual. In the middle, there was a burning candle as high as a human being, which melted
with amazing speed until it was no more. The liquid wax then assumed the form of a sleeping body shrouded in
flimsy sheets. Terrified, she wanted to ask Surur about it, but he left her and rushed downstairs. So she screamed
for help, calling upon the Hajji to catch up with him …
At that point, Hajji Imam said: “Sheikh Mustafa has repeated what I told you before … The candle is glory,
and the light is relief.”
Although he said that emphatically, the Hajji had been terrified by the dream since he heard it for the first time.
It occurred to him that he might be the burning candle and that his death was imminent. Distressed by the thought
of death, he changed the subject, saying:
“Where is the maid Najiyah? I haven’t heard her voice.”
“Eve asked me this morning to send her the piano notes to Nazim Pasha’s house at four o’clock. So I told
Najiyah to take them there. She hasn’t come back yet.”
“Although the Pasha’s house is not far away.”
“Do you need anything?”
The Hajji bowed his head, deep in thought. They remained silent for a while … In the meantime, because of
his desire to change the subject, he was enticed to divulge to Lady Fatimah his suspicion about Najiyah’s
relationship with Shafiq, the butcher’s son: It so happened one day that, when the Hajji came out of his room, he
heard someone near the stairs, whispering, “Keep away from me!” Therefore, he proceeded, clattering with his
shoes, to explore the matter in the open. The young man’s face turned pale, whereupon the Hajji got ready to
defend the innocent girl’s honor. But the innocent girl claimed that it was she who had thrown the meat
intentionally, because it was of poor quality; anyone with two eyes would find it bad! Because of his blind eye, it
was quite understandable that the Hajji could not see the poor quality of the meat and tried to convince the girl
that she was mistaken. But she became furious and accused him of taking the side of the butcher since he favored
him whenever he bought meat for himself … Najlyah also threatened to reveal his conniving with the butcher to
her mistresses, Eve and her grandmother. Because the last part of the accusation was true, the Hajji was afraid lest
the innocent girl should carry out her threat, causing the two ladies to mistrust him on the one hand and the
butcher to stop favoring him on the other. So he started to flatter Najiyah until she agreed to accept the meat. The
Hajji was pleased with his tact and skill in persuading the girl.
This is what passed through his mind while he was ruminating. But he was not at the moment relaxed enough
to indulge in this kind of talk. Lady Fatimah then repeated her question: “Do you need anything?”
“No, thank you. She used to entertain us with her antics …” They sipped their coffee silently, both preoccupied
with the dream. Finally he said: “Don’t think about it.” He sounded as if he were consoling himself. Lady Fatimah
gestured with her hands to express her resignation to fate. The Hajji then excused himself to say his evening
prayer on time.
A little while later, he started praying aloud in his room: “Three kneelings for the present … for the future.
Allah is the greatest …”
3
In this kind of atmosphere, Eve grew up. She could have adapted herself to such an environment, causing her
mind to become a cavern for jinns and demons, a dictionary of their names, genealogies and rituals, a storehouse
for the needs of those “masters”—male and female—which included bead collars, shell bracelets, silver rings, as
well as a wide variety of cowls, ointments, drawers, daggers, and swords.
It would have come as no surprise if she had grown up house-ridden, wrapped in feelings of femininity in the
cheapest sense, and considered her body as the only manifestation of her life, pampering and polishing it in
preparation for an animalistic marriage, whether happy or unhappy. It would have come as no surprise if youth
and idleness had driven her to the streets, if ignorance and naiveté had led her from the streets to the abyss of
corruption.
What is really surprising and admirable is that the incense never reached beyond her nostrils, that the charms
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never went beyond her sarcastic acceptance. She got used to her surroundings but with a feeling of disdain. Her
personality stood firm and lofty in that environment. That was caused at first by her poverty and the loss of her
parents. As a child, she used to hear her playmates mention their parents and fuss cheerfully over what their
fathers brought them, or what their mothers might bring, while she remained bewildered and tongue-tied among
them. Her father wouldn’t buy her anything since he neglected her after the birth of his new boys and girls. And
her mother wouldn’t bring her anything since she was dead! This led her to talk and play sparingly. She did,
however, outshine her peers at school, as if she wanted to challenge them for their boisterous boasting and take
revenge on her cruel circumstances. She followed the course inspired by her heart, studying with great diligence
and perseverance, regardless of her grandmother’s concern that it might cause her sickness or envy. In this way,
Eve showed her excellence and became distinguished among her classmates.
When the grandmother saw Eve’s determination to carry on with her studies, she was content to protect her
from a distance. She would exchange looks of joy with Hajji Imam whenever Eve conveyed to them good news
about her work and looks of triumph whenever she announced any remarkable achievements. They both attributed
most of Eve’s accomplishments to their charms and incense. Sometimes, when they expressed that belief to her,
she joked kindly about it … and to each one his faith.
It so happened that after her graduation from al-Saniyah School—with the usual distinction—that she was
selected for a scholarship to study mathematics in England. She was elated, but Surur became angry and swore
that Eve would never move out of his sight. He collaborated with Hajji Imam and Sheikh Mustafa in fulfilling that
oath. So, verses from the Koran were written on deer skin and slipped under the pillows, dishes were painted with
saffron and washed with mosque water, water was sprinkled on the stairs and thresholds. These, as well as
numerous other magical acts, racked the grandmother’s brains and exhausted the Hajji’s body, but were quite
lucrative for Mustafa …
Finally, a girl who competed with Eve for the scholarship turned the scales against her, possibly because Surur
jumped from one scale to the other to weigh it down, a possibility that was confirmed by a dream which the Hajji
saw clearly in his sleep. At that time, Eve hunched over her desk and started to write a reply to a letter of
consolation from a friend who had heard what had transpired with regard to the scholarship:
My dear:
I was deeply moved by your letter after the farce with which I was destined to start my career, the farce which
injured my pride for the first time in my life and caused me terrible disappointment. Yes, indeed. In fact, my anger now
is no longer personal: it’s anger against the state of anarchy, the organized, embroidered, well-woven anarchy, based on
attitudes of hypocrisy and mean collaboration among people who are foreign to you and me, foreign to the social
environment with which, by the decree of fate, we are familiar.
Naturally, this feeling of alienation baffled me so much that I released it in the expressions of rage which you have
heard about. I wouldn’t be myself if I had suppressed my fury in the face of this collaboration, this smooth, unspoken,
insidious attack, which creeps silently like a serpent. It’s an invisible hostility, felt particularly by people like you and
me. Beyond doubt, it reveals the hidden hatred between classes. Tell me, why did they choose Saniyah instead of me?
In what ways is she superior to me? This is not vanity on my part when I write to you in particular. But we must grasp
the nature of the situation in order to understand the mentality of the class we shall deal with.
They preferred her, my dear, because they think that she comes from a better class, which has the might and power,
and can enforce its commands. Its children must grow up, rightly or wrongly, to have the same might and power. As for
us, the wretched poor, we must keep to our station. If we raise our heads, they put them down. If we advance by our
own efforts, they hold us back.
My dear, we may be butchered and skinned in the slaughterhouse of this changeable age which has no firm basis of
principle or ideology, but we shall not be blindfold like cattle. We shall hear and see, and that will be our diversion and
consolation.

Eve was appointed as a schoolteacher of mathematics. She mixed with her colleagues sparingly. Proud but not
foolish, she was respected and not disliked by her fellow-teachers, who treated her as an arbitrator in their
disagreements and sought her advice. When she returned home, she would commune with her grandmother and
chat with the Hajji on his naïve level, without condemning their beliefs in jinns and demons. Eve felt that they,
and people like them, were not to blame for such superstitions, since they were left in ignorance and thus learnt
the science of ignorance, which was the beginning and the end for them. So why shake their beliefs, when she
could not replace them with anything? Those whose faith is undermined are bound to live a wretched life.
Eve would leave her grandmother and play the piano; she had paid its first instalment out of her first
paycheck. For her, music was a source of enjoyment, enhanced by desire but suppressed by poverty. She
approached it with eagerness and fascination. It became the fountainhead of her consolation. However, because of
her vitality, Eve soon rebelled against that stagnation in her life. With her ambition, she was not satisfied with the
same routines at school and at home. So she joined a feminist association and worked for it with the eagerness of
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one who is really keen on work. Her zeal only increased with time. Thanks to her remarkable efforts, the
association established a workshop for training orphans. Thus Eve developed a bold and decisive personality,
highly regarded in the finest feminist circles.
The workshop once had a fete to which numerous educators and wealthy socialites—men and women—were
invited. Eve was called upon to deliver the “management speech.”\fn{ Keynote address.} Standing cool and collected
amidst the huge crowd, she talked eloquently about the workshop, its efforts and objectives in the past and in the
future. This led her to stress that it was time to define the objectives of education in this country, to define the new
functions for which boys and girls were sent to schools of various kinds! She wondered with bitter sarcasm if the
high government officials, the intellectuals, and the businessmen were happy to see children toil for years and
years, and receive one diploma after the other, for no other purpose except to secure government jobs at the end.
And, she said, if this one door was closed in the face of any of them, he’d be unemployed and become a heavy
burden to his family, to himself, and to society at large.
“And the girls … They receive purely theoretical education, which leads a few to government jobs as well. As
for the vast majority, they return to their houses, only to find they are foreign to them—foreign to the most basic
chores of domestic life. The times require practical not theoretical education for young people, in order to build
real men and real women, struggling ambitious men who are worthy of life and capable of exploring different
ways to earn their living, and women who are really trained to run their homes, where men can find comfort if
they are tired, sound advice if they are in doubt, and contentment if they are weary or restless …”
Eve kept elaborating on her idea, citing various examples and comparing systems of education in Egypt and
Europe, in a highly skillful and tactful manner that fascinated the listeners and aroused their interest. There was a
deafening round of applause at the end of the speech. For quite some time, the hall was humming with
compliments. Many of the listeners surrounded Eve, congratulating her and expressing their pleasure and
admiration.
On the way out, Lady Faridah, the wife of General Nazim Pasha, invited Eve to ride with her in the car. She
accepted the invitation. The Pasha was so delighted that his puffed glowing face became more puffed and ruddy.
With his huge body and slow steps, he scrambled to the car and opened the door, bowing as far as his paunch
would allow him. Then he sat facing the two ladies and responded to the compliments lavished on Eve with
military splendor, as if they were addressed to him personally. On the way, he kept showing Eve living examples
of her statements, manifest in the young men sitting at cafés like living dummies, with nothing to talk about
except trivia or obscene jokes, and no other pleasure than to beat each other at backgammon. He deplored the
existence of that idle power at a time when the country needs all the energy it can muster.
Thus developed a close friendship between Eve and Lady Faridah, who asked her to supervise her young
daughter’s education and teach her the piano.
And the months went by …
4
It was in the afternoon. They had finished lunch. Najiyah was in the kitchen, wailing a song to the tune of
clinking spoons, clattering dishes, and flowing water from the tap:
I love you but must pretend to be shy
Without you, time hardly passes by
And my heart will eyentually die.

Overwhelmed by passion, she had to sing louder, clinking the kitchen utensils at random for the “brass” to
produce sound that would be in harmony with the musical pitch of her voice. Besides, from the practical point of
view, the noise would give the ladies of the house the impression that she was working in earnest. Then she stood
in the hall, yelling that she was on her way to the laundryman to urge him to iron her young mistress’s clothes
quickly. She claimed that he was lazy by nature and would never do anything except under the pressure of
frequent requests and visits. Without waiting for any response, she rushed downstairs and darted into the street, as
if she were going to pounce on the lazy laundryman and inflame his zeal. But the street led her to Shafiq, the
butcher’s son.
Neither Eve nor her grandmother paid any attention to the maid. Each was in her room, one stretched on her
bed after finishing her daily work at school, the other sitting on the sofa sewing some clothes. The voice of the
maid rang in their ears but conveyed no particular meaning. They were both lost in their thoughts; neither this was
asleep nor the other was actually sewing.
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The grandmother’s conscience said: “I don’t know, my girl, what’s bothering you. You are trying in vain to
hide your distress behind smiles and words. But your smiles lack the glow that is usually reflected in my eyes …
Your words are devoid of the vigor which gives me vitality in myold age … Are you ill?”
Eve’s conscience responded: “No, I’m not ill … But yes, I may be … I don’t know … I’m confused … I feel
I’m no longer in control of myself. I don’t know what makes me happy or sad, what frightens or reassures me …”
The grandmother’s conscience could not fathom this ambiguous complaint, so she focused on her needle and
clothes. As for Eve, she laid her head on the pillow, trying to sleep. She always enjoyed having a nap at noon
whenever she had the chance. And on that day, she was badly in need of rest. She had had several nights of
restless sleep, in which she would command a view of unfamiliar meadows that would dazzle her eyes. She would
barely start to enjoy the scene when storms begin to rage, the meadows change into rugged caverns and bleak
plateaus, reverberating with dreadful echoes. She would follow several paths which keep winding like serpents in
front of her. The earth would quake so violently under her feet that she would panic and wake up, overwhelmed
by terror, suffering from a headache, and unable to think clearly.
And there she was now, unable to sleep. Her brains were racked by fears and apprehensions. At the height of
her weariness, she mused: “My nerves are tired. I have frayed them with too much work. And this is the result. I
must put an end to all of this … I must put an end to all of this … Can’t I at least enjoy some sleep? What a
disaster if I were constantly tortured by insomnia and nightmares! I will not go to the Pasha’s house …” It seemed
as if an invisible force were challenging that decision, so she repeated it with impatience and determination: “No,
I won’t go!” Her stream of thinking suddenly glided to the problem of the debt she still owed on the house, but
she dismissed that hateful notion.
Then she was lost in a reverie for quite a while. When she came to herself, Eve felt there was a vague and deep
current flowing in her mind, which she wanted to fathom but was prevented by weariness. She was, however,
convinced that it was this current that gave her some relief in her doleful reverie. Then, all of a sudden, her mind
was haunted by an imaginary dialogue between her and other members at the workshop about some of her
suggestions. In vain did she try to stop that dialogue, which kept echoing in her mind against her will. Because of
this, as well as the fixed position of her head on the pillow, she became extremely dizzy. So she moved abruptly
and lay on her side, sayingto herself:
“The association … the workshop … all this exerting nonsense, in which I waste my time … No, my youth …
Yes, my youth. Why can’t I accept life as it is and become cheerful and happy like my colleagues? Lofty ideals!
… Work for the sake of work! … Work for the sake of the community! … Rubbish … No, I won’t go to the
Pasha’s house …”
She became increasingly dizzy and weak, her stress intensified by the heat and sweat.
After a while, the grandmother’s conscience said: “Did you sleep, my girl?”
Eve’s conscience responded: “Pray for me, grandmother!” The old woman raised her eyes in a silent plea to
heaven, then returned to her needle and clothes.
Later, Eve was awakened by the voice of the maid, shouting that the lazy man had not yet finished ironing her
mistress’s dress. When Eve asked her to prepare the bath, she rushed to carry out the order with great diligence,
which was manifest in the creaking of her clogs back and forth. The cold shower was beneficial for Eve, giving
her a feeling of vitality.
In the meantime, Najlyah had made up her mistress’s room and opened the windows, so that the sunlight
flooded the carpet and was reflected in the mirrors, giving the room an air of brightness. Since she got her job,
Eve liked to have an elegant room, with all the necessary furniture. There she stood in the sun and stretched her
arms, not out of laziness, but to provide more space for her heart, which was swelling with a feeling that
resembled bliss. It was a feeling that possessed her from time to time in recent days. She was never sure of its
source. At that moment, Najlyah entered the room, saying:
“My senior mistress would like to know if you're going to drink the coffee here or in her room.”
Eve was hesitant, then said, while stretching on the chaise longue:
“Here … Bring it here … This is better.”
“This is better” was addressed to herself, rather than to the maid. Eve preferred solitude, without any particular
reason. Sipping the last drops of her coffee, she suddenly said to herself: “And Ramzl?! He’s very shy! Is he as
bashful at work and in his public life as he appears to me? He should be more open, bold, and lively!” Putting the
cup on the edge of the window, she resumed: “However, I have nothing to do with him. Let him be as he pleases.”
After a while, she stood up energetically, intending to get. dressed and go out. But, no sooner had she sat at the
dressing table than her energy faded and she said: “I shouldn’t go to the Pasha’s house. I need some rest.” Along
with this rumination, she had another idea; that was to prepare a lecture entitled We Want to Abolish the Veil.
At that moment, she caught a glimpse of her image in the mirror and started to examine it closely. She stopped
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thinking altogether and kept looking in the mirror with fear and supplication in her eyes, because she suddenly
remembered that she was thirty-two. She felt as if she had never looked in the mirror before, since she usually
combed her hair or made herself up automatically or instinctively, while thinking of other things such as the
association … the workshop … music … etc.
But now she sees …
She sees that her eyes reflect the seriousness of men rather than the softness of women; that her face, though
full, is pale and swarthy; that the slightly bent curve of her lips makes her look stern and older than her age; that
her hair lacks luster and style. Staring in the mirror for quite a while, Eve experienced feelings of shame, regret …
and boldness! After a moment of hesitation, she nervously opened the drawers of her dressing table and started to
take care of herself for the first time in her life.
In the meantime, she tried to convince herself that she was doing it for her own sake, like any other young
woman her age. Besides, she vowed never to neglect her toilette again, and to tell lady Far!dah that she would
discontinue her daughter’s lessons; she would then join her colleagues in their laughter and merriment, get out of
her cocoon and embrace life like a butterfly. It was not too late; she was still in her prime.
She was pleased to see the bloom of youth on her face, even though she did not apply any heavy makeup.
Then she heard the clock in the hall striking four thirty. The strokes hit Eve’s nervous system, so that she felt as if
a hand were clutching her heart, which caused her to gasp and bite her lips again and again. Then she shrugged
and mused: “I said I won’t go and I mean it!” She decided to visit a friend at Shubra. Standing in front of the
mirror of her wardrobe, she liked her slender figure, which looked beautiful in the dress she had chosen.
She was about to show her toilette to her grandmother but felt ashamed and dismayed, so she changed her
mind and went ahead with her plan. When the tram reached al-Atabah al-Khadra, she alighted in the square.
Hearing the din of peddlers, she knew that her mind was distracted all the way … Overwhelmed by a sudden
feeling of distress, she stood in her place for a moment, which she thought was so long that it must have attracted
people’s attention. In confusion, Eve rushed to the tram on her way back … to the Pasha’s house.
5
For several weeks, Eve was absent frequently from the association meetings and the workshop in order to have
some rest, but she never missed the “lesson,” not even once. She would persuade herself that those lessons
brought her some additional income which she needed, in view of the fact that she was relatively short of money
as a result of the recent deal of buying the house. This kind of logic would make her angry: “Do I go only for the
money? Am I going to spend my life making money and paying debts? What a mean, trivial life!” Her sense of
dignity would cause her to blow up: “Then why do I go when I am suffering the most severe fatigue and nervous
tension in my life?!” But there was no candid reply. She was afraid to admit the truth to herself. Then she would
go to the Pasha’s house.
In terms of distance, the Pasha’s house was not far away from Eve’s. In other respects, however, they were as
remote from each other as heaven and earth, east and west. … A large garden, superbly arranged and manicured
… a footpath of colored pebbles with magnificent patterns … then wide stairs and the veranda, both made of
marble. The veranda had two doors of black wrought iron and green glass panes, leading to the two salons, which
competed with one another in splendor and luxuriousness. One of them tried to excel the other by having a grand
piano with statues and works of art arranged on top.
That was where Eve used to come. At that piano, she would sit, checking the homework with the little girl,
then teaching her music … and … that was where she would see Ramzi before and after the lesson, chat with him,
and play whatever tunes he might ask for.
Ramzi, the Pasha’s son, is a young man who had graduated from the Faculty of Agriculture two years earlier,
and now occupies a professional position in the government. He is now twenty-three years old, graceful and
handsome. His effeminate features make him look younger than his age, and create the impression that he is still a
student who has no experience in life. Because of his parents’ rank and wealth, he is above and beyond any kind
of ambition. The path of life is wide open to him, bright and smooth. Nevertheless, he has neither the rashness of
youth nor the arrogance of wealth. On the contrary, he is staid and meek, with shyness in his looks. He inherited
his father’s clear and deep voice, which would hold the attention of the listeners, even if he didn’t say anything
new.
Ramzi did not attempt to enrich his mind by focusing on any specific aspect of culture. He bought books
indiscriminately, good and bad alike, as long as they looked elegant and beautifully printed. Thus he has a wellstocked, impressive library, which he keeps arranging and rearranging for hours on end. His familiarity with the
names of authors makes him feel that he is abreast of the literary movement. He does, however, read the major
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dailies and all the weekly magazines. He has big collections of the latter and he spends money extravagantly on
binding them.
He is not, therefore, devoid of the sophistry of the class to which he belongs. He would sit in the luxurious
salon of his magnificent house, talking magnanimously about the poverty of the fellahin, and displaying his
knowledge of their ignorance, as well as his sympathy toward their sad condition. He would feel sorry for the
male and female human beings and animals, who work side by side in the same field all day long, then sleep
under the same roof at night. Then he would use his father as a pretext for the lack of reform on their estate …
which caused Eve to have pity on him, rather than on the fellahin.
Since his childhood, Ramzi’s parents had taught him to spend his days contentedly in the house or in the
garden, and to go to the cinema or to the theater from time to time. He has not changed that routine over the years.
Since Eve came to teach his sister, he found some diversion in chatting with her for a few minutes before or after
the lesson. At first, she found his trivial thinking pathetic. She didn’t like his inordinate attention to his appearance
and would ask herself: “What serious work can this dummy do?” She wondered about his constant stay at home
and his indulgence in idleness, whereas she was burdened with so many tasks that the hours of the day were
hardly enough to finish them. But soon she got used to his personality and accepted him as he was, finding
excuses for his attitude. She put the blame for his childishness on his lack of experience, for his appearance on his
wealth and young age. “Wisdom comes with experience. He hasn’t yet gained any knowledge of life. Wasn'’ he a
student only two years ago? Work is born of necessity and he doesn’t need it. Why should he work? It’s people
like us who must toil and struggle to earn mony or gain prestige. This is the truth …”
Eve got used to sitting and chatting with Ramzi. Then the habit changed into desire, desire into felicity. But she
wouldn’t admit that felicity to herself, hence her confusion at the beginning, when she didn’t know what made her
happy or sad, reassured or terrified. This led to open conflict between her mind—full of customs and
superstitions, religion and faith—and her heart, which had nothing but desperate youth throbbing inside. The
outcome of the battle was hanging in the balance, hence her constant terror …
Until one day … Eve went to the Pasha’s house but was not received by Ramzi. She started and ended the
lesson … but he didn’t show up. She had to leave … but how? How could she leave without seeing him? At that
moment, the forces of customs, superstitions, religion, and faith suffered a devastating defeat in the face of
overwhelming emotions. Eve was transfixed like a statue. Her soul became a bottomless abyss. She stood in this
condition for a while. Then sweet melodies echoed in the abyss and the statue was suddenly revived, as if a
miracle had breathed life into it.
“Isn’t this your brother over there?” she asked eagerly. Ramzi was outside, calling some of the servants.
“Yes. He’s with papa, talking about the estate,” answered Zizi with the innocence of children.
If Zizi had been older or more observant, the situation might have become critical. Eve became aware of her
attitude and did her best to control herself in order not to ask the various questions that came rushing into her
mind.
After a while, the little girl said, her eyes shining: “I wish you would come with us to the estate this year.”
Eve was sitting on a chair by a window overlooking the garden, in the hope that Ramzi might turn his face and
see her. She put her arm around the girl, saying: “Is your estate beautiful?”
“Very beautiful … very beautiful. There are fields … and a waterwheel … and … and fellahin.”
“Does your brother go with you?”
“Oh, yes. He rides the horse … and also takes me in front of him.”
“Do you love your brother very much?”
“Very, very much … like …” And the little girl stumbled over words. Eve embraced and kissed her. Zizi
smiled happily and said, staring with her bright eyes at her teacher's: “And don’t you love him too?”
Eve was so shaken by the question that her arm pressed nervously on the girl’s waist. She looked behind her
for fear that someone might have heard their conversation, or at least that question.. She was about to rise to her
feet but was hindered by her jerking knees and pounding heart. A moment later, she said, while smiling and
stroking the young girl’s hair: “Go have some rest now, so you can study your new lesson.”
Then Eve left …
On her way, she could hardly feel the ground under her feet, as she was numbed by a terrifying idea: “What
made Zizi ask that question? Was it on the spur of the moment or did someone insinuate it to her? Could it be her
mother when she noticed Eve’s frequent meetings, with Ramzi? Or could it be Ramzi himself? If this is the case,
did she do anything to arouse his or her suspicion, so one of them put the question into the girl’s mouth in order to
get to the bottom of the matter, or to rebuke Eve or at least put her in her place in an indirect manner? Or was it
that Ramzi …”
Eve could not—or would not—define exactly the nature of this last misgiving. She felt very dizzy and wished
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some car would come to her rescue and take her home. While she was in that condition, she suddenly heard a
voice, saying: “Bon soir!”
She came to herself, her eyes almost bulging … burning, deluding … as they fell on Ramzi’s face. Her whole
being was throbbing with rapture, her heart fluttering in her breast, striving for release so as to manifest this joy
… her first moment of joy in thirty-two years of joyless existence … She didn’t know how she responded to his
words or whether she shook his hand. Did she squeeze his hand or did he squeeze hers? How was his touch? Was
it warm?
She found no answer …
She wished to express to him her absolute delight at that chance meeting, even with the clichés used on such
occasions, but she restrained herself for fear she might drop a hint that would upset him.
Then she ached with the desire to hear some expression of pleasure on his part … But she was content to say,
while looking at him aslant in order to hide her face as much as possible:
“Where have you been today?”
At that moment, she noticed a cloud on his brow, so she turned to him, saying: “What’s wrong?”
They walked side by side. She was a little taller than he. Ramzi then started to tell her what happened between
his father and some of the farmers who came to complain of the financial crisis, the poor crop, and low prices.
They entreated him to lower the land rents to a reasonable level that would help them cope with such oppressive
conditions, in which they could hardly feed their families. But the Pasha wouldn’t relent. When the young man
tried to intercede in their behalf, his father chided him and accused the fellahin of being more sly than wolves and
more wily than foxes. The Pasha added that poverty, hard times, and an even worse financial crisis would be the
most effective remedy to tame their evil nature. He told his son it was simply childish of him to have any pity on
the fellahin, warning Ramzi to beware of their tricks. The young man then preferred to leave.
Eve participated in the conversation with a few words, but her mind was preoccupied with other things …
“What can she possibly do on their arrival at her house? … They will be there in a few minutes. Will she let this
golden opportunity slip so quickly through her fingers? No … No … She’ll invite him in and insist if necessary.
“Can you imagine that there are villages where, if you count all the money with the inhabitants, it wouldn’t
exceed one pound.”
“This is sheer misery.”
A comparison between their houses and families crossed her mind. For the first time in her life, she felt that her
grandmother should take greater care of her appearance … And Hajji Imam … It would be a catastrophe if they
entered the house and found him in his underwear, doing his ablution in the courtyard.
“The most amazing thing is that these wretched people never sleep in rooms built of stones or bricks except
after death.”
“What a remarkable observation!”
She was about to change her mind, but her heart was clinging to that timely opportunity. They will sit alone …
talking with absolute freedom … is the salon clean and tidy? … she hasn’t entered it for days … and Najiyah is
unreliable … Anyway, they will sit there … and she’ll play the piano for him.
“And all I asked him to do was to reduce the rent by twenty per cent.”
“This is a reasonable percentage.”
In this way, she can get close to his heart and explore it. What a wild ecstasy if she can find a place for herself
there! It occurred to her that the meeting was not by accident but by design on his part, and that he was waiting
for her to come out of the house. Maybe he has anticipated this chance for a long time … Perhaps he expects her
to give him an excuse to stay longer with her … it’s also possible that he himself may come up with an excuse …
In any case, if she’s given the choice, she’d rather go to her house.
Eve became more confident that she would reach her goal. The notion struck her like an electric shock, then
like the intoxication of liquor, so that she had to make an effort to say:
“Marvelous, no doubt. But the Pasha knows better.”
They reached the house and Ramzl accepted her invitation.
6
At first, Eve was relieved to find the Hajji’s room closed, so she rushed upstairs to her grandmother’s room. He
was there, reading to her some excerpts from Narratives of the Prophets. He had reached the part about the
miracles of Moses, peace be upon him. When Moses was seven years old, he was sitting one day with Paharaoh
on the throne. The latter chided him for some reason, so Moses climbed down and kicked the posts of the throne
angrily, breaking two of them, whereupon Pharaoh tumbled down and smashed his nose … Najiyah was listening.
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She was delighted to imagine the sight of the great king huddled on the floor with his nose bleeding, and she kept
roaring with laughter. At that point, Eve arrived on the scene unexpectedly and hushed them all, announcing in
two words the arrival of her guest. She left them, their mouths and eyes wide open, and darted to the salon, made
sure it was in good order, then opened the door leading to the stairs. Ramzl entered and stood in the middle of the
room, looking around him with a smile on his face; Eve was afraid it might be an expression of pity.
There was simple furniture in the salon; nothing more than a sofa and three large armchairs with big
comfortable cushions and a small rug in between. In the middle, there was a tray of yellow brass, supported by a
stand with fine patterns … then the piano, with photographs of some friends on top of it. On the walls, there were
other photographs of Eve with her students. Hanging over the sofa, there was an oil painting of a mosque, with a
sheikh at the gate, reciting the Koran.
Ramzl stood in front of that painting, examining it closely, then praised the harmony and authenticity of the
colors, as well as the beauty of light and shade, which really reflected the majesty and magnificence of the
mosque. As he was keen to be an exacting critic, he also showed to Eve the elements of weakness in the Koran
reciter’s posture and in his lack of vitality. He talked with confidence and knowledge due to the fact that he was
fond of painting, which he took as a hobby in his school days, but had to abandon it under the pressure of his
duties and the grumbling of his father.
“The headmistress gave it to me as a present when I graduated from school.”
With her heart pounding violently, Eve found some difficulty in uttering her last statement. Ramzl simply said:
“no wonder,” then turned to the photographs, praising Eve and her students with words, gestures, and smiles. She
became a little relaxed and regained her composure somewhat. She started to tell her guest about the occasions of
those photographs. One was taken in <the> al-Qanatir al-Khayrlyah gardens, another at the foot of the Saqqara
Pyramids, the third on the steps of the Egyptian Museum, the fourth …
Suddenly the words rattled in her throat, her face turned pale and everything dimmed in her eyes, as she heard
the voice of the maid asking loudly if she should buy a soft drink for a whole piaster or just half of it! Ramzl was
marvelous at that moment, as he perceived the embarrassment of his hostess and started talking about school trips
and their direct effect on the education of children. Eve sat facing him as soon as he settled in one of the
armchairs. She felt grateful that he did, because her knees were shaking again. When Eve tried to resume their
conversation about the fellahin, the young man talked about it, but the subject was soon exhausted. In turn, he
asked her to play the piano, whereupon she rose to her feet with a feigned lightness and smile and attempted to
playa piece she had composed as an overture for a song to be performed by the workshop girls at a coming fete.
Although she had never played it for anyone before, she was proud of the piece and considered it her best
composition. Eve was happy that Ramzl would be the first one to listen to it, so she tried hard to play it well but
failed because of her nervousness. The music sounded like child’s play, so that she had to apologize to him saying
that she hadn’t yet mastered it to perfection.
Then Najlyah entered the room, with her protruding breasts, quivering body, and unkempt hair, to serve the
soft drink. Ramzl couldn’t help smiling visibly, whispering to Eve that he was ready to display that creature at the
first exhibition held by the Ministry of Agriculture. Eve concurred with him that the maid was really a human cow
and laughed in order to please him and hide her shame. After the departure of the maid, she was afraid that the
conversation might taper off, so she said impetuously:
“This girl reminds me of the ox which carries the globe.”
Ramzl smiled and looked at her inquiringly. Assuming an air of cheerfulness and naïvete, she told him that
Hajji Imam had given her a marvelous lecture about the subject which could be summed up as follows: At the
beginning of its formation, the earth was suspended in space, so that it became tired and complained to God, who
sent an angel to enter from under the seventh level and hold it on both sides. Thus he carried the earth but had
nothing to support his feet, so God sent him an ox from paradise, with forty thousand horns … and forty thousand
legs, with a space of five hundred years between each horn and the next. For its part, the ox didn’t find anything
to support its feet, whereupon God placed a ruby under it, which was five hundred years in length. But the ruby
was not enough, so He supported it with a rock, which had nine thousand holes, with a vast sea flowing out of
each hole. When the rock found nothing to support it, God brought down a whale from the seventh sea under the
throne and they all settled down on it …
Ramzl said: “All I know is that the ox carrying the globe is like any other ox, with two horns … and that …”
“And that when it moves the earth from one horn to the other …”
“There is an earthquake …”
“An earthquake takes place … that’s right … But this is Hajji Imam’s version.”
“Don’t deliver this valuable lecture to your students or to the girls at the workshop.”
Eve didn’t miss the note of sarcasm in this statement. She also noticed that he drew out his lips
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contemptuously while she was talking, so she decided to sublimate this myth by using it as a starting point for a
discussion about common people, their philosophy and quackery and their views of existence. But she changed
her mind and said, her show of mirth undeminished, in spite of her considerable disappointment:
“No! No! Our workshop follows the most up-to-date systems of education.”
“In fact … it’s a tremendous effort … it lacks nothing … but …”
“We’re quite ready to fill any gaps …”
“I want to say … the rich must …”
“Ah! Ah!”
Eve didn’t talk any further for fear that any criticism on her part might embarrass him or hurt his dignity.
Ramzl, too, didn’t say anything else as he felt that his last remark was a slip of the tongue. They avoided looking
at one another for a while. Eve then tried to change the subject but couldn’t think of anything. There was a heavy
atmosphere of silence.
Ramzl blamed himself for accepting that invitation. Since he arrived, he had felt uneasy; it was an environment
where he could not breathe freely. He was convinced that he had acted hastily, that his hostess had welcomed his
intrusion only out of courtesy. What if his parents heard about that visit? They might become suspicious about
them both, and an unpleasant situation might develop. He wished to draw her attention to the urgent need for
secrecy, but that was impossible. How petty of him and humiliating for her! He felt, however, that she was
undoubtedly aware of her delicate situation in view of his visit to her house … and that was enough.
Ramzl did not miss the fact that Eve abandoned—or tried to abandon—her dignified personality in order to
assume an air of cheerfulness which was almost childish. He was ill at ease about her attitude. In his view, she
was made only for serious behavior and sober talk. He pitied her when she was talking about the ox, the ruby, the
rock and the whale. But it was he who had driven her to such trivia by invading her house unexpectedly. She
exerted herself to please him with whatever came to her mind, without thinking. Probably her mind at that
moment was far away from her tongue. Maybe she was preoccupied with what her folks might say about his visit,
and what other people might tattle about it.
One of them broke the circle of silence with a trivial remark, followed by agitated and fragmented
conversation. He would ask her a question and she would answer with another question. They would touch a new
topic in a few words, followed by silence … and so on … until they both felt it was better to end the situation with
his departure. She accompanied him downstairs and followed him with her eyes until he went out. She thought
that she was smiling. But tears were flowing down her cheeks …
7
Those tears were the last drops of her dignity. She didn’t know how long she kept shedding them. In hell she
spent a night of sheer agony, whose signs could not be concealed from her grandmother. While in her room, she
felt that Eve was fidgeting about in her bed, uttering moans and murmurs. Thinking she was still awake, she went
to chat with her, hoping that she might help her fall asleep. But Eve did not feel her presence, so she just stood by
the bed. It was a full moon, casting its light on Eve’s face and part of her body. The grandmother noticed that her
granddaughter’s breathing was fitful, that her face twitched and betrayed signs of fretfulness from time to time. So
she muttered some verses from the Koran, while stroking the stretched body gently, until she felt that the sacred
verses had restored her tranquillity, then returned to her room on tiptoes. In the morning, she recounted what had
happened during the night to Eve, who attributed it to indigestion or the like and reassured her grandmother, thus
restoring her peace of mind.
The scenes of failure during Ramzi’s visit the night before haunted Eve all day long, and she felt an intolerable
burden on her chest. She was afraid and ashamed to go to the Pasha’s house … afraid that Ramzi might have
mentioned what had happened to his mother, who might put the blame on her implicitly or explicitly, a situation
that could lead to something worse … and ashamed to face him, if he had kept the matter to himself, for secrecy
implied that the visit was too impertinent or stupid to be revealed. Would he meet or avoid her today?! And if he
met her, what would be the situation? She couldn’t make up her mind whether to go or not to go. But love had by
now openly possessed her heart and dominated her whole being. She would go whether she wanted it or not.
Actually, when Ramzi returned to his house, he sat in his room, overwhelmed by a feeling of disgust, like one
who had seen something repulsive or found himself in a highly undesirable situation. It occurred to him to tell his
mother what had happened as a proof of his good intentions. After some hesitation, he decided to leave the matter
to chance, provided that he’d avoid meeting Eve for a while. But he thought that attitude would imply cruelty on
his part and felt great pity for that poor woman who had wasted her youth in hard and drudging work and was
getting nothing for return but the bare necessities of life. He was determined not to let Eve feel that his awareness
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of her living conditions had the slightest effect on his appreciation and respect for her. So he welcomed her
warmly as usual, although he could not hide a look of shame in his eyes.
The cloud of that visit vanished with the passage of time. The relationship between Eve and Ramzi returned to
normal, so much so that he consulted her about some of his personal affairs, which he had never done before.
Delighted to become his confidante and adviser, she strongly believed that the young man was quickly falling in
love with her and that before long he would reveal it to her.
One day, Lady Faridah entered the salon, her face beaming and her toilette absolutely gorgeous, and said to
her:
“Enough of this lesson today …”
“Yes, enough of this lesson today …” It was Ramzi who followed his mother into the room and repeated her
words jokingly, while tying his necktie. Zizi asked with surprise:
“Why, mama?”
“Tell her why, mama,” Ramzi replied, still in jest.
As for Eve, she looked at them inquiringly. When Zizi got up from the piano bench, her mother sat on it,
saying:
“Because you’re going to the theater.”
Then she told her to go and get ready, whereupon the little girl rushed out of the room, shouting for joy, with
Ramzi at her heels, slapping his knees playfully. Eve turned her eyes to Lady Faridah, who then told her that the
Pasha had reserved a box for the matinee at the theater on that day. She claimed that they intended to take Eve
with them; but the Pasha had come a little while earlier and informed her that he had changed his mind about
going to the theater, then asked her to accompany him on a visit to one of his acquaintances, Lady Tafidah, who is
ill and has no one to receive the doctor when he visits her.
“And to tell you the truth, I don’t like that woman at all …” Eve guessed what was coming next, so she said in
a natural manner, designed to mask her desire to induce Lady Faridah to do that charitable deed:
“Well, since the lady is ill … and the doctor …”
“Oh, you just don’t know her!”
Lady Faridah then proceeded to portray a picture of Lady Tafidah. The widow of an officer, she was a tall
woman with the shoulders of a man, who claimed to have the wisdom of philosophers and the genius of inventors,
which caused her late husband to follow her advice in running the affairs of the army! That’s why she thought it
was essential for her to look grim and never to open her eyes or move her jaws whenever she scatters her
invaluable pearls of wisdom. Unable to keep up that false pretense, she would start to complain of half a dozen
diseases in her body that would baffle half a dozen physicians. She would then complain of the legal problems
caused by the Bey, her late husband’s brother, which would require the whole bar association to resolve.
Lady Faridah then raised her hand to the top of the piano and hit the head of a toy clown based on a spring,
asserting that that was exactly what Lady Tafldah usually does when she talks.
“I don’t know what the Pasha likes about her, why he is so preoccupied with her … maybe …” Then she
winked and laughed.
Ramzl entered the room and looked at his mother in a meaningful way. She understood the significance of his
look and said, setting her eyes upon Eve:
“Of course. Of course. She can go with you! … If you’re concerned about your toilette … come and do it in
my room … As for your family, I can send one of the servants to let them know.”
“Great. Great. The matter is settled now,” said Ramzl, sitting now at the piano and playing with its keys. Eve
then followed the lady of the house inside, her heart aching with joy.
She rode with Ramzl in the car and sat beside him in the theater box, with no other partner except Zizi, who
was the perfect medium for conversation between them, and the best target for their jokes, because of her
questions or expressions of fear during the play. It was an evening which Eve regarded as the peak of happiness
and the quintessence of life.
Because of such events, she frequently commanded a view of the green meadows in her dreams, the meadows
with which by now she had become quite familiar. Eve often saw herself running joyfully in their midst and
drinking avidly of their glistening waters … Ramzl would catch up with her, by a brook or under a lofty tree she
had chosen in the meadows, and take her by surprise, saying:
“Is this you?”
Now she knows that she would respond to him, saying: “Yes, my love. Come to me. Come to me, my love …”
And she would drop in his arms.
“Pull me behind you and let’s run …” They would run together amidst the swaying trees and smiling flowers,
bounding from brook to brook and from bridge to bridge, until they climb to the top of a lofty hillock overlooking
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the infinite ocean and tumble on the grass, breathless with fatigue and ecstasy. He would hold her in his arms and
she would squeeze him. He would kiss her, quenching her burning thirst. Then she would wake up, intoxicated
with a supreme rapture that overshadows the greatest pleasures in the world. Meeting the man of her dreams in
the flesh the next day, her whole being would ache with the desire to open her arms and embrace him, saying:
“Here I am, my love. Come to me. Come to me,” and tell him about the paradisal bliss she had with him … but
the words would freeze on the tip of her tongue.
Until there was a day …
8
Nazlm Pasha had every reason to be angry. And Lady Farldah had every right to be furious. He had his own
meticulous point of view, based on sound reasons … and an earlier promise on his part! She, too, had the same
meticulous opinion and valid reasons … based on an earlier promise on her part! But the problem was that each
acted independently, keeping the other in the dark, in order to create a pleasant surprise at the end. The Pasha was
absolutely confident that his wife would make a perfect curve of her body on top of his paunch when she
embraces him to express her gratitude for what he had done, and that she would say in between kisses: “You’re
very resourceful and farsighted, Pasha. You’re just great.” And if he had not started it, she would have taken the
initiative, confident that he would hold her to his bossom, saying: “This is splendid. This is how it should be done.
Either this or nothing at all … or nothing at all.”
Then came the surprise. There was no joy or kisses or lavish praise. On the contrary, it was like a crash
between two trains, but by some miracle from heaven, the two drivers climbed down alive and stood glowering at
one another. They were in the bedroom. He was by the door, having just stamped so forcefully that the floor was
shaken, in order to prove that he was the master of the house, the man who had supreme control over the affairs of
the household in general and over the affairs of his son in particular. After all, women, whatever their education or
social status, lacked wisdom and experience; therefore, they had the obligation, dictated by law and decorum, to
obey men, instead of rushing headlong after their emotions.
As for Lady Farldah, she shrugged when the floor was shaken by her husband. She told him that the times had
changed in ways that were inconceivable to men. Women were no longer the servile, submissive creatures who
blindly supported their husbands, whether they were right or wrong. Didn’t they carry the banners of the
revolution side by side with men? Didn’t women bravely expose their bosoms to the bayonets of the oppressive
usurpers? Didn’t they carry major responsibilities in the Egyptian renaissance? Didn’t they express opinions of
great value in various political situations? Didn’t Lady Farldah and her colleagues manage the association and the
workshop, leading them from success to success? Wherefore then were men’s vanity, domination, and oppression,
as if they were tyrants?
They were shrouded in silence. Each tried to assume a posture that would befit the situation. The Pasha stood
erect, puffed up with anger, frowning and baring his chest. He succeeded—whereas Lady Faridah tried to imitate
the anger of prima donnas, drawing out her lips, bowing her head, and leaning excessively against the window.
She failed, even though her rage was much more intense and genuine, and that she was determined to carry her
objection and rage to the bitter end.
In fact, the Pasha was more bluffing than furious. That was why he was delighted at his success and her failure.
He was confident that the matter would proceed according to his wishes. So he came up to her until there were a
few inches, or less, between him and her leaning body, and said gently:
“Are you really mad at me?”
“Of course.”
Then she straightened herself, thus eliminating the minute distance between them. He patted her on the cheek,
but she turned her face away.
“Be sure there is no relation …” he said.
She interrupted him, banging on the edge of the window: “But you have embarrassed me, Pasha.”
“I shall do—”
“I don’t want anybody to do anything for me!”
“I shall do whatever pleases you.”
Then he stroked her on the cheek, adding: “Do you understand life like an old man my age?”
At that point, anger vanished completely from Lady Faridah’s face, making way for the shyness of childhood.
All thoughts of the revolution and its banners, of exposing the full-breasted bosoms to the bayonets, etc., etc.,
evaporated, to be replaced by peace and tranquillity in the young heart of the woman who did not understand life
like that old husband of hers.
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In the meantime, Eve had finished the lesson, but tried to prolong it, because Ramzi passed by her a little while
earlier and asked her to wait for him until he finished some business for his father; there was something he wanted
to tell her. Eve waited happily and expected more happiness. She kept repeating to Zizi the lesson about the “uses
of the cow,” counting them jestingly on the little girl’s fingers. Then Lady Faridah came in and sat with her,
sending her daughter out of the room. Eve realized, from the way her friend collapsed on the chair and from her
serious tone in dismissing Zizi, that she was worried. So she started the conversation, asking: “What’s the
matter?”
“I’m very distressed.”
“Why? Why?!”
“I don’t know how to hide my face.”
Staring at her, Eve asked with eagerness and amazement: “This is very strange! How?!” It occurred to Eve that
the matter concerned her, and that Lady Faridah came to break the news which Ramzt had promised to tell h&r.
She felt that his haste and disappearance were not due to some business for his father—as he had claimed—but
were designed to escape from a grave situation. At that moment, her heart wasshattered, as if it had received a
tremendous blow, so that she unconsciously raised her hand to touch it. She stared at the clouded face in front of
her, then asked:
“What’s the matter? What happened?”
“The Pasha did something totally wrong … without my knowledge.”
Eve couldn’t glean much from this statement. At that moment, she wished if she could see Ramzi in order to
learn the hidden truth from the expression on his face. She was about to look around her, hoping to find him in
one of the corners, hiding his shyness, but she changed her mind. The hesitation caused her head to jolt nervously,
which irritated her, but she faked a smile and asked: “What did he do?”
“I’ll tell you and then you judge for yourself.” Lady Faridah then took a fan from a table in front of her and
started to cool her face in order to calm down. At once the telephone rang in the hall and one of the servants came
in to call her.
“Hello.”
“…”
“Oh, hi. How are you?”
“…”
“Thanks for your congratulation. But how did you know about it, dear? Who told you?”
“…”
“Good gracious! So the whole city heard about it before I did.”
“…”
“You’re right, something … something incredible. Not on your life … I knew nothing at all about this
engagement. Nothing at all. Not on your life. Would you believe that the Pasha hasn’t mentioned anything to me
about this engagement except now? If you had called me a little earlier, I would have thought you were playing
April fool ahead of time.”
“…”
“My opinion? I’m really worthy of pity. No one listens to my opinion anymore! The Pasha kept going back
and forth to Lady Tafidah. And I was naïve enough to think he was helping her with her legal problems, while the
two of them were cooking up the whole thing together.”
“…”
“Did Ramzl know her? I swear, in the name of the Prophet, he never did. He has never seen her. Neither have
I, except when I visited her mother, Lady Tafidah, during her illness … Hello … I am shouting at the top of my
voice … The neighbors might have heard me.”
“…”
“He saw them in al-‘Atabah square? Oh, yes. I remember now. This is true. This is true. The Pasha told me that
on that Friday he took advantage of the holiday and asked Ramzi to go with him. Lady Tafidah took her daughter
with her. They all went together to pay some fees at the court …
“…”
“Why don’t you come and congratulate him yourself? You are just a minute or two from our house … Au
revoir.”
Sitting in her place, Eve listened dumbfounded to the conversation, as if she were listening to her death
sentence. Then she became so numb that she could hear notning but constant humming in her ears and see nothing
except shadows around her. She had a dizzy spell, during which some hazy scenes passed through her mind. In all
his remarkable deeds, Hercules couldn’t have made a greater effort than hers when she said, “Congratulations.” to
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Lady Faridah. Returning to her seat and fan, the lady started to remind Eve of the evening at the theater, of the
Pasha’s attention to Lady Tafidah, which led eventually to her daughter’s engagement to Ramzl, whereas his
mother could have arranged a better marriage for him to the daughter of a friend of hers, a girl of greater beauty
and nobler ancestry, hence the clash with the Pasha in the bedroom.
Lady Faridah got up to talk on the telephone—this time on her own—and repeated the story word for word. In
a few minutes, several women arrived to congratulate her on the engagement and express their best wishes. They
kept laughing and joking. Most of them were Eve’s friends, which made it difficult for her to leave gracefully.
They even asked her to play some music, which she did, her heart and the piano moaning together. When she
finished, they congratulated her extravagantly on her God-given spirit and musical talent. Then she excused
herself to go home. At the top of the stairs leading to the garden, Lady Faridah called upon her son—who
appeared in the distance—to capture Eve who was trying to run away. So he stood in her way, asking:
“Where are you going?”
Eve answered with a radiant smile, which she pasted on her face: “Congratulations … congratulations from the
bottom of my heart … of course, I would have liked to stay with you on this happy occasion. But you yourself
noticed yesterday that I was ill and tired.”
Ramzl bowed his head shyly, then apologized that he didn’t return to her as he promised: “I was here with papa
… in the clerk’s office,” and he pointed at a small room by the house gate.
At that moment, the Pasha came out of the room, shook her hand and said, beaming with joy: “Hey … what do
you think?” Holding her hand and squeezing it, he started to tell Eve how he and the late Dhuhni Bey were
intimate friends when they were junior officers in Sawakin. When his friend reached the age of retirement, he
exchanged his pension for a lump sum and sold his property in Cairo, then bought an estate beside Nazim Pasha’s,
which was auctioned at the time. Dhuhni Bey, may God have mercy on his soul, liked to seize such opportunities.
When he passed away, followed by his eldest son, who died in sin and evil, Dhuhni Bey’s brother became trustee
of the inheritance and guardian of the heirs, but he mismanaged their affairs and embezzled the orphans’ money,
which caused Lady Tafida to complain to the Pasha and seek his help. When the children’s uncle got wind of that,
he raised obstacles and legal problems in court and elsewhere, but Nazim Pasha defeated him all the way. When
he went only the day before last to convey to Lady Tafidah the news of her final triumph, the idea of Ramzl’s
engagement to her eldest daughter, Su’ad, came up, whereupon they sealed the agreement, with God’s blessing.
From all that story, the only words that lingered in Eve’s mind were “with God’s blessing.” She repeated them,
then left in spite of their persistent attempts to detain her.
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It was in the afternoon. The small house was enveloped in the usual silence. There was not a sound except for
the sound of the Hajji’s shoes as he climbed the stairs … step by step … slowly … laboriously … Then the sound
suddenly stopped because the Hajji had a moment of hesitation and kept scratching the crown of his head so hard
that it must have set a record for resistance to bleeding. He had to make up his mind and act accordingly. The
action assumed the form of climbing down the stairs … step by step … slowly … laboriously … until he returned
to his usual place in his room, where he sat holding his tired head.
Hajji Imam’s bizarre condition did not begin at that moment, but started at nine twenty in the morning. Before
that, he had been perfectly normal, just lounging in his room. For him that meant to be constantly on the move,
walking back and forth, bending and lying down, so that one might think that he received good wages to create
the greatest state of anarchy in the contents of his room, that pen which includes a wide variety of incongruous
items. The most noteworthy among them is a bed made of palm-leaf stalks, on which there is a rice-straw
mattress, which became hard and lumpy with use and age. Scattered on the bed are books, pieces of bread, a
formless mirror, the Hajji’s turban whenever it isn’t on his head, and a face towel that requires remarkable
dexterity to find a place for his nose in its tatters. As for the bed cover, it can easily fit into the opening of the
window. The pillow has one function at night, another by day. At night it serves the normal purpose like the rest of
its species. During the day, the Hajji puts the pillow on the straw mat and sits on it, placing it on top of the ram fur
bestowed upon him by the old lady every year. In a corner of the room, there is a stretched line, weighed down by
a pile of clothes. The Hajji no longer uses these clothes out of pity on them and on himself, but still keeps them
out of loyalty for their long years of service. As for the robe and caftan in current use, there is a special nail for
them. It is not, however, the only one; there are several others: one with a dangling bottle which contains oil, the
second with a hanging lamp which smudges the walls with soot, the third with a case which holds the Koran, and
a fourth … and a fifth … and a fifteenth! There are also card boxes and sealed tins everywhere. Nobody but the
Hajji knows of any useful purpose for the air trapped inside them.
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So the Hajji was lounging in his room. At the hour and minute mentioned above, the postman knocked at the
door, entered the room, handed him a letter, and left in no time! The addressee stood there, stunned by the
surprise, then walked to the window, checked the name and address, and found them correct. They were prefaced
by a long list of epithets, expressing veneration and exaltation.
Who sent the letter? What could possibly be its contents? The Hajji couldn’t guess, couldn’t find any possible
explanation of that mystery. Then finally he read the letter, whereupon he turned pale, his face dropped, and his
right eye became wide open; he might have made a superb model for a skillful painter! In the letter, there was a
revelation of love in poetry and prose, an expression of intense passion and yearning, which extended from the
opening words, “Light of my eyes,” to the signature, “Shafsha.”
That outlandish name kept hopping and making somersaults in the Hajji’s brain, which constituted some
danger to his skull. Who could be that “Shafsha” and where did she see him? Why was she so madly in love with
him? He was not a young man who could enchant maidens with his virility. Neither was he a rich man who could
seduce them with his wealth nor a magnate whose social rank might find favor with buxom, seductive, and
charming women! Was that “Shafsha” in her right mind when she wrote to him? If she didn’t have a touch of
madness, the Hajji was certainly on the verge of having it. It occurred to him to go to Sheikh Mustafa and seek his
advice. The matter looked quite grave in his eyes. And there he was, about to go upstairs in the hope that the
grandmother might guide him to the right path. But he hesitated and returned to his place in the room, where he
sat holding his head so as to help it endure the revolution of the earth inside it.
But the earth was revolving in reverse, taking him back one year, then another, then five years, then ten years,
and ten more. He recalled the days when he was in his prime, after leaving al-Azhar Religious University to find
his way in life. He just found his way to al-Atrak Lane, where he invaded a ruined house with a large courtyard,
which was full of rubble and planks, as if they were having a reunion after their long separation in the walls and
ceilings of the house. It belonged to a venerable widow who used to sit by the front door and peddle leftover
bread which she bought from the al-Azhar students. She had a daughter on whom nature had applied the law of
hereditary diseases, giving her a hoarse voice and a shrunken, repulsive nose. Cruel people in the district made her
a target of their mockery, laughing at her whenever she passed by on her way to and from the house, until
eventually she stopped going out and devoted all her time to raising her geese and fowls. She used to release them
in the yard and keep an eye on them all day long, then drive her birds to their coops at night. There was a special
language and understanding between the girl and her subjects, so that they would come and go according to the
sounds she made to them.
Imam was not cruel, so he didn’t make fun of the poor girl. Not only that. But in a matter of days as her
neighbor, he was able to understand her language no less than the brightest of her cocks. When she made the
sounds in the morning, he would wake up and greet her, then return at supper time to receive her order to roost for
the night.
One day Imam returned home following the afternoon prayers and found his girl chasing a hen which had gone
astray. She was afraid that the stupid hen might fall in a neighboring well, so she called upon him to help her. In
no time, Imam was waving about his robe in front of the fleeing hen like a masterly matador, but he chased it in
the wrong direction. Although the girl took great pains to explain to him what she had in mind, he wasn’t
convinced except when the hen stood on the edge of the abyss, flapping its wings. The girl slapped her face with
both hands in lamentation, while Imam’s heart was pounding in his chest! In this state of despair, he made a very
nimble move which almost broke his leg, but the hen flew away from the abyss of death and stood in the middle
of the yard, as if in total surrender. Imam then advanced toward it slowly and triumphantly. However, when he
pounced on it, the hen clucked laughingly and took refuge on the top of a heap of rubble. In hot pursuit, the girl
rushed to climb the heap, but one of the stones loosened under her feet. In a flash, Imam held her hand; but the
stones became looser, so that she fell flat on her bosom and they tumbled together to the ground, the girl in his
arms. At that moment the woman of the house came in …
The memory of what happened after that was so devastating that Imam suddenly came to himself, to find
Najiyah in front of him, saying haltingly and coquettishly:
“I’d like to tell you something, Hajji. But, please, donlt get mad at me.”
He looked at her silently, while she resumed: “Did you receive a letter?”
“What letter?” he said eagerly, as if he were a criminal attempting to deny a proven charge, but tried to hide his
trepidation by frowning. Najiyah replied, with more ardent pleading in her tone:
“Shafiq was … was … but I beg you, in the name of the Prophet, not to get angry, Hajji. When Shafiq traveled
the day before yesterday, he told me he’d send me a letter … addressed in your name … which was supposed to
arrive today …”
His face dropping and his mouth wide open, he stared at her, then whispered as if addressing himself: “Shafiq
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… Shafsha …”
“That’s him! That’s him! I beg you, Hajji, in the name of the Prophet!”
He sighed deeply as if he were a punctured balloon, then drew the letter out of his inner pocket and brandished
it in her face, asserting that he would certainly expose the affair and get her fired. But the amount of tea and sugar
she offered him at that moment, plus an equal quantity of the wisdom of old age, released an emotion in the
Hajji’s heart, which was manifest in his compassion for young people in anguish. So he calmed down and started
to read her the letter with remarkable facility, caused by the fact that he had learnt it by heart. Then he started to
write the reply.
Najiyah sat in front of him holding the ink pot. Whenever he dipped his pen in it, he would cover it with
enough ink to stain his fingers, the floor, the wall, and the paper, before writing the letter. He got carried away by
his bombastic style:
If trees were pens, they would fail to express the anguish of love. If the water of the sea were
ink, it would dry up before revealing the real emotions I’d like to express …
He would invoke the inspiration for his eloquence by pursing his lips and contorting his eyes, alternatively or
simultaneously.
While they were busy doing that, Eve carne in. It was her habit to greet the Hajji whenever she saw him. So he
got ready by hiding the letter. But Eve didn’t greet him this time and went directly upstairs. The romantic pair had
barely thanked their lucky stars for that oversight when they heard the grandmother calling Najiyah with unusual
eagerness.
10
“What’s wrong, dear? What’s bothering you, honey? May God protect you from evil. May His name bless
you!” the grandmother said, her voice and heart trembling. Her limbs became so chilly that Eve drew back when
the old lady’s nose touched her cheek as she was bending over her. When Eve did not respond, she turned away
from her, looking around with bewilderment, like one seeking any kind of company and crying for help from any
human being. That’s why she called the maid. When Najiyah entered the room, she was shocked at the strange
atmosphere. For a while, she looked stunned, then walked on tiptoes to her old mistress to inquire about the
matter.
“What’s wrong with my young mistress?”
“I don’t know what happened to her. What happened to her? I don’t know!”
And how could the grandmother know? She was sitting in her usual place when she heard Eve climbing the
stairs, so she expected her to go to her room and change her clothes, then come to have coffee and relax with her
as usual, but she didn’t. No sooner had Eve reached the middle of the hall than she collapsed on a chair by the
dining table, hiding her face with her arms. The grandmother hit her own breast in shock and despair and jumped
from her place, stumbling over the coffee kit. She didn’t care when the cat, in her way, clawed her foot as she
stepped on it.
The grandmother repeated her questions, pleading with Eve, in the name of the prophets, to answer her. It
occurred to her to get Eve some mint water, which is beneficial and refreshing. She was about to go and bring it
but didn’t want to let her beloved granddaughter out of her sight even for a second. At that moment, the evening
looked very dark in her eyes, so she ordered Najiyah to turn on the light and get the mint water. She started to ask
for something else, but didn’t finish her request, making a gesture with her hand to cancel it.
Najiyah carried out the orders and brought a cup of water as well. She had barely put the things on the table
when the grandmother ordered her to call Hajji Imam. The old woman looked so anxious that the maid choked
with tears, which was clear in her voice as she called him from the landing at the top of the stairs. Then Eve
looked up, her face pale and her eyes half closed, and said:
“There is no need for that. It isn’t necessary.”
The old woman responded, with new hope in her heart: “All right, honey … don’t call him, Najiyah … Why
don’t you tell me what’s bothering you, my dear?”
Then Najiyah said, smiling and wiping out her tears: "My mistress! …” and didn’t add another word.
Eve hated to see her grandmother so anxious about her and said: “Nothing … I’m just a little tired.”
As for the Hajji, he thought that Eve had ignored him on her way in, because she disapproved of the maid’s
presence in his room. He also imagined, after Najiyah was called by her mistress, that the murmurs he heard could
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be nothing but Eve’s expression of her disapproval. So he found it prudent to leave the house in order to save his
skin—and to post the letter.
Eve drank the water and mint offered by her grandmother, then went to her room and stretched on the bed. In
order to divert her grandmother’s attention from her, she asked for some tea, whereupon the old woman left,
dragging her feet and cursing the school, the association, and the workshop. The maid helped in preparing the tea
and in calling down the curses. Eve tried hard to muster her strength out of pity on the poor grandmother and on
herself. When the tea came, it refreshed her somewhat, so she rubbed her forehead and smiled a little.
“Do you feel better now, honey?”
“Thank God.”
“A thousand thanks to Him.”
As for Najiyah, she just shouted joyfully, “My mistress,” and stopped. Eve smiled to her. The grandmother
resumed:
“What’s all this about? I’ve always told you not to exert yourself so much … and now you see the result.
Please God, in the name of the Prophet, protect us from any misfortune and evil. (And after a while:) You better
change your clothes and sit comfortably.”
Eve mustered her strength and complied with that request, then returned to stretch in bed. The grandmother sat
on a chaise longue nearby in order to watch her dear granddaughter constantly. The maid had turned on the light
when her mistress started to change, but Eve asked her to switch it off. Silence and darkness pervaded the room.
The sound of the clock in the hall was audible. But tranquillity failed to prevail in their hearts. The grandmother
thought again of calling Hajji Imam but remembered that he must be praying at the mosque as usual. So she took
refuge in God, praying and pleading with Him silently.
Rest, together with the kindness surrounding her, had its effect on Eve’s emotions, so she imagined that
nothing had happened, that she was just dreaming … but the sound of the telephone bell started to ring in her ears
again. Lady Faridah’s voice floated back to the surface of her memory, strong and clear. Then there was the Pasha
with his beastly smiles and his long, tedious story.
“With God’s blessing!”
She repeated the words and shrugged, musing: “This is sheer folly. Through this engagement, Ramzl has won
an estate, if not love. I was going to tell him that when he asked for my opinion. As for me … it’s none of my
business. I never possessed any part of him then lost it, so why die of grief for him?! He was nothing but stiff and
cold toward me. His chats with me were just a pastime for him ... In spite of his childish character, he still adopted
the attitude of the aristocrat toward some of his favorite fellahin. It’s over now. Let him enjoy his bride … and the
new estate. I’m not that old. If I wish, I won’t lack a man who might fall in love with me. Besides, I can double
my efforts to serve the nationalist movement and thus become a prominent personality. I’ll work hard.” And in
order to prove her strength and nonchalance to herself, she told her grandmother about Ramzi’s engagement to the
daughter of Lady Tafidah, Dhuhnl Bey’s widow.
“Which daughter? Dawlat?”
Eve nodded
“You don’t say! Who in the world would look at her?!”
Eve pursed her lips, while the grandmother resumed: “As the saying goes, my girl, ‘If it weren’t for Umm
Mekkl’s case, her condition would have been pitiful.’” Umm Mekkl was a mythical mother, who had a magic case
which, with the passage of time, proved to be the “make-up” case.
Eve said, overwhelmed by jealousy: “But she has an estate waiting for her …”
Pressing her cheek with her forefinger, the old woman was distracted for a short time, rocking herself slowly in
order to cope with her intense emotions of pity and compassion toward her granddaughter, who was wasting her
youth in such an agonizing manner. Then she sucked in her cheeks and said: “It’s just a matter of luck.”
Eve wanted to laugh loudly but she was gripped by a dark mood and choked by tears. She said to herself: “My
chance has slipped by. My love has come to naught. My heart is getting old. I couldn’t maintain a false pretense of
youth! I have spent thirty-two years pretending to be like a man, which has created a tremendous barrier, like the
wall of China, between me and life. Now I cannot surmount this barrier to join all people … mothers and other
women … who rejoice in life. It gets higher and higher every year … every month … every day. I shall perish,
smashing my head against the foundations of that wall …”
Eve shuddered at the notion. With an unconscious effort, she was peering into the darkness facing her, as if it
were the wall she visualized in her ruminations. Then …
How amazing! Ramzl’s image appeared before her eyes, quivering and hazy, as if she saw it through water.
Then step by step it became clearer. She was able to distinguish his eyelashes. There was his fiancee, walking up
to him shyly. There he was, coming up to her, squeezing her in his arms, showering her with kisses … those kisses
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… those kisses which she often enjoyed in her dreams … which in her waking hours she would have sacrificed
her life to enjoy one of them.
At that point, Eve’s bosom was heaving. In spite of herself, she burst out into tears, her body shaking all over!
The grandmother rose to her feet, wild with terror, and kept slapping her own face violently and saying: “My girl.
Oh, my girl. Oh, my girl!” The maid ran to the stairs in a state of panic, shouting for Hajji Imam. Fortunately, he
had returned to the house a little earlier, so he rushed upstairs as quickly as he could. Najiyah turned on the light;
the grandmother was still wailing and slapping her face while Eve was twisting and twitching in her bed. Najiyah
started to explain the whole thing to the Hajji and asking for his help in the same breath. He was stunned. unable
to believe what he sees and hears and at a loss what to do.
Eve then uttered a piercing but stifled scream through her clenched teeth and had a severe rattle in her throat.
She kept raising her stiff hands, one after the other and beating on both sides of the bed. Then her whole body
became as hard as a rock. Throwing herself on Eve, the grandmother hugged and shook her, moistening her face
with tears. She pleaded with her, for the sake of her old age, for the sake of the bonds of childhood, and in the
name of her hope in Eve, to come to her senses.
When that failed to revive her and the rattling continued unabated in her throat, the poor woman started to beat
on her own chest, shouting and gasping: “Help me, Hajji Imam. Please help me. Help me. Try to find a solution.
Why is all this grief, my God?. She’s a poor girl … a wretched young woman. She throws herself humbly at your
mercy, God almighty. Try to get Sheikh Mustafa to relieve her, you people. Bring him at once to help me. Go and
call him, Najiyah!”
With a feeling of injured pride, the Hajji said to reassure her, but in a severe tone: “These are not spirits from
the underworld, Lady Fatimah. What can Sheikh Mustafa do about them? This is something coming from God.
With His permission, it will go away at once. Just calm down and pray, invoking blessing upon the name of the
Prophet. And I know what to do.”
It was his turn to bend over Eve. He muttered the words of a holy text three times, and recited the text of the
call to prayer in her ear. He kept on praying until the rattle subsided, then he stopped and moved away from her,
with a frown of sad triumph on his face. He gestured with his hands, asking them to keep quiet. Controlling her
emotions, the grandmother approached the bed and found her beloved granddaughter breathing softly in a quiet
sleep. The room was shrouded in awesome silence, all the eyes focused on the heaving chest. After quite some
time, Eve opened her eyes and kept rubbing them with the back of her hand. When she distinguished those around
her, she asked them why they were standing there. The grandmother answered with astonishment: “Standing?!
You were—”
But the Hajji signaled to her to remain silent, since he didn’t think it was advisable to shock the patient by
telling her the truth. He said, smiling and rubbing his hands:
“Oh, it was nothing. Just a little dizziness, which went away with God’s help.” And he put his turban firmly on
his head, pleased with the good work he had done …
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After that night, the quiet house never knew again the feeling of tranquillity! In her comings and goings, in her
sleep and waking hours, Eve carried a heart so heavy she couldn’t bear it in her bosom. Neither stone nor iron,
neither lead nor mercury could be heavier. No flames could be more consuming than the flames in her heart. She
became pale, increasingly silent and distracted, and her health deteriorated rapidly. She frequently forgot the most
important things, so much so that recent events seemed remote or nonexistent to her. Attracting the attention of
others, she became a subject of gossip: “What happened to Eve? Why does she look so gaunt, so bewildered?
Poor girl. She always aspired to unreachable glory and made tremendous efforts, which would weigh down men,
to attain it!” But nobody could guess her secret, which she withheld even from her grandmother, in spite of her
ardent pleas and the tears glistening in the wrinkles of her face.
Under pressure and persistent requests, she would go to see doctors, who would feel her pulse, listen to the
beats of her heart, examine her eyelids closely, ask her about the occasions and length of her dizzy spells, as well
as the most thorough medical questions. They would then prescribe pills before meals, syrups after meals, these or
those capsules, such and such palliative or tonic injections, asserting that they were bound to have the best effect.
But no effect whatsoever. One of them asked her leading questions about her living conditions, the distribution of
her time, her thoughts in her waking hours, her dreams during sleep, in order to explore her inner self and find the
hidden cause of her malaise. But Eve became aware of his intentions and answered his questions cautiously and
evasively. He did, however, advise her to have rest and quietness, to avoid anything that might disturb her peace
of mind and excite her emotions, and to forget all about the medication … and if she wished, she could even
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disregard the one he himself prescribed or take it only when it was absolutely necessary. He told her that she
shouldn’t be tempted by the soothing effect of that medication and so take it in excess, since an overdose of it
would damage her heart and might cause it to stop altogether.
Eve was relieved to get away from that doctor. When she sat by herself, her oppressed heart cried: “My God …
what can I say? I have struggled since my childhood to be a model for others and thought I have realized this goal.
All my life, I’ve been faithful to you in doing my work and upholding my honor. Why do you shatter me into
pieces? Why do you crush me so painfully? My God! You have ordained mercy as part of your nature. I ask, and
keep asking, for my share of mercy. You have promised to reward charity tenfold. All I want is reward equal to
my work! You have told us to ask and we shall be answered. I am calling upon you, God … you listen to all … I
am pleading with you … you can see into all. Are you looking down scornfully upon me from your heavens? God
forbid that I should believe such a thing. Are you looking with pity and compassion? Just say ‘Let it be’ and
abundant bliss shall be mine Inspire me with your wisdom to feel contentment. Talk to me. I don’t want to talk to
people. In fact, I can’t. They will give me nothing but the sarcasm they give to a tramp, or the pity they shower on
a wretched woman, or the ridicule they reserve for an idiot … I, the chaste … I, the wise and strong …” And she
burst into sobs and tears …
The grandmother would visit the holy men of God—dead and living—to kiss the thresholds of their shrines
and moisten their dust with her tears, then strew it on her head. She would fulfill her vows to God, donating food
to the orphans and the poor at the doors of the shrines. She would ask for nothing of the holy men except their
intercession on behalf of her granddaughter!
Leaving them, she would visit the astrologers—men and women—seeking an interpretation of her dream.
Surur had returned to her in her sleep and gestured to her to follow him, this time to Eve’s room. There, she saw
the candle burning with amazing speed, even more amazing than before. The melted wax then assumed the form
of a body shrouded in flimsy white sheets. The astrologers would write her talismans and teach her incantations.
She would slip the talismans here or hang them there, reiterating the incantations day and night. Eve agreed to
carry the charms and learn the incantations out of respect for her grandmother and disdain for the facts of life.
Hajji Imam went and stretched his neck through the opening between the fangs of the serpent to the right, the
claws of the hyena to the left, the shell of the tortoise below and the talons of the bat above, calling upon Sheikh
Mustafa to undertake the greatest rescue mission. When Mustafa came out, he peered into his world of mystery
for quite a while, then promised to visit them after the evening prayer, which he did. Sitting in Eve’s room as a
dominant figure, he ordered them to light a fire and they lit a fire. He commanded Eve to wear a white head veil
and she wore the veil. Then he stretched out a mighty hand to the fire, burnt some incense he had brought with
him and ordered Eve to step over it seven times. She stepped seven times over it, fearful and scornful at the same
time. This was followed by a period of total silence. They all crouched in their places, holding their breath. The
ticks of the clock in the hall sounded like the steps of time, moving swiftly and nonchalantly. The cat mewed in
Najiyah’s face, as if inquiring what was happening. When she didn’t respond, it wanted to snuggle in her lap,but
she chided it, so the cat was content to crouch beside her. The formidable man focused his awesome eyes on
Eve’s, then his huge body shook all over and his face became increasingly flushed. He started to chatter
coherently and incoherently, uttering distinguishable and indistinguishable sounds, jabbering intelligible and
unintelligible words, which nobody but he could repeat so easily. The sounds conveyed notes of interrogation or
negation, prohibition and command …
And Eve … that distinguished personality at the school, the association, and the workshop, was straining her
ears to listen carefully to Mustafa, and focusing on the things he pointed out, with fear in her eyes. That staid and
dignified woman kept repeating the distinguishable and indistinguishable sounds, the intelligible and
unintelligible words, uttered by the man. She reiterated them, adopting a note of response if the sounds implied a
question, of agreement if they suggested a negation, of servile obedience if they conveyed a command, and of
tears if they signified prohibition. Mustafa kept doing that until she became fast asleep, then returned to his
normal condition and shook his head with sorrow, saying:
“Poor girl. You know, Hajji Imam, she was touched by one of the most oppressive and domineering spirits …”
Lady Fatimah hastened to say: “And what shall we do now?” The Hajji said something, but it was lost in
Mustafa’s statement: “The deed is in Allah’s hands. There’s nothing we can do …”
“I have faith in Him! But I believe you’re now the only one she needs,” said the grandmother.
Mustafa remained silent out of modesty. The Hajji then said, in order to support Lady Fatimah in her persistent
attempt to cling to Mustafa: “Sheikh Mustafa doesn’t need any words to urge him to action!” At that moment, a
peddler in the street was heard shouting: “Leave it to God,” whereupon Najiyah jumped from her place,
absolutely delighted at the good omen. All of them were happy about it, as they considered it an auspicious sign
that relief from the crisis was at hand, as long as they kept clinging to Sheikh Mustafa and never let him slip
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away. Then they indulged in a long chat about the virtues and vices of the jinns, and about the vital effect of
underworld spirits on the course of human life on earth. They were finally unanimous in their condemnation of
medicine and physicians, of science and scientists, who deny these facts. After the gathering broke up, the
grandmother slept soundly, full of peace and hope.
In the morning, Eve was more confused, bewildered, and ashamed of herself than ever before! The more she
ascertained that the events of the previous night were a fact and not a dream, the more her mind became disturbed,
her morale disintegrated, and life seemed trivial and colorless in her eyes. She had a vague feeling that everything
she saw or passed through her mind was alien to her sensibility. And for the first time in her life, she experienced
feelings of hostility toward her grandmother and of absolute contempt for the Hajji. As for Mustafa, she wished if
she could hit him hard with her shoe until she smashed his head to pieces. That dirty trio had taken advantage of
her illness and weakness to inflict a crushing defeat and devastating humiliation on her. But her hostility and
contempt soon subsided. She spat on Mustafa’s phantom as something beneath her disdain.
After a while, however, she had a hidden desire to visit the Sheikh in his shop to inquire if she had divulged
her secret when—as they claimed—she spoke to him in that wondrous tongue. If this was the case, she would beg
and bribe him to conceal whatever he had learnt about her from everyone, even from her grandmother. But she
dismissed that degrading notion and occupied herself with other things
Suddenly she shivered and said through her clenched teeth: “What will people say if they hear—to say the
least—that I sat with a sorcerer, wore a white head veil, stepped over the incense, and talked gibberish!” She
laughed irritably. “But who cares about people? About the whole world? They are all despicable …” And she
shrugged. “Their whispered gossip will be nothing but the humming of a mosquito on an elephant’s head. I’m still
the same person, with the same status and personality!” But she was weighed down by the burden of this false
vanity and felt ashamed and irritated, as if Ramzi had suddenly corne upon her while she was wearing the white
head veil.
In this confused and sick emotional condition, Eve stood in the classroom, dictating to her students that “a man
whose height was six meters.” The girl closest to her volunteered to draw her attention that she meant six feet not
meters, but Eve could not grasp her slip and added that he was “two meters wide.” Laughing, the girls whispered
to each other about the joke. A bold one said loudly that perhaps their teacher meant exactly what she said,
perhaps she knew someone with such abnormal dimensions. When that statement hit Eve’s ear, she carne to her
senses to find the class roaring with laughter and in a state of chaos she had never saen before. She scolded the
students, but her language was insulting and obscene, whereupon they shouted in protest. In vain did some of
them intervene to find an excuse for their teacher whom they always loved and who consistently treated them
with courtesy and decorum. When the headmistress came to see what happened, the girls wanted to reinforce their
position, thus became more and more boisterous. One of them said oratorically: “We protest against this insult,”
and banged the desk in front of her. Another supported her, shouting proudly and furiously: “If my dad hears
about this, I don’t know what he’s going to do!” Others burst into tears, either real or faked. Eve stood dumbfounded, with a bewildered look in her eyes, then suddenly had a severe convulsion and was about to collapse
except that the headmistress upheld her with her arms.
Nevertheless, she still kept going to the Pasha’s house. When he got acquainted with his fiancee, Ramzl
changed the pattern of his life. He was no longer content to stay in the house or the garden, no longer concerned
about arranging and rearranging his library, but became preoccupied with her. He would barely return from the
Ministry when he would go to the clerk’s office and check the accounts of the new estate. The Pasha had charged
him with that task “in order to be a source of pride to us when you become legally responsible for it.” And Ramzl
soon adopted his father’s maxims that the fellahin were more sly than wolves and more wily than foxes, and that
he must not have any mercy or pity on them! …
After checking the accounts, he would go visit his fiancee, to keep her informed about the business affairs, or
to take her out to a movie or for a promenade. That’s why Eve hardly saw him. Whenever they met by chance, he
would inquire after her health, expressing his surprise and regret about her sickness. “But no wonder. You,
professor, exert your body and mind to serve the public and to realize your lofty ideals. And indeed people with
great souls, exert their bodies to reach their goals. But, God willing, in the summer vacation … I think … you
wouldn’t refuse to come with us to the estate … to relax your nerves … and have full rest … for a month … or
two … as you like …” Then he would dwell at length on his hopes for his coming marriage, beaming with
happiness and optimism.
Then he would go to his fiancee …
And Eve would go to her permanent hell …
12
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The school year came to an end. And all of Eve’s hopes also came to an end. Then approached the day on
which
General Nazlm Pasha
invites Your Excellency
to his house
for the wedding of Miss Su’ad Dhuhnl,
daughter of the late Colonel Dhuhnl Bey ‘Abd al-Fattah,
to his son, Ramzl Bey Nazim,
the official at the Ministry of Agriculture
as was printed in gilt letters in the invitations.
For that occasion, the two estates yielded their fruits in total abundance and money was squandered at random.
The caterers were busy like an army of ants, some raising the banners, some stacking the luxurious chairs, a group
covering the ground with sand, another hanging wreaths of roses over the doors and entrances, while others were
hanging strings of electric lamps and various kinds of chandeliers. The cooks in their white uniforms stayed late
for several nights, slaughtering and skinning, and preparing cakes which looked like delightful artifacts of great
beauty.
Eve’s condition had deteriorated dramatically. She became very irritable, cried frequently, and had recurrent
epileptic fits. She often threw tantrums at her grandmother, or browbeat the Hajji, or scolded the maid for the
slightest reason. She felt that the walls of the house would pounce on her, that its atmosphere would destroy her.
Everything in it seemed grim and hateful in her eyes. She would leave the house and drift aimlessly to different
places, hardly knowing how she got there. Once she even yelled at the brokenhearted old woman that she was the
main cause of her suffering and affliction because of her superstitions and absurdities, her demons and jinns, with
which she had surrounded Eve. She added that if she went to heaven and faced God, she would complain of no
one but her grandmother.
But suddenly—probably around the time when the first signs of the wedding began to appear in the bridal
house—Eve’s rage subsided! Her soul went into a deep slumber, so that the whole world looked like voiceless and
lifeless shadows in her eyes. She liked to stay alone in her room, stretched on her bed for hours and hours, her
thoughts drifting uncontrollably, like a spring whose waters keep gliding down at will, straightening and winding;
meeting and parting, rushing and slowing down, without any rule or command. Her recollections of these
thoughts were nothing more than those of a dreamer who forgets all about his dreams as soon as he awakes, or
remembers traces of them, then never cares to explore them further.
On the wedding day, Eve got up early and hunched over her desk, relentlessly filling pages and pages, until she
finished what she wanted to write in the letter and felt satisfied. She put it in an envelope, addressed to Ramzl.
Then she went to her grandmother’s room, had coffee and breakfast with her and chatted about various things,
which led Eve to mention the wedding party:
“Why don’t you go to the wedding and have some fun?”
“Go to the wedding?!”
“Just to watch the people for a while.”
The grandmother sucked in her cheeks and said after a brief sigh: “I’m too old for this kind of thing.”
There was a period of silence, during which both of them looked distracted. The grandmother then resumed:
“By the Prophet, there is no wedding for me except yours!”
That statement shocked Eve into awareness, causing her a stabbing pain. She was about to stop her
grandmother from indulging in this kind of talk, but forced herself to calm down and said almost soothingly:
“I’ll marry a man you’ve never dreamt of.”
The grandmother turned to Eve, her face beaming with joy, and said with surprise: “Really? May God listen to
you … who? … who is he?”
Suddenly feeling depressed, Eve regretted that cruel joke and said, smiling nervously: “You’ll know … I mean
… I … tomorrow … tomorrow …”
Changing the subject, she expressed certain wishes, which the grandmother happily promised to fulfill. In turn,
the latter gave her some advice, which she accepted in good spirits. The old woman’s face was radiant, her heart
gladdened by that chat which she hadn’t enjoyed for months.
Eve sat at the piano and played the melody she had composed for the girls at the workshop. She played it well,
then mused for quite a while. Najiyah’s voice rang in her memory, inquiring if she should buy a soft drink for the
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whole piaster or just half of it. “It wasn’t the failure of one day … but the failure of a lifetime!” She was about to
cry, but mustered her courage, got up and kept herself busy for an hour in her room. After that, she left the house,
posted the letter in the first box she came across, visited a few shops, then returned home, carrying a large
cardboard box, which she hid in her room.
It was lunchtime, so she invited the Hajji to share the meal with her and her grandmother. The signs of
tranquillity and gladness on Eve’s face were reflected on them, so that they all felt happy and peaceful. This was
manifest in the grandmother’s radiant face and beaming smile, as well as in the quick movements of the Hajji’s
arm from the table to his mouth. Najiyah sat close to her young mistress, full of eagerness to be at her beck and
call. She insisted on taking part in the conversation, startling them with a sudden shout: “My young mistress …
Let the Hajji tell you what he had said to us yesterday.” They all looked at Najiyah questioningly. The Hajji
forestalled her and said, imitating her tone:
“And what did I say yesterday?”
“The story about God when He sank the ship. Wasn’t it that story, Hajji?”
“Sank the ship?!”
“I swear by the Prophet, my mistress, it was very funny.”
The grandmother interposed, reminding the Hajji: “This crazy girl means the story of the holy saint, al-Khidr,
when—”
“Oh, yes. Oh, yes. Is this a funny story, you devil! May God protect us! You know, Miss Eve, my girl, this—”
“I know the story,” said Eve, coldly.
“When our saint, al-Khidr, found a boy and killed him … and found—”
“I know it. I said I know it.”
Najiyah interposed and said, laughing: “And the second man kept saying, ‘I won’t stay with you, Abu, I won’t
stay with you, Abu!”
Samrah understood the meaning intended by the maid and said: “She means, ‘You won’t have Sabrah
(patience) with me,’” The grandmother < >, asking for God’s forgiveness, and looked scornfully at the maid. As
for the Hajji, he said: “This story is funny, you say? Good gracious! It moves one to tears. It proves that God
never ordains anything unless there is a sound reason for it …”
Eve put down the spoon, or the spoon unintentionally fell from her hand, and was about to shout at the zealous
Hajji, saying: “If Moses, who was a prophet, couldn’t comprehend God’s will through His visible actions only …
and couldn’t have patience with Him … how could she? Although she is no prophet, God has imposed on her His
incomprehensible will, smashing her to pieces. How can she find another saint like al-Khidr to clarify the divine
wisdom to her, to decipher the inscrutable mystery? And who can blame her if she lost patience with Him! …”
But she controlled herself instantly and said, smiling:
“Ramzl Bey made a perfect description of this girl, Najiyah. He called her a human cow …”
The Hajji was absolutely delighted and said: "This is lovely! Allah is the greatest! A perfect description. A
human cow … exactly … no question about it.”
Eve left her grandmother and the Hajji relishing the hope that relief from their affliction was imminent, and
stretched on her bed, unaware of anything, except when she heard the military band playing at the house of the
groom. Needless to say, she had been invited to the wedding, so she rose to get ready, assisted by all the
household, with the maid’s loud voice hovering over them.
In the hustle and bustle of the party, Eve kept moving back and forth, helping Lady Faridah with her countless
tasks. Whenever the Pasha came across her, he would smile cheerfully and say: “This is your day. You should
work hard today … very hard. We’ll work hard to help you on your wedding day.” She’d smile back and proceed
with whatever she was doing. By chance she found herself alone with Ramzl in one of the rooms. He asked her:
“What do you think?”
“A marvelous party … just marvelous.”
“But to tell you the truth …” and he stopped talking for a while out of deep excitement. Eve was so disturbed
in anticipation of what he might reveal to her that she froze in her place, until he said:
“To tell you the truth … I’m scared like a little kid.”
Coming to herself, Eve pretended to be laughing and said: “Oh … don’t worry. Soon the irritating formalities
of the wedding will be over … and you will be alone with your bride. Naturally, I congratulate you from the
bottom of my heart, and wish you all the best.” At the end her voice cracked and had a strange tone. She couldn’t
help kissing him on the forehead. Even though he regarded the kiss as an expression of sisterly affection, he didn’t
fail to notice its warmth and wished she hadn’t done that, but thanked her all the same and shyly left Eve.
As for her …?!
At last, she had kissed him! That kiss for which she was willing to sacrifice her life! She became faint and
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collapsed on a chair nearby … as if she were upheld by the wings of angels who were singing as they led her to
eternal paradise …
Eve returned home after midnight and slipped into her room, without waking anyone. She hurried to the box
which she had hidden, took out a silken white dress and veil and a coronet of lemon blossoms. Soon she looked
like a bride and stood motionless for a while, then raised her eyes to heaven, her heart saying: “Please God, I shall
not be like Satan who failed to see your wisdom and rebelled against your will. I shall fall in your arms, chaste
and submissive.” She walked to a night table and grabbed a bottle on it, watching herself in the mirror for a
moment, and listening to a secret voice, saying: “Don’t increase the dose. Don’t use this medication excessively.
An overdose will damage your heart and may stop it altogether. Use it only when it’s absolutely necessary!” But
she swallowed the whole bottle instantly!
And while the grandmother was playing with Surur in her dreams … and while the Hajji was making up his
mind to ask Eve for some money to buy himself a new caftan on the occasion of her recovery … and while
Najiyah was embracing the phantom of the butcher’s son … Eve was lying in her bed, dressed as a bride and
breathing her last. In her ears rang the voices of the singers chanting the wedding song for Ramzl and his bride.
35.99 & 174.159 1. The Enemy 2. The Fare\fn{by Mahmoud Taymour (1894-1973/74)} Darb Saada, in Moski District,
Cairo, Egypt (M) 5
1
He had lived alone since they separated; he could not bear anyone to share his house. He no longer trusted any
relation, companion or friend and he did without anyone to help him in his affairs. The rooms in his house
remained locked—except the bedroom, where he made his own bed for himself; he took his meals—morning and
evening—in a restaurant, a bar or club.
Nevertheless, he used to wonder whether this was enough to make his life secure and free from hurt.
There was a powerful enemy continually on the watch for him, wanting to destroy him, so as to clear the way
to her—the wife who had left him for good. He had taken pains to obtain a revolver and took care to keep it permanently loaded and to carry it with him night and day. It was war between him and his enemy, but covert war—
all apprehension, caution, stratagem—and inevitably its outcome would be the death of one rival at the hands of
the other.
No, he would not fall into the trap—rather his enemy would. To leave his wife a prey to the hunter was
inconceivable. He would have to put up with her until he had dealt with the enemy: after that would come the
time to settle accounts with her.
He remembered how one day he had asked her:
“Why are you deceiving me, Sulwan?”
“I swear, my love, it’s never occurred to me to be unfaithful!”
“Liar!”
“Darling, calm down. Let’s try to understand this thing intelligently.”
“You call me ‘Darling’—I wonder what you call him?”
“This jealousy of yours is quite without foundation! I have no right to call a man anything when I’m not even
aware of his existence.”
“You go on denying it—I shall find out all about him, and with one shot of my revolver I’ll bring him down
dead before your eyes. You’ll have to confess everything then.”
“A good thing if you did,” she laughed. “Then, at least, I’d know what he looked like.”
“What a two-faced liar she is,” he muttered to himself. However, there was always a picture of her on his
bedside-table; it stood close to his head, and from it he took in her sweet breath and sank happily into sleep with
dreams of passion. When he awoke in the morning, he snatched the picture from its place and tore it up into little
shreds. Then, when night fell, the picture made its way back to him, settling down on his bedside-table, and he
filled his eyes with the brilliance of hers.
The photographer kept him supplied with copies of the picture, so that whenever a set ran out, another took its
place.
He had heard a lot about incurable addiction. Was her picture the drug to which he was enslaved? Had she
become the indispensible elixir of his life? He could not allow himself to be made a fool of, nor could he submit
to the humiliation that was imposed on him. He gathered all the remaining pictures he had of her and threw them
into the fire. He watched them burning, saw Sulwan—his wife—as flesh and blood being eaten by the fire; he
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smelt the smoke that came from her burning body and grew intoxicated with the odor, as a worshipper with the
fragrance of incense.
He spent a black night in tearful repining.
A few days later the picture was back in its chosen place—it was as if the darkness of that night had been
swept away by its return. No, no—he had to put an end to this torment—he could not leave things as they were..
He would uncover her treachery and annihilate his rival with one shot of the revolver he kept in readiness.
The revolver became all-absorbing: he busied himself with it assiduously for whole hours at a time and never
failed to polish it and keep it in trim, sometimes checking its loading, at other times trying a shot into the air. Once
he pointed the revolver at her picture and said, jokingly:
“Careful, Sulwan. You’ll find death sweet at my hands: it’s your penance for your devotion in deceiving me;
but believe me, I shan’t kill you without putting an end to him first, my enemy, down to the marrow.”
“Darling, I know of no enemy of yours. So I shall never suffer harm at your hands.”
“Trying to deceive me with sweet words! Hiding your guilt!”
“Whatever you do, you will never hurt me, you’re too obsessed with your love for me, you're almost crazy
with it.”
“Shut up ! I hate you! I loathe you!”
He rushed to the clothes-hanger and seized some of her blouses which were permeated with the smell of her
body. Furiously, he tore them to pieces, ripping them with his nails and biting them with his teeth as if it were her
flesh which he were attacking. When he had done he collapsed over the shreds, rubbing his face in them, sniffing
at them avidly.
*
Deep down he acknowledged that Sulwan was not all evil; how many brief, unforgettable hours of happiness
he had spent, held in her arms, feeling her gentle finger-tips stroking his hair, her eager breath lingering on his
face and her warm lips rubbing over his cheek! So many times she had rocked him as a loving mother rocks her
child, and had sung her sweet songs so touchingly that he had imagined himself in the happy childhood which he
had experienced only in daydreams.
He had been devoted to his mother: when death took her, his grief was shattering. Without her, life was barren.
He found no substitute for the companionship and sympathy he had lost.. Then one day he met Sulwan, and recognized in her another mother. The resemblance was uncanny— it was as if they were twins. She was startled to
hear him call her “Mother,” but she instantly smiled back at him with understanding. From that moment he sensed
a firm bond between them and it seemed inconceivable that he should part from her.
He married her. His life with her was the life of a captive lover, consumed by his passion; it was not the life of
a husband whose wife’s companionship enabled them to confront life together. Time went by. Then came this
business.
No—Sulwan was not all evil! Just as he was not all good. He felt in his reveries that something stirred in his
being, a thing repugnant, nauseating, lying in the bottomless depths of his soul. For this thing he felt an unmatched hatred which he wanted to pluck out by the roots and to hurl far away from him. Be that as it may, he
was faced with the fact of her guilt, and it was up to him to settle the matter and to be rid of this oppressive
nightmare.
After she left him, she chose to live in a fine villa in the suburbs. It was a good choice—a suitable place to
meet her lover, the one whom he was really up against. A distant retreat in an unfrequented spot, a quiet place to
help her carry out her deception.
But her trick did not work. It was not long before he discovered her hideout and engaged several agents to
observe her every movement, , and to send him long and detailed reports. Those who recorded doubts and heaped
suspicion on her were generously rewarded, but those who cleared her behavior of any taint were paid little and
their reports rejected. They soon realized this, and began to fill their reports with particulars which indicated a bad
reputation and shameful behavior. Often the reports were lavish in revealing the ingenious ways the rival used to
sneak to the love-nest.
The function of these intermediaries was now over and the time had come to take the task upon himself and to
lay bare the truth.
He used to prowl around the villa for a good part of the night, following tracks as if he were a diligent and tireless hunting-dog. How many times he had stood under the window of her lighted bedroom, watching, his eyes
following her as she came and went behind the transparent curtains. Hidden in his corner, he used to whisper to
her in words of tortured longing, in the silence, unaware of the passing of time.
He was sure after close watching, night after night, that the rival came to see her and that she made him welcome in her room. It came to the point where he saw with his own eyes the shadow of his rival in the darkness,
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creeping to her villa through a concealed back door. He found out the time of assignation and the path the lover
took to carry out his disreputable purpose. He had assembled all the evidence, he had passed sentence—it
remained only for him to execute it.
On the chosen day, he spent the time in the company of his revolver, practicing his hand and eye.. He left his
house at the appointed hour, reached the hiding-place at the right time and waited for his rival’s appearance at the
expected moment. He was in full control of his nerves and was gripping the pistol in his clenched hand, but he felt
his heart beating like a drum; his eyes, however, kept wandering as if under the influence of a hidden magnet.
Finally, the dark shadow of the rival appeared, hovering before his eyes, cautiously taking the path to the back
door. The husband followed him, moving mechanically until he drew near, then he shouted:
“Stop! Tell me who you are. I’ll kill you! I shan’t hesitate!”
The rival turned round, his face becoming clear for the first time.
To his amazement he saw what he could never have imagined: a looking-glass reflexion of himself. Without
his realizing it, the gun went off with a loud explosion. The husband collapsed on the ground with blood gushing
from his head.
For several days he lay in hospital hovering between life and death. Finally, he began to come out of his coma,
his eyelids flickered, and he murmured:
“The light disturbs me—cover it!”
And the curtains were drawn. Moments went by as he continued mumbling, his eyes trying to find out where
he was.
“Where am I?”
He felt a soft hand touching his and heard a gentle voice saying:
“Don’t worry yourself about anything; you're safe and you’ll be better soon.”
“Have I been ill, Sulwan?”
“You’re well; just keep resting, darling.”
He gripped her hand tight.
“You won’t leave me?”
“I’ll always be with you; I shan’t leave you.”
He drew her hand to his mouth and kissed it, fervently, as if it were the hand of a holy man. He closed his
eyelids; tears flowed down his cheeks and before long he was soundly asleep.
Next day he asked her:
“What brought me here?”
“You’re being treated for a wound in your head; it’s almost healed now.”
“Wound in my head?” he mumbled, “from a revolver shot?”
“Your rival fired it in a fight between you.”
“My rival?”
“You finished him immediately: that was the end of the rival.”
He concentrated his thoughts and tried to see the details clearly, but his memory did not help, and he could not.
There was, however, one thing he was able to recall out of everything that had happened—that an unknown
person had lain in wait for him and had wanted to snatch her from him … snatch her … his very dearest … from
him.
He heard her as she went on :
“You shot him dead, that scoundrel who pursued me so hard. You killed him in my defence. You rescued me
from him.”
The doctor was near the two, listening to this conversation, and a smile of approval appeared on his face for a
moment. The wife exchanged a significant glance with him … and the couple were lost in a long, hungry kiss.
2
Among the facts of life which go on behind the veil of secrecy are disgraceful and painful things. The storywriter whose motto is ever to describe things as they are, considers it his duty to reveal these disgraceful and
painful deeds, however grim they may be.
Umm Labiba went in to see her mistress, Madam Iqbal, and told her that the cabman was at the door,
demanding his fare. Madam Iqbal frowned, and told Umm Labiba to go and tell the cabman to come back that
afternoon.
Umm Labiba went off, worried, hoping she would be successful in her attempt to persuade the cabman to defer
collection of his bill till the afternoon. No sooner was she face to face with him, than he spoke first, using coarse
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language indicative of his contempt. She informed him, in accordance with her mistress’s command. But being
put off like this aroused his wrath, and he began to curse and swear.
The cabman was angry, and he had every right to be. On six occasions he had taken the Lady out for a drive to
visit her “companions in arms”. His total fare had now reached 300 piastres, of which he had received so far not
one piastre.
Now this cabman had a wife and children, who had difficulty in getting adequate food and clothing. It was
only natural that he should shout angrily when demanding the dues of which he was being deprived, this bad debt.
He had come for the sixth time, to be greeted only with procrastination and delay.
The cabman returned to his rank shrieking with anger, despairing of getting anywhere with his shouts and
insults. He was determined to get what he was owed that afternoon, cost what it may.
But Madam Iqbal thought no more of the incident, as if she was long accustomed to it. She went to the mirror,
tidied her hair, took out a tin of rouge, and began to paint her wrinkled face, heaving a sigh from time to time. She
was thirty-eight, and had been a model of beauty and decorum in her youth. At eighteen she had married a young
reprobate, a gambler and drunkard. He stayed with her eight years, then left her tarred with his own brush. Madam
Iqbal was left a widow in her twenties. Her husband, by the time he died, had led her astray, obsessed her with
wickedness and vice, poisoning her mind with obscenity and immorality. While she was still young, her husband
had driven her on the “primrose path”, and deliberately led her to immorality.
For it was he who had incited her, nay commanded her, to drink and take drugs. He it was who offered her to
any of his friends who wanted her for a trifling quid pro quo. He it was who induced her to make a bit on the side
by prostitution.
The young husband died, leaving his young wife to bear in her heart the ulcers of sorrow and shame, and on
her body the pains of disease. At thirty-eight, she was more like fifty-eight. Her frame was thin, her face pallid,
her skin yellow, and suffering had given her bags under the eyes.. The modest, beautiful and chaste girl of
yesterday, Madam Iqbal, had today become a disgraceful gambler, riddled with disease, fond of all drugs and
stimulants, particularly alcohol and cocaine. She had a son of seven, by an unknown father, who had grown up
amidst unhappiness and misfortune, and spent his youth in an atmosphere of prostitution and vice.
Madam Iqbal had now reached a state of desperation and despair. Her beauty had faded, and men, young and
old, generally shunned her. She took up the profession of “go-between”, bringing together young men and
profligate women, when she realized that her original business was on the decline. And in so doing, she returned
to her former condition, menaced by impending poverty and overwhelming want, which were always on the point
of overpowering her. Today she lived in a house whose tattered trappings of prostitution were insufficient to lure
even the mean-spirited and impoverished. So she lived from day to day—no, from hour to hour, closing her eyes
to what the future would bring.
*
The cabman returned at the prearranged time in the afternoon, and began to rant, demanding his fare. But noone answered. He left his cab in charge of some boy or other, and dashed across the small garden, till he reached
the door. He began to knock on it, shouting loudly and angrily.
Madam Iqbal was, as usual, in her bedroom, titivating herself up, wearing her transparent night-dress, a relic of
the days of her affluence. Her hair was hanging down, she was barefooted, and her shrivelled breasts were
showing from her exposed chest. She heard the cabman ranting, but merely smiled and ignored it.
Umm Labiba came in, and told her that the cabman was on the point of storming the “harem”, and was hurling
embarrassing abuse without ceasing. Madam Iqbal replied. quietly:
“What do you want me to do about it? I’ve no money.”
At that point, the cabman succeeded in opening the door, and rushed into the holy harem! He entered the hall,
shouting, demanding settlement of his account. Umm Labiba ran to him, telling him off for his cheek and nerve,
restraining him from his evil intention, telling him to be gone! The two of them kept abusing each other in
stinging language for a quarter of an hour, until the maid despaired of getting the better of him, and realized that
he was about to get the better of her. So she shouted for help to her mistress.
At that moment, the bedroom door opened, and Madam Iqbal appeared in the doorway, wearing the transparent
nightdress, done up to the nines, her legs and wrists bare. She spoke as if she had not quite realized as yet what
was happening in her own house:
“What’s the matter, Umm Labiba?”
The cabman did not allow Umm Labiba to reply, but forestalled her, by shouting and asking to be paid as
usual. But Madam Iqbal spoke in a tone of assumed innocence and gentleness.
“Why all this aggressiveness, cabman? Come and take your fare.”
The cabman was astonished at the changed situation, and looked hard at her, trying to size her up, not knowing
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whether she was lying or telling the truth. When she saw his hesitation, she came out of the room, took him by the
hand, and led him in. He, meanwhile, was amazed, not knowing what to say. She said to him:
“Come and take your fare. Why do you not want to enter the room with me? Are you a stranger?”
The cabman, whose name was Shahhata, went into the room, Madam Iqbal holding his hand, leading him like
a condemned prisoner.
Now this cabman Shahhata was a tough, brawny man of fifty-eight, who had learned nothing in his life but
how to drive a cab. He had begun as a stable-lad, living in the stables, sweeping up the droppings, cleaning the
harness, and washing down the coaches and horses. Then he was promoted to cabman, sitting on the high seat,
wearing the coat and jacket obtained at the uniform-seller’s. The profit he made from his horses and cab was not
sufficient to feed and clothe his five children, and his wife whom sickness confined to the home. He was swarthy,
with an ashen beard which he only shaved when in the money. His appearance was dirty, his clothes torn, his toes
peeping out of his worn-out shoes. His trousers were tied up with a dirty red scarf. On his head he wore a tarbush
which had a black band, with no button.
Yet despite the indications of poverty which pervaded his mind and were written all over his clothes and face,
he knew of nothing but “luck”, which was the one subject of his conversation, and the one aim of his endeavours.
When he was aloft on the fine driving seat, you might hear him singing popular love songs or comic ditties. When
a pretty girl of his own class passed in front of him, he would tilt his black-banded tarbush, and start wiggling his
tattered shoes, smiling, giving the “glad-eye”, and saying:
“Sweetheart! Sweetheart! Slow down a bit! My heart’s on fire!”
He often saw upper-class girls wearing the black transparent veil, or the light barqa\fn{A type of veil worn over the
head}. which reveals the features of the face, even endowing it with radiant beauty, swinging in their alluring gait!
He would stare at them flirtatiously, murmuring to himself:
“Oh pain of my heart!”
If by chance his fares should be a pair of lovers or sweethearts, and he heard the sound of loving laughter, the
moving music of kisses, and the movements of love-making, the heat of passion would be awakened in him. He
would shout from the very depths of his heart, talking to himself, cursing his wife with a sigh, and saying:
“Oh how I pity you, Mother Ahmad!”
Then he would feel the eagerness of love, but find no means of quietening his nerves except on the thin, tired
horses. So he rained lashes and curses on them!
*
Cabman Shahhata entered the room, not knowing whether she was serious or joking in what she was doing. He
smelled the powder and perfume which permeated the atmosphere, and his frayed nerves were appeased, and his
eyes lost their flashing evil look. He began to inspect, with his eyes, the body of Ma!iam Iqbal, while she paced
the room, looking for the key of her money-box. Then she opened the box, and emptied the money from it to give
him his fare. He looked at her avidly, then his mouth broadened into a smile which clearly conveyed his animal
urge.
The cabman Shahhata had never before met a white woman of this class—the bogus aristocracy—in the same
room. He had never met one of these girls in these circumstances and in this attire. For had he ever seen any other
woman but his crippled wife, brown-skinned, bad-tempered, wearing a dirty blue dress, and a torn black veil? And
before today, had he ever seen in front of him such a slender figure unclothed, hidden only by a diaphanous
nightdress, through which could be descried those soft, slender legs, that white skin tinted with deep red, that
painted face, those alluring eyes? Indeed, Cabman Shahhata had never in his life seen such bare feet, such hair in
a fringe over the forehead, such prominent white breasts!
At that moment, Cabman Shahhata did not see Madam Iqbal as she really was, with her thin body, pasty face,
and hollow eyes, disguised by powder and paint and the trappings of seduction. What he saw was a girl such as he
had dreamed about; a white girl who conceals her fine face under a transparent black veil or a light white barqa
… the same sort of girl whose charming laughter he had heard in his cab, whose body had swayed before him in
the street, whose beautiful sweet voice, with its alluring tone, had saddened him.
Madam Iqbal approached him gracefully, affecting coyness, and said to him meekly and humbly:
“I haven’t any money today, cabman. Will you come back tomorrow?”
She gave him an imploring look, which contained something of the coquettish and the “come hither”.
Shahhata’s eyes caught a glimpse of a strange gleam. Then he said to her wantonly:
“I can’t leave here, Lady. As the saying goes, ‘the pigeon doesn’t enter the same way as it leaves.’”
Madam Iqbal smiled, guessing what was in his mind. She rushed at him, forgetting his dirtiness and foul smell,
giving him a kiss on the mouth which intoxicated him, and almost made him faint.
*
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Madam Iqbal’s son, Jamal, who was seven years old, returned home, looked through the bedroom keyhole,
then burst out laughing. As he went away. he met Umm Labiba, pulled her head to his, and began to tell her, in his
childish language, the secret he had seen in the room—the secret of Cabman Shahhata’s remission of the debt due
to him by these easy and marvellous means.
105.115 The Two Brothers: A Folktale\fn{told by an unnamed Egyptian (before 1895- )} Egypt (F?) 4
Once, there were two brothers, of one mother and one father. Anpu was the name of the elder, and Bata was the
name of the younger.
Anpu had a house and a wife. His younger brother was to him, as it were, a son. Bata made clothes for Anpu,
he followed behind Anpu’s oxen to the fields, he did the plowing, he harvested the corn, he did for Anpu all of the
work connected with the field.
Anpu’s younger brother grew to be an excellent worker; there was not his equal in the whole land. The spirit of
a god was in him.
Now, this younger brother followed Anpu’s oxen in his daily manner, and every evening he returned to the
house laden with all the herbs of the field, with milk and with wood, and with all the things of the field. And he
put these down before his elder brother, who was sitting with his wife. And Bata drank and ate, then he lay down
in his stable with the cattle.
At the dawn of day, he took bread that he had baked, and put it before his elder brother. And he took bread with
him to the field, and he drove his cattle to pasture in the fields. As he walked behind his cattle, they said to him,
“The herbage in that place is good.”
Bata listened to all that the cattle said, and he took them to the good place that they desired. The cattle that he
was responsible for developed into excellent animals, and they multiplied greatly. At the time of plowing, Bata’s
elder brother said to him,
“Let us make ready for ourselves a good yoke of oxen for plowing. The land has come out from the water, it is
fit for plowing. Bring corn to the field, we shall begin the plowing tomorrow morning.”
That is what Anpu said to him, and Bata did all the things as his elder brother had instructed. When the
morning came, they went to the fields with their things, and their hearts were exceedingly pleased as they began
their work. As they worked in the field, they stopped for the corn. Anpu sent his younger brother, saying,
“Hurry, bring corn from the farm.”
When Bata returned to the home, he found the wife of his elder brother sitting, adorning her hair. He said to
her,
“Get up and give some corn to me, so that I may hurry back to the field. My elder brother has told me to
hasten. Do not delay.” She said to him,
“You go and open the bin, and take what you will, because I don’t want to drop my locks of hair while I am
dressing them.”
The youth went into the stable. He took a large measure, because he wanted to take much corn, and he loaded
it with wheat and barley. He went out, carrying it. She said to him,
“How much of corn is on your shoulder?”
“Three bushels of barley and two of wheat, in all, five bushels. That is what is on my shoulder.”
That is what he said to her. She conversed with him, saying,
“There is great strength in you, I see your might every day.”
And her heart knew him with the knowledge of youth. She arose and came to him, and conversed with him,
saying,
“Come, stay with me, and it shall be well for you. I shall make for you beautiful garments.”
Then Bata became like a panther of the south with fury at the evil speech that she had made to him, and she
feared greatly. He said to her,
“You are to me as a mother, your husband is to me as a father, for he who is elder than I has brought me up.
What is this wickedness that you have said to me? Don’t say it to me again! For I shall not tell it to any man, and I
shall not let it be uttered by the mouth of any man.”
He lifted up his burden, and he went to the field. He came to his elder brother. They took up their work,
laboring at their task.
Afterwards, in the evening, Anpu, the elder brother, returned to his house. The younger brother was following
his oxen, and he loaded himself with all the things of the field. He brought his oxen before him, to make them lie
down in the stable that was in the farm.
The wife of the elder brother was afraid because of what she had said. She took a parcel of fat, she became like
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one who is evilly beaten. She desired to say to her husband,
“It is your younger brother who has done this wrong.”
Her husband returned in the evening, as was his habit every day. He came into his house, and found his wife ill
of violence. She did not pour water on his hands as she usually did, she did not make a light for him and the house
was in darkness, and she was lying very sick. Anpu said to her,
“Who has spoken with you?” She said,
“No one has spoken with me except your younger brother. When he came to get corn for you, he found me
sitting alone. He said to me, ‘Come, let us stay together. Tie up your hair.’ That is what he said to me. I did not
listen to him, but I said to him, ‘Am I not your mother? Is not your elder brother a father to you?’ He was afraid,
and he beat me to keep me from reporting his behavior to you. If you let him live, I shall die. He is coming in the
evening, and I complain of these wicked words, because he would have done this even in the daylight.”
The elder brother became like a panther of the south. He sharpened his knife, he took it in his hand, and he
stood behind the door of his stable to kill his young brother as he came in the evening to bring his cattle into the
stable.
Now the sun went down, and he loaded himself with herbs in his daily manner. He came, and his foremost cow
entered the stable, and she said to her keeper,
“Your elder brother is standing here with his knife, to kill you. Flee from him!”
Bata heard what his first cow had said, and the next cow that entered said the same thing. He looked beneath
the door of the stable, and saw the feet of his elder brother; he was standing behind the door, and his knife was in
his hand. Then the younger brother cried out to Ra Harakhti, saying,
“My good Lord, you are the one who divides evil from good.”
Ra stood and heard Bata’s cry, and Ra made a wide body of water between him and his elder brother, and it
was full of crocodiles. One brother was on one bank, and the other was on the other bank. The elder brother struck
his hands twice because he had not killed Bata. The younger brother called to the elder on the bank, saying,
“Stand still until dawn. When Ra rises, we shall be judged before him, he discerns between good and evil. I
shall not be with you any more, I shall not be in a place where you are. I shall go to the valley of the acacia.”
When the land was lightened and the next day appeared, Ra Harakhti arose, and one brother looked to the
other. Bata spoke with his elder brother, saying,
“Why did you come after me to kill me in craftiness, without hearing what I had to say? For I am your brother
in truth, and you are to me as a father, and your wife is like a mother to me. Is that not so? Truly, when I was sent
to bring us corn, your wife said to me, ‘Come, stay with me.’ But this has been turned over into something else for
you.”
And Bata caused Anpu to understand all that had happened between him and Anpu’s wife. Bata swore an oath
by Ra Harakhti, saying,
“Your coming to kill me with your knife was an abomination.”
Then the youth took a knife and cut off his phallus, and threw it into the water where a fish swallowed it.
He faltered, he became faint, and his elder brother cursed his own heart greatly. He stood weeping for Bata afar
off; because of the crocodiles, he did not know how to pass over to where his younger brother was. Bata called to
Anpu, saying,
“Whereas you have done an evil thing, will you also do a good thing, like that which I would do for you?
When you go to your house, look to your cattle, for I shall not remain in the place where you are. I am going to
the valley of the acacia.
“Now, as to what you shall do for me: you should come to seek me if you see that something has happened to
me. This is what will happen: I shall draw out my soul and put it on the top of the flowers of the acacia. When the
acacia is cut down and it falls to the ground, you must come to look for it. If you search for it for seven years, do
not let your heart become weary. For you will find it, and you must put it into a cup of cold water and expect that I
shall live again, that I may exact revenge on the one who had done me wrong. You shall know that things are
happening to me when someone gives you a cup of beer and the beer is troubled. Don’t wait when this happens to
you.”
Bata then went to the valley of the acacia, and Anpu went back to his house. His hand was on his head, and he
cast dust on his head. He came to his house, and he killed his wife. He cast her body to the dogs, and he sat in
mourning for his younger brother.
*
Many days after these events, the younger brother was in the valley of the acacia. No one was with him. He
spent his time hunting the beasts of the desert, and he came back in the evening to lie down under the acacia tree
that bore his soul on the uppermost flower. After this, he built a tower in the valley of the acacia with his own
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hands; it was full of all good things that would enable him to provide for himself a home.
He went out of his tower, and met the nine gods who were going forth to survey the entire land. The nine gods
talked with one another, and they said to him,
“Ho, Bata, Bull of the nine gods! Are you staying by yourself? You have left your village because of the wife
of Anpu, your elder brother. His wife has been killed. You have been avenged.”
Their hearts were exceedingly pained for Bata. Ra Harakhti said to Khnumu,
“Create a woman for Bata, so that he does not remain alone.”
And Khnumu made for Bata a mate who would dwell with him. She was more beautiful in body than any other
woman in the land. The essence of every god was in her.
The seven Hathors came to see her, and they said with one voice,
“She will die by the knife.”
Bata loved her greatly, and she lived in his house. He passed his time hunting the beasts, and he brought and
laid them before her. He said,
“Do not go outside, for the sea might seize you. I cannot rescue you from the sea, because I am a woman like
you. My soul is in the flower at the top of the acacia. If someone else finds it, I must fight with him.” So it was
that he revealed to her all of his thoughts.
Later, Bata went to hunt in his usual manner. And the young woman went out to walk under the acacia that was
at the side of her house. The sea saw her and cast its waves up after her. She fled from the waves, and went into
the house. The sea called to the acacia,
“I wish that I could seize her!”
The acacia brought a lock of her hair, and the sea carried it to Egypt and dropped it at the place where the royal
clothes-washers cleansed the pharaoh’s linen. The smell of the lock got into the clothes of the pharaoh, and they
were angry with the pharaoh’s washers, saying,
“The smell of ointment is in the clothes of the pharaoh.”
The washers were rebuked every day, and they did not know what they should do. The pharaoh’s chief clotheswasher walked along the sea-shore, his heart pained by the daily quarrels with him. He stood still, he stood on the
sand opposite to the lock of hair, which was in the water, and he had someone go into the water and bring the lock
of hair to him. The scent of the hair was found to be exceedingly sweet, and he took it to the pharaoh. The scribes
and wise men were summoned, and they said,
“This lock of hair belongs to a daughter of Ra Harakhti. The essence of every god is in her. It is a tribute to you
from another land. Let messengers go to every alien land to seek her. The messenger who goes to the valley of the
acacia should be accompanied by many men to bring her here.” The pharaoh said,
“Excellent! What you have said is excellent.”
The messengers were sent.
Many days later, the people who had been sent to the strange lands returned to give their report to the pharaoh.
But those who had come to the valley of the acacia did not return, because Bata had killed them, allowing one of
them to return to give a report to the pharaoh.
Then the pharaoh sent many men and soldiers, including horsemen, to bring her back. With them was a
woman; she had been given beautiful women’s jewelry.
And the young woman came back to Egypt with her, and they rejoiced over her throughout the land. The
pharaoh loved her very much, and he raised her to a high state. He asked her to tell him about her husband. She
said,
“Let the acacia be cut down, and have it chopped up.”
The pharaoh sent men and soldiers with their weapons to cut down the acacia. They came to the acacia tree,
and they cut down the flower on which the soul of Bata rested.
And Bata suddenly fell dead.
Meanwhile, Anpu, the elder brother of Bata, entered his house and washed his hands. Someone gave him a cup
of beer, and it became troubled. Someone gave him a cup of wine, and the smell of it was foul.
Anpu took his staff, his sandals, and his clothes, along with his weapons of war, and he set off to the valley of
the acacia. He entered the tower of his younger brother, and found him lying on his mat. He was dead. Anpu wept
when he saw his younger brother truly lying dead, and he went out to seek the soul of Bata under the acacia tree
under which his younger brother lay in the evening. He spent three years seeking it, but did not find it. When he
began the fourth year, he desired in his heart to return to Egypt. He said,
“I shall go tomorrow morning.”
That is what he said in his heart. When the land lightened and the next day appeared, Anpu was walking under
the acacia. He spent the day seeking Bata’s soul. He returned in the evening, and continued to look for it.
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He found a seed. He returned with it. This was the soul of Bata. Anpu got a cup of cold water, and he put the
seed into it. Then, as was his habit, he sat down.
When night came, Bata’s soul sucked up the water; he shuddered in all his limbs, and he looked on his elder
brother, while his soul was still in the cup.
Anpu took the cup of cold water which contained the soul of his younger brother. Bata drank it, and his soul
again stood in its place, and he became as he had been.
They embraced each other, and they conversed. Bata said to his elder brother,
“I shall transform into a great ox that is beautifully marked, an ox not hitherto known to mankind, and you
must sit on my back. When the sun rises, I shall be where my wife is, and I shall avenge myself on her. You shall
take me to the place where the pharaoh is. All good things will be done for you. You will be rewarded with silver
and gold because you brought me to the pharaoh. I shall become a great marvel, and they shall rejoice for me
throughout the land. Then you shall return to your village.”
When the land had lightened and the next day appeared, Bata transformed, himself into an ox. And Anpu sat on
his back. At dawn, they came to the place where the pharaoh was, and they made themselves known to him. He
saw the ox, and was very pleased with him. He made great offerings for him, saying,
“This is a great wonder!”
They rejoiced over him throughout the land. They presented Anpu with silver and gold, and he went and stayed
in his village. The pharaoh gave the ox many men and many things, and loved him more than all that was in the
land.
After many days, the ox entered the purified place, and stood where the princess was.
“I am alive,” he said to her. She said to him,
“And who are you?” He said,
“I am Bata. I am aware that when you caused the acacia tree to be felled for the pharaoh, which was the abode
of my soul, you did it to destroy me. But I am indeed alive, I am an ox.”
The princess became very frightened when she heard the words her husband had spoken to her. And the ox
went out of the purified place. The pharaoh was sitting at the table with her, exceedingly pleased with her. She
said to him,
“Swear to me by God, saying, ‘Whatever you say, I shall do it, for your sake!’”
He agreed to listen to her.
“I want to eat the liver of the ox, because he is not fit for anything.”
That is what she said to him.
The pharaoh was very sad when he heard her words, his heart was greatly pained. After the land had lightened
and the next day appeared, the pharaoh proclaimed that there would be a great feast with offerings to the ox. Then
he sent one of his royal butchers to sacrifice the ox.
When the ox was sacrificed, as he was carried on the shoulders of the people, he shook his neck and threw two
drops of blood against the two doors of the pharaoh, one drop of blood on one side of the great door of the
pharaoh, and the other on the other side.
They grew into two great Persea trees, each of them excellent. Someone went to tell the pharaoh,
“Two great Persea trees, a great marvel for the pharaoh, have grown up during the night by the side of the great
gate of his majesty.”
There was rejoicing throughout the land for the trees, and offerings were made to them.
A long time after this, the pharaoh was adorned with the blue crown, with garlands of flowers on his neck, and
he was in his chariot of pale gold. He went out from the palace to see the Persea trees. The princess went out,
following the pharaoh, on her own horses. As the pharaoh sat under one of the Persea trees, it spoke with his wife:
“You deceitful one, I am Bata! I am alive, although I have been treated in an evil way. I know who caused the
acacia tree to be cut down by the pharaoh at my home. I became an ox, and you caused me to be killed.”
Many days later, the princess stood at the pharaoh's table, and the king was pleased with her. She said to him,
“Swear to me by God, saying, ‘Whatever the princess shall say to me, I shall grant it.’”
He listened to what she said. And he commanded,
“Let these two Persea trees be cut down, let them be made into fine wood.”
He listened to all she said. He sent skilled craftsmen, and they cut down the Persea trees of the pharaoh while
the princess, his royal wife, was standing there looking on. They did to the trees all that was in the princess’ heart.
But as they did so, a chip flew up, and it entered the mouth of the princess. She swallowed it, and after many days
she bore a son. Someone went to tell the pharaoh,
“A son has been born to you.”
They gave to the child a nurse and servants, and there was rejoicing throughout the land. The pharaoh had a
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merry day as they set about naming the child, and he loved the child very much. He raised the child to be the royal
son of Kush. After a long time, the pharaoh made him crown prince of all the land, and later Bata became the heir
of the pharaoh.
Then the pharaoh died, he flew up to heaven. And Bata, the heir, said,
“Let my great nobles be brought before me, so that I can acquaint them with all that has happened to me.”
They also brought his wife before him, and Bata judged her in the presence of the nobles, and they agreed with
his judgment.
Anpu, his elder brother, was brought to him, and Bata made him hereditary prince in all his land.
Bata was pharaoh of Egypt for thirty years, and his elder brother took his place on the day that Bata died.
120.59 The Liver Of The Wise And The Liver Of The Foolish: A Folktale\fn{by A. ‘Aali (1896- )} Girshah Village,
Kenzi, Nubia, Egypt (M) 3
Once there was a Bishari. This Bishari traveled on the road until he reached a village. In this village there was
a king. The king was sick. His vizier said to him,
“King, I have your remedy.” The king answered him,
“Well, vizier, let’s have it.” The vizier said,
“You have to eat the livers of two persons—a foolish one and a wise one. If you eat the liver of a foolish
person and that of a wise person, you will be cured, and the illness will go away.” The king asked him,
“Is that so?” He answered him,
“Yes, that is so.” The king said to him,
“All right, find someone who is foolish and someone who is wise.”
The vizier looked around and found the Bishari. He had his men arrest him. They took him to prison until they
had found a wise one. He said to the king,
“King, we found the foolish one; now we have to find the wise one.”
The king looked around, and the vizier looked around also. Then the vizier said to the king,
“King, we have the wise one right here! We have the judge. The judge is the wisest man in the whole kingdom.” Immediately the king ordered,
“Take him! Put him in prison, with the other one.”
They took the judge and put him in prison. Now the Bishari was shouting,
“Why am I here? What do you want of me? Why did you put me here?” The judge was weeping; he said to the
Bishari,
“Tomorrow they are going to kill us. They will take our livers, mine and yours, and feed them to the king so
that he may be cured.” When the Bishari heard this, he started beating on the door and shouting,
“Get me out of here! Get me out of here! Take me to the king! Take me to the king! King! King!”
They took him out and took him to the king. He said to the king,
“Why did you bring me here? What do you want of me?” The king answered him,
“You are here so that I may eat your liver and that of the judge so that I can be cured.” The Bishari said to him,
“Why?” The king answered,
“I have to eat the liver of a foolish man and that of a wise man so that I can be cured.” The Bishari wondered,
“Who said this to you?” The king answered,
“The vizier; and you are the foolish one, and the judge is the wisest one in my kingdom.” The Bishari asked,
“And who told you that?” The king replied,
“My vizier.” The Bishari said,
“As for foolishness, I am not a fool. I know that there is only one God, and I know the number of days and
months in the year. I know the calendar, and I know the stars. I fare inside the desert without any guide; I know
my directions. I say all the prayers; I fast and I know my religion well! Now, why is this man here?”
Meaning whom? Meaning the judge. They answered him,
“Because he is wise. The judge is naturally wise.” He replied,
“No, he is not wise. His parents and his masters have taught him by the rod and insults. Knowledge was forced
into him through beating and insults.\fn{ I.e., he did not learn on his own, as a Bishari does .} He is not wise. As for being
foolish, I am not. As for being wise, the judge is not.” Then the king asked him,
“Then who is wise, and who is foolish?”
(Now it was the king who was asking the Bishari this question). The Bishari replied,
“The foolish one is the man who is still living with a sterile wife, still living with a sterile woman who does not
give birth to children. What is he waiting for? This is the real foolish one.” The king said,
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“All right, now we know who’s foolish. What about the wise one? Who is the wise one?” The Bishari said,
“The wise one is the person who sits at the coffeehouse and fashions speech. He is the man who fashions
speech from memory. The wise one is the labeeb, the man who makes up words; the man that recites poetry.”
\fn{I.e., the improvising oral poet.}
The king said, “All right,” and he looked around. He did not find any foolish man except his vizier. The king
ordered,
“Take him!” He pleaded,
“But—my lord!” The king replied,
“No buts! You are the foolish one. For years you have been with a sterile wife.”
They looked around outside. In a coffeehouse they came upon a man who was making up songs and singing.
The man, an artist, was saying, “Ohhhh, my night, ohhhh, my day,” etc. They said to him,
“What night! What day! Come!”
And they took him and put him with the vizier.
*
Whether the king ate the livers or not, whether he was cured or not, does not concern us here. What concerns
us is that the judge took the Bishari man home. Of course the Bishari saved his life. The judge said to him,
“I have three daughters. You choose the one that appeals to you the most. I will marry her to you.”
The Bishari man consented and selected one of the three. The judge married them, and they lived together.
(She bore him three male children.) One day the Bishari man said to the judge,
“‘A boat does not float except on water,’ ‘watermelon does not ripen except on its vine,’ and ‘he who seeks his
home lives:’ I want to go to my home; I want to go to my home. If your daughter comes with me, she is welcome.
If she does not, I would like to take my children and go back to my home.”
He took his wife and his children and left. They covered a distance as far as from Cairo to EI-Minya.\fn{ About
150 miles.} They came to a valley. It was full of cattle. The Bishari man said to one of his sons, the eldest,
“Boy, this is your home, All these cattle are yours.” For this Bishari man had very much money and property.
After this they kept on going, After they covered a distance as far as from El-Minya to, say, Asyout,\fn{ About
100 miles.} he said to his second son,
“This is your home. You stay here.”
Now there remained only himself and the [third] boy and the boy’s mother, his own wife. They went as far as
from Asyout to Aswan.\fn{About 300 miles.} He said to his third son,
“This country is your home. You stay here.”
Of course all this was his, for he was a very rich man. Then he took his wife and went far away from his
children,
When the man and his wife reached their home, his wife kept on boasting about her father, the judge; “My
father is … my father is …” He said to her,
“I would like to send you back to your father, the judge. You go and ask the judge, your father, ‘What is the
fattest, what is the heaviest, and what is the lightest of things?’” The woman went, and her father asked her,
“Why did you come back?” She replied,
“My husband sent me back to ask you, ‘What is the fattest, what is the heaviest, and what is the lightest of
things?’ When I have received the answers to these questions, I should go back to him and tell him your answers.”
Now what did the judge do? The judge filled a pillow with ostrich feathers and gave it to her and said,
“This is the lightest of things.” He filled another case with lead and said to her,
“This is the heaviest of things.” He also brought a very fat young sheep and gave it to her and said,
“And this is the fattest, the richest of things.”
The woman took these three things and set out for home. Her husband had told her,
“Do not stop to visit my sons.”
She came to the first valley, where the first son was. She stopped to visit her son and said to him,
“Your father asked me to go to my father, the judge, and ask him these three things: ‘What is the richest, what
is the heaviest, and what is the lightest of things?’ My father gave me these three things—the sheep, the lead, and
the ostrich feathers.” Her son said,
“That’s right. What my grandfather said is correct.” The same thing happened with the second son. He also
told her,
“My grandfather is right.”
Now she went to the third son. He asked her,
“What brings you here, mother?”
She told him the story. He took the feathers and blew them in the wind and threw the lead away and
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slaughtered the sheep. He said to her,
“The lightest is the cheerful, generous person. The heaviest is the villainous miser. The richest is the [well]
water of the month of Tooba.\fn{December.} You go and tell my father that these are the lightest, heaviest, and
richest of things.”
The woman left. When she reached her home her husband received her.
“Welcome, welcome, wife. Have you seen your father? Have you asked your father about the three things I
asked you?”
“Yes husband.”
“What did your father say?”
“He said, ‘The lightest is the cheerful, generous person. The heaviest is the villainous miser. The richest is the
[well] water of the month of December.”
“Well, well, well! That’s good! Did your father say that?”
“Yes, husband.”
“Well, well, well, he is right. Have you seen my sons, wife?”
“No, husband.”
He knew that these were not the answers of her father. Now these three sons were named Muhammad,\fn
{Praised.} Hasan,\fn{Nice.} and Sadiq\fn{Truthful.}
The father rode his horse to see the first son.
“How are you, Muhammad?”
“I’m well, father.”
“How are things going, Muhammad?”
“They are going well, father.”
“Has your mother been here, Muhammad?”
“No, she hasn’t, father.” The man said to him,
“Well, son, I’m glad.” He went to the second son.
“How are you, Hasan?”
“I am well, father.”
“How are things, Hasan?”
“Things are well, father.”
“Has your mother been here, Hasan?”
“No, she hasn’t, father.”
The man said, “Well,” and left. He went to the third son.
“How are you, Sadiq?”
“I am well, father.”
“How are things, Sadiq?”
“Things are well, father.”
“Has your mother been here, Sadiq?”
“Yes, she has, father.”
“What did she say? Did she have anything with her?”
“Yes, father. She had a sack full of ostrich feathers and another full of lead and a fat sheep. She said her father
had told her that these three things were the lightest, the heaviest, and the richest of things.”
Then the father asked him,
“And what did you do, Sadiq?” The son answered,
“I blew the feathers in the wind. I threw away the lead. And I killed the sheep. I told her, ‘The lightest is the
cheerful, generous person. The heaviest is the villainous miser. The fattest is the [well] water of the month of
December.” The father smiled and said,
“Your name is Sadiq, and you are truthful. Come, Truthful.” Then the father said,
“Your other two brothers, Muhammad and Hasan, are now among your possessions. You can sell them or buy
them as you wish.” And he said to him, “Peace be upon you, Sadiq,” and left. He went back to his wife. He again
asked her,
“Wife, have you seen my sons?”
“No, husband.”
He didn't say anything. A short while later, he began yelling,
“Woman! Woman! Get me my gun! Get me my spear! Our property has been stolen; our sons have been
raided. Hurry! Hurry!” The wife said,
“Calm down; none of this happened.” He replied,
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“No, no, the children have been raided.” The wife replied,
“I have just been with them.”
“Aha! Then you are a liar! Like your father the judge, who is ignorant.”
He made the youngest son head of all the rest. He realized that the woman and her two sons were liars and
treacherous and their grandfather the judge was ignorant and foolish. That was a test that he made to prove all
this.
172.81 Double Standard\fn{by Saiza Nabarawi aka Zainab Murad (1897-1985)} Minshawi Palace, nr. Cairo, Egypt (F) 1
Last Monday was the memorable day of the third convocation of parliament, a parliament so short-lived that it
lasted but a few hours. Every man and woman on the eve of this great day attempted to obtain access to this
feared fortress by favour or by right.
Like many others, I dared to make one timid request. But what was I in this ocean of assembled greats! Wife of
a minister? Wife of an ambassador? I am far from having this importance (even though I am not less than these).
What title then might I have to call upon those with the power to open sesame?
Friendly readers, in my innocence I had thought that my new position as editor-in-chief of L’Egyptienne would
allow me to pass among the invited officialdom without offending the stern President of the Senate. But, what
after all is L’Egyptienne but a humble monthly magazine which has none of the privileges of a daily newspaper!
This is the least of what the Minister of the Interior told me when this very kind minister, in order to make the pill
easier to swallow, let me know that not even L’Egypte Nouvelle had been able to obtain an entry pass.
Regretfully for the accuracy of the information the Minister of Interior, I have to say that this, unfortunately,
was not the case. L’Egypte Nouvelle had been invited to the opening ceremony of parliament and if the director of
L’Egypte Nouvelle himself was not in attendance, he at least sent a representative in his stead. Probably more
clever than I, he had spoken directly with the dispenser of tickets.
In stating my complaint I by no means resent the presence of my distinguished colleagues but simply wish to
raise a voice against unequal treatment. I should point out that representatives of the local press are often less
favoured than certain foreign women who are readily given invitation cards for little more than calling themselves
press correspondents.
A double standard! This will always exist as long as men rule!
Allowing my humble person into such an honourable assembly would signal that the state was honouring
Egyptian women and Egyptian men equally. The presence of the wives of ministers (who appeared as spouses of
high officials) does not signifiy representation of women. The Egyptian woman who constitutes half the nation
was therefore totally forgotten. The names of presidents of women’s organisations were not recognised and those
of women journalists equally ignored!
Why?
Could it be that the Egyptians in power, whose liberal views I praised recently in front of a European woman,
resemble a poorly trained bear who during an entire day hid in his cave to escape the demands and solicitations of
our abhorrent sex? Might those in power be hiding behind old habits and customs which excluded women from
public meetings? But, how then do you explain the invitation to the wives of our ministers?
I racked my brains and found nothing, absolutely nothing, which could explain such a strange attitude. If I go
back in memory and do a little psychological history, I recall that the president of the Feminist Union and the
founder of L’Egyptienne turns out to be the same person who some time ago vehenrently protested against a
minister over the Sudan and today, in his new position, he is the holder of invitation cards! Perhaps this might
explain the persistent ill-will directed against our magazine, its founder, and indirectly, its editor.
Is it just that in this Egyptian land, so hospitable to foreigners, our women should be the last to enjoy the rights
and prerogatives accorded others, and that this should happen under a (Liberal Constitutional) ministry which
proclaimed in its speech upon taking power that through higher education it hopes “to place men and women on
an equal footing in order to permit the latter to fulfil their duty in the national renaissance”?
I would like to hope that in taking our legitimate grievances into consideration the administration will do its
duty to better reconcile its acts with the declarations of its statesmen and that it will not forget at the next opening
of Parliament to invite L’Egyptienne to occupy its rightful place in the assembly of the representatives of the
country.
158f.86 Excerpt from Salma Et Son Village\fn{Amy Kher (1896- )} Alexandria, Egypt (F) 8½
1
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Assise sur un escabeau en retrait du seuil, Salina Farès équilibre des genoux le plateau de cuiv-re où elle
achève de trier le riz poudreux. En outre, par rapides coups d’œil, elle surveille tantôt, à son côté, le fourneau
portatif sur lequel mijote la bouillie de lentilles, tantôt, face à la porte, l’impasse qui débouche dans la grande rue
de Hadchit, presque vis-à-vis de la maison du curé.
—Ah ! pense-t-elle, combien je préfère m’occuper ici que d’aller peiner aux champs avec le père!
Moissons et semailles exigent un tel effort! Elle se remémore des soirs où elle est rentrée plus fourbue que la
mule qui se trainait à grand’peine jusqu’à l’étroite écurie en sous-sol. La jeune fille gagnait tout droit sa
couchette, laissant sa mère, elle-mêmme recrue de fatigue, vaquer seule aux dernières besognes ménagères.
Trié, puis lavé avec soin, le riz rejoint les lentilles dans la marmite enfumée. Et Salma, après avoir activé le feu
en l’éventant, reprend son siège.
Pourvu qu’elle le veuille—il lui suffit de se pencher en avant—elle aperçoit, courbé sur un livre derrière Ia
fenétre, Boulos, le fils aîné du curé Lébé Namour. Destiné, lui aussi, au sacerdoce, il bûche sa théologie.
—Désœuvrée maintenant et curicuse, elle l’observe.
—Sûr qu’il n’est pas mal, décide-t-elle. Hannée a bon goût. Quant à lui, pourquoi ne l’épouserait-il pas? C’est
la plus belle et la plus robuste fille du village?
Elle évoque Hannée Tannous, gaillarde haute en couleur: joues et lèvres rouges, yeux noirs, dents
éblouissantes.
—Et puis si active et si pondérée tout ensemble.
Rien qu’à l’imaginer, il émane de son arnie des effluves d’allègre quiétude.
—Y a pas à dire, une vraie femme pour curé! renchérit-elle.
Dans les villages rtirés de la montagne maronite, la loi ecclésiastique permet encore de conférer les ordres à un
homme marié, mais elle interdit à ce même homme une nouvelle union en cas de veuvage.
Salma sourit en se répétant le dicton du cru: “Nulle épouse plus choyée que celle du curé.” Mais elle s’assornbrit en un retour sur elle-même:
—Ce n’est pas moi, par exemple, qui mériterais semblable aubaine. Je suits maigrichonne, de petite santé et, à
en croire mes parents, étourdie, entêtée at paresseuse pardessus le marché. Ainsi, n’aurais-je pas dû m’efforcer
aujourd’hui d’aller au champ à la place de ma mère? …
Elle soupire:
—Et qui sait, j’y aurais peut-être rencontré Jamil Francis.
Jamil est le neveu du cheikh Rachid Francis dont Chafik Farès cultive trente donomes en métayage.
Le cheikh, nanti de quatre filles à défaut d’héritier mále, a appelé auprès de lui ce fils unique de son frère
défunt que Salma trouve si élégant dans son vêtement à l’européene et si courtois aussi. Et puis, habits et manières
à part, elle a été frappée tout de suite par la douceur ardente des yeux couleur noisette, le haut front bombé qui
s’harmonise avec le nez aquilin et le dessin de la bouche avide et dédaigneuse.
Venu pour la première fois voilà plus d’un mois à leur champ, Jamil les avait salués avec amabilité, son père et
elle. Redressée soudain de dessus un poquet, elle avait tardé à répondre, le regard appuyé de l’homme ayant ag gravé de trouble sa surprise. Ce regard-là, Salma se gourmande d’avoir cru le retrouver à chaque roncontre.
Illusion sans doute.
—Porquoi m’accorderait-il quelque attention, ce fils de noble, instruit, fortuné? Nos vaniteux voisins de
Bécharrée ceseraient-ils de nous traiter du haut de leur grandeur?
Jadis, lorsque les guerriers de Zgorta, dont le fameux Joseph Karam avait porté au paroxysme l’orgueil et la
tyrannie, exigeaient un tribut des villages de la Kadicha, Hadchit ne s’était libéré que grâce à l’appui de
Bécharrée. Depuis, celle-ci le traitait en vassal, et ce d’autant plus que beaucoup de ses propriétaires fonciers
confiaient l’exploitation de leurs terres aux Hadchitiens, honnêtes et laborieux.
Dans la marmite, Salma perçoit soudain un crépitement avertisseur. Elle se précipite vers les jarres. La
première est vide, mais dans la seconde il reste de quoi allonger la bouillie.
Ce faisant, elle se tance:
—Cheu! plus d’eau à la maion! Je vais vite en chercher.
Elle se drape la tête d’une fine batiste blanche avant de hisser sur son épaule l’un des lourds récipients qu’elle
y assure de son bras recourbé! Puis elle sort en poussant du pied, derrière elle, contre la porte refermée la grosse
pierre qui la maintiendra. Et Salma remonte la grand’rue jusqu’à la fontaine où la source captée déverse son filet
limpide. La jarre emplie, au lieu de revenir sur ses pas, elle s’engage dans une venelle. Parvenue devant la
troisème maison, bien que la porte en bâille, elle frappe au battant sans entrer. Aussitôt surgit, s’essuyant les mains
à son tablier, une femme dont la loquacité instantanée semble la revanche d’un récent mutisme.
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—Entre, ô bienvenue. Je m’en vais te préparer un verre de sirop de mûres, du dernier que j’ai fait et qui est
délicieux. A moins que tu ne préfères une bonne tasse de café crémeux?
Puis elle l’accable de détails sur elle-même, sur son fils Anis, sur sa fille Hannée.
—Pardon, s’excuse enfin Salma, j’ai laissé chez nous la marmite sur le feu. Je ne puis dont, malgré tout mon
désir, m’attarder près de vous, ma tante.
A Hadchit, qui compte quelque cent foyers, comme dans chaque village de la montagne, tout le monde est plus
ou moins parent; on ne se marie guère qu’entre soi. Yotisséfia Tannous est cousine au troisième degré de la mère
de la jeune fille, qui l’appelle tante par affectueuse déférence.
—Dis-moi, au moins, comment ça va de votre côté … Ton père, ta mère et les Namour?
—Ils vont bien. Je suis passée, ma tante, pour vous rappeler que nous vous attendons demain après-midi. C’est
notre tour pour la taboulée du dimanche.
—Entendu, bien sûr. Mais comment se fait-il que tu ne sois pas au champ?
—Un peu de fatigue.
—Fatiguée à dix-sept ans! Quand j’avais ton âge, je ne me reposais du travail qu’en dansant. Tu n’es pas
malade au moins?
—Non, seulement mes jambes m’inquiètent. Elles enflent parfois.
—Ecoute alors. Dans de l’eau trés chaude où tu auras fait dissoudre de l’alun, baigne-les matin et soir. Un dé à
coudre d’alun par quart de jarre. Et dans deux jours tu m’en diras des nouvelles.
—Dieu vous bénisse, je suivrai votre conseil. Au revoir!
—Reste encore une minute, voyons.
—Je ne peux pas, la bouillie risquerait de brûler. A demain, ma tante. Bien des choses à Hannée et à Anis.
—Au revoir, ma fille; Dieu te garde!
Salma se hâte au long des logis somnolents. Tous les valides, hommes et femmes, voire enfants, pei-nent sur la
glèbe. Le soleil arde. La cruche où l’eau glougloute se fait plus lourde à son épaule. La gêne de ses chevilles
gonflées s’accroît. Elle pense avec soulagement à l’ombre fraîche dont l’accueillera bi-entôt la maison paternelle.
Avec soulagement, mais aussi avec quelque ennui. Un vague regret la hante.
2
Le lendemain, Salina n’a ouvert les yeux que sous le regard de sa mère qui serutait son visage endormi.
Rieuse, elle lui noue ses bras autour du cou. Des baisers claquent.
—Tes jambes? … Mieux? demande Amina. Un nouveau baiser la rasure et elle ajoute:
—Allons, viens vite prendre le café. Le père nous attend.
Les deux femmes rejoignent dans la pièce centrale, à la fois entrée, salon et salle à manger, Chafik Farès, qui a
déjà empli trois tasses de café fumant.
Tandis qu’ils boivent à bruyantes gorgées, la jeune fille observe son père que marque la fatigue: la peau
ravinée se détend autour des yeux gris et de la bouche alourdie; le nez en bec d’aigle saille décharné et c’est d’un
geste las que sa main se promène parfois sur la nuque plate.
—Père, vous, n’avez pas l’air dans votre assiette.
—Un léger mal de tête, un peu de courbature. Bah! ça partira comme c’est venu, tout seul!
Ainsi grommelle le brave homme, cependant qu’en son for intérieur, il se promet de profiter du repos
dominical pour s’administrer une bonne cuite. Rien de tel, selon lui, pour se remettre d’aplomb.
Puis il questionne:
—Que ferez-vous cet après-midi, vous autres?
—Voyons, répond Amina, c’est notre tour d’offrir la “taboulée.”
—Tiens … Ah! Oui.
Il n’en dit pas plus. Ni l’une ni l’autre ne demandent s’il restera pour recevoir les amis. Les jours fériés, le chef
de la famille n’en fait qu’à sa tête et ne tolérerait pas d’ingérence.
D’ailleurs elles n’ont pas le loisir de s’attarder en sa compagnie. Le ménage réclame tout de suite leurs soins,
si elles veulent arriver à temps pour la grand’messe.
Les cloches de Mar-Germanos épandent déjà leur appel lorsqu’elles quittent la maison. Salma a revêtu sa plus
belle robe, une robe bleue égayée d’une collerette blanche et qui se cintre à la taille pour s’évaser en une jupe aux
larges volants. Devant les dix pouces carrés de son miroir, elle a drapé son fichu de façon à encadrer de deux
bandeaux sombres le quelconque visage que los yeux verts pailletés d’or parent de beauté. Pâle et svelte, elle
chemine auprès de sa mère rougeaude et trapue, et sa séduction s’apparente au charme fragile du narcisse.
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La foule, hommes et femmes mêlés, déborde sous le porche et elles ne pénètrent pas sans peine dans l’église.
Une chaise obtenue pour Amina, la jeune fille tente de se glisser plus loin. Mais elle se trouve bloquée derrière
deux paroissiennes dont la piété s’extériorise avec véhémence. Agenouillées à même la pierre, tour à tour elles
tendent les bras vers le tabernacle, baisent le sol, se frappent la poitrine. Et Salrna, avant de joindre sa voix au
chœur des fidèles, ne peut s’empêcher de se demander quels péchés ont bien pu leur inspirer tant de contrition.
La messe terminée, elle les suit qui se dirigent vers l’autel. Le prêtre serre contre son sein, de la main gauche,
le coffret aux reliques qui contient une phalange du pouce de Mar Germanos, le saint patron de Hadchit. Il en sort
un morceau d’ouate dont il touche par trois fois les fronts inclinés. L’imposition semble rasséréner les compagnes
de la jeune fille. Elle-même se sent plus légère en rejoignant sa mère sur le parvis.
Tout est prêt pour la réception, lorsque, vers les quatre heures de l’après-midi, apparaissent les Tannous.
La veuve a arboré non seulement sa toilette, mais son air de cérémonie. Par bonheur Hannée, la meilleure
camarade de Salma, dissipe la contrainte qui en résulte, en taquinant celle-ci sur une légère indisposition, déjà
guérie dont s’inquiète par contre son frère Anis, aux vingt ans guindés et gauches.
Peu après arrive le Khouri Lébé Namour.
C’est une figure des âges barbares. Les cheveux épais, d’un noir terne, s’ébouriffent jusqu’autour du cou; non
moins drues, la barbe en éventail et la moustache hérissée masquent le bas du visage, et il n’est pas jusqu’aux
bons gros yeux que n’assoimbrissent des sourcils en broussaille. La famille l’accompagne: Mariam, sa femme,
imposante de stature et de mine; Boulos, son ainé, beau jeune homme bien découplé, et le reste de sa progéniture,
trois bambins de treize à neuf ans.
Les salutations s’échangent, dignes et cordiales, puis Amina apporte dans un grand plat creux la taboulée
savoureuse salade au citron où fraternisent blé, poivrons, tomates et oignons relevés de persil et de menthe.
Comine il sied, le Khouri se sert le premier au creux de feuilles de vigne, et chacun l’imite sans plus de façons.
Des rasades de vin rouge et de raki largement baptisé arrosent le goûter.
Peu à peu le diapason dos voix s’est haussé. Des rires éclatent, tous parlent et persenne ne se soucie d’écouter.
Lasse de ce vacarme, la maîtresse de maison suggère:
—Si Anis nous chantait quelque chose?
—Oui, qu’Anis chante, implorent les enfants Namour.
Les dames renchérissent, mais Anis ne se laisse pas convaincre.
Alors Hannée s’écrie, malicieuse:
—Demande-le-lui, toi, Salma, et il s’exécutera.
—Non, non, proteste l’intéressé, je suis enroué comme une crécelle de vendredi saint.
—En ce cas, décide Salma, il vaut mieux ne pas insister.
D’un regard en dessous elle le jauge. Comme il ressemble à sa sœur Hannée! Même carnation saine, mêmes
yeux noirs, mêmes dents éclatantes. Un beau et solide garçon, en somme. Mais il retire le cône de feutre beige
qui, maintenu par un turban de soie noire, coiffe les Libanais de si seyante façon et, ainsi, apparaît, très accusé, cet
aplatissement postérieur du crâne, particulier aux montagnards qu’on laisse, parait-il, étendus trop souvent sur le
dos pendant leur premiere enfance.
L’attention de Salma s’arréte à cette. légère diformité. Tous ne l’ont pas, pense-t-elle; Jamil Francis, par
exemple.
Puis elle contemple, amusée et attendrie, Hannée assise près de Boulos et qui sourit aux anges. Elle va lui
décocher quelque bénigne raillerie, lorsque Amina réclaime le silence.
La coutume veut que le curé agrémente ce genre de réunion en contant une légende locale, et il s’y soumet
volontiers. Sa montagne qu’il n’a jamais quittée, c’est son univers. Il en parle avec une certaine érudition et une
poésie fruste qui ravissent ses auditeurs. D’ailleurs, comment ne leur serait-il pas sympathique? Paysan de cœur et
d’âme, son indulgence est acquise à tout péché hormis celui de paresse, et il sait être secourable avec jovialité.
—Notre père, prie Salma, je voudrais bien entendre l’histoire de la statue romaine.
La statue en question git, mutilée, sur le parvis de l’église Mar-Germanos.
Le prêtre se recueille déjà tout en lissant sa barbe inculte, mais sa femme intervient:
—Il se fait tard, et nos gamins qui ont dû se donner une indigestion ne tiennent plus en place. Et puis la brise
de mer commence à souffler. Ne vaudrait-il pas mieux se promener un peu?
Chacun acquiesce poliment. Mais Amina rit sous cape. C’est l’heure où l’on prend le frais sur le pas des portes
et la Khouriée\fn{La femme du curé} préfère encore à la satisfaction d’écouter son mari celle de recueillir les
hommages de la paroisse.
La digne femme n’est point sans défauts. Elle abuse trop souvent de la considération que les ouailles de
son mari se croient tenues de lui témoigner. Rien n’étanche sa soif d’honneurs. Et quel contraste entre sa
sévérité décorative, pour ne pas dire sa suffisance renfrognée, et la cordialité bon-enfant du curé
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En groupe, on a gagné la grand’rue et pris la direction de la place.
Les bons souhaits s’entrecroisent. Dans les courettes les familles sont réunies. Délassement, bavarda-ges
et jeux divers. Le heurt sec des jetons de trictrac ponctue le ronronnement paisible des narguilés.
A l’estaminet, un phonographe démodé grince la version arabe d’une scie de café-concert; la gaieté y est
bruyante. Salma feint de ne pas reconnaitre, parmi les buveurs attablés, son père qui, la tête entre les bras,
somnole sous l’effet des libations.
—Rentrons, si vous voulez bien, propose Amina. Dès le soleil couché, il fera froid.
Tout le monde lui donne raison sans pourtant être dupe du prétexte avancé. En s’attardant un dimanche
soir, on risquerait, au retour, de trébucher dans les ruelles sur un ivrogne que sa femme n’aurait pas rentré à
temps …
On rebrousse donc chemin. Les Namour s’arrêtent en route pour rendre une visite, les Tannous
raccompagnent la mere et la fille Farès jusque devant chez elles.
Une fois à deux, Amina éprouve le besoin d’échanger quelques impressions:
—Comme elle était savoureuse notre taboulée!
—Oh! oui.
—Mais le Khouri n’en a pas pris beaucoup.
—Tiens! Tiens!
—Ses gossos en revanche se sont empiffrés.
—Eh! oui.
—Cette pauvre Yousséfia, cornme elle vieillit! As-tu remarqué les rides autour des yeux?
—Non.
—Mais qu’est-ce que cette façon de me répondre? A quoi réves-tu donc? De tout l’après-midi, tu n’as
pas desserré les dents au lieu de te mettre en frais comme c’était ton devoir. Tu n’es guère plaisante, tu sais!
—Et si je n’ai rien à dire, maman?
—Rien à dire, rien à dire! … Une femme a toujours quelque chose à dire … à moins d’avoir l’esprit dans
la lune ou de l’avoir totalement vide, conclut-elle en rangeant avec fracas les assiettes au fond du placard.
3
Eveillée cette fois avant l’aube, Salma gagne en hâte la chambre de ses parents.
Sa mère, qui est assise au chevet de Farès lourdement endormi, se répand aussitôt en plaintes:
—Ma fille, quelle nuit affreuse! Ton père est rentré saoul à ne plus savoir comment porter sa tête. J’ai eu bien
du mal à le coucher. Et il vient à peine de ceser de gémir et de se trémousser. Enfin il est encore brûlant. Je crains
qu’il ne soit malade pour de bon.
Penchée sur lui, elle appelle à haute voix:
—Chafik! Chafik!
Il entr’ouvre les yeux un instant et les referme en grognant.
—Tu vois, Salma! …
—Je vois qu’il a très sommeil. Ce n’est rien, ça passera vite, le temps de cuver son vin.
—Oui, mais le champ? … Ni lui ni moi, nous ne pourrons bougier de la journée. Il aura besoin de mes soins
àson réveil.
—Ne te fais pas de bile, mère. Je me débrouillerai bien toute seule.
—Bon, tu es une brave petite. Prends la mule, et n’oublie pas l’orge pour elle ni le casse-croûte pour toi … Je
l’avais préparé pour le père … Là-bas, tu trouveras le norag auprès du noyer.
—Sois tranquille sur mon compte!
Une embrassade et Salma, poursuivie de bénédictions, court à l’écurie seller sa monture.
Il y a une bonne demi-heure de Hadchit à Bécharrée, et les terres de Rachid Francis se trouvent au delà, en
bordure du bois de mûriers des Nouri. Sur la route, la bête trotte d’elle-même, tandis que Salma voue au paysage
une admiration qui ne s’émousse pas au fil des jours.
Cerné de crêtes dénudées que dore le soleil encore invisible, un amphithéâtre s’éploie dont la masse confine à
la majesté. Au flanc des monts, de pittoresques villages, sertis dans la plus haute verdure, dessinent comme un
demi-collier.
Une échappée sur la droite. La jeune fille se retourne sur sa selle et son regard prend en enfilade la gorge
vertigineuse de la Kadicha, brèche cyclopéenne, écartèlement du roc.
Ce chaos, l’homme l’a domestiqué. A force de persévérance, il a transformé en terrasses les moindres rebords
de falaise, taillé en gradins des versants presque à pic: là où ne se cramponnent pas l’olivier et le mûrier rampe la
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vigne. En outre, il l’a peuplé à la gloire de Dieu. La Kadicha est la rivière sainte: dressés sur les hauteurs,
accrochés aux pentes, ce ne sont que chapelles et monastères et les rochers sont creusés de pieuses retraites.
Miracle du labeur et de la foi opéré par une race à laquelle Salma, sans en approfondir les raisons, se sent fière
d’appartenir … Des senteurs de racines humides flottent dans la brise fraîche. Elle sent la vie de son corps
s’amplifier. Le sang court léger dans ses veines. Ses poumons se dilatent à plein. Elle partage l’émoi physique des
plantes que travaille la sève.
Et cet émoi se répercute en son esprit qu’envahit un optimisme dont elle s’étonne. N’a-t-elle pas laissé au logis
le père malade, la mère soucieuse? …
Alors elle se rend compte que germe en elle l’espoir de revoir Jamil Francis.
Arrivée au champ, elle pense:
—Qu’il est charmant! Voilà deux jours que je ne l’ai vu. Pourvu qu’il vienne!
Elle met pied à terre et attelle la mule an norag. Puis ayant jeté par brassées les tiges sur l’aire elle claque du
fouet:
—Yoh!
La lourde machine démarre.
Surgissant au-dessus d’une crête, le soleil fouille la vallée, et Bécharrée-la-Pieuse, des cloches des ses vingtdeux églises, convie ses sept mille paroissiens à la prière.
Salma se signe et récite l’angelus.
Pour la deuxième fois, elle renouvelle la couche de tiges, lorsque, sans qu’il ait décelé son approche du
moindre bruit, elle devine Jamil tout près, par derrière. Il s’en est venu à petits pas à travers les mûriers.
Gênée, tendue, elle continue sa besogne en feignant de s’y absorber.
—Hé! bonjour la jolie.
—Bonjour, répond-elle, le regard ailleurs.
—Ton père n’est donc point là?
—Il est malade.
—Malade au lendemain d’un dimanche? … Pas d’un excès de travail, sans doute.
—En tout cas, l’ouvrage n’en souffre pas, riposte-t-elle en cinglant l’animal qui redouble d’efforts.
Sans attendre une invitation, Jamil s’assied en bordure de la piste et ne quitte plus des yeux la jeune fille.
Silence insistant! Une sensation étrange, délicieuse, encore inéprouvée, trouble celle-ci. Seule, l’accoutumance
raffermit le geste et la voix dont elle encourage la bête.
Jaimil reprend après queique temps:
—Tu es vaillante.
—Je suis Hadchitienne, proclame-t-elle.
—Je connais votre réputation. Mais, de par la Vierge, arrête un moment.
Elle obéit et, debout devant lui, assure en rougissant:
—Votre oncle sera content de la récolte …
En son interlocuteur, elle discerne quelque intérêt. Mais peut-elle deviner qu’il s’agit surtout d’une curiosité de
citadin devant son âme neuve et sa grâce rustique? …
Aimable, non sans une pointe de raillerie, il s’enquiert:
—Dis donc, parmi les gars de ton village, plus d’un doit te courtiser, pas vrai?
—Bah! ils n’en ont guère le temps.
—Quel dommage! M’accepterais-tu, moi, pour galant?
Ce ton cavalier la blesse. Sans répondre elle so détourne.
Mais d’un, bond souple, il se redrese et quémande, une excuse dans la voix:
—Asseyon-nous tous les deux quelques minutes. Ne veux-tu faire avec moi pacte d’amitié? … Tu verras
comme nous deviendrons de bons camarades. Allons, regarde-moi en face, bravement, en bonne Hadchitienne que
tu es, et dis oui!
Elle ne dit pas non et ils prennent place côte à côte sur un talus.
—Je m’ennuie tellement, reprend-il. Ah! que la campagne semble fade quand on a l’habitude de la ville!
Naivement elle s’étonne:
—Quoi donc, notre montagne ne vous plaît point?
—Oh! si … mais il n’y a pas qu’elle au monde. Il y a tant d’autres choses.
Il s’essaye à évoquer les pays où l’on prend la fortune d’assaut, les capitales où l’on acquiert la puissance, les
villes de luxe où l’on mord à toutes les joies de la vie.
Elle ne comprend pas très bien, mais elle éprouve un éblouissement comparable au vertige des cimes.
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Il l’entretient de ses projets, ardent, intarissable. Son inconscient égoisme s’étale si bien que sa peu perspicace
auditrice finit par s’en fatiguer. Elle se lève en prétextant la tâche abandonnée.
Lui la suit des yeux, tandis que, debout sur le traineau, elle presse la mule, et il s’attendrit de la sentir si crâne
et si fréle à la fois.
—Puisque tu es seule aujourd’hui et que nous sommes devenus une paire d’amis, lui dit-il en prenant congé,
permets-moi de revenir te tenir compagnie tantôt. Je te donnerai rnême volontiers un coup de main.
—Un monsieur tel que vous! Vous n’y pensez pas. D’ailleurs je me tire très bien d’affaire sans aide.
—Alors je viendrai simplement t’adrnirer, lui décoche-t-il en s’en allant.
Midi pèse de toute sa chaleur. Alourdie, Salma dételle la mule qui se tasse de fatigue, et la mène boire au
ruisselet proche avant de lui donner son picotin d’avoine.
Jamil réapparait comme, à l’ombre du noyer, elle entame son frugal repas: pain, œufs durs et fromage, apporté
dans les fontes de la selle.
—Pour te rejoindre, j’ai déjeuné si vite que me voici de nouveau en appétit, déclare-t-il en se laissant tomber
près d’elle.
D’un geste en même temps que de la voix, elle l’invite à partager:
—Tfadel!\fn{Prenez place}
—Tu es bien jolie, sais-tu? … Petite bouche et grands yeux. Quel âge as-tu?
—Dix-sept ans tout juste.
—Reviendras-tu demain?
—Oui, sans doute.
—Seule?
—Dame, si père est encore malade.
—Au fait qu’a-t-il donc?
—La fièvre, je crois.
—Loin de lui tout malheur!
Et, poii, sinon sincere, il ajoute:
—Je souhaite que passe vite son mal.
Quoiqu’il ait à peine touché aux provisions, il simule un repentir:
—Tu t’es privée pour moi. Je t’en demande pardon.
—Oh! il y en a toujours plus qu’il n’en faut. Mère a la main large.
La conversation se poursuit, sur tout et sur rien, jusqu’à ce que Salma se lève, non sans regret visible.
—Il faut reprendre la besogne. Au revoir, Monsieur!
—Ne puis-je vraiment t’aider? … Apprends-moi.
Elle sourit, malicieuse:
—Mon père saura mieux que votre servante. Demandez-le lui dès qu’il sera guéri.
—Tu ne veux donc pas. Bah! j’apprendrai tout seul, rien qu’à te regarder.
Cette nouvelle insistance, tout indiscrete qu’elle est, flatte la jeune fille. La ronde reprend, au bruissement de la
paille froissée. Salma se défend de regarder le jeune homme, qui, adossé à l’arbre, fume une cigarette.
Soudain il commence à chanter:
Parti dans les bois, hier, à la chasse,
J’y ai rencontré deux filles jolies.
Elles n’avaient rien, ni collets ni pièges …
D’une simple œillade, hélas! je fus pris.

C’est un de ces airs arabes lents, psalmodiants, dont certaines paroles revienncnt si souvent qu’il n’est point
besoin pour comprendre d’en suivre de bout en bout le texte. Bien que peu cultivée, la voix est agréable.
Salma feint de n’en point goûter le charme. D’ailleurs il lui incombe de rattraper le temps perdu.
Alors Jamil dont la patience se lasse vite coupe court; il lui adresse pour tout adieu un salut à distance et s’éloi gne, le pas vif.
Une volée de pensées contradictoires tourbillonne dans l’esprit de l’ingénue: “Dame! il faut qu’il sache que je
suis sérieuse … Mais est-ce que je ne viens pas d’être presque impolie? … Au début, j’aurais peut-être dû me
montrer moins abordable … En fin de compte, je n’en ai point trop dit. Il ne peut pas prétendre que je l’ai
encourage.”
Puis, oubliant sur-le-champ qu’il a passé avec elle une bonne partie de la journée: “Qui sait si je l’intéresse? Je
ne suis qu’une ignorante. Je l’ai plus ennuyé que froissé sans doute!”
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Cependant Jamil, que quelques instants de marche out suffi à rasséréner, constate, amusé:
suis déjà capable de la bouder!”

“Eh

quoi!

Je

4
Farès accueille le retour de sa fille par un grognement prolongé qui veut faire figure de plainte.
La mère est plus explicite:
—Cest une belle et bonne fièvre, Salma. Je te l’avais bien dit. La Khouriée a conseillé de lui faire boire du
sirop de caroubier, mais lui n’a rien voulu mettre en bouche de la journée. Je n’ai obtenu qu’à grand’peine qu’il
reste au chaud dans son lit. Heureusement qu’il a transpiré! Et puis, aussi, je l’ai frictionné de la tête aux pieds
avec du vinaigre!
—Parfait. Après une nuit de somrneil il n’y paraîtra plus.
Mais, le lendemain matin, devant Chafik plus rouge et tout agité de frissons, il est décidé que Salma retourne
encore seule au champ.
A peine s’y trouve-t-elle que Jamil Francis apparaît.
Elle manifeste sa surprise:
—Vous, si matinal! …
—Moi-même.
Elle se tait, envahie d’une sorte de gêne béate. C’est lui qui prend la parole:
—Et le père?
—Pas mieux qu’hier. Pire peut-êti-e.
Je suppose que ce n’est rien de grave.
—Dieu vous entende!
Il se rapproche et la caresse des yeux:
—Dis donc, ne devines-tu pas pourquoi j’arrive de si bonne heure?
Les joues de la jeune fille s’ernpourprent, et lui de continuer:
—Je suis ici pour travailler ou au moins pour faire mon apprentissage.
Sans plus argumenter, il porte des gerbes sur l’aire. Puis il attelle la mule et monte sur le norag qu’il réussit à
diriger assez habilement, car il est adroit de ses membres et, la veille, il a observé de près le manège de la conduc trice.
Celle-ci à d’abord guetté ses maladresses, puis plasanté son succès. Maintenant, elle réclame sa place. Il ne la
lui cède qu’à condition qu’elle la lui rende plus tard sans résistance.
Ils passent ainsi la journée, tantôt sérieux, tantôt rieurs, dans une camaraderie qui guérit la jeune fille de toute
appréhension.
Le soir, elle retrouve son père dans le même état et sa mère plus nerveuse. Pour permettre à celle-ci de se
reposer, elle veille le malade une partie de la nuit. A l’aube, aucune ammélioration ne s’est encore produite et elle
propose d’avertir le médecin en traversant Bécharrée.
Mais Amina s’y refuse:
—Jamais un de ces oiseaux de mauvaise augure n’a mis les pieds chez nous, Mar Germanos en soit remercié!
On ne s’en est pas plus mai trouvé. Attendons encore. Notre ami le Khouri doit venir ce matin. Je verrai ce qu’il
dira. Et toi, ne te fatigue pas trop. J’ai peur pour tes jambes avec ce surcroît de travail. Tu n’en souffres pas, au
moins?
—Je ne me suis jamais aussi bien portée, je te le jure.
—Tant mieux, tant mieux! Et tu ne t’ennuies pas trop là-haut?
—Eh non! Et puis Jamil Francis me rend visite de temps en temps. Apropos, il m’a chargé de ses compli ments
pour toi et de ses meilleurs souhaits de santé pour père.
—C’est un gentil garçon. Salue-le de notre part.
Salma est sur le point d’ajouter que ce gentil garçon, non seulement lui tient compagnie des heures d’affilée,
mais aussi lui donne un coup de main. Elle diffère la confidence sous le prétexte que sa mère ne s’en soucie guère
pour l’instant.
Au champ, en dépit de l’attention apportée au labeur, la matinée lui a semblé lente et vide. Jamil n’arrive que
vers midi en compagnie de Cheikh Rachid.
—Bonjour, petite fille, dit ce dernier.
—Bonjour, Messieurs, répond-elle en arrêtant la mule.
—Qui croirai à la voir qu’elle vaut un homme au travail, proclaime l’oncle avec bienveillance!
—Et comment va ton père, demande le neveu?
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—Toujours la même chose.
—Ne vous déciderez-vous pas à appeler le médecin?
—Bah! mon garçon, intervient Cheikh Rachid, tu connais le dicton: “Consultez un homme d’expérience plutôt
qu’un homme de science.”
Et, un sourire s’allumant dans ses petits yeux rusés, cernés comme ses lèvres de fines rides, il continue:
—Les Hadchitiens pensent ainsi et ils n’ont peutétre pas tort.
—Pourtant les docteurs ne tuent pas toujours, riposte Jamil en riant.
—Enfin, j’espère que ton père n’a rien de sérieux, petite. Allons, bon courage! conclut l’oncle.
Et les deux homnies s’éloignent, tandis que le plus jeune lance un “au revoir” significatif.
Salma s’est sentie ensuite moins désemparée. Le soir, un foyer plus riant l’accueille. Les Namour et les
Tannous sont là et d’autres voisins qui commentent àvoix basse la bonne nouvelle. Sur le conseil du curé, le
barbier a saigné Chafik Farès et un grand mieux s’est manifesté.
Mais ce mieux ne se prolonge guère que jusqu’au matin suivant. Tout le reste de la semaine, bon gré mal gré,
Amina doit rester au chevet du malade.
Au champ, Salma, toujours seule, déploie une énergie allègre dont elle s’étonne la première.
De plus en plus tôt, Jamil vient l’y rejoindre. A sa chaleureuse poignée de main répond en elle un sursaut dif ficilement réprimé. Elle n’ose plus lever les yeux sur lui car, lorsque leurs regards se croisent, ils s’accrochent, et
c’est comme une étreinte qu’elle ne rompt qu’avec peine.
Le vendredi, la lessive la retient à la maison.
En le revoyant, le lendemain, sa joie est double. Elle se rend compte, dès ses premiers mots que cette courte
séparation lui a été aussi douloureuse qu’à elle-même.
—Trente-six heures sans te voir, Salma, que c’est long! soupire-t-il.
Bouleversée, elle ne sait que balbutier, tandis qu’il ajoute par respect humain:
—J’ai craint que ton père n’aille plus mal.
—Non point! Mais il y avait de l’occupation chez nous.
—Ah! …
Salma, cette fois, n’a pas détourné les yeux à temps. Fascinée, clouée sur place, elle le laisse s’approcher à la
frôler. Et voici que déferlent le long de son dos des ondes de chaleur qui montent jusqu’à la nuque. Impossible de
se dérober à l’appel des prunelles ardentes, à l’imploration muette des lèvres; une langueur la paralyse.
Chavirée, défaillante, elle pèse soudain aux bras qui la ceinturent, s’abandonne au baiser qui viole sa bouche.
Lorsqu’elle reprend conscience du temps, haletante elle proteste:
—Oh! pourquoi, pourquoi, Jamil? …
—Parce que je t’aime et que tu m’aimes, murmure-t-il.
Un nouveau baiser bmpérieux la dompte. Elle est pénétrée d’effluves embrasés.
Mais l’intensité même de ce transport l’effraie. En sa mémoire sonne, en tocsin, l’avertissement maternel tant
de fois répété: “Méfie-toi des galants … N’accorde rien qu’a l’épouseur …”
Elle se reprend tout d’un coup. D’ailleurs l’homme ne tente point de consommer sa victoire. Il la contemple
qui refait sur l’aire les gestes simples et harmonieux dont l’image s’impose à ses insomnies.
Et rien n’advient durant une longue minute.
Le permier il parle enfin:
—Salma pardonne-moi si j’ai eu le maiheur de te déplaire. Ce n’est pas ma faute si je t’aime … Je ne te veux
que du bien.
Tremblante encore, elle se retranche dans son labeur, silencieuse.
Il se figure que du mépris naît en elle. Alovs, à travers la paille et le grain, il court jusqu’au traineau:
—Salma, réponds-moi; je t’en supplie. Dis-moi que tu ne m’en veux pas.
Si ses lèvres restent closes, ses yeux le renseignent qui disent la crainte et l’amour.
Il comprend que le mieux est de partir. Mais, auparavant, cet ennoblissement passionnel, cette générosité inconséquente auxquels la jeunesse la plus égoïste succombe au moins par instants, lui dictent des paroles riches de
promesse implicite:
—Ecoute, je ne pourrai revenir de la journée, parce que mon oncle a besoin de moi; mais permets-moi d’aller
faire visite à ton père ce soir … Au revoir, Salma! Au revoir!
Elle lui retourne son adieu d’une voix mal assurée. Trop d’émotions l’ont secouée. Dès qu’il a disparu, elle
cesse de travailler. Elle va s’asseoir au pied du noyer et ressase phrases et baisers. Le bonheur et la honte l’inon dent en vagues alternantes. Parfois aussi l’idée du père malade la relance ou bien de futiles soucis de ménage. Sa
mère trop absorbée ne saurait, à elle seule, tout mettre en ordre pour l’arrivée de Jamil.
Et Salma rentre deux heures en avance.
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263.199 & 270.70 1. Enta Omri 2. Shams Al-Aseel\fn{by Oum Kolthoum (1898-1975)} El Senbellawein, Dakahlia
Governorate, Egypt (F) 2
1
Your eyes took me back
To my bygone days;
They tought me to regret
The past and its pain.
*
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wasted.
How can they count it on me?
…
All I saw …
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wasted.
How can they count it on me?
…
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wsted.
How can they count it on me?
…
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wasted.
How can they count it on me?
*
You are my life …
You are my life.
With your light its dawn began.
Yes, you are my life
*
So much of my life has gone,
Gone,
And passed, my love
…
So much of my life has gone,
So much of my life has gone,
Gone,
And passed, my love
…
So much of my life has gone,
*
Never did my heart know
A moment of happiness
Or tasted in this world
But bitter pain.
So much of my life has gone,
Gone,
And passed, my love.
…
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So much of my life has gone,
Never did my heart know
A moment of happiness
Or tasted in this world
But bitter pain.
*
Only now have I begun
To live my life
Only now have I begun to fear
That time will fly
…
Only now have I begun to fear
That time will fly
*
Every happiness I longed for and imagined
Was found
In the light of your eyes,
By my heart and mind
…
Every happiness I longed for and imagined
Was found
In the light of your eyes
By my heart and mind.
*
O life of my heart,
More precious to me
Than life.
Why …
Why …
Why …
Why didn’t I fall in love with you sooner?
*
All I saw …
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wasted.
How can they count it on me?
…
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wasted.
How can they count it on me?
…
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wsted.
How can they count it on me?
…
All I saw
Before my eyes saw you
Is a lifetime wasted.
How can they count it on me?
*
You are my life.
With your life its dawn began.
With your life its dawn began.
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Yes, you are my life.
2
The sun before sunset become golden
Nile: palm leave are
masterpiece and imagined
beautiful: in your surface
if the flute sang on your shore
and the tune danced
by the wind blow
which passes softly
*
Nile: my love and I
are similar to your pureness
our hearts had been sensitive and soft
when your wind has been soft
and we has been clearness in love
like your clearness
not us and not you
have a similar in beautifulness
*
Nile: my love and I
had obtained what we has wanted before\
where the love stops her ships\
we stop ours
and if the night enlarged and became taller
our nights became shorter
who is harmed by the love
he crys and his night became longer
7.47 & 35.95 1. Miracles For Sale 2. The Martyr: Two Short Stories\fn{by Twefik Husayn el-Hakiim (1898-1987)}
Alexandria, Alexandria Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
1
The priest woke early as was his wont, preceded only by the birds in their nests, and began his prayers, his
devotions, and his work for his diocese in that Eastern land whose spiritual light he was and where he was held in
such high esteem by men of religion and in such reverence by the people. Before his door there grew a small palm
tree planted by his own hands; he always watered it before sunrise, contemplating the sun as its rim, red as a date,
burst forth from the horizon to shed its rays on the dewy leaves, wrapping their falling drops of silver in skeins of
gold.\fn{A small number of Egyptian Christians still live in Egypt, the remnant of a once mighty host, begun according to their tradition
in the earliest times by Mark, the young disciple of Jesus …}
As the priest finished watering the palm tree that morning and was about to return inside, he found himself
faced by a crowd of sad and worried-looking people, one of whom plucked up the courage to address him in
beseeching tones:
“Father! Save us! No one but you can save us! My wife is on her death-bed and she is asking for your blessing
before she breathes her last.”
“Where is she?”
“In a village near by. The mounts are ready,” replied the man, pointing to two saddled donkeys standing there
waiting for them.
“I am willing to go, my sons,” said the priest. “Wait a while so that I may arrange my affairs and tell my
brethren and then return to you.”
“There’s no time!” they all said as one voice. “The woman is dying. We may well reach her too late. Come
with us right away if you would be a true benefactor to us and a merciful saviour to the dying woman. It is not far
and we shall be there and back before the sun reaches its zenith at noon.”
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“Well, then, let us go at once!” the priest agreed with enthusiastic fervour. He went up to the two donkeys,
followed by the crowd. Mounting him on one of them while the husband of the dying woman mounted the other,
they raced off.
For hours on end they pounded the ground with the priest asking where they were bound for and the men
goading on the donkey, saying, “We’re almost there!” It wasn’t till noon that the village came into sight. They
entered it to the accompaniment of barking dogs and the welcome of its inhabitants, and they all made their way
to the village hall. They led the priest to a large room where he found a woman stretched out on a bed, her eyes
staring up at the ceiling. He called to her, but no reply came from her, for she was at death’s door. So he began to
call down blessings upon her, and scarcely had he finished when she heaved a great sigh and fell into a deep fit of
sobbing, so that the priest thought she was about to give up the ghost.
Instead her eyelids fluttered open, her gaze cleared and she turned and murmured:
“Where am I?”
“You are in your house,” answered the astonished priest. “Get me a drink of water.”
“Bring the pitcher!” shouted her relatives around her. “Bring the water jar!”
They raced off and brought back a jug of water from which the woman took a long drink. Then she belched
heartily and said:
“Isn’t there any food? I’m hungry!”
Everyone in the house set about bringing her food. Under the astonished gaze of those around her the woman
began devouring the food; then she got up from her bed and proceeded to walk about the house completely fit and
well again.
At this the people prostrated themselves before the priest, covering his hands and feet in kisses and shouting,
“O Saint of God! Your blessing has alighted on the house and brought the dead woman back to life! What can we
possibly give you as a token of the thanks we owe you, as an acknowledgement of our gratitude?”
“I have done nothing that deserves reward or thanks,” replied the priest, still bewildered by the incident. “It is
God’s power that has done it.”
“Call it what you will,” said the master of the house, “it is at all events a miracle which God wished to be
accomplished through your hands, O Saint of God. You have alighted at our lowly abode, and this brings both
great honour and good fortune to us. You must let us undertake the obligations of hospitality in such manner as
our circumstances allow.”
He ordered a quiet room to be made ready for his guest and there he lodged him. Whenever the priest asked
leave to depart the master of the house swore by all that was most holy to him that he would not allow his
auspicious guest to go before three days were up—the very least hospitality which should be accorded to someone who had saved his wife’s life. During this time he showed him much attention and honor. When the period of
hospitality came to an end he saddled a mount and loaded it up with presents of home-made bread, lentils, and
chickens; in addition he pressed five pounds for the church funds in the priest’s hand. Hardly had he escorted him
to the door and helped him on to the donkey than a man appeared, puffing and out of breath, who threw himself
down beside the priest. .
“Father,” he pleaded, “the story of your miracle has reached all the villages around. I have an uncle who is like
a father to me and who is at death’s door. He is hoping to have your blessing, so let not his soul depart from him
before his hope is fulfilled!”
“But, my son, I am all ready to return home,” the priest replied uncertainly.
“This is something that won’t take any time—I shall not let you go till you’ve been with me to see my uncle!”
The man seized the donkey’s reins and led him off.
“And where is this uncle of yours?” asked the priest.
“Very near here—a few minutes’ distance.”
The priest saw nothing for it but to comply. They journeyed for an hour before they reached the next village.
There he saw a house like the first one with a dying man on a bed, his family around him veering between hope
and despair. No sooner had the priest approached and called down his blessing on the patient than the miracle
occurred: the dying man rose to his feet calling for food and water. The people, astounded at what had occurred,
swore by everything most dear that they must discharge the duties of hospitality towards this holy man—a stay of
three full days.
The period of hospitality passed with the priest enjoying every honor and attention. Then, as they were
escorting him to the gates of the village loaded down with gifts, a man from a third village came along and asked
him to come and visit it, even if only for a little while, and give it the blessing of one whose fame had spread
throughout all the district.
The priest was quite unable to escape from the man, who led the donkey off by its bit and brought the priest to
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a house in his village. There they found a young man who was a cripple; hardly had the priest touched him than
he was up and about on his two feet, among the cheers and jubilation of young and old. All the people swore that
the duties of hospitality must be accorded to the miracle-maker, which they duly did in fine style; three nights no
less, just as the others had done.
When this time was up they went to their guest and added yet more presents to those he already had, until his
donkey was almost collapsing under them. They also presented him with a more generous gift of money than he
had received in the former villages so that he had by now collected close on twenty pounds. He put them in a
purse which he hid under his clothes. He then mounted the donkey and asked his hosts to act as an escort for him
to his village, so they all set off with him, walking behind his donkey.
“Our hearts shall be your protection, our lives your ransom,” they said. “We shall not leave you till we have
handed you over to your own people: you are as precious to us as gold.”
“I am causing you some inconvenience,” said the priest; “however, the way is not safe and, as you know, gangs
are rife in the provinces.”
“Truly,” they replied, “hereabouts they kidnap men in broad daylight.”
“Even the government is powerless to remove this widespread evil,” said the priest. “I was told that gangs of
kidnappers waylay buses on country roads, run their eyes over the passengers, and carry off with them anyone at
all prosperous-looking so that they can afterwards demand a large ransom from his relatives. Sometimes it
happens with security men actually in the buses. Iheard that once two policemen were among the passengers on
one of these buses when it was stopped by the gang; when the selected passenger appealed for help to the two
policemen they were so scared of the robbers that all they said to the kidnapped man was: ‘Away with you—and
let’s get going!’
The people laughed and said to the priest, ‘Do not be afraid! So long as you are with us you will dismount only
when you arrive safely back in your village.’
“I know how gallant you are! You have overwhelmed me with honor and generosity!”
“Don’t say such a thing—you are very precious to us!’
They went on walking behind the priest, extolling his virtues and describing in detail his miracles. He listened
to their words, and thought about all that had occurred. Finally he exclaimed ‘Truly, it is remarkable the things
that have happened to me in these last few days! Is it possible that these miracles are due solely to my blessing?”
“And do you doubt it?”
“I am not a prophet that I should accomplish all that in seven days. Rather is it you who have made me do
these miracles!”
“We?” they all said in one voice. “What do you mean?”
“Yes, you are the prime source.”
“Who told you this?” they murmured, exchanging glances.
“It is your faith,” continued the priest with conviction. “Faith has made you achieve all this. You do not know
the power that lies in the soul of the believer. Faith is a power, my sons! Faith is a power! Miracles are buried
deep within your hearts, like water inside rock, and only faith can cause them to burst forth!”
He continued talking in this vein while the people behind him shook their heads. He became more and more
impassioned and did not notice that they had begun to slink off, one after the other. It was only when he reached
the boundaries of his village that he came back to earth, turned round to thank his escort, and was rendered
speechless with astonishment at finding himself alone.
His surprise did not last long, for he immediately found his family, his brother priests and superiors rushing
towards him, hugging him and kissing his hand, as tears of joy and emotion flowed down their cheeks. One of
them embraced him, saying, “You have returned safely to us at last! They kept their promise. Let them have the
money so long as they have given you back, father! To us, father, you are more priceless than any money!”
The priest, catching the word ‘money’, exclaimed: “What money?”
“The money we paid to the gang.”
“What gang?”
“The one that kidnapped you. At first, they wouldn’t be satisfied with less than a thousand pounds, saying that
you were worth your weight in gold. We pleaded with them to take half and eventuaIly they accepted, and so we
paid them a ransom of five hundred pounds from the Church funds.”
“Five hundred pounds!” shouted the priest. “You paid that for me? They told you I’d been kidnapped?”
“Yes, three days after you disappeared some people came to us and said that a gang kidnapped you one
morning as you were watering the palm tree by your door. They swore you were doomed unless your ransom was
paid to them—if we paid you’d be handed over safe and sound.”
The priest considered these words, recalling to himself all that had occurred.
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“Indeed, that explains it,” he said, as though talking to himself. “Those dead people, the sick, and the cripples
who jumped up at my blessing! What mastery!”
His relatives again came forward, examining his body and clothes as they said joyfully, “Nothing is of any
consequence, father, except your safety. We hope they didn’t treat you badly during your captivity. What did they
do to you?”
In bewilderment he answered: “They made me work miracles—miracles that have cost the Church dear!”
2
The church bells rang in Christmas; their resonance vibrated through the very being of Rome as holiness
echoes through and through the being of a pious monk.
At that moment a stranger decended upon the city and headed towards the Vatican. His ears were intent upon
the words of the Gospel that were being intoned from all directions around him.
“And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus: for he shall save his people from their
sins.”
On the winter wind came the music of Handel’s Messiah and Bach’s Christmas Oratorio; the master works of
religious music were hailing Jesus Christ who brought mankind, laden with the burden of its own selfishness, His
message of love that would wash away all sins.
The Gospel readings came to these words:
“And the devil said unto him, If thou be the Son of God, command this stone that it may be made bread. And
Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, that man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God. And
the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the kingdoms of the world, in a moment of
time. And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto
me; and to whomsoever I will I give it. If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine. And Jesus answered
and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only
shalt thou serve.”
And here the stranger sighed, and exclaimed from the depths of his heart:
“I wish I had obeyed him then.”
He reached the palace of the Pope, where he asked to be granted an immediate audience. It was not easy to
stand in the way of such a person: his eyes had the gleam of a power that could not be challenged. No one, neither
priest nor cardinal, dared block his path. The doors were open before him and he entered, with his head humbly
bowed, into the throne room of the head of the Church.
The Pope looked fixedly at his visitor, as he stood before him in the image of man and his voice trembled as he
exclaimed:
“You?”
“Yes, it is I.”
“And what do you seek of me?”
“To enter into the haven of faith.”
“What are you saying, you cursed creature?” The Pope spoke in a whisper, lost in bewilderment, but the visitor
said in a voice ringing with truth and sincerity:
“I no longer deserve to be called the Accursed. I have come to you in repentance, and misfortune it will be for
me should you mock me or even doubt my intention. Everything has an end. Surely the day had to come when I
should see the truth and return to the paths of righteousness? Was it not inevitable that one day I should yearn for
the bosom of God, and tire of this long, futile war, that I should want to abandon my stubborness, shun the
banquet of evil, and long for the taste of good?
“Yes, take of me what you will, submit me to the most abhorrent of tortures, inflict your severest punishment
upon me, but in the name of the Lord of all the heavens do not deprive me of the taste of good for a moment
longer. What is the taste of this thing which you call Good, this thing which you hold in your hands and which
you deny me? I have been living since time began; I have forever been arrogant and vain, forever I have held on
and held out, always claiming that what I possessed was all, that I was self-sufficient, needing nothing further for
myself or for my followers in my Kingdom. There is no one, no one at all, who has not followed me for some
portion of time. My subjects are everywhere, even here within these walls, in spite of the monastic robes and the
crosses.
“But what use is my fabled kingdom as long as I feel only deprivation? Save me, in the name of your God! Let
me, if only once, know the taste of Good, and then throw me down into hell. I have laid down my arms and
renounced the struggle. I am a believer and nothing else: this is now my greatest wish—to become one of those
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faithful worshippers at this moment crowding the churches, kneeling before God and singing hymns of praise to
Him, rejoicing in the birth of Christ, repeating His words and hailing His deeds.
“O Your Holiness, O Vicegerent of Christ, I have come to kneel at your feet for you to baptize me with your
own hands and for you to receive me into the faith—and you shall find me one of the truest and best sons of your
church.”
The Pope was visibly stirred by this fervent plea, yet he could not overcome his surprise, nor prevent himself
from exclaiming:
“You? You, Satan? Now you want to embrace the faith?”
“And why not? Did not Christ say, ‘I say unto you, that likewise—joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that
repenteth, more than over ninety and nine just persons, which need no repentance.’? Did Christ ever draw a
distinction between one person and another? Are we not all equal before forgiveness and redemption? Why do
you wish to shut the door to redemption in my face? I am forsaking sin. Take me into the faith. Hear the cry of
faith that now comes from my heart.”
The Pope was greatly perplexed. He shuddered at the idea, overwhelmed by it. He exclaimed, as though
speaking to himself:
“No … no … this I cannot do.”
At that moment the room filled with the strains of Palestrina’s Missa Papae Marcelli, and the Pope’s
imagination soared with the melody. If Satan should enter the faith, then where will the glory of the Church lie
after that? What is to become of the Vatican, its museums and treasures and magnificent religious monuments?
Everything stands to lose its meaning and its splendor and be left without purpose for the rest of time. The Sistine
Chapel with Michelangelo’s frescoes; the Temptation of Eve; the Prophets; the Flood; the Last Judgement. And
the murals of Raphael in the halls and chambers. Fiat Lux; the Expulsion from Paradise; the Baptism of Jesus.
The fiend is the pivotal point in the Holy Bible, Old and New Testaments alike. How could he be eliminated
without destroying all the symbolism and legend, even the teachings about good and evil that quicken the hearts
of the faithful and stimulate their imagination? What significance would the Day of Judgement have if the spirit of
Evil were wiped out of Man’s world? Would the fallen angels who had followed Satan be brought to judgement?
Or would their own sins be expunged, since Satan’s repentance would have been accepted? Then how would the
world fare without evil? The wars that made Christian Europe the mistress of the world? And these spiritual
rivalries, the mental and material conflicts which set off the spark of thought and produced the light of knowledge
through their friction? No, that would be a very grave matter. The Pope ought not to make a binding decision upon
it. To demolish Evil, to raze it off the face of the earth, would cause an explosion so great that the mind could not
grasp it.
The Pope raised his head, looked at Satan, irritated and embarrassed.
“Why did you choose to come to me? Why did you choose Christianity and not one of the other religions?”
“It is the Christmas celebrations which have made me reach my decision.”
“Listen. I do not know by what name I should call you.. Do you see the predicament? Even what name you
should have after your conversion causes quite a problem. No: the Church cannot accept your request. If you
wish, try one of the other religions.”
And the Pope turned his back upon him.
*
Disappointed and humiliated, Satan left the Vatican. But he had not lost hope. There were many gates which
led to God. He would try another. And he turned his steps towards the Grand Rabbi.
The religious Head of the Jews received him in the same manner as the Christian Pontiff. He listened patiently
to Satan’s wish. Then he asked him:
“Do you wish to become a Jew?”
“I want to reach God.”
The Grand Rabbi pondered carefully upon what Satan had said. If God were to grant Satan forgiveness and
wipe Evil off the face of the earth, what would then distinguish one people from another? The Jews are the chosen
people of God. But if this were to come about, there would no longer be any justification for regarding them as a
people apart, a people especially favored. Even the supreme mastery of finance which had been theirs for
generations would disappear with the disappearance of Evil out of men’s hearts, with the annihilation of greed and
avarice, with the total elimination of selfishness. Satan’s finding of faith would make the structure of Jewish
privilege collapse, and destroy the glory of the sons of Israel. The Rabbi raised his head, and said in sarcastic
tones:
“It is not our habit to conduct missionary work. We have never sought to persuade any others to embrace our
faith, even if he who asks be Satan himself. So, be gone from here, and seek for yourself another religion.”
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*
Satan came away from the Rabbi crestfallen, but he did not despair. There was still one gate left open before
him: the religion of Islam. He made straight for the Sheikh of El Azhar.
The Sheikh received him and listened to what the Fiend had to say. When he had understood what he was
seeking, he said:
“For Satan to find faith is a good thing, but …”
“But what? Have not people the right to enter God’s religion in their masses? Does it not say in His Holy Book
“And Praise thou the mercy of your Lord and seek His forgiveness, for He is the redeemer”? So—here I am,
praising the mercy of God and seeking His forgiveness. Wholeheartedly and in all sincerity, I want to enter His
faith, to become a Moslem, a truly good Moslem, and the best example for others who are seeking the Faith.”
The Sheikh of EI Azhar considered the consequences. If Satan were to become a Moslem, then how would the
Qu’ran be recited? Would people be able any longer to recite: “I seek God’s shelter from the cursed devil”? And if
this verse should be abrogated then it would follow that the same would have to be done to most other verses of
the Qu’ran. Condemnations of the devil, and cautions against his evil and his temptations occupy a great part of
the Book of God. How could he, the Sheikh of El Azhar, accept Satan’s conversion without weakening the entire
structure of Moslem faith? And the Sheikh of EI Azhar raised his head, looked at Satan and said:
“You have come to me about a matter over which I have no power. This is a matter too great for my capacity
and far beyond my authority. What you seek is not in my hands. You have not turned to the right quarters by
coming to me with such a request.”
“Who should I turn to then? Are you not the head of all religious teachers? How then can I reach God? Is this
not what anyone who is seeking to approach God should do?”
“Yes, but you are not like others.”
“Why not? I do not seek to mark myself out from others. I do not ask to rise immediately to the high heavens
and converse with the angels and meet the prophets. This I could have done; but I did not wish to base any appeal
on my special powers, and take pride in my own personality. I do not seek to knock at the gates of Heaven with
my scepter like a king, even though it should be the King of Evil. I have not asked that the heavens should
resound with my clamor, nor that the skies should tremble at my voice whilst I lay down my sword and surrender
my arms, and submit as one crowned head should submit to another. I seek to enter the gates of religion a poor
and humble creature, to crawl on my knees, to heap the dust of humiliation on my royal head, and beg for
forgiveness and guidance from all temples, churches and mosques, like the most miserable and weakest of mortal
men.”
The Sheikh of El Azhar bowed his head for a moment, scratched his beard and said:
“Certainly a good intention, but, all the same, let me speak to you quite frankly: my calling is to advance the
word of Islam, and to preserve the glory of El Azhar. It does not involve putting my hand in yours.”
“Thank you.”
*
Satan said this meekly and humbly, and he left in despondency. He walked about the streets aimlessly; he
gazed at the innocence of children with his heart longing tenderly for all that is pure and innocent; he saw
kindness in the deeds of good people and burned with desire for all that is good; he looked into the hearts of the
faithful as though he were looking at a window display, and saw exhibited in them all that goodness and faith
could produce; he reached out for them with an impotent hand. To be incapable of good—that is the supreme
torment which the devil has to endure.
Satan let forth a cry of pain that scattered the clouds and pierced the heavens. He could no longer keep patient;
he shook with the violence of someone about to render up his soul. But he mustered his courage and mounted to
the skies.
With his fists he pounded at the gates of heaven and pummeled at its bastions, for his calm reasoning was
gone, and he was now like a starving beggar knocking on a door at sunset to ask for a morsel of bread.
Gabriel appeared to him:
“What is it that you seek?”
“Forgiveness.”
“At this time?”
“Am I too late?”
“On the contrary; you are too early. This is not the time to change the established order. Go back to where you
have come from, and go on with your life upon earth as you have been living it.”
“You too? Oh … I cannot any longer … allow me only a taste of Good.”
“To you Good is forbidden … you are not to come near it.”
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“A forbidden fruit?”
“To you, yes … and you shall not find anyone to help you break that order, as Eve did once, when she tempted
Adam to taste of the fruit of the tree.”
“Is there no mercy, no forgiveness?”
“The order of the creation may not be upset by mercy and forgiveness.”
“I am only a humble creature—”
“Yes … but removing you from earth will be removing its foundations and shaking its walls. The features of
the earth will be unrecognizable … its colors and shapes will be wiped away. Virtue has no meaning without sin
… truth has no meaning without error … there can be no righteousness unless evil exists, no light without
darkness: mankind cannot see the light of God save through your own blackness … your presence upon earth is
needed for as long as earth continues to be the seat of the supreme gifts which God has bestowed on mankind.”
“My presence is necessary for the very existence of Good? My dark soul must remain as it is for the glorious
light of God to shine against it?” Satan paused, but went on to say:
“Then I shall accept my terrible fate so that Good may continue to be, and God’s radiance to shine down in all
its brightness. But will I be bound forever in this affliction? Will this curse lie upon my name forever? Will there
be no regard to my intentions, which you can see are noble and good?”
“Yes, you must remain outcast to the end of time. If your doom were lifted then everything else would be
dismembered.”
“Mercy, oh my God! Why should I bear this terrible burden? Why is it that this dread fate has been written for
me? Why wouldst Thou not now make of me one of Thy meek angels, to whom is granted the supreme joy of
entering into Thy love and the love of Thy Light, and who are requited with Thy loving-kindness and with the
praise of men? Here I stand with unequaled and unsurpassed love for Thee. A love that requires a sacrifice
hitherto unknown to angel-kind or mortal man … a love for the sake of which I put on the cloak of disobedience
to Thee … to appear as a rebel against Thee … a love for which I must bear Thy curse and the curse of men … a
love which does not allow me even the distinction of claiming it … nor the joy of affiliation to it. If an anchorite
held such love within him, it would fill his heart with a blinding light: yet though I hold it close to me within my
breast, the light refuses to penetrate my heart.”
Satan wept. His tears fell down to earth, not as raindrops but as dark meteorites and as falling stars..
Gabriel, alarmed, sought to appease him:
“Steady now, steady. They are raining down upon the faithful, who do not deserve to suffer this.”
Satan immediately held back his tears and said in a painful voice as though addressing himself:
“Yes, even my tears turn into catastrophe for others.”
He held back his tears.
“Try and bear your destiny,” said Gabriel to him, speaking now in a gentler tone. “Do your duty and carry on
with your task, without grumbling, complaining or rebelling.”
“Rebelling? If I had really wanted to rebel I would have revolted, broken my loyalty, defied my orders. I could
have declared my disobedience simply by keeping my silence for a moment, by holding back my hand for a mere
instant … just one minute without my inspiring evil and the earth would have found itself, as you say, Gabriel,
with every corner in ruins and its foundations crumbling. But I love, and I seek not to revolt; my love for God is
the secret strength by which the structure He has made of earth holds together. It is the secret of the harmony of
His laws and His order.”
“Pay heed to my advice and return to your work.”
“I shall return, wearing the cloak of my curse and not knowing when I shall shed it. Actors upon earth
sometimes undertake the roles of treason and treachery, but they know that at a certain hour they shed them, and
have their honesty and honor restored to them in their fullness. But, for me …?”
“Go down to earth, and bear with your sufferings; he who loves must endure his sufferings.”
“I do more than that. He who dies in battle in the name of God is enrolled in His book as a martyr. But for Him
I suffer more than death. I wish it were a battle. I wish it were death. I wish I were one of His soldiers. I must exist
to disobey the One I love: I despise myself, and I curse myself at every instant of my being. I cannot die or I could
have killed myself or got myself killed in the name of God. But I subject myself to measures of hatred and wrath
far more fearsome than killing, yet I have no right to hope for mercy or to aspire to forgiveness, nor even to
cherish the idea of joining the ranks of His soldiers some day.”
Gabriel noticed tears beginning once again to glisten in Satan’s eyes.
“Shed no tear,” he said to him hurriedly. “Shed no tear. Do not forget that your tears are catastrophes—and
your laughter a calamity. For the sake of human beings, do not give way to your emotions. Go now; be patient and
moderate your feelmgs.”
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Satan paused lengthily, with his head bowed, and thought over Gabriel’s words. Finally he stirred:
“You are right,” he said almost in a whisper.
*
And he left heaven submissively and descended upon earth. But a stifled sigh burst out from him as he winged
his way down through space; instantly, it was re-echoed by every one of the stars as though all were joining with
him to cry out in agony:
“I am a martyr—I am a martyr.”
120.62 The Green Sparrow: A Folktale\fn{by Zainab G. (1899- )} Girshah Village, Kenzi, Nubia, Egypt. (F) 2
A boy bewitched himself into a sparrow.\fn{ At this point a member of the audience says, “No! They say he was born in
response to a prayer—Once there was a woman who could not give birth to any children. She prayed to God and said, “God, give me a
child, even if it happens to be a sparrow.” God responded to her plea, and she became pregnant. When delivery time came, she gave birth
to a sparrow. One day after the other\fn{I.e., a while later.} this sparrow flew away. At this point, Zainab G. continues as follows :} He
found some people sowing barley. He stole a seed from them and flew away. He found a woman grinding grain on
her grinding stone and said to her,
“Would you like to have this one seed of barley?” She answered him,
“It will not hurt.”
She took the seed and put it with her own. She finished grinding, and the sparrow was still waiting. He said,
“Lady, I want to go.” She replied,
“Go! What’s keeping you?” He said,
“I want my barley seed.” She answered,
“It’s already ground.”
“I want it back!” he said. But she said,
“From where?” He answered,
“A fistful of flour for my barley seed!”
To get rid of him, the woman gave him a fistful of flour. He took it and went away. He came to some women
baking. He sat next to them and said,
“Would you like a fistful of flour?” They answered,
“It will not hurt.” He said,
“Take it and bake it along with yours.” So they did. He said,
“I’m going.” They said,
“Peace be with you, go.” He answered,
“No! I want my flour. I found a barley seed; a fistful of flour for the seed. Now a loaf of bread for the flour.”
They gave him the loaf and said, “Go away.” He took the bread and went to some people gathering onions in a
field. He said,
“Take this loaf and eat it. It’s fine; it is even still warm.”
“Thank you,” they said.
They got some onions and ate them with the bread, After they finished eating, he said to them,
“I’m leaving.” They answered him,
“Peace be with you,” He said,
“I want my bread.”
“Where are we going to get you your bread?” they asked. He replied,
“I found a barley seed; a fistful of flour for the seed; a loaf of bread for the fistful of flour; and now onions for
the bread.”
They gave him a sack of onions and shouted at him, “Go away!”
He took the onions and kept on going until he came to some people herding goats. It was noon and they were
eating,
He said to them, “Take these onions and eat them.”
They said, “Thank you,” and they ate the onions. Now he said,
“I’m leaving.”
“Peace be with you,” they said. He said,
“I want my onions!” They asked him,
“Where will we get them?” He answered,
“I found a barley seed; a fistful of flour for the seed; a loaf of bread for the flour; some onions for the loaf of
bread; and now a goat for the onions.”
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They gave him a goat and shouted, “Go away!”
He came to some people herding cows and said to them,
“I’m spending the night here. I’m going to kill my goat, and you will have supper with me.” They said,
“Fine.” They killed the goat and cooked it and had supper and sat down. He said to them,
“I’m leaving.” They answered,
“Peace be with you.” He replied,
“I want my goat.”
“From where?” they asked. He answered,
“I found a barley seed; a fistful of flour for the seed; a loaf of bread for the fistful of flour; a sack of onions for
the bread; a goat for the sack of onions; and now a cow for the goat.” They begged him:
“May God lead your path; may God satisfy you.” He said,
“Impossible! I want a cow for the goat!”
They gave him the cow and shouted, “Go away!”
He took the cow and left. He walked until he came to some people celebrating a wedding. He tied his cow
outside and joined the dancers. He made a lot of noise until people started wondering,
“Where did this one come from?” Finally, he said,
“I must slaughter my cow in your honor and feed you all.”
They slaughtered his cow, and they all ate. The procession started moving toward the bride’s house. He ran to
the door and sat on the doorstep.
“What’s the matter? What’s the matter?” He started singing,
“I am the green sparrow; I walk pompously. I found a barley seed; a fistful of flour for the seed; a loaf of bread
for the fistful of flour; a sack of onions for the loaf of bread; a goat for the sack of onions; a cow for the goat; and
now the bride for the cow.” [The people implored him]:
“What? Oh, sir, may God lead your path. May God make you satisfied.”
“Never,” he replied; “the bride for my cow.” They said,
“May God compensate you.”
He took the bride and left. He kept on going until he came to the graveyard. There they were burying an old
woman. He went and put a belt around his waist and mud and dust over his head and face. He tore his clothes
from the chest down and wailed,
“Only God is everlasting!” Now they were lowering the corpse into the grave, and he said,
“Stop! What are you going to do to the dead person? If you bury her, she is a loss. You take the bride and give
me the corpse.”
They said, “Fine,” and gave him the corpse and took the bride.
He carried the corpse and went to the Nile. At the bank there were seven loaded ships anchored at the dock. He
got some yarn, put it on top of that dead old woman's head, and pinned a spindle to her sleeve, He stood her up at
the dock. Then he went to the boatmen and begged them,
“Oh, do me a favor. This is my grandmother; she wants to cross to the west bank, to visit her daughter. Please
take her across. I’m in a hurry, and I have to go. My grandmother is a bashful woman, When the boat comes close
to her, just give her a push with the oar.”
They said, “All right.”
As soon as the boats reached her, they called, “Woman come down; woman, come down!” but she didn’t. One
tapped her with the oar, and she fell on her face. The sparrow up there started shouting,
“The boatmen killed my mother! The boatmen killed my mother!”
People came running to help him. The boatmen became frightened and jumped off their seven boats and ran
away. The sparrow took the ships and went back to his village.\fn{ The same persons says here: “It does not end this way.
They say: As the sparrow stood arrogantly on the mast of the lead ship, he started singing, ‘Seven loaded ships for a dead corpse. A dead
woman for a living bride.’ As he was bragging, an ant—one of those big black ants—saw his red rear, his anus. It bit into it and would not
let go until the sparrow died.” Zainab G. says nothing more.}

94.15 & 172.76 A. Zariffa And Ahmad B. Excerpts from Ramza: 1. The Elopement 2. The Impossible Joy\fn
{by Qut al-Qulub aka Out El Kouloub el Demerdashiyya (1892/98/99-1968)} al-Mahamadi Palace, Cairo, Egypt (M) 20
A
Zariffa was not a girl from the Nile valley, not one of our own. Although many of our girls are noted for their
beauty, Zariffa’s was memorable. With her proud demeanor, pure profile, and sparkling eyes, she resembled a
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prancing gazelle, graceful and vibrant, high strung. Her appearance gave those who saw her the impression of a
light as radiant as sunlight on the desert.
One day, when I was still a young man, long ago, a caravan of Bedouins came to our village. The travelers
asked permission to put up their tents, explaining that they were natives of the Fayyoum going to market from
their oasis to sell young camels. The men from those parts are known for their courage and rectitude. So, as mayor
of our village, I welcomed them. Our villagers made sure that they lacked for nothing; we gave them the best that
our hospitality could offer. They remained three days before continuing on their way.
One day after the caravan left, one of the men returned accompanied by his wife and daughter, a child hoisted
on her mother’s shoulders. The little girl, Zariffa, could not have been more than two. Abdel Latif was a man of
few words. His forthright manner instantly inspired trust. He explained that he had decided to leave the caravan
and his brothers. He had returned to us in the hope of establishing a new life for himself and his family. He
assured me that he was not running away from trouble, that he was neither a thief nor a murderer.
As the cotton-picking season was beginning, I was able to find work for him in the fields. He proved reliable
and hardworking, a man of good will. For this reason, any doubts about his motives for abandoning his people
were soon dispelled. He built a small house in the village. Since he never failed to lend a helping hand, he was
quickly accepted and became one of us. We never did find out what could have alienated him from his people. No
one ever asked. Everyone sensed that his turning his back on his past, though, had not been without great sadness.
After a day’s hard work, the men used to drink tea around a fire. Abdel Latif would often talk about his native
Fayyoum in ways that had us all dreaming about this mysterious place. A faraway look came into his eyes when
he described his old home. He spoke softly of its abundant water, cascading streams, and lush, green fields. He
spoke of hills covered in olive trees, of vineyards surrounding a green lake as big as the sea where sailboats glided
quietly like great white birds.
When Abdel Latif spoke of the surrounding desert, his eyes sparkled all the more and his voice grew animated.
He had spent much of his youth herding camels and sheep there. His animals had to compete for survival with
wild hares and gazelles, all grazing on the sparse leaves of thorny acacia. He impressed us with stories of how
Bedouins recognize the footprints of their camels from those of thousands of others no matter how far their herds
stray. Sometimes, he told us, the camels wandered to the very edges of the western desert, almost to Libya. Their
herders had to follow them. During one such foray Abdel Latif has met and married Zaritfa’s mother.
We poor fellahin\fn{Peasants.} had not set foot outside our Delta village nor seen much beyond its river banks.
We listened to his stories, mesmerized. We imagined that the ancient tales and legends we had grown up with
must have taken place in these mysterious lands.
Although ours is a rich and fertile region, the lives we lived paled compared to the adventuresome ones our
new neighbor described. We always wondered why he had given up the freedom and marvels of his former life to
settle among us. However, he easily adapted, had four more children who shared our children’s games and eventually worked alongside them. Zaritfa, his eldest, had a special hold on everyone because of her beauty and
charm. All the young men in the village were smitten.
*
Zaritfa’s earliest playmate was named Ahmad Abdou. This son of the Delta appointed himself a knight to this
desert princess. He was ever ready to protect her against teasing children. During the season when the mulberries
ripened, he climbed the laden trees, filling his handkerchief with succulent fruit for her. When he was given treats
—an ear of roasted corn, a sheaf of wheat grilled on an open fire, a sweet rye cake—he saved them for his Zariffa.
Walking hand-in-hand into the fields of alfalfa or sitting together in the pasture or under a fragrant mimosa, they
chatted endlessly. They happily shared their simple treats.
Sometimes, they played at being hunters. They flopped down on their bellies, observed insects hidden among
the plants. They shouted with joy when spotting a grasshopper the color of the vegetation around it. Creeping with
hands cupped to capture it, they laughed when it squirmed, nipping their fingers. They took turns throwing the
poor creature against a cloud of midges as if it were a valiant war horse. With a cruelty typical of children, they
finished off their exhausted victim by tossing it into the irrigation ditch. They giggled watching it struggle against
the current that would carry it to its death.
When Zariffa was ten or so, she began to exercise her feminine wiles on Ahmad Abdou, playing hard to get.
She refused to go with him to the fields as before, preferring the company of her girlfriends and pretending to
cook or bake mud pies, imitating their mothers. Like grown women, they sang provocatively and teased the boys
who stood around eyeing them. Men, they sang, were not worth any more than the mud between their fingers.
Already these songs spoke of seduction and of love.
Ahmad Abdou suffered Zariffa’s mischievousness in silence. Being shut out of her games, he felt jealous. Yet
he hung around. Zariffa had cast a spell on him with her voice, which he considered sweeter by far than the voices
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of her playmates. Sometimes, his impatience would get the better of him, and he would burst into the circle and
pull Zariffa out by the hand, coaxing her to come sit with him beside the canal. He picked blades of grass called
filaya, growing on the water’s edge, and offered them to her. They sat teasing each other, sucking on the sweet
grass.
In the month of September the whole village went out in force to harvest cotton, adults and children alike.
Zariffa and Ahmad Abdou turned work into play. Their parents allowed them to pick side by side knowing that
they would work faster to see who finished first. Zariffa followed Ahmad Abdou with her eyes. Her fingers were
more nimble than his, and often she won. At times, however, because she cheated in order to get to the end of a
row before him, she left behind some unpicked stalks. Ahmad Abdou rushed to cover for her to spare her being
reprimanded.
Other times, when the overseer turned his back on the workers, some of the children, jealous of Zariffa, threw
cotton balls at the girl. Ahmad Abdou, fearing that the hard seeds inside would hurt her, instantly ran to her
defense, shielding Zariffa with his body and shouting down the aggressors.
More than once, Ahmad Abdou felt the sting of the overseer’s stick on his shoulders because he had slowed
down, dreaming about Zariffa or gazing at her graceful movements. He watched her go down the rows, bending to
fill her skirt with cotton balls, her black veil floating behind her. Her singing enchanted him. Her beautiful voice
brought joy to others working around her.
As Zariffa matured, her eyes shone more brightly and her breasts filled out, her small nipples pushing against
the cloth of her dress. She walked erect, her body swaying like a sapling, her gait starting to resemble that of the
older women around her. She applied orange henna to the palms of her hands and rubbed the heels of her feet
together to make them shine alluringly. Sometimes, when she was alone, Zariffa pulled a small mirror from her
pocket and admired her face. She used her mother’s kohl to blacken the rims of her eyelids making her eyes seem
larger. Her gaze was as soft as a gazelle’s. Zariffa was aware that she was beautiful, a woman already by the age
of twelve.
*
The year Zariffa turned twelve, she and Ahmad Abdou attended the Mouled—the birthday of the Muslim holy
man, el Sayyed Badawi.\fn{Ahmad al-Badawi lived during the 1200s; he is buried in Tant,â, a city in northeastern Egypt, capital of
Gharbîyah Governorate in the Nile River delta .} A caravan of some twenty camels carried the villagers to Tanta, where the
festivities took place. Camel bridles and saddles were richly decorated with colored beads and bright tassels and
pilgrims wore their finest.
The caravan started at dawn. Those staying behind wished the travelers a safe journey and made them promise
to bring back gifts: prayer beads, cloth, the chick peas for which the festival was famous, sweets, and pastries.
Ahmad Abdou made sure his camel was directly behind those of Zariffa and her father. She often turned to look at
him, and he responded with a warm smile.
The camels moved in single file on the wide, tree-lined road bordering the canal, along the bare fields where
the harvest stubble remained. As pilgrims are wont to do, the villagers burst into joyful song. Sometimes, one
voice would be raised above the others, and the group would respond in chorus.
Ahmad Abdou, lulled into a dreamy state by the swaying of his camel, picked out Zariffa’s voice. He listened
in rapture, imagining a secret message in the words of her song:
Oh! Sayyed Badawi
bring my friend to sit beside me
and I shall offer two candles up to you.
My friend’s voice is as sweet to my ears
as honey upon my lips.
His eyes touch me
as softly as moonlight.
His gaze is like the first ray of light
igniting the clouds at dawn.
His presence fills me with joy.
His warmth awakens my heart
as the sun rising awakens the earth.

Abdel Latif was surprised by his daughter’s song and asked her where she had learned it. Zariffa, giggling
impishly, told him that she had heard many such songs in the village.
At five o’clock in the afternoon the caravan reached the outer limits of the town and the first sprinkling of
houses. Tanta was teeming with pilgrims. Swarms of people in every sort of dress filled the streets. Some men
wore fezzes, others turbans. Peasant men were dressed in new gallabeyyas, their colors still fresh. Peasant women
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wore black, their veils waving lightly in the breeze. Lime girls and young women wore colorful shawls of red,
orange, and yellow velveteen over brightly colored dresses. Sheikhs in majestic robes wore imposing turbans
artfully wrapped about their heads. From every corner of the neighboring countryside, people had come to
celebrate the holy man’s glory and to visit Sayyed Badawi’s mosque.
Tents were erected for visitors in the central square. Chairs were set up for notables while ordinary folk sat on
the ground. The dry sound of canvas flapping in the wind filled the air. In out-of-the-way corners poorer pilgrims
set up the makeshift shelters of patched blankets or quilts held up by a few sticks. Zariffa, Ahmad Abdou, and
their companions were among them.
Everywhere there was the appetizing aroma of grilled meat. Hungry urchins gathered around food stands
hoping to be given some tasty morsel. Ahmad Abdou and Zariffa, wide-eyed with wonder, went off exploring,
hand in hand. They watched clusters of children shouting on a ferris wheel and listened to the squeals of others
crowded into boat-shaped swings. They marveled at the dancers juggling chairs on their foreheads and eyed the
merchandise displayed in festive booths. Oh! the lanterns, the toys, the pretty clothes, the cakes, the candies! They
listened to an ambulatory drink-seller clinking his castanets and announcing the virtues of his thirst-quenching
drink. For a penny they happily shared a glass of his licorice water. They shared the same honey cake sold by a fat
baker who wished them a future of health and happiness. Ahmad Abdou trembled, thinking he detected the taste
of Zariffa’s lips on the cake.
That night, Zariffa returned to her father’s tent wearing a new necklace of blue beads. She showed them off
along with the silk handkerchief that Ahmad Abdou had purchased for her. Everyone congratulated her. The love
between the two adolescents was not a secret, of course, but Ahmad Abdou’s special gift was his way of sealing
their commitment. Everyone approved and looked forward to the day when the village would celebrate Ahmad
and Zariffa’s wedding.
The next morning was the joyful procession honoring the saint, the main event of the festivities. The
celebration was noisy and no one was allowed to be somber or solemn. Even the most reserved of women and the
shyest of girls let out volleys of joyous cries as the parade passed their houses. Many families waited for this
blessed day to perform a son’s circumcision or celebrate a wedding.
In the midst of this merriment, Ahmad Abdou felt a strange sadness creep over him. The festive clamor that
had elated him the night before now weighed on him. He longed to return to his village and its tranquil fields. He
wanted to be alone with Zariffa, away from the frantic activity. He was uneasy watching her among all these
strangers.
Zariffa eyed tempting displays in the shops, listened bright-eyed to sellers hawking their wares, and cheered
him up by stroking his forehead. Like all women in love, she sought to reassure him by saying,
“We’ll always be happy, Ahmad, as long as we love each other.”
She took his hand, and they joined their fellow pilgrims standing before the mosque of el Bahay, el Sayyed
Badawi’s beloved disciple. There, they listened to storytellers recounting the life of the master and his disciple.
Everyone marveled at how el Bahay had delivered el Sayyed Badawi and his wife from the prison where they had
been held captive by the invading Franks. When an imposing sheikh emerged from the mosque to head the
procession, Ahmad and Zariffa giggled at the way he walked. He was weighed down by an ornate cloak, supposedly belonging to el Sayyed Badawi himself. People whispered that the spirit of the saintly man inhabited the
body of this cleric. He moved as slowly and looked as wizened as if he were el Sayyed Badawi himself. He could
have been a hundred years old!
As he proceeded, the sheikh was surrounded by pilgrims trying to touch the cloak, to ask for a blessing or a
favor. The sick asked to be healed, the poor to grow rich, the sterile woman to conceive, the lover to be joined
with his beloved. Every one wanted health and happiness. Zariffa and Ahmad wanted to touch his cloak too, but
were kept back by the crowd. The young man saw this failure as a bad omen and felt apprehensive.
When the procession ended, the sheikh was hoisted up on a horse. A folk play, based on the life of el Sayyed
Badawi, was enacted. Men in female dress played old women in the saint’s service, while others were his
companions, worn-out by battle, dressed in multicolored rags. Others were prisoners of war in chains, wearing
burlap sacks, their necks caught in irons. The townspeople and merchants participating in the parade cried out
their thanks to their patron saint, asking that he continue to bless them with prosperity. Students raised their voices
in gratitude for the help he gave them in their studies. Even courtesans and dancing girls with garishly painted
faces took part, shaking tambourines and balancing trays laden with offerings.
As a delirium seized the crowd, Ahmad Abdou took Zariffa’s hand and pulled her away. They crossed a few
empty streets until they reached a canal. Ahmad was motioning to a bench they could sit on when Zariffa
suddenly cried out. She had lost the silk handkerchief he had given .her. She burst into tears. Ahmad Abdou
tenderly consoled her, telling her it didn’t matter. But Zariffa would have none of it. She shook her head over and
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over again as tears ran down her cheeks. She knew full well the meaning of a lost handkerchief! Ahmad too knew
that it was a sign of misfortune to come. He looked at Zariffa with trepidation and wondered what fate had in store
for them.
*
The following day the pilgrims set out early for the trek home.
Ahmad Abdou could hardly wait to get back to the village. He wanted his father, Ibrahim, to go see Abdel Latif
to ask for Zariffa’s hand in marriage. Ibrahim agreed, only to have Abdel Latif tell him that Ahmad was still too
young. The truth was that he was less than pleased. He was sure that Zariffa, beautiful as she was, did not have to
settle for the humble Ahmad Abdou. He planned to drag his feet and wait for a richer prospect for his daughter.
Zariffa and Ahmad continued to meet almost daily as work in the fields often brought them together.
The winter after their trip to Tanta, they joined the villagers for the yearly orange harvest in the orchards of the
pasha, the region’s biggest landowner. The women and girls picked the fruit, and the men and boys loaded it into
wooden crates. Squatting in the clearing at the head of the orchard, Ahmad Abdou worked in silence. Through the
trees, against a bright blue sky, he could see tall, white sails quietly gliding by. As both the canal and the boats
themselves were hidden from view by dense foliage, the sails seemed to be giant plowshares, skimming the earth.
The women, fleeting black silhouettes, slipped in and out the rows of young trees. Their voices, now hollering,
now laughing, intoned a ballad or improvised a rhyme to tease the men. Like the dizzying perfume of orange
blossom, fragments of a song hung in midair, hovered, then faded.
Now and then Zariffa ran out of the orchard with a basket of oranges on her head. She was so light on her bare
feet that she seemed to skim the ground. Her young body was erect and supple and her breasts now filled out the
snug bodice of her long black dress. When she looked at Ahmad Abdou, her eyelashes fluttered with pleasure, and
her lips expressed her happiness with a bright smile. She stopped beside him, coyly taking the load off her head.
She put her rounded arms around the basket and tipped it. The oranges rolled on the ground, some tinged with red,
some golden, looking like a giant game or marbles.
Then, in a flash, she was gone. As she melted into the crowd, Ahmad ached to shout out his love to her. I will
never forget his spontaneous serenade, nor Zariffa’s response to it. Ahmad sang:
Hey, there! Young girl!
You, gambooling amidst the orange trees!
Hey there! Young girl!
You, gambooling amidst the orange trees!
in the sweet evening hour!
Your beauty is more radiant than the morning sun,
warming the banks of the Nile.
Your gaze settles upon me like the fragrant dew
kissing the clover at daybreak.
My heart cherishes you, oh, my beloved!
Willingly would I let my ears grow deaf,
if ever they listened to words of love other than yours.
And my eyes? I would put them out, beloved,
if ever they dared to look at another. . . .

Ahmad’s companions applauded his improvisation. From among the branches, Zariffa responded:
My heart is yours, oh, handsome lad!
My heart is yours, you there sitting among the winter oranges!
Your song envelops me, young lad, like a sweet caress,
Your song refreshes me as the night breeze rising
cools a summer day.
Never harm your ears, my beloved,
for if they stopped listening
my throat would swallow my tongue,
and my voice would be forever silenced.
As for your beautiful eyes, beloved,
guard them well,
for if they ever ceased to see me,
I would disfigure my face and pray for death.

Ahmad and Zariffa were thrown together not only when working, but on holidays. On Sham el Nessim, the
first day of spring, the villagers abandoned their fields for the threshing grounds and greeted the new season with
singing and dancing. Only a few weeks later, with their animals, they would be toiling on the Norag, the thresher,
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extracting the heavy wheat kernels from their castings using the Norag’s sharp, circular blades.
At sunrise on a bright spring day, the villagers formed a circle around pairs of men stick dancing. The men,
calm and dignified, confronted one another, sticks poised over their heads. Their supple bodies moved artfully and
spontaneously until one rival touched another. The loser stepped out silently, making way for a new competitor.
Three flutes and a drum accompanied the dance. The flutes played a mournful tune to usher out the vanquished
and a merry one to celebrate the victor.
Zariffa and her girlfriends stopped and watched on their way home from the canal, their water jugs still
glistening and plastered with Nile grasses. Ahmad Abdou gave a shining performance. The crowd cheered his
ingenious improvisations as he left the circle to join his friends. Despite the admiring looks directed at him,
Ahmad had eyes only for Zariffa. Her coy glance made his heart pound. He coaxed his buddies into a ballad, a
tribute to the girls:
Dark beauties, dark beauties,
do not envy a sultana’s golden hair,
nor wish for her skin so fair,
for beside our own dark beauties,
the sultana’s beauty pales.
Yes, beside our own dark beauties
the queen appears a slave.
Dark beauties, dark beauties,
Won’t you listen to our song?
Won't you gently, won't you sweetly,
welcome our words of love? …

Zariffa and her girlfriends replied in chorus:
Young lads, young lads
calling us with your song,
you are the date palms,
straight and strong.
We the fragrant flowers
listening to that song
calling us, calling us …
You are the date palms proud and strong
We the song birds resting, resting
in your sheltering fronds …

As the sun set, their voices trailed off and the festivities ended. The young men would down their sparring, and
the young women strolled home to take up their evening chores.
*
After a time, Abdel Latif began to feel pressured by Ahmad Abdou’s ardent wooing of Zariffa. He told Ahmad
that their frequent meetings must stop—they were no longer children innocently playing. He began to monitor his
daughter’s comings and goings.
Ahmad Abdou grew despondent, lost his appetite, and began wasting away. His family became impatient and
complained. He lay about at home, wandered aimlessly, and stopped working. They were in short of money and
needed his income. They had to give up eating meat and missed the roasted lamb they feasted on every Tuesday.
Only his father understood Ahmad’s pain.
One day Ibrahim decided to visit Abdel Latif to plead Ahmad’s case. He took with him several village notables. Zariffa’s father was flattered. He ushered in his callers with great courtesy, pressed cup upon cup of coffee
upon them, but promised nothing. Abdel Latif was not a man to give in without first driving a hard bargain.
Meanwhile Ibrahim tried to distract Ahmad by taking him along to market to sell one of their calves. Ahmad
went but remained indifferent to all the excitement: the merry clink of the water bearer’s castanets, the loud calls
of the vegetable hawkers, the gossip of the poultry vendors …
In fact, he felt dazed and defeated. When an acquaintance greeted him, he answered absentmindedly. Nothing
brought him relief.
Meanwhile, Ibrahim was waiting patiently for a buyer. Sitting near a carpenter’s shop, he watched as the man
laboriously cut a stout beam. How hard it was! Much like life. Suddenly he spied Mabrouk el Gabali, a Bedouin
chieftain feared throughout lower Egypt. Sheikh Mabrouk had been his benefactor when Ibrahim was only a lad.
Ibrahim instantly thought that the chieftain, who still held him in affection, might be able to help.
The stories told about Mabrouk el Gabali’s ancestors had become the stuff of legends. Ordinary folk and even
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rulers were in awe of the Gabali clan. The khedive himself had met with Sheikh Mabrouk, who had not even
averted his eyes in the presence of Effendina! It was reported that should their swords fail them, these tribesmen
would sink their teeth into an enemy’s neck, instantly killing him. Rumors ran wild that Mabrouk’s clansmen
raided villages, capturing women who subsequently protested their innocence but secretly relished the vigor and
power of their assailants. As a boy Ibrahim had herded sheep for Sheikh Mabrouk. He remembered his carefree
life in the desert and the sheikh’s many kindnesses to him.
Ibrahim eagerly rose to greet his old master and confided his torment. He asked him to intervene on behalf of
his son and described Abdel Latif’s pride and his refusal to promise Zariffa’s hand to his boy. He explained that
they had been childhood sweethearts, devoted to one another. Sheikh Mabrouk agreed to help.
One night, soon after that encounter, the villagers were startled by the distant rumble of galloping hooves.
They pricked up their ears, murmuring that thieves must be heading for the village. The most fearful locked the
doors to their houses; the rich made sure their money was securely hidden.
Not so for Ibrahim and his family, who had been forewarned of Mabrouk el Gabali’s visit. Having waited for
this signal, father and son went to meet their guests, each carrying a calf. When the Bedouin chieftain and his
clansmen finally appeared, Ibrahim slaughtered the animals to honor and welcome them. The horses snorted and
stamped their feet in the bloody puddles. Reassured by Ibrahim that no danger was at hand, children excitedly
swarmed around the horsemen, who were regally draped in white shawls.
Sheikh Mabrouk exchanged a formal greeting with Ibrahim and asked him to lead him to Abdel Latif’s house.
Zariffa’s father puffed up with pride to welcome such an imposing visitor. He donned his best gallabiyya, shouted
for a fire to be lighted and coffee to be prepared, and borrowed lanterns from his neighbors to illuminate the
house. Ibrahim introduced Mabrouk el Gabali. All those gathered respectfully kissed the chieftain’s hand. Sheikh
Mabrouk exchanged courtesies and lengthy compliments with his host, and the men shook hands. Someone
covered their clasped right hands with a handkerchief as the chieftain recited the opening verse from the Qur’an to
bless the meeting. Finally, he addressed his host. In a solemn voice Sheikh Mabrouk declared:
“Your daughter, Abdel Latif, is as my own, and Ibrahim’s son is as my son. I am here to unite my son and
daughter in matrimony. Such is my wish and God’s will.”
Zariffa’s father could not deny Mabrouk el Gabali’s request. To do so would have been considered an affront;
Abdel Latif would have had to offer a gift of forty camels to the Gabali clan to make amends. He could neither
afford to put himself in their bad graces nor pay the penalty for absolution. So he agreed. Not only that, but he felt
duty-bound to declare that this union had been his most cherished wish. He was deeply honored by this mark of
respect accorded his family, he told Sheikh Mabrouk. Furthermore, in order for his “happiness” to be complete,
his honored guest must preside over the signing of the marriage contract.
The chieftain accepted, and the ceremony was set a few days hence. Moments later, the horsemen departed the
village as suddenly as they had come, returning to the wide-open spaces of the desert.
*
Happiness followed sorrow. Ahmad Abdou regained his smile and with it his voice. He sang:
Oh, rejoice my heart!
Rejoice my heart!
Soon my beloved and I shall be one.
Soon my arms will hold her.
Rejoice my heart, rejoice!
Soon we shall embrace.
Soon I will sip honey
from the lips of my beloved …

At dawn on the day after the chieftain's visit, Ibrahim and his wife went to a nearby market to purchase gifts
for Zariffa. That same afternoon, at the hour when the peasants and their animals quit the fields, twelve women
left the bridegroom’s house for the bride’s. On their heads they carried large copper trays laden with gifts: rice,
sugar, tea, henna, soap, head-scarves, a stout pair of shoes, fabric for dresses, and a bright velveteen shawl. Young
girls accompanied them, dressed in their best, their hair freshly washed, their tresses draped alluringly over one
shoulder. Veils fluttered in the breeze, long dresses swept the dusty road, obliterating the women’s footsteps. They
sang:
I am the sesame seed my beloved
scatters to the birds,
and the honey he longs to taste.
He is the vessel waiting for my sweet nectar,
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I am the honey he longs to taste.
At dusk, when my lips touch his,
his eyes meet mine in a tender caress …
Oh, beloved! In your embrace,
Oh, beloved! In your embrace,
I will learn the delights of heaven …

Singing and clapping, the women moved in procession, joined by neighbors along the way. Before Zariffa’s
house, they filled the air with their joyous cries, to which the bride’s mother and aunts responded with resounding
ululations.
Zaritfa, decked out in her finest, sat beaming in the courtyard. Eyes sparkling, she eyed the gifts before the
trays were covered with crimson tulle. They would remain on display for fifteen days, a period during which the
bride was not to set foot outside her house.
That same night, Ahmad Abdou’s father and uncles called on Abdel Latif. Zaritfa’s father awaited them with
male members of his family. Sitting in. a circle on the ground that had been freshly covered with wood shavings,
they shared greetings, compliments, and a water pipe. The conversation was solemn. Everyone took turns singing
the praises of the bride, the groom, and their families after which negotiations began.
Ahmad Abdou’s father placed twenty-five gold pieces, twenty-five guineas, before Abdel Latif. The bride’s
father was not satisfied. Bargaining ensued, sometimes everyone speaking at once. Ibrahim offered another fifteen
guineas to be paid later as an “after” dowry. Abdel Latif accepted, but he had additional requirements. Once a
week, Zariffa must be allowed to have the milk from the family cow and the eggs laid by their chickens for her
own use. Ibrahim’s family revolted. What would Ibrahim feed his fanlily on that day? Abdel Latif, knowing he
had the upper hand, stood fast, adding that Zariffa must also be spared work in the fields during the first six
months of marriage. Ibrahim conceded even this, knowing how desperate Ahmad was.
Finally, all was agreed. Despite Ibrahim’s displeasure with Abdel Latif’s terms, the men exchanged more
formal compliments and good wishes, parting on a cordial note.
That very same night, the crimson tulle covering the bridal gifts mysteriously caught fire. Zariffa’s mother put
it out instantly but took it as a terrible omen. When Ahmad heard about the accident, he became apprehensive
again, until the young men gathered to celebrate his happiness reassured him. Accompanied by flutes and drums,
they coaxed Ahmad to join in singing a traditional ballad:
On my bride’s cheeks, a thousand rosebuds bloom.
A thousand roses adorn the cheeks of my beloved.
No lips have touched her cheeks,
mine will be the first,
mine will be the first.
Gazing at my beloved, I declare:
“Do not fear my love, oh delicate virgin!
I shall come to you as gently as the dew
settling on the flowers at dawn …”
On my bride’s cheeks a thousand rosebuds bloom.
A thousand roses adorn the cheeks of my beloved …

*
Eleven days passed in continuous celebration. On the twelfth day, however, tragedy struck.
Zariffa’s brother was irrigating his field one night when a neighbor accused him of taking all the water for
himself. The accusation triggered an argument during which the irate neighbor called Zariffa’s brother a foreigner,
alluding to his father’s origins outside the village. The two came to violent blows. By the time the peasants in the
neighboring fields rushed to separate them, it was too late. Zariffa’s brother lay dead, his head bleeding. He was
carried home just as the young bride donned her wedding dress. She was showing off and bantering with her
friends when she heard her mother scream.
When Zariffa’s mother saw her son dead, she threw herself on his body and wailed. In despair, she tore at her
clothing and hair and heaped dust upon her head. Zariffa began to wail too and yanked off her wedding dress. She
raced around like a madwoman. In her grief, she grabbed the blueing from the laundry tub and smeared her face.
Fate was conspiring against Zariffa. She had just lost a brother. Next, she would lose her beloved bridegroom.
No wedding could take place in the wake of such a tragedy. She would have to wait a full year, the ritual year of
mourning. Farewell to joyous celebration! Farewell to sweet love songs! Farewell to the life she and Ahmad had
longed for since childhood! Zariffa continued weeping and wondered what other misfortunes lay in wait for her.
When Ahmad heard the news, he felt as if the earth had suddenly opened up and swallowed him. Had he not
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had premonitions of calamity all along? Sensitive as he was, he was quickly thrown back into the depths of
depression. His family tried to console him, but to no avail. Every evening, he set out for the canal, hoping for a
glimpse of Zariffa. Although she was not allowed to speak to him, she smiled sadly. That smile was his only
solace. Once, when Zariffa failed to come at the usual hour, Ahmad felt his heart would break. Twilight crept up
and the banks of the canal became deserted as everyone started home. Ahmad waited.
Finally, Zariffa did appear. Ahmad watched her intently as she approached. His heart pounded, his eyes drank
in the graceful arc of her young body, her slender neck and sweet face, so pale above the black dress she was
wearing. He was almost close enough to touch her. He ached to hold her. He longed to speak. Standing in the
shadows, a thought suddenly flashed into his mind: Why not throw himself upon Zariffa, grab her …
Instantly, he shuddered with disgust.
“Am I a savage beast? A thief out to steal kisses?!” Zariffa saw him blanch and broke the silence:
“What’s wrong, Ahmad?” He told her only that he was suddenly thirsty.
“Let me drink from your hands, Zariffa,” he murmured.
Zariffa smiled. Cupping her hands, she scooped water from the canal. The water shimmered. Ahmad felt dizzy.
He plunged his face into Zariffa’s waiting hands. When he looked up, her eyes were upon him. He gently took her
head between his hands, and stroking her face, he kissed her. Zariffa, loving him as much as he loved her, melted
into his arms. Both sighed in wonder. To what land of enchantment had they suddenly been transported?
When it began to grow dark they knew they must leave. They agreed to meet every evening. The deserted
banks of this canal, which had silently witnessed their first kiss, would become their secret home.
*
One day, a group of young men returned home to the village from Cairo. They had been sent to the capital to
study at Al Azhar University and had just graduated. They strutted about, proud of the turbans they could now
wear to indicate their learning and their status. They were clerics in a village of illiterate peasants, and everyone
treated them with respect. They brought news of the big city at a time when villages had few means of communication. They also brought news of the world. Cairo hotels were being used as hospitals and were full of English
soldiers who had been wounded in a war in Europe. Not only was all of Europe at war, but the fighting had
reached Suez. Battles were being waged on the very banks of the canal that some of the old timers had been
forced to dig.
Mansour was the proudest of these young Azharites, as his family was one of the richest in the village. He
declared himself their spokesman, proclaiming that Allah’s wrath has been aroused. The British dogs hadn’t just
occupied Egypt; they had forced native recruits to fight against their Muslim brothers, the Turks. And to make
matters worse, they had banished the Khedive Abbas!
“They’re now masters of the land!” cried Mansour. “No good will come of that!”
A sheikh from Al Azhar had even had a divine revelation: seven years of famine would soon plague Egypt.
Rich city dwellers were hoarding provisions, filling their storerooms with wheat, corn, beans …
Full of newfound dignity, Mansour urged his fellow villagers to do the same.
One day the young cleric saw Zariffa in the courtyard of her father’s house. She was feeding her cow a handful
of clover. She looked as fresh as a field of flowers. He was instantly smitten and resolved to ask for her hand in
marriage. When he discovered that she was betrothed to Ahmad Abdou, Mansour began to scheme. He would find
a way to remove his humble rival!
At the time, the British forces had begun to comb the countryside for recruits, able-bodied men to build a
railroad in the desert. When only three men from the village volunteered, it was declared that the rest would have
to be drafted. Mansour saw his chance. Using his influence, he made sure that Ahmad Abdou was among those
called and shipped off to training camps in Cairo.
On the eve of Ahmad’s departure the lovers sat on the banks of the canal one last time. They affirmed their
undying devotion to one another. Ahmad whispered:
“You know that I’ll never forget you, Zariffa. Your picture will be etched on my heart, even if I'm sent to the
ends of the earth, my beloved. If I have to be away from you for the rest of my life, you would still be all I would
think about. I’ll miss seeing you every night, and I’ll miss your kisses …”
Zariffa struggled to keep up her courage. Speaking softly, she declared:
“Every night, my beloved, I’ll return to this place and feel your presence here. Oh, Ahmad, I’ll see your face
reflected in the water and ask the moon to talk to me about you. She’ll be looking down on both of us … Oh,
Ahmad, I’ll stay home like a faithful wife waiting for her husband. At night you will come to me in my dreams
and share my sleep, beloved …”
Finally, when Ahmad and Zariffa had to part, she put her face against his shoulder. They were both weeping.
As they embraced the salt of their tears mingled with their kisses.
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Although Zariffa returned home late, no one reprimanded her. Not even her father uttered a word since he
couldn’t ignore the resolute set of her jaw or the fierce look of pain in her eyes.
In the months that followed, three letters from Ahmad arrived addressed to his father. These sparse missives
had been dictated to a scribe who took it upon himself to embellish the illiterate peasant’s words with flowery
greetings. As Ibrahim could not read, Mansour was called upon. Of course, he was only too pleased to oblige
since he knew Zariffa would run to listen. He showed off and paraded before the young woman in his handsome
sheikh’s robes. He was convinced that Zariffa would soon forget Ahmad. How could she resist him!
Ahmad’s first letter was sent from Cairo, from a training camp in Roda. The second came from a British
encampment in Kantara, on the Suez canal. He reported that he had been vaccinated, issued a soldier’s yellow
uniform, and that he and his mates were forced to take part in military exercises.
Three weeks later his third and last letter, dated August 1916, arrived from Sinai. His company was putting
down a railroad. Everyone was suffering from the extreme heat in the desert, fatigued and badly nourished. He
added that he could not get used to the constant bombardments and that everyone was homesick. He sounded sad
and discouraged.
Zariffa worried and wept. Every evening she faithfully returned to the banks of the canal as if she were going
on a pilgrimage. Only there, at the water’s edge, could she unburden her heart. As soon as she was alone, she
addressed her absent lover:
“My Ahmad, do you still love me as much as I love you? I wonder … Do you know that you are my one and
only love? Am I as present in your dreams as you are in. mine? Oh, Ahmad, you know that you’re the light of my
eyes, the only song my heart sings! I weep with each sunrise and sunset, my beloved, and not a day goes by that I
don’t plead with the passing breeze to drink my tears and carry them to you. These are my love letters … Will you
ever get them? Are you too far away? Without you, my beloved, I’m nothing but a poor, lost soul! Will you
always remember me? Will time sweep away my image from your mind? Will it erase me from your heart like the
wind has erased our footprints beside the canal?”
Zariffa spoke thus and wept.
*
Meanwhile, the village continued along its plodding course, guided by the rhythm of the seasons. At harvest
time, the laughter of boys and girls rang out as the cotton and wheat fields yielded yet another crop. Zariffa’s
voice, however, was not among them. She worked in silence, ignoring Mansour, who courted her every chance he
got. Mansour had begun to shower her family with gifts, sending crates of early oranges, bringing pocket mirrors
or colorful headscarves for the litde girls, penny whisdes for the litde boys. His mother supported his suit through
frequent visits to Zariffa's mother, a sign of the family's serious intentions. Zariffa's mother was flattered by the
attention and reciprocated. Together, the two mothers paid their respects to the dead. They visited the cemetery
with flowers and food, spending the day there, gossiping and discussing their children. They shared sweets and
cakes they had made for one an- other. Om Mansour confessed that she wanted to see her son wed. Oh, if only he
could find a bride like the beautiful Zariffa!
Mansour’s father also did his part. He praised Abdel Latif’s good sense and prudence, calling upon him to join
the village notables to settle a dispute or mediate a conflict over water rights. He threw business opportunities in
Abdel Latif’s direction, earning him more money than he could make in a month of arduous labor in the fields.
Abdel Latif began to act superior. He wore a new blue gallabiyya fashioned from the best cloth on the market,
bought tan leather shoes for his usually bare feet, and increased the size of his turban as a mark of his new-found
distinction. He was clearly pleased with his good luck.
Only Zariffa remained indifferent.
One bright morning, as the first rays of the sun glimmered upon the canal and dew drops still trembled on the
clover, Zariffa received tragic news. She was harvesting clover for her cow when her youngest sister, Mbarka, ran
toward her, shouting and crying:
“Zariffa, Zariffa! Mohammed Abdel Rabous and Moustafa Sayyed are back from the war! They’re telling
everyone that Ahmad Abdou is dead!”
I was inspecting an irrigation ditch when I heard Zariffa’s blood-curdling scream and saw her take off like a
flash in the direction of the village. I rushed after her. She grabbed Moustafa Sayyed, who was in the village
square, in the middle of a crowd. Zariffa had elbowed her way to him, shouting,
“What’s happened to Ahmad? What’s happened to Ahmad?”
The young soldier repeated the story he had told the others. The company was digging a trench. A sandstorm
was brewing. The Turks staged a surprise attack. Everyone scattered. When they returned to their tents, Ahmad
Abdou was missing. Some said he was hit by a stray bullet. Others said he got lost, buried in the swirling sands.
Most thought he must be dead. One thing was certain: Ahmad had disappeared in that faraway desert.
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Zariffa listened in shock. The women around her began to wail. She could not utter a sound. She had turned to
stone. Mansour came toward her. When he offered his condolences, Zariffa spun around and bolted. She went to
Ahmad Abdou’s house where she collapsed, sobbing with his mother. All that day, their wails were heart rending!
Zariffa was inconsolable. Slowly, she wasted away. She refused to speak to anyone and hardly ate.
Her father tried to distract her from her grief, but in vain. Never having been partial to Ahmad Abdou, he
couldn’t help seeing opportunity in the midst of misfortune. Zariffa could marry a rich man. Not only that, but the
war had driven up the price of cotton, bringing Abdel Latif unexpected prosperity. Yet, he was not indifferent his
daughter’s unhappiness. As a father, he felt he had her best interest at heart. She was young and beautiful. She
would soon forget Ahmad.
To distract her, he took her to Cairo to visit some saints’ tombs. She would drink the blessed water from Sheikh
Golshani’s well, which was reputed to heal the lovesick.
But nothing helped Zariffa. She remained withdrawn and melancholy.
Finally, Mansour’s father intervened. God works in mysterious ways, he told Abdel Latif. Who are we to
question his infinite wisdom? Perhaps marriage would cure Zariffa of her dejection. His son was standing ready.
Given Zariffa’s beauty and sweet disposition, he was offering her a generous dowry: one hundred guineas. In
those days, one hundred guineas could buy a sizable chunk of the richest agricultural land in the area! Abdel Latif
was dazzled. Mansour was not only rich, but educated. He was a man of the cloth. He was not a peasant but a
sheikh. He knew the blessed Qur’an by heart from cover to cover. He had a beautiful voice and chanted every
verse without faltering! What more could a girl want?!
Abdel Latif hurried to tell his wife the news. The good woman warned her husband that it was too soon.
Zariffa would take his offer of marriage as a violation of Ahmad’s sacred memory.
Abdel Latif would not listen:
“Zariffa can’t refuse! I won’t let her ruin her life! I’ll know how to make her accept. Even the hardest ground
can be plowed if you know how. I’ll beat some sense into her if she won’t listen to reason! One day, your daughter
will thank me …”
Zariffa’s mother tried to protest. He would have none of it. He exclaimed:
“Have you gone mad, woman? We can’t pass up this opportunity! Just think of the house she’ll live in, the silk
frocks she’ll have, the rich meals she’ll eat! Why, she can have meat every day of the week, even twice a day, dip
her fingers in cream morning, noon and night! …”
Zariffa’s mother said no more. She thought of Ahmad’s family, though, fearing his mother’s curse. Finally, she
persuaded Abdel Latif to delay until Ahmad’s mother went to her widowed sister’s in the next village. With Om
Ahmad gone, Zariffa would not be able to hide under her wing as she had done since the tragedy. She would not
be constantly reminded of Ahmad, talking incessantly about him with his mother. Abdel Latif agreed to humor
her, but met with Mansour’s father to negotiate.
One evening, not long after Ahmad’s mother had departed, Mansour’s mother started for Zariffa’s house
bearing gifts. To appear to advantage and give herself an alluringly full figure, Om Mansour wore all her dresses
at once and draped her black veil majestically about her. Her thick gold ankle rings clinked seductively as she
walked. The males in her family fired celebratory shots, and the women ululated. Everyone envied Zariffa,
forgetting her grief.
Zariffa, returning from the canal, instantly guessed the reason for the commotion. Her face was livid. She
yelled,
“I’ll never marry Mansour! I’ll never marry Mansour or anyone else!”
When Abdel Latif came at her, cursing and threatening, she ran away. At a spot where the river meets the
canal, she was trapped and promptly threw herself into the water. A neighbor leapt in after her and brought her
back to shore, dripping and distraught.
Abdel Latif was enraged and commenced to beat his daughter until some of his neighbors dragged him away.
Zariffa wept hysterically, rolling on the ground, tearing her clothing, covering her face with mud. She pleaded
with Abdel Latif, crying,
“Oh! father! Keep me with you! Keep me at home! I’ll be your humble servant for the rest of my days! Don’t
make me marry Mansour! I don’t want to marry Mansour! I know Ahmad’s coming back! I know he’s coming
back! He came to me in a dream! Ahmad’s not dead! He’s not dead! He’s not dead!”
Abdel Latif had made his decision. Nothing would change his mind, not even his daughter’s pathetic pleas and
tears. He dragged Zariffa home, gave her another hiding, and locked her up.
*
A few days after the scene at the river, the father of the bride and the father of the groom signed the marriage
contract before a judge and a handful of guests. Abdel Latif had invited all of his neighbors as well as a few
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merchants of his acquaintance from nearby villages.
While the bride was being given a ritual bath by the womenfolk, a colorful tent was erected beside the house
for the men. The courtyard had been cleared of farming tools and mounds of the dried twigs gathered for fuel at
the close of each corn and cotton harvest. Older women dressed in black and girls in colorful frocks, their hair
freshly washed and oiled to a shine, milled about in the courtyard. The company made such a ruckus that Zariffa’s
pigeons flew off to neighboring rooftops. Chickens, however, bolder by nature, continued to scratch for food and
peck at the ground, nervously darting in and out among the guests.
Upstairs, in her room, the bride wept bitterly: Everyone knew that she had been beaten into submission. Some
of the women declared that it was for her own good. The village crones, however, shook their heads and muttered
that no good would come of such a marriage, no matter how rich the bridegroom and generous the dowry.
A few minutes before sunset, when Zariffa appeared, a murmur rose among the guests. She was wearing a long
pink dress that made her pale face and burning eyes appear even more poignant. Her mother placed the traditional
crimson shawl upon her head. The village bather came forward to wash her feet, keeping a trained eye on the
silver coins tossed into the basin, her reward.
Zariffa did as she was told, but her entire being sickened at the thought of surrendering her body to anyone but
Ahmad. She felt like a beast being lead to slaughter and secretly vowed that Mansour would never have her heart.
Meanwhile, at the groom’s house, preparations were in full swing. There was singing, laughter, noisy greetings, and a running exchange of good wishes. Mansour beamed, dreaming of the moment he would possess the
gazelle he so ardently desired. Four of his closest friends teased him as they slathered henna on the bridegroom’s
hands and feet, turning them a festive orange. The village barber (always present at these affairs) shaved him,
rubbed his head with a damp towel, and shouted:
“May all those who wish health and happiness to the groom reward the barber!”
A volley of coins were tossed in his direction.
As it was a custom to circumcise boys at the time of weddings, Mansour’s ten-year-old nephew, Hanafi, was
brought in. Putting him on his uncle’s knees, the barber first cut a swatch of the little boy’s hair and presented it to
the groom for good luck before proceeding with the operation. He was generously rewarded.
Gradually, makeshift bands began to form. The guests clapped, banged on pots and pans and bottles, and sang
wedding songs meant to welcome a bride to her bridegroom’s clan:
Oh land of my people
Welcome my betrothed to your valley
Welcome my beloved to your shores
Welcome her to where the Nile is limitless
Welcome her to where the river is as wide as the sea …

Little boys tied scarves around their hips and danced, swaying suggestively. They stuffed rags into their
gallabiyyas, pretending to have breasts and bellies, mimicking their pregnant mothers and sisters. They grimaced,
joked, clapped, and strutted around to the amusement of the company: Everyone laughed and teased the bridegroom, finally wishing him long life, happiness, prosperity, and a numerous progeny.
The next day, in the early afternoon, Zariffa was groomed for her wedding night. Abdel Latif had threatened
her with blows if she put up any fuss. But Zariffa was too heartbroken to resist. She did not even wince when the
hair on her body was plucked out before her bridal bath. When her skin had been rubbed with jasmine-scented oil,
her mother dressed her in the five gowns prepared for the occasion. Layered one on top of the other, they were an
indication of her new status, as was the dazzling gold jewelry, her father-in-law’s gift, the shabka. Earrings,
bracelets, and ankle rings as well as an elaborate pectoral necklace with little crescent moons and hanging coins
completed her outfit. The necklace would have once delighted Zariffa but not now. At last, when a white veil and
the crimson shawl were placed upon her head and face, she was led out.
Suffocated by the weight of her clothing and jewelry, Zariffa could hardly walk. In the courtyard her knees
buckled. Her mother and aunts let her sit down again while the women intoned the virgin’s serenade:
Oh! light of your father’s house
Still so young, soon to be a bride
Welcome to your bridegroom’s house.
Oh! light of your mother’s eyes,
don your father-in-law’s gifts,
jewelry of pure gold to match your golden beauty.
Oh! light of your bridegroom’s heart,
your face pure as the rising summer moon,
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your arms smooth as winter butter,
your feet clean as fresh-drawn milk in spring,
step lightly, oh virgin, step lightly
upon the rich bridal carpet,
put down to shield your feet from dust,
your bridegroom’s gift of welcome …

Zariffa, exhausted, nodded. As the voices reached a crescendo, however, she was startled by a sudden
apparition. She saw soldiers marching in single file to the beat of a drum and the sound of a flute. Ahmad Abdou
was at their head.
She cried out once and fainted.
The singing stopped. The women rushed to her side. Someone cut an onion and passed it under her nose,
beneath the crimson shawl. Zariffa came to, sobbing.
It was getting late. Abdel Latif was growing impatient. A camel knelt at the door, waiting to carry the bride to
the bridegroom’s house. The wooden saddle was decorated with feathers and multicolored ribbons, branches, and
flowers. Abdel Latif took Zariffa from the women, lifting her into the saddle. The wedding procession began to
move, circling the village three times. The camel was followed by a young buffalo and two small donkeys carrying sacks of wheat, corn, and oats. Abdel Latif was flanked by his youngest daughters, carrying gifts of honey and
clarified butter for the bridegroom’s mother. To the right and left of the bride, young men showed off on prancing
horses.
Earlier, Mansour had taken the same route, serenaded by his friends and the men in his family, stopping at a
holy man’s mausoleum to pray and receive a blessing.
When Zariffa arrived, he was waiting expectantly. His father welcomed the bride with formal words of greeting. Lifting her down from the saddle, he carried her to the house. Her mother-in-law barred the door waiting for
Zariffa to crawl past her in a show of submission. When she led her to the nuptial chamber, the bridegroom and
his sisters took over.
Zariffa performed these traditional rituals as if in a dream whose very substance was pain. When the women
uncovered her face, she looked so pale and drawn that the joyous cries momentarily froze upon their lips. Without
a word, they pushed her down. Mansour accomplished his mission. Zariffa’s cry of pain was lost in a sea of shrill
ululations. Minutes later, a bloodied sheet was hoisted up before the guests, a sign of the bride’s virginity. Family
honor had been safeguarded. Everyone cheered, the women ululated and danced. Zariffa’s mother wrapped the
bloodied sheet around her head and beamed with pride.
Through her tears, Zariffa stared at the faces of her new sisters- in-law. Silently, she called her beloved to come
to her rescue, imploring the ghostly shadow of Ahmad Abdou not to abandon her in her hour of need.
*
One summer afternoon the heat descended with crushing weight upon the dozing village. The fields and dusty
roads were deserted. The fat village grocer, Sitt Om Youssef, was slumped in her dilapidated chair, fast asleep.
Hoards of flies buzzed on the countertop. Two sparrows pecked undisturbed at a sugar loaf.
Om Youssef was suddenly startled awake by a noise and a sudden apparition. Silhouetted in her doorway stood
a disheveled, bearded man, covered in rags, his bare feet caked with mud. The old woman gasped:
“Ya, Allah! Ya, Allah!”
Was it Ahmad Abdou?! Were her eyes playing tricks on her? Ahmad Abdou was dead …
Ahmad Abdou spoke up. He was not a ghost. He told Om Youssef his tale of woe. He had been taken prisoner
by the Turks and shipped off to a camp in Aleppo. When the war ended he began his long trek home to the village.
Ahmad hastened to ask after his parents, Zariffa …
Sitt Om Youssef did not dare tell him about the wedding, answering only that everyone was in good health. As
soon as he hobbled away, she rushed to her neighbors with the news.
In the courtyard of her husband’s house, Zariffa sat brooding. A month had elapsed since her marriage. She had
been ill, hanging by a thread between life and death. A doctor, called in from the nearby town, could not
understand what ailed her. She was improving but had become a shadow of herself. Where was the Zariffa whose
singing had brought joy to her companions working in the orchards and the fields?! She looked to housework to
distract her from her sorrow and did her share of the family’s baking. But she remained melancholy, neither
joining in the women’s songs nor their chatter. She was often lost in thought, watching chickens scratch for grain,
cattle, donkeys, camels, sheep going past … She listened numbly to the cocks crowing at daybreak and was even
seen to smile at the neighbor’s goat scampering up the side of a wall to reach the tasty green leaves of an overhanging tree.
An unyielding sun descended on the open courtyard. The sky was a shimmering blue. Zariffa looked up and
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sighed, unsettled. She had not left Mansour’s house since her wedding day. Would she ever again see the canal
that had witnessed her vows and Ahmad’s? Their first kiss and sad farewell?
She lived in the house of a rich man, yet she was oblivious to its comforts. She was spared work in the fields,
yet she would have welcomed it. Her father-in-law had dug a well to save her the toil of fetching water, but she
missed the sound of the wavelets lapping at the banks of the canal. Instead, she had to listen to the plaintive
creaking of the chain pulling water from the well and remain cloistered.
What was the use of this abundance when the price was marriage to a man she despised? Would it bring back
her lost love? She did not even have the consolation of visiting her beloved’s grave!
Zariffa’s eyes filled. She was tormented. She murmured,
“Better dead, beloved Ahmad, than alive to see your Zariffa forced into another’s arms!”
Tears of shame overwhelmed her.
All at once a neighbor burst into the courtyard. The women stopped their work, which was piling fresh loaves
into hampers. They questioned her, and she gushed:
“Ahmad Abdou’s alive! He was taken prisoner! He’s just come home! Om Youssef saw him …”
Hearing this news, Zariffa screamed and collapsed. Her sisters-in-law rushed to her side, splashing her face
with water, calling her name, fanning her, but to no avail.
Zariffa was dead.
The tragic news spread quickly, plunging the village into grief once again. Zariffa’s mother came running. She
wailed, tore her clothes in despair, and cursed the day she had lived to see her daughter’s ill-fated marriage.
Mansour followed on her heels and threw himself upon Zariffa’s body, sobbing. In his way, he had loved her!
When Ahmad Abdou learned that Zariffa was not only married but had just dropped dead, he went crazy. He
fled to the fields, disappearing before anyone could stop him.
*
Oh! tragic day! The village fell into another spell of gloom when Zariffa died. The women lamented, their
strident wails carrying all the way to the fields:
“Houuuh, houuuh, houuuh …”
Children clung to their mothers’ skirts, hardly daring to utter a word, much less go out and play. Everyone was
in shock.
That night a group of men went from village to village sounding the death drum, announcing a funeral would
take place. A party was formed to search for Ahmad. On the worn footpaths and dusty roads, Ahmad Abdou’s
father, accompanied by a few men, carried torches and shouted his name, but there was no answer. Ibrahim,
distraught, had mourned his son, found him and lost him again. He insisted on dragging the canal for the boy’s
body, but to no avail. Ahmad remained missing.
At home, Zariffa’s body was laid on a platform freshly strewn with wood shavings. Her face was covered with
her wedding veil, but her mother refused to dress her in her wedding gown. Her beautiful hair hung loose. Little
by little the room filled with black-clad mourners. Some wailed and wept over Zariffa’s untimely death, some
over their own troubles. Hired weepers lamented:
Oh, black-eyed gazelle, you have closed your eyes too soon, too soon.
Oh, good people!
Can you fathom the majestic date palm felled before it bears fruit?
Or imagine the grass mown while still wet with dew?
Oh, good people!
Can you fathom the flower cut while still in bud?
Or imagine the maiden taken in the spring of life?
Oh, black-eyed gazelle, you have left too soon,
too soon …

In their pens, cattle stamped, and the sheep bleated. Pigeons beat their wings incessantly, abd the dogs barked.
As the moon rose, the village kept vigil. Too much had happened in a short few months. Everyone felt the somber
weight of misfortune.
Abdel Latif mourned the passing of his daughter, saying he had killed her. Mansour grieved silently, no longer
allowed to look at his wife’s face, now that death had taken possession of her.
At midnight, the mourners and hired weepers trickled out. Mansour’s mother wondered at the calamity that
had befallen them. Why had God in his infinite wisdom seen fit to snatch her son’s bride so soon! Zariffa’s mother
wept quietly now, sitting beside her daughter’s body. A small lamp was burning. Zariffa looked peaceful at last.
As the shadows deepened, angels took possession of her soul.
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We wondered about Ahmad Abdou. Was he hiding? Was he dead or alive? In his demented state, he was
capable of anything. Was he searching for Zariffa along the footpaths they had walked together? Was he looking
for her in the stars? All night, his relatives called him, but he never responded.
At dawn the men went about their business, and the women milked their cows. Then, everyone gathered at
Mansour’s house. While the men remained outside reciting verses from the Qur’an, the women prepared to wash
the body. Zariffa’s mother, hysterical with grief, threw herself upon her daughter’s body, weeping. She was
quickly yanked off and reminded that tears falling on the body before the ritual bath were a sacrilege. When they
had calmed her, the women placed Zariffa’s head on four loaves of bread and a lump of salt. Her face, hands,
arms, and feet were sprinkled thrice with water, then again her entire body, seven times. Once this ritual of purification was completed the women wrapped the body in three shrouds of white linen and three yellow silk ones,
yellow being the color of heaven.
A hush settled on the gathering when the women announced that Zariffa was ready to leave the house. We
followed Mansour and his family into the room. He placed Zariffa in her coffin, then his mother covered her with
her crimson shawl and hammered the young woman’s earrings and necklace to the headboard of the casket. When
someone gave the signal, a calf was slaughtered outside the door. As Abdel Latif and Mansour stepped over the
pool of blood everyone proclaimed:
“There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is His Prophet”—La il Allah, Muhammadu Rasool Allah!” As a
gesture of grief, the women powdered their heads with dust and continued to wail.
The mourners circled the village three times, the village that had witnessed Zariffa’s games, her songs, and her
suffering. Stopping at the holy man’s mausoleum, the bearers set down the casket and prayed before delivering
the young woman to her final resting place.
The village cemetery was just beyond the cultivated land, on the edge of the desert. A shallow grave had been
dug to avoid the body floating away when the Nile flooded and the water table rose. Zariffa’s body was removed
from the casket as Muslim ritual required. The mourners prayed again. The grave digger, too, did his part,
whispering his last recommendations into Zariffa’s ear before lowering her into the ground.
The men went back to work and the women returned to Mansour’s house. The men left their fields early,
keeping vigil in the funerary tent. A sheikh had been hired to chant the Qur’an. Neighbors sent trays of food—
boiled meat and rice. The men ate, drank coffee, and talked quietly while the women fasted, as was the custom.
Some had spirited away a hard-boiled egg, a dry cake and secretly nibbled …
Suddenly there was an uproar. Zariffa’s mother had surprised Mansour’s mother with her mouth full:
“Eating! Have you no respect for the dead, you heartless wench! Oh, if only we had waited for Ahmad
Abdou!” Mansour’s mother lashed back:
“Don’t you dare utter that madman’s name in my presence!”
They would have come to blows, had others not intervened. Once the mothers had returned to their senses, the
lamenting took up again and continued all night.
*
In the middle of a cotton field, within sight of the cemetery, beneath thick foliage, Ahmad Abdou lay curled
like a wounded beast. The moon had not yet risen, but the sky was full of stars. Ahmad opened his eyes and stared
at the dark mass of the village and the flickering lantern lights in the funerary tent in the distance. He heard faint
sounds of chanting carried on the breeze and listened intently to the steady croaking of frogs in the irrigation
ditches around him.
From his hideout, earlier, Ahmad had seen the mourners winding their way to the cemetery. He knew where to
find Zariffa now. Suddenly, he remembered a tale of love recited by the village storyteller. The hero had risked
death climbing a silken ladder into a fierce sultan’s harem to rescue his beloved. Like the brave lover, Ahmad
vowed that nothing and no one would keep him from Zariffa now!
The moon was rising, shimmering upon the deserted fields and the silvery tops of the date palms. Ahmad
emerged from his hiding place. A gentle breeze wafted off the desert. He felt a strange lightness in his limbs. The
familiar scent of the damp fields at night filled his nostrils. His pain vaporized, lifted, as if swept away by some
enchanted hand. He began running toward the cemetery. Zariffa was waiting!
When he came to the gravesite, Ahmad sank to his knees, stroked the freshly mounded soil as if it were his
beloved’s cheek, then began to dig furiously. He was fearless now. He thought nothing of being discovered nor of
the sacrilege he was committing. Although his movements were hampered by the narrow grave, he found the
corpse, plunged his arms into the sandy soil, and pulled Zariffa out gently.
Ahmad uncovered Zariffa’s head, unwrapped the shrouds around her body, gazed upon her ashen face in the
moonlight.
Zariffa opened her eyes and smiled.
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“Oh, beloved!” she whispered, “this is our wedding night. Nothing will ever come between us …”
Ahmad’s eyes welled with tears. He took Zariffa into his arms, stroked her beautiful hair, kissed her cold lips,
and finally lay beside her.
Zariffa gazed at her young husband, happy.
At dawn, the gravedigger returned to find Ahmad asleep, Zariffa in his arms. Shocked and dismayed, he ran
back to the village to fetch help. I went with him.
I will never forget the scene I came upon that morning: Ahmad, holding a dead Zariffa in his arms, singing
softly into her ear, singing a song of love …
The struggle to wrench Ahmad from his beloved was pathetic!
B
1
The next morning I went to see my father in the little drawing room adjoining the library where we usually met
for breakfast. As I cracked open the door, much less confident of myself than I had been in my own room the
night before, I could tell by his expression that nothing would go as I had planned. He had read my letter and
before I could open my mouth he was already speaking:
“Ramza,” he said, “once and for all I want no more said about this brother of Bahiga’s. It’s already a shame
that he has seen you and spoken to you. He is a worthless fellow and has taken advantage of your friendship with
his sister to seduce you.” I looked at my father in horror and exclaimed before I knew what I was doing,
“Father, he didn:t seduce me; I want to marry him. I’ve chosen him and I know his qualities.” My father
answered sharply,
“You miserable girl, you are my only daughter and I will not have you married to the son of a shopkeeper, a
boy with no education, an insignificant army officer without a future. Do you see yourself tied to this man and
following him from camp to camp, garrisoned in one town after another in the Sudan\fn{ Prior to her independence
from the British, the country was administered by Egyptians and British colonials; in fact, it was called “Anglo-Egyptian Sudan”:H } for
the rest of your life? Is that your ambition?”
I was angry. I said,
“My ambition, Father, is to marry the man I have chosen freely, the man I have loved and not to be passed on
like an inherited good from one member of Safwat Pasha’s family to another.”
I saw my father’s face soften and that expression of tender affection which he reserved for me come into his
eyes. He smiled and said,
“I see that I’ve spoiled you, Ramza. I’ve allowed you to learn to reason and I am partly responsible for the
state of things now. For this reason I feel I owe you an explanation for what I’ve done. We are easterners, Ramza.
Here marriage is a family affair, not just a matter of falling in love with a handsome boy.” I remained silent and he
continued:
“You have a role to play in Egyptian society, my child. This role depends on your rank in society and that of
your family. If I have accepted Safwat Pasha’s request for your hand in marriage to his son, it is because his is one
of the first families of Egypt. I also took into consideration what you are, Ramza, and did not want you to marry
into a family that would be unsuitable for your tastes and education. I did not want to marry you to an old man, an
idiot, a cripple or even a man overly attached to customs you would have deemed out of date, whatever his place
in society.
“I thought of you when choosing Midhat, who has studied in Europe. He is broad-minded and modern and
looks forward to a brilliant future in which you could play a part. Furthermore he is young, agreeable and nothing
about him could be displeasing to you. He is a good mate for you, Ramza. You see I’m trying to persuade you as
you would expect any European father to do. And you see, even if I wanted to refuse Safwat Pasha’s request I
could not. We are committed to that family.”
When he had finished I responded quietly trying to use logic with my father as he had done with me.
“Father,” I said, “I understand what you are saying and I appreciate your reasoning, but I love Maher and
cannot marry anyone else. I’ve given him my word.”
At this point my father grabbed my arm and began shaking me vigorously, the blood rising in his face and his
eyes burning with horror. For a moment I thought he would hit or strangle me, but instead he shouted,
“That’s enough. Go to your room and stay there. Tomorrow I’m taking you back to Cairo and I don’t want to
hear another word about that miserable rogue. You’ll never see him again.”
He went out slamming the door behind him.
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I collapsed in tears. But soon enough came to my senses and began to hatch a plan. My father had left the
house; Mademoiselle was still in church; Nargis would not have left her rooms yet.
I would flee.
I dressed quickly wearing black clothes, a black face veil and my black habara on top of it all. I made myself
look as anonymous as possible. That dark costume was a perfect camouflage; nothing of an individual could come
through its thicknesses. I then put my money in my purse and took all my jewellery. Near the kitchen I picked up
a shopping basket to make me look like a woman from any popular quarter of the city and slipped out the service
entrance without anyone being the wiser.
I had decided to go and find Maher and get married right away.
2
I had imagined that my father would give in before a fait accompli and would forgive me and give me his
blessings. I was far from the truth. He had left Alexandria and returned to Cairo the day following my elopement.
I was told that his fury had been terrible. He had reproached Nargis and Mademoiselle bitterly for their negligence
and had sworn that he would kill me. He filed a law suit against Maher and me with the intention of declaring our
marriage null and void. When Shaikh Abd al-Muti went to see him it was already too late. The affair had reached
the courts.
The Shaikh reported to me that my father no longer thought of killing me and even authorised me to come
home on condition that I stay clear of him. He did not want to set eyes on me. I was tempted by the idea, but
remained in the harem of the Shaikh instead. Although I was not free to go and come as I pleased there, I felt I
would be more independent than in our house. My father agreed to send Mademoiselle Hortense to me there, and
her companionship during those difficult days was precious to me.
The struggle between my father and me began almost immediately and although I loved him and was
miserable at the idea of making him so unhappy, I was as stubborn as he in fighting for my principles. I was also
certain that his affections for me would not diminish as long as anger did not distort his thoughts which was not
often during those weeks. The battle between us was long and painful but in our shared obstinacy neither would
give in to the other.
I took on a lawyer whom the devoted Shaikh Abd al-Muti recommended. His name was Shaikh Mustafa alMaghrabi; he was young and had already established a reputation for brilliance and a liberal point of view despite
his Shaikh’s turban and the kaftan he wore. He agreed to take up my cause and plead for me.
Meanwhile I grew more and more uneasy about Maher. Would his father persuade him to repudiate me after
all? I think I would have died of shame had that happened. Shaikh Mustafa heard my plea and went to see Maher
to ask him to stand up in his own defence and gave him advice on what to say.
News of my secret marriage soon spread and all Cairo was talking about it. I received letters from young girls
in the harem congratulating me on my courage and pleading with me to carry on.
As the date of the hearing approached I grew increasingly worried. I had been carried along feverishly by the
excitement of the fight and to tell the truth I had nearly forgotten that Maher was involved or that he was even the
object of this campaign. I acquired law books, discussed endlessly the chances for our success with my lawyer,
Shaikh Mustafa, who was so inspired by my ardour that he was as convinced as I was that we could not possibly
lose our case. He warned me, however, that the presiding judge was not sympathetic to our cause. He had
daughters and feared that I would set a precedent if I won.
I read and re-read the legal code of the Sharia and studied every intricacy of my case with Shaikh Mustafa. It
seemed to us that there was not a loophole we could not call the law to fill. Nothing there could prove that my
marriage was not valid. The contract which we had signed before the mazun in Alexandria was unimpeachable. I
had reached majority age and was in full possession of my mental faculties, and was therefore fit to sign a binding
contract. Maher had paid a dowry of five hundred Egyptian pounds and endowed me with an equal amount to be
paid after a certain lapse of time. All was conducted according to custom and the law. People could not accuse
Maher of being an unworthy party. He had paid the dowry required for a person of my social standing and not a
penny less. I was excited and confident.
Maher came to see me from time to time and we spent these rare moments mapping out our future. We took
stock of our joint finances and decided we could manage very well. Beside the five hundred pounds which he had
given me, I had two hundred pounds and all my mother’s valuable jewellery. Maher owned a hundred or so acres
of good land and a house in Shubra and had his pay from the army.
As we talked, we came to the conclusion that it would be best to get away for a while after the sentence was
pronounced to let tempers cool before returning to Cairo. Maher said he would ask to be posted in the Sudan
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where we could remain a few years. After that everyone would have forgotten the whole affair and we would be
accepted without question by our families and society. How eager I was for that time to come!
The day of the trial finally came. There was no question of course of my attending. Women did not go into
court. But as the courthouse was not far from Shaikh Abd al-Muti’s house, I made Shaikh Mustafa promise that he
would come and tell me the verdict as soon as it was pronounced. I was sure that we could not fail and yet felt
quite nervous about the proceedings. I remained posted at a window the entire time waiting for the Shaikh and
Maher to appear. When I saw them finally, I knew from their expressions that we had lost. The Shaikh was
indignant and cried,
“The judge didn’t even listen to my pleas. His decision was made before he came to court. This judgment is
iniquitous and I will make an appeal tomorrow.”
The whole experience had been deeply humiliating for Maher. He had been accused of every possible
beastliness and my father’s lawyer had claimed that a marriage between us was an aberration because we were not
of the same social class. He had been dragged through the mud along with his family. He was livid with rage
recounting to me how the lawyer had insulted him and his family calling them unworthy peasants and referring to
their origins in the harshest possible terms.
“He damaged my father’s reputation,” Maher cried and told me that the lawyer had referred to them as nothing
better than worms. The lawyer had continued saying that Maher was the son of a peasant whose recently acquired
wealth was the result of penny pinching and avarice.
“As for me,” Maher said, “I was treated as being nothing more than a lowly soldier who had been admitted to
military school only because the army took in riff-raff for lack of anything better.” Sons of good families avoid
the military, Maher recounted the lawyer's discourse.
Shaikh Mustafa tried to convince Maher that the words said in court were merely those of a lawyer trying to
defend his client. Maher would have none of it and felt directly implicated. His pride was hurt and he had been
deeply wounded. He was suffering and I suffered along with him. I would have done anything to erase the insults
which had been inflicted upon him and his family. I felt at that moment that this unfortunate turn of events would
always stand between us and would make Maher hate me.
According to Shaikh Mustafa, my father had obtained a decree from Sultan Abd aI-Hamid establishing our
family’s descent from Imam Hussain, grandson of the Prophet. This put our family so high in the social order that
my marriage to someone of inferior class would be considered null and void. My father had used this to annul our
marriage and based his argument on the Quranic law which states that a Muslim girl is forbidden to marry below
her station. In Shaikh Mustafa’s opinion this difference in class had been over-emphasised in my case and
Maher’s and that it was far from being the real reason for the negative verdict pronounced by the judge. What the
judge had wanted to condemn publicly was the freedom of choice of marriage partners by the younger generation.
He wished to show that to defy one’s family could only bring shame and unhappiness on a young couple.
The press took up the case and there was a violent exchange of opinion between those who supported the
traditional order of things and the liberal elements who were for a modernisation of current practices regarding
marriage and the status of women. This polemic went beyond us and beyond Egypt itself. It served as fuel for the
existing conflict between Sultan Abd ai-Hamid and his traditionalist policies and the more liberal Young Turks
Party.
Every day some aspect of my case was discussed in the press and as I read the heated reports I realised that
those for and against me reacted with an equal lack of restraint. Each was violent in his opinion. I was flattered in
part by all this attention, but on the other hand, feared that all the publicity would compromise my chances of
happiness. Maher and my father could only come out of this as eternally mortal enemies.
Despite the disappointing verdict, Shaikh Mustafa continued to feel optimistic and to encourage me. He had
appealed the decision and felt sure that no judge would insist on upholding the verdict as public opinion was
strongly in our favour. He told me one day, his eyes gleaming with pleasure, that the Khedive himself was on our
side. That was surprising because I knew the Khedive to be a friend and admirer of my father’s and that he would
be reluctant to act in a way which would vex my father. He was young, however, only thirty years old then, and it
was normal that he should hold views which were more liberal than those of his elders.
Public opinion maintained however that Khedive’s support was inspired by political motives. The Consul of
Great Britain and Lord Cromer had intervened, it seemed, on my father’s behalf and this was reason enough for
the Khedive to take the opposing side. Of these two opposing factions, however, it was the Khedive’s which was
the most powerful. Discussions of freedom and national sovereignty followed Lord Cromer’s intervention and
opened the floodgates of interminable polemic in the nationalist press. From a simple girl fighting for the freedom
to choose whomever she wished to marry, I had suddenly been propelled into the role of a national heroine
fighting for Egyptian independence. Newspapers came out with sensational headlines such as: “From slave
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mothers only slaves are born” or “Let us free our mothers, wives and daughters so that they might give birth to
free men.”
Suddenly, I found my feminist ideals taken up, magnified and embellished and found myself just as suddenly
in the limelight, the heroine of a struggle for national as well as personal freedom. I must admit that I enjoyed the
excitement which surrounded these issues and began to believe that I was truly a heroine with a great cause to
uphold. Despite this, I was not completely at ease. What news I had of my father led me to believe that he had
become even more inflexible than before. He was announcing publicly that he would marry me off to his steward,
Salim Effendi, a man in his sixties. Rather than mollify me this fired my determination to fight on and to keep
alive the struggle against servitude of any kind.
I grew increasingly unhappy however with Maher’s weakness in a situation where I needed his support. His
initial indignation gave way to fearful reticence in the face of authority. He could barely get up the courage to
come and see me and he kept a cold front and anxious distance between us when he did come and we were
allowed a few moments alone in Shaikh Abd al-Muti’s office. Finally I asked him if he still loved me. He assured
me that his love was stronger than ever and he was miserable when I suggested that I had my doubts and
wondered if we had really gone through with our marriage or whether it had all been a dream. He could only
murmur,
“What can I do? My father makes a scene whenever I come to see you.” I exploded and said to him,
“You mean to tell me you hesitate to choose between me and your father? I broke with my own father to marry
you and you still succumb to the tyranny of yours? Can’t you see how we are struggling to liberate women? Do
we have to do the job for men as well?”
No sooner had I said this than I saw Maher go completely pale with confusion. I felt I might have pushed him
too far and quickly tried to repair the situation by saying,
“Please try to understand that I love you, Maher. Nothing can keep me from being your wife and if you’re
afraid of living with me in Cairo let’s go to the Sudan. Ask for a transfer. I’ll follow you to the ends of the earth.”
He could find no response save to implore me to be patient. Perhaps the appeal would bring results, our
marriage would be valid and my father would take us back into the fold.
I felt then that Maher lacked the courage of his convictions and explained to him that my father would never
concede and that his friends in court would act according to his wishes, not ours.
“My father has friends among the judges and the backing of the English who are masters here, as you know.
What will you do if he forces a verdict for annulment? Only one thing can save us now, Maher, and that is to live
together and have a child born of our union of which we would be proud.”
I thought I had convinced him that day to leave his father’s house and search for an apartment for us to live in.
But the days passed and Maher did not reappear. I grew tired of living in Shaikh Abd al-Muti’s home and although
his wives and daughters were kind and generous, they were illiterate and their company wearisome. They
understood nothing about what I was doing or what I stood for and from time to time would give me advice which
amounted to little more than,
“Leave Maher and go back to your father’s house.”
The Shaikh who at first had spared me now began to reproach me blaming me for the scandalous rumblings
which filled the newspapers. He found the involvement of the press in such a personal matter shocking. One day
when I answered back a little too briskly he cried out,
“Do you forget yourself, Ramza? Do you forget that you are living under my roof?” I was taken aback and
before I could stop myself answered or rather snapped back,
“Not for long.”
Five minutes later, I had gathered my belongings and with Mademoiselle in tow left Shaikh Abd al-Muti’s
house forever. This house which had been a hospitable shelter for weeks had suddenly become a prison. I could
not stay cloistered like the women of the harem, and I blamed myself bitterly for having remained there so long.
What a fool I had been, championing women’s rights and yet allowing myself to be shut up in a harem all the
while. How absurd it all was, how ironic!
Mademoiselle listened quietly to all my reflections and outbursts as she.had always done. We rode in the
carriage to the outskirts of Abbaslya where I remembered that an old friend of my grandmother’s, Tahasin Hanim,
lived. I found her house without difficulty but no one was there. I questioned the watchman who told me that
Tahasin had become infirm and was living a hundred metres further down the street with her daughter. I went
there and the old woman was pleased to see me. She agreed to rent me her house and give me a servant for the
time being. She also found a way to send Nargis a message telling her my whereabouts. Nargis responded by
sending me the daughter of my oid wet nurse, Zuhaida, and her husband who would serve me. They brought along
a small box containing two hundred pounds in gold coins from Nargis to help me through the difficult weeks
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ahead.
Kind, kind Nargis! How I wished to see her now! In fact, I don’t know what I would have done without this
aid. The lawsuit had been costly and I was reduced to selling my jewellery to live.
Four days later I was surprised by a visit from Maher. Shaikh Abd al-Muti had told him that I had left and had
not left an address. He had looked for me everywhere until he had found my traces. He burst in uttering nothing
but blame and reproaching me for my decision to leave the Shaikh’s house without consulting him first. I was
rather pleased to see him so worked up and did not in the least bit regret the worry I had caused him. He had taken
the trouble to look for me, and that was at least a sign of caring.
But I did not let him see my pleasure. I continued working on the sewing I had in hand and answered his
questions coldly. This further exasperated him, and he cried out,
“Ramza, you are capricious. You do what you want without telling anyone and you act as if I didn’t even
exist.”
“I see so little of you anyway,” I replied coldly, “I’m obliged to take decisions without consulting you.” He
blushed, but seemed calmer and then changed the subject.
“You’re certainly not planning to live alone in this godforsaken place, are you?” he said.
“Well, I have two servants to keep me company for lack of a husband,” I replied.
He shivered, but did not pursue the subject. Instead he began to look around him and complimented me on the
way I had arranged this little villa in a matter of four days.
“I’ve been taught to keep house and. to cook, you know,” I said. He attempted to answer lightly, asking me if 1
would invite him to dinner.
“No,” I said dryly, “I don’t think you should linger here, you might compromise my reputation.” I told him that
in fact he had better go right away and I began to leave the room as well. He tried to hold me back saying,
“Ramza, you’re being cruel. What have I done to deserve this?”
“Nothing at all,” I replied. “You have been a paragon of prudence and wisdom. Go on, go back to your father.
If he discovers you’ve been to see me he might take off his slipper and strike you.”\fn{ A great insult in many parts of
the world, not just in Egypt:H} At this terrible insult he went white and tightening his fists said to me,
“Don;’t provoke me, Ramza, or I will be the one to strike you.” He came toward me with a menacing look, but
I answered him without flinching,
“And by what right do you think you can strike me or even speak to me in this way? Surely you don’t consider
yourself to be my husband!”
He was furious. I had struck him where it hurt and he suddenly lunged forward, took me up in his arms and
struggling carried me into my room. That was the moment I had longed for. I did not struggle long.\fn{ Here there is
a break in the text. The court pronounces their marriage null and void because of the difference in class. Maher urges Ramza to return to her
father. But she escapes to him at Qina, an army barracks in the south. He is happy to see her, but insists that she remain hidden. When she
appears at his office, he is furious and sends her back to Cairo. He assures her that they can never be married because both their fathers
have cursed them}

“Maher, answer me in all sincerity. Do you want me as your wife? Don’t be afraid to say the truth.”
Maher did not respond and during the pregnant silence that followed I reflected on what I had done.
Everything was so clear. But love had made me blind to the truth and love had made it impossible for me to
accept the evidence before me that Maher did not want me. After all, I had made him marry me in Alexandria. I
had forced him to take me to Cairo. I had run after him to Qusair. Every step of the way the initiative had been
mine.
He had tried to run away. In the court case against my father, even, it had been me who had done all the
pushing; Maher and his father kept well in the shadows and did not really want to win. They too were my
opponents. That is why I had lost. Even here in the desert, he did not feel as if I were really his wife.
Despite this I was certain that Maher had loved me. Perhaps he still loved me, but his love was not enough to
surmount the prejudices and the obstacles which assailed him. He was afraid of public opinion and his silence
spoke louder than words could have done. He was vain and his pride had been hurt by the turn the verdict took.
Even if I had won the case I would have always been the infamous wife to him. The one he would always feel
ashamed of at the bottom of his heart and afraid of because of what she might do in the future. She did not possess
the humility of the woman-servant nor the docility of the harem inmate. Finally he got up the courage to say what
was on his mind. He spoke nearly in a whisper, unable to look at me.
“You see, Ramza,” he said, “while your father was still alive we could still hope to gain his approval. and
consequently my father’s. Now we’ve killed him. He died cursing us. My father curses us also and will do so until
his death.”
I knew from these words that Maher meant there was no hope for us. I knew exactly where I stood and what I
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must do.
“I understand your desire now, Maher. I won’t stand in your way any longer. I’ll disappear from your life
altogether, but it will be of my own free will and not because of my father’s instructions nor a verdict from the
court. I’m declaring to you now that I no longer can be, nor wish to be, your wife. Please call out two witnesses
and lets get on with a divorce.” He recoiled in horror and, protesting, said,
“I’ll never deal you such an affront, Ramza, and in any case there is no need of a divorce. We are not bound by
any law since the court did not recognise our marriage.”
“I never recognised the verdict of the court,” I said coldly, “and in any case those who have been united
through love by God cannot be separated by men or their laws. Today, Maher, had it been possible to divorce you,
in a world where women are only asked to submit and obey, I would have been the one to take the initiative. And
you can be certain that my voice would not have trembled. So you go ahead and do it since I cannot.”
I looked at him and despite my hard words, I tried to drink in his features, his face, everything about this man I
loved, and print it forever on my mind. Then I covered my face with my hands and said to him,
“Go ahead, speak, deal the death blow.” He tried to get away, tried to hide behind the irony saying,
“Come now, Ramza, enough of flowery prose. You’ll miss your train.” But I was dead serious and said to him,
“Maher, this is the last request I’ll ever make of you. Strike like a soldier since this privilege is accorded you
and not me. Or will you be a coward?” Finally, in a whisper, he spoke the ritual formula for divorce:
“I repudiate you. You are no longer my wife. You have become like a sister and a mother to me.” This had to
be repeated three times, but old Abdallah who was serving as witness intervened.
“That’s enough,” he said hoarsely. “Do you want to kill her.”
I knew then, despite my pain, that even if Maher came back to me, this was the end. I would never take him
back. I lowered my black veil and knew that Maher would never set eyes on my face again. A few hours later we
were in Qina. Maher had disappeared and I forced myself not to look for him. Old Abdallah took me to the
station, bought a ticket for me and settled me in the train and waited for it to pull out of the station.
I remained dry-eyed until dawn, then the tears came. I had been bruised and damaged by the battle but had
emerged unbeaten. My heart was a shambles but I had not compromised my principles and I was undaunted. This
fact gave me a sharp sense of satisfaction and I consoled myself with the idea that I had come through this
struggle victorious.
As the train approached Cairo, I looked for my black veil. It lay crumpled beside me on the seat. I was tempted
to toss it out the window and come out with my face uncovered for all to see. But the time for this liberation had
not yet come. As the train drew into the station, I covered my face but swore that I would fight relentlessly until
the day when women could emerge with faces exposed to the wind and their destinies governed by themselves
and not by the despotism of jealous husbands and possessive fathers. …
263.184 Egyptian Folksongs: 1. O Henna, O Henna 2. Indian Muslin 3. Barhoum, O Barhoum 4. O Ye Maids Of
Alexandria 5. I’m Thirsty Sweet Maidens 6. My Dainty Pretty Maid 7. Processional Bridal Song 8. The Vendor
Of Grapes 9. For Six Rieyals 10. Come To Me, Little Duckling 11. O Lemons Mine 12. A Bridal Song 13. A
Wanderers Song 14. O Joyous Times 15. A Village Song 16. Birgalatak, Birgalatak 17. My Handkerchief 18. A
Love Song 19. A Bridal Song 20. Ahmad Ya Sharbatly 21. O Palm Trees Two 22. A Village Wedding Song 23. O
Dear Beloved 24. Tidrubni Laih 25. With Trim Mustachios 26. O Bahey-ya, Tell Me! 27. A Dance Tune 28. The
Orange In My Hand 29. Bridal Song 30. Little Moon, Little Moon 31. A Love Song 32. O Thou Zane-il-Abedeen
33. Pretty Little Dove 34. A Plaintive Love Song 35. Bridal Song 36. A Plaintive Love Song 37. O My Pigeons
38. What Wants This Lad? 39. How Lovely Art Thou, O Ryya 40. Slumber Song 41. To My Homeland 42. The
Mint Vendor 43. A Village Song 44. The Electric Car 45. O Bright Night 46. A Village Song 47. O Tell Me, O Tell
Me: Forty-seven Folksongs\fn{by Bahiga Sedki Rashid (1899-1987)} Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt (F) 15
1
O Henna, O Henna, bright red,
Dew-drop from the sky.
A cooling breeze my cheek caresses,
Coming through thy window, love.
*
O, how I fear thy Mother’s quick glance,
In her search for thee.
I’ll spread o’er thee, O my beloved,
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My long braids of raven black hair.
*
From foes or friends, who seek to find thee,
I’ll hide thee away.
Mine eyes a shelter safe to hide thee,
Mine lashes a mantle be.
2
Indian muslin, Indian muslin,
Silks and damask, O ye maids.
Open for us, pretty maidens,
Or we’ll break through windows tall.
Open for us, pretty maidens,
Or we’ll break through windows tall.
*
Open for me, pretty maiden.
I have goods to please the eye.
Then the maiden soon did open,
And did let me come inside.
Then the maiden soon did open,
And did let me come inside.
*
Pretty maiden, pretty maiden,
Open for me, let me rest.
I will show you silks and muslins,
Laces rare to please the best.
I will show you silks and muslins,
Laces rare to please the best.
3
Barhoum,\fn{ A pet name for the male name Ibrahim. All the personal names in these songs are male names } O Barhoum,
Ya-bou Zeid Hilal.\fn{ A legendary figure famed for his chivalry }
’Neath his robe a crown is hidden
Lofty hopes he dreams, by Allah!
Lofty are your dreams.
*
Barhoum’s in the street,
Eating juicy pears,
Bought for two milliemes, by Allah!
Bought for two milliemes, by Allah!
Bought for two milliemes.
*
Barhoum’s on the roof.
His tale bards recount.
Wounded through the heart, O my eye!
By a traitor’s knife, by Allah.
By a traitor’s knife.
*
Barhoum’s hopes were high.
God alone is high.
For a pair of pigeons tender,
I’ll invite you all, by Allah.
I’ll invite you all.
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4
O ye maids of Alexandria.
By the sea you love to loiter,
Dressed in silk with silver shining,
Honey-sweet your lips so tender.
*
O ye daughters of the city,
Treasures rich and rare you do have,
Dressed in silk with pearls adorning,
Round your necks hang pearls so milky.\fn{Or: milk-white pearls}
5
I’m thirsty sweet maidens,
Show me the way to go.
Sweet maidens I am thirsty,
Show me the fountain clear.
*
A drink, O do give me,
Perchance ’tis from the Nile.
Sweet maidens I am thirsty,
Show me the fountain clear.
*
Give me of your water,
To quench a thirsty soul.
Sweet maidens I am thirsty,
Show me the fountain clear.
*
Why are those eyes of yours bright,
While mine are dull and dim?
Sweet maidens I am thirsty,
Show me the fountain clear.
*
Assyout’s now a city great,
Where boats come from afar.
Sweet maidens I am thirsty,
Show me the fountain clear.
6
My dainty pretty maid,
Sweet as the honey dew,
O come to me, dear love,
O bright star of my life.
*
Put on your gown of silk,
The shade of lovely rose,
And come beside me, love,
O bright star of my eye.
*
Put on your gown of gray,
How can you be so gay?
While I do pine away,
For love of you, dear heart.
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7
Here comes the bride, so sweet, so young and so fair,
O rose amidst the flowers rose.
O see the groom, he stands so stately, and tall.
The rose-bush bends to shelter all.
*
Step light, my love, and hither by my side come.
Your gown of gray silk enchants me.
O daughter of the great and mighty Sheikh,
O queen of beauty and wisdom.
8
A necklace he brought me made of a hundred and one stones
Oh! take it back and bring me grapes
Oh! for those vendors of grapes,
By the Prophet a bunch do give me.
*
Bangles he bought that fit me well
Oh! take them back and bring me grapes.
Oh! for those vendors of grapes,
By the Prophet a bunch do give me.\fn{And so it goes on mentioning various articles, after each of which the refrain is repeated }
9
O mother, dear,
Tell father please,
For six rieyals let me married be.
*
The couch stands there,
The kettle’s
On the stove,
For six rieyals let me married be.
*
O father dear,
Let me married be,
For six rieyals, let me married be.
10
Come to me, little duckling,
No, I will not come.
*
Come and meet me at the station,
No, I will not come.
*
O, come to your Father,
No, I will not come.
*
Come and see your Mother,
No, I will not come.
*
Come and meet your brother,
No, I will not come.
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*
Come and speak to your sister,
No, I will not come.
*
O, come then to your sweetheart,
Quickly here I come!
11
O, how I like the lettuce leaves so green.
No fresher leaves the like was ever seen.
My sweetheart he has gone away to Misr.
My loved one’s gone so far from me, so far away,
Bring back my love to me.
O lemons mine, pale green and fine,
O lemons mine, the lemons fresh are mine.
*
O fragrant drink of cinnamon tea I love,
That fresh aroma of the drink I love.
My sweetheart is as gentle as a dove.
He whom I love is far from me, so far away,
Bring back my love to me.
O lemons mine, pale green and fine,
O lemons mine, the lemons fresh are mine.
12
The like of you has never been seen before,
Of your money we bought your trousseau,
There stands your father decorating the couch,\fn{ The processional couch, which carries a bride to her future home}
As also stands your groom, counting hundreds.\fn{I.e., hundreds of Egyptian pounds, referring to the bride’s dowry}
13
O bird in flight would I but return to my loved ones,
From wandering over foreign soil through years that come and go.
14
O pretty maid, amidst the roses walking,
O let me join you, for to carry your basket.
And if your Father will your hand refuse me,
The deeds I shall do Antar\fn{A brave Arab warrior} ne’er did dream of.
O joyous times fair as the whitest marble,
My heart enslaved will be by the young and dark one.
O pretty maiden, to the baths when doing,
Would I but join you, for your robe to carry.
And if your Father does reject my wooing,
The deeds I shall do Antar ne’er did dream of.
O joyous times fair as the whitest marble,
My heart enslaved will be by the young and dark one.
*
O maiden fair, your cloak of silk is falling.
Your pretty hands show, and those eyes of night black.
Could I but only touch those lips so tender,
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The deeds O would do, Antar ne’er did dream of.
O joyous times fair as the whitest marble,
My heart enslaved will be by the young and dark one.
15
O ye blowing South winds,
Dry, O dry my garments.
Lest my Mother beat me,
And my Father kill me.
Lest the cow would push me,
Buffalo will lead me.
O ye blowing South winds,
Dry, O dry my garments.
16
Birgalatak, Birgalatak,
Golden earrings brightly dangling
O God bless him, may he grow up
And run highter, and play thither
Up and down the house all over.
Birgalatak, Birgalatak.\fn{Sung by a procession of children, who carry a new-born baby through the house on its seventh day, with
flowers and lighted candles}
17
My kerchief, O Mother, is of rose silk,
Round my aching head I tie.
He who took my silk khandkerchief, O mother,
’Tis the lad whom I love best of all.
My kerchief, Mother dearest,
In our alley it has fallen down.
Never will I give up my kerchief,
For ’tis made of rich and lovely silk.
*
I have now lost my pretty gray kerchief,
While my sweetheart stands around with me.
Ne’er will I give up my beloved sweetheart,
He’s the lad whom I love best of all
My kerchief, Mother dearest,
In our alley it has fallen down.
Never will I give my my kerchief,
For ’tis made of rich and lovely silk.
18
Let the waters in clear pitchers cooling,
Lift your dainty veil, and quench my thirst with water cool and clear.
*
Should my sweetheart come tonight a-calling,
On my hair I’ll wear a garland bright with roses red and rare.
*
For the one I love, he is my heart’s desire.
He of all the lads alone my heart has chosen, O my eye.
*
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Sherbert sweet I made, and offered to him,
I whispered, “O come to me, thou pride of manhood brave.”
19
Your beauty shines through palace walls
When lights are dim.
*
We made you marry when still young,
So young were you.
*
Around your house a garden grows,
Pomegranates red.
*
The henna blossom we did scent,
Going to Istanbul.
*
We bought your trousseau, and also,
The slave Serour.
*
Serour has served us, O so well,
Through two long years.
20
O Ahmad, you who sell fresh drinks,
Fill my jug and help me lift it,
Take heed it does not fall,
Lest my father kill me,
Or the cow will hit me,
Only Mother will forgive me.
21
O palm trees two, standing high,
Your dates are balm to the eye.
O palm trees two, and two palm trees,
And lo, all four red dates did bear.
*
O palm trees two, rising high,
Your dates are balm, curing ills,
O palm trees two, near our tree,
Within our yard, lo stand the three.
*
O palm trees two, standing high,
Your dates are balm, to cure ills.
The bride she sang for joy to see,
Those seedless dates grow on the tree.
22
And to me the groom did say,
“God has surely blessed me.
Come and see my butter stored,
Pots and bowls o’erflowing.”
Joy is come, O joy is coming!
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Foes and enemies scowling.
*
Then the groom to me did say,
“Sing and dance and merry be,
Wheat and corn are piled up high
In large sacks, back yonder.”
Joy is come, O joy is coming!
Foes and enemies scowling.
23
O dear beloved of my heart,
I would to my country go.
O homewards dear I long to turn
From wandering far, to and fro.
O dear beloved of my heart
Would I to my country go.
*
O homewards dear I long to turn
Once more to see my loving son
My daughter too I long to see
My country how I long for thee.
O dear beloved of my heart
Would I to my country go.
*
O dearest friend, I’m ailing
With longing for my homeland.
I long to see my son Kamil
Whom foreign soil has lured away.
O dear beloved of my heart
Would I to my country go.
24
Why beat me so,
O Sir, O Bey?
For I am young,
And scorn your jests.
*
Earring he bought
To win my heart,
’Tis no excuse
For this poor part.
*
Bangles he bought
That fit me well.
My scorn of you
I cannot tell.
25
With trim mustachios, he trust around,
For a pound and a half.\fn{Of meat}
*
He proudly orders, “Now feed me,
On a pound and a half.”
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*
His wife and inlaws he invites,
On a pound and a half.
*
He called Amina the dancer,\fn{A famous dancer c.1850}
On a pound nd a half.
26
O Baheyya, tell me, tell me now,
Who killed poor, poor Yaseen, O my heart,
Who killed poor, poor Yaseen, Yaseen.
*
The Sudanese\fn{A reference to the Sudanese Border Guards} they did kill him now,
From atop the camel back, O my heart,
From atop the camel back, camel back.
*
And Yaseen lies now in a pool of blood,
And the doctor fears for him, O my heart,
And the doctor fears for him, O for him.
*
O, thou keeper of the gate, tell me,
Who the mistress of yon palace be,
Who the mistress of yon palace be.
*
’Tis Baheyya yon palace mistress be,
And she alone is mistress here,
And she alone is mistress here.
*
And a lawyer great Baheyya brought,
To plead the case before the court,
To plead before the higher court.
*
And thou great and mighty judge, be kind,
For before you stand the poor and weak,
For before you stand the poor and weak.
*
And the red tarboush be set aside,
And a four-year sentence he did pass,
And a four-year sentence he did pass.
*
And ’twas two years to be spent in jail,
And two more in a lonely cell,
And two more in a lonely cell.
27
O the lovely, fairest maiden,
Sweet as eyes have never seen.
*
When he saw thee, fairest maiden,
Away he went, and dared the world.
*
Sick with longing, O beloved,
Blame m not, for I’m bewitched.
*
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Sleep, O sleep did not forsake me,
Though the night be long or short.
28
The fair maiden did peel it now,
Who’ll break it up for me, feedi boo?
*
The fair maiden did divide it up now,
Who will feed me, feedi boo?
*
The fair maiden too did feed me now,
So thank you, Oh, feedi boo.
29
Pray on the prophet, what hair, what eyes,
Bringing silk cloth, we called upon thee,
To find thy groom, a moon shining around thee,
Again we come, with friends who love thee,
And find him, beaming as the moon above thee.
30
If ’tis my father that you fear,
To Mansoora he’s gone from here.
Little moon, little moon. O moonlight
The birdie’s tail is hena-dyed.
*
Should it be mother that you fear,
No harm from her will e’er come near.
Little moon, little moon. O moonlight
The birdie’s tail is hena-dyed.
*
If ’tis my sister that you fear,
Her lovers come from far and near.
Little moon, little moon. O moonlight
The birdie’s tail is hena-dyed.
*
Should the gate-keeper frighten you,
The poor man’s blind and quite lame too.
Little moon, little moon. O moonlight
The birdie’s tail is hena-dyed.
31
When I was told, “O Soliman
To your regiment speed fast,”
Were I but to return, O young men,
A banquet I will hold for all my neighbors,
A band will make music too,
All for the Bedouin girl.
32
O thou Zane, o thou Zane, o thou Zane il-Abedeen,
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O thou rose, o thou rarest flower amidst the garden seen.
*
O sleep, o sleep, o sleep had fled my eyes,
As when, as when my loved one had forsaken me.
*
And thou, and thou, who stand to judge and blame,
The cup, the cup of sorrow no more can I drain.
*
One day, one day, in a garden fair I saw,
A gazelle, whose eyes of dark black, did my soul enthrall.\fn{ The first verse of this song was heard about 1934. It is said that
a famous singer was in love with a man of the same name, and added this verse using his name, by which now this song is popularly
known}

33
My pretty little dove,
Has flown, has flown away,
O Mother dear, it flew,
It flew so far away.
O Mother dear, it flew,
It flew so far away.
*
The nightingale did lure,
To foreign lands afar.
O Mother dear, take heed,
Her song it will repeat.
O Mother dear, take heed,
Her song it will repeat.
*
She flies and comes to me,
With song she quiets me,
O Mother dear, with her,
With her I’ll reach the sky.
O Mother dear, with her,
With her I’ll reach the sky.
*
With feathers silky soft,
Around its pretty head,
Would I but only find,
The nest wherein it hides.
Would I but only find,
The nest wherein it hides.
34
For love of the fair maid, I have lost my reason,
She who looks like a peach, and whose kiss is a cure for ills.
O tell the sun to withhold its burning rays,
For the fair gazelle appears at break of day.
Oh, what suffering and pain are mine!
My loved one is far away,
And people’s words are unkind,
While my tears overflow,
With longing for my absent love.
35
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By the Prophet, O Mohammed,
What suffering Hussain does cause me,
At dawn Mohammed calls, grant me patience. O my God.
Mohammed’s gifts are many, Hussain’s visits are frequent,
Am I destined to spend these sleepless nights alone?
On the willow tree, Mohammed sits,
Sipping drinks, in peaceful quiet,
What ill luck befalls me, his absence lasts all night.\fn{ The song of a maid torn between two loves}
36
O mother, the handsome one will not speak nor answer me,
O bring him back to me.
37
O Mother, my pigeon’s eyes are dazzled,
On the root, I climbed to pray,
There I found three good men chanting God’s Word,
“Will you marry your cousin?”
“No,” I said.
“Will you marry a stranger?”
“God’s will be done,” I said.
*
O, sakeeya\fn{Water-wheel} of love, for your driver I am sick,
Ask the Morning Star and the Seven Sisters,
My sad plight, they will recount,
Upon the roof I went to look for my pigeons,
Alas, they had flown to other fresh pools.
In agony I cried: “O pigeons mine return,”
“Alas,” they said, “your days are over,
Seek for others, for away we go.”
38
O Mother dearest, Oh, do now tell me
What has this lad to do with me, Mother?
O Mother tell me, oh now, do tell me,
What wants this lad of me, O Mother?
What has this lad to do with me?
Oh Mother, what wants he of me?
What has this lad to do with me?
39
How lovely art thou, O Ryya
All pretty maidens grow,
Unlike flowers, they need no water.
O thou, Moursi Aboul-Abbas,\fn{The name of a Muslim saint}
Great art thou placed, like a star on high,
What sad fate is mine, deprived of my loved ones?
No answer came to me, though I long for my beloved,
She, with the eyes of darkest black.
A knock on the door I hear,
O joy, perchance ’tis my beloved,
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Alas ’twas only the wind,
Playing tricks.
40
Mine own adored whom I do love,
I even love all who love you,
I also love the deep red rose,
Because your cheeks are of its hue.
Sleep my baby, close thine eyes.
Sleep my baby, sleep thee well.
*
God bless you dear, in slumber sweet,
Those pigeons two your meal will be.
O do not fear, you gentle pair,
Ne’er will I harm the pigeons fair.
Sleep my baby, close thine eyes.
Sleep my baby, sleep thee well.
*
Sleep baby mine, God watches near,
Two crickets small I’ll bring for you.
O fear no harm, you crickets small,
My baby sleeps, as you sing near.
Sleep my baby, clse thine eyes.
Sleep my baby, sleep thee well.
*
O dear beloved, my own sweet child,
Ne’er will I let you wander far.
And when you marry, I’ll be near,
For life without you holds no joy.
Sleep my baby, close thine eyes.
Sleep my baby, sleep thee well.
41
To my homeland, to my mother’s land, O lad,
To my homeland, land of the dear beloved,
Why chid me, what blame is mine?
You, whose love my heart did entwine,
Your hand did lie upon my hair,
To you I say, O lift it, O keep it,
O cherish me, you dear lad.
42
Take me home to my own people,
And a kiss I will allow you,
And bestow upon you riches,
And a bunch of mint, sweet-scented.
There’s the lad who sells the mint leaves.
How I love those leaves sweet-scented.
*
If you take me to my mother,
On the lips a kiss I’ll offer,
Treasures rare, too, I will give you,
And a bunch of mint, O Sheikh Ahmad.
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There’s the lad who sells the mint leaves.
How I love those leaves sweet-scented.
43
Leave thou my dreess, O leave it.
Not thou my chosen bridegroom,
Rare silks the merchant’s showing,
Go buy, if thou does care to.
*
My veil now leave, O leave it.
O leave my veil, I tell thee.
A knight so bold thou art not,
Thou art no knight I tell thee.
*
I wore a rose pink garment,
And off again I threw it,
I cried in pain and sadness
From what thy mother told me.
*
I wore my dress of gray silk,
And off again I took it.
And O, my head does ache so,
Thy mother’s deeds upset me.
44
The electric car looks spick and span,
Right before Khomais ran.
The poor man stared with fright,
He upset the soup at the sight.
Oh, the electric car, see the electric car,
Away it ran to Mansheeya.\fn{A district of Old Cairo}
*
The electric car is made of brass
There it stopped before Ilyas.
The man stood stupefied,
Dropped the meat so nicely fried.
Oh, the electric car, see the electric car,
Away it ran to Mansheeya.\fn{This song dates back to the first electric tramcar which appeared in Cairo in September, 1896 }
45
O bright night,
O fair glorious day,
My sweet doves, Mother dear,
Have flown far, far away.
Silver rings round their necks,
Eyes of coral red,
When they raise their eyes so tender,
Enslaved I shall be.
*
My sweet gentle doves,
To green fields have flown,
Silver rings round their necks,
Gold-brown are their eyes,
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When I call, Mother dear,
Alas, none come near.
When they raise their eyes, so tender,
Enslaved I shall be.
46
I’ll dress in rose, disrobe again.
Beside my lad I’ll walk away.
Put me in your pocket, now then,
Between the belt and the waistcoat.
*
I’ll dress in brown, disrobe again,
And take you, sweet lad, to my home.
Put me in your pocket, now then,
Between the belt and the waistcoat.
47
O tell me, O tell me
About the fair maiden,
With rare pearls adorned.
Nzy, nay, I’ll not tell thee,
Till I know who told thee,
My rare gifts of beauty.
270.66 Louliyya, Daughter of Morgan\fn{by K. Seliman (1904-after 1969), who “first heard it from her mother”} Cairo,
Egypt (F) 4
Once there was a king and his wife who did not have any children. One day the queen prayed to God,
“O God, my God, who hears my prayers, be kind to me and grant me a child. I will name him Yousif.” She
made a nadr:\fm{Pledge}
“If I have a child, I will make three wells and fill them, one with honey, one with butter, and one with
rosewater.”
Time passed.
One day went and one day came, and she became pregnant. She had a boy whom she called Yousif. The king
and his wife almost flew with joy.
One year after another, Yousif grew up, and he was going to school. With time, while the king was asleep he
heard a hatif\fn{A supernatural voice} saying,
“King, fulfill your pledge. Fulfill the pledge that you owe.”
This happened three times. Every time the king forgot.
Yousif became ill. They got him all the kingdom’s doctors and the sheiks. No one could cure him. Finally they
said,
“Maybe there is an unfulfilled pledge. Think! Have you made a pledge, king?”
The king and the queen remembered their promise. Immediately the king ordered that three large wells be dug
and lined with china tile and filled to the top—one with honey, the second with butter, and the third with
rosewater. And he dispatched a crier to announce in town,
“O God’s people, people of this town, he who wants honey, butter, and rosewater should come tomorrow to the
king’s palace.”
That was it, With the morning star, everyone in town was rushing to the king’s palace. This one carrying a
saucepan, that one carrying a wash tub, and this one and that one! They clustered around on the three wells, and
almost immediately they were empty. After a short while there was nothing at all.
*
A while later, an old woman came leaning on a cane. She had three cans on a tray which she carried on top of
her head. When she found that the wells were empty, she took out a little piece of sponge and began sponging the
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drops off the walls of the wells. After a very long time, she had hardly filled her three small cans, and she turned
back to go home.
Now the king's son, Yousif, was playing with his ball. He threw his ball like this—and it hit the old woman.
She fell on the ground, and everything was spilled. Yousif ran to her and said,
“Never mind, old mother. I am wrong.” The woman answered,
“With what can I curse you? With what can I curse you, son? You are too young. I am going to curse you with
Louliyya, daughter of Morgan,” and she left. He went to his father and mother and asked them,
“Who is Louliyya, daughter of Morgan?” They answered him,
“Son, you are too young. You should have nothing to do with these things.” Everytime he asked someone, the
answer was,
“You have nothing to do with these things.” Finally an old servant said to him,
“She is a beautiful girl that you have to find yourself.”
That was it. He went to his mother and father and said,
“Prepare rations for me. I’m going out into the world. I have to find Louliyya, daughter of Morgan.”
When they heard this, their 'hearts sank to their toes. They kept on crying and imploring him,
“Don’t do this, son. Stay away from her. No one has gone to find her and come back. We have no one else but
you.” He answered them,
“It is no use.”
*
He finally took a horse, food and water, and some money and left. He kept on moving from God’s countries to
God’s peoples. One town carried him, and another town put him down, until the inhabited part [of the world]
ended.
He kept on traveling in the desert. After a while, he saw dust coming from a distance. It came closer and closer.
He looked to find a ogre coming toward him. The moment the ogre was by his side, he greeted him,
“Peace be upon you, father ogre.” The ogre answered,
“Had your greeting not preceded your speech, I would have devoured your flesh before gnawing on your
bones. What do you want?” He answered,
“I’m looking for Louliyya, daughter of Morgan.” The ogre said,
“Son, keep on going. You will meet my brother. He is one day older than I am and a year more
knowledgeable.”
Yousif kept ongoing until he saw another cloud of dust, larger than the one before it. It came closer and closer,
and finally when the ogre was next to him, he said,
“Peace be upon you, father ogre.” The ogre replied,
“Had your greeting not preceded your speech, I would have devoured your flesh before gnawing on your
bones. What do you want?” He replied,
“I want to know how to reach Louliyya, daughter of Morgan.” The ogre said to him,
“Keep on going. Ahead you will meet my brother. He is one day older than myself and a year more
knowledgeable.”
He kept on going until he met the third brother. He was much larger and much more fearsome. Yousif said to
him,
“Peace be upon you, father ogre.” The ogre replied,
“Had your greeting not preceded your speech, I would have devoured your flesh before gnawing on your
bones. What do you want?” He replied,
“I want to know how to reach Louliyya, daughter of Morgan.” The ogre said,
“Ahead of you you’ll find my sister, and she is the only one who can tell you how to reach her. When you get
there, if you find her with her red chicks around her and her hair combed and groomed, don’t you dare say a word
or make her feel your presence; but if you find her with her hair messed up and her green chicks around her and
her breasts thrown over her shoulder, you can talk to her, for she is going to be in a good mood.”
*
Yousif left and kept on going and going. When he reached the ogress’s house, he hid and peeped. He saw that
her hair was well groomed and her red chicks were hopping up and down around her. He did not say a word and
remained in his place. After a while, about sunset, she messed up her hair and started catching her red chicks and
eating them. She let out her green chicks from the pen and threw her breasts behind her back and started singing.
Yousif tiptoed behind her. The chicks saw him and shouted, “Somebody's coming!” but she was singing so
loudly that she did not hear them. Of course; she was in a good mood.
When Yousif reached her, he suckled each of her breasts once. She shouted,
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“Ahhh, now you are my milk-son. You suckled my right breast, you became like my son Isma’Aeen; you
suckled my left breast, you became like my son ‘Aabdel-‘Aal! What do you want?” He said,
“Louliyya, daughter of Morgan.” She said to him,
“Why, son? You are too young to die.”
“Even if his head was against a thousand swords,” he insisted and said, “Never! I have to find Louliyya,
daughter of Morgan.” She said,
“Well, take this ball and this racket. Hit the ball with the racket, and wherever the ball goes, you follow it.
They will take you to the place you want to go.”
*
That was it. Yousif got back on his horse and struck the ball with the racket. The ball flew into the air, landed
on the ground, and kept on rolling. Mounted on his horse, Yousif followed it. He kept on hitting the ball and
running after it, hitting the ball and running after it, hitting the ball and running after it. Hit and run, hit and run,
hit and run, until finally he found himself in front of a huge palace in the middle of the desert.
This palace was high, high, high; it had neither windows nor gates. He went around it, and finally he saw one
small window at the top of the palace. As he stood wondering about this palace and thinking who it might be who
owned it, he saw a huge dust cloud coming from far, far away. He heard a dog barking and a big commotion. He
hid himself behind a big boulder and peeped out (like this).
He saw an ogre much larger than all the ogres he had met. The ogre came to the palace and shouted,
“O Louliyya, daughter of Morgan, let down your long hair and take your father the ogre away from the heat of
the hills.”
Yousif saw the little window open, and out of it appeared a young woman whose beauty was indescribable.
Glory be to the creator for his creation! She swung her hair out of the window, and it came down until it reached
the ground. Our father the ogre climbed up on her hair. Pull, pull, pull, he was up there. He got in, and the window
was closed. When he got inside, he asked her,
“What have you cooked for us today?”
She said, “Such-and-such,” and served him what she had cooked. He ate, and after that he rested his head and
went to sleep.
Now to whom do we return? To Yousif outside! He kept himself hidden until the morning of the following day.
The window opened, and the hair was let down from it, and the ogre climbed down on Louliyya’s hair. Yousif
waited until the dust disappeared. He came out of his hiding place and shouted,
“O Louliyya, daughter of Morgan, let your long hair down and take Yousif, for whom you have been
predestined, away from the heat of the hills.”
The window was opened, and he looked up and saw her looking down. When she saw him, her heart softened
for him; she fell in love with him. She said to him,
“What brought you here? Get away with your skin! For if my father sees you, he will skin you and drink from
your blood.” He said to her,
“Before I go, lift me up, and I will tell you my story.”
She swung her hair out, and he climbed up. He told her his story from hello to good-bye and said to her,
“You are predestined for me, and we must get back to the house of my father and mother. We must escape from
here.” She said to him,
“Escape to where? The distance we could cover in a day my father the ogre will cover in one step.” As they
were talking, they heard a big commotion and heard her father shouting,
“O Louliyya, daughter of Morgan, let your long hair down and take your father away from the heat of the
hills.” She was frightened and said,
“What a catastrophe! My father the ogre is back. Where shall I hide you! Where shall I hide you!”
She transformed him into a pin and pinned it on her chest. When her father came up, he asked her,
“What took you so long?” She said,
“Nothing; I was just in the bath.” The ogre started sniffing around, saying,
“I smell the trace of a human not of our race.” She said to him,
“There is nothing.”
He looked all over the place and did not find anything. He asked for his food, and after he had eaten, he went
to sleep.
*
The following day the ogre left as usual. As soon as he was gone, she pulled the pin out of her collar; it became
Yousif. She said to him,
“We must go now!”
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She got some henna and tinted everything in the house. She overlooked only one thing, the tambourine. It hid
from her underneath the sofa. She took her comb, her sewing needle, and her mirror, and she went out with
Yousif.
When our father the ogre returned, he started calling,
“O Louliyya!” Nobody answered.
“O Louliyya!” Nobody answered. Finally, when he became impatient, he started calling on everything in the
house.
“O chair!” The chair said,
“She is sitting on me!”
“O bed!” The bed answered,
“She is sleeping in me!”
“O bathtub!” The bathtub answered,
“She is bathing in me!” Finally the tambourine started dancing and singing.
“Tumm ti dum, tshshsht, tshshsht, Tumm ti dum, tuu, tuu, Yousif took her and flew! Tuu, tuu, Yousif took her
and flew.”
That was it. Our father the ogre heard this, and he went mad. He got his dogs to sniff around, and they flew
after them.
*
Now we return to whom? To Yousif and Louliyya.
They kept on going until they finally saw the cloud of dust coming from afar. It kept on getting bigger and
bigger until it blocked the sun; it was just like nighttime.
Louliyya took out her needle and threw it back over her shoulder. Immediately it became a field of thorns. The
ogre and his dog went right through it; the thorns pierced their feet. The ogre kept saying to his dog,
“Pluck out, my dog, and I’ll pluck out with you. Pluck out, my dog, and I’ll pluck out with you.”
Meanwhile Yousif and Louliyya were far away. After a little while our father the ogre drew very near to them
again.
Louliyya threw her comb back over her shoulder. Immediately the comb became a thick hedge of bamboo.
They got lost in it. The ogre kept saying to his dog,
“Chop down, my dog, and I’ll chop down with you. Chop down, my dog, and I’ll chop down with you.”
Yousif and Louliyya got a little bit farther away from them. Again the ogre drew very close to them. Louliyya
threw her mirror back over her shoulder. Immediately it became a lake.
When the ogre got to it, he and his dog started drinking it. The ogre would say,
“Drink, my dog, and I will drink with you. Drink, my dog, and I will drink with you.”
*
They kept on drinking and drinking and drinking until they exploded. Before the ogre died, he threw some pins
at them.
As soon as the pins struck them, Louliyya became a she-dog, and Yousif became a lark. He flew away.
Louliyya kept on going until she reached Yousifs’ parents. She lay down in front of the doorstep and kept on
barking.
No one paid any attention to her. Yousif kept on coming back and hovering over the house and singing,
“How are you, how are you, Louliyya, in the house of my father and mother?” Louliyya would answer back,
“Over me is dust, underneath me is dust, just like a dog’s place of rest, Yousif!”
*
One day Yousif’s mother heard her saying,
“Yousif.”
She and Yousif’s father had become blind from crying over their son. She asked the dog,
“What did you say?”
It repeated what it had said. Yousif's mother took her inside and made a bed of straw for her in the stable.
The following day Yousif hovered over the house singing,
“How are you, how are you, Louliyya, in the house of my father and mother?” She answered back,
“Over me is straw, and underneath me is straw, just like a mare’s place of rest, Yousif.” Yousif’s mother heard
this, and she said to herself,
“Something must be the matter with this dog.”
She took her upstairs and put her in a room with a bed with silk sheets and covers. The following day, when
Yousif hovered over the house singing, “How are you, how are you, Louliyya, in the house of my father and
mother?” she replied,
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“Over me is silk, and silk is underneath me, just like a prince’s place of rest, Yousif.”
Yousif’s mother was listening this time. She heard the whole thing. She entered the room and called the dog to
her. It went to her. She kept on feeling its body and caressing it with her hand. As she was passing her hand over
its head, she found three pins pierced deep in it. She pulled them out, and immediately, with the omnipotence of
the Omnipotent, she became a beautiful young lady again. She told Yousif's mother and father about all that
happened, how her father imprisoned her, how Yousif came to her—everything that happened. She said to them,
“Get me some sugar, and I will get Yousif back.”
“How?” they asked her. She answered,
“Just wait and see.”
*
The following morning Yousif came back hovering over the house and said,
“How are you, Louliyya, in the house of my father and mother?” She said,
“I have some sugar for you,” and she put her hand with granulated sugar in it out the window.
The lark perched on the palm of her hand to have some sugar. Ooops! She caught it! She found three pins stuck
in its head. As soon as she plucked them out, the lark—with God’s Omnipotence—became Yousif again.
He went and embraced his father and mother; their sight was restored by God’s will.
Yousif and Louliyya got married! The celebration lasted for forty days and forty nights. They lived in stability
and prosperity and begat boys and girls.
Now toota, toota, the tale is over.
Was it sweet or dragging?
If sweet, you owe a song,
If dragging, you owe a story.

266.8 Excerpt from L’art Pour l’art Dans L’Égypte Antique: “Introduction”\fn{by Doria Ragai Shafik (1908-1987)}
Tanta, Gharbia Governorate, Egypt (F) 8
Il peut sembler paradoxal, au premier abord, de vouloir trouver une application de la théorie de «l’art pour
l’art» chez les anciens Egyptiens. Comme tous les premiers peuples de l’humanité, les Egyptiens ne pouvaient
concevoir une forme dégagée de toute matière. L’abstraction leur étant étrangère, leurs conceptions artistiques ne
séparaient pas les formes de leurs substances.
Or la théorie de l’art pour l’art», prise dans son acception la plus étendue, est la négation de tout support
matériel de la forme. Celle-ci, se suffisant àelle-même, doit être le dernier mot de l’art. Telle a été l’opinion de
Baudelaire, des Goncourt, de Flaubert et de Leconte de Lisle, à propos de l’art littéraire, et, par extension, des
autres arts.
Mais la théorie de «l’art pour l’art», entendue dans se sens extrémiste, ne pout être qu’une chimère. Comme l’a
fait remarquer A. Cassagne, les partisans mêmes de cette opinion ne l’ont pas adoptée dans leurs créations
littéraires, toujours pleines de sens, et par conséquent de contenu.
Une telle théorie sera, à plus forte raison, inapplicable à l’art des anciens Egyptiens. L’art de ces derniers fut si
intimement lié à la religion, à la magie, au pouvoir royal, etc., qu’une forme séparée de son contenu matériel
devient, à ce propos, un non-sens.
Mais la théorie de «l’art pour l’art» peut être entendue dans un sens beaucoup moins étroit. On peut concevoir
une forme plus ou moins dégagée de la matière, mais on ne pent concevoir de forme dépourvue do toute matière.
La forme la plus pure est perçue par nos sens, et par conséquent, entachée de contenu matériel. A l’audition d’un
simple accord musical, s’éveille plus ou moins inconsciemment en nous, un état psychologique sui generis qui
échappe à notre analyse, mais qui ne peut en aucune façon être dénué de contenu. Pour nous être accessible, toute
forme est forcément doublée de matière.
On ne peut pourtant pas nier la valour absolue de la forme. Cette dernière est incontestablement ce qu’il y a de
plus proprement artistique dans une œuvre. Un art est d’autant plus pur que la forme y tient une place plus
considérable.
La théorie de «l’art pour l’art» pent ainsi être entendue dans un sens beaucoup moins strict que ne le voulaient
certains formalistes. Dans un ouvrage récent, M. Ch. Lalo fait à ce sujet quelques remarques qui pourront nous
aider à préciser notre point de vue. La théorie de a «l’art pour l’art» pourrait se présenter sous trois aspects
différents, solidaires d’ailleurs: le formalisme, le purisme, le technicisme. Chacun de ces as pects est un essai en
vue de dégager la forme de tout contenu. Mais tandis que les deux premiers systèmes tâchent de faire abstraction
du contenu interne d’une œuvre, le troisième prend «un art on une œvre, tels qu’ils sont en fait, sans aucune
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abstraction interne,—forme et matière, intuition et discursion mêlées—, mais (refuse) de lear adjoindre des fonc tions anesthétiques: morales, politiques, érotiques on religieuses, par exemple».
C’est sous cette troisième forme que la théorie de «l’art pour l’art» trouve une application possible. Une œuvre
d’art, pent être considérée comme plus ou moins pure ou désintéressée selon que son contenu est proprément
esthétique, ou au contraire, mêlé à des facteurs anesthétiques.
C’est en ce sens seulement qu’il nous deviendra possible de trouver certains aspects désintéressés dans l’art
égyptien, comme dans tout autre art. Nous pourrons ainsi défendre l’art égyptien contre l’utilitarisme religieux
dont on a si souent voulu le qualifier tout le long de son histoire.
On a presque toujours considéré l’art égyptien comme un simple instrument au service d’un utilitarisme
religieux prépondérant. Or l’utilité religleuse ne fut pas uniformément puissante au cours de la longue histoire de
l’art égyptien. A certains moments de cette histoire, l’art imposa sa valeur absolue et autonome et acquit ainsi une
sorte do pureté interne.,\fn{Cette pureté reste pourtaint relative. En effet, dans l’art le plus formel, il est difficile de distinguer la art
de l’esthétique et de l’anesthétique}
D’autre part, les anciens Egyptiens n’étaient pas indifférents aux valeurs proprement esthétiques. Quoiqu’en ait
dit G. Maspero, ile furent sensibles à la beauté pour die-même, à la beauté désintéressée. Il est évident que les
débuts historiques de l’art égyptien eurent un caractère purement religieux et utilitaire. Les statues devaient servir
de support à l’âme du défunt dans une vie ultérieure, et les grandes constructions architecturales étaient avant tout
destinées à lui garantir un refuge pour cette existence d’outre-tombe.
Mais cette recherche intéressée de la sécurité et d’un bonheur sans limite n’est-elle pas le propre de toute
activité humaine à ses débuts? Dans les premières manifestations do son activité, l’homme cherche d’abord à
s’assurer une existence confortable et heureuse; dans son désir de «persévérer dans l’être», comme dirait Spinoza,
il aspire à perpétuer ce bonheur au-delà de la vie terrestre; c’est alors qu’il tente, par des moyens artistiques ou
autres, à s’assurer une existence sans limites.
La conscience proprement esthétique ne naîtra qu’au moment où les besoins terrestres et autres de l’homme
seront satisfaits. Ce moment coïncidera avec l’apogée de son histoire.
Dans l’histoire de l’art égyptien, la plupart des chefs-d’œvres datent do la IVº, XIIº et XIIIº dynasties,
moments où la civilisation égyptienne était à un tournant important de sa trajectoire. Les points culminants d’une
civilisation sont ceux où la nation, disposant d’un surplus d’énergie et d’aptitudes, les dépense dans les
productions artistiques, sans autre but que cette décharge elle-même. Ces moments sont également ceux où la
technique est déjà perfectionnée. Or, les progrès de la technique ayant pour résultat la création d’objets de plus en
plus beaux, donnent automatiquement aux hommes le désir et le besoin de s’en entourer; le goût du luxe et du
raffinement se manifestera de façon de plus en plus pressante.
C’est un fait de ce genre que nous analyserons chez les anciens Egyptiens: la poursuite do l’efficace les
conduit à l’amour du beau comme à une conséquence logique, grâce aux progrès de la technique.
*
Avant de voir dans queue mesure il nous sera possible d’accorder une place aux valeurs esthétiques dans l’art
des anciens Egyptiens, il nous faut préciser notre attitude devant le problème de «l’art pour l’art».
L’art acquiert une valeur absolue quand il se suffit à lui-même, quand sa raison d’être lui est immanente. Poser
le problème de «l’art pour l’art», c’est aborder la question de la finalité interne de l’art. S’il a en lui-même sa
propre finalité, il acquiert une valeur désintéressée et absolue.
Pour qu’il en soit ainsi, il faut que l’art soit un but et non un moyen. A cette première condition que l’art
partage avec d’autres valeurs absolues (telles l’Idée du Bien chez Platon, ou la Volonté chez Kant), s’ajoute celle
de l’exclusion de toute raison d’être étrangère à la satisfaction de sentiments esthétiques, faute de quoi il ne
saurait être question de désintéressement.
Nous ne nous attarderons pas à analyser la finalité interne de l’art: elle réside dans le simple fait qu’il a en luimême sa raison dernière. Le propre de cette finalité est de satisfaire nos besoins esthétiques. Nous sommes, sur ce
point, parfaitement d’accord avec J. M. Guyau qui met dans le besoin et le désir la source du sentiment du beau:
… rien deplus inexact que cette entière opposition établie par Kant et l’école anglaise, comme par Cousin et
Jouffroy, entre le sentiment du beau et le désir: ce qui est beau est desirable sous le même rapport … Il n’est pas
d’émotion esthétique qui n’éveille en nous une multitude de désirs et de besoins plus ou moins inconscients; …

Une étude des sentiments correspondants aux divers besoins nous aidera peut-ètre à éclaircir le problème qui
nous occupe.
Parmi les sentiments multiples dont nous constatons l’existence en nos, à côté de ceux de l’amour, de la haine,
de la crainte ou de la pitié, nous en découvrons, profondément enracinés en nous, une catégorie d’une nature sui
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generis: les sentiments esthétiques. Devant un beau paysage ou un tableau de Vinci, nous éprouvons une certaine
émotion, une sorte de joie intime, tendre et indéfinissable. Est-ce la nature que nous retrouvons dans le tableau de
Vinci (comme disent les naturalistes), on est-ce l’art qui, par un phénomène inverse, nous fait aimer la nature, en
tant qu’une œuvre d’art possible (comme le dirait M. Ch. Lab)? Il y a là la matière à une longue controverse et
nous aurons l’occasion d’y revenir dans les pages qui suivent. Toujours est-il que, devant la nature ou de vant une
œuvre d’art, nous éprouvons une emotion différente de toute autre.
*
Le problème de «l’art pour l’art», tel que nous l’entendons dans cet ouvrage, diffère de celui posé par Flaubert,
Leconte de Lisle, les Goncourt on Baudelaire. Pour ces derniers, non seulement en littérature, mais en musique et
dans les arts plastiques, la valeur artistique d’une œuvre réside dans la pure forme. Ce qui va jusqu’à faire dire à
l’Abbé Brémond:
En tant qu’elle fait pleurer, toute poésie qui fait pleurer est impure.

Or, qu’il s’agisse d’art littéraire, de musique ou de plastique, le «purisme», entendu littéralement, ne pent avoir
de sens. Car la forme, aussi dégagée qu’elle puisse être de la matière, lui reste indissolublement unie.
C’est dans un sens différent que nous entendons la théorie de «l’art pour l’art», telle que nous essaierons de
l’appliquer à l’art des anciens Egyptiens.
Pour nous, une œuvre d’art acquiert une valeur indépendante et absolue, quand elle n’a d’autre raison d’être
que la satisfaction de nos sentiments esthétiques. Elle est d’autant plus pure, an sens artisti que du terme, qu’elle
est dénuée de valeurs morales, religieuses, érotiques, etc. Remarquons tout de suite qu’elle ne parvient presque
jamais à un état de pureté parfaite. L’œuvre d’art étant l’extériorisation harmonieuse d’un certain sentiment
esthétique de la vie, se trouve par ce fait mêlée à tout élément vital.
*
Quand nous parlons de ce «sentiment esthétique de la vie», entendons-nous par là, la vie dans ses
manifestations extérieures ou dans ce qu’elle a de profondément intime à notre nature? C’est là le vieux pro blème
de la part d’objectivité ou de subjectivité à accorder à l’art, posé depuis Platon et non encore résolu de nos jours.
La beauté sensible, pour Platon, n’est que le reflet de la beauté intelligible dont nous n’avons qu’une notion
très vague et très confuse: la réminiscence d’une vie antérieure où il nous a été possible de contempler les Idées.
Parmi ces Idées, essence et origine de toutes choses, il y a celle d’une Beauté en soi, dont la beauté sensible n’est
qu’un reflet déformé. Ce réalisme transcendant de Platon ne donne pas grand espoir de connaître, en elle-même,
l’Idée du Beau, malgré le rôle des démons et des génies médiateurs. Si, «dans les arts, l’homme de génie leur doit
son inspiration divine», il reste malgré cette inspiration des dieux, très loin de l’Idée du Beau, car il serait ébloui
et comme aveuglé s’il la contemplait directement. Le mythe de la caverne est significatif à ce sujet. Il lui arriverait
ce qui, dans le poème «L’image voilée de Sais», arrive à, l’apprenti au moment où il se trouve devant l’image
dévoilée de la vérité. Le sensible et l’intelligible restent, malgré l’essai de conciliation qu’en donne Platon luimême, séparés par un abîme. L’idéalisme transcendant de Platon aboutit logiquement au mysticisme de Plotin ou
au panthéisme métaphysique de Hegel.
La philosophice critique de Kant, voyant la difficulté d’unir le sensible et l’intelligible, pose autrement le
problème. Le monde sensible, celui de l’expérience et du déterminisme (le monde des phénomènes) est dou blé du
monde des noumènes on des choses en soi. Nous pouvons connaître le premier, mais le second nous demeure
inconnu, quoique nous ne puissions nier son existence. A la critique de la Raison Pure où il traite des phénomènes,
et de la Raison Pratique, où il parle des noumènes, Kant ajoute la critique du Jugement, où il est question des
valeurs esthétiques. La beauté y est définie comme l’harmonie entre l’imagination et l’entendement.
Réduisant la beauté à un simple jeu de nos facultés, Kant donne ainsi une première idée du caractère
désintéressé de l’art.
L’intérêt particulier qu’offre la Critique du Jugement est d’avoir, en insistant sur ce caractère désintéressé de
l’art, donné l’impulsion aux théories identifiant l’art et le jeu, telles que l’entcndront Schiller et Spencer. Ces
théories ont le tort de méconnaître le caractère sérieux, et, pourrait-on dire avec M.-J. Guyau, «vital», de l’art.
Elles offrent cependant le grand avantage de prouver que l’art est autre chose que la poursuite assidue de l’utile.
*
Dans une réaction à la fois contre le dogmatisme ontologique des Anciens et la philosophie critique de Kant, ;e
positivisme de Taine n’envisage, en matière artistique, que les faits et les lois. La «Philosophie de l’Art» est un
essai d’application de la méthode scientifique dans le domaine de l’esthétique. Son grand mérite fut de reconnaître
l’importance de certains facteurs sociaux, tels que la race, le milieu, le moment. Cependant, dans sa réaction
contre le dogmatisme des Anciens, Taine exagère l’importance exclusive des données de l’expérience jusqu’à,
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vouloir s’abstenir de tout jugement de valeur. Mais une classification et une hiérarchie des faits, conditions
premières de toute science, ne sont possibles qu’en s’appuyant sur des jugements de valeur. C’est là le reproche
que M. Ch. Lalo fait à l’esthétique naturaliste de Taine:
Dès que Taine se dégage de cet esprit de réaction exagérée, se reprend et domine son œuvre avec la sévérité du vrai
savant, il n’échappe pas à la logique interne de sa propre pensée: après avoir constaté et expliqué, il juge; et il tire son
jugement des constatations, comme une conséquence complexe et indirecte, mais non moins logique et non moins
nécessaire que toutes les autres.

En effet, dans son étude sur les conditions de la production d’une œuvre d’art, Taine reconnaît qu’il y a un
idéal que l’art doit manifester; cet idéal est le «caractère notable»:
Nous avons posé, d’après nos études précédentes, pie l’œuvre d’art est un système de parties, tantôt créé de toutes
pièces, comme il arrive dans l’architecture et dans la musique, tantôt reproduit d’après quelque objet réel, comme il
arrive dans la littérature, la sculpture, la peinture, et nous nous sommes rappelés que le but de l’art est de manifester par
cet ensemble quelque caractère notable. Nous en avons conclu que l’œuvre serait d’autant meilleure que le caractère y
serait à la fois plus notable et plus dominateur.

Ce caractère plus notable et plus dominateur n’a de sens véritable que s’il est étayé par un jugement de valeur.
Des jugements de valour étaient donc indispensables à l’attitude de Taine. Autrement son positivisme exclusif
en matière artistique, développé jusqu’à ses dernières conséquences, ne peut logiquement conduire qu’au
scepticisme esthétique.
Pour le problème que nous nous posons à propos de l’art égyptien, comme pour la solution de tout autre
problème, d’ailleurs, il ne saurait être question de faire abstraction de tels jugements de valeur.
*
L’observation de la beauté naturelle ne sera pas à négliger. Si une simple copie de la nature n’est pas forcément
une œuvre d’art et s’il faut tenir compte de l’apport do l’artiste, il est également possible de dire qu’une œuvre
d’art qui ne puiserait pas ses éléments dans la nature est inconcevable.
D’après M. Ch. Lab, on ne saurait parler de valeur esthétique de la nature; celle-ci, prise en elle-même, n’est ni
belle ni laide: elle est «anesthétique». Et quand nous l’admirons, en tant que belle, c’est à travers l’art que nous la
jugeons: elle est alors dite «pseudo-esthétique». La valeur proprement esthétique n’appartient qu’à l’art:
Dans le «sentiment de la nature» proprement dit, point de beauté ni de laideur: il est «anesthétique». Il répugne,
autant qu’il est humainement possible, à toute notion de valeur. Au contraire, le «sentiment de la beauté de la nature»
qu’il importe d’en distinguer, est essentiellement une affirmation de valeurs. Mais ces valeurs sont seulement apparentées à la valeur esthétique proprement dite, sans lui être identiques. C’est pourquoi elles méritent le nom de
«pseudo-esthétiques», par opposition avec les valeurs d’art, les valeurs techniques, qui seules sont purement
esthétiques.

Donc, si parfois la nature nous semble belle, ce n’est pas qu’elle le soit en elle-même, mais parce que nous la
voyons à travers l’art.
Ce en quoi M. Ch. Lalo est d’accord avec M. Brunschwicg:
S’il est vrai que la beauté de l’art imite toujours en partie la beauté de la nature, on pent dire en un sens que la
beauté de la nature—celle du moins que nous sommes en état d’apprécier—ne se révèle à nous que par analogie avec la
beauté de l’art.

Remarquons pourtant que M. Brunschwicg accorde à la nature autant de part qu’à l’art dans notre appréciation
de la beauté, tandis que M. Ch. Lalo met tout l’apport du côté de l’art. Il fonde cette subordination de la nature à
l’art sur la notion de valeur et sur celle de la technique. La notion de valeur est indispensable pour l’appréciation
de la beauté; et l’insuffisance du naturalisme positiviste de Taine qui prétend ne pas imposer des «préceptes»,
mais de constater des «lois», consiste précisément dans son désir à ne pas avoir recours aux jugements de valeur.
Cette critique de M. Ch. Lalo est fondée, puisque le fait même de constater des lois comprend, implicitement, des
jugements de valeurs.
Mais l’énonciation des jugements de valeurs m’est qu’un des côtés du problème, tel qu’il a été posé par M. Ch.
Lalo. La subordination de la nature à l’art en tant que valeur esthétique est dûe à la technique. C’est grace à cette
technique que l’art acquiert une valeur proprement esthétique; inversement, c’est le manque de technique qui rend
la nature anesthétique. Nous pouvons accorder à la nature un caractère plus ou moins esthétique (M. Ch. Lalo
l’appelle pseudo-esthétique), dans la mesure où nous la voyons à travers la technique de l’art.’
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Il nous semble que M. Ch. Lalo accorde trop d’importance à la technique, bien qu’il accorde un sens très
étendu à ce terme.
Cet élément le plus caractéristique de l’art, la technique, au sens large que nous donnons à ce mot, c’est à la fois les
nécessités élémentaires qu’imposent les matériaux employés, plus le métier humain qui les interprète et les transfigure,
plus les initiatives individuelles, les inventions originales on géniales qui rendent seules ce métier vivant en l’élevant
au-dessus de la simple copie; plus les adhésions on les répulsions du milieu social, et toute la vie collective qui organise
et sanctionne cette évolution, et en définitive élève chaque fait esthétique jusqu’à la notion de valeur, valeur toute
relative d’ailleurs, vivante et mouvante comme cette évolution elle-même, bien que susceptible comme elle, de lois.

Malgré l’apport social qu’il attribue au domaine de l’activité artistique, M. Ch. Lalo nous ramène
insensiblement, et par un détour, au subjectivisme de Kant. La notion de beauté serait le produit de l’art et des
artistes, et nullement celui de la nature. Or, il nous semble qu’on ne pent nier l’apport esthétique de la nature. Car,
s’il est vrai qu’un beau paysage n’a pas de sens sans un spectateur qui en apprécie la va leur esthétique, la
réciproque est vraie: aimerions-nous certains chefs-d’œuvre de l’art, s’ils ne nous suggéraient pas ce quo nous
avons aimé, au préalable, dans la nature? On no peut subordonner Ia nature à l’art, car elle a sa beauté au même
titre que lui: si nous aimons l’art en tant que nous retrouvons en lui une part de notre expérience intime, la na ture
est à la source même de cette expérience.
A notre avis, l’argument technique ne suffit pas pour expliquer et la beauté de l’art et, indirectement, celle de la
nature. La beauté de la nature a dû être antérieure à celle produite par la technique, car une technique, pour riche
qu’elle soit, ne produit rien d’esthétique si elle ne prend son point de départ dans la beauté elle-même.
Nous n’irons pas jusqu’à dire que la technique, telle que l’entend M. Ch. Lalo, serve uniquement à copier la
nature. Elle peut donner naissance à une beauté différente de celle de la nature; toujours est-il qu’elle lui doit son
premier élan. Sans les données esthétiques de la nature, la technique fonetionnerait à vide et donnerait, non de
l’art, mais tout au plus de la virtuosité.
*
Il nous semble que c’est dans la nature qu’il faut chercher l’origine première de l’art. Il faut évidemment
entendre ce terme «nature» dans son sons le plus riche, en tant qu’elle est à la fois la source de l’expé rience
extérieure et, indirectement, du contenu de la conscience de l’homme. La nature, pour nous, est aussi bien cette
nature extérieure qui, quand elle s’offre sous un aspect harmonieux, ravit notre regard, que celle qui, du fond de
notre conscience, nous révèle l’harmonie intime de notre être.
L’œuvre d’art, en tant que belle, participera à cette double harmonie et servira à l’exprimer. De telle sorte
qu’on peut définir l’œuvre d’art de la façon suivante: l’œuvre d’art est l’expression harmonieuse du sentiment de
vitalité que nous puisons dans la nature, cette dernière entendue dans son acception la plus large.
Ainsi l’œuvre d’art parvient à exprimer ce sentiment intense de la vie que les concepts ne parviennent pas à
exprimer. L’œuvre d’art trouve sa raison d’être dans l’expression de ce qui, par définition, est inexplicable. C’est
en ce sens qu’elle nous aide à nous rapprocher de l’Absolu, à le toucher presque. Elle nous le «suggère», pour
employer l’expression de Bergson.
Ainsi certaines théories naturalistes et vitalistes, telles celles de Ruskin, de Guyau ou de Bergson, qui
logiquement doivent aboutir à la négation de l’art, nous y ramènent cependant par un détour.
*
Guyau a dit: «L’art, c’est de la vie concentrée.» Dans cette phrase breve mais riche de sens, nous trouvons
comme une synthèse de l’«Einfühlung» des Lipps et de Volkelt, de «l’imitation intérieure» de Groos, du «transfert
du moi» de Souriau, de la «sympathie symbolique» de Basch.
Selon une autre expression de Guyau:
L’art véritable est, selon nous celui qui nous donne le sentiment immédiat de la vie la plus intense et la plus
expansive tout ensemble, la plus individuelle et la plus sociale.

C’est, l’intensité de notre vie que nous aimons retrouver dans l’art. Et s’il arrive souvent que ce reflet de notre
expérience personnelle par l’art nous plaît plus que le fait même de la vivre, c’est que dans l’art nous l’idéalisons
et nous nous la représentons à notre gré. Les souvenirs douloureux disparaissent et ce que l’œuvre d’art nous
suggère est notre vie transfigurée en quelque sorte, et telle que nous aurions aimé l’avoir vécue.
Le fait de ramener l’art au principe même de la vie, ouvre devant notre meditation les champs les plus vastes et
les plus variés, car il nous fait songer à cette sympathie universelle qui nous unit, non seulement à tous les êtres,
mais à la nature prise dans sa totalité.
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Ce sentiment de la vie que nous éprouvons avec plus ou moins de conscience ou de force pendant toute notre
existence, revêt un caractère esthétique quand il atteint une certaine intensité.
Ajoutons cependant que, pour qu’il y ait œuvre d’art, il faut que ce sentiment intense de la vie soit exprimé
d’une façon harmonieuse. Sur ce point nous reconnaissons le rôle considérable qu’il faut accorder à la technique.
De telle sorte que si, pour la production d’une œuvre d’art, l’apport de la nature est d’une importance capitale,
celui de la technique ne l’est pas moins.
*
Un des aspects les plus curieux de l’attitude naturaliste se révèle dans le mysticisme esthétique de Ruskin.
Pour Ruskin, toute copie de la nature est belle par le seul fait qu’elle en est une copie, et réciproquement, tout
ce qui n’est pas une copie de Ia nature est laid par definition. Tout est beau dans la nature et l’ar tiste ne doit y faire
aucun choix.
Une telle opinion, développée jusqu’à sos conséquences extrêmes, aboutit inévitablement au paradoxe.
Dans son «adoration» de la nature toute entière, sans la moindre indifférence pour la plus menue de ses
parcelles, Ruskin donne néan-moins un critère de la beauté dans la nature qui sera, par la suite, celui de l’art
même: ce critère n’est autre que la fréquence. Mais on se demande quelle valeur peut avoir un tel critère, car la
beauté étant en général une exception, est un privilège. Ruskin s’explique sur ce point de la façon la plus
mystique:
Je crois bien être dans le vrai en considérant comme les plus naturelles les formes les plus fréquentes, ou du moins
en considérant que Dieu a imprimé aux formes qui en ce monde de chaque jour sont familières aux yeux de l’homme,
ces caractères de Beauté que par la volonté de Dieu il est de la nature de l’homme d’aimer. Nous pouvons ainsi, je
crois, raisonner de la Fréquence à la Beauté et vice-versa. Dès l’instant qu’une chose est fréquente, nous pouvons la
prétendre belle et considérer comme la plus belle la plus fréquente; j’entends, cela va de soi, visiblement fréqueñte …
Et par fréquence, j’entends cette fréquence limitée et isolée qui est la caractéristique de toute perfection; non la simple
multitude: tout comme une rose est une fleur commune, sans qu’il y ait sur l’arbuste autant de fleurs que de feuilles.
Sous ce rapport, la nature est économe de sa beauté la plus haute, et prodigue de sa beauté moindre … .

Par le fait même que Ruskin distingue entre «la beauté la plus haute» et une «beauté moindre», il fait un choix
entre les données de la nature et nous éloigne de son principe primordial. Or, d’après le même auteur:
Que le jeune artiste se méfie de l’esprit de choix: c’est un esprit insolent tout au moins, et ordinairement bas et
commun, empêchant tout progrès et flétrissant tout pouvoir, encourageant les faiblesses, flattant les partialités … Il ne
dessine rien de bien, celui qui n’a pas envie de dessiner n’importe quoi! Lorsqu’un peintre se récuse, c’est parce qu’il
se sent humilié, non parce qu’il fait fi; lorsqu’il s’arrête, c’est parce qu’il est rassasié, non parce qu’il trouve que la
Nature lui donne une mauvaise nourriture … L’art parfait perçoit et reflète l’ensemble de la Nature. L’art imparfait, qui
est dédaigneux, rejette on préfère …

On se demande pourquoi, puisqu’il y a une beauté «plus haute» et une beauté «moindre», ne pas choisir la plus
haute?
Il y a une contradiction inhérente à toute opinion qui voit en l’art une simple imitation de la nature. Car,
réduisant l’activité de l’artiste à une simple machine reproductrice de la nature, on supprime toute va leur propre
de l’art. La fidélité dans la reproduction exacte de la nature devient le critère de toute beauté artistique, ce qui
revient à admettre, par le fait même, la supériorité incontestable de la beauté de la nature sur celle de l’art: en
effet, une copie déforme tant soit pen l’original; et une copie de la nature ne peut être, en un certain sens, que de la
nature déformée. Dans ce cas, il vaudrait mieux qu’il n’y ait pas d’art et que nous contemplions directement les
beautés naturelles dans Ia nature elle-même. Ruskin le dit d’ailleurs expressément:
Nous avons déjà parlé de ce qui est constant et nécessaire dans la Nature, des effets ordinaires de la lumière du jour
sur les couleurs ordinaires et nous répétons, une fois de plus, que la palette la plus riche ne saurait les égaler …

Malgré ses contradictions, Ruskin nous entratne à admirer les beautés de cette nature. Chaque être qu’elle
englobe acquiert, par le fait même de sa propre existence, un caractère transcendant, par conséquent absolu et
autonome. La beauté de chacun de ces êtres peut être contemplée pour elle-même, indépendamment de toute autre
chose.
*
Dans l’analyse qu’il fait du sentiment esthétique, H. Bergson parle tour à tour de «rythme» et de «mesure»
arrêtant en quelque sorte la marche du temps, de sympathie, de suggestion, d’imitation et de fixité de la vie.
Devant tant de notions, nous nous sentons désorientés, ne sachant laquelle choisir. Chacune d’elles. jetant
quelques lumières sur la nature du sentiment esthétique, nous les acceptons toutes, en bloc. C’est d’ail leurs
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déclarer le sentiment esthétique comme indéfinissable, en quelque sorte, que de le comparer à l’état d’hypnose,
comme l’a fait Bergson:
Dans les procédés de l’art, on retrouvera sous une forme atténuée, raffinés et en quelque sorte spiritualisés, les
procédés par lesquels on obtient ordinairement l’état d’hypnose. Il y a done des phases distinctes dans le progrès d’un
sentiment esthétique, comme dans l’état d’hypnose; et ces phases correspondent moins à des variations de degré qu’a
des différences d’état ou de nature.

La valeur artistique d’une œuvre sera en fonction de sa capacité de suggestion:
Le sentiment du beau n’est pas un sentiment spécial, mais … tout sentiment éprouvé par nous revêtira un caractère
esthétique, pourvu qu’il ait été suggéré, et non pas causé.

La nature aussi bien que l’art, procède par suggestion quand elle produit sur nous un effet esthétique. Mais
l’art, disposant du rythme, acquiert sur elle une certaine supériorité.
Bergson semble considérer la nature comme inférieure à l’art dans ce sens que l’art est une production
consciente, tandis que la nature ne l’est pas:
Mais on pourrait se demander si la nature est belle autrement que par la rencontre heureuse de certains procédés de
notre art, et si, en un certain sens, l’art ne précéderait pas la nature. Sans aller aussi loin, il semble plus conforme aux
règles d’une saine méthode d’étudier d’abord le beau dans les œuvres où il a été produit par un effort conscient, et de
descendre ensuite par transitions insensibles de l’art à la nature, qui est artiste à sa manière.

Il nous semble qu‘il s’agit là d’une méthode à employer pour l'étude de l’art et de la nature. Bergson ne nie pas
pour cela la valeur esthétique de la nature, indépendamment de l’art.
L’intérêt qu’offre l’étude de Bergson à propos des sentiments esthétiques consiste en ce qu’elle nous montre la
complexité et la richesse infinie de ces sentiments. Dans l’impossibilité où nous sommes de les cornprendre,
contentons-nous de les sentir et de goùter «l’indéfinissable état psychologique» qu’ils provoquent en nous.
Si cet «indéfinissable état psychologique» ne peut être saisi par notre intelligence, il peut être au moins
exprimé par l’art. Cette expression sui generis que l’art donne de nos états psychologiques lui confère un rôle
d’une importance capitale et une autonomie indiscutée. C’est ainsi que le vitalisme et l’intuitionisme nous
conduisent à attribuer une valeur autonome à l’art, en tant qu’expression de notre propre vitalité. C’est en ce sens
que M. Focillon dit:
Nous sommes fondés à penser qu’elles [les formes plastiques] constituent un ordre et que cet ordre est animé du
mouvement de la vie.

*
Nous ne prétendons pas avoir donné une définition suffisante du sentiment esthétique. A notre avis, ce
sentiment ne pourra être défini que le jour où l’esthétique expérimentale sera réalisée comme science. Nous en
sommes encore loin.
Les sentiments esthétiques sont pour ainsi dire synthétiques: plusieurs autres sentiments contribuent à les
former. Aux difficultés qu’offrent à l’analyse chacun des sentiments qui les composent, s’ajoutent celles
présentées par l’ensemble.
Notre tentative de définition de la nature du sentiment esthétique: sentiment de vie, nuancé de toutes les
modalités de cette vie elle-même, reste uniquement un essai. Mais si nous ne pouvons nous expliquer nos
sentiments esthétiques, nous constatons néanmoins leur existence en nous, en tant qu’états psychologiques.
Partant de cette constatation nous essaierons d’expliquer ce que nous entendons par «art désintéressé».
A notre avis, un objet d’art (qu’il soit l’œuvre de la nature on de l’art proprement dit) a une valeur
désintéressée lorsque nous l’envisageons en tant qu’apte à satisfaire nos besoins esthétiques. Le but de cet
ouvrage est un essai d’application de cette définition d’un «art désintéressé» aux cre\éations artistiques des
anciens Egyptiens.
Nous avons déjà dit combien il peut sembler contradictoire de vouloir appliquer la théorie de «l’art pour l’art»,
telle que nous l’enten-dons, à l’art des anciens Egyptiens. En effet, cet art fut considéré par des égyptologues
éminents et plusieurs critiques, comme un art essentiellement utilitaire, dans ce sons qu’il aurait été un simple
moyen mis au service de la Religion.
Or, s’il est vrai qu’aux premières années de son histoire, l’art égyptien est intimement lié à la religion dans
laquelle il plonge, en quelque sorte, ses racines, il n’en fut pas toujours ainsi. Il sut, par la suite, secouer le jong
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des croyances religieuses, dont il n’était d’abord que le reflet, se débarrasser de ses origines utilitaires, et acquérir
ainsi une existence et une valeur absolues.
A ses débuts, l’art égyptien cherchait surtout l’efficacité, l’utilité de ses œuvres. Mais, peu à peu, cette
poursuite de «l’utile» donna naissance à un certain goût pour la perfection des formes et la beauté de la matière
première, à cause justement de l’efficacité propre de tout ce qui est beau.
La recherche de «l’utile» a done engendré, pour ainsi dire, automatiquement, l’amour du «beau». L’étude de ce
passage de l’utile au «beau», comme à une conséquence logique, sera une des parties essentielles de notre travail.
D’autre part, l’art profane nous aidera à démontrer que les anciens Egyptiens ont souvent cherché la beauté
pour elle-même. Les menus objets dont se servaient les dames égyptiennes pour leur toilette (boîtes et cuillers à
fard), une foule d’autres objets, y compris statues et groupes de statues d’extrême fantaisie, dessins, etc., avaient
souvent en euxmêmes une réelle valeur artistique. Ce qui nous est un témoignage du plaisir entièrement profane et
esthétique, qu’on trouvait à les contempler.
Les édifices fragiles (palais de rois ou de princes) non faits pour durer et où la décoration et l’ornementation
tenaient une large part, sont de même des témoins du plaisir désintéressé éprouvé par les anciens Egyptiens en
présence de la beauté.
*
Nous aurions voulu donner un caractère positif à notre recherche. En d’autres termes, nous aurions voulu partir
des faits et les verifier par une méthode proprement expérimentale. Mais l’état actuel de l’esthétique
expérimentale (ou «l’esthétique d’en bas», comme le dit Fechner, en l’opposant à la méthode métaphysique ou
«d’en haut») ne nous permet pas encore d’expliquer certains phénomènes complexes.
Aussi ne suivrons-nous pas une méthode exclusive: nous aurons recours à l’esthétique expérimentale dans les
cas où elle nous donne quelques résultats appréciables. Nous complèterons l’étude positive des faits par l’emploi
de l’hypothèse, qui donnera une certaine direction à notre travail; nous aurons recours à l’induction, sans rejeter
toutefois la déduction, quand elle peut nous aider à expliquer certains phénomènes; nous ne nous bornerons pas à
un seul domaine de l’art égyptien, mais nous l’étudierons dans son ensemble et dans ses manifestations les plus
diverses. (Toutefois la statuaire, l’architecture et la peinture seront étudiées plus amplement que la danse, la
musique, etc.).
Notre travail n’a pas la prétention de résoudre d’une façon définitive le problème de «l’art pour l’art» dans
l’Egiypte ancienne.
Nous espérons uniquement jeter quelque lumière sur un côté généralement méconnu de l’art égyptien: le côté
désintéressé de la recherche du beau, l’amour de la Beauté pour elle-même, pour la seule joie esthé tique que
procure sa contemplation.
1920
7.49 Mother Of The Destitute\fn{A note reads: The name given to Sayyida Zeynab, the granddaughter of the Prophet, who is
buried in Cairo and after whom a district is named.}\fn{by Yahya Hakki (1905-1992)} Cairo, Egypt (M) 4
Praised be He whose dominion extends over all creatures and who knows no opposition to His rule. Here I
have no wish but to recount the story of Ibrahim Abu Khalil who made his way down the steps of life, like the
leaves of spring, which, though lifted a little by the wind, contain, even at their height, their ineluctable descent
until at last they are cushioned and trampled down into the earth. I was a witness to his descending the last steps
of the ladder, but I only learnt later that he was an orphan and had been cast out upon the world at an early age; as
to whether he came from the town or the country I know not, though my belief is that he was a city creature born
and bred. His life of misery started with being a servant, and then a vendor of lupine on a hand-cart hung round
with earthenware water-coolers from Kena, their necks decorated with flowers and sweet basil. I heard that later
he had opened a small herbalist’s, after which he had gone back again to being a street-vendor, jumping from tram
to tram with his pins, needles for primus stoves, and clothes-pegs. His life contained sporadic periods about which
I have no information, though I am inclined to think that during his roving existence he must at times have known
the sting of asphalt in the Kora Maidan penitentiary.
Just before I got to know him he used to occupy the triangular comer of pavement in the square facing the shop
of the Turk who sold halva. There he would sit with a basket containing radishes, watercress, and leeks. His cry
was simply, “Tender radishes, fine watercress!” His face told of none of the various upheavals he’d been through
or the buffetings he had had in his innumerable occupations. Such people take life as it comes; each day has its
individual destiny, each day passes away and dies—like them— without legacy. They enter life’s arena with their
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sensitivity already dead-hag. It died from ignorance, from stupidity, or from contentment and acceptance? Their
eyes do not even blink at the abuse showered down at them.
Yet you must not be too hasty in judging in case you should be unfair; had you known him as I did you would
have found him a simple-hearted person—genial, polite, and generous. In spite of the efforts he expended in his
search for sufficient food to keep himself alive, his heart knew neither envy nor rancour. His rheumy eyes hinted
that in his heart there was a latent propensity for joking and being gay. He had a most captivating way of looking
at you; his smile seemed to emerge through veil after veil—just like watching a slow-motion picture of a smile of
the eyes being born. When he raised his face, sheltering his eyes with his hand, it would seem to me as if the
world had shrunk to this small frame containing just the two of us and that his words were a communion, subdued
and private.
Abu Khalil would take up his accustomed place shortly before noon. When afternoon came and the morning
basket was sold out, or almost so, he would get up and walk off in his languid way; wandering round the square,
he would pass by many of the shopkeepers, lingering with this one and that as they asked each other how they
were getting on, and swapping anecdotes and jokes with some of them. He had a friend from whom he would buy
a loaf stuffed with taamiya and carry it off tucked under his arm, and another friend from whom he bought the
cheapest kind of cigarettes, which he kept in a metal tin above his belt, between his naked body and his outer
garment. Then he would leave his friends for the pavement outside the Mosque where (as he put it) he’d enjoy a
breath of fresh air—and meet the newcomers of the day. When the novelty had worn off he would return to his
place, seat himself, mutter a grace, and eat his meal. Having finished it he would kiss the palm and back of his
hand in gratitude, give thanks to God and, settling his body into a relaxed position, light up a cigarette and smoke
it with great delight, for he was a man who took his pleasures seriously. Then he would disappear from the square
and not return until just before sunset when he would layout the evening basket.
As for his supper, it consisted of a loaf of bread and a piece of halva which he would buy from his neighbour
whose shop lay north of his pitch; after whIch he would vanish from the square as it became empty of passers-by.
I don’t know where he slept, though I did hear that he shared a mat with a toothless, bedridden hag in a small
room under the curve of some steps at the furthermost end of a steep lane.
Had he ever married? Did he have any children or relations? I don’t know. Because of my liking for Abu
Khalil I have no wish to talk here of the things I’ve heard about his strange relationship with that bedridden, evilsmelling old woman (Ibrahim has a kindly heart), nor do I want to talk about the way he was unfaithful to her
from time to time, when God provided him with the necessary money and vigour on a hill close by Sayyida, for
there is nothing I am more reluctant to do than speak evil of this holy quarter and its inhabitants.
One clear, radiant day Abu Khalil arrived at his customary place on the pavement to find that the far comer
was occupied by a woman surrounded by three young children, with a fourth at her breast, its eyes closed in
swooning ecstasy as though it were imbibing wine. The catastrophic thing about it was that she was sitting in front
of a basket filled with radishes, watercress, and leeks, and when she began calling out, “Sun-kissed radishes, a
millieme the bundle!” her piercing voice rang out through the whole Square. O Provider, O Omniscient! For a
while Abu Khalil sat watching her in silence, then he sighed and took himself a little way off. He, too, began to
call his wares, trying to raise his voice above hers, but he could not do it and broke into a fit of coughing. He
wanted to speak to her, to ask her where she came from and why she had chosen this particular place, but she paid
no attention to him. With one hand she sold her wares, with the other she managed her children, transferring the
drugged infant with a mere bend of her knee from one breast to the other, and then moving towards her watercooler like a cripple, so that a little of her thigh showed naked. But this had no effect—Abu Khalil’s heart was so
incensed against her that he was not in an affectionate mood. No doubt, he assured himself, this was but a fleeting
intrusion and everything would be all right the next day.
But the following morning he found her there before him as large as life. He began turning his gaze towards
her, towards the passers-by and his neighbours, getting up and sitting down again, leaving his basket and going off
to tell his friends this depressing piece of news. Then he would return only to find her voice ringing through the
square as though calling together her kin on the fateful Day of Resurrection.
During these days Abu Khalil bought five cigarettes instead of his usual ten.
He was at his wit’s end and sought to dispel his anxiety by watching this brazen woman who had trespassed on
his pitch and was competing with him in the earning of his daily bread. The strange thing was that he started to
become interested in her and tried to exchange smiles with her on one occasion. Days went by and his basket
crept closer to Badr’s; it was as though he wanted to say to her, “Come, let’s go into partnership together”; but he
didn’t do it.
Badr felt that she was firmly established and that Ibrahim was powerless against her; she realized that she had
gained some sort of hold over him. So, one day, she deigned to reply to him and it was not long before she was
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bidding him keep an eye on the children when, at a call from nature, she had to go off to the plot of waste land
close by the public fountain.
For a long time Abu Khalil neglected his own basket and gave up loafing round with his friends or standing at
the door of the Mosque, whether a breeze was blowing or not. A secret hope lay in his heart. Perhaps Badr would
prove to be his share of good fortune, rained down unexpectedly upon him by the heavens. Nothing would he love
better than to hand over the leading-rein of his life to this resolute woman and to live under her protecting wing.
She was a woman (although so much like a man) of whom he would have every reason to boast to all and sundry.
He would ingratiate himself with her, would make her laugh so that he might laugh with her, and would wait till
she first bit off a mouthful or two from the loaf before she passed it to him and he would eat from where her
mouth had been, possibly receiving a taste of her spittle; she it would be who would wake him in the morning and
cover him up at night; and when he behaved badly and stayed on with his friends and the shopkeepers, she would
search him out and drag him back to where he ought to be. It was thus that he talked to himself. But would he
ever broach the matter to her? He wouldn’t dare, for he knew nothing about her and there was no one in the
Square who knew her.
At this time Abu Khalil bought the 'taamiya for his lunch on credit.
One evening when his basket had drawn so close to hers that they were touching, Badr—without being asked
—told him about her life. And thus it was that she too became one of the problems which it had been decreed
should fall to Ibrahim’s lot in this world. She told him that she was free yet not divorced, married yet living as a
widow, for she had a husband of whose whereabouts she was ignorant, a man from Upper Egypt who used to
carry a large bundle of vests, socks, and towels on his back, hawking them round the cafés. He would stay with
her for a time and then suddenly disappear; on one occasion she had heard that he had gone to Lower Egypt, on
another to the south, not knowing whether he was running away from her or from the fear of an old blood-feud, or
whether he himself had a blood-feud which honor forced him to pursue. Almost a year and a half having passed
since his last disappearance, she did not know whether he was dead or alive—though the odds were that he was
alive and well, because the news of his death would have reached her, as he had his name and that of his village
tattooed on his arm. Or had they perhaps skinned his body? Was he a murderer lingering in prison, or had he been
murdered and was lying in some grave unknown to her? He had just disappeared, leaving her with her children.
She had gone out in search of her daily bread and chance had led her to a good man like Ibrahim Abu Khalil.
More days passed and they grew closer. Badr began to feel tenderly for Ibrahim and would buy him food
without asking for money, for she had amalgamated their baskets, while both their earnings had landed up in her
pocket. She felt that her life had finally taken on this particular form. One day, accepting her position (and don’t
ask if it was from choice or necessity, it being no easy matter to find another Upper Egyptian to replace the absent
man), she said to Ibrahim, “Your galabia is dirty. Come with me tonight and I’ll wash it for you.”
Abu Khalil was sitting in front of her, his back to the road. He began talking to her, oblivious of the passing of
people and of time. Could he believe his eyes or were they playing llim tricks? It seemed to him that her lips
suddenly trembled, her teeth gleamed and her eyes, wide open, were sparkling. Her glance was glued to a spot
behind him. He turned and found an Upper Egyptian, his back bowed under a large bundle, coming, towards them
with measured gait. It needed but one glance to tell him that this was a hard and merciless man, one who couldn’t
be trifled with.
The man lowered his burden, squatted down, and wiped away the sweat from his brow.
“How are you?” was all he had to say to Badr.
“Everything is well,” she answered. “Thank God for your safe return!”
The young Upper Egyptian was silent for a while. Then, turning his head, he directed but one glance at Abu
Khalil. Reassured he turned to his wife and said:
“Everything comes to pass in time, but patience is good.”
Poor Ibrahim rose, shaking the dust from his backside, and disappeared from their sight, swallowed up by the
crowds in the square.
Many days passed during which I didn’t see him. Some say that he was taken ill with fever, others that the old
bedridden woman had learnt about Badr and had put something into his food—something which she had had to
wait for till nature took its course with a woman younger than herself—and that this had caused him grievous
harm.
For a long time I was absent from the square and its inhabitants. When I returned and passed by the pavement
facing the Turk who sold halva, I found neither Badr of the many offspring nor Ibrahim.
Then one day it chanced that I went out early on some business or other and entered the square before the
shops had opened. My teeth were chattering with the cold, for we were then in the Coptic month of Touba which
is proverbially the peak of winter. Barefooted beings thrust their swollen fingers under their armpits and walked
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as though treading on thorns; from time to time a harsh, raucous cough rang through the square, followed by
silence; then muttered scraps of conversation could be clearly heard from voices still heavy with sleep and
phlegm. In spite of all the people to be seen coming and going, one couldn’t help having the sensation of being in
a deserted city, which neither knew, nor was known by, those passers-by.
Suddenly I bumped into Ibrahim Abu Khalil: his clothes were tattered and torn, his head and feet bare, his
walk a sort of totter, though his sombre manner of looking at one was the same as ever, and his smile unchanged.
He had gone out at this early hour to do his job, which had to be finished before traffic unfolded in the square. He
had a new occupation: providing incense—a job requiring no more than a pair of old scales, a thick chain,
sawdust, and a few bits of frankincense and wormwood. These, together with chunks of bread, he would put into a
nose-bag slung round his shoulder, into which some millieme and half-millieme pieces had perhaps also been
thrown.
The moment I saw him I realized that this was the occupation to which Abu Khalil had been born. I should
have expected him to have ended up in it, for it suited his temperament admirably, being an easy job that provides
its practitioners with the pleasures of loafing about and coming across all kinds and descriptions of people.
Besides which the earnings were steady—being in the form of subscriptions—and there was no fixed price. He
was his own master and there was no fear of his goods spoiling in case business was bad. While a man in such an
occupation would admit that he does not attain the status of those pedlars who gain their livelihood with the sweat
of their brow, he cannot on the other hand be accused of mendicancy, for there he is in front of you, going off to
work with the tools of his trade in his hand.
If this was how this occupation was regarded by the majority of those practising it, it was something altogether
different in Abu Khalil’s view. He had tired of trade in its various forms, having found it to be a tug-of-war of
deceit, calculation, and endless haggling over milliemes. The incense business, however, was based solely on
emotion, and he was confident that his greeting, with which shopkeepers would begin their day, was bound to be
auspicious, emanating from a heart which was pure, devout, and affectionate.
Poor Abu Khalil! he understood neither life nor the nature of human beings.
For many days after this I was often in his company, and saw with my own eyes Master Hassan the barber
(who was no simpleton!) unwilling to pay him his millieme until he’d dragged him into the shop to fumigate the
chair, the mirror, and the small brass basin with its edge cut away to allow for the customer’s neck; I also saw the
owner of The National Restaurant pick him out a single taamiya left over from yesterday or the day before; as for
the Turk he would give him a millieme, irritated and resentful, and send him packing. When most of the
shopkeepers had got used to him, they would give him the millieme whether there was any incense floating
upwards or not, and so Abu Khalil became negligent about his business and his coals were dead for the greater
part of the morning; or, if there was a faint glow, all that issued forth was an evil-smelling black smoke repellent
to the nostrils.
One clear, radiant day I was walking beside Ibrahim when I felt a sudden hush descend on the square, just as
the weather grows calm before the advent of a cyclone and the eye imagines that the sky is quivering like a bat’s
wing. Then a man with hawk-like eyes approached from Marasina Street, wearing a gannent made up of seventy
patches, a green turban on his head, and with a brisk, determined, indefatigable gait; his body erect, his tongue
unceasingly chanting prayers and supplications, holding a brazier from which rose beautifully fragrant smoke, the
brazier’s chain sparkling yellow. O Provider, O Omniscient!
On the first day the shopkeepers sharply repulsed this newcomer, for they were Abu Khalil’s customers and it
wasn’t reasonable to buy two blessings, one of which might spoil the other, on the same morning. But when he
returned on the second, the third, and the fourth day, he received his first milliemes. Then he did the rounds of all
the shops once again, whether the owner had had pity on him or not. I was fascinated by this man’s perseverance
and strength of purpose. Leaving my bleary-eyed friend, I went off after this extraordinary newcomer and found
myself being dragged along at a brisk pace from Sayyida Zeynab to Bab al-Khalk Square, to the Citadel and
thence to Sayyida A’isha and across the Cemetery to Sayyida Nafisa and so to Suyoufiyya and Khayamiyya and
Mitwalli Gate. Then he went to a small café in Sayyida Hussein where he took off his green turban and sat down
to smoke a narghile. Breathless and dripping with sweat, I sat down beside him, having seen how he had walked
for a whole hour to get one customer. Never in my life have I met anyone who strove to earn his living with the
perseverance, patience, and energy of that man.
Poor Ibrahim left his brazier and began to content himself with passing by the shopkeepers empty-handed, in
the hope that they would remember him and dispense their usual charity. His income decreased and he was
sometimes forced to stand in the middle of the square, or at the Sayyida Zeynab Gate, so that some visitor might
press their charity into his hand, taking him for a beggar too shy to ask for alms. The strange thing was that after a
whIle Abu Khalil worked up a clientele of a few faithful customers who would search him out to give him what
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they could.
Poor Abu Khalil! he understood neither life nor the nature of human beings.
One clear, radiant day as poor Ibrahim sat in his accustomed place, a loud shout rang out close by him which
echoed through the whole Square:
“The Everliving! The Eternal!”
People gathered round a man who had fallen down in a trance, seized by religious ecstasy. A woman, dressed
in a black gown, yellow mules, and a necklace of large amber beads, stood at his head and broke out into trilling
cries. The stricken man came to, but his mouth was closed and he uttered not a word; his squinting eyes, darkened
with kohl, stared round at the faces of those gathered about him and filled with tears. Then he raised his hands,
loaded with blue, green, and red rings, wiped his face, and prepared to gather up the money.
When Abu Khalil heard that very same scream at the very same hour on the second and third day, he left his
place and turned towards the Mosque, mumbling: “O Mother of the Destitute! Give me succour!” He had tired of
life; illness and weakness held him in their grip. The film on his eyes had grown worse, and his back was bowed.
With heavy steps he moved towards the shrine of the Mother of the Destitute; around it were ranks of squatting
beggars—it seemed as though they had been created like that, their backs propped against its wall, making a circle
like lice round a poor man’s collar. Little hope for him to find himself a place in the “first-class” by the door! So
he left and went round the Mosque till he came to the place of ablution, where he sat himself down by its door.
Those who had come before him and had seniority turned and gave him a withering look: nobody hates a beggar
like a beggar.
Here I left Abu Khalil and dissociated myself from him, for he had joined the people of a world which is not
our world. He was in a world from which there was no exit; it had but one entrance and above it was written—

THE GATE OF FAREWELL
170.138 Excerpts from My Days In America\fn{by Zaki Najib Mahmud (1905-1993)} Damietta, Damietta
Governorate, Egypt (M) 8
September 16, 1953
I departed Cairo today at noon. I found myself seated beside a young man whom I thought to be an Iraqi. I
found out quickly, however, that he was actually from Nicaragua. He was his country’s general consul to the
Trans-Jordan and Israel. He spoke in halting fragmented Arabic. As soon as we ascended above the wispy clouds,
scattered against the yellow background that was the Western Desert, the flight attendant began serving pieces of
peppermint. Forty minutes later, we heard over the speaker,
“We are now above the city of Alexandria.”
So, I looked out the window to find that “Alexandria” appeared to be nothing more than some lines as fine as
those drawn with a pencil on a piece of paper. As I reminisced about the family and friends I knew there, I
thought,
“If a vast city can be transformed into thin lines, what order of magnifier will allow me to see the people?”
One is inclined, in cases like this, to deem oneself insignificant. Indeed, if a little altitude renders humans
invisible, how would they appear to spectators from distant orbits and other universes? The error in this
perception, of course, lies in overlooking the fact that the plane, which enables man to ascend, is in fact of his
making, a creation of his leaping intellect, ambition, and imagination. The first line that ought to be written in the
Book of Our Revolution, and read a thousand times each day, is that we must decide for ourselves to believe in
mankind’s power and omnipotence, and erase from our minds the unceasing and overpowering delusion that man
is a weak and insignificant creature.
As we left the yellowness of sand to fly over the blueness of water, I bid my homeland farewell. We stopped in
Athens, Rome, Zurich, Paris, and Shannon, Ireland. From there we crossed the Atlantic Ocean. The flight
attendant explained to us how lifejackets are worn, should the plane be forced to make an emergency landing on
water.
An American priest boarded the plane in Paris. He sat next to me. He was tall and heavyset, and he was
beardless. Nothing in his appearance indicated he was a man of religion, except his black vest. He was the first
American I conversed with on my journey to America.
I embarked on this journey with the intention of observing the American people closely. My judgments would
be based solely upon what I would see and hear. Since a nation is but the sum of its individuals, my personal
opinion of the Americans would be formed through my encounters and dialogues with individuals. Therefore, I
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would listen carefully to every conversation, and interpret my interlocutor’s every facial expression.
This American priest exuded kindness from the very first moment. He was willing to offer me any assistance I
might require. After I thanked him for the cup of coffee he had taken from the flight attendant and given to me, we
engaged in conversation. I asked him if he had been to Egypt. He replied,
“No, the farthest I have traveled is Rome. I have crossed the ocean twice.” When he found out I was Egyptian,
he asked,
“What are the facts about the situation between you and the English?” He quickly added,
“Pardon me! I believe your problem is with the French, not the English.” I corrected his oversight and
explained to him that our main problem was indeed with the English. He then asked me,
“So, you are dominated by Britain and you do not want her to rule you. Is that the situation?” I smiled and
said,
“The issue is neither domination nor rule. Egypt is an independent, free country. The point of contention is the
presence of British military forces on our soil, in the region of the Suez Canal. We wish to expel those forces.”
Suddenly, he asked me about the number of Catholics in Egypt. As we talked, I was surprised by how his
obvious ignorance of Egypt had given way to abundant knowledge and profound understanding, just from our
conversation and my explanations. Had he not been so preoccupied by Catholicism, to the extent of relating every
subject of discussion to it, he would have made a refined and knowledgeable man.
He offered me a cigarette, but I respectfully declined because I do not smoke. He replied,
“I do not smoke cigarettes either except on trips like these. I usually smoke only cigars.”
When he found out that I am a specialist in philosophy, he asked me about existentialism and rational
positivism, and how the two related to Catholicism. So, I explained to him my point of view on existentialism and
rational positivism, but I refused to relate them to religion, leaving him to talk about this side of the issue as much
as he pleased, for it preoccupies him more than it preoccupies me, and concerns him more than it concerns me.
The conversation then led us to Communism, which he proceeded to condemn with amazing enthusiasm. He
was afire with a rage one would not expect from a man of religion, whose nature should be one of peace and
calmness. He said, as if, giving a speech to a great crowd before him even though he was only talking to one
person aboard a plane cruising high above the ocean through the darkness of night,
“I have declared many times in my church that I am willing to collect tithes and give the money to anyone who
desires to embrace Communism and go to Russia. Once he entered Russia he would have the right to embrace the
Communism he so desired. But if the gates to Russia were shut in his face and he returned with nothing but his
own soiled sandals, why would he then believein a notion whose very proponents refuse to open their gates for
him to join them?”
The cabin lights were shut off and the travelers reclined in their seats in an attempt to sleep. I rested my head
and slept for two hours. I felt slightly chilly, so I covered myself with the small blanket that had been on the seat.
Then I slept again for about an hour. The traveles were sleeping or at least seemed as if they were. I looked out at
the ocean. Of course, I saw nothing, for the altitude was so great. I did, however see a silvery, shimmering sky.
There might have been a full moon that night, and the moonlight could have reflected off the clouds beneath us,
thus creating that air of silver. I could feel myself breathing. I am not sure if it was a normal consequence of the
altitude or solely a personal phenomenon.
I continued to gaze through the window at the silver atmosphere. I thought to myself,
“There can be worlds of difference between one person and another. Compare yourself now to Columbus
crossing this same ocean, and you will realize the tremendous difference that exists between a creative, innovative
individual, and those who follow …”
We in Egypt are easily confused. We do not realize the great difference between him who researches,
innovates, and spreads the results, and he who comes after that to read those results; to study and understand
them. We say to ourselves,
“Among them there are scientists, and among us there are as well. There is no difference between one people
and another, nor is there a difference between East and West.”
But that difference, my friend, is like the difference between me and Columbus in crossing the ocean. He
crossed as a daring adventurer, a creative and shrewd pioneer. I, on the other hand, crossed it after him, following
his path, no adventure, no daring, no creativity, and no thought.
September I7
Morning washed over us after we had spent close to 15 minutes in the darkness of night because we were
heading westward, with the sun; it was as if we were in a race and did not want the sun to catch us, though it did
eventually. As the day dawned I looked to find that we were flying over thick clouds, a panoramic and indeed
beautiful spectacle. It seemed as if the clouds underneath us had turned into mountains of soapy foam, or
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billowing accumulations of white smoke.
I started talking again with the priest next to me. As soon as we began, he opened the subject of Catholicism.
He urged me to go and meet the Catholic priest at my destination, the town of Columbia in the state of South
Carolina. He went on some more, reassuring himself that he had understood my opinions on the philosophies of
existentialism and rational positivism and that religion was impervious to their dangers. He told me at the end,
“You will find all Americans to be like me. You can have with them highly elevated, intellectual conversations,
like the one we had, but when you utter the words ‘rational positivism’ they will ask you in ignorance, ‘How tall
is this building, rational positivism?’”
So, I informed him that, to the contrary, the leaders of this intellectual, philosophical movement are in fact in
America. We merely follow their footsteps and hardly ever come up with something new.
The plane landed in Gander, Canada. The weather was cold and damp. An official then boarded the plane to
check that we had certificates of immunization against smallpox. All the passengers had health certificates except
one man, a diplomat from Mexico. We all left the plane but he was ordered not to leave his place. We remained at
the airport lounge for a short while. There I saw a machine that polishes shoes. You insert two cents and it starts to
spin. You then put your shoe in a special place where it will be polished. Then you put in another place for the
machine to make it shiny.
We then proceeded on our flight from Gander to Boston and my neighborly priest resumed his dialogue with
me. He asked me if I had heard Father Sheen’s\fn{ Fulton J. Sheen, Bishop of Rochester; a man of great personal ability. }
announcements on television. I told him I had not, nor had I even heard of him. He said to me,
“You will not reside in the States for one week without hearing him everywhere, for he is widely distinguished
on both radio and television.”
He then described to me how the man is a charismatic preacher who attracts listeners and spectators with his
looks, gestures, sound, and voice. One of the interesting things he told me about Father Sheen, is that he once
performed an experiment in broadcasting, where he broadcast his program at the same time as a popular comedy
show. Through this experiment Father Sheen wanted to find out which would attract people’s attention more: a
preacher uttering words of religious wisdom, or a comedian joking around and laughing. Triumph was to Father
Sheen. Most people watched his program, proving that Americans were religious and respected their faith and its
icons.
We arrived at the New York airport after 33 hours of flying. My watch was still set to Cairo time, eight o’clock.
So, I set it backward six hours so that it was on New York time. I was received by a lady who had a list given to
her by the State Department of foreigners expected to arrive that day. I quickly found out that she was a member
of a voluntary association whose purpose was to receive foreign scholars and students and help them adjust to
their new country, so that they would not feel lost or alienated. One might be inclined to think that this would be
the only association committed to this humanitarian task, for indeed one association seems more than enough for
this matter. I was surprised, however, when the lady gave me a list of the addresses of 34 voluntary associations,
all of which were committed to guiding foreign visitors.
I walked out of customs and stood waiting for the public shuttle from the airport to the city. A police officer
came up to me and greeted me saying,
“You must be glad to be back home. I have the same feeling when I come back after a long leave.” I replied,
“I am indeed glad to have arrived here, but I am really a visitor, not an American.”
The police officer then went on to tell me, in a very kind and friendly manner, how fraternity and friendliness
should dictate peoples’ behavior, regardless of their origins or homelands. He then asked me curiously,
“Why do wars emerge between one people and another, like the Korean War, for instance? Wouldn’t every
man wish to live among his people?”
Among other things, he also said that he was Italian. At first I did not understand what he meant. He clearly
meant he was of Italian origin, but I could not grasp why his European origin would be among the first things this
American would tell me about himself. By then the car had arrived and the police officer helped me carry my
luggage. He asked the driver to take care of me and described to him the shortest way to my hotel.
I had talked so far with three people, the priest on the plane, the volunteer at the airport, and this policeman. If
this was a sample of the nation I had come to visit, it must be a friendly, generous, good-hearted, and helpful
nation.
I woke up early and went to see the streets of New York in the tranquillity of morning. I wandered around,
taking my time, gazing at this, touching that, standing at an intersection. When working hours began, I. went to
John Whitney’s institution in that grand building at Rockefeller Square, the institution that had generously granted
me a scholarship to stay in America for an academic year and lecture in two of its universities, the University of
South Carolina in Columbia for the first half of the year, and the State College in Washington State for the second.
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Miss L., a 25-year-old woman, or perhaps a little older, with a pleasant face and beautiful features received me.
She was elegant yet modestly dressed, and her appearance painted her as a cultured, demure person. She received
me very warmly, and gave me the first portion of my grant. She then invited me to have lunch with the president
of the institution, Dr. W.
During the few minutes Miss L. took while helping me obtain my salary from the cashier on the ground floor
of the building, she informed me that John Whitney, the owner of the institution and the donor of the grant, was
slighdy over 40, and that he had won his enormous fortune in a horse race. His name was mentioned whenever
there was a nationwide horse race. Therefore, he wanted to change his life in order to establish his fame in other
areas. So, he engaged in numerous business enterprises—one of the most important of which is packaging frozen
food—and has now reached the apex of fame in the field of commerce. I then remembered that when I was
talking to the priest on the plane, I had told him I was a visiting professor with a grant made possible by John
Whitney, the man of millions. The priest’s reply was
“Is he Whitney, the race man?” I asked,
“What race? I doubt it, for all I know about this man is that he is a patron of scholarship and scholars.”
I left Miss L. to return to the institution’s office at lunch. Before walking the city streets, I sat on a nearby
bench. I spread the map before me to see where I could go. I decided to visit three places that morning: the
Empire State building, which was the tallest building in the world; the New York Public Library; and the United
Nations building. In truth, it doesn’t take one long to become accustomed to New York’s skyscrapers, as if one
had been raised there. They are the same as those seen in pictures and on screens, and one quickly ceases to be
amazed.
I entered the Public Library to find it beyond belief in elegance, grandeur, cleanliness, and good taste. On its
gate I saw an advertisement for an exhibit of Emerson’s papers, so I made them the object of my visit. I stood in
the exhibition room looking at the pages of Emerson’s handwriting in glass cases. I read a few of his letters and
found his handwriting extremely clear. I was amazed to be able to read the personal letters of a great literary
figure such as Emerson as if he were a common man like the rest of us with small and trivial matters in his life.
I sat on a chair in one of the library halls. I looked at the walls, the ceiling and the floor and an unfortunate
image of the Public Library at Bab el-Khalq in Cairo came to mind. It made me shudder with alarm, for I had
forgotten that the difference between one people and another can reach such a great extent. Indeed, comparing
America to my country is unfair, for I am comparing one of the richest nations on earth with a nation that is
among the world’s poorest.
That is a fact. What amazes me, however, is that we sometimes volunteer to show foreigners around pur Public
Library at Bab el-Khalq, as if it were a place of which we were .very proud.
I looked at the people in the streets but did not find the signs of hurried busyness that I had expected. I had
read the account of an Egyptian writer who had visited New York and wrote that whenever he would ask someone
on the street a question they would apologetically refuse to answer, or would not even apologize, for everyone
seemed to him to have been running and had no time to stop and answer any questions. I did not witness any of
that. These people were like any others, with big hearts. You could ask anyone of them a question and they would
stop and tolerate your poor, broken English and try to understand what you were saying and then guide you to the
best of their ability.
I had lunch with Dr. W and Miss L from the John Whitney Institute. At the table, our conversation mostly
revolved around a question Dr. W had asked,
“What do Egyptians think of Americans?” I answered him honestly,
“The Egyptians’ opinion of Americans is unfortunately drawn from the cinema. The American is for them, as
for the rest of the world, a rich man, with little culture and strange whims.” I then added that an estimation of
American civilization is a rather problematic proposition.
“Some people elevate it to great regard, and others disparage it.” Dr. W said, “The blame here lies on those
who use terms without considering their precise meanings. What exactly does the term ‘American Civilization’
mean? Who is an ‘American’ in the first place? And what is the definition of ‘civilization’? Do you think all
Americans are alike?You will soon be going to the South, and you will see a different strain of people, a different
lifestyle, and a point of view that differs greatly from what you see here in New York, or from what you might see
in the Midwest or on the West Coast. Which of these is the ‘American’? Moreover, what exactly do they mean by
‘American civilization’?”
W continued in this manner. I found him in complete agreement with my method of thinking, for I am one who
advocates clarifying the jargon that is used so randomly in conversation. I told him,
“Those who speak of ‘American civilization’ most probably have in mind a civilization based on science alone,
lacking the humanitarian side of faith, art, and so on.” Miss L interjected,
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“That is unfortunately a common opinion of us all over the world. Therefore, you will find the political
authorities here are overly concerned with the liberal arts in education.”
She asked me about our scientists’ opinion of American scientific achievements. I answered honestly again,
“Scientists back home tend to wrongly accuse American science of superficiality. For instance, a psychologist
back in Egypt once told me that his American counterparts are superficial, even though he himself could only be
found reading American references.” Miss L asked,
“How then do you explain this accusation?” I replied,
“Perhaps it is a relative issue. Americans produce more than others. It is impossible for all their products to be
of high quality. Thus, the impression one gets is that little is of high quality and the majority is of inferior quality,
even though the amount of high-quality product in America is still greater than that of any other country.” Dr. W
liked my explanation, and said,
“In agreement with what you have just said, I would like to add the following: Americans are richer than others
are. The outcome is that many of them, of different social statures, can afford to leave the country and visit other
countries. Therefore, if we presume that only one out of every five Americans visiting foreign countries is from
the intelligentsia, the impression other peoples might come away with is that only a minority of Americans are
refined, while the majority are unrefined, uncultured, and churlish. And the case in other countries, such as
England for example, is that only the very elite can afford to travel abroad. Thus, the impression is that the
English are a refined people.”
I went that night to the Cinerarna, which is a new kind of movie theater. The screen was a little more curved.
That night’s feature was not a continuous story, but a montage of random scenes. It began with a man proclaiming
the birth of this new technology in the cinema industry. And after exhibiting the different phases of development
of the idea of filming motion since the stone age, he began showing three-dimensional pictures. First we saw a
roller-coaster scene that overwhelmed us with the feeling of actually descending and ascending, as if we were
riding in a descending and ascending vehicle. Then there was a scene of a castle of Edinburgh, Scotland, with a
Scottish pipe band, followed by a scene from Madrid, Spain, with music and folk dancing and bull fighting, and
finally a stroll through the streets of the Italian city of Venice. The most beautiful spectacle of all was a scene
from the opera Aida at the Opera House of Rome. After that they showed some images of America from Florida to
the Rocky Mountains. In short, they have succeeded greatly in giving shape to pictures and depicting the third
dimension.
With this achievement, the cinema industry has made a tremendous new leap. Henceforth, God has destined
these people to lead, and us to follow. He has destined them to produce, and us to consume. He has destined us to
deceive ourselves that they have their civilization and we have ours, that their civilization is materialistic while
ours is spiritual.
September I9
I walked along Broadway on my very first evening. It seemed as if I were cutting my way through a sea of
human torsos. Most people seemed aimless. I even heard a man stop his companions and ask them,
“So, where are we going? Or must we walk the streets aimlessly?” I thought to myself,
“This is so very inconsistent with what I had generally heard in Egypt about the people of America, and about
New York in particular.” For I had been told that I was going to find a nation that does not cease to work even for
a moment, and never has any free time.
On my way I arrived at a magnificent building called Radio City before which stood a line of people waiting to
enter. So, I stood in line, and when my turn came, I entered. What greatness surrounded me, on the floor, on the
walls, and on the ceiling! Superb carpets and paint, and beautiful ornamentation, and lights that overwhelm sight
and leave one’s soul in awe. What I found rather strange is how little it cost to enter this most elegant building.
There I saw a new movie, Roman Holiday, a musical. Watching this movie in itself was worth many times the
amount I had paid. One of the strangest scenes was the sight of a man with a bag that seemed to contain another
man! The small bag opened to actually let out a man, even though it was too small to even contain a kitten. The
man emerges from the bag and amazes the spectators with his great ability to imitate the sounds of a foxhunt. You
could hear him imitating a multitude of sounds all at once: the sound of foxes, dogs, horses, and the hunters
September 20
The Sunday New York Times newspaper is a marvel that would amaze you: It is a huge load, equal to 30 or 40
al-Ahram newspapers. It is a newspaper that deserves admiration. If the press is the mirror that reflects public
opinion, and if the New York Times is the mirror of American public opinion, then it is a public opinion that has
been elevated to a very high level of sedateness, gravity, emotional restraint, and objectivity. You can read it and
not find one article that contains nonsense, boring repetition, or empty droning. Every article is solid opinion,
superbly crafted, whose fragments are completely coherent. In these articles you will find originality. One can be
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satisfied with its weekly political summary alone, which summarizes that week’s political happenings around the
world.
I went to see what New York was like on Sundays. I did not find it as quiet as London is on Sundays. In the
streets there was motion, even though it was mild. I went to take the underground metro without having any
particular intention aside from familiarizing myself with it. There I was stunned by what a disgrace it was to this
great city, in which all was elegant and grandiose like a silent tongue challenging the whole world to produce
something of the same high quality. This underground metro, however, was a blight on one great book. It is old,
filthy, vibrates when it moves, and bears many signs of negligence.
September 21
I left New York by plane, heading to Columbia, South Carolina, where I was to lecture in philosophy for the
first half of the year. I stopped briefly in Washington, D. . where I met Dr. A. I discussed with her what was
actually expected of me during my visit. I also quickly visited my friends at the office of delegations and the
Egyptian embassy. I resumed my flight to Columbia and arrived at dusk.
Dean N and Dr. S, two of the most respected men of the university, were there to receive me. I was amazed,
and even puzzled, when the graceful men both raced to help me with my luggage and put it in the dean’s car. Then
they accompanied me to the hotel in which I was to stay. In truth, I then imagined an American professor visiting
Egypt, as I visited America today, and asked myself,
“Would any of our professors even think of receiving him at the airport, as these two men have received me,
and taking care of him until they were sure he had settled in?”
For we tend to overlook these humanitarian gestures, and insist instead on babbling since the matter does not
exceed babble, that Americans live in a materialistic civilization that lacks human values. While we, on the other
hand, enjoy and live in a spiritual civilization.
It seems that all hotels here are similar in furniture and facilities, for the room in which I was staying bore
great resemblance to my room in New York. Having seen the Bible placed on a desk in both rooms is enough
resemblance. I just hope that I will not miss these small observations, for they bear profound implications. And
here I am witnessing increasing evidence of the real nature of America that testifies to the piety of the American
people, something I really did not expect. I wonder what an American visitor to Egypt staying at the Semiramis
Hotel for instance would say if he found a Qur’an in every room.
After spending only a few minutes in my room, the telephone rang. The speaker on the other line was Dr. F, the
professor of philosophy at the university. He was welcoming me upon my safe arrival, and suggested a meeting if
I was not too tired. I welcomed his visit.
Dr. F. is one of those people for whom the study of philosophy has given them a mental alertness and
intellectual enlightenment evident merely in the sparkle of their eyes. Studying, from what I have witnessed in my
life, leads scholars either to this kind of alertness and enlightenment or to sluggishness and stupor. Dr. E is of the
first category. He welcomed me and took me in his car to his office at the university. His office was also his
library, as is the case for all professors. All four walls in the office were hidden by bookshelves. His office was the
place where he worked and studied at the same time. Each professor had an office like this in which he placed his
materials, books, and papers. If students were told to get in touch with their professor, they would know where to
find him, for he would be settled there. Any student that wanted to see a professor could seek him out in his
special place.
Is it possible for me to see this and not compare it to our miserable condition in Cairo? There, all philosophy
professors are packed into one room, with space for only one desk. Where can a professor (back home) sit to
conduct work? Where can a professor sit without being quickly forced to return to his home as soon as he’s done
with lectures? Where can he sit and really be there for students to meet?
I spoke with Dr. F about the lectures I was to deliver about Islamic philosophy, and found out that people were
awaiting these lectures to generally learn things they did not know about Islam, Arabs, and the Middle East. Most
professors arranged to attend these lectures. Moreover, many individuals, outside the university, requested to
attend. Before my arrival, the University had announced my lectures on Arab thought, which was an incentive for
many to prepare themselves for them …
September 23
It was a bright, beautiful day, which appeared wonderfully before my eyes. I felt my heart beat in ecstasy and
happiness. I rose early and looked out the window. It had a strong screen to keep out the mosquitoes. Everything
outside seemed bright and vivid. I turned on the radio to listen to music, and add to the ecstasy of that morning.
Today, I delivered my first lecture on Arab philosophy. In it, I analyzed those characteristics of Arab thought
that distinguish it from Western thought. I felt confident of what I was saying. Among those present was a Mrs. S
who, from the very first minute, attracted my attention. Indeed it could have even been before that, because she
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had come up to me before the beginning of the lecture to ask me where I would be speaking. She introduced
herself sufficiently and asked me to pronounce my name so that she could pronounce it properly. She said that she
and her husband, an officer at the military hospital of the air force, were planning to live in Egypt for some time.
They wanted to know all there was to know about Egypt. She seemed intelligent, not to mention femininely
attractive. Everything in her attire and jewelry implied refined taste. It seems that, no matter how candid the writer
is, he will not be utterly candid, for I feel inclined to conceal some of my pride for being so fluent, eloquent, and
intelligent in my first lecture that I captivated this lady and caused her to make Egypt her destination... .
September 27
Members of the family that I was staying with went to church, and I remained by myself. I sat on the balcony,
reading the local morning newspaper. There are two main newspapers in Columbia, one published in the morning,
and one in the evening, as well as the massive Sunday newspaper, which is about ten times the size of al-Ahram.
A quick glimpse through these two local newspapers is more than enough to reveal the local tastes and social
patterns. They are primarily concerned with state matters, the state of South Carolina, that is, followed by matters
of the rest of the states, and then matters of the outside world.
When I was in Egypt I used to get frustrated by the tribal spirit common to our newspapers, even the more
important ones. You would find that our newspapers dedicated many articles to the news of individuals, so-and-so
traveled, and the other one passed away, and these people were appointed to elevated official posts in the
government, and so on with such nonsense that should not occupy space in a newspaper, which should really be
above these trivialities. When I found some resemblance to that in the local newspaper here—of course you would
never find something like that in a mainstream newspaper such as the New York Times—I realized that the
narrower the circle of people’s interests was in a society, the more their newspapers reflect their domestic nature,
becoming pseudo-bulletins. On the other hand, the wider the horizon, and the more elevated the culture, the more
the newspapers weave their nets around the whole world and ignore trivial news.
From what I can see, people here almost shut their windows to the outside world. They know very little, or
perhaps even less than little. In fact, they seem to be indifferent to the goings-on of distant states. Their
newspapers, the morning State and the evening Columbia Record, reflect this. It is more important for newspapers
here to fill their pages with pictures of brides that got engaged or married than to publish even the slightest news
of the revolution in Egypt.
I sat on the balcony for the whole afternoon. The mistress of the house approached me holding food in a
yellow wrapper. She told me she was going to the park to feed the worms. I gazed at her in amazement and
curiosity. She said,
“Yes, I feed worms. There are a number of worms in my park, to which I take food. I pity them. Years ago I
used to fear them and feel disgusted by them because they will feed on my corpse after I am dead, but now I pity
them. The least that can be said of them is that they are beneficial to the soil and agriculture without actually
harming us. There are few things that conttibute and do no harm. For that, I go every day to the park and feed a
big group of worms there.” I told her,
“I heard a cat’s constant meow coming into my room from the back window. Is there a caged cat in the park?”
She replied,
“No, that is a bird who sounds like a cat. I do not feed cats and do not like them either, because they feed on
birds. I have a friend whose name is so-and-so. He loves birds so much that he formed a committee the sole
purpose of which is to get rid of cats, and therefore maintain and protect the bird population. The committee,
however, has made it its principle not to harm cats, but to collect them into one place as much as possible. That
way the cats live and so do the birds. My friend pays a dollar for each cat that joins his ‘camp’ of cats.”
September 29
The owner of the house in which I was staying was a retired priest. He had spent most of his life as a preacher
in Korea and China. His name was M. How wonderful this man was in his sincere goodness, modesty, and true
helpfulness. He reminded me of the priest I met on the flight from Paris to New York. Am I allowed to generalize,
seeing these two examples, and say that a Christian man of religion is truly a man of faith, considering his
modesty and sacrifice for others? Would it be just if I said, based upon my short experiences with these two men,
that a man of religion here not only believes in his faith, but lives it? Here, I almost wrote,
“On the other hand, our men of religion …” But then I stopped myself saying,
“The term ‘men of religion’ does not exist in our hemisphere. Every Muslim is a man of religion. That is, every
Muslim is responsible for his faith before his God.” At any rate, I found myself forced to make this statement,
“Those who call themselves men of religion back home are those who know the pillars of our religion by heart.
They study religion like mathematics or geography are studied, but they do not live it.”
Dr. S, the chairman of the university’s departtnent of philosophy, called me and told me he was going to
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arrange four meetings in his house on days he specified and invite to each meeting a group of professors for me to
meet. I thanked him sincerely and warmly for his great generosity. Dr. S. is a rare example of a polite, wellmannered man. I swear to God, I have never met a man of his like. Why would he offer me so much help, giving
up much and investing so much effort? I am amazed that these people are known for leading materialistic lives
while we Egyptians consider ourselves spiritual.
The “Americans” isn’t just a meaningless term, they are human beings. If you wish to utter anything against
them, keep silent until you have met individuals from amongst them so that you may find out for yourself whether
the dollar really is their only motivation—as they are well-renowned for—or if they are motivated in their
behavior by noble, refined, human values. Why did Dr. S and Dean N come to meet me at the airport, and carry
my suitcases? Why would Dr. S arrange these four get-togethers in his house for me? Why would he move a
heavy chair by himself from one floor in the building to another merely to provide me with a comfortable seat?
Why would he drive around with me for hours in his car, looking for a place for me to settle in?
This man is an American. Was he motivated in his behavior by any material gain? Or was it because he had a
big heart and noble feelings? In these memoirs of mine I write only of my direct, personal experiences and will
prevent myself from accepting biased judgments passed randomly on entire nations.
If I were to be asked about the Americans, I would answer within the limits of my own experience. I would
say, without hesitating, that they are characterized by friendliness and hospitality. It is impossible for one of them
to sit at my table in a cafeteria without greeting me and starting a conversation. If our conversation stopped it
would be because I would have stopped talking, not him. …
35.110 Nanny Karima And The Hammam\fn{by Saheir el-Kalamawi (1911- 1997)} Cairo, Egypt (F) 3
I still remember the small room which belonged to “Nanny” Karima, my grandfather’s black freedwoman.\fn{
A note reads: After the manumission of slaves, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, many stayed on with their former masters as
free domestic servants.} It was furnished with the utmost simplicity, isolated on the roof of my grandfather’s house

behind a rough wooden door.
As children, curious to see what she was doing, we often wandered into her room. Sometimes we would go
there in her absence, tempted by the possibilities of mischief.
The dominant color was spotless white. On her head Karima always wore a white head-veil and the bed-sheets
too were dazzlingly white. Nothing was hung on the walls, leaving their pristine whiteness undisturbed. There
were two windows in the room; a west window which caught the soft rays of the setting sun, and an east window
which for a few moments caught the early morning light. So the sun was never seen there for very long.
Our particular goal was usually the window facing east, because it looked down onto the lower roof, over the
hammam of my grandfather's great house. This roof was inset with upturned bowls of red, green, yellow and blue
glass; each bowl being topped by a small, thick, round knob. The sun's rays, striking the glass, were filtered down
to the room below as a gentle coiored light that danced on the white marble paving of the large hammam on the
ground floor.
This hammam was no longer in use because modern bathrooms had been installed in each of the flats into
which some wings of my grandfather’s house had been divided. Ever since we had become aware of our
surroundings the old hammam had held the aspect of a haunted room, a place of unholy terror, deserted by human
beings, but frequented by ghosts and demons. We loved going up to Nanny Karima’s to pelt the attractively
colored glass with marbles and pebbles; and when the smashed glass tinkled down to the floor we would shiver
with delight. Then, jumping out of the window, clutching an outstretched hand or leaning on the shoulders of the
one of us who had gone before, we would peer down through the broken glass to learn the secret of that strange
room.
What met out eyes was unforgettable, a unique sight. Below us lay a wide marble hall. Against the walls there
were thick marble basins; whose rims bore richly veined carvings. The walls also were of marble and where the
basins touched them they too were decorated with carvings with the same veining. The coloured lights played
everywhere with a delightfully irridescent effect.
All this abandoned splendor was coated with a thin film of dust and cobwebs, which gave it an air of age and
decay and brought out the magnificence of the tinted marble.
Sometimes we would catch a glimpse of the feathers of a dead sparrow that the hall had held captive until it
died amidst such confined beauty, its heart consumed by a yearning for space and freedom.
We felt no aversion for the dust; for twice a day our mother would send us out of her own flat to play in the
courtyard of the big house, and there we spent our mornings and afternoons, entirely covered with dust. We felt
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almost a comradeship with all that dust, and we would wipe it off the glass bowls to make the colors shine more
brightly, using the handkerchiefs which were intended for our hands and eyes.
If we were ever surprised by Nanny Karima during these escapades on the hammam roof she would scream at
us and threaten to report us to our mother or grandfather. Then, smothering her with hugs and kisses, we would
cajole her with entreaties until, at last relenting, she would dissolve in laughter, showing her white teeth, which
looked whiter still against her dark skin. Then we knew that she had taken pity on us: there would be no report, no
spanking, no scolding. She would wash our hands and faces. When, in gratitude, we offered her the sweets that
usually happened to be in our pockets she would refuse laughingly and bless us saying:
“God preserve you, little ladies, and little masters!”
If we insisted, she would answer more firmly:
“God be praised, I have everything I need.”
This little episode would take place again and again, every week-end holiday, and it must have been one of the
principal reasons for our drawing closer to Nanny Karima. Our playing on the roof of the hammam had become a
tremendous shared secret which drew us together with her into a hidden order. Karima had no real friends in the
household and I can see now that she was afraid we might suddenly stop coming to see her, for our visits were
very welcome, even though they could have led to unpleasant results. Had we been wiser we would have known
that she would never have reported us. We might have spared ourselves the cautious stealth and dissimulation of
our manoeuvres. It was more than likely that she would have turned a blind eye to our activities.
Karima was, by nature very quarrelsome and a day never passed without at least one violent argument between
her and the staff of the big house. In her eyes they were nothing but servants, but she was in the position of a
daughter to the Master of the House himself. She called them lazy and filthy—while she was active, clean and
hard-working.
We had no conception of the vital part she played in the household. We would simply see her at work in the
ironing-room, standing in front of a pile of dazzlingly white washing. She used a long pair of tongs for putting hot
charcoal into the heavy iron which she wielded with rapid and energetic movements. It never occurred to us to ask
why this work was without end, and we always heard her cursing vehemently when linen had to be starched. The
time and effort were more than she could spare, over and above the ironing of table-cloths, bedspreads, blouses
and other clothes. Besides all this, she was even obliged to iron the men’s suits, as well as my mother’s complicated and heavily pleated dresses.
Her love for the children of the household was deeply sincere. Certainly she used to beat us, but I cannot
recollect her ever doing so unless it were for that greatest sin of all, dirtiness. How many times she would callout
to us:
“Children, cleanliness is next to Godliness: are you not true Believers?”
Late one afternoon, there was a slight drizzle and we crept stealthily away to play among the puddles on the
roof. Fortunately for us, Karima was not in her room. As usual she was in the laundry-room, engrossed in her
ironing, and the hiss of the stove prevented her from hearing our footsteps. We climbed out of her window, down
to the roof of the hammam, and lifted some of the glass bowls out of their sockets in order to let the rain water
drip into the room. We hoped it would wash the floor and make it shine, allowing the colored light free play upon
the marble surface.
We broke a lot of glass that day, some by accident and some by design. We fought among ourselves to peer
through the several peepholes. Our faces became covered with mud as we pressed them against the hqles in order
to see better, the rain-drenched light being too weak. Suddenly we felt Nanny Karima's black face looking down
upon us from her window. This time she threatened, in a voice carrying the utmost conviction, to take the matter
up with our mother, “because,” as she said, “it is raining.” So we rushed to her and went through the same
rigmarole which ended as usual at the door of our own flat as if nothing had happened.
That evening, when my mother was combing my hair before putting me to bed, she suddenly noticed that one
of my earrings was missing. I was terrified and felt the blood throbbing in my temples as I struggled to find an
answer to her questions. My mother scolded me. It was at least the twentieth time that I had lost a piece of
jewelry. How many earrings, bracelets and rings had been mislaid! My mother had punished me by forbidding me
to wear any kind of jewelry for a whole month. Then I had been forgiven and she had offered me a pair of
precious earrings. Now I was left staring at the one that remained, tempting and costly—my mother had drawn it
off my ear, crying:
“What a waste of good jewelry! If there were such a thing as tin earrings, that’s what you’d deserve!”
I gazed at the solitary earring, bidding it, and all its kind, a silent farewell, but my eyes, as usual, were dry.
This always irritated my mother all the more; she supposed that my lack of tears was due to my insensibility: in
fact, I became obstinate and defiant in the face of her vehement reproaches.
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My mother began to question me about my movements during the day. I was able to recall everything except
the episode on the hammam roof. The servants searched everywhere and my sister helped them, trying, as usual,
to shield me. Karima appeared and rushed up to my mother asking with a touch of haughtiness for the cause of the
upheaval. When told, she muttered angrily, complaining about my mother’s treatment of me and assuring her that
one of the slovenly maids from the Big House must have filched the earring. As she said:
“Why blame my own little mistress when you allow such dreadful women in the house?”
Nanny Karima’s anger turned against my grandfather’s laxity In allowing such riff-raff to serve in the
household. At the end of the harangue, her anger broadened to embrace present-day morals. Whenever Nanny
Karima digressed about the age sbe lived in, it became impossible to stop her or even to follow her—so violent
and rapid was her torrent of words.
“What changes since the good old day! At one time there were only decent black servant girls in the house and
the whole house was clean and tidy. There was no thieving in those days, and no negligence!”
But times had changed; Amna had married, and Zaafarana and Mabrouka had followed her example. She was
left alone to undergo the humiliation of living in the age of decadence into which the Big House had fallen,
especially in so far as servants were concerned. Only that execrable foreign woman remained, and only the black
man servants, without whom all hope of better days would have been irretrievably lost.
These local girls were the source of all the trouble. For Karima they were strange creatures,a blend of dirtiness
and sloth and moral depravity—naturally they were capable of any treachery or theft. It was more than likely that
they had stolen the earring, given that their dissolute ways were enough for a regiment of thieves. That any
servant dare laugh in front of her was to Karima a sign of tremendous impudence, unless, of course, she had first
encouraged it—or at least given her permission: in that case, she would give her blessing by flashing her teeth in a
gleaming white smile.
As soon as Nanny Karima had left the room and her voice could only be heard in the distance, my mother beat
me, for she was afraid to lift a finger in front of Nanny Karima. I was ordered to bed. It was still raining and the
faint monotonous sound of the rain falling in the street weighed down my eyelids, but I was so frightened that I
could not take my eyes off the street lights which I could see through the gaps in the shutters, flickering in the
wind. I cried for a whole hour. In the meantime, my sister tried to console me. She promised to lend me her own
earrings and bracelets for school the next day, but nothing could stop my tears.
Suddenly, in a flash, I remembered the hammam roof and the thrilling games we had played on it that day.
Perhaps the earring had fallen off then? But my sister protested:
“We can’t look for it now, it’s too late.”
“We can’t go,” I replied, “but Nanny Karima can.”
But how were we to reach her? I sat up in bed and thought hard. Once my plan was made I slipped out of the
bedroom but my mother called after me. I answered that I was only going to the bathroom. Instead, I went to see
Baheyya, the little maid whom Karima hated so much. I begged her to give a message to Karima, in spite of the
bad feeling that lay between them.
I returned to my room hastily and found my sister holding her breathin expectation and fear. Time passed
slowly. After an hour or so, we heard the doors being flung open and noticed that the lights had been turned on.
Nanny Karima, deeply incensed, stormed into my mother’s bedroom. She wore a triumphant expression on her
face for she had—she claimed—found the earring on the steps of the big house. No doubt some thieving girl,
whose identity God alone knew, had dropped it there. There had been no reason to upset her little mistress or even
to have punished her.
My mother, furious, scolded Karima for her folly in disturbing the entire household at such a late hour! This,
on account of an earring!
Karima retorted by saying that in that case there was no point in severe punishment for the sake of an earring
and no point in getting rid of servants who were nothing but treacherous thieves. And if you accepted dishonesty
in small matters you would have to accept it in large ones. There was very much more in the same vein of which I
understood little.
However, although the earring had been found, in my mother’s view there was no reason to mitigate the
punishment. The mere fact that it had fallen from my ear at all was a sign of negligence, and it might well have
been lost for ever. This was her argument for continuing my punishment.
The next day, on returning home from school, we found that events of great moment had taken place. Baheyya
told us some of the news in a whisper. We hurried off to Nanny Karima’s cosy little room to hear the rest of the
story.
Baheyya had climbed down from Karima’s window with a lantern, but she had not found the earring on the
hammam roof. Karima had been forced to go into the hammam itself. She had managed to open the stiff old door,
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but with such a loud creak that many of the servants were woken by the noise. Carrying the lantern high, she went
inside and discovered the object of everyone’s persistent search on the marble floor. Then she left the room,
neither closing the door behind her nor returning the lantern to its place. Some of the servants heard her and they
seized this opportunity to spread rumors which finally led to a prolonged enquiry. The fact which had lain secret
for so many years at last came to light: the fact that we idled away our time playing with the colored glass on the
hammam roof.
Karima was blamed for not telling our mother of this secret game. She became very cross and retired sulkily to
her room. It would not have mattered much if the affair had rested there. But a mason was sent for and hired to
come the next day, fill in the gaping holes in the roof and take away all the glass. Looking out of Nanny Karima’s
window we were met with the sight of black holes, staring at us like the eye sockets of a skull—a sort of memento
mori. We cried and cried and Karima cried with us. Amidst her tears she comforted us by saying that she would
buy glass bowls just like the ones that had gone and that she would hide them in her room, letting us play with
them whenever we liked. But how could these joys compare with those of the large hammam and the pretty
colored lights playing on its floor and walls? Could she buy us a new hammam?
The following day, on returning from school, we found the roof white with plaster, and there were other signs
too of that most hateful business. Saddest of all was Nanny Karima. The same day she went out to buy medicinal
herbs, at least that is what she told them in the house. She said that she intended to retire to her room for a month,
a practice she adopted every year at some stage, in order to collect her thoughts and pray. When my mother chided
her, saying a twelve-month had not yet passed since the last retreat, she muttered that, if she had had another
home, she would have gone to it. Her old master would never have tolerated such a degrading insult to her
dignity, she complained. She continued this strain for some time, so much so that everybody was reduced to
silence.
That night we crept stealthily to Nanny Karima’s room and discovered, wonder of wonders, a large box heaped
up with colored glass bowls. We played with them and held them up against the light, but our spirit was
dampened. We looked towards the window, but did not have the courage to lean out and look at the wide roof
stretched out below. The magic had fled, for the roof had ceased to be a playground for our boisterous games.
Gone too was our enjoyment of the lights and colors that had played their beautiful symphony on the resplendent
marble. Alas, we were never again to see the hammam with its dust, lights, cobwebs and marble.
But Nanny Karima’s gleaming black face was transfigured by tenderness and her triumphant smile flashed
consolation. And so we accepted her comforting—what other choice was there before us ? We flung ourselves at
Nanny Karima and covered her with kisses. But this time our little ceremony remained unfinished. Karima did not
wash our hands, dust our clothes and tidy our rebellious hair, in order to shield us: we stood before her, clean and
tidy, with lumps in our throats. Our hearts were filled with a cold resignation and an obscure nostalgia for the
beauty that had been. When we left her, we had calmed down: we were untroubled by anxiety or fear—we had
also lost our previous exhilaration. We felt that something had come between us and Nanny Karima, for we no
longer had our fascinating secret for her to share with us.
In the night, we were haunted by dreams. And the fleeting years have glided by, yet to this day the memory of
Nanny Karima’s face and the hammam is imprinted on our minds.
7.53 & 252.108 1. Zaabalawi 2. Excerpts from Morning And Evening Talk\fn{by Nagib Mahfouz (1911-2006)}
Gamaliya District, Cairo, Egypt (M) 8
1
Finally I became convinced that I had to find Sheikh Zaabalawi.
The first time I had heard of his name had been in a song:
What’s wrong with the world, O Zaabalawi?
They've turned it upside down and made it insipid.

It had been a popular song in my childhood and one day it had occurred to me—in the way children have of
asking endless questions—to ask my father about him.
“Who is Zaabalawi, father?” He had looked at me hesitantly as though doubting my ability to understand the
answer. However, he had replied:
“May his blessing descend upon you, he’s a true saint of God, a remover of worries and troubles. Were it not
for him I would have died miserably.”
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In the years that followed I heard him many a time sing the praises of this good saint and speak of the miracles
he performed. The days passed and brought with them many illnesses from each one of which I was able, without
too much trouble and at a cost I could afford, to find a cure, until I became afflicted with that illness for which no
one possesses a remedy. When I had tried everything in vain and was overcome by despair, I remembered by
chance what I had heard in my childhood: Why, I asked myself, should I not seek out Sheikh Zaabalawi? I
recollected that my father had said that he had made his acquaintance in Khan Gaafar at the house of Sheikh
Kamar, one of those sheikhs who practised law in the religious courts, and I therefore took myself off to his
house. Wishing to make sure that he was still living there, I made enquiries of a vendor of beans whom I found in
the lower part of the house.
“Sheikh Kamar!” he said, looking at me in amazement. “He left the quarter ages ago. They say he’s now living
in Garden City and has his office in al-Azhaar Square.”
I looked up the office address in the telephone book and immediately set off to the Chamber of Commerce
Building where it was located. On asking to see him I was ushered into a room just as a beautiful woman with a
most intoxicating perfume was leaving it. The man received me with a smile and motioned me towards a fine
leather-upholstered chair. My feet were conscious of the costly lushness of the carpet despite the thick soles of my
shoes. The man wore a lounge suit and was smoking a cigar; his manner of sitting was that of someone well
satisfied both with himself and his worldly possessions. The look of wann welcome he gave me left no doubt in
my mind that he thought me a prospective client, and I felt acutely embarrassed at encroaching upon his valuable
time.
“Welcome!” he said, prompting me to speak.
“I am the son of your old friend Sheikh Ali al-Tatawi,” I answered so as to put an end to my equivocal
position.
A certain languor was apparent in the glance he cast at me; the languor was not total in that he had not as yet
lost all hope in me.
“God rest his soul,” he said. “He was a fine man.” The very pain that had driven me to go there now prevailed
upon me to stay.
“He told me,” I continued, “of a devout saint named Zaabalawi whom he met at Your Honour’s. I am in need
of him, sir, if he be still in the land of the living.”
The languor became firmly entrenched in his eyes and it would have come as no surprise to me if he had
shown the door to both me and my father’s memory.
“That,” he said in the tone of one who has made up his mind to tenninate the conversation, “was a very long
time ago and I scarcely recall him now.”
Rising to my feet so as to put his mind at rest regarding my intention of going, I asked:
“Was he really a saint?”
“We used to regard him as a man of miracles.”
“And where could I find him today?” I asked, making another move towards the door.
“To the best of my knowledge he was living in the Birgawi Residence in al-Azhar,” and he applied himself to
some papers on his desk with a resolute movement that indicated he wouldn’t open his mouth again. I bowed my
head in thanks, apologized several times for disturbing him and left the office, my head so buzzing with
embarrassment that I was oblivious to all sounds around me.
I went to the Birgawi Residence which was situated in a thickly populated quarter. I found that time had so
eaten into the building that nothing was left of it save an antiquated facade and a courtyard which, despite it being
supposedly in the charge of a caretaker, was being used as a rubbish dump. A small insignificant fellow, a mere
prologue to a man, was using the covered entrance as a place for the sale of old books on theology and mysticism.
On asking him about Zaabalawi he peered at me through narrow, inflamed eyes and said in amazement:
“Zaabalawi! Good heavens, what a time ago that was! Certainly he used to live in this house when it was
livable in, and many was the time he would sit with me talking of bygone days and I would be blessed by his holy
presence. Where, though, is Zaabalawi today?”
He shrugged his shoulders sorrowfully and soon left me to attend to an approaching customer. I proceeded to
make enquiries of many shopkeepers in the district. While I found that a large number of them had never even
heard of him, some, though recalling nostalgically the pleasant times they had spent with him, were ignorant of
his present whereabouts, while others openly made fun of him, labelled him a charlatan, and advised me to put
myself in the hands of a doctor—as though I had not already done so. I therefore had no alternative but to return
disconsolately home.
With the passing of the days like motes in the air my pains grew so severe that I was sure I would not be able
to hold out much longer. Once again I fell to wondering about Zaabalawi and clutching at the hopes his venerable
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name stirred within me. Then it occurred to me to seek the help of the local Sheikh of the district; in fact, I was
surprised I hadn’t thought of this to begin with. His office was in the nature of a small shop except that it
contained a desk and a telephone, and I found him sitting at his desk wearing a jacket over his striped galabia. As
he did not interrupt his conversation with a man sitting beside him, I stood waiting till the man had gone. He then
looked up at me coldly. I told myself that I should win him over by the usual methods, and it wasn’t long before I
had him cheerfully inviting me to sit down.
“I’m in need of Sheikh Zaabalawi.” I answered his enquiry as to the purpose of my visit.
He gazed at me with the same astonishment as that shown by those I had previously encountered.
“At least,” he said, giving me a smile that revealed his gold teeth “he is still alive. The devil of it is, though, he
has no fixed abode: you might well bump into him as you go out of here, on the other hand you might spend days
and months in fruitless search of him.”
“Even you can’t find him!”
“Even I! He’s a baffling man, but I thank the Lord that he’s still alive!”
He gazed at me intently, and murmured: “It seems your condition is serious.”
“Very!”
“May God come to your aid! But why don’t you go about it rationally?”
He spread out a sheet of paper on the desk and drew on it with unexpected speed and skill until he had made a
full plan of the district showing all the various quarters, lanes, alleyways, and squares. He looked at it admiringly
and said, “These are dwelling- houses, here is the Quarter of the Perfumers, here the Quarter of the Coppersmiths,
the Mouski, the Police and Fire Stations. The drawing is your best guide. Look carefully in the cafés, the places
where the dervishes perform their rites, the mosques and prayer-rooms, and the Green Gate, for he may well be
concealed among the beggars and be indistinguishable from them. Actually, I myself haven’t seen him for years,
having been somewhat preoccupied with the cares of the world and was only brought back to those most exquisite
times of my youth by your enquiry.”
I gazed at the map in bewilderment. The telephone rang and he took up the receiver.
“Take it,” he told me, generously. “We’re at your service.”
Folding up the map, I left and wandered off through the quarter, from square to street to alleyway, making
enquiries of everyone I felt was familiar with the place. At last the owner of a small establishment for ironing
clothes told me:
“Go to the calligrapher Hassanein in Umm al-Ghulam—they were friends.”
I went to Umm al-Ghulam where I found old Hassanein working in a deep, narrow shop full of signboards and
jars of color. A strange smell, a mixture of glue and perfume, permeated its every comer. Old Hassanein was
squatting on a sheepskin rug in front of a board propped against the wall; in the middle of it he had inscribed the
word ALLAH in silver lettering. He was engrossed in embellishing the letters with prodigious care. I stood
behind him, fearful to disturb him or break the inspiration that flowed to his masterly hand. When my concern at
not interrupting him had lasted some time, he suddenly enquired with unaffected gentleness:
“Yes?”
Realizing that he was aware of my presence, I introduced myself.
“I’ve been told that Sheikh Zaabalawi is your friend and I’m looking for him,” I said.
His hand came to a stop. He scrutinized me in astonishment.
“Zaabalawi! God be praised!” he said with a sigh.
“He is a friend of yours, isn’t he?” I asked eagerly.
“He was, once upon a time. A real man of mystery: he’d visit you so often that people would imagine he was
your nearest and dearest, then would disappear as though he’d never existed. Yet saints are not to be blamed.” The
spark of hope went out with the suddenness of a lamp by a power-cut. “He was so constantly with me,” said the
man, “that I felt him to be a part of everything I drew. But where is he today?”
“Perhaps he is still alive?”
“He’s alive, without a doubt. He had impeccable taste and it was due to him that I made my most beautiful
drawings.”
“God knows,” I said, in a voice almost stifled by the dead ashes of hope, “that I am in the direst need of him
and no one knows better than you of the ailments in respect of which he is sought.”
“Yes—yes. May God restore you to health. He is, in truth, as is said of him, a man, and more.” Smiling
broadly, he added: “And his face is possessed of. an unforgettable beauty. But where is he?”
Reluctantly I rose to my feet, shook hands and left. I continued on my way eastwards and westwards through
the quarter, enquiring about him from everyone who, by reason of age or experience, I felt was likely to help me.
Eventually I was informed by a vendor of lupine that he had met him a short while ago at the house of Sheikh
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Gad, the well-known composer.
I went to the musician’s house in Tabakshiyya where I found him in a room tastefully furnished in the old
style, its walls redolent with history. He was seated on a divan, his famous lute lying beside him, concealing
within itself the most beautiful melodies of our age, while from within the house came the sound of pestle and
mortar and the clamour of children. I immediately greeted him and introduced myself, and was put at my ease by
the unaffected way in which he received me. He did not ask, either in words or gesture, what had brought me, and
I did not feel that he even harboured any such curiosity. Amazed at his understanding and kindness, which boded
well, I said:
“O Sheikh Gad, I am an admirer of yours and have long been enchanted by the renderings of your songs.”
“Thank you,” he said with a smile.
“Please excuse my disturbing you,” I continued timidly, “but I was told that Zaabalawi was your friend and I
am in urgent need of him.”
“Zaabalawi!” he said, frowning in concentration. “You need him? God be with you, for who knows, )
Zaabalawi, where you are?”
“Doesn’t he visit you?” I asked eagerly.
“He visited me some time ago. He might well come now; on the other hand I mightn’t see him till death!”
I gave an audible sigh and asked: “What made him like that?”
He took up his lute. “Such are saints or they would not be saints,” he said laughing.
“Do those who need him suffer as I do?”
“Such suffering is part of the cure!”
He took up the plectrum and began plucking soft strains from the strings. Lost in thought, I followed his
movements. Then, as though addressing myself, I said:
“So my visit has been in vain!”
He smiled, laying his cheek against the side of the lute.
“God forgive you,” he said, “for saying such a thing of a visit that has caused me to know you and you me!”
I was much embarrassed and said apqlogetically:
“Please forgive me; my feelings of defeat made me forget my manners!”
“Do not give in to defeat. This extraordinary man brings fatigue to all who seek him. It was easy enough with
him in the old days when his place of abode was known. Today, though, the world has changed and after having
enjoyed a position attained only by potentates, he is now plagued by the police on a charge of false prepretences.
It is therefore no longer an easy matter to reach him, but have patience and be sure that you will do so.”He raised
his head from the lute and skilfully led into the opening bars of a melody. Then he sang:
I make lavish mention, even though I blame myself, of those I have loved,
For the words of lovers are my wine.

With a heart that was weary and listless I followed the beauty of the melody and the singing.
“I composed the music to this poem in a single night,” he told me when he had finished. “I remember that it
was the night of the Lesser Bairam. He was my guest for the whole of that night and the poem was of his
choosing. He would sit for a while just where you are, then would get up and play with my children as though he
were one of them. Whenever I was overcome by weariness or my inspiration failed me he would punch me
playfully in the chest and joke with me, and I would bubble over with melodies and thus I continued working till I
finished the most beautiful piece I have ever composed.”
“Does he know anything about music?”
“He was the epitome of things musical. He had an extremely beautiful speaking voice and you had only to hear
him to want to burst into song. His loftiness of spirit stirred within you.”
“How was it that he cured those diseases before which men are powerless?”
“That is his secret. Maybe you will learn it when you meet him.”
But when would that meeting occur? We relapsed into silence and the hubbub of children once more filled the
room.
Again the Sheikh began to sing. He went on repeating the words “and I have a memory of her” in different and
beautiful variations until the very walls danced in ecstasy. I expressed my wholehearted admiration and he gave
me a smile of thanks. I then got up and asked permission to leave and he accompanied me to the outer door.
As I shook him by the hand he said, “I hear that nowadays he frequents the house of Hagg Wanas al-Damanhouri. Do you know him?”
I shook my head, a modicum of renewed hope creeping into my heart.
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“He is a man of private means,” he told me, “who from time to time visits Cairo, putting up at some hotel or
other. Every evening, though, he spends at the Negma Bar in Alfi Street.”
I waited for nightfall, and went to the Negma Bar. I asked a waiter about Hagg Wanas and he pointed to a
corner which was semi-secluded because of its position behind a large pillar with mirrors on its four sides. There I
saw a man seated alone at a table with a bottle three-quarters empty and another empty one in front of. him; there
were no snacks or food to be seen and I was sure that I was in the presence of a hardened drinker. He was wearing
a loosely flowing silk galabia and a carefully wound turban; his legs were stretched out towards the base of the
pillar, and as he gazed into the mirror in rapt contentment the sides of his face, rounded and handsome despite the
fact that he was approaching old age, were flushed with wine. I approached quietly till I stood but a few feet away
from him. He did not turn towards me or give any indication that he was aware of my presence.
“Good evening, Mr. Wanas,” I said with amiable friendliness.
He turned towards me abruptly as though my voice had roused him from slumber and glared at me in
disapproval. I was about to explain what had brought me to him when he interrupted me in an almost imperative
tone of voice which was none the less not devoid of an extraordinary gentleness:
“First, please sit down, and, second, please get drunk!”
I opened my mouth to make my excuses but, stopping up his ears with his fingers, he said:
“Not a word till you do what I say.”
I realized that I was in the presence of a capricious drunkard and told myself that I should go along with him at
least half-way.
“Would you permit me to ask one question?” I said with a smile, sitting down.
Without removing his hands from his ears he indicated the bottle.
“When engaged in a drinking bout like this I do not allow any conversation between myself and another
unless, like me, he is drunk, otherwise the session loses all propriety and mutual comprehension is rendered
impossible.”
I made a sign indicating that I didn’t drink.
“That’s your look-out,” he said offhandedly. “And that’s my I condition!”
He filled me a glass which I meekly took and drank. No sooner had it settled in my stomach than it seemed to
ignite. I waited patiently till I had grown used to its ferocity, and said:
“It’s very strong, and I think the time has come for me to ask you about—”
Once again, however, he put his fingers in his ears.
“I shan’t listen to you until you’re drunk!”
He filled up my glass for the second time. I glanced at it in trepidation; then, overcoming my innate objection,
I drank it down at a gulp. No sooner had it come to rest inside me than I lost all will-power. With the third glass I
lost my memory and with the fourth the future vanished. The world turned round about me and I forgot why I had
gone there.
The man leaned towards me attentively but I saw him—saw everything—as a mere meaningless series of
coloured planes. I don’t know how long it was before my head sank down on to the arm of the chair and I plunged
into deep sleep. During it I had a beautiful dream the like of which I had never experienced. I dreamed that I was
in an immense garden surrounded on all sides by luxuriant trees and the sky was nothing but stars seen between
the entwined branches, all enfolded in an atmosphere like that of sunset or a sky overcast with cloud. I was lying
on a small hummock of jasmine petals which fell upon me like rain, while the lucent spray of a fountain
unceasingly sprinkled my head and temples. I was in a state of deep contentedness, of ecstatic serenity. An
orchestra of warbling and cooing played in my ear. There was an extraordinary sense of harmony between me and
my inner self, and between the two of us and the world, everything being in its rightful place without discord or
distortion. In the whole world there was no single reason for speech or movement, for the universe moved in a
rapture of ecstasy. This lasted but a short while. When I opened my eyes consciousness struck at me like a
policeman’s fist and I saw Wanas al-Damanhouri regarding me with concern. In the bar only a few drowsy people
were left.
“You have slept deeply,” said my companion; “you were obviously hungry for sleep.”
I rested my heavy head in the palms of my hands. When I took them away in astonishment and looked down at
them I found that they glistened with drops of water.
“My head’s wet,” I protested.
“Yes, my friend tried to rouse you,” he answered quietly. “Somebody saw me in this state?”
“Don’t worry, he is a good man. Have you not heard of Sheikh Zaabalawi?”
“Zaabalawi!” I exclaimed, jumping to my feet.
“Yes,” he answered in surprise. “What’s wrong?”
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“Where is he?”
“I don’t know where he is now. He was here and then he left.”
I was about to run off in pursuit but found I was more exhausted than I had imagined. Collapsed over the table,
I cried out in despair:
“My sole reason for coming to you was to meet him. Help me to catch up with him or send someone after
him.”
The man called a vendor of prawns and asked him to seek out the Sheikh and bring him back. Then he turned
to me.
“I didn’t realize you were afflicted. I’m very sorry—”
“You wouldn’t let me speak,” I said irritably.
“What a pity! He was sitting on this chair beside you the whole time. He was playing with a string of jasmine
petals he had round his neck, a gift from one of his admirers, then, taking pity on you, he began to sprinkle some
water on your head to bring you round.”
“Does he meet you here every night?” I asked, my eyes not leaving the doorway through which the vendor of
prawns had left.
“He was with me tonight, last night and the night before that, but before that I hadn’t seen him for a month.”
“Perhaps he will come tomorrow,” I answered with a sigh.
“Perhaps.”
“I am willing to give him any money he wants.”
Wanas answered sympathetically:
“The strange thing is that he is not open to such temptations, yet he will cure you if you meet him.”
“Without charge?”
“Merely on sensing that you love him.”
The vendor of prawns returned, having failed in his mission.
I recovered some of my energy and left the bar, albeit unsteadily. At every street comer I called out,
“Zaabalawi!” in the vague hope that I would be rewarded with an answering shout. The street boys turned
contemptuous eyes on me till I sought refuge in the first available taxi.
The following evening I stayed up with Wanas al-Damanhouri till dawn, but the Sheikh did not put in an
appearance. Wanas informed me that he would be going away to the country and wouldn’t be returning to Cairo
until he’d sold the cotton crop.
I must wait, I told myself; I must train myself to be patient. Let me content myself with having made certain of
the existence of Zaabalawi, and even of his affection for me, which encourages me to think that he will be
prepared to cure me if a meeting between us takes place.
Sometimes, however, the long delay wearied me. I would become beset by despair and would try to persuade
myself to dismiss him from my mind completely. How many weary people in this life know him not or regard him
as a mere myth! Why, then, should I torture myself about him in this way?
No sooner, however, did my pains force themselves upon me than I would again begin to think about him,
asking myself as to when I would be fortunate enough to meet him. The fact that I ceased to have any news of
Wanas and was told he had gone to live abroad did not deflect me from my purpose; the truth of the matter was
that I had become fully convinced that I had to find Zaabalawi.
Yes, I have to find Zaabalawi.
2
The square of Bayt al-Qadi witnessed her childhood games with her brother Labib and sister Gamila. While
growing up she mixed with her uncle Amr’s sons and daughters. She shared the calm temperament of her older
brother, Labib, and cousin Samira, and was the same age as her cousin Qasim. Her face was white and radiant like her
mother Sitt Zaynab’s, glowing and rosy. Her eyes were a clear green and there was in her voice a richness that
recalled her father, Surur Effendi.
Her natural composure meant that some mistook her as dull, whereas her respect for tradition and piety prevented
her from misbehaving like other children. Like her uncle’s daughters and her sister, Gamila, her education ended
with Qur’an school, and, like them too, she applied herself to cooking, sewing, and other household chores and
assumed her place in the customary queue for a suitable man when still very young.
Her cousin Hamid was probably the most suitable one in the family, but Ata al-Murakibi’s family seized him for
themselves, sounding alarm bells for Surur Effendi and his wife, Zaynab Hanem. They had been through a similar
experience once before when hoping to marry Gamila to Amer.
“Didn’t you think of Bahiga before you gave Hamid to Mahmud al-Murakibi?” Surur asked his brother.
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“We are poor men at God’s door, Surur. We have to examine our birds to find their feathers! Your daughter
Gamila, praise God, will not wait long,” Amr replied.
Surur’s feelings toward his older brother and the rest of the family thus alternated between love and bitterness. He
unleashed his tongue on his relatives like a merciless dagger, which ultimately lowered his ranking in their
affections below that of his brother, Amr. The futile platitudes Amr offered a second time round exasperated
Zaynab. She retained her outward cool but nevertheless announced bitterly:
“I know what is behind all this!”
“My brother is deeply conscious of his lowly place before our wealthy relatives,” said Surur. “He is always
eager to strengthen his ties with the family’s richer branches.”
“Don’t forget either that Radia, ally of the jinn and black magic, is jealous of me and sparing with her kindness.”
Bahiga was unconcerned by the loss of Hamid—she disliked his coarseness and vulgar manner anyway. At the same
time, she observed with disgust the scandalous mischief her sister, Gamila, was carrying on with her cousin Qasim. Her
sister was sixteen years old and her cousin was twelve, or perhaps a little over. What was it she sometimes caught them
doing on the roof and under the stairs? Good morals repelled it and religion cautioned against it. But she kept it secret
for fear of the consequences.
Then, after Gamila was engaged to be married and had become sensible, she found it was her turn to think about
Qasim. However, she was not reckless and foolish like her sister. Her heart beat with tender love, locked in a cage
behind steel bars of shame and tradition. The boy noticed her and read the silent summons in her clear eyes. He
complied, overflowing with desire and hoping to continue with her the games interrupted by Gamila’s disappearance.
He found a loving heart, but an iron will. He hovered around her like a madman until her mother declared:
“You’re the same age so he is not right for you.” She did not protest, but nor did she agree.
“He has a long way ahead of him. Don’t forget his mother,” Sift Zaynab continued.
Bahiga felt wretched. When the young man suffered his tragedy and was presumed lost she was completely
drowned in misery. She had no choice but to resume her place in the queue for a suitable man. But the wait stretched
out inexplicably until tongues in the family consigned her to the same basket as her aunt Rashwana’s daughter,
Dananir.
She was a pretty girl and a paragon of good morals so what kept the suitors away? The waiting and heartache
dragged on and on until her uncle, Amr, her father, Surur, and her mother, Zaynab, had all passed away.
In 1941 she was alone in the old house next door to her uncle’s in Bayt al-Qadi with only the maid, Umm Sayyid.
Her brother Labib’s work kept him away from Cairo and he would only visit as a guest. Despair gnawed away at her
night and day as she approached thirty; she had nothing in the world except a share of her father’s pension. Then
suddenly—as if by revelation—Shaykh Qasim awoke to her once more and said to his mother:
“I want to marry Bahiga!”
Radia interpreted the request as a miracle, a decree sent down from the clouds. She spoke to Labib about it the next
time he visited. The man thought for a long time. His cousin was not short of money, but …?
He put the question to his sister and met with consent. Was it despair? Was it the love from long ago? Was it fear of
loneliness? The marriage the family had long joked about took place one night as Cairo suffered a major air raid and
convulsed with the sound of anti-aircraft fire. Bahiga moved to her uncle’s house as Qasim decreed he would not leave
home.
Years went by, but there was no sign of children.
“You will give birth to a boy when the moon is content,” Qasim assured her.
In 1945 she gave birth to a son, who his father named al-Naqshabandi. He started school after the July Revolution and
drank of splendor and glory throughout his education. He was blessed with a radiant face, slender body, and shining
intellect. He graduated as an engineer in 1967 and was sent on a delegation. Radia was in her final days when she said
goodbye. His father said to him:
“God is with you. I bid you farewell without tears.”
Al-Naqshabandi traveled to West Germany a few months after June 5th, crestfallen and somber. He learned there of
the death of the leader, but did not mourn. When he obtained his doctorate he decided against ever returning to Egypt.
He worked in Germany, married a German, and took up German nationality. When his father learned of this he said once
more:
“God is with you. I bid you farewell without tears.”
After Radia died, Qasim and Bahiga remained in the old house behind the walnut tree that had witnessed their love
long ago. Their hearts still beat with love and solitude.
*
The last child of Amr and Radia was born and grew up in the house on Bayt al-Qadi Square and was the only one of
the children who never left home. From the beginning, he was thin and lively and bore no obvious resemblance to either
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parent. However, when he laughed he called to mind his father, and anyone who saw him when he was agitated was
reminded of Radia.
The roof and the square with its tall trees were his playground and he lived life to the full in the winter rain and
Khamsin wind. He was not given the opportunity to get close to any of his brothers or sisters, as the moment he reached
adolescence they departed for their marital homes. Instead, he made friends with his uncle Surur’s and the neighbors’
children and found recreation at the homes of his married brothers and sisters and the families of Ata and Dawud.
He was his mother’s most devoted listener and the most believing follower of her dreams and spiritual tours about the
mosques and shrines. Whenever his imagination played up he found in her a receptive ear and believing heart. One night
in Ramadan he told her that he had seen a window of radiant light open in the sky for a few moments on the “Night of
Power” and that another night he beheld a procession of demons through the gap in the mashrabiya.
When still a boy, he gazed with interest at the girls in the family, alert and hungry before his time, and would hover in
particular around Dananir, Gamila, and Bahiga, as well as the neighbors’ girls and young women; even their wives
did not escape his wicked desires.
Yet he was pious, prayed, and fasted from an early age. He entered Qur’an school reluctantly and learned the
basic principles with a reticent heart and rebellious mind. He could never distinguish between school and the
district prison in Gamaliya where wretched faces loomed behind the window bars. At an after-dinner gathering,
Amr questioned him:
“Don’t you want to be like your brothers?”
“No way!” he shouted back. His father frowned and warned him:
“Don’t force me to become strict with you.”
Qasim’s image of his father was shaken by the man’s failure to prevent his cousin Ahmad’s death and he, Qasim,
was left to cry in vain. He liked the pleasure afforded by Gamila’s embrace, although his heart would be seized by pain
when he came to pray. He was constantly torn between love and prayer and Bahiga and his mother’s vigilant eyes.
One day, Radia caught him and Gamila on the roof among the chickens, rabbits, and cats. The moment she appeared
they broke free from their embrace. Gamila flew off like a dove, blood rushing to her cheeks in shame. Radia glowered
and, pointing her emaciated hand up to the sky over the roof, said:
“God sees everything from up there.”
Gamila vanished from sight when a suitable man came forward and Qasim added a broken heart to the anguish of
death. He began to see rabbits’ heads peeking out from under overturned earthenware jars and it was not long before he
found himself confronting illusions alongside irksome school lessons and a mysterious smile in Bahiga’s beautiful
eyes. He expected her to be like her sister, Gamila, but found a sweet heart combined with a strong will. What good
could come from their wordless exchange?
“You two are the same age. He isn’t suitable,” Bahiga's mother, Sitt Zaynab, said to her. And Radia told him:
“It’s important you focus your energy on school.” Amr spread his palms and pleaded:
“Lord, be kind to me with this boy.”
Qasim wept over the harsh ban. Sitting with his parents one evening, his father asked him why he was crying.
“I’m thinking about Ahmad!” Amr frowned.
“That’s ancient history. Even his own mother has forgotten him!” he exclaimed.
He began to gaze at things sadly and weep. When they were alone, Radia said to her husband:
“The evil eye has taken our son.”
“People envy his misfortune!” Amr replied angrily.
She perfumed him with incense, but when he inhaled its mysterious aroma he fell unconscious. His father took
him to the doctor, who concluded it was a mild bout of epilepsy and there was nothing to fear; he needed rest and a
change of atmosphere. They recalled the tragedy of Samira’s daughter, Badriya. Once when his parents were present
he gazed into space and said:
“I will do anything you wish …”
“Is this the illness rambling?” Amr asked.
“No. He is communicating with people in the Unknown,” Radia replied confidently.
People learned of his condition and flocked to Bayt al-Qadi to try and revive him. They stared at him full of
curiosity and apprehension. At Ata’s mansion there was whispering.
“It’s the root of madness that has long run through Radia’s family,” Shakira said to her mother. At her house
Sitt Zaynab said the same to Surur, while Radia asserted her knowledge of such things to Amr and told him with faith
and conviction,
“Don’t be afraid or sad. Trust in God.”
She took her son around the shrines and burned incense in every corner of the house. Qasim renounced school in
contempt and began roaming the alleys and wandering about the houses of his brothers and sisters and relatives on
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Khayrat Square, Sarayat Road, and Bayn al-Ganayin. Everywhere he went he would be given something to drink and
would make some enigmatic remarks about the future as he saw it. Events fulfilled his prophecies and he became
known as “The Shaykh”. People no longer dared to make fun of him.
“It’s God’s will,” Mahmud Bey said to a dejected Amr. “You’re a believer. The boy has a secret that no one but God
knows. He reads my thoughts. I have to think carefully before I do anything.”
“But what about the future? How will he make a living?” Amr asked. His aunt Shahira was present and said:
“God does not forget any of his creation, so why should He forget one of his saints?”
Qasim's reputation was spread as a legend. Troubled rich men began arriving with gifts, then money, and the
family was forced to set aside a room on the first floor to receive his visitors. Amr was amazed as his son’s fortune grew
and overtook that of all his brothers together. His worries faded with time until it seemed Qasim was made for this role.
Qasim exchanged his European clothes for a gallabiya, cloak, and turban, let his beard grow, and divided his time
between receiving visitors and praying on the roof. Even his mother—the mistress of ancient knowledge—became one of
his students and disciples. He opened his heart to the sorrows of his family and plunged into their dramas. He paid the last
honors for their dead, and blessed them in the cavity of their tombs.
One day, when he was in his thirties, his heart began to beat in a way that brought rose-scented memories of the past
flooding back. A tender voice called him to leave the house. He wrapped his cloak around him, went out, and headed
straight to his uncle’s house next door. Bahiga met him with amazement, asking herself what had prompted him to burst
into her desperate solitude now. They gazed at one another as they had in the carefree old days.
“I dreamed you were beckoning me,” he said. She smiled weakly.
“A voice from the Unknown told me the time has come for us to marry,” he continued. He promptly stood up and
left. He returned home and told his mother:
“I want to marry. Propose to Bahiga on my behalf.”
Radia told herself that the saints had all married and produced children. When Labib came to visit she told him
the news. Labib consulted his cousins Amer and Hamid, and they all agreed Qasim was capable of bearing the burden
of a family; the matter rested with Bahiga.
Amazingly, Bahiga consented. Some said it was desperation, others said it was the old love. Either way, she was
married to him as soon as the old house had been rejuvenated with new furniture. The wedding took place in near
silence because of the gloom that reigned during the war; it was celebrated with anti-aircraft fire.
Years went by without children. Then, one day, Bahiga gave birth to her only son, al-Naqshabandi. He was
handsome, like his uncle Labib, and extremely healthy and intelligent. He graduated as an engineer the year of the
Setback and, shortly before the 1970s, was sent on a delegation to West Germany.
The situation in his country was a burden on his personal wellbeing so he decided to emigrate. He took an important
post at a steel manufacturer after obtaining his doctorate, married a German girl, and settled in Germany for good.
Bahiga was deeply saddened while Qasim, who was never sad, bade him farewell with his heart but did not shed a
tear.
100.71 “Who Will Enter Paradise First?”: A Folktale\fn{told by ’Omm-Shindî (1912- )} “a settled Bedouin, of the
Tarabîn Arabs,” Red Sea Governorate, eastern desert, Egypt (F) 2
Futmah\fn{One of the numerous dialectical pronunciations of “Fatimah.” } the Prophet’s daughter, was once asking her
father,
“Father, is there someone who is going to enter Paradise ahead of me?” He (may prayers on his behalf and
greetings be) said,
“Yes!” She asked in astonishment,
“Who, father!?” He replied,
“The wife of a poor firewood man.”
“How could this be? I am the Prophet’s daughter! And I am the mother of el-Hasan and el-Husain! And I am
the mother of Zainab. And I am …! And I am …!” Her father said to her,
“This is what will be!”
“How could that be?” she still wondered. She thought, “I must go to that wife of the firewood man and see
what she does; how she is living, and how she manages her life.” She went to the hut of the firewood man and
knocked on the door.
“Who is it?”
“I am Futmah.”
“Futmah who?”
“Futmah, the Prophet’s daughter.”
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“What do you want?”
“I want to talk with you. Open the door so that 1 may enter.”
“Wait until I consult with my husband. Come back tomorrow.”
Her husband returned from picking up the dry stalks for fire-stuff, dusty and haggard. As he entered, she was
awaiting with a water pitcher for him to wash for ablution. Before he was done with the sunset prayer, she had
already set the food. She served him food, gave him drink, and made him content. As he was relaxing she said to
him,
“Futmah, the Prophet’s daughter, wants to come and visit.” He replied,
“Nothing wrong with that, woman. Let her come!”
The following day, Futmah the Prophet's daughter came. She knocked. The firewood man’s wife said,
“Who is it?”
“Open up, I am Futmah, the Prophet’s daughter; with me is el-Hasan, my older son.”
“You may come in, but el-Hasan may not:”
“How can that be?”
“He must wait until I’ve consulted with my husband. He said, ‘Futmah may visit with you: but he did not say
‘el-Hasan may enter!’”
Futmah and her son left.
Her husband returned from picking up the firewood, dusty and haggard. She poured water for him to wash for
ablution, and he did the sunset-prayer. After he had eaten, drunk water, and got comfortable, she asked him,
“Futmah, the Prophet’s daughter, came, along with her son el-Hasan. Shall I let the two in?” He replied,
“Nothing is wrong with that, woman! Let her come; let him come, and let el-Husain come too!”
The following day the door knocked.
“Who is it?”
“Futmah, the Prophet’s daughter; with me are el-Hasan, el-Husain, and their sister Zainab!”
“You, and el-Hasan and el-Husain, may get in, but their sister Zainab may not!”
“How can that be?”
“She must wait until I consult my husband!”
Her husband said, “Woman, let them all: the three—or the four—in!”
The following day Futmah, the Prophet’s daughter, came with her three children, the two boys and the girl.
She let them in; she welcomed them and gave them to drink. At sunset time, her husband returned. His wife
received him. She poured water out of a pitcher for him to wash up and do the ablution; he did the prayers of
sunset-time. She had set his food, his drink, and everything. (Now, Futmah was watching.) When the firewood
man was about to go out of the house, his wife brought him his light footwear, handed him his rope and ax, and
prayed that he should return safely. Now Futmah watched all this and wondered,
“What a dusty, scruffy man!” She said to the wife,
“How can you stand living with such a dusty, scruffy man! There are men who are much better than he is!
What does he get for you?” She kept on talking to her like that and egging her on against her man until the woman
hated him.
Futmah then left.
When her husband returned she remained where she was. He went to wash for ablution; she remained seated.
He said,
“Get up and get us the food, woman!”
She did not reply.
“Hand me the water!
She did not reply.
From here to there, they started quarreling. She took her clothes and headed for her father’s home. On her way
she saw an old man crying and wailing. When that old man saw her coming, he wailed more loudly and bitterly.
“What is the matter with you, father hajji?” she asked.
“O my daughter, I had a pitcher. It fell and broke into pieces!” In amazement,
“Is that all? Buy a new one!” she answered. He replied with incredulity,
“‘Buy a new one!’ How can that be!? I have had that broken one for all my life. My private parts have been
exposed to it. It has kept my private matters confidential. How can I expose myself to a new pitcher? It is
togetherness-in-life!”
She thought of her husband and she said to herself,
“By God, O daughter-of-good-people, this old man is a man, and he is crying over his old pitcher. He does not
want to expose himself to a new pitcher. What about you, you are a woman; how could you marry another man
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and expose your privates to him!”
So she went back to her husband and told him the story. He said to her,
“I forgive you, and may God forgive you too!”
Now Our Master Muhammad asked his daughter in a reprimanding tone,
“Why did you do that?” She answered,
“So that she may not enter Paradise ahead of me!” He said to her,
“You give up jealousy and you too will enter Paradise. She will enter Paradise first, but holding the bridle of
your camel, the camel on which you will be mounted!”\fn{ At this, El-Shamy asked the Informant who the old man was. She
replied: “That was an angel from Heaven; God put him to the task of showing her the right way, so he appeared to her in that form.” }
99.99 The Nanny Goat With The Iron Horns 2. The Cow With The Orphans 3. The Green He-Sparrow: Three
Folktales\fn{by Sayyidah D. (1914- )} Aghûr al-Kubrâ, Qalyûbiyyah Governorate, Egypt (F) 7
1
Once there was a nanny goat who had three little billy-goats; the eldest was Haz, the middle Baz, and the
youngest Yidrab bi-l-Ukkaz. Every day she would go out to the fields in order to get food for them, and she would
leave them at home. When she would return she would say (calling aloud, in chant):
Open for me, O my kiddi-i-i-es:
milk is in my boobi-i-i-es,\fn{I.e., little udders.}
and grass is on my horni-i-i-es!

When the little kids would hear her say that, they would be flying for joy. They would open the door and their
mother would get in; they would eat, drink, and thank the Lord. They lived in this manner: their door is closed
after them, and they do not interact much with others, thus they were living peacefully.
One day a wolf came and saw the mother leaving and her young ones following her. She pushed them into the
house and said to them,
“Wait, don’t open the door to anyone!”
He stayed there waiting to see what will happen and thinking out loud: “Maybe, one of these baby goats will
come out, so that I would eat him.” But the day passed and their mother came. He heard her say what she had
been saying:
Open for me, O my kiddi-i-i-es:
milk is in my boobi-i-i-es,
and grass is on my horni-i-i-es!

Then the door was opened and the little goats jumped up and down for joy.
He stayed there in ambush until the morning. After their mother had left, he went to the door and knocked.
“Who i-i-is it?”
The wolf answered in a husky voice:
Open for me, O my kiddi-i-i-es:
milk is in my boobi-i-i-es,
and grass is on my horni-i-i-es!

When the little kids heard that, they jumped up and down for joy and ran to the door to open it. The youngest
one—Yifrab bi-l-Ukkh (the one who strikes-with-the-staff)—was clever, but the other two were naïve and did not
understand; he said to them in a warning voice,
“Wait! This is not the time our mother returns. This is not her voice. This voice is too husky.” So they replied,
“No! You are not our mother! Our mother’s voice is not coarse like this voice of yours!”
The wolf went away. He thought,
“Boy, how can you make your voice nice? Boy, how can you make your voice sound nice?”
So, he went to the blacksmith; he took with him a few eggs and two, maybe three ears of corn to pay the fee,
and said to the blacksmith,
“I want you to make my voice sound like that of the bleating of a nanny goat.”
The blacksmith said to him, “All right!” and took the stuff that the wolf had brought him for a fee. He said to
the wolf,
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“Your tongue is too thick. I’ll file it for you so that your talk will be light!”
He said with relief, “That is my hope!”
The blacksmith got his file—\fn{Informant imitates the movement of a hand using a file and applying pressure .} file! file!
file!—until the wolf’s tongue became thin and light and sweet.
He went running to the house of the kids and their mother. He waited until she left and shouted:
Open for me, O my kiddi-i-i-es:
milk is in my boobi-i-i-es,
and grass is on my homi-i-i-es!

When the little kids heard their mother's voice they were very happy. They ra-a-a-a-an to the door to open it,
but Yigrab bi-l-Ukkaz yelled at them,
“Wait, you idiots! Our mother has just left. Look through the gap underneath the door and see who it is!”
They looked through the gap underneath the door and saw the feet of the wolf. Yigrab bi-l-Ukkaz said to him,
“You are not our mother!”
“I am your mother! Even look for yourself. I have milk in my udders and grass on my horns for you.” Yigrab
bi-l-Ukkaz said,
“No, your legs are black, our mother’s legs are white!”
The wolf went to some masons building a house; they had lots of lime piled up in the place where they were
working. He waited until they were busy and bounced into the lime. The lime stuck to his hands and legs\fn{ I.e.,
four paws.} and they became white. He went to the kids while their mother was away. He yelled in a feminine
voice:
Open for me, O my kiddi-i-i-es:
milk is in my boobi-i-i-es,
and grass is on my homi-i-i-es!

When the little kids heard this, they thought it was their mother’s voice and they were very happy. They ran to
the door to open it, but Yigirab bi-l-Ukkaz yelled at them,
“Wait, you donkeys! Our mother has just left. Look through the gap underneath the door and see who it is.”
They said,
“It is our mother; her legs are white!” He said,
“Wait, don’t open the door. Look through—”
Before he could finish what he was about to say Haz and Baz opened the door! The wolf leaped in and caught
Haz. In one gulp he swallowed him whole, and in one gulp swallowed Baz whole. But when he came to swallow
Yigirab bi-l-Ukkaz, he ran into the oven. As the wolf chased after him he would enter through the fire chamber
and would get out through the baking chamber, he would enter through the fire chamber and would get out
through the baking chamber, he would enter through the fire chamber and would get out the baking chamber, until
the wolf got tired of chasing him. Finally, when the wolf got very tired and became breathless, and it was time for
their mother to return, he left.
Yigrab bi-i-Ukkaz remained hidden inside the oven.
A while later their mother came and said:
Open for me, O my kiddi-i-i-es:
milk is in my boobi-i-i-es,
and grass is on my horni-i-i-es!

Yigrab bi-l-Ukkaz got out and opened the door for her. She asked him, with considerable anguish,
“Where are your brothers?”
“O mother, the wolf came and swallowed them whole. I told them not to open the door but they did not listen
to me!
When she heard this, she said to him, to her youngest son, “You stay here. Don’t open the door to anyone!”
She went to look for the wolf and for her children. She met an oil vendor; she said to him:
O paternal-uncle, oil-man,
haven’t you seen a wolf who passed by and got away,
with seven kids in his big potbelly?”

He answered her, “No, lady, I have not seen him!” Then she came to some men, brick-making men, who were
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mixing adobe; she said to them:
O paternal-uncles, you and him, brick-making men,
haven't you seen a wolf who passed by and got away,
with seven kids in his big potbelly?

They answered her, “No, lady, we have not seen him!”
She asked many persons, but everyone would say, “No, lady, I have not seen him!”
Finally, she went to the cemetery where wolves live—to the old cemetery. It was getting to be nighttime. She
knocked at the first tomb. She heard something saying in a scraping, husky, threatening voice,
Who is that who is knocking at my tomb,
while I am snatching away at my piece of meat!?

She said with determination, “It is I: Mother-of-Haz, Baz, and Yigrab bi-l-Ukkaz! Come out and bring my
children back to me!” He\fn{The wolf inside.} said,
“Lady, I have a dead chicken. I have not seen your children!”
She went to the next tomb. She knocked on it and she heard something say in a scraping, husky, and
threatening voice:
Who is that who is knocking at my tomb,
while I am snatching away at my piece of meat!?

She said, “It is I: Mother-of-Haz, Baz, and Yigrab bi-l-Ukkaz! Come out and bring my children back to me!”
He said,
“Lady, I have a dead field-rat. I have not seen your children!”
She went to the next tomb. She knocked and heard something saying in a scraping, husky, but muzzled voice
issuing through a mouth full of food and a bloated belly:
Who is that who is knocking at my tomb,
while I am snatching away at my piece of meat!?

She said, “It is I: Mother-of-Ha, Baz, and Yigrab bi-l-Ukkaz. Come out and bring my children back to me!” He
said,
“No! And if you don’t go away, I am going to eat you too!”
She said to him, “Come! Let us have a wrestling contest; if you win, you eat me up, but if I win, you give me
back my children!” He asked,
“Over what are we going to have the contest?” She said,
“Let us see who of us can drink the pool dry.”
They went to the pool. He was parched (due to all the meat he had gulped down). He kept on drinking and
drinking until his belly became like an inflated skin in which milk is processed into butter. As for her, she only
pretended to be drinking, and would only stick her muzzle into the water and snort. When she saw that he was not
able to drink all the water (for she knew that he could not), she said slyly,
“Come! No one can win this. Let us have a ramming contest!” The wolf said in protest,
“You have horns, but I do not.” She replied,
“These horns of mine are made of dough. You can have horns too. You can make them of mud.”
When the wolf heard that he became very happy. He went and got himself some mud, fashioned it into two
horns and stuck them on top of his head. She went and got some flour and made some dough. She pasted the
dough over her horns to make them longer. The two met. She said to the wolf slyly,
“See, my horns crumble like shortbread would.”
She backed up, backed up, and backed up some more; then she came charging at him. And he came charging at
her! She aimed her horns at his belly. He rammed her first. His horns crumbled. But when her horns hit his belly,
it went “Wu-u-u-sht.” All the water he had drunk came out gushing like that of a dammed mouth of an irrigation
ditch. Her children, Haz and Baz, came out yelling:
“Ma-a-a: ma-a-a!”
“B-a-a!”.
She took them and went home. They lived in contentment.
That is all. And I was there and just returned.
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2
Praise the Prophet.
Once there was a man and woman; they had a boy and a girl. They had a cow; they milked and drank the milk
of that cow. After a while, the mother of the children became ill. She called her children and said to them,
“I am going to die. Take care of the cow; she will feed you and she is the one who will protect you.”
After a few days their mother died. Her children used to take the cow to pasture; she would eat the grass, then
the children would say to her,
O, You, who are our mother’s milk-producing cow!
You, who are protecting us from fire and wolves,
Provide us with your goodness, for we are poor orphans!

The cow would give them milk; they would drink until full.
Their father married another woman. She hated the children of her husband. She begot a boy and girl; after
several years they grew up. Their mother would give them the best food, and dress them up in the best clothes;
she would give the children of her husband only two dry morsels of cornbread and ragged clothes of her own
children.
The children would eat the morsels and, as usual, they would take the cow to pasture. They would say,
O, You, who are our mother's milk-producing cow!
You, who are protecting us from fire and wolves,
Provide us with your goodness, for we are poor orphans!

Then, the cow would give them milk until they would become full.
Their father’s wife noticed that they were growing up while her own children were weak, and nothing of the
good food she gave them was showing on them. She said,
“These children must be doing something wrong!” She said to her son,
“Go with them and see what they do. Take these two morsels of bread to them in the field and see what they
do!”
When dinner time came at noon, they ate the two dry morsels that their father’s wife sent them; they remained
hungry. They said to the son of their father’s wife,
“If we make you full, would you swear not to tell anyone!” He said to them,
“Yes!”
They went to the cow and said,
O, You, who are our mother’s milk-producing cow!
You, who are protecting us from fire and wolves,
Provide us with your goodness, for we are poor orphans.

She gave them enough milk for all of them to drink and be full.
When the boy went home his mother asked him, “What did they eat?”
He did not tell her anything.
The following day, she sent her daughter, and told her the same thing she had told her brother. She went to the
field carrying the dinner: the two morsels of bread. They ate the two morsels of bread but remained hungry. They
said to her,
“If we make you full, would you swear not to tell anyone?” She said to them,
“Yes!”
They did with her as they did with her brother. But the girl, while drinking the milk, poured some milk on her
dress. When she went home her mother said to her,
“What did they eat?” She, replied slyly,
“Instead of interrogating me and making me swear, ask my dress!”
The woman felt the dress and found milk on it; she realized that the girl and her brother (her husband’s
children) were drinking the cow’s milk.
She pretended to be ill and dying: she put yellow saffron dye on her face, and dry bread under the mattress so
as to produce the sounds of crackling bones. She said to her husband in a weak voice,
“I will not be cured unless you get me the liver of a cow that is red and white in color!”
The man kept on searching for a cow, as his wife had described, but could not find any. He found that only the
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cow of the orphans was red and white. So he decided to slaughter it.
The cow heard him telling his wife that he will slaughter the orphans’ cow. She said to the girl,
“They want to slaughter me; but I will not be slaughtered unless you and your brother say to me, ‘get
slaughtered.’ After they slaughter me, take my bones and bury them; still I will feed you, you and your brother!”
When the man, their father, tried to slaughter the cow, the knife would not cut her throat. The knife broke.
They got another knife, but it would not cut her throat (of course the girl and her brother were standing there
crying). Finally, the girl said,
O, You, who are our mother’s milk-producing cow
You, who are protecting us from fire and wolves,
Get slaughtered!

So the cow got slaughtered.
When they tried to cut her up, she would not be cut up. The girl said,
O, You, who are my mother’s milk-producing cow!
You, who are protecting us from fire and wolves,
Get cut up!

So she got cut up.
When they tried to cook her meat, the meat would not get cooked. The girl said:
O, You, who are my mother’s milk-producing cow!
You, who are protecting us from fire and wolves,
Get cooked!

So she got cooked!
When they tried to eat the meat, it became as bitter as aloe in their mouths; but the girl and her brother refused
to eat.
After they finished off the cow’s meat, they threw her bones away. The girl and her brother gathered them and
buried them in the field. From the bones of the cow a tree came out; it grew very quickly. The girl and her brother
ate from the fruits of the tree; she gave them everything they asked for.
And they lived in stability and prosperity.
3
Sit-el-Husnand her brother, Clever Mohammad. Their mother died and their father married another woman;
that woman could not give birth, so she became jealous of Sit-el-Husn and her brother, who is Clever Mi.lammad.
One day the boy went to the field with his father; as they were walking beside an irrigation ditch, they saw a
catfish. The man plunged into the water and caught that catfish, gave it to his son and said,
“Take this catfish and say to them at home, ‘My father says cook this catfish for our dinner:’”
The boy said, “Will do, father.”
As he was going home, the boy—Clever Mohammad—became thirsty; so, he descended to the water level of
the narrow rivulet to get a drink. The slippery catfish glided out of his hand into the water and disappeared. When
he went home he told his father’s wife about what had happened. She, due to her vexation, said to him,
“Lie down and rest:”
When he fell asleep,\fn{Informant speaks with considerable sympathy.} she got up and brought a knife and.
slaughtered him; she cut him up into little pieces, put him in a cooking pot and cooked him.
When his father returned home from the field at the sunset, he was hungry. She brought him, without him
knowing it, the flesh of his son. They sat down to eat. He said,
“Where is the boy?” She said in a careless tone,
“Outside, playing with the boys in the lane!”
As they were eating (I mean, as they were about to start eating) his sister, Sit-el-Husn, found the little finger
pinkie of her brother in the stew. She said,
“I am not hungry! I will go call my brother in!” And she did not eat.
The man and his wife ate until they were full. His sister went out looking for him. She realized that the meat
was her brother. She kept on crying, but she could not tell their father, because she was afraid of her father’s wife:
she would slaughter her as she did slaughter her brother.
Sit-el-Husn, during the night, went and collected all the bones, her brother’s bones; and (Oh, me!) the tears of
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her eyes were coming down her cheeks like rain. She took all the bones and buried them in front of the house.
The following day a tree grew out of that spot, a big tree. On top of that tree there was a green he-sparrow. The
sparrow and the tree came out of the bones of her brother. The sparrow said,
I am the gree-ee-ee-n sparrow, the gree-ee-ee-n!
I walk on the wall and wa-a-a-ggle, waa-a-ggle!
My stepmo-o-o-ther slaughtered me, slaughtered me!
And my pimp father ate my fle-e-e-sh, ate my fle-e-e-sh!
And my dear sister buried my bo-o-o-nes, my bo-o-o-nes!!

A vendor (one of those wandering vendors who go around villages selling things) passed by; he heard the
sparrow. He said to him with amazement,
“What are you saying, Sparrow?” He replied,
“What are you selling?” He said,
“Pins and needles.” He said,
“Give me some and I will tell you!” The man said,
“Here you are! What were you saying?” He said,
I am the gree-ee-ee-n sparrow, the gree-ee-ee-n!
I walk on the wall and wa-a-a-ggle, waa-a-ggle!
My stepmo-o-o-ther slaughtered me, slaughtered me!
And my pimp father ate my fle-e-e-sh, ate my fle-e-e-sh!
And my dear sister buried my bo-o-o-nes, my bo-o-o-nes!!

The man heard that talk and left saying,\fn{In a sorrowful voice indicating pity and helplessness.}
“No ability or power except with God’s aid!”
A while later another vendor came by. He heard the sparrow. He said to him,
“What are you saying, Sparrow?”
“What are you selling?” The vendor said to him—(away from you!),
“Poison!”
“Give me some and I’ll tell you.”
“Here you are! Now tell me.” He said,
I am the gree-ee-ee-n sparrow, the gree-ee-ee-n!
I walk on the wall and wa-a-a-ggle, waa-a-ggle!
My stepmo-o-o-ther slaughtered me, slaughtered me!
And my pimp father ate my fle-e-e-sh, ate my fle-e-e-sh!
And my dear sister buried my bo-o-o-nes, my bo-o-o-nes!!

This poison vendor heard that talk, and like the one before him left saying,
“No ability or power except with God’s aid!”
A while later another vendor came. He heard the sparrow.
“What are you saying, Sparrow?”
“What are you selling?”
“Candy!”
“Give me some and I’ll tell you.”
“Here you are, now tell me.” He said,
I am the gree-ee-ee-n sparrow, the gree-ee-ee-n!
I walk on the wall and wa-a-a-ggle, waa-a-ggle!
My stepmo-o-o-ther slaughtered me, slaughtered me!
And my pimp father ate my fle-e-e-sh, ate my fle-e.e-sh!
And my dear sister buried my bo-o-o-nes, my bo-o-o-nes!!

Like the two before him, the candy man left saying,
“No ability or power except with God’s aid!”
Now, his stepmother came by. She heard the sparrow saying what he had been saying. She asked,
“What are you saying, Sparrow?” He replied,
“Open your mouth and I’ll tell you.”
The woman opened her mouth. He threw the pins and needles into it; she dropped dead on the spot
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After a while his father came and heard the sparrow saying what he had been saying. He asked,
“What are you saying, Sparrow?” He answered,
“Open your mouth and I’ll tell you!”
The man opened his mouth; he threw the poison into it. The man dropped dead on the spot.
Now his sister came, and said,
“O my brother, O Mohammad, what are you saying?” He answered her,
“Open your mouth and I’ll tell you.”
She opened her mouth and he put the candy in it, and said,
I am the gree-ee-ee-n sparrow, the gree-ee-ee-n!
I walk on the wall and wa-a-a-ggle, waa-a-ggle!
My stepmo-o-o-ther slaughtered me, slaughtered me!
And my pimp father ate my fle-e-e-sh, ate my fle-e-e-sh!
And my dear sister buried my bo-o-o-nes, my bo-o-o-nes!!

35.121 The Scorpion Hunter\fn{by Abdel Rahman el-Sharkawi (1920-1987)} Menoufia Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
And now it has become difficult to find a bite to eat, Hassan, even I though you own a house of your own in
your home village. And you’re better off than many others, Hassan. Ever since the day His Reverence the Sheikh
kicked you out of the mosque, you’ve been shifting aimlessly from one job to the other. You even went to Cairo to
work on the gharry\fn{A note reads: The Anglo-Indian name for the hoosled horse-drawn carriage, or fiacre.} that your relative
runs, lived through the air raids, got beaten up by the English soldiery, and broke a few ribs, only to come back
just the way you’d gone. You beg and plead with His Reverence to hire you again as the attendant in the mosque,
but he won’t. You try to get yourself drafted into the army, but you’re turned down. And the only way left for you
to get a bite to eat is by catching scorpions.
Catching scorpions? Just one sting from a scorpion is enough to get rid of you once and for all. You’re in a fix,
Hassan. But a scorpion sells for a piastre—ten for the price of a measure of corn. Ten scorpions, man, will buy
you enough bread to fill a sack. And a single man in the depths of Upper Egypt can fill a can to the brim with
scorpions and nothing ever happens to him. The boys in Boulak said the men in Upper Egypt were never afraid of
scorpions, hunted them easily and made great piles of piastres.
But this has never been heard of here in the village before.
*
Hassan raised his head from between his palms and sighed. He scratched his back against the wall of the guest
house against which he had been lolling since late morning. His bare toes played in the hot dust. He stared across
the sun-drenched village street at the mosque on the other side. Only his head was shaded by the wall of the guest
house in the suffocating heat of the afternoon.
The sheikh passed by, looked towards Hassan and spat on the ground.
“Why look at me like that?” Hassan asked. “You could at least say good morning. Isn’t it enough that you
sacked me from the mosque?”
The sheikh stopped at the mosque door, took off his slippers, reciting some verses of the Koran as he did so,
then tucked his slippers under his arm. He cleared his throat, spat again on to the roadway, and said:
“You just stay there. Just stay slumped there in front of the mosque in the heat of the sun. Go on, punish
yourself if you want to, Hassan, son of Zeinab.”
“You leave Zeinab out of this, God rest her soul,” Hassan murmured. “If it weren’t for her I’d have been in the
army today with something to eat. But when I was first called up they said I was supporting her, and when she
conked out they said I wasn’t fit.”
The sheikh halted, his white beard shaking in sudden anger.
“What are you muttering about, boy?” he shouted. “Isn’t it enough that the wrath of God should bring you
down to scorpion-catching? God have mercy on this village. It is God’s mighty anger that blew this scorpionladen wind against it. God damn you, you unbeliever: all you do is just lie sprawling there in front of the mosque;
you don’t even bother to make your ablutions though I’m about to call the noon prayer.”
Hassan’s reply came with a vigor that did not hide his fear.
“By God, I’ll never set foot in the mosque again. What did I ever get out of it? Only getting kicked out, having
to tramp here and there, knocked about in Cairo with its air raids and drunken soldiers. And after all that to end up
scorpion-catching just to find something to eat. And Heaven alone knows what I’m in for next.”
A quiet, solemn voice rose from inside the mosque.
“Let us bless the Prophet, Your Reverence; it is noon and you had better call for the prayers.”
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The imam swirled round, scrambled into the mosque, and made for the clean mat next to the pulpit where a fat,
pale man sat, wearing a tarboush and a white linen gallabeyya.
“Right away,” said the sheikh, “right away, sir.”
He shifted his gaze from the man in front to the scattering of people behind him on worn-out old rush mats. He
muttered:
“Greetings and God’s blessings on you, sir; how have you been, sir?”
The man, who was the owner of the nearby estate, returned his gold watch to his pocket, and said:
“What they are saying is that the government needs all the scorpion poison it can extract, to use it in place of
the stuff they can’t import because of the war.”
He turned around to look at the men who were seated on the decayed rush mats; they were looking at him
intently and listening in wonder to what he was saying. Then he added, laughing and letting his amber prayerbeads fall one by one through his thick, reddish fingers:
“The war has made scorpions valuable.”
He shifted his gaze forward again, towards the cracks in the mosque walls. A low, hoarse, anxious voice rose
from behind:
“And made men worth nothing.”
When the effendi turned round to reply, Hassan grabbed at his hand and bent low over it. The man withdrew
his hand and said with a smile:
“Why, so it’s you, Hassan. So you’ve come into mosque after all?” He was silent for a moment while Hassan
went to sit behind him, well clear of the clean mat. Then he added:
“And why has the war made man worth nothing, Hassan? It’s provided work for layabouts like you, hasn’t it?
Can’t you ever say ‘Thank God’? Was there ever any scorpion-catching around these parts before? Why don’t you
get to work?”
Hassan was at a loss for a reply. He laughed in bewilderment.
The sheikh’s voice rose from the rooftop of the mosque, calling to prayer. Hassan said:
“How many scorpions do you think there are in the whole village? How much can each of us make? If His
Reverence were not so greedy, would he have done this to me? Call this Islam? He gets two pounds a month from
the mosque funds. The omda gives them to him every month, before my very eyes. Out of which he gives me a
measly five-piastre piece every month. I spend all day long carrying water to the mosque, shuttling back and forth
from the river to fill the water-tank, come rain or summer blaze, never tiring or grumbling. A bull calf in a
farmyard, or a government mule, would have collapsed. All this for a five-piastre piece a month. And I’m
contented, and I thank God for what He gives. Then when the price of corn shoots up, and the measure costs ten
piastres, and I come begging His Reverence to raise my pay a bit, he picks a fight with me. And when I ask the
omda to put in a word for me, he grows furious and kicks me out. And swears by God’s holy Book never to allow
me near the water tank again. So that’s why I’m scraping about like this.”
His Reverence was slowly descending the stairs from the roof after having called for prayer. He entered the
mosque and headed towards the clean rush mat near the pulpit mumbling:
“Now is the time to pray. Now is the time to pray.”
Hassan hissed, “I hope to God it won’t be long before we pray for your soul.”
One of his neighbors shook him by the shoulder and whispered:
“Drop it, Hassan. Why don’t you just forget it and praise Almighty God?”
“Just take the skewer that the government man gave you and do as he told you,” said another. “You’ll make
more than ten piastres a day. The mosque by itself should be good for more than a hundred scorpions. Then
there’s the guest-house, and the waste land behind it. You can make twice as much as His Reverence makes every
month. How much do you think we make working all day in the fields? Stop your grumbling. You’ll be making as
much as a government employee.”
As soon as the prayers ended, and the congregation had shaken hands with each other, the sheikh started
complaining to the landowner about Hassan, and asked him to talk to the district authorities, and have Hassan sent
to El Tor prison. He said that a man like Hassan, without a steady job, unworthy of the charity shown to him,
would pollute everyone around him—and although His Reverence had always helped him out, Hassan once
accused him of robbing him of his dues from the mosque funds. And when the sheikh had booted him out, he had
failed in all the other jobs he had tried. He had been to Cairo, only to come back after he got into trouble with
English soldiers. And ever since his return, he had been complaining about the sheikh to one and all, slandering
him and his womenfolk.
The owner of the small estate smiled and told Hassan not to slander the sheikh’s womenfolk.
Hassan burst out, as he hurried towards the entrance of the mosque behind the landowner:
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“May I be struck down by a scorpion’s bite I before I get to use any of their money if—”
“May God bring this to pass!” interrupted His Reverence.
“Yes, may God bring it to pass,” Hassan continued, panting, “if His Reverence is telling the truth. His womenfolk? After I strain my heart lugging water about for Granny Om-el-Izz, ever since the day I returned from Cairo,
without seeing the color of her money, only on the promise she’ll get His Reverence to take me back in the
mosque for that five-piastre piece. After all this, Your Reverence, you come and tell me I don’t know what about
your womenfolk? Why don’t you let the Master ask Om-el-Izz herself ?”
The sheikh was very ashamed when Hassan blurted out his wife’s ~an1e before the landowner and all the men
who were standing around. He charged towards Hassan and slapped him, trembling and shouting:
“God punish you, you vile creature.”
He turned towards the landowner ans said in obvious embarrassment:
“I am sorry, sir. It was out of place to hit him in front of you. I’m sorry.”
“Never mind,” replied the landowner, bending down to pick up his shoes. “But that’s enough.” The sheikh
came to his assistance by helping him to keep his balance while he put on his shoes.
Hassan walked out of the mosque and stood by the wall of the guest-house, looking at the sheikh and at the
men gathered around talking to him; one of the men was holding the silver-studded reins of the landowner’s
donkey, with its velvet saddle protected by white cloth.
Hassan gazed reflectively at the silver studs on the reins. Every one of them would be worth the price of his
risking death ten times over with the scorpions.
The landowner got through the round of salutations, and then announced in a loud voice to one of the men
standing near him that he still had a large number of bags of fertilizer which he could no longer sell because he
needed them. The man told him, imploringly, that he was ready to pay any price for ten sacks. Placing his foot in
the stirrup, the landowner said:
“Alright, Sheikh Younes. I’ll let you have seven sacks to save your cotton. You’ll buy them at the price Sheikh
Abdel Aziz paid. You all know that the fertilizer I have is a rare quality and from now on it won’t be available any
more. There’ll be no more of it imported until the war’s over—you mark my word.”
“But that’s a hundred and fifty piastres more than its official price,” murmured Sheikh Younes submissively.
“Anyway, I agree, effendi, I’ll get the money ready, and call on you tomorrow when the afternoon prayers are
over.”
The donkey moved forward with the landowner settled astride it, and one of his men scurrying behind.
“Daylight robbery!” Sheikh Younes grumbled. “Call this buying and selling? Doesn’t he make enough? What
about those who can’t pay his price—what are they, to do? That’s what we get from this damn war.”
A voice interrupted him:
“You’re only buying fertilizer, Sheikh! Younes. What am I to do, sir? I have to buy my corn from him.”
The donkey carrying the landowner was moving away; the grumbling increased, telling of his deals with the
commandant and the police authorities. Hassan stood in his place gazing after the donkey and listening to what
was being said about the landowner’s greed and the prices he asked. He moved a little as though to follow the
donkey, but he halted and turned around towards the crowd. As soon as he saw the sheikh leave, he rushed
towards the men and said, pointing in the direction that the landowner had taken:
“By God, his greed is enough to frighten you away from ever talking to him again. And I wanted to beg him to
put in a word for me? May he drop dead. May he go straight to hell.”
There was laughter all round. A voice asked:
“Damn you, Hassan—what did you want him to put in a word for you about, man?”
Hassan went on, not hearing the interruption, still gazing at the donkey which was disappearing into a cloud of
dust far away:
“Who do you think you are compared to those who are really making money out of the war in Cairo? You can’t
get anywhere near them. Believe me, men, the things I saw and heard in the short time I was in Cairo! You’ve
seen nothing. You know who the wealthiest people in Cairo are these days? Belly dancers, tarts, a cabaret owner.
Anyone of them could buy and sell this Master here who imagines he’s so smart in dealing with us. You know,
men, one of these dancers just has to shake her belly for the English soldiers, and you know how much she gets
for it a night? A hundred pounds. A hundred! In four nights she’s got the price of a full acre of land. So, you see, if
she wiggles away with her hips for two months she can buy those thirty acres of our smart Master over there.”
The crowd began to disperse, laughing, and filled with a strange feeling of satisfaction.
*
In Hassan’s mind, memories whirled around in rapid succession. From the day that the sheikh refused to raise
his pay to ten piastres a month, and hired someone else for the job, everything had gone against him. He could not
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get work in the fields anywhere. There was none there for him, nor for twenty others like him in the village. He
worked in the omda’s house for his meals but the omda’s wife threw him out because he ate more than enough for
two men. One of his relatives took him to Cairo and dumped him in Boulak. His relative taught him how to get
the gharry ready for him every day before he started his rounds. He often dreamt of riding on the gharry, and of
seeing the streets of Cairo. But his relative never agreed.
Still, he was happy in Cairo. He ate wheat bread, halawa\fn{A note reads: The sweetmeat known in the west as halva, and
made of sesame-seed meal.} and falafel\fn{A note reads: Bean rissoles: also known as ta’mia.} and all the good things he had
never tasted back in the village.
But when the sirens wailed and he experienced an air raid for the first time in his life, his blood froze in his
veins. He was seized by a fit of trembling when he heard the explosions and the screams and saw the skies bright
with fire, while the earth was shaking under him. There was panic everywhere around him. He was certain it was
doomsday. He swore if he got through that night safely he would head straight back for the village. When the raid
was over he saw pale frightened faces everywhere. He told his relative he was going back to the village to die of
hunger there, rather than perish in a fire, away from it, in one of these raids. He was almost in tears. His relative
started to calm him down, trying to convince him that one has to put up with things in order to make a living,
promising that he could ride next to him on the gharry, promising even to teach him how to drive it.
In the morning there he was on the gharry next to his cousin, staring in amazement and delight at the streets of
Cairo. At night the carriage pulled up in front of a night club. He would never forget that night. The streets were
not all lit up as he had imagined. The lamps were painted blue. The city was cold, shivering, sad, deserted except
for swaying English soldiers, women laughing and women shrieking.
Three soldiers came out of the night club with a tall woman; fair-skinned, with bare shoulders. They got into
the carriage in silence. The woman said, swaying as she sat in the carriage:
“Drive us around Zamalek, cabby, for an hour or two.”
This made his relative happy. He cracked his whip and whispered to Hassan:
“We’re in luck tonight. These are American soldiers and they have heaps of money. And you know the lady
with them? She comes from a very good family. Father’s a big man around here; so is her husband. She only goes
out with Americans. I know her. She’s taken my carriage several times. She loves gharries. You know, gharries
are for those who are out to enjoy themselves. Taxis aren’t a patch on them.”
There was laughter from behind and Hassan heard strange noises. He turned around. When he saw what was
going on, he stuck his head inside the carriage, gaping with astonishment. He was taken by surprise when the
woman inside slapped his face and started to swear at him. Hassan withdrew his head and cursed back at her.
Then pandemonium broke loose. In a minute he was flat on the ground while fists and boots pounded him. His
relative was screaming, shouting for help, and cursing Hassan, while at the same time trying to shield himself
from the blows.
The woman was walking away with the soldiers. His relative clambered back on to his driver’s seat, cursing
himself for bringing along such a catastrophe that had ruined his work. Hassan swore back at him, upbraiding him
for renting his carriage for such a purpose.
As Hassan stood feeling his ribs before getting on the carriage again the sirens wailed and once more he saw
the skies afire with high explosive. For a while he was afraid they were going to come tumbling down on his
head.
Next morning he was back at the village. He could not obtain work in the fields, nor a decent word word from
the sheikh. Om-el-Izz tricked him into working for her, and when he asked for a sack of corn for two months’
work, she chased him out. Now there was no help! Was there anything left but scorpion-catching?
*
Hassan felt he had to talk to somebody. He looked around but found near the wall of the guest house only his
own shadow. He went home, still uncertain what to do.
When he opened the door of his dark little home he was met by a gust of cool air. He walked into the room; a
single beam of sunlight crept in through a gap in the roof. He rummaged in the basket and slowly began to munch
the only loaf of bread he found there. Then he stretched himself out behind the door, enjoying the cool of the
room.
When he woke up dusk was drenching the road with its yellow light. This was the hour when scorpions crept
out of their holes. He picked up his tin can and the iron skewer, reviewing in his mind the instructions the official
had given him about hunting the scorpion.
He left quickly, feeling a tremor of disgust run through his body. The man from the markaz\fn{A note reads:
Center of administrative district .} would be coming in the morning with plenty of piastres, to buy all the scorpions
collected by the men in the village. A piastre for every scorpion. But the truth was, Hassan dreaded the sight of
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one. He wished he had talked to the landowner, and had asked for his help in getting drafted into the army. He was
sorry he had not. He had failed his medical test. They said he had ringworm and his body was riddled with
diseases: he was pronounced unfit. And yet he was tall and broadshouldered and could pick up two petrol-tins full
of water and carry them twenty times round the village.
He reached the guest-house. There he found three others who, like him, could not find work in the fields. Each
of them was armed with the tin can and the iron skewer which had been issued to them. They sat in the guesthouse waiting for the scorpions.
The village was dappled with afternoon shadows. Hassan learned that each of the others had already bagged
three piastres worth of scorpions from the waste-land behind the guest-house. They were bragging about it and
claiming that there was more money to make where they were than on the waste land. Hassan was rather surprised
at what they said, but gradually became engrossed in his own need to fill his tin can with game.
One of the men spotted a scorpion crawling towards them, followed by another.
“Come along now. Now, to be quite fair, and so as to have no quarreling amongst us,” the man said in a sober
tone, “this one is Hassan’s. Come on, Hassan, get up and take your chance.”
Hassan was nonplussed. His heart was pounding furiously and his body was cold all over. He gave a start, as
his eyes fixed upon the scorpion in mingled alarm and hope. He shut his eyes for a moment, then opened them
wide. Firmly, he clutched the iron skewer in one hand, the tin can in the other, and took one step towards the
creature which was creeping along very slowly.
“What kind of a deal is this?” shouted one of the young men. “Hassan has the whole of the mosque to catch as
much as he likes in it!”
Hassan, in secret relief, hung back, but a firm hand pushed him forward and he heard a voice saying:
“Get on with it, Hassan. Go on, man. There are two of them. By God, three … and—oh, lovely—here’s a
fourth. Four piastres, boys. A piastre for each and no need to fight.”
The lad who had spoken plunged his iron skewer into the back of a scorpion and quickly dumped it in his
container, with a gleeful shout. He tried to spear another, but one of his companions pushed him away saying:
“Don’t be greedy. Aren’t you the one who’s pretending to be fair? Come on, Hassan. It’s your turn.”
Hassan came forward and threw his whole weight behind the iron skewer; he impaled the scorpion. His face
was contorted in disgust and he avoided looking at the creature. He hastily drew it off the skewer against the inner
side of the tin can, and moved away, carrying his prize, and breathing in relief—contented and hopeful.
“That was the first piastre. Steady now.”
The boys squatted on the ground once more, waiting for more scorpions. The deep blue colors of the evening
were driving out of the village the straggling glimmers of the late afternoon.
They waited for some time, their eyes searching the cracks in the walls around them. Then they slowly got up
and spread themselves out, poking at the gaps and scrutinizing the ground.
“There’s nothing here,” said one of them with annoyance. “That contractor imagines that it’s the same here as
in Upper Egypt. Truth is, he ought to pay us two piastres for each.”
Another said in a faint and shaking voice that he had almost got stung by one of the creatures. They all fell
silent. Then they heard the voice of the sheikh calling for the evening prayer. After the prayers a few men walked
out of the mosque. The boys remained in the guesthouse, silent, their eyes searching the emptiness around them,
their hearts pounding.
“Why don’t we go and look in the mosque?” Hassan said feebly.
“Yes,” replied one of the boys, with more enthusiasm, “it’s teeming with them in the wash-place\fn{ A note reads:
Provided in mosque for ritual ablutions.} there. Last night there was one that crawled towards the sheikh while he was at
his ablutions.”
Hassan went ahead of the others. He picked up the lantern from the inside of the mosque and placed it in the
open space around which the ablution stands were laid out. He held the skewer and the tin and began to search
around the bottom of the walls, the three other boys following behind.
Suddenly, he lifted his bare foot, and gave a yell; the three others rushed to him. One of them bent down, then
straightened up saying:
“Just a piece of dried mud. You’re a bit of a coward, damn you.”
They resumed their search. Then one of them gave a shout:
“Come on, boys. There must be a dollar’s\fn{A note reads: The term dollar is used in Egypt for twenty piastres.} worth
here. At them, men, at them.”
They dived quickly at the scorpions, driving the skewers into their backs as they came towards them one after
another. The young men were shouting. Hassan asked them to give him a chance to catch three for himself, to
make up for what he had missed on the wasteland. No one took any notice. Time and again, each stood up straight
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for a moment to inspect the ground cautiously around his bare feet, plunged with his skewer, then happily slipped
the game off the skewer against the rim of his container.
“Here we are,” said Hassan, laughing and stabbing away. “Here’s a whole measure of corn. Now for the price
of some clothes. Or perhaps a pound of butter. Here, how much do you think a gallabeyya would cost, boys? I
could use a good shirt too. Or maybe I should get a really fancy gallabeyya.”
“Why don’t you buy yourself a length of cashmere?” one of the boys answered, as he busily stabbed at the
ground. “Or a fancy caftan? Or a tarboush maybe?”
Everyone laughed. They were all bending forward, working their skewers at the ground.
“By God,” gasped one ofthem, “this is a treasure-trove. What a Night of Miracles, boys. There’s just nothing
like it … it’s a Night of Bounty!”
He cut himself short.
“Watch out, Hassan,” he shouted in alarm. “Watch out! Under your feet!”
The laughter ceased abruptly. An ominous silence held them motionless.
Hassan fell heavily to the ground.
“Oh, no!” he moaned. “You’re done for, Hassan. No time to enjoy anything, Hassan.”
The voice died away.
The boys did not look up. The iron skewers in their hands picked up the crawling scorpions and their tears fell
on to the dust, where Hassan lay stretched out.
99.131 The Daughters Of The Bean Vendor 2. The Ears That Didn’t Heed The wife’s Fears 3. “A Lost Hour Of
Fun Cannot Be Made Up For” 4. Pearls-On-Vines: Four Folktales\fn{by Tahiyyah M. (c.1921- )} Zaqaziq,
Sharqiyyah Governorate, northeastern Egypt (F) 15
1
State the oneness of God.
Once there was a man who was a bean vendor, one of those people who sell fava beans and cooked wheat for
people to eat at breakfast; he had three daughters. One was the eldest, another was the middle, and one was the
youngest.
Those three used to go to a seamstress in their neighborhood to learn sewing. Every morning while they were
going to the seamstress they would find the sultan’s son sitting on a chair in front of his father’s palace and
blocking their way in order to tease-flirt with them. That sultan’s son would come to the eldest and would say to
her,
“Daughter of bean vendor, how are your father’s beans?” She would reply softly in a friendly tone,
“My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked; family and close friends ate some from it.” So, he would
say to her,
“All right, you may kindly go ahead.” Then he would come to the middle girl and would say to her,
“Daughter of bean vendor, how are your father’s beans?” She would reply in a friendly tone,
“My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked; family and close friends ate from it!” So, he would say to
her,
“All right, you may kindly go ahead!” Then he would come to the youngest and would say slyly and
provocatively,
“You, damned one, who are the youngest, how are your father’s beans?” She would reply firmly and with
some anger,
My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked;
family and close friends ate from it!
What concern of yours is it, you son of a clog!?

The sultan’s son would hear this and would become vexed at her and would say in a threatening tone,
“By God, I’ll show you!”
One day he went to the seamstress (where the girls worked, I mean) and said to her, “I would like you to keep
the youngest girl at your house tonight!” and he gave her a pound, or something. She said to him,
“Will do!”
At sunset when it was time for the girls to return home, their tutor said,
“Who would stay with me overnight, for we need to bake bread tomorrow at dawn?” The eldest girl said with
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enthusiasm,
“I would, my tutor!” She answered her,
“No! You will not do.” The middle girl said,
“I would, my tutor.” She answered her,
“No! You will not do.”
The two said, “All right.” So she looked toward the youngest. She said without zeal,
“I would stay overnight with you, tutor!” The tutor readily said,
“Oh yes, you cutie! You sugar! You stay with your tutor and help her bake. You are the one who impresses
me!”
The two elder sisters went home while she stayed with that tutor of hers. Whenever she asked, “Where is the
flour?” the tutor would say, “We’ve got it!”
“Where is the yeast?”
“We’ve got it.”
“Let us start early so that we can finish early.”
“O sister, there is plenty of time; it is still too early.”
Things kept on going like this until the girl fell asleep. Naturally she was tired and she did not feel anything
around her. After a little while, her tutor put out the light (one of those No. 10 kerosene lamps of older times). The
sultan’s son came—for that was the sign they had agreed on. She had told him,
“When it gets dark, come to my place when the light is turned off.”
He cleared his throat at the door, and she opened the door for him. When he got inside, he kept on hugging and
kissing the girl. She would wake up and see nothing. She would say to her tutor,
“Tutor of mine, what is this that hugs and kisses?” The tutor would say,
“Sleep, sleep, there is nothing; it is only a nightmare!”
After a while the sultan’s son went home. In the morning, when the girl woke up, she asked the seamstress,
“We haven’t done any baking, tutor.” She answered her,
“We changed our mind, maybe tomorrow.”
The following day, as she and her sisters were going to the seamstress’s house, they found the sultan’s son, as
he was used to, in front of his father’s palace. He asked the eldest girl,
“Daughter of bean vendor, how are your father’s beans?” She answered him,
“My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked, and family and close friends ate some.” He would say to
her,
“All right, you may kindly go on.” Then he asked the middle one,
“Daughter of bean vendor, how are your father’s beans?” She answered him,
“My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked, and family and close friends ate some.”
“All right, you may kindly go on!”
Then, what next? He came to the youngest. He said to her with a hint of sarcasm,
“Daughter of bean vendor, how are your father’s beans?” She defiantly answered,
My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked;
family and close friends ate from it!
What concern of yours is it, you son of a clog!

He said to her in a twitting manner, and imitating a female’s voice,
“‘O my tutor, what is this that hugs and kisses?’ ‘O girl, sleep, sleep! There is nothing, it is only a nightmare!’”
That was it!! She said in anger,
“That was you!!” He replied,
“Yes! It was I.” She said to herself,
“Well, well, well. I must get even!” She thought and thought; she went to the tinsmith and said to him,
“I want you to make me ten cones to fit my fingers, at the end of each cone there should be a holder for a
candle.”
He said to her, “Will do! And come back at such and such a time!”
She waited until midnight; she put on a black outer-garment, covered her face and head with a black shawl,
with two holes for her to see through. She fitted ten candles into the candlesticks at the end of the tin cones and
lighted them. She went to the sultan’s palace, where the sultan’s son happened to be. As soon as the gatekeeper
saw her, he became frightened and asked,
“Who is there?” She answered,
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“I am Little Azrael.\fn{The angel of death.} Big Azrael sent me ahead of him, and he will follow, in order to seize
the soul of the sultan’s son.”
As soon as the guard heard this, he placed his tail between his teeth and flew away. The same thing happened
with every guard and doorkeeper; they all ran away. She, finally, reached his room and found him asleep on the
bed. She hissed at him in a quivering tone:
“I am Little Azrael! Big Azrael has sent me ahead of him to seize the soul of the sultan’s son!!” He opened his
eyes like this.\fn{Informant opens her own eyes slowly in a slumbering manner .} He bounded up from his sleep; naturally he
saw those ten flaming fingers and the black thing. He was about to—(may God protect your status)—wet the bed!
She said to him,
“Prepare yourself for death!” He replied,
“I am too young to die. Take my money; take my belongings; take my father’s palace! Take everything!! Just
let me be!” She said,
“No! Utter the death Testimony over your soul:\fn{ I.e., “There is no God but God and Mohammed is His Prophet.” }
prepare yourself for death!”
He kept on begging her for mercy, and she kept on saying, “No!” until finally, he plucked off his own beard
(from fright, he pulled his own whiskers out). Whether he fainted or passed out, I don’t know what; when she left,
he was finished. His servants came and revived him. His condition was very bad and he kept on mumbling,
“Little Azrael is here and Big Azrael is following him! Little Azrael is here and Big Azrael is following him.”
They soothed him until he was calm again. But, still, he did not change.
The following day he sat in front of his father’s house. When the bean vendor’s daughters passed by, he
stopped them and asked,
“How are your father’s beans, you eldest?” She answered him,
“My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked; and our family and close friends ate some!” He asked the
middle one,
“How are your father’s beans?” She answered him,
“My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked, and our family and close friends ate some!” He asked the
youngest,
“How are your father’s beans, you damned one, who are the youngest?” She replied,
My father’s beans were well cooked, well cooked;
family and close friends ate from it!
What concern of yours is it, you son of a clog!

He retorted sarcastically, in a girl’s voice,
“‘O my tutor, what is this that hugs and kisses!? Oh, sleep, sleep; it is a nightmare!’” She retorted,
“‘I am Little Azrael; Big Azrael will follow. I’ve come to seize the soul of the sultan’s son.’ [In an imploring,
frightened tone,] ‘I am too young to die! Take my money, take my belongings—’”
The sultan’s son interrupted and exclaimed with considerable bitterness,
“A-a-a-kh-kh-kh! Was that you!!?” She answered defiantly,
“Yes, that was I!”
He realized that he will not be able to get anywhere with her. So he decided to get to her through her father. He
sent a messenger to the bean vendor to say to him,
“The sultan’s son wants you.” When he went to him at the palace, he said to him,
“Tomorrow I want you to come here, riding-walking. If you do not, I will do to you—(distant one)—such and
such evil things.”
The man became very confused, and he returned to his home saddened. The girls asked him,
“May it turn out to be a good thing! What is the matter, Father? Why are you sad?”
He told them the story, and that the sultan said to him—the sultan’s son (I mean) said to him, “‘You must come
here tomorrow, riding-walking!’” The youngest said,
“Don’t be afraid, father! Our neighbor has a burro that has just given birth to a little one; get it from him and
ride it. Your feet will be dragging on the ground while you will be seated on its back; you will be ‘ridingwalking!’”
He did as his daughter, the youngest, told him to do and went to the sultan’s son: riding the little donkey, with
his feet dragging on the ground. When he saw him coming in this manner, he said to him,
“A-a-a-h! This idea is not of your own doing; it is your youngest daughter’s! The sultan’s son continued in a
commanding voice, Since this is the case, tomorrow you must come here attired-naked.”
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The man, saddened, returned home to his daughter. She said to him,
“What happened, Father? Didn’t the little ass work out?” He answered in despair,
“Daughter, it worked out, but the sultan’s son said, ‘This solution is not yours! Tomorrow I want you to come
here attired-naked!’” She said in a reassuring tone,
“Is that all? Go to our neighbor So-and-so, the fisherman; borrow his net and wear it like a mantle. You will be
dressed and you will be naked!”
The man did as his youngest daughter told him to do; he went to his neighbor the fisherman and said,
“Father of So-and-so, by God, lend me an old net of yours.” The man said,
“More than gladly!”
The bean vendor wore the net and went to the sultan’s son “attired-naked.” The sultan’s son became extremely
vexed, for he knew that it was all the work of the bean vendor’s youngest daughter. He said to him angrily,
“Tomorrow I want you to bring me your three daughters: pregnant!” He said,
“Sire, how can that be! They are virgins!” He said,
“This is no concern of mine. Bring them here pregnant, tomorrow!”
The man returned home to his daughters saddened, more so than before. They asked him,
“What is the matter, Father?” He said to them,
“Nothing!” (Of course he was ashamed to tell them that the sultan’s son told him, “I want you to bring me your
three daughters pregnant.”) The youngest asked,
“Didn’t the net work out?” He replied,
“Yes, it worked out. But now the sultan’s son is saying to me, ‘I want you to bring to me your three daughters:
pregnant!’” She thought for a while and said,
“Simple! Go buy lots of lentil, and we will cook it with lots of fried minced onions. And you know, after we
drink that lentil soup our stomachs will get inflated and bloated and we will be pregnant-and-virgins!!”\fn
{Laughter.}
The man did as his daughter had told him. They bought lots of lentil. They cooked it, then diced lots of onions
and fried them in oil, and they sizzled the fried onions onto the lentil. They kept on drinking, drinking, and
drinking that lentil soup; they didn’t even use any bread. Before morning time came, their stomachs became that
high—as if their pregnancy was in its ninth month.
The man took his three daughters and went to the sultan’s son.
“Here are my three daughters: pregnant and virgin!” The sultan’s son said,
“No, they are not pregnant! How do we know that they are pregnant?” The youngest girl said,
“Pregnant ones crave!” So the sultan’s son said to the eldest,
“What do you crave?” She immediately and simple-mindedly replied,
“Apples!”
They got some apples for her; she sat down in total absorption in devouring them. Then he asked the middleone,
“What do you crave?” She immediately and simple-mindedly answered,
“Pears.”
They got some for her; she sat down in total absorption in devouring them. He said to the youngest,
“And what about you, damned one--you who are the youngest!?” She replied emphatically,
“I want a male radish planted in the heart of stone.”
He asked his servants, and his guards (his people, I mean) to fetch for her what she has requested. They said to
him, “We don’t have her requested item!” He said to her,
“Ask for something else!” She replied defiantly,
“No! This is what I want!” He said to his soldiers and guards,
“Find what she has asked for!” They answered him,
“Impossible. How can a radish be planted in solid] stone?!” So he turned to the girl and said to her,
“What you have craved is impossible: there is no ‘male radish planted in stone!’” She immediately in a
taunting tone retorted,
“How could it be, then, that you want virgin girls to have become pregnant without a male?” She said to her
father and the other two sisters, who were still immersed in their total absorption,
“Let us go home!”
And she left the sultan’s son sitting there (of course she confounded him in front of everyone). He became
more vexed with her.
So, what did he say to himself? He said,
“I must marry her in order to break her spirit, and bring her nose down to the ground, just like she brought my
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nose to the ground!” So he went to her father and said,
“I wish to marry your youngest daughter.
The man said, “No!”
He said to him, “Just consult with her and find out what she might say!” When her father asked her, she said,
“Yes, father, I would marry him; I agree to marry him. You tell him that you also agree.”
Her father went to the sultan’s son, and they agreed on the marriage. Meanwhile she had gone to the sweets
man and said to him,
“I want you to make me a sugar doll: in my size, looks like me, and with strings which when pulled would
cause her it to move her head, eyelashes, arms, waist—I mean move exactly like a living human being!”
When the time came for the actual consummation of marriage, she went into the room of the bride and groom
before anyone else was there. She set the doll on the bed, covered her with the lace shawl, put out the lights, and
hid inside the wardrobe (and of course, she held the strings in her hands). The sultan’s son entered the room, bent
on getting even with her, for all what she had done to him. He held the sword in his hand and said to her in a
taunting tone,
“Do you remember the time you insulted me by saying ‘You, son of a clog!?’ Do you remember, or have you
forgotten!? And do you remember the time you did to me such and such!? And do you remember …” He unreeled
before her all she had done to him.
Meanwhile, she pulled the strings and the doll kept on winking, fluttering her eyelashes, and swaying her body
coquettishly. Every time he would say to her, “Do you remember the time you did such and such to me?” she
would pull the strings, and the doll would keep on winking, fluttering her eyelashes, and swaying her waist. He
became more and more vexed and said to her,
“This is the end for you!”
He struck her with his sword. The doll broke up into a thousand pieces and scattered everywhere. One piece
flew into his mouth; he found it to be sweet. Suddenly he was saddened and said, in a sorrowful voice,
“Your beginning in this affair is bitterness (enmity), but your end is sweetness!”
That was it! She got out of the wardrobe, and said to him,
“There need not be bitterness between us. I am your wife: legitimate for you.”
And they repeated the wedding celebration in a more joyful manner. And they lived in stability and prosperity
and begot boys and girls.
2
There once was a man and his wife. They had begotten ten children, but the man was jobless and would stay
home all day long. His wife said to him,
“Why don’t you go out of the house and buy and sell! I mean get something and sell it. Maybe you will make a
profit, then we will have something to eat.” He said,
“What shall I sell?” She answered,
“Sell anything. Sell fish, from the stream!”
So he went and caught himself some fish—catfish—and put them in a soft basket and went around calling,
Close your doo-oo-oo-rs,
the Whiskered-One\fn{Catfish have long whiskers.} has come after you!
Close your doo-oo-oo-rs,
the Whiskered-One has come after you!

Naturally people became afraid and thought that this meant that the Whiskered-One came to raid their
homes.\fn{Informant laughs.} So people closed their doors and no one came out; no one bought anything from him.
He kept on going around all day long without making a sale of even one millime-worth.\fn{I.e., pennyworth.} When
he became tired he went home, without having sold a thing.
So his wife took the fish and cooked them; they—and the children—were able to have supper that night. She
asked him,
“How come you didn’t sell anything?” He answered,
“I kept on calling, ‘The Whiskered-One has come to you! The Whiskered-One has come to you!’ And no one
came out to buy.” His wife said to him in a reprimanding tone,
“You idiot, you should have said, ‘Seven of the big ones, and eight of the little ones sold at the same price!’”
He said to her, “All right.” He went out and caught some more fish. This time he caught bluegill-type fish and
went around calling, “Seven of the big ones, or eight of the little ones for the same price! Seven of the big ones or
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eight of the little ones!”
As he was going through the streets, there happened to be a funeral, and people were carrying the bier. Of
course they were crying and saying, “There is no god but God,” and things like that—all the things that are said at
a funeral. Our friend\fn{Informant laughs heartily.} kept on yelling, “Seven of the big ones or eight of the little ones!
Seven of the big ones or eight of the little ones!” One of the people in the funeral procession came to him and said
in a reprimanding tone,
“Brother, you shouldn’t say that! Say, ‘May God have mercy on him,’ and ‘May long life be yours!’”
But our friend kept on shouting, as his wife had instructed him, “Seven of the big ones, or eight of the little
ones! Seven of the big ones, or eight of the little ones!”
So, of course, people in the procession thought that he was wishing that more people would die. So they turned
around and started beating him up. He ran away from them.
He ran until he reached another district of the town. He began yelling, “May God have mercy on him!” and
“May long life be yours!”
It chanced that there was a wedding procession passing by: the bride was dolled up, wearing red and white
cosmetics, drummers drumming, pipers playing pipes, dancers dancing, and the like. All that was going on while
our friend kept on yelling, “May God have mercy on him!” and “May long life be yours! May God have mercy on
him!” and “May long life be yours!”\fn{Informant laughs.} The bride’s family came to him and said,
“Brother, this is a wedding! Don’t say, ‘May God have mercy on him,’ nor ‘May long life be yours,’ but say,
‘Congratulations! May it be with prosperity and begetting sons.’
But he kept on following them and yelling, “May God have mercy on him! May long life be yours!” They ran
after him to beat him up. So, he left his fish, placed his tail between his teeth like a scared dog is thought to do,
and ran as fast as he could home to his wife.
When his wife opened the door and saw that he had neither the basket nor the fish, she thought that he had sold
them; she was very happy. She asked him with anticipation,
“How did you do? How much have you earned?” So he told her,
“People beat me up and threw the fish away.”
And of course, he told her about the funeral procession, the wedding procession, and all that. That night, they
slept with their stomachs utterly empty. The following day his wife said to him,
“Well, why don’t I get you some lupine; do not go around. All you have to do is stand in the street in front of
the courthouse or the train station and call, ‘O lupine, you are like pistachios! O lupine, you are like pistachios!’”
So, they got some dry lupine (and as you know, soaked it in the river)\fn{ Until it became soft and its bitter taste washed
away.} then he stood at the train station calling,
“O lupine, you are like pistachios!”
So people would buy for one millime, or maybe for two (in olden times a millime had some worth) and they
kept on living like this in poverty for a while.
One day he went out to sell the lupine, but no one would buy. He kept on walking and walking and walking
until he got out of the town, and still kept on walking and walking until he reached the cemetery at the edge of
town. Still there was no one to buy. He kept walking and walking until he finally came to two or three, I mean a
few houses: a small hamlet, but there was no trace of a child of Adam around. He came next to a wall and sat
down and all of a sudden some woman appeared. When she saw him, she said to him with excitement and
warmth,
“O my brother! My beloved brother, where have you been? It has been so long since I have seen you!” The
man looked at her and wondered,
“‘My brother?!’ ‘My beloved!’ Lady, I have no sisters!” She said,
“Oh, no! Our parents died when we were little, and after that we got separated from each other. O my beloved
brother, where are you now?” So the man said to her,
“Oh, I am married; I have ten children. I am very poor and my wife sent me out to sell fish, then to sell lupine
and—as you know—this state of affairs is God’s will.” She said to him with contrived sympathy,
“How can that be: that you would have a sister and suffer like this, be poor, married and have children, and I
would not even know about it! O my beloved brother, you go get your wife and get your ten children. You’re
staying with me. I have this property, and I have that, and I have food, I have houses and I have land, I have cattle,
and I’ve got sheep: I’ve got everything. God has been generous to me. How could it be that you would have a
sister in this world and would suffer like this?”
Of course, the man didn’t, at first, believe this. Then he took up his little tray full of lupine and dumped it on
the ground and ran home. He banged on the door and his wife opened. He said to her with great excitement,
“Wife, I’ve got everything! Bring the kids! I’ve found my sister! We are going to live with my sister. She is
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going to take care of us.” The woman, that is his wife, said to him with amazement,
“What happened to you, man? Have you gone crazy, or what? I have known you for maybe fifteen, twenty
years; you have been a limb cut off a tree. All my life I have not heard of your having a sister or your having a
father or your having a mother!” He said to her with great excitement,
“Oh, no! I have a sister. We were separated when we were little. Now she is going to take care of us. She owns
such and such and she has got houses and she has got enough food for all of us!”
So the woman gathered her children and said with suspicion, “As it is said in proverbs, ‘Stay with the liar as
far as you can go, then the truth will out.’”
They kept on walking—she and he and the ten kids. When they got there his sister got up and received them
with, “Welcome! Welcome! Welcome to my brother—my beloved, my brother’s wife, and my brother’s children;
children, come here to your paternal-aunt;” and things like that. She went and killed a sheep or a ram for them and
kept on feeding them. Every day she would prepare different types of foods—foods of all types and colors. Of
course, they were not used to a life of luxury.
Now they didn’t have to work; they slept most of the day and of course, they had comfortable beds and
mattresses and quilts and things like that. One day after another and one week after another they became, all of
them, obese with quivering flabby fat! (Of course: they were living in luxury.)
One day, as they all were asleep, his sister came stealthily. And once she was inside the room, she started
feeling them on their parson’s nose\fn{Informant laughs.} and would say growling,
“Hmmm, I raise you, I fatten you, and then I turn around and devour you. Hmmm, I raise you. Hmmm, I fatten
you, and then I turn around and devour you!”
Now, who heard her? The woman! Of course, she became very scared but she didn’t make a movement. His
sister turned around and went out saying, “Tomorrow I start with the biggest one!” (the biggest kid, that is).
In the morning the woman, his wife, went to him and said secretively,
“Man, that’s not your sister; this is an ogress. She wants to eat us. I heard her last night saying, ‘Hmmm, I raise
you, I fatten you, and then 1 turn around and devour you!’” He said to her in a slighting and inattentive manner,
“Woman, go away! What are you talking about? Have you gone crazy or something? This is my sister; she
loves us and her heart is on us\fn{ I.e., she is sincerely concerned .} She is feeding us. She is clothing us. She is giving
us of the good livelihood that God has granted her! Now you come and say she is an ogress! Don’t say that!”
The woman said to him, “I swear by God that she is an ogress. Last night she came in and said, ‘Hmmm, I
raise you, I fatten you—”He interrupting said,
“Woman, shut up! Don’t talk like that about my sister, my beloved!”
So the woman, of course … what’s she going to do? The man, her husband, was not going to believe her. So,
she decided to escape with her children. She said to him,
“Tomorrow … I’m not going to stay another day. Tomorrow morning before anyone gets up, I am leaving.” He
answered her in an uncaring tone,
“Whether you leave or don’t leave, stay or don’t stay, I am staying. I am staying with my sister, my beloved.”
The following morning the woman got up very early, at dawn. She woke up her children and they started going
out, tiptoeing. She woke up her husband in a pleading tone,
“I say, man, come with us. She is an ogress.” He said to her in a slumbering tone,
“Woman, I told you I’m not going. I’m staying here with my sister.”
As the woman was about to leave she opened the door and as she stepped out of the room, whom did she find?
She found the ogress sitting, crouching, right next to the door and she said to her with fake friendliness,
“Wife of my brother, where are you going?” She said to her,
“Oh, I am not going, my sister. We have just been eating and sleeping and we got tired of this luxurious life. I
thought that maybe there is some work around the house that we could do.” She said to her,
“Oh, no! No wife of my brother will do any work. You just sit here endeared and honored and don’t even raise
a finger of yours.”
What would the woman do? She said to her, “All right, but there is something. Ever since we came here we
have been eating that which is fried and that which is broiled: chicken, mutton, and beef—meat, and the like. We
are really getting a little nauseated; we need something that would harshen up the stomach. We want a meatless
meal. Why don’t you prepare for us some bean mash!?” So his sister said to her,
“Whatever you wish.”
That day, she fixed them a huge pot of bean mash and of course, the woman brought her ten children and they
kept on eating. And she would say, “Kids, eat! Kids, eat!” And of course (as you know) they don’t like bean mash.
But their mother kept on saying anxiously, “Eat! Eat!”
Of course, with bean mash one eats onions, and one eats leeks, and other gas-giving things like that.\fn{ Infor329

mant laughs.} The woman kept on force-feeding her children until their stomachs became that high.\fn{ Informant
places her open hand about a foot away from her own stomach .} Also, while the ogress was not looking, she took some bean

mash and put it in their underpants; she smeared the behind of each child with the stuff. Then she said. shouting,
“Whoops! Now, sister of my husband, look! The kids have messed up themselves. What are we going to do?”
She replied,
“Bathe them here.” She said,
“Well, things will get awfully messy here. We need to go to the river. All of us need to take a dip and wash
ourselves well.” So the ogress said,
“All right. Go, but don’t stay too long. Take this tambourine with you; it will make sounds so that I will know
that you’re all right, that you have not drowned or gotten lost, I mean.”
So the woman took the tambourine and the ten kids; she went to her husband and said in a warning manner,
“Man, she is not your sister; this is an ogress! Come with us.” He said in a slighting tone,
“No, I’m not coming with you. I’m staying here with my sister.” So the woman said to him in an uncaring
tone,
“All right, suit yourself.”
She took her children and kept on going until they reached the river. And of course, they leaped into the water.
The tambourine all the time was making noise. Of course, the ogress was listening and every time she would hear
the jingling of the tambourine she would realize they were still around. The woman was clever and smart. She tied
the tambourine to a tree branch; every time the wind would blow, the branch would hit the tambourine and it
would make sounds and the jingling that a tambourine makes.
It chanced that a large freight-boat was passing by. So the woman said, yelling, in an imploring tone,
“O paternal-uncle, boatman, won’t you do us a favor for God’s sake and take us across?” The man said,
“All right, come on.”
He brought his boat closer to the bank and the woman pushed her kids into the boat and the boatman took them
across. He said to her in amazement,
“What were you doing here? This is the ogress’s country! Thank God that you got away with your skin.”
The woman went back to her home. She and her children stayed in the town where they had been living as
poor before.
Now, to whom do we return? To his sister, to the ogress who had been saying, “I am your sister.” She kept on
listening and hearing the tambourine jingle; but an hour passed, and two hours passed; then it became the
afternoon time and still she kept hearing the tambourine. She began to smell a rat. She placed her tail between her
teeth and flew to the river; she found no one. She exclaimed with great sorrow,
“Akh-kh-kh! You son-of-a-dog! You got away from me.”
And, of course, she became angry, and she went back running to where? To her home. That friend of ours—
who did not listen to his wife—saw her coming, with her eyes crackling out sparks. He said with great sorrow,
“Akh-kh-kh! My wife was right! She is an ogress!!” He became afraid and kept on looking for a place in which
to hide:
“Where shall I hide? Where shall I hide?” he wondered. He hid in the grain bin. She came in and kept on
saying forcefully,
“Where are you, you son-of-a-dog! Where are you, you son-of-a-dog! Oh, where! Oh, where! They got away!
They got away! The fattest and youngest got away!” Of course, she wanted the tender-tasting young; as for the
tough-fleshed old, she did not want. The most tender and youngest got away. The ogress kept on calling:
“Where are you? Where are you; you who …?” She kept on looking from this room to that room, in the
closets, under the beds. Finally she found him (oh what a pity!) hiding in the grain bin. From fear, he messed up
himself: he did it in his underpants, too. She said to him while growling,
“Come here! From where shall I eat you?” He replied in a remorseful tone,
“Eat me from my ears which did not heed the words of my wife!”
That was it. She descended upon him: “Hmmm, hmmm, hmmm;” she devoured his flesh and munched on his
bones, and finished him up—flesh along with bones.
Now what? That ogress did not want to lose the others: the woman and her ten kids, that is. So she said,
“By the Prophet, I will go look for them.”
Of course the man had told her where they were living and all that. So, she went and bought herself some finetooth combs, earrings, bitter-gum, needles, and women’s things, things that women and girls buy. She put them in
a stick-tray, and went around from street to street, lane to lane, pretending to be what?: A she-vendor!.\fn{ Informant imitates a vendor’s cries:}
“O gi-i-i-rls! Earrings! O gi-i-i-rls! Fine-tooth combs! O gi-i-i-rls! Needles! O gi-i-i-rls!” and I don’t know
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what else.
She finally reached their house.
The woman’s oldest daughter said to her in a tone denoting suspicion,
“By the Prophet, mother, this vendor woman who is selling fine tooth-combs and chewing gum looks like my
father’s sister—the ogress!” The woman said to her in a slighting tone,
“No, my daughter, that can’t be!” But the girl would still say in a pleading tone,
“By the Prophet, mother, it is her! Look at her eyes, look at how she is looking at us as if she wants to eat us up
with her eyes!”
Of course the woman looked and scrutinized. She said exclaiming, “By God, yes! She is the ogress!” The
woman said to her daughter with resolve,
“By God, we must play a trick on her! Just as she ate your father up, we must kill her.”
So very quickly they heated a pot of water until it was boiling—on their mud stove, or something like that—
for in olden days they did not have kerosene stoves, bottled gas, or things like these. The point is: they called on
her,
“O lady! O gum-vending lady! Come here! We would like to buy some fine-tooth combs and chewing gum!
But our door would not open, it is jammed! Creep through underneath.” (Of course, as you know, the door of
those people—poor people, and in villages—would be nothing but a few wooden boards, with a gap that high: a
palm’s span (narrator indicates with the palm of her hand fully stretched how wide the gap would be). Naturally,
the woman was very glad; she was going to get into their house and eat them all. She said,
“All right! How can I get in?” They said,
“Just set your basket beside the door and come in through the gap underneath the door.”
As soon as she stuck her head in, they poured the hot water on it! She died on the spot!
The woman gathered her ten children and they went to the ogress’s house. They lived there in contentment.
Everything that the ogress owned became theirs. Plenty of God’s boon. They brought people into the town and
populated it.
That is all. And bit by bit, the tale is over.
3
Pray on behalf of the Prophet.
Once there was a rich man (and no one is rich but God). That rich man died and he had only one son. He left
all his wealth to that son of his. The boy went wild with his father’s money; that which took his father a year to
earn took the boy a day to spend: the income was tiny while the expenditures were huge. After a short while the
boy had only three hundred pounds left. He thought,
“What am I going to do? What am I going to do?” He said,
“I will go to the souk and buy and sell as my late father used to do!”
He went to the souk. He looked around and saw a man sitting there without anything to sell: no basket, no
stick-tray to hold merchandise; everyone in the souk was selling something or buying something except this man.
There was nothing in front of him to sell. The boy went to him and said:
“What are you doing, paternal-uncle?”
“I am selling,” replied the man.
“Selling! What are you selling?”
“I am selling talk.” The boy said in amazement,
“In life, talk is more plentiful than grief on the heart! How much is a word?”\fn{ I.e., a piece of advice.} The man
replied,
“One hundred pounds a word.”
“One hundred pounds!” Coolly:
“One hundred.”
The boy thought, “One hundred pounds: to be added to the grand total that I have already squandered.” He
took a one-hundred-pound bill\fn{At the time this tale was recorded, such a bill had been withdrawn from circulation for more than
twenty years.} out of his pocket, gave it to the man and said,
“Give me a word, paternal-uncle.” The man took the one hundred and said,
“‘The beautiful one is the person whom you love, even if a slave as black as Noah’s raven.’”\fn{ No note appears
giving the exact source of this quotation; but a general statement about them prefacing this tale says that they may come from a narrative
cycle “told during the [Egyptian] Middle Kingdom about 2350 B.C.E.” } The boy replied,

“That we know already! Give me another word; here is another one hundred.” The man took the hundred and
said,
“‘Do not betray him who places trust in you, even if you are a betrayer!’” The boy replied,
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“This also, we already know! Here are the last one hundred. Give me a third word.”
The man took the last one hundred pounds that the boy had remaining from his father’s wealth. Now the boy
became cleaner than a china plate after it has been washed: he did not own even a millime.\fn{A penny.} The man
said to him,
“‘A lost hour of fun can never be made up for!’”
The boy took the three words and left. He had no place to go. He kept on walking until, after ¿îsha-prayers
time,\fn{I.e., when it was late evening and dark .} he came to a town. He knocked on a door of one of the houses—it was
a house of good-hearted people; they were well-to-do. They asked,
“Who is it?” He answered,
“A stranger, tired and thirsty.”
They opened the door for him; he entered. They fed him supper, and he spent his night there. In the morning
the owner of the house asked him,
“To where and from where?” The boy answered him,
“By God, paternal-uncle hajji, I have no place to go. I squandered the fortune that my late father had left me;
now I am looking for work.”
That man, who has taken him as a guest, looked at him and saw that traces of gracious living were still
showing on him; so he asked,
“What can you do?” The boy replied,
“I never worked before.” The man said to him,
“By God, son, there is no work in this town. I am a merchant and I have a mill that is idle; I hired many a man
to operate it, but everyone who ran the mill for a day was found dead the following morning. We don’t know why
they die, nor from what they die, but we find them in the morning—(away from you)—smashed and in
pieces.”\fn{This phrase, “away from you” appears to be a formula phrase uttered as a charm to protect the listener from being harmed by
any evil contained in the words immediately preceding or following it. I have come across this before; but I have not been able as yet to
find any printed explanation for its presence.} The boy said to him,

“Let me work the mill for you.” The man said to him with compassion,
“No, son! You are a stranger, traces of gracious living still show on you, and too young to die. Find yourself
another place. You are entitled to three days of hospitality. Stay here for those three days; afterward find yourself
a job elsewhere!”
After arguing from here to there, and after the boy’s imploring, “for the Prophet’s sake! and for the saint’s
sake!,” the man agreed to let him run the mill. The man said in resignation,
“We surrender\fn{I.e., entrust.} our affairs to God!”
The boy opened the mill, blew its whistle,\fn{ To announce that it was open .} and ran it. People, lots of people, came
from every direction, for the mill had been closed for years. At the end of the day everyone went home except the
boy. He swept and sprayed the ground,\fn{ So as to settle the dust.} cleaned the machine, and made his bed in a corner
of the mill and went to sleep.
During the night—at midnight—he heard rumbling and a great noise. He—(away from you)—woke up
frightened. He looked around and saw the wall of the mill split open and out of it came a giant jinni with two
women sitting on his shoulders. On this shoulder there was a woman who was white, white, white, as white as
milk, her hair yellow, and her eyes green; her beauty was indescribable! On that shoulder there was another
woman—a slave woman, who was black, black, black: Noah’s raven black; her hair was kinky, and her lips
drooping down to here.\fn{Narrator points to her lower chin, and laughs.} The giant jinni said to the boy,
“I am divided between these two women. I want to marry one of them but can’t make up my mind as to which
one is the more beautiful: the white or the black? You tell me! If you are right, I will let you go; if you are wrong,
I will—(away from you)—kill you!”
The boy was frightened and did not know what to say: before him there were two women: one white and
beautiful, the other black and ugly. As he was about to say, “Marry the white one, for she is the beautiful one,” he
remembered the words which he had bought from that old man in the souk, those three pieces of advice which he
had bought for three hundred pounds. So he said,
“‘The beautiful one is the person whom you love, even if Noah’s raven-black!’”
It happened that the giant jinni was in love with the black woman. Everyone had been telling him, “Marry the
white woman because she is the one who is beautiful!” That is why he had killed all those other men who were
running the mill. Everyone told him, “Of course, the white woman is the beautiful one! You should marry the
white woman.” Then, as soon as that giant jinni would hear them say so, he would get angry and would smash
them against the wall. He said with apparent relief to the boy:
“May you find contentment in what you have been granted by God.” And he went back to where he had come
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from, and the wall returned to its original form.
In the morning the man, the owner of the mill, came with the shrouds under his arm; the undertaker also came
along in order to prepare the boy for burial, because they were sure to find him smashed like those who preceded
him. They found him still alive; they were pleased. The man, the owner of the mill, said,
“Son, what happened?” The boy told him:
“By God, paternal-uncle hajji, a giant jinni came out of the wall with two women on his shoulder, and … and
… and … and …!” He told him the whole story. The man said to him,
“From now on you stay here, you run the mill and take care of things for me; God has not granted me any
children. You will be like a son to me.”
The boy operated the mill; all people came to it, instead of taking their grain to be milled in another town. God
blessed the mill for them and their business prospered.
One day the owner of the mill said to the boy,
“I, if God wills, will go to Hejaz on pilgrimage. You will be in charge of everything: my home, the mill, and
everything until 1 return.” The boy said to him,
“May God bring you back safe to us. Rely on God, and have no concerns.”
The man left and the boy took care of everything.
The wife of that hajji was not a good woman. She began calling the boy, “O So-and-so, fetch this for me.” He
would say, “Will do,” and would get her whatever she asked for but would not enter the house as rules of good
conduct require. She kept on saying, “Get me this! Hand me that!” and things like that. Of course the boy was not
aware of what she was after. One time the woman got bold; she went to the mill one night and got hold of him.
She said to him—(away from you)—“My husband is not here; he is an old man. I am young and pretty. And I am
such-and-such, and am … and seductive things like that.”
The boy was tempted. Satan urged him to betray the trust. But just before he was about to say “Yes!” he
remembered the second word that he had bought:
“‘Do not betray him who places trust in you, even if you are a betrayer!’” He immediately pushed her away
and said to her,
“Shame! Your husband entrusted his family, his honor, and his possessions to me. He trusted me! How could it
be that I would betray him! Never!”
The woman was put to shame and started crying. She said to him,
“Don’t tell my husband.” He answered her,
“Promise that you don’t do again what you had just done and I promise you that I will not tell anyone about
what happened!” She said to him,
“I promise you. And I’ve repented at your hands.”
The fire of grudge broke out inside the woman. She wrote a letter to her husband:
“You must return immediately. The one to whom you entrusted your family and your honor—(meaning
whom!? Meaning the boy!, that young man who said to her, “Shame on you! Fear God!”)—tried to do such and
such a thing to me, but I did not enable him to get what he wanted.”
As soon as the man received the letter and read it the world became black to his eyes; he cut his pilgrimage and
returned to his home town. He went directly from the train station to his home; of course the boy was at his work
in the mill. The woman told him,
“You must get rid of the boy. You took him out of the street, gave him refuge, fed and clothed him, and put
your trust in him. You took him as a son to you, and in spite of all that he tried seduction with your wife. This boy
must be killed!”
The man believed her. He had a friend—a very dear friend—who was a butcher. He went to that butcher and
said,
“So-and-so, someone from my house will come to you and say, ‘Deliver to me what was entrusted to you.’
When this happens I want you to kill that person.” (This man\fn{ I.e., the mill-owner.} was, as you might say, a king
or a mayor in that town of his; I mean a ruler of that town and people had to obey him.) The butcher said, “Will
do!” and did not inquire, “Who?” nor “For what reason?”
The man, or the ruler, went to the boy in the mill. He thought he should try to find out about what had
happened.
“Peace be upon you.”
“And upon you be peace, father hajji. A thousand thanks to God for your safe return to us.”
“Did something happen while I was gone?”
“No! Nothing happened. Everything is safe: your money, your mill and your home\fn{ I.e., wife.}
“Is that so?”
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“That is so.”
The boy, of course, as he promised the woman, did not tell. So the man said to him,
“I want you to go to So-and-so, the butcher, and say to him, ‘Deliver to me what was entrusted to you.’”
The boy said, “Will do,” and he left immediately. On his way to the shop of that butcher, he heard drumming
and pipe music, trellises of joy by women, and much jubilation. He followed the sound until he saw a procession
for a boy to be circumcised. Everyone was singing and happy. He thought,
“I should go on that errand right away.”
But he remembered what!? He remembered the third word for which he had paid his last one hundred pounds:
A lost hour of fun can never be made up for! So he joined the procession and went along with all the others to the
home of the circumcised-to-be boy. He drank the punch and ate the food along with all the others who were there.
They sang and danced; the hour of fun did not pass him by.
Now, to whom do we return? To the man and his wife. The man went home and told his wife,
“So-and-so, the butcher, will kill the boy. He will send the corpse to us so that we may—(away from you)—
bury him!”
She waited, but no one came from the butcher’s. It was getting late. So she said to herself,
“Go to the butcher and see. Get the corpse yourself!” She did not tell her husband, “I am going somewhere,” or
anything else. When she got there, she said,
“Deliver to me the thing that my husband entrusted to you.”
That was it! The butcher got hold of her and—(away from you)—slaughtered her. He put her in a sack and sent
it to her husband. The man looked for his wife but did not find her. So he put the sack in the corner.
Now who arrived at the butcher’s a short while after this had happened? The boy! He said to the butcher,
“Deliver to me what was entrusted to you.” The butcher replied,
“That which was entrusted to me has already been delivered.”
The boy went home. As soon as the man saw him he was stunned. He ran to the sack and opened it. When he
opened it he found his wife’s corpse. He said to the boy,
“Sit down here and tell me exactly what happened.”
The boy told him the story from hello to goodbye: how his father died and left him the wealth; how he
squandered all his money, how he bought the three words for three hundred pounds; and how the giant jinni really
wanted the black woman; how he refused to give in to the seduction of that man’s wife; how he followed the
circumcised boy’s procession; and how he went to the butcher; and how … and how …
He concluded, “And here I am standing in front of you.” The man said to him,
“You did not waste your father’s wealth, because you have just earned back all you had squandered, and more.
The three words you bought are worth all the money in the world. From now on, you are my son and I am your
father. I will get ready to go for my own reward. Therefore, I’ll be spending the rest of my days in prayers and
fasting. My home and possessions are yours.”
4
Once there was, and there was plenty, a king (and no one is King but God). That king had three girls; his
daughters, one that was the eldest, a second that was in the middle, and the third was the youngest One day the
king wished to go to Hejaz. So, he called the eldest daughter and said to her,
“I—if God wills—will set out on pilgrimage; what do you wish I bring back with me for you?” She replied in
a greedy excessive tone,
“I want the moon and the stars!” He said to her in a resigned tone,
“All right, eldest daughter of mine!” He then called the one who was in the middle and said to her,
“I am setting out for pilgrimage to visit the Prophet” (may the best praise and greetings be upon him) “What do
you wish I bring back for you with me?” She replied in a greedy, excessive tone,
“I want you to bring me a mortar and a pestle that people in the countries of Sind and India can hear.” He said
to her in a disappointed tone,
“All right, middle daughter of mine!” After that he called the youngest one. She was the sweetest or, the
prettiest of all three. Just as he asked the first two, he asked that one, who was the third,
“What do you wish I bring back for you from Hejaz?” She replied in a soft tone indicating compassion and
modesty,
“O Papa, I want nothing except your safety, to see again the dignity of the wrapping of the of the shawl around
your turban, and your sitting home in the way to which you are used!” As soon as the king heard her say that, he
was very pleased and said to her,
“Well, daughter of mine, may God bless you. You are the one who is the best among them!” And he left the
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room.
The following day, her two sisters went to the king (who is their father) and asked him in a sly manner,
“What did our young sister ask for?” He replied to them in admiration,
“She asked for nothing except my safe return and said to me, ‘I want nothing except your safety, the wrapping
of your turban, and your sitting at home in the way to which you are used!’” The two said to him,
“A-a-a-a-h! That youngest sister of ours! By God, she wants—(away from you)—your death; it is the custom
that when someone is going away on a long trip to ask him for something so that he may return with that
something. Our sister asked for nothing so that you may not return! She must ask for something!”
When the king heard that talk, he became very angry and went to the youngest one and said in a resolute tone,
“You are wishing that I never return! You must ask for something!” The girl replied,
“But I already have everything that I may wish for!” He said to her,
“There is no use dodging the issue; you will ask for something!”
The girl stayed in the room and kept on weeping; she thought and thought and thought: she was not in need of
anything. She looked out of the window, still thinking, while her tears were rolling down her cheeks. Her tears
fell.
It chanced that a very old woman was passing underneath the window. That old woman had a plate full of
henna on top of her head; the tears of the king’s daughter fell on the henna and turned it into a paste thus ruining
it. The old woman looked upward and saw that girl looking out the window with her tears coming down her
cheeks.
“You, young woman—are you in love or crazy?” She replied in despair,
“I am neither in love nor crazy. Keep going on your own path and leave me in my own sorrowful] condition!”
The old woman said to her in an imploring and compassionate voice,
“Just tell me about your grief, maybe I can help you.” So, the girl told her,
“My father is setting out for Hejaz and wants me to ask him for something to bring back. I told him, ‘I want
nothing except your safety, the wrapping of your turban, and your sitting at home in the way to which you are
used!’ He became angry and said, ‘You want my death!’” The old woman said to her in a tone indicating how
simple the problem is,
“Do not occupy your mind with this matter. When your father comes again and asks you ‘What shall I bring
back for you?’ say to him, ‘I want the Pearls-on-Vines. And I will take nothing else except that!’”
The girl heard that talk of the old woman; she ceased weeping.
A short while later her father came and said,
“What is the thing you want me to bring back for you?” She immediately answered him,
“I want you to bring back for me Pearls-on-Vines!”
He did not say anything and left.
When the time for his trip came, all the people in the kingdom went out to say to him, “Peace be with you.”
(You see, in older times people used to travel to Hejaz by boat or on camel-back; some even traveled on foot. It
used to take, maybe, six months or even a year for a person to go on pilgrimage and return.)
When he got there—of course, after he had finished his pilgrimage—he went to the souk and got the dress with
the moon and the stars for his eldest daughter, and he got the mortar and the pestle that could be heard in Sindland and India. Naturally these things cost him plenty. But when he asked about Pearls-on-Vines, merchants
would answer him, “We have this and we have that!” No one would speak to him about what he was asking for.
He kept on inquiring until the market day was over and everyone returned home. So, he said to himself,
“I have done what is expected of me. After all, she did not want anything.”
And he packed up his things and boarded the ship.
So the ship sailed—two or three days later, the salty sea became turbulent and wavy; the ship—the one with
the pilgrims who were returning home—was about to sink, naturally it was loaded because everyone had with him
plenty of God’s boon, that he was taking home as presents to his family and neighbors as the custom requires. The
captain shouted,
“You, God’s worshippers! Has anyone of you sinned? Has anyone of you left Hejaz without paying a debt?
Has anyone of you forgotten a promise? We will have to lighten up the load!”
When the king heard the words, “Has anyone forgotten a promise?” he said to the captain apologetically,
“A-a-a-ah! It is I who am the cause of this distress. I did not get Pearls-on-Vines for my daughter!”
That was all; they put him on a boat and set him at sea in the direction of land. As soon as they had done so the
wind subsided and the sea quieted. The ship went in one direction, and the boat went in the other.
When the king reached land, he kept on asking whomever he met,
“Can you tell me anything] about Pearls-on-Vines?”
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But no one would tell him anything: this one would say, “No, by God, I know nothing!” That one would say,
“Paternal-uncle, keep away from me for I have children to support]!” And that one would say, “If you want pearls,
you go to the gold market!”
Finally, after he had grown dizzy of going around, he sat down next to a tree in the desert; he laid down, rested
his head on his elbow, and fell asleep.
In his sleep he saw a green snake. He\fn{I.e., the snake.} spoke to him,
“I hear that you have been asking about me! I am Pearls-on-Vines! What do you want from me?” The king
replied,
“My youngest daughter asked me to bring back for her Pearls-on-Vines. She said, ‘I will take nothing but
that.” He answered,
“Has your daughter seen me?” The king replied,
“No!” He said,
“I am the one whom she wants. I am Pearls-on-Vines, the son of the king of the Moslem jinn! Tell your
daughter to bore a hole in the wall of her room, sprinkle it with rose water, and cover it with roses. I will come to
her when the time comes!”
The king awoke and returned to his home. When he got there, of course, all the people in the kingdom went
out to receive him, along with drumming, pipe playing, and trellises of joy made by women. He gave his eldest
daughter the dress adorned by the moon and the stars; he also gave the mortar that when pounded can be heard in
Sind-land and India. The eldest wore her dress and kept on walking around coquettishly in a waggly manner; the
middle one got her mortar and kept on pounding it—people in Sind-land and India heard her pounding—until
everyone got headache from the noise.\fn(Informant laughs.}
Now, to whom do we turn? To the youngest! Her father said to her in mild anger,
“The thing that you asked for was about to sink the ship! Pearls-on-Vines says to you,”—he told her what
Pearls-on-Vines had told him to tell her—that ‘You should make a hole in the wall of your room, sprinkle it with
rose water, and cover it with roses,’ and everything. She did what her father told her, what that Pearls-on-Vines
had said.
One night, as she was in her room, she heard a sound and saw the roses—the roses that were covering the hole
—stir. She looked only to find a snake creeping inside the room.
Oo-oo-ps! With the power of the Almighty, he became an Adamite\fn{ I.e., a human being.} standing in front of
her. She looked and saw a young man who was beautiful (and no one is beautiful except Our Master,
Mohammad). That was all. She appealed to him, and they fell in love. He kept on coming to her through that hole
in the wall; they would pass their time together in what?
Now to whom do we return? To her two sisters: one wearing the dress with the moon and the stars, and the
other pounding her mortar that is audible in Sind and India (that was what they had chosen). They kept on asking
their youngest sister, “What did you get?” (I had bypassed you with my talk: the son of the king of the jinn, who
is in the form of the snake, had said to her in a warning and ominous tone, “If you were to tell anyone about me,
that I am the son of the king of the jinn, or that I assume the form of a human, you will never find me.”) So, she
would tell them,
“Nothing! I am still waiting!”
O day, come, O day, go! O month, come, O month go! O year, come, O year, go!\fn{ I.e., days, months, and years
passed.} The two older sisters wondered,
“How could it be that our youngest sister got nothing and she looks happy. She is always in her room with the
door locked! Something must be the matter!”
They hid in the garden to see what was happening. One night they saw that green snake coming through the
garden and creep into that hole. They looked through the hole; they saw the snake turn into a young man; he was
handsome! handsome! handsome! (And no one is handsome except Mohammad.) That was all! Fire of jealousy
was ignited—(away from you)—in their hearts. They said,
“How could that be? We are the older and still remain unmarried! She is the youngest! We must find a way to
get rid of that snake!”
They went and got some bottles and pounded them until the glass became like powder; they put that pounded
glass inside the hole through which the snake went into their sister’s room. In the morning, as the snake was
leaving, he crept through the hole; the glass—(away from you)—slashed every spot of his body. He howled and
disappeared.
Our friend waited for the son of the king of the jinn to return, but he did not. She waited and waited but neither
a sound nor a piece of news reached her. Her two older sisters kept on poking at her:
“O our dear youngest sister, why do you seem to be so sad?”
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“Have you gotten what you have asked our father for?”
And things like that. But she did not reveal the secret of the snake, who was the son of the king of the jinn.
Finally, when her waiting became too long, and her patience overflowed, she went to someone—one of those
people who tell fortune, open the Book\fn{I.e., the Qur’an.} and other things like that. She said to him,
“Tell me about the thing that is occupying my mind!” He opened the Book (or did whatever these people do to
tell fortunes), and said to her,
“You will not find the one for whom you are waiting except after searching for seven years, seven months,
seven days, seven hours, seven minutes, and seven seconds!”
She went home and asked for rations to be prepared for her; she wore men’s clothing, and set out to look for
the son of the king of the jinn. One country would carry her, and another would put her down. She kept on asking
about the son of the king of the jinn, but no one knew anything about him. She asked about Pearls-on-Vines.
People ran away from her (not knowing, naturally, that she was not a man).
One day as she sat beneath a tree, it was midday and it was midsummer and very hot, she heard sounds coming
from the top of the tree. She listened and heard two cooing-doves talking. One said to her sister in a tone denoting
secrecy,
“O my sister cooing-dove, did you hear about Pearls-on-Vines, and what happened to him?” The other said in
an inquisitive tone,
“No, my sister cooing-dove, what happened?” The first said,
“He fell in love with a human girl. She betrayed him and put broken glass in his path. The glass slashed his
body. Now he is lying in bed in his father’s palace between the seven seas; he is between life and death. He has
sworn that as soon as he is well again, to go and kill that human whom he had loved!” The other cooing-dove
asked,
“Will God cure him?” The first answered,
“No one knows! But all the doctors have given up. But, you know, the only cure for him is my liver and yours!
If they were to take my liver and yours, roast them, pound them till they become like powder, and sprinkle it on
the wounds of Pearls-on-Vines, he would be healed!” The other one said with concern,
“Sister, spit that out of your mouth.\fn{ I.e., wish that you never said what you’ve just said .} Someone may hear us!”
The first said,
“No one is here except you and I.”
Our friend, sitting down there, heard all that. She did not even breathe.
Because of the heat, and because it was noon, the two birds went to sleep. Our friend climbed the tree until she
reached the two birds, and she stretched her hand and—oo-oo-oo-oo-ps! She got hold df the two. She mentioned
God’s name over them and slaughtered them; she took their livers, roasted them and pounded them until they
became powder.
She traveled until she reached that place between the seven seas. She came to a palace with a huge gate.
Guards were standing at the gate of that palace. She said to them,
“You have an ailing man; I am a doctor. The remedy for your ailing man is with me only!” The guards did not
doubt the news and ran to their master to tell him,
“Master, there is a man outside; he says, ‘The remedy for your ailing man is with me only.’” He said,
“Let him enter!”
When she entered his room, she found him on his bed; his mother was crying over him. His body was all
slashed up and he was saying in a sorrowful and threatening tone,
“O you Adamite girl, I have forsaken my own people for you. I fell in love with you and revealed to you my
secrets. You betrayed me! I make a pledge that as soon as I am healed, I will find you and kill you in the same
way that you tried to kill me!” She said to him,
“Before I begin to heal you—and only God is the Healer—you must promise me something. You must promise
not to leave this room until you have heard a story that I will tell!” He said, in a tone denoting resignation and
weakness,
“I agree. Give me your medicine.”
She took out that medicine—the livers of the two cooing-doves—and looked at his body. His body—(away
from you and me)—was all slashed up and glass was still stuck to the wounds. She cleaned it and sprinkled
powder on it. And she waited.
In a day his wounds crusted, in another the crust fell off, and on the third he was as before. He immediately
jumped out of his bed and shouted,
“Get me my sword! Get me my dagger! For I am going to kill her.” She—still dressed in a man’s clothing—
said to him in a reprimanding tone,
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“But you promised to wait until you have heard the story that I will tell to you!” He replied,
“Hurry, say it!”
She began by telling him, “There were three sisters; their father wanted to go on pilgrimage and he asked each
one, ‘What would you wish me to bring back for you …,” and, and, and how the older sisters became jealous and
put the glass, that they had pounded, in the hole which Pearl-on-Vines passed through, and, and, and: she told him
the whole story. When she finished, he exclaimed,
“How do you know all that?” She replied,
“I am the youngest, and I am the one who asked for you and the one with whom you fell in love. Now, if you
wish to kill me, kill me.”
They went to the king, who is the girls’ father. They told him the whole story. He ordered,
“He who loves the Chosen Prophet would set these two wicked sisters afire.”
They held a forty-day and forty-night wedding celebration. She married Pearls-on-Vines.
And they lived in stability and prosperity and begot boys and girls.
35.126 In The Surgery\fn{by Shukry Ayyad (1921-1999)} Kafr Shanawan, Menoufia Governorate, Egypt (F) 2
As he sat there, he looked intently at the doctor’s assistant, black and huge, shifting smoothly around, and
wondered how that big mass could move so lightly. His mind started analysing the causes of this bulkiness. First:
the ten and the five piastre pieces the patients slipped connivingly into his hand so that he would not keep them
waiting. Secondly, the ten and the five piastre pieces he took condescendingly from them after thrusting his
syringe into their bodies. Then the absolute contentment enveloping his fleshy face.
Of course he is married—very much so—and has a lot of children. He sleeps well at night and sleeps again in
the afternoon. He eats a great deal and never comPlains of liver trouble. He lives in one room with his wife and
their offspring, and his lawful earnings exceed his needs by far.
Absorbed, glued in his chair, barely living himself, it was delightful to live, just for one moment, the life of
that huge assistant. Delectable oblivion, heavenly dullness. Then suddenly he pressed his right side with a mixture
of pain and gladness.
He was glad because the abominable pain had reappeared just at the right time. It was really disappointing that
his right side had given him no pain at all for the last two days. He became superstitiously afraid that his ailing
body, which had tortured him for months, was now playing tricks on him, feigning to be completely sound, to
deceive the doctor’s eye. Then the two pounds fee, paid in advance to the black giant, would be thrown away. The
pain in his side was a small matter, compared to the certainty that the two pounds were not wasted.
The room became like a surrealist mobile. The three light-bulbs gyrated frantically, meeting and then separating, soaring and shooting like meteors, and then standing still and gazing at him sardonically. The chairs started
stamping their feet on the linoleum, and danced to their own frenetic music. The walls soon caught the gay tune
and swung their breasts and their buttocks, then linked their hands in an uproarious roundel, while the relentless
pain wrung his intestines and twisted his body.
The room grew tired of dancing, and his intestines had a rest. As things settled down before his eyes, his sight
was fixed on a strange object.
There was a big white spittoon in one corner of the room, and around it roamed a small dark creature, a
cockroach.
It began to climb up the smooth white slope of the spittoon till it reached the brim, and then stood still twitching its whiskers as if it were relishing its victory. The young man was astonished at there being a cockroach in the
surgery of a famous physician; he even wanted to draw the attention of the assistant to the fact, but soon dismissed the idea: why should he? He was not a regular patient; he had no right to interfere, to rebuke the assistant,
this assistant.
He reached for the small heap of printed matter which lay on a big round table and began to dip into it to pass
the time. It was a motley collection of medical journals and trade papers and old issues of Time and Newsweek.
These appealed to him because of their crumpled pages and torn covers. For he loved torn scraps. He was always
fascinated by the scraps of reading-matter in which shopkeepers wrapped his cheap food: he spread them before
him carefully and gobbled their contents before he became aware of the quality of the food, and was never put off
by the grease which made the paper transparent, one side of it becoming, as it were, a background for the other. It
was much more pleasant reading than a brand-new magazine or a handsomely-bound volume: it took in all the
cultures and all the languages he knew and gave wonderful glimpses into the most varied mentalities. There were
art reviews and books by literary pundits and essays, notebooks, ledgers and legal documents and a thousand
other things.
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That was why he picked the oldest number amongst those magazines to browse in. However, it could have
been the very latest. It is wonderful how little the political scene has changed. Only a few names. It carried the
account of the lynching of a negro boy.
Raped a sixty-year old white woman, it was alleged, in a public thoroughfare. Mob set upon him. Woman
crushed to death in crowd. A prison, a break-in, a tree and a fire and no trial at all.
Irritated, he threw the magazine back. Then suddenly he remembered the cockroach’s adventure.
He looked at the spittoon and had to wait for a moment till the creature emerge from the further slope and
poised itself at the summit of the concave crater in a wild attempt to know what was in it. The poor thing, he
thought to himself, was simply going to its death: there was a lake of poison lying in wait where it expected food.
Most probably it was a cockroach with a low I.Q., for it should have smelt the noxious chemicals and inferred
with perfect cockroach logic that this was no place for it, and that it ought to withdraw with all caution. Hadn’t
nature endowed it with that much intelligence? But then, who knows, it might be an outstandingly adventurous
type of cockroach?
A door opened and three villagers came out, two of them holding the arms of a sick woman, whose deadly pale
face looked still paler against her black clothing; her whole body was covered except for her hands which looked
like an X-ray picture of hands. Her eyes were rolling in dumb expectation and the young man had to lower his
gaze so as not to meet hers. When the shaking feet in the awkward new black townee shoes had passed he
discovered himself watching the cockroach for a third time.
It was still struggling, still determined. This time it was looking down into the very heart of the spittoon, into
the mouth of the volcano. Nothing seemed to scare it away; it was going to see the adventure through to the end.
A voice awakened the young man; it was the black giant.
“Your turn,”—and he looked at him, from high up, with only a small fraction of his eyes, as a god might.
The young man stood up apprehensively, and went in by a different door from the one the woman had emerged
from.
A bulky man of about fifty blocked the kneehole of the desk at the farthest end of the room. His thin hair was
neatly brushed flat upon the crown of his head and his whole appearance was heavily, stockily brisk. He motioned
the new patient to sit down and asked what the trouble was. The young man started to describe the pain in his
side, but soon realized that he was exaggerating. Would the doctor think him a weakling, a coward? Would he
think that he was soliciting the greatest possible attention for his two pounds? If he made this last guess, he was
not far from the truth. At last the doctor said, “Let’s see,” and proceeded to another room; the patient followed
him.
The young man was seized by a childish fear when he saw the small, white, metal bed. He lay down, bared the
part that was giving him pain and gave himself up to what was to follow. The doctor’s pudgy index finger was
cold where it touched his skin, but it gave him burning pain inside. The finger was on the spot where it hurt most,
circling around it. Then something gave a sound like a sigh, and the whole thing seemed an elaborate and painful
conjuring trick. The stethoscope came into play. It was a relief when the doctor told him to dress, although the
pain had now spread all over his stomach. Back at the desk, the doctor asked him further questions. He answered
without thinking. At last the doctor said:
“You’ve got appendicitis. You should have the operation as soon as possible.”
The matter-of-fact, every day tone of this statement made him all the more conscious of its significance. He
asked apprehensively:
“Soon? How soon do you mean?”
“It had better be done within a week.”
He felt as if his heart was slipping from its place. The pain in his side became so localized and hard and stoneheavy that he could not stand up straight. He felt sorry for himself. Would the doctor feel sorry for him? Should he
ask the doctor about the “conditions” with regard to the operation? Could he tell him he did not even possess a
single pound?
The doctor’s face was as impassive as a statue’s, feeling nothing but his own enviable health, conscious of the
knowledge that he made two pounds off every patient, and quite determined not to feel anything else. Coldly, the
doctor said:
“In the meantime I’m prescribing a painkiller and an ointment.”
The young man walked out with his head down. The electric lights seemed to him very weak. He rolled his
eyes in dumb expectation, but the big empty chairs in the waiting room were doggedly still.
He did a strange thing before he left: he looked at the spittoon, to see what had become of the cockroach. But,
his tired eyes saw, not one, but many black cockroaches.
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100.14 Zlaizlah and ’Omm-Zaba¿ba¿: A Folktale (told by Kâmlah A. (c.1922- )} Bârîs Oasis, New Valley
Governorate, western desert, Egypt (F) 4
There was a woman whom God had not compensated by granting her any children. She prayed to God,
“O God, my Lord, grant me a child; if it happened to be a girl, I will dress her in silk and undress her in silk!”
God accepted her plea and granted her a baby girl. She raised her in luxury; she dressed her in silk dresses.
Whenever a dress got soiled she would not wash it, but would use it to wipe her daughter’s feces and would throw
it out in the neighbor’s yard. That woman neighbor collected these dresses; she took them, washed them, and kept
them until she had a full bolt.
When the girl grew up—that girl’s name was Zlaizlah—she went to visit their neighbor (that woman who had
been taking the diapers, with Zlaizlah’s stuff in them). That woman was a seamstress. She had a daughter, but her
daughter was ugly; her name was ’Omm-Zabatbat. That woman said to Zlaizlah,
“Look at that silk dress!” Zlaizlah said to her,
‘By the Prophet, maternal-aunt, let me try it on!” She answered her,
“If you want to have it, close the lid of the chest that you have at your home on your mother’s neck. If you do
that, I will give you the dress!”
The girl went home and as her mother was getting something out of the chest, the girl, her own daughter who
is her own flesh and blood, rushed and slammed the lid shut on her neck. The woman fell down without making a
sound. The girl—of course, she was young and did not understand—went to that neighbor woman and said,
“I did as you told me, now give me the dress!” She said to her,
“First, say to your father, marry our neighbor so that she may serve us. After you have done that, I will give
you the dress!”
Zlaizlah went to her father and said,
“Father, marry our neighbor.” He replied,
“Girl, your mother has not been dead for a full week yet! Her blood hasn’t dried up yet in her grave! And you
want me to marry!” She answered,
“Our neighbor is a fine woman; who will grind and bake for us? Who will look after you?” She said to him all
these things which that seamstress neighbor had told her to say. The man said,
“All right, since this is what you want!” He married that neighbor woman of theirs.
When the woman moved in she could not bear the sight of her husband’s daughter. She finally said to him,
“It is either I or she.”
The man couldn’t say a thing. The father’s wife kept on feeding her oat bread while she fed her own daughter
wheat bread and cookies.
Her mother had left her a heifer. The heifer gave her whatever food she wished for. The other girl, the daughter
of her father’s wife, pretended to be ill; they brought figî (Qur’an recitalist, preacher) and gave him something in
order to say,
“Her medicine is in eating the meat of this heifer!”
The girl Zlaizlah cried and cried, but the heifer told her,
“Don’t cry. Take some of my skin, flesh, and bones and bury them. I will grow for your sake in the form of a
cat. I will provide for you even better than the heifer did!”
The other girl, the daughter of her father’s wife, kept on saying to her mother,
“Mother, I can’t stand the sight of her!” Finally she\fn{ The stepmother.} decided to get rid of her. She sent her to
Mother Ogress and instructed her,
“Go to Mother Ogress and say to her, ‘My father’s wife wants the wide-grid sieve, the whip, and the chains of
the mighty.
She went down the road to the house of Mother Ogress. On her way she saw two date palm trees, a male and a
female, quarreling: the female would say,
“I am the female. I bear fruit!” Then the male would retort,
“No, I am the male. I am better!”
When they saw her, they asked her, “Who is better, I, the female, or he, the male?” She replied,
“You are the female; you yield fruit that is good for us, and he is the male that yields pollen that we use to
make you bear fruit. You can’t do without him, and he would be worthless without you!” When the two palm trees
heard that they said to her in a tone denoting contentment,
“Go. May God make our length in your hair and not in your legs!”
So her hair became long. After a while she met two birds—a white she-dove and a raven—quarreling; the shedove would say, “I am better than you are!” and the raven would say, “No! I am better than you are!” She said to
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them,
“You, she-dove, are good, and he, the raven is also good! White is fine, like milk; black is also fine; without
the black pupils of the eye, we would not be able to see! You, she-dove, give us baby chicks to eat, and you raven
clean up the place by eating rats and dead animals. So, you are good and he is good.” The she-dove said to her,
“Go. May God make my whiteness in your face, not in your hair!” And the raven said,
“Go. May God make my blackness in your hair, not in your face!” Thus, her face became white and her hair
black.
She continued going down the road. She met two—a rose and a bee arguing. The rose would say, “I am
better!” and the bee would retort, “No, I am better.” She said to them,
“You, the rose, are red and fragrant, and you, the bee, give us sweet honey!” The rose said to her,
“May God make my redness in your cheeks and not in your eyes!” And the bee said,
“May God make my honey’s sweetness in your mouth, and my sting not in your tongue!”
Then she came to two threshing grounds; one was a sesame threshing ground, while the other was safflower!
They also were quarreling. She reconciled the two of them. The sesame and the safflower said to her,
“Take some sesame from me.”
“Take some of my safflower oil.”
That was it, of course; she became beautiful, with long black hair, white complexion, black eyes, rosy cheeks
and a honey-dripping tongue.
She reached the house of Mother Ogress. When she reached the house of Mother Ogress, she asked her,
“What do you want?” She answered,
“May God give you health. My father’s wife sent me and said, ‘Go to Mother Ogress and say to her, My
father’s wife wants the wide-grid sieve, the whip, and the chains of the mighty!’” Mother Ogress said to her,
“All right! Before I do so, go dirty the house up, move the farm animals into the sun and starve them, dirty the
cooking utensils, soil the children, and pierce their eyes!” She said,
“Will do, Mother Ogress!”
She found the house dirty; so she swept it clean and sprinkled water on the earthen floor, dusted off the
furniture. She went to the cattle enclosure and found all the animals tied up in the sun, and the feeding platform
empty; so she moved them into the shade, cleaned the feeding platform and filled it with fresh chaff, beans and
barley. She went back into the house and found the cooking area dirty. She cleaned up the mud stove. and put
fresh fire-brush beside it, took the copper utensils, cleaned and polished them. She found the children dirty and
their clothes ragged; so she bathed them, changed their clothes, and put kohl in their eyes: thus a house cleaner
than that of Mother Ogress was not to be found. When she finished, she went to Mother Ogress and said,
“Mother Ogress, I am done! Now give me the wide-grid sieve for my father’s wife!” She said to her,
“Come and louse me.”
Zlaizlah got the fine-toothed comb and sat down behind the ogress; every time she ran the comb through, lice
would come out by the heap. Zlaizlah, who had sesame seeds in her pocket, would take one sesame seed place it
on the nail of the thumb of one hand and squash it against the nail of the thumb of the other hand, put the
squashed sesame in her mouth and say in exclamation,
“O Mother Ogress, your lice are delicious!”
That was it! Mother Ogress took her and placed her in the magic well, and said in a commanding voice,
“O well, O well! Dress her in plenty of silk clothes! O well, O well! Adorn her with plenty of gold and ruby
jewelry! O well, O well! … and 0 well, 0 well … do such and such for her!”
When she came out, she had become beautiful—(and no one is beautiful except Prophet Mohammad!)—and
had everything: dresses, gold, and whatever one desires. She gave her the wide-grid sieve, the whip, and the
chains of the mighty. She took them and went home.
When she knocked on the door of her father’s house the wife of her father opened the door, she struck her
chest and exclaimed:
“Oh, what a calamity for me! Where did you get all these things? You must have murdered someone!” She
replied,
“No, by the Prophet! Mother Ogress gave them to me!” The father’s wife said, shrieking in a subdued voice:
“Hey, you! ’Omm- Zabatbat! You unnamable thing! Come here! See what your father’s daughter got from
Mother Ogress! Go do like she did and get some of what she has gotten!” ’Omm-Zabatbat said in a grumbling
tone,
“And what business of mine is it? I will not go!? Her mother pushed her out the door and said, shouting,
“If you don’t go to Mother Ogress, ask her for the wide-grid sieve, the whip, and the chains of the mighty, and
bring back fine things like those your father’s wife’s daughter has brought, your day will be black!”
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’Omm-Zabatbat went down the same road as did her sister. (I had bypassed you with my talk. As Zlaizlah
came home, she told her father’s wife and her daughter about what had happened between her and the male palm
tree and the female palm tree, the black raven and the white she-dove, the rose and the sesame—she told of all of
it.)
Now, to whom would our resumption of the tale take us? To ’Omm-Zabatbat! She met the two palm trees—the
male and the female. They were still reconciled and leaning against each other. She said to them in a disgruntled,
sour voice,
“My, my! By God! Aren’t you two too tall, and your height is blah. You, male! You are good for nothing
except for making brooms and baskets out of your fiber and fronds.” The two palm trees became vexed and said
to her cursing,
“Go! May God make our height in your legs, not in your hair!”
She went down the road. She came across the she-dove and the raven. She said to them in a sour voice,
“You she-dove, you fly about inside our house and make droppings all over. Besides you are all white and your
whiteness is vapid! And you raven, you are a snatcher and your face brings disaster—a bird of ill omen; besides
you are black and your blackness is vapid!” The she-dove and the raven became vexed with her; the she-dove
said,
“Go! May God make my whiteness in your hair, not in your face!” And the raven said,
“Go! May God make my blackness in your face, not in your hair!”
She went down the road; she met the bee and the rose. She said to the bee,
“By God, bee! You are a buzzer and your buzzing is vapid. You sting. Who needs you! As for you rose, your
presence is like your absence; your thorns hurt and there is no benefit in you—you are inedible]!” The bee said to
her,
“Go! May God make my sting in your tongue, not in your walk!”\fn{ I.e., in a brisk manner.} And the rose said to
her,
“Go! May God make my redness in your eyes, not in your cheeks!”
Now she had become—(away from you)—something! A disgrace: palm-tree-length legs, black face, white
short hair, poison-dripping tongue, red eyes, and could hardly move.
When she reached the house of Mother Ogress she said to her,
“My mother wants the wide-grid sieve, the whip, and the chains of the mighty!” (She did not say as good
manners require, “Peace be upon you!” or “May God grant you health!” or anything of that sort!) Mother Ogress
said to her,
“All right! Go dirty the house up!” ’Omm-Zabalbal quickly replied,
“I am not your servant! Do it yourself!” Mother Ogress said,
“Move the farm animals from the shade into the sun!” She replied,
“Are you crazy? You keep the animals in the shade!” But when she went to move them, the jackass kicked her
and sent her reeling on the messy ground. Mother Ogress said to her,
“Clean up the kitchen!” She replied,
“I am not your servant. Do it yourself!”
“Bathe the children!”
“I am not your father’s servant! Bathe them yourself!”
“Get me some firewood for the fire-pit!”
“I am not your father’s servant! Are you a cripple!? Or are you a cripple!? Get it yourself!”
That was all! Mother Ogress said to her, “Come here!” She took her and put her inside the well and said in a
commanding voice,
“O well, O well, cover her with plenty of dung beetles! O well, O well, dress her in plenty of snakes! O well, O
well, heap evil things on her …” and—(away from you)—when she came out, she was something that no one
would wish even on a worst enemy! As she went home people would take one look at her and say,
“Close the doors! Shut the windows!”
When she reached home to her mother, she knocked at the door. Her mother answered,
“Who is it?”
“I am ’Omm-Zabatbat, mother! Open up for me.” Her mother opened the door and shrieked in horror,
“Oh, what a calamity for me! Out! Out!” She kicked her out, and—(away from you)—got a broom and started
sweeping off all the things that she had on her body.
It chanced that the emir’s son had seen Zlaizlah while she was returning from the house of Mother Ogress.. He
wished to marry her. He sent emissaries to her father to say,
“We want your daughter for the emir’s son!” He replied,
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“Good and blessed.” They wrote the marriage contract and set the day for the carrying away of the bride to her
husband’s home.
On the carrying day, the mother of ’Omm-Zabatbat got hold of Zlaizlah, tied her up, and forced her into one of
those small grain bins on the roof of the house. She dressed her own daughter in the bridal gown and placed the
bridal veil on her face.
The groom’s family, and of course the groom, came to get their bride. The emir’s son said,
“I want to see my bride!” The woman—who is the mother of ’Omm-Zabatbat—said in feigned shock,
“Oh, no! What a disgrace. When she gets to your home and becomes your wife you may look at her all you
want!”
The procession went on: drumming, pipe playing, and ululations of joy by women, and, naturally, the camel
carrying the bride in the howdah was up front. The cat that Zlaizlah had went in front of the wedding procession
saying,
“The crow-faced girl is on the howdah, while the moon-faced girl is in the grain bin!”
People stopped and wondered, “What is this cat saying?” The woman, mother of ’Omm-Zabatba, would say,
“Nothing; it is only a cat! Are you going to listen to a cat! Are you crazy?”
The procession went on, but the cat kept on saying, “The crow-faced is on the howdah, but the moon-faced is
in the bin!” Finally, the emir’s son said emphatically,
“By God, I must see who is in the howdah!”
He made the camel kneel. When he took the veil off the face of the fake bride, he found—(away from you)—
something that could not be looked at. They all went to Zlaizlah’s home and found her tied up and crammed
inside the grain bin. They said,
“He who loves the Chosen Prophet would set that witch and her daughter afire.”
Zlaizlah married the emir’s son, and she went to live with her man. And they lived in stability and prosperity.
52.244 Glimpses From The Life Of Maugoud Abdul Maugoud And Two Postscripts\fn{by Yusuf el-Sharouni
(1924- )} Menoufyyia Governorate, Egypt (M) 9
The two candles went out: the girl and her mother, my wife and my mistress, and nothing remains but the
slippers.
I am a teacher of philosophy, having been a student of philosophy for a long, long time—but let’s start the
story from its end.
I am on my own in the room; a solitary, lonely room on the spacious roof where the inhabitants hang their
washing on lines strung across it haphazardly, sometimes cutting across each other, sometimes running parallel
and making triangles and squares. There’s not much furniture in my room: a chair on the seat of which I sit and on
the back of which I hang my suit; a table for writing at and eating on; a sofa on which my guests sit during the day
and on which I sleep at night; a tumbler from which I sometimes drink and in which, at other times, I place the
sweet peas I’m fond of. Everything in my room is dual-purpose, even the newspaper which the vendor each day
throws under the door and in which I follow the news of my indictment, and which I then employ at a tablecloth.
But let’s start the story from its end.
*
How terrified I am of the night! How gloomy is the night! It is not the night at its beginning that’s my trouble
but the last parts of the night. I flee from my fear at the beginnings of night when a deep sleep descends upon me
directly after having supper, be it ever so light, just as though I have taken some potent drug. It is not long,
though, before I find that I have been the victim of an abominable piece of deception, for I wake up in alarm at
three or four in the morning when the silence of night becomes louder than the din of day: the barking of a dog,
the croaking of a frog, the striking of a clock, things breaking, footsteps approaching, and the anticipation of evil
that is on the point of occurring, does not occur but will occur. A thought revolves round my mind, telling me: set
a limit, a solution to the situation you’re in; open the windows of your room when the day jostles with God’s
creatures, to announce your crime. In fact, it would be best for you to slip off without fuss to the police station and
confess. But to what shall I confess? Shall I confess that I am not at all certain as to what to confess? But do you
think they’ll wait till I go by myself? Perhaps they are coming, for if not why does a dog bark, why the tread of
footsteps? How terrible are sleeplessness and anxiety! The dawn is my escape from my torture: the crowing of
cocks, the chirping of sparrows, and the nightmare of darkness is banished.
*
On a morning at some time far distant, I was going down the stairs on my way to the college when there came
to my nose a putrid smell. At first I thought it was coming from some dead cat or dog, or perhaps from a rat that
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the children of the building had thrown into the stairwell. However, the disappearance of Sheikha Madeeha some
days ago brought doubts to my mind, she who used to fill the building, the lane, the whole quarter with activity
and noise. I climbed back up the stairs I had descended to knock at the door of her flat. However no one answered
my knocking. In vain I tried to make out the truth through the locked door; placing my eye at it, I could see
nothing; listening carefully, I could hear nothing. My nose alone was able to pick out a smell that came nearest to
that of the crime. I decided to hurry off to the police station to inform them of my fears, for more than one bond
had, before she had taken to religion several weeks ago, tied me to Sheikha Madeeha.
When I made it know to her that people’s eyes were opened and that there was no sense in being accused of
something of which we were guiltless, her answer—as though I had made a joke—was a laugh.
“Why don’t you marry?”
“I’m still a student.”
“And you don’t have the money to maintain a wife?”
“Nor have I made a choice of a bride.”
“The bride is before you, the money is guaranteed, the home already set up.”
Thus it was that she proposed marriage to me, though to her daughter: an answer that would silence people’s
gossiping, an explanation that would not occur to the Devil himself for the secret visits that were exchanged, and
a final elimination of my fears. There was nothing for me to do but go down from my room on top to her flat as a
husband to her daughter before people, and as a lover to her before the Devil. What a bed of sin! How unfortunate
our victim! What a mad woman to snatch both me and her daughter up in her whims! I, though, happy with killing
two birds, strike up my philosophical anthem: I am frightened, therefore I exist.\fn{ An adaptation of Decarte’s maxim:
“I think; therefore I am.”}
On my way back with the police there was some hope that my fears were sheer imagining and that we would
find the door open and Sheikha Madeeha standing and barring the way to the police, for should anything bad have
happened to Sheikha Madeeha I’d be caused endless trouble and I’d be the first person to be accused. When I was
asked to attend before the examining magistrate I was trembling with fear. I gave a résumé of my connection with
Sheikha Madeeha, denying and expressing repugnance at the thought of any sinful relationship with her; certain
meddlesome witnesses had informed the examining magistrate of possibilities of this nature. I admitted that on
Thursday morning I had paid her a debt I owed her.
“What debt?”
“A loan I made of her the day of my marriage to her daughter.”
“How much did you give her?”
“Two pounds as the first installment.”
As for my battle with her, I did not refer to it at all. A piece of her daughter’s shoe, with its faded red color, was
lying in front of us on the desk. Suddenly he asked me about the rest of it; I denied any knowledge of its
whereabouts. Had I been pressed I would have confessed at once, for I am no good at lying; this is one of my bad
qualities; what my tongue hides my agitation betrays.
That which I feared had happened. The door was still locked and the neighbors, women and children, had
gathered, nosing about for news of the incident. When the police broke into the flat they found on her bed the
remains of Sheikha Madeeha, giving out a stench that caught at one’s nose. My heart sank, my knees shook and I
was overcome by a severe bout of dizziness. Composing myself, I became aware that everyone was blocking up
his nose with his handkerchief or fingers, so I did likewise, and likewise I asked the same questions as they did:
Did this mean there’d been a crime? And if there had been a crime, who were the accused, who the witnesses, and
could it be that I would be a witness or an accused? And, if I were accused, what would the accusation amount to?
Would it end up with my being found guilty?
The previous summer, at the beginning of the fourth and last year of my studies, I embarked with a broker
upon looking for a room to shelter me. The first year I had been like a stray in the crush of Cairo; I had put up
with my cousin, propping myself upon him while I sought to discover the secrets of the large city, stumbling
around its twisted alleyways armed with my father’s counsels and my mother’s prayers and what little of their
food and that of my brothers and sisters they made available to me. I discovered that my accent and the way I
pronounced words would strip me bare before my Cairene fellow students, male and female. I discovered, to my
amazement, that these men and women fellow students move d about together quit openly and without restriction,
and I would have liked to behave likewise. However I lacked two things: the necessary talent or practice and a
modicum of money. So I kept to myself and became withdrawn.
*
The previous summer my cousin got married. Returning from my village, I found his pretty young Cairene
bride taking possession of the flat with smart and gleaming furniture, while my bed, chair, desk and books she had
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piled up in an out-of-the-way corner. So I went out in search of some place in which to shelter and eventually
came across my room.
*
The previous summer I discovered that I was able, through the keyhole, to watch the women of the
unassuming building as they hung out their washing: their own clothes and those of their husbands and children.
Each Friday morning Madeeha would hang out her laundry. I noticed that she hung out only articles of female
attire and that no men’s or children’s clothing was included. This was the second time I had made her
acquaintance, the first being the day which I agreed with her, in her flat, to rent my room. On that day I had noted
that she was in her forties and that her daughter, who was beside her, was in her twenties. When, though, she came
to ask me about some washing of hers she had lost, she looked to be in her thirties. She was chewing gum and she
assailed me with a scented and penetrating aroma; her dress was simple though of resplendent colors and had
about it no affectation of modesty nor yet any violation of it; her words were few, spoken boldly yet politely. Even
so I had the sensation that there was a secret call to me from her, a call that emanated from her perfume, her gum,
her dress and her polite boldness. At night, while between sleep and wakefulness, I saw her parading before me,
while the female fellow students whom I was in the habit of watching whenever overcome by sleeplessness at
night had disappeared from sight.
On the second occasion I stood there for a long time while her daughter Zeinab was collecting up the washing.
She enquired as to what was bothering me and I told her there was noting wrong, although I had begun to think
about what was in fact bothering me or about what I was perhaps in need of. My experience in the village and the
district township first of all, then with my fellow students, male and female, at college, had taught me to fear and
dread people; yet I do not learn. My need for others pushes me away from them.
Zeinab possessed neither the vivacity nor the attractiveness of her mother, though her youth gave out a quiet
charm. I noticed that she would leave her home and return at different times of the day: sometimes at noon,
sometimes in the evening, and sometimes she would go out at night and not return before morning, for which I
was able to find no explanation. However, I learned later that she worked as a nurse at a hospital. Her mother said
casually: “I do not fear for her, either from the ill or the healthy, be they doctors or male nurses, for, like her late
father, she is emotionally tranquil, by which I mean frigid and rigid. Can you imagine that she passed through the
state of adolescence as though she were an iceberg? Her husband can feel absolutely assured about his honor
without the least expenditure of effort on his part. Ha! Ha! Ha! Zeinab has also inherited her looks, likewise her
nature, from her late father. He died ten years ago and left me the girl, also this building, as my share of the estate
and of the world.”
*
The girl’s reticent behavior seemed to me to be a silent protest at the mother’s gaiety and unrestraint, and yet
the tamed human being that was within her would change into a savage animal if she heard a bad word said
against her mother. I heard her voice raised for the first time with one of the women living there as I went up the
stairs on my way to my room, and I could not believe what I heard and saw—she was, to my utter surprise,
defending my good name. For the first time I heard her pronouncing my name, and it seemed both to be and not to
be my name: Magoud Abdul Magoud.
*
So they had begun to gossip. Perhaps they are prognosticating, for up till now nothing of what they suspect has
occurred—and I trust that it won’t. In any event, it was what I was expecting, what I was fearing; I was right in
my expectation and what I feared occurred. I warned her but she did not heed my warning; her boldness frightens
me and attracts me, drive me away and draws me close. It was an accusation that was both with and without
foundation. She had paid me a visit in my room, a visit that appeared unintentional, and yet I know it could not
have been other than intentional. It had been at dawn, before anyone comes up to the roof. But why should I seek
to free myself of responsibility as though I had been chased and had been caught, without having myself made
any effort, both more secretive and subtle than hers? I had forestalled her by passing by her and asking whether
any letters had perhaps arrived from the country but had found Zeinab there instead of her; she had answered me
briefly that nothing had arrived. However, I came back to the attack when the first of the month came, not to pay
the rent, for the money hadn’t yet arrived, but to apologize to her for not paying it, both wishing for and fearing
her invitation. I was frightened of what other invitations would follow this one, and what gossip would follow
such invitation. When I indicated to her that people’s eyes were opened and that there was no point in having an
accusation laid at our door of which we were innocent, her answer was a laugh, just as though I had made a joke.
How awe-inspiring is the female body! I am a village student at the local town school in the first class on the
first day; I am the student from the provinces at Cairo University, the first moment on the first day. I must live
with audacity and aloofness; I must learn and become accustomed; I must acquire something and some things
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must remain hidden within me. My teacher was capable and experienced, accustoming herself to the timorousness
wild animal. I would hear knocking at the door and it would spoil our enjoyment; I wold find nothing but the
wind and we would continue what had been interrupted, with me gliding down into magic caves, hiding my fear
in the source of my fear.
*
The house overlooks a courtyard; in three courtyard celebrations for a saint’s birthday are taking place. There
are seventy thousand persons in the celebrations, each person has seventy thousand hands, in each hand there are
seventy thousand slippers, in each slipper there are seventy thousand candles. They sway as they chant: “The
forbidden is done, destiny has been fulfilled. You are the all-forgiving.”
On the wedding day my books were moved from the top room to the bride’s, while my dual-purposes furniture
was kept in the room. I presented my bride with various modest gifts: a bottle of perfume, a dress and some red
velvet slippers. The slippers were the cheapest of them and it was they which, to my astonishment, were the most
admired. She hugged them to her and kissed them, and I now realize what an ill-omened prophecy your delight, O
bride of mine, was bringing. As for my father, I was afraid to tell him.
*
The room had a door, the door a hole; the hole had a key. She was careful to lock the door behind her with the
key, and I was even more careful to keep the key in the keyhole, thus closing both it and Zeinab’s eye if she
wanted to peep in. Where is the place of refuge from people’s eyes? We had closed the eyes of strangers only to
open Zeinab’s eyes.
Zeinab had the habit of carrying with her a duplicate of the key of the house to the different appointments her
work took her to. After marrying she continued the practice, lest we awaken her doubts, she to whom the
whisperings of people had reached. Leaving the key, the key of the door of the house with her, was our first line of
defence. Leaving the key, the key of the door of the room, in its keyhole, was our second line of defence. The
weak points in the two defences are evident: through the first you can be stolen upon, through the second you can
be surprised and brought to grief.
The slipper we found at the door of the room, while the wailing of women and the shrieks of children came
from down in the lane. Guilty pleasure, and terror, rattled in the throat. So she had punctured the door with her
ears; with them she had seen what we had hidden from her eyes. At the inquest it turned out that Zeinab had
thrown herself over the wall, the roof wall, the roof on which was my room. Barefoot she lay, her eyes protruding,
shocked by horror and the fall from such a height.
*
The secret of the slippers is known to no one but me and Madeeha. I tried to put them on my bride’s foot while
she was a corpse that we were consigning to the grave, but her mother, whose eyes gave out a ghastly glow,
insisted on keeping them for herself. When the women mourners came, the found her hugging the slippers to her
breast and kissing them.
On the following day she turned me out of her flat. I had intended to withdraw to my room at the top without
waiting for any intimation from her. Her toughness scared me, her argument amazed me.
“Your wife has died and our continuance on your own in my flat is unacceptable on religious grounds.”
Feeling that I was being dilatory, she shouted:
“Go quietly or I’ll call the police.”
Just as fear had brought me down, so fear took me up.
I got into the habit of tearing up my papers one after the other, my father’s letters, the photos of the late Zeinab
and her mother Madeeha, my teachers’ notes; even my school books, and the notebooks in which I prepared my
lectures for giving to the students, I got rid of, for there might be something in them which, without my knowing
it, would convict me.
*
On the nights of the birthday celebrations Madeeha would go out, with disheveled hair, bare of foot and
wearing a tattered galabia. In each hand she would hold a slipper, in each slipper she would place a candle, on
each candle she would make a flame. She would go on mumbling words, neither in a whisper nor shouting: “Sins
we committed and Your eye sleeps not. So, Lord of mankind, you have taken a terrible vengeance.” Then she
would shriek: “I saw you … I caught you … you and him.”
Ambiguity on lips of clarity; the secret is on the point of becoming a scandal. The deeper it penetrated into the
lane, the higher it rose up into the building; it advanced a foot and went back a foot. The celebrations broke up
with Madeeha still wandering round the streets. On her head was a tray, on the tray the two slippers, in the two
slippers two candles, on the candles two flames. The people were divided into two camps: one camp which,
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whenever they saw her, would marvel and admire, would stand in awe and ask her blessing, and another which,
whenever they saw me—and without seeing me—would fabricate lies and whisper among themselves.
My fears were now concentrated on the two slippers, on their red color, their velvet touch, and on the smell of
feet and toes that lingered in them. In my sleep I saw them moving, as though some human being was wearing
them, and they would freely roam around the walls of the room; whenever they reached the ceiling they would
fall down on my head, and I would brush them away as I started up in fear, at which they would continue their
journey. I would wake up to find that my bladder was filled with urine.
*
If I were to snatch them away, I would have snatched my secret away from the madwoman whose words were
threatening me every day through what was being divulged, albeit not openly. More than once I made up my mind
when we happened to meet, shambling through the dust of the lane in summer and wading through its slippery
mud in winter, to attack her and wrest them from her, but I would fear my fear, the obscure would become clear,
the secret exposed. Were she to leave them for an instant in her flat I would creep along to it and steal them, but
she went out only with them, returned only with them.
One evening I knocked at her door. When she caught sight of me her eyes bulged, her voice became a hiss:
“Don’t you dare come closer. I know why you’ve come.”
Then she hurried to her sofa that stood in the front room where the slippers lay; seizing them up, she hugged
them to her, while I feigned calm in an attempt to calm her down too as she heard my reply:
“I have come to announce my renunciation of my share of the inheritance.”
“Liar.”
“And to announce that I have found another room.”
For a moment she was taken aback, then, waving the slippers, she said:
“You will not escape from the eye of God.”
She returned the slippers to her bosom, being careful to maintain the distance between herself and me, while I,
studying the position, continued what I had to say:
“I came to pay off part of the debt I owe you.”
“You have many debts and are bankrupt.”
I stretched out my hand with the money and she stretched out a hand with which to take it, while the other held
tight the slippers in a desperate grasp. How often had I kissed these two hands, tender and soft, and now one of
them has sprouted the claws of a lioness defending her cub, while I caught sight of the swelling veins on the back
of the other one as it was brought close up to my eyes, as though I were viewing it through a microscope; so close
was it to my mouth that I was tempted to bite it, even to gnaw at it. It seemed, though, that there was no way for
me to snatch away her charmed treasure merely by means of a localized battle of hands, especially as her shrieks
were on the point of spoiling my plan. Strike the head and the hands will go limp. Had a second passed? Two
seconds? The slippers were in my hands; my secrete was mine. I locked the door behind me and hastened to my
room. I was certain that no one had seen me, neither on the stairway nor on the roof. Here were the accursed
slippers before me; I looked hard at them to make sure I really had them. I discovered, though—and what a
terrible discovery it was that I did not have their whole being, that a small piece of them, a piece, to be exact, of
the right slipper at the back near the heel, had recently and remorselessly been snatched from it. Doubtless I had
been forced, without noticing it, to leave it in her grasp as I hurried, frightened and joyful, from her flat, reckoning
that my victory over her had been complete and that I had finally robbed her of her weapon against me. And yet
here she was, still retaining, in her state of unconsciousness, a part of the whole I had reckoned was mine.
*
During my illness the two red slippers appeared anew to be chasing me round the walls of my room: once at
dawn and again before evening set in. Despite the fact that I saw them with such clarity on both occasions that I
could see where the piece had been wrenched from the right slipper, at the back exactly where the heel was, I
realized that this could be as a result of the fever, a mere hallucination, and that I should cling to the factual
evidence of my room: its walls, its tiled floor, its ceiling, the table and the sofa, the chair and the tumbler. I was
frightened that I would lose contact with this world and never find my way back to it.
On that day I discovered that I had chosen cancer as a disease with which to frighten myself and of which to be
frightened for those I loved. My choice of this disease was made because of the characteristics peculiar to it, it
being almost the only malady for which medicine has as yet found neither cause nor cure; it attacks people of all
ages; it sneaks up upon the body at any place, and any pain, even a mere upset without pain, is a warning of the
onset of this malignant disease. As for the pain it gives, it is, in most cases, the most fearful and terrible.
That day my sensation of solitude was multiplied. That day I made two discoveries: the first of these was that I
do not rear death, and the second was that not fearing death does not mean, as I had imagined, not fearing what
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comes before death. My fear of pain and of want, and of having my self-esteem slighted, became multiplied. That
day I had been on the way to a quick recovery, except for the fact that the specter of disease still terrifies me, and
what terrifies me about it is that it will lead me to a world of illusions and hallucinations.
That day I discovered that my fears had extended so as to embrace all sides of my life: my fear that an illness
will wholly cripple me, that my mother or father will die, that my headmaster or inspector will write a bad report
about me.
After being on my way to recovery I discovered that the illusion in my fears outstripped the reality: I had been
ill and had recovered; my father had been exposed to an act of blood revenge in the village and had escaped
unharmed; neither headmaster nor inspector had done me wrong; and since the examining magistrate had released
me a long time ago no person had entertained any doubts about me and no examining magistrate had detained or
questioned me. I should, therefore, shake off my fear and proceed with confidence and equanimity. That day I
ventured to visit a colleague of mine at his home and have my dinner at one of the city’s most luxurious
restaurants. On my return to my room I ventured to open the windows and, removing the key from the keyhole,
sank back, for the first time for many years, into a deep sleep without insomnia or anxiety, while moonlight and
the night’s breeze gently caressed me.
However, about a week after I was on my way to recover, it happened that I received a telegram giving me the
news of my father’s death, suddenly and without warning. At that moment I was overcome by a deep feeling of
regret; I realized that my fear for him had been protecting him and that I had preferred my own tranquillity and
had abandoned my protection of him and that I had thus given death this golden opportunity to come upon me
unawares and snatch him from me. Thus was I punished for my tranquillity, and that day I realized that my reward
for my fear was that nothing I feared would take place—and if it did take place, its effect would be considerably
less than expectations and imaginings had inflated it to.
*
From that day on, whenever I was tranquil I was frightened, and whenever I was frightened I was tranquil, and
whenever I was tranquil I foresaw calamity, and whenever I was frightened I protected myself and was protected.
From that day on I was disturbed when not finding something to disturb me.
When I hit her on the head she fell down in the middle of the hall. When I entered with the police her
decomposed body was curled up on the sofa. The money she had taken from me at noon on Thursday was neither
in her grasp nor yet scattered on the floor. After some days the medical report came stating that death had
occurred on Friday morning. From that day on I moved between the middle of the hall and the sofa, between noon
on Thursday and Friday morning. This was my place, this my time.
If the examining magistrate had for one moment doubted my words I would have told him everything and
would have left it to him to define—in the light of the facts I supplied him with—the extent to which I was guilty
or innocent, but I left everything suspended over my head, being neither innocent nor guilty. Thus what was
hidden from me began to frighten me.
*
When I have an argument with a colleague or a boss I do not dare to allow the dispute to reach its limit and
thus to become a quarrel or estrangement, for who knows, perhaps he has in some way come to know my
disgraceful secret and will, in a moment, tear apart what the wall of fear has built up day by day, and bring down
upon my head that with which I have protected myself for tens of years, ripping from me my masked face with
which I have been screened, like the mother-of-pearl of sea-shells, like the tortoise’s carapace, through a
succession of nights and days, the passage of seconds and minutes, and would make it known that I was the object
of suspicion where no suspicion lay. Thus I would quickly retreat before arousing his doubts so that he would
burrow around in my past and so strike me at some mortal spot. I still remember the terror that came over me one
day when I had a disagreement with a colleague and then learned that he had a relative who was living in the
same lane as Sheikha Madeeha; so, although he made no reference during my quarrel to my problem, and
although I made it up with him the following day, I took steps to be transferred from that town the same day on
which we made it up, not resting till I was successful in my attempts.
*
That day I realized to what extent the nature of my personality had become dualistic by reason of the case
against me, a dualism whose cancereous beginnings made their appearance at some unknown instant of my life’s
history, maybe the day I went down from my room to Sheikha Madeeha’s flat, and it had no doubt deteriorated the
day I stood before the examining magistrate and told him half the facts, hiding and denying the other half. And
here I am today finding myself the victim of a bitter struggle between a belief I don’t act upon and an action I
don’t believe in, and an embarrassment that is the more bitter because what I show is different from what I
conceal within me.
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When one evening I was visited by one of my relatives, a divorced woman who was hoping to marry me
(while I, before her marriage and divorce, was contemplating marrying her), she revealed her charms with such a
barefaced and unequivocal invitation that my desire was aroused. However, before making my advance to the
final goal, my arousal abated when she looked at me—as I used to look at myself—with questioning perplexity. It
was apparent to me that there was nothing to distract my attentions and that I was happy to receive such
consideration and appreciation from a desirable female and that the least I could do was to reciprocate her
appreciation. As for her she dealt with the situation with superb adroitness, giving no sign that she was expecting
more than this emotional closeness that expressed itself in whisperings and gropings. When alone with myself,
however, I realized that Madeeha, Zeinab and the slippers, and those who were shouting, whispering and pointing,
as also the examining magistrate, had all become deposited in my geological depths, practicing from there the
magical rites of my castration that I might be deprived of the rapture of sowing my seed and of the joy of reaping
a harvest. What I had previously realized was now confirmed to me: that which I desire I do not achieve and that
which I achieve I do not desire, and that between the desire that is not achieved and the achievement that is not
desired falls my existence.
*
As for the thing I most fear, it is my succeeding or my excelling. During the past year all my students for all
the years that I teach had passed, and I had been pleased both for my students and for myself. However, I soon
discovered that I had committed a heinous crime, my colleagues accounting it a personal attack upon themselves,
those nearest to me acting before those who were strangers to me. Perhaps they feared that their students would
turn to me for private lessons and that I would thus deprive them of additional income, though I do not give such
lessons unless it be for pressing reasons, in an irregular manner, and gratis—which, too, was something that upset
them. They sent complaints to the headmaster of the school and to the district inspector, also to the Ministry of
Education, accusing me of having given my students the questions before the examination. When I was
interrogated it came out that it was not I who had set the examination and that I had had no knowledge of the
questions. What, though, I was really afraid of was that one of them would scrutinize the layers of my past and
discover my being accused in that case of mine, at which I would be irretrievably lost. From that day on I learned
that I must stay in the shade, that I must not exhibit my enthusiasm or my sincerity, seeing that I was unable to
give them up, and that I should hope that one or two of my students should fail if I wanted to be in the clear.
However, that day too I realized to my great sorrow that my case was not subject to my will, for all my students
might paws without my wanting them to and thus suspicion against me would again be resurrected. From that day
on I no longer distinguished between right and wrong, realizing as I did that someone other than I was deciding
for me, but without my being able to predict what punishment or reward I deserved.
*
When the examining magistrate allowed me to leave I did not believe hi, his way of looking at me having been
wholly one of suspicion. He was giving me the illusion of being free so as to obtain, from my behavior and
actions, evidence that would convict me, so let me be a thousand times more careful than him and not achieve for
him what he wants.
*
The remains of the slippers I threw away that Thursday night, after loading them with stones, into a nearby
canal of the Nile. They might float up at any moment—and with them my indictment; or a fisherman might rescue
them and the investigation would be opened anew, the evidence showing that my neck deserved the hangman’s
noose, notwithstanding the truth which was known to no one, not even to myself.
I endeavored to kill this moment of my life by various means, though I eventually discovered that I was killing
only myself. I discovered, for instance, that those I knew at that time were composed of neighbors, friends, and
relatives, such as my cousin who had gone to the trouble of appointing a lawyer for me during the judicial
enquiry, and I decided to avoid them altogether: let them consider me as dead and I them. I was successful in what
I began but was surprised how it ended for me, for whenever I avoided contract with a neighbor, relative or friend,
I felt that a part of my existence had fallen away, so that today I am scarcely acquainted with myself. The meaning
of this is that, whenever I try to flee, I flee from myself rather than fleeing from my pursuer. My proof for this is
that for many years I have been successful in avoiding all those who witnessed or heard about this cases of mine,
though I did, several days ago, meet up, to my horror, with my old examining magistrate, who, it appeared, had
become an elderly and corpulent judge. Smartly dressed and smelling of after-shave, he was sitting in front of me
in the dining-car of the train. Spotting me, he called out cheerfully: “Any news about the Sheikha Madeeha case?”
I tried to delude myself and others that the words were not addressed to me. His glances, though, were patently
compromising and there was no way of escaping them. At that moment I discovered that my existence was
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recorded on my face, despite the moustache I had grown and my white hairs and wrinkles. Very abruptly—in
order to avoid a scandal—I whispered: “I don’t know.”
In a singsong voice he went on:
“The important thing is the evidence. There is no value to what you denied during the investigation, nor even
to what you may have confessed. A confession may have been extorted or it may have been motivated by the
spirit of self-sacrifice in order to save some other person. Thus the lawyer is more important than the accused
himself in determining the outcome of any case; the lawyer establishes or refutes the evidence despite the fact that
the accused is his own first witness. The important thing …”
As though we were an orchestra, I joined in with him in finishing the sentence:
“… is the evidence.”
I took courage and asked him with disguised cunning:
“So they’re still waiting for … the evidence?”
Continuing his song, he answered me:
“The file still exists, even though the examining magistrate has changed, awaiting any addition, however
distant in time or place.”
I knew what his reply would be before he uttered it; it was just like someone seeking confirmation of
something he knows, yet his answer terrified me. And so—and lest he started singing anew—I decided to make
another enquiry of him. He, though, was determined to continue to interrogate me: And where, God permitting,
was I bound for? For an instant I thought of concealing this from him, but I was frightened that his station might
be after mine and that my lie would be discovered and I would thus be led to certain doom. Thee was therefore
nothing for it but to admit to my true destination, after which I tried to avoid conversing with him, though he
would from time to time terrify me with a question connected, or unconnected, with my case.
I gave up my old friends and took in their place one single friend who would stand as a wall between me and
my past; in him I would protect myself and in him I would hide myself. However, I discovered one day that he
knew my old examining magistrate, who was both his relative and neighbor. He might mention my name in front
of him by chance, just as he had mentioned his name in front of me, and would relate my story to him, thus
destroying that by which I tried to protect myself from him and so would fall into what I had tried to escape from,
for were it not for my friendship with him it would not be likely that his tongue would let slip my name. From that
day on I realized that as the number of my friends increased so too did the probabilities of my being accused, for I
did not know which of them was in contact with my old examining magistrate, nor which of them was the object
of some old suspicion. All of which led me to believe that there was no way of escaping the fact that my life was
my suffering and that my mere existence was the quintessence of my tragedy.
*
The thing that most upset me was when my friend decided to be hospitable just when I had made up my mind
to break with him. One day he invited me to a party at his house and from what he said I understood that my old
examining magistrate would be among those invited. While I was trembling in terror,. My friend no doubt was
thinking how much I was welcoming the opportunity of making the acquaintance of men of influence and
enjoying seeing beautiful, smartly dressed women and gay, elegant young ladies, breathing in their fragrance, and
being intoxicated by their laughter. For this reason my friend did not comprehend—and he would never be able to
do so—the deep, bottomless expression of melancholy that appeared on my face. Owing to my great distress I
was not afforded the necessary suavity or courage to make my apologies. When the date of the party came,
however, I told myself that I was certainly too ill to accept my friend’s invitation, and so I laid low in my room,
determined in future to avoid my friend as much as possible lest he expose me unwittingly to even more
dangerous predicaments. If I had succeeded in making good my escape this time, who knows whether I’d be able
to do so on the next occasion. No doubt my friend found no explanation for my behavior, which completely took
him aback, perhaps for a long time.
*
One day I was giving a lecture on psychology when a student surprised me with the question: Is nostalgia for
the mother’s womb or the desire to return to the fetal stage (page sixty-one of the set book) a defence of the self or
an extermination of it? Whereas I was accustomed to having misgivings about the questions some of my spiteful
students would pose this question, unusually, so stirred my deep feelings of sadness that I almost wept—
especially as I had not prepared myself to answer it.
When my inspector came to write his report on me he was laughing confidentially. I repeated to him the
student’s question:
“Is craving for the mother’s womb a defence of the self or an extermination of it?”
His face suddenly took on an expression of dejection and he whispered:
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“Look, my son, it is a defence of the self and ends with its extermination.”
He was a sympathetic and understanding inspector, differing from the rest of the inspectors and headmasters
with whom I worked. Perhaps he was speaking from some experience through which he had lived and not from
the pages of the set book. I was thus not worried about what he might have written about me in this report.
And now night comes and I securely bolt my windows, block up the keyhole with the key as I used to do of
old. I do not learn and do not change. I sleep in a squatting position as the fetus sleeps in its mother’s belly. How
terrified I am of the night, of the gloom of night! How terrible is sleeplessness and anxiety in my room!
It is my fortress and my snare. I know it now with all my senses: the color of its walls, its windows, its tiled
floor, that part of it that has remained constant and that which has changed, its cobwebby corners up by the
ceiling, its dusty corners down on the floor; its smell when it has been locked up for a long time, and when I cook
my food in it, and when I open the adjoining lavatory. I even know the taste and touch of the lower parts of its
walls: white, crumbly and salty. Daily they grow thinner and I am terrified that one day I shall find they have been
completely corroded and that thus all my plans will collapse from their very foundation. As for its sounds, I am
wholly familiar with them: wary, mysterious sounds. What terrifies me about them is that they issue from
unknown places. An attempt at defining them puts me at ease: perhaps a mouse gnawing at remains of food in the
rubbish bin or a cockroach amusing itself merrily in the lavatory. Then there are other noises, distant or close,
above or below, that grow in volume in the darkness and stillness of night: two cats wooing or yowling, a dog
barking, a foot treading, things breaking. Just as I have become fond of my room, it in its turn must have become
accustomed to me: my heartbeats when they grow so loud that they resemble the beating of a drum, and when
they grow so soft that they come almost to a stop; my breathing when it goes fast and then slow; it is, too, the
witness to my sleeplessness and my anxiety, and to the fact that I enter it on my return from work and do not leave
it again till the following morning, as also to the fact that I neither pay visits nor am visited.
And so, for the sake of maintaining my freedom, I put obstacles in its way. I myself have interned myself that I
may save someone the effort of interning me, and my password being in my own hand is better than its being in
someone else’s, or in his grasp or fist.
*
Postscript
By virtue of my studies—and sometimes as a hobby—I have read fiction. As for my own experiences with
writing, they are confined to the demands made of me by my professors and the letters I used to write to my
father, may the Lord now rest his soul. This was my only experience in the realm of writing, and so it is that while
I am the originator of this story I am not its author. Its author is the person whose name is given alongside the
title, for I am not so stupid as to record against myself words that, while possibly indicating my innocence, could
equally well point to my guilt. I have thus concealed both my age and my address, while my name and
occupation are both made up. Those means of access to my personality I have blocked up in the same way as I
blocked up of old the keyhole with the key. I am not a lover of fiction nor a seeker after glory; everything which
tends to reveal me I am apprehensive about, for it could be a piece of evidence against me to be added to my
records. At school parties I am nonplussed by colleagues who vie with one another to be in the limelight by
making a speech or supervising the activities of their students and I would point to them pityingly: there they
were, condemning their own selves. For this reason I make a point of siting in the back rows and when the
cameramen come along I’m careful to hide my face behind the man or woman sitting in front of me so that my
presence will not be recorded and become evidence against me one of these days. However, on looking at one of
these photographs I found that I had hidden my face in a quite obvious manner so that anyone seeing it would
discover what I was attempting should not be discovered, and so I realized that if my face exposed me to being
suspected, my hiding it exposed me to being suspected even more. So I withdrew myself far away from the eyes
and ears and noses of others, for my mere presence in a spacious and crowded place is an announcement of
myself and a raising of the doubts that follow such an announcement. Thus it confuses and oppresses me to sit at a
café or in a club where there are bleary eyes that scan and scrutinize me, assault and paralyze me, and where there
are loitering ears that may hunt down some suspicion or semi-suspicion, and where there are always those who
feel me out and smell me out, whereas I find others conversing and shouting and laying and clapping and
guffawing and drinking and eating and coming and going, and I ask myself which of them are the accused and
which the witnesses, which the convicted and which the judges, the examining magistrates and the prosecutors,
and which are like me, neither accused nor innocent nor guilty. And so success and fame and everything that
people imagine brings joy to others is to me a source of deep sadness and despondency.
Every year I say: “This is the last birthday for you to celebrate before life is wiped out for you, without rites or
ceremony.” Every month I say: “This is the last salary you will receive before the man that you have become is
annihilated as a punishment for the adolescent that you were.” Every week I say: “This is the last time you will
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take a bath before you are found guilty because of what you have striven to extricate yourself from and which, it
has seemed to them, you have sunk deeper into.” And every day when I shave I say: “This is the last morning you
will see your room before they break in upon your privacy.” And every year, and every month, and every week
and every day I find myself existing and I thank God because I am still breathing in the walls of my room, utterly
unable to predict my fate the next instant ,and the instant after the next. Whenever I celebrate my birthday, and
receive my salary, and have a bath and shave, I say: “Now you have become ready to meet the moment that is
coming and doesn’t come and yet will come.” Thus at every turn of time my fear renews its youth; it neither rusts
nor abates.
But even if I am able to succeed in maintaining seclusion in my room, I well realize that my existence, which
started at the first word on the first line, has almost come to its end … I become a mere memory which has for
several moments become known, as though, while an earthquake is taking place or an air-raid, or the investigation
of a serious crime, it will after a while, be it long or short, lose itself in the crush of the living and the dead.
*
Postscript
I am frightened, therefore I am non-existent.
118.76 The Sure News Is Up Ahead: A Folktale\fn{by Darweesh Omar (1924- )} Shuttureh Village, Sohag
Governorate, Upper Egypt (M) 6
Once there was a poor wood gatherer. He and his wife lived in the hills. He kept on working and selling his
firewood and saving some until he saved forty piasters. What will he do with these forty piasters? He thought and
thought:
“What should you do with this money, boy? What should you do with money, boy?” He said,
“I’ll buy a donkey.” He bought a limping donkey as good as his money allowed him.
One day while he was working, a Maghrabi\fn{ Moroccan.} passed by him; one of those Maghrabis who
discover treasures. He said to him,
“Would you sell this donkey?” He answered him,
“Buy.”
“A hundred pounds.” He answered,
“Go, leave me alone.”
“Two hundred pounds.”
“May God forgive you.”
“All right, be my partner.”
The wood gatherer thought that the Maghrabi was ridiculing him, whereas the Maghrabi could see that the
donkey was marked to lead them to a treasure. He answered the Maghrabi,
“I’ll be your partner.” The Maghrabi said to him,
“Go get me seven or eight more donkeys and come back quickly.”
He went and hired seven or eight donkeys. Instead of paying twenty piasters a day, he paid a pound a day for
each and they all started out relying on God.
When they reached the place, the Maghrabi uttered some words and the earth split. He told the wood gatherer,
“Go down there and start packing and carrying out. But there is a kohl container—do not touch it.” He asked,
“Why?” The Maghrabi said,
“Do not ask about what does not concern you. You will find the sure news up ahead.”
They filled all their sacks and loaded them on the donkeys. The Maghrabi said a few words and the earth
became like it was before. They depended on God and they hurried toward their place. At the crossroads the
Maghrabi said to the wood gatherer,
“Here we part. You take four of these animals, and I take four, and may safety be with you.” The donkey-man
said,
“Why? This way we can find a treasure every day, and what about the kohl container?”
The Maghrabi answered, “You’ll find the sure news up ahead,” and said, “Peace be upon you,” and left.
Our friend the donkey-man went home and his condition became completely different. He built a palace with a
garden and had servants and slaves and he became the richest man in the country. One day he was looking at
himself in the mirror. He liked himself very much. He looked to the Vizier and asked,
“Is there anyone who is more handsome than I am? Is there anyone who is richer than I am?” The Vizier
answered,
“Only God knows, King. ‘No one is rich except God; no one is handsome except Mohammed.’” Now the King
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—who was originally a donkey-man—said to him,
“I want you to find me someone who is richer and more handsome than I am, and if you don’t I will (may this
happen to the distant one) chop off your head.”
The Vizier went out carrying all the sorrows of the world on top of his head. He kept on looking and looking
but no one was richer or more handsome than the King. Finally, after walking had made him barefooted, he sat
down to rest inside a mosque (like el-Sayyida Zaynab Mosque right here in Cairo). He found an old beat-uplooking man who looked like a dervish sitting down next to him. The man said to him,
“What’s the matter with you? You look distressed.” The Vizier replied,
“By God, I am the Vizier and today the King asked me to find him someone who is richer and more handsome
than he is.” The dervish exclaimed,
“Is that all?” The Vizier replied,
“My heels have been worn down. I couldn’t find anyone.” The dervish said,
“Take me to him and never worry.”
The two of them left. When they got to the King, the King asked,
“Vizier, have you found the one who is richer and more. handsome than I am?” The Vizier replied,
“Yes, King. Our master, the dervish here, will tell you.” The King asked,
“Who, master dervish? Who, master dervish, is richer and more handsome than I?” The dervish said,
“The Lady.” And the King exclaimed,
“And where is she?” The dervish replied,
“Between you and her there are ten years of travel, and only you, no one else, will be able to find her” (for he
wanted him to taste how bitter things can be). The King ordered,
“Prepare my horse.”
He took his rations and set out looking for The Lady. One country carried and another put him down until he
finally came to a little town. He was very tired. He got off his horse and went inside a mosque to rest. After
having washed and done his prayers, he sat down to rest. He saw a man weaving baskets. He would weave a stitch
and come running into the mosque and go all the way up the minaret, gaze sharply in all directions, come down,
weave a stitch, come running into the mosque and go all the way up the minaret, gaze sharply in all directions,
and come down and weave a stitch.
“My God!” wondered the King, “What’s this man? Are you weaving a basket or looking for something in the
sky?” The man replied,
“This is no concern of yours. What do you want?” The King said,
“I’m looking for The Lady.” The man replied,
“You’ll find the sure news up ahead. Go.”
The King got on his horse and left. He kept on going until he came to another town and it was on a market day.
In the market there was a blind man begging:
“He who slaps me, may God reward him! And he who gives me alms, may God send him a catastrophe!” The
King exclaimed,
“Oh God, what’s this man? Are you begging for alms or wishing people evil?” The man replied,
“This is no concern of yours. What do you want?” The King answered,
“I’m looking for The Lady.” The beggar said to him,
“You will find the sure news up ahead.”
The King left. He kept on going until he came to a place where he found a man lying down under a tree. His
body was crawling with worms and he was saying,
“It serves me right! It serves me right!” The King asked him,
“Hey man, what’s your story?” The man replied,
“This is not your concern; this is not your concern. Go get the sure news from up ahead.”
The King left and after that he met a man with a she-mule. The man had a huge millstone on the mule’s back
and was making her go up the hill and down again, up the hill and down again. All that and beating her with a
whip in his hand. The King said to him,
“Brother, I have seen enough. By God, by our Prophet, would you tell me your story?” The man tied the mule
to a tree and said to him,
“Sit down. I’ll tell you my story.”
*
“This she-mule in front of you is my cousin. I was a King like you. One day as I was walking in my kingdom I
heard people whisper and say,
“‘Our King is a cuckold, for his wife has a lover and he is sitting at home not doing anything about it.’
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“I noticed that every night she gave me a glass to drink. After that I wouldn’t feel anything. That night I
pretended to be asleep and threw what was in the glass away, without her noticing it. As soon as I closed my eyes,
I heard her shout with hate, ‘May you never get up again,’ and she slapped my face and went out.
“I followed her. She kept on going until she came to the hills. There was a little hut and she entered it. When I
looked, I found a slave called Sa’Aeed. She was in love with him. He hit her and kicked her and threw her out, but
she kept on going back, imploring, ‘Oh, sweetheart! Oh, my eyesight! It was my husband—may he never get up
again—he just didn’t want to lie down and become breathless.’
“She kept on crying and kissing his hands and feet, and the ugly slave would kick her and insult her, and she
would say, ‘Whatever you do is all right with me.’
“He finally gave her a dirty piece of bread to eat and then she devoured it as if she has never seen food before.
After this, they went to a little mat in the corner and then they began to have their time. When I saw that, my
blood boiled in my veins. I attacked the slave and struck him with my sword and he fell down on the floor. I
looked at my wife and said,
“‘Why is a dry morsel of bread from Sa’Aeed better for you than all I give you?’
“She was crying and shrieking and holding his head in her lap. She threw a dish of water in my face, shouting,
‘Get out of your human image and assume the image of a dog.’
“I found myself changed into a dog running here and there. She tied me with a rope and dragged me home. She
got all the servants and slaves to beat me and said to them, ‘Whenever you see this dog, beat it. And he who does
not beat it will be put in prison.’ Was I beaten!
“One day I saw the door open and nobody was around. I ran away to town. I kept roaming the streets until I
finally came to a butcher shop. At night the butcher took me home with him. When we entered his house, his
daughter exclaimed, ‘Father, isn’t it a shame that you expose me to the eyes of a strange man?’
“Her father replied, ‘Strange man? May God prevent that. Where is that man?’
“His daughter pointed at the dog and said, ‘This.’
“The man said, ‘Are you mad? Has something happened to your mind? This is a dog.’
“She said, ‘I’ll show you.’
“She got a dish of water and splashed it in my face and said, ‘Get out of your dog image and assume your
original image,’ and I found myself a man again sitting next to her father.
“The butcher exclaimed, ‘There is no God but God, and Mohammed is his Prophet! Who did this to you, son?’
“I told him the story. His daughter said, ‘This woman will never leave you alone for you have killed her lover
and she will keep on looking for you until she finds you, for you have burned her heart.’
“She said to me, ‘If you want to get your revenge, throw this water on her face and hit her with this stick
before she can say anything to you and make her anything you wish.’
“When I went home, I found my wife still crying. The head of the slave Sa’Aeed was in front of her. She was
holding a funeral and lamenting. She was threatening, ‘If I just knew where you were. If I could just get hold of
you!’
“I did as the girl had told me and said to her, ‘Be a mule,’ and now she has to pay for what she has done to
me.”
He looked at the mule and asked,
“Isn’t that so?” The mule nodded its head,
“Yes.” Then the man said,
“This is my story and do not try to find The Lady for you will never have her. It’s better for you to go back to
your home.”
*
The King went back to the man whose body was crawling with worms. As soon as he appeared the man said to
him,
“Have you found the news?” The King said,
“No.” The man said,
“Sit down here next to me. I will tell you my story.”
*
“I was living happily with my father. We were comfortable and had land, stock, and everything. We were
happy and thanking God. One day I said to my father,
“‘I have to go and seek my fortune.’
“He said to me, ‘Why, son? God has given us ample livelihood here.’
“I did not listen to what he said and followed my own whim. I left and kept on going until I found an
apartment building. Inside there was singing, dancing, and music. Seven beautiful girls came out on the balcony
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when they saw me. They called to me,
“‘Won’t you come in, Clever Hasan?’
“They lowered a lace or something, and I got hold of it and they pulled me up. Whether I stayed with them for
years, or months, or days, I don’t know. I was very happy. There was nothing beyond that, food, clothing,
laughter, no cares.
“One day they all cried and said, ‘Our mother has died. We will be in mourning for three months. We have to
go to our land and we will be back.’
“They told me I could open all the rooms in the house.
“‘You can open all the rooms except this one.’
“They put on their feather clothes, became pigeons, and flew away.
“‘Safety be with you.’
“‘May God make you safe.’
“I became alone.
“Every day I opened a room until all the days were gone except one day. I said to myself,
“‘Boy, why don’t you open this room and see what’s inside? There is only one lifetime, and there’s only one
God.’
“I opened the room. Inside I found an ogre tied down with iron chains. He said to me,
“‘Let me loose, Clever Hasan, and I will fulfill your wishes.' I said to him,
“‘What's your name?’ He answered,
“‘My name is Ungrateful.’ I said to him,
“‘Why should I set you free? I don’t need anything.’ He answered,
“‘The girls are coming back soon. I can hear them coming. Let me loose, for God’s sake! I will grant you a
wish: something you have never seen or heard before.’
“Greed possessed me, and I untied him. As soon as he became free, he said to me,
“‘Make your wish. How do you want to die? Shall I squash you or throw you into the air?’ I implored him:
“‘May God satisfy you. May God lead your path.’
“‘Never! Make your wish as to how to die. I have been tied for a thousand years!’
“When I saw that he was determined, I said to him, ‘Throw me into the air,’ hoping that something would
happen. Maybe a bird would pick me up or something.
“He got hold of me and threw me into the sky. I traveled up and down for twenty-four hours. As I was about to
land on the ground, one of the girls intercepted me before I hit the ground and they left me here. Now as you see,
my body was all squashed and it is crawling with worms. I’m living on these worms. Eating one here and one
there.
“This is my story, and you will never find The Lady. It’s better for you to go back to your home.”
*
The King got on his horse and kept on going. Now to whom did he go? To that man going up and down the
minaret—the man weaving the baskets. As soon as he saw the King, he asked him,
“Have you found the sure news?” The King said,
“No.” He said,
“Sit down next to me. I will tell you my story.”
*
“I was a prayer-crier and I used to make my living from what I got from good-hearted people coming to the
mosque and from making baskets. I was very happy and contented. And God gave me an ample livelihood.
“One day when I went up the minaret to call for dawn prayers, I saw a flock of birds flying over my head.
Little birds that I had never seen before. I thought of catching one or two for myself and my family. I stretched out
my hand and got hold of one. Instead of me pulling it down, it pulled me up. It plucked me off the minaret just
like you would pluck a weed. I was like a toy rattle in its claws. It flew I don’t know for how long. When it
landed, I found myself in a country other than the country and among people other than the people.
“I was hungry and tired. My clothes were all torn also. An old man—a good-hearted old man—saw me going
down the street and asked me,
“‘Where are you from, son?’
“I said to him, ‘I'm from God’s land.’
“‘Who’s your family?’
“I answered, ‘I’m from God’s people.’ He asked me,
“‘Who are those?’ I answered,
“‘The nation of “There is no god but Allah, and Mohammed is his Prophet.”’ The man said,
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“‘You are one of us. Why don’t you go eat and change your clothes?’ I said,
“‘I have no money.’ He answered me,
“‘Money, what? There is no money here.’ I asked,
“‘Then how do you buy and sell?’ He answered,
“‘We sell for prayers upon the Prophet—upon him be God’s peace—and we buy for prayers upon the Prophet,
but you buy and get only as much as you need.’ I said,
“‘By God, that’s a very good thing!’ He said,
“‘Go, get what you need, and I’ll be waiting for you here in the mosque.’
“I went to the restaurant and ate chicken, kabiib, rice and stew, and apples, and on my way out I asked how
much. The man said,
“‘Ten prayers upon the Prophet.’
“I gave him eleven: ‘Ten prayers upon the Prophet and one for you.’ He said,
“‘No, we take only what’s due us. Are you a foreigner here?’ I said,
“‘No, I just forgot.’
“I went to the clothes shop and bought luxurious silk and cashmere clothes, went to the barber and shaved, and
I became twenty-four-carats-satisfied. I went back to the sheik in the mosque. He asked me,
“‘How did you do?’ I answered,
“‘Nothing is better anywhere else!’ He asked me,
“‘Are you married?’ I said,
“‘No.’ He answered,
“‘Then you must complete the missing half of your religion.’
“He took me to his home and said to me, ‘If you find a girl that you like, just point her out and you will marry
her.’ I asked,
“‘Don’t we ask about her family? Her origin and her nature?’ He answered,
“‘Everyone here is legitimate. And all people are alike.’
“When we reached his home, his daughter opened the door for us and she had a face as beautiful as the moon. I
said to him,
“‘This girl.’ He said,
“‘This is my daughter and we will go ahead with God’s blessings.’
“We got married and lived happily for maybe a year, maybe two, maybe five years or six; I don’t know how
long. One day I went out and bought meat. I gave it to my wife and said to her, ‘Cook it for supper,’ and when I
left home again, I found a man selling chickens. My appetite pushed me toward the chickens. I bought all the
chickens. I took them to my wife. She asked me,
“‘Are we having a feast?’ I said,
“‘No.’ She asked,
“‘Then why all the chickens?’ I said,
“‘To have a surplus.’ She struck her chest with her hand and said,
“‘How disastrous! What about the meat?’ I said,
“‘For tomorrow.’
“She started shrieking and yelling, ‘A tomorrow man!’ And she ran after me:
“‘A tomorrow man! A tomorrow man!’
“I ran out of the house and when I looked behind me, I found the whole town chasing me. I stumbled and fell.
It chanced that I landed next to that white bird. I got hold of it and it flew me back to my original home and I
found myself weaving baskets again. Palm leaves have slashed my fingers. One day I may eat and one day I may
not. So I’m going up in the minaret and maybe I’ll find that bird again to take me back.
“This is my story, and you will never have The Lady. It’s better that you go back to your home.”
*
The King left him and went on his way. He came to that first one he had met—the beggar in the market (this is
the most important of all). When he got there he found that our friend was still standing there saying,
“He who gives me a piaster or a loaf of bread or something, may God send him a catastrophe! And he who
slaps me, may God grant him.” The King said to him,
“I have met your three friends, and now it is your turn to tell me your story.” The man held the King by the
hand (like this—tightly) and said,
“Sit down next to me. I was a firewood gatherer. I used to gather firewood from the hills and sell it to people to
use for baking. From this God sent me three, four, maybe five piasters a day. I saved some money and bought a
one-eyed donkey.”(All this, and the King is wondering, for this is his story; this is how he started before God
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bestowed upon him what he has now.) The man continued:
“One day a khawagah\fn{European.} came and asked me to sell him my donkey. I refused. He said to me,
“‘We will open a treasure and you will be my partner.’ So I went with him.
“We reached a deserted spot and the khawagah opened his books of magic and the earth opened. We went
inside and we carried a hundred loads of gold out and loaded them on donkeys and mules. The last time we went
in, I found a small kohl container. As soon as I touched it the khawagah came running at me and said, ‘Don’t open
it!’ and he took it. On our way home I kept asking him,
“‘Apply some kohl to my eyes.’ He replied,
“‘You’ll regret it.’
“I could not see the kohl in front of me and not wear some. Finally the khawageh agreed and he put some on
my right eye. As soon as he did, I could see all the treasures in the world. Greed possessed me. I said to him,
“‘Put some on my left eye.’ He warned me,
“‘You’ll regret it.’ I got hold of him and said,
“‘By God, the Almighty, you will not leave here until you have put some in my other eye.’ He said,
“‘You’ll regret it.’ I said,
“‘Regret it, regret it. You must put some in my eye.’
“He put some on my left eye and as he did, he slapped me on my face and said, ‘Go, distant one, you are
blind,’ and he disappeared.
“Now my house is full of gold, but I cannot even see where my hand is going. I’m standing here; perhaps …
perhaps the khawagah will come back. His slap is unforgettable. If he slaps me, I’ll recognize his slap and make
him restore my sight as he took it away.”
*
The King now remembered the kohl container that he wanted to have and he knew that that was his story. The
blind man then said,
“This is my story, King. And you will never get The Lady and it is better that you go back to your home.” The
King said,
“No, I must find her, for I have to find out who is richer and more handsome than I am.” The blind man said,
“Since you are, distant one, so blind, go down this road and you’ll find what you are looking for.”
*
The King left and kept on going on the road that the blind man showed him. He finally came to a huge
apartment building that was so high the eye could not reach its top. And so bright that the eye could not look at it.
Beside the apartment building he found some beautiful maidens. He approached them and said,
“I’m looking for The Lady. Are you The Lady?” One of the girls answered,
“No, I’m the servant of the servant of The Lady.”
They went inside and told The Lady that somebody outside wanted to see her. She said,
“Let him in.”
He went inside. Things were like he had never seen before, and The Lady had such beauty that nothing could
match it.
“Peace be upon you.”
“And upon you be peace. What brings you here?” He told her his story from the beginning to the end and said
to her,
“I want to marry you.” The Lady said,
“Since you have gone through all that and reached here, I will marry you if you can fill me this bottle with
sunlight.”
He took the bottle and went outside. He sat down under a tree and started thinking. He realized what the
dervish had put him to. This Lady was nothing but the world itself. The more you have of it, the more you want.
Everyone is fighting over her, but no one can have her.
He left them behind and went home and lived happily. And I was there and just returned.
26.96 The Accusation\fn{by Suleiman Fayyad (1925- )} “in a village,” Mansoura Governorate, Egypt (M) 7
Free Time
In the morning he awoke from his second snooze. The time was still before noon. He stretched, yawning, lazily
rose to his feet, made the bed and opened the window on to the light of day. The calls of vendors and the shrieks
of children flowed in. Leaning on the windowsill, he took delight in the blue autumnal sky, the flat roofs of the
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houses, the windows. From where he was he could see, through an open window on the ground floor of the house
opposite, his fellow-student Abdul Wahhab: sitting in semi-darkness, he was painting a portrait of a girl on
minutely squared paper, copying from a photograph stuck with a pin to the top of the picture. On the wall behind
it were his clothes on a hanger, the nail from which it hung being covered by his turban.
He drew away from the window and left the room. He went down the stairs. Crossing the walled courtyard of
the house, he knelt down to wash his face. He dried his face with the end of his gown and sprinkled a few drops of
water on his hair, rubbing it with his hands, and went up again to his room. He went through the hallway door
and, standing before the shelf and mirror, began combing his hair. Entering the room, he took off two lids from
the remains of yesterday’s supper and sat down to his breakfast. He then quenched his thirst with water and
wondered what he should do.
He returned to the window and leaned on it. All too soon he was bored by the spectacle: the bright light, the
empty roofs, women sitting by the doors picking over rice, blowing away the particles of dirt, the calling of
vendors, the shrieks of children.
He left the window and gazed about him in the room, searching for something to entertain him, to keep him
occupied. His school books were ranged along the floor on an old newspaper. Beside them were the books of his
colleague and a number of literary books by al-Rafi’i, al-Manfaluti, al-Zayyat, and Ali Adham, also some
numbers of the magazine al-Risala. He felt no desire to read any of the prescribed books. Of the other books and
magazines, he had finished reading the last of them yesterday by the dim light of the lamp. His mind was a blank,
incapable at present of giving itself over either to past memories or to daydreaming.
What, then, should he do? He thought about the cafés, about visiting fellow-students who occupied rooms
scattered about the quarter. He told himself that today was Friday, the time noon. The cafés would be almost
empty of customers and his fellow-students would be busy preparing, on their stoves, the lunches they had bought
themselves in the market. He would not find himself welcome. He wished he could go to sleep again; he wished
his fellow-student Farag would come back quickly from his trip to the village and bring back with him some of
the tasty country foods, some of its fruits, its news, stories about who had married and who had died and who had
quarreled. His eye happened to alight on his turban and that of his fellow-student hanging on their nails. He saw
the two pure white, newly-washed shawls. Here, he thought, was something he could do. He felt animated, full of
enthusiasm.
He brought the two shawls and, one after the other, sprinkled them with water and rolled them up beside him
on the bed so that the moist dampness of the drops of water would work its way into the whole of the fine, soft
threads.
He brought the two turbans and began brushing the dust from them, restoring to the dark red plush its normal
brilliance and splendor.
He took hold of one of the shawls and spread it out fully. Drawing it tight from each direction, he smoothed
out its silken creases with the palm of his hand. He pulled it from opposite ends and made a triangle of it. He
folded the head of the triangle over on to its base, then again, drew up his leg to his thigh, and fitted it on his knee.
Lifting the end of the sheet on the bed, he extracted several pins from the mattress by their tiny heads and placed
them in his mouth; he held them between his lips, the heads facing his teeth and tongue.
He combed through the black tassel with his hand, making sure its silken plaited strands were smoothed out
into a single tidy line.
The tassel lay towards his chest. Placing the end of the shawl by the corner of the tarboosh opposite the tassel,
he began going round it leftwards, the shawl held taut by the thumb of his right hand, gently and precisely until
the tip of the beginning had been hidden under the winding of the shawl. The fingers of his left hand began
smoothing out the wrinkles and making the fringe show near the end, standing up straight and neat. Then he
began putting the pins in with great dexterity: one he put in from top to bottom, a second sideways, while a third
he inserted from below, then turned round upwards and pressed downwards. Finally, he concealed the end of the
shawl between itself and the tarboosh in the right-hand corner so that when the tassel was standing upright on the
head it would be in line with the neck and back. He then made fast the final movement with three pins, the very
number he had estimated from the start. Using spittle, he paid yet more attention to the fringes till they were like
needles. He removed the turban from his knee, put his left hand inside it and twirled it round his left index finger
with his right hand. It went round twice, spinning evenly. He smiled at it, at his skill which so few people could
equal. Placing it alongside him gently and cautiously, he began doing the other turban.
Having finished both turbans, he placed them carefully alongside each other on top of the books. He covered
them over with an old shawl to protect them from invisible specks of dust. Wiping away beads of sweat from his
forehead, he seated himself on the edge of the bed.
What should he, do now? he thought again. He got up and brought the short-handled palm-fibre broom and
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began sweeping out the bedroom and hallway. He went downstairs and washed up yesterday’s plates. He wiped
the sweat from his face with the end of his indoor gown, with its black, red and white stripes, then i leaned on the
window-sill, hoping to find a fresh breeze, but there was none. The feeling of loneliness came back to him, with
its boring, weary emptiness. He thought about his favorite pastime: the dagger and the target.
On the cinema screen stands the girl, her back to the wall. The man with the dagger, when aiming at the
wooden wall right behind her, takes hold of the tip of the dagger, its handle pointing downwards, brings it up to
the top of his chest and hurls it. It plunges into the wood above her head. perhaps severing a stray hair. The
daggers follow in quick succession from his hand until her head. shoulders and arms are all ringed round. The girl
leaves her place, the daggers remaining in the wall, and there is applause for this dangerous act successfully
accomplished.
From behind the window the villain comes into view: a secret agent or spy, a hired killer. He forces the point
of the dagger between the two halves of the window. The sounds of the party spill out. He looks around for the
man who is fated to die by his hand. He spots him. Quickly he hurls the dagger with the same unerring accuracy.
The poisoned dagger plunges into its target. A loud scream. then silence. The villain who has thrown the dagger
disappears and the window remains empty before appalled eyes.
He brought out a knife. Its blade was of black, unwrought, inflexible steel. Its wooden handle was light and out
of balance with the heavy blade. It would not work for knife-throwing. He went into the hallway and slammed the
door. He tried it out. His assumption was confirmed: the knife fell to the ground. Then he took it by the handle
and hurled it. It fell. He retrieved it. He went a couple of steps nearer to the door and hurled it. It plunged into the
door, ripping the long fibres. With difficulty he wrenched it out; its tip had gone through to the other side.
He came to the conclusion that this knife caused too much damage, so he returned it to its place in the bedroom
and brought the brass pair of compasses. He opened them as wide as they would go. They had a strong, sharp,
tapered point. The grooved wheel on the other side, which opened up and held the pencil, was stiff, as was the arm
where the place for the pencil was. It would work—he had tried it before—for knife-throwing.
Holding the pair of compasses by the tip, he brought them up and threw them. They plunged into the door. The
whole of the point penetrated into the door. He should have stood a little farther away.
He went to retrieve them. Getting them out was a troublesome job. The point snapped off. The main body of
the pair of compasses remained in his hand, which had struck back against his chest. He regretted what he had
done. He spat at the door and flung the pair of compasses from the bedroom window into the street.
He brought a stone from the courtyard and went on knocking the end of the point from the outer side of the
hallway door till it was even with the wood and its other end stuck out inwards. He tried to extract it with his teeth
but failed. He knocked at it with the knife till he had flattened it against the wood of the door. Once again he went
back to leaning on the window, panting and in a state of angry dejection.
The Visit
As he was returning from the mosque he felt himself as light as a bird, as empty as a strip of bamboo. Traces of
dust still lay on the palms of his hands and there was matting on the centre of his forehead. He thought about what
the person giving the Friday sermon had said in his first sermon. He tried to remember, but the monotonous voice
in which the second sermon had been recited, memorized by heart from far east to far west, chased away every
word contained in the first. He thought: Perhaps it has settled in my soul. He assured himself: The important thing
is to live in innocence, without spite or malice or envy, “cleansed of heart” as the Prophet Mohamed had said. The
priests of Ancient Egypt had also said nothing but this. Zarathustra, Buddha, Christ. What, then, was the
difference between them? All say to you: Do not be wrong-doing. Wronged against? There is no harm in being
wronged against. Christ said: “Turn the other cheek;” Allah said to Mohamed: “He who attacks you, attack him.”
But He also said: “He who desists and makes amends, his reward is with Allah. Do not act wrongly.” There is no
objection to being acted wrongly against. He told himself that tomorrow he would ask his Sheikh at the Institute.
Nearing his home, he again thought: What could he perhaps do? In the afternoon Farag would come. Until the
afternoon he should not eat, for he had slept a lot last night and into the morning. He thought about Hindawi’s
visit. He thought that such a person would not stay alone in his room; every moment he must be doing something.
He was vicious, ever-rebellious, ever-irate, with a vitality that was inexhaustible. His sarcasm was never-ending;
his eyes gleamed with ill-temper. He had never seen him calm from the time he had first known him. He was in
the class at the Institute when the Sheikh was giving a lesson on grammar, on the verb Kana and its cognates,
devoting himself whole-heartedly to It. He had put one of the students as a guard by the door. The guard would
shut the door on him, then open it as the Sheikh said:
“Open the door for Kana that he may enter.”
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The guard opened the door. The student Kana entered.
“What do you do?”
“I make the subject go into the nominative case and the predicate into the accusative.”
“O Amsa, enter. O Zalla, O Bata, O Asbaha.”
Hindawi’s turn came. He entered and gave his answer.
“Give an example,” demanded the Sheik!.
“Hindawi continued running,” shouted Hindawi.
The class laughed at the mention of his name in the example. The Sheikh flew into a rage so as to quieten the
class. Suddenly Hindawi began leaping over the desks, returning to his own by an unfamiliar route. The Sheikh
screamed curses at him, rushing after him to hit him, but he did not catch up with him.
“Make way, boy,” yelled Hindawi as he jumped. As Hindawi's feet approached, the boys ducked. The Sheikh
was running up and down the aisle between the desks, but Hindawi was always at the other end. He would run
after him, beating about with his stick to land him a blow. The stick, though, always caught someone other than
Hindawi. Eventually the Sheikh was panting and gasping for breath, puce in the face. He coughed because of the
asthma he was always on his guard against. He coughed and coughed till the tears ran down from his eyes, while
he cursed the young generation, present times, and the end of the world which was at hand.
He turned off at the street junction to Hindawi’s house. He was aware that he was drawn to him by the magic
of his biting viciousness, which was both delightful and hurtful. He passed in front of one house, then two more
on the right, keeping the door of Hindawi’s house to his left. Finding the door open, he entered the dark narrow
hallway. The door of his room to the left being open, he stepped down over the threshold.
He found Hindawi unexpectedly asleep at noon. His snoring indicated he had been asleep for some time. The
smell of his sweat filled the room with a fecund, nauseating stench. His crinkly hair was rumpled from tossing
about in his sleep. He was sleeping in his woollen galabia with the country-style neck-opening and his silk,
striped waistcoat. His Upper Egyptian face was dark brown, sharp-featured, with thick moustache and eyebrows.
As he regarded him he thought: if he were not a student he would be a railway porter, a night prowler on village
farms, a crooked merchant.
It occurred to him that the other’s world was closed to him, that he had never entered it. He would have liked
to wake him up, to talk. to him. He was on the point of doing so. He hesitated: sleep has its own sanctity, is a
temporary respite.
He saw the end of his wallet protruding from his waistcoat pocket through the opening in his gown, as though
about to fall, as though some hand had been pulling it out, had then hesitated or changed its mind suddenly. He
approached it: its thick leather was dark brown and it bulged with the pieces of paper it carried. God alone—and
its owner—knew what good things and secrets it had hidden inside it. He thought of stretching out his hand and
seeing what was in it. He thought of taking a small note from the money it contained.
He stretched out his hand and touched it. For a fleeting moment his hand stopped there, while his heart
thumped.
A fleeting moment, no more. This isn’t taking, it’s stealing. He did not have the right to spy on someone’s
personal affairs.
He pushed the wallet down, covering it over carefully, cautiously, with the end of the opening of the gown
decorated with black thread.
As he was walking round the room away from Hindawi, it seemed to him that he saw two half-open eyes, so
slightly open as to be scarcely perceptible, fluttering to the suddenly calm rhythm of his breathing. He stared at
him for a moment. His breathing was once again heavy and labored. He reckoned he was completely asleep, now
that his eyes were again closed tight. He felt a tenderness towards the sleeping man, a sympathy and affection.
The two wooden halves of the window were open. He closed them gently, taking care to make no noise. He
walked on tip-toe. Taking a light coverlet, he covered him up to the chest with it. He arranged the end of the sheet
of his own camp bed. On an ashtray he saw a packet of Gold Flake. He opened it. He felt a desire for a cigarette,
to smoke it at his leisure. He took one. He remembered he had some matches at home. He withdrew from the
room, stepping over the threshold and up into the hallway. He drew the door to behind him.
As he was leaving the room he saw the landlady sitting in the darkness in another small, narrow hallway,
watching him with half-closed eyes. Momentarily uneasy, he left the house.
The Trial
When he awoke to the call of the high-pitched, sarcastic nasal voice, and the movements of Farag’s hands
shaking him, it was evening. A bewildering surprise was in wait for him: Hindawi was sitting, a short cane in his
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hand and his elbows resting on his knees, in the only chair in the room. On his face was a scowling, glowering
silence and a gaze that was directed towards him with impatient hate. Farag was standing up, with his fair, oval
face, his huge nose, narrow forehead and differendy colored eyes; his woollen peasant skull-cap, the color of
cooking butter, was tilted backwards, pressed down upon light, honey-colored hair, the ends of which showed on
his forehead in a triangle; his ears were as large as those of a basket. He rose to his feet, then sat down again. His
inner self told him that something unpleasant was going to happen. The light from the fully opened room looked
yellow, mournful and depressing. He felt a sensation of sadness and anxiety for which he knew no reason. He
reckoned he was ill. Without wanting to, he smiled at Farag:
“Thanks be to Allah for your safe return. When did you arrive?”
“What safety does someone like you give?” the other yelled with nasal sarcasm.
He looked at Farag once, at Hindawi once. He was sure about the unpleasantness. He got to his feet. He was
surprised at not finding a newspaper spread out as was usual whenever Farag came back from a trip, with dishes
of stuffed vegetables and pigeons on it, and baked eggs and loaves of bread that were still hot, retaining the smell
of the oven, of burning and fire. Farag’s hand was inside the left-hand opening of his gown, by his pelvis, idly
playing.
He went to the window. He looked out, to his left, at the far horizon, broken by lines of roofs. A twilight cloud
was reddened by the rays of the facing sun. A thought leapt into his head: Hindawi has been robbed; Hindawi has
come to accuse me of the theft.
At the very moment he turned, tense and uneasy, angry and challenging, Farag pulled him by the shoulder.
Except for anger there was no other emotion on his face: he had been accused, his punishment had been
determined, and nothing remained but the formalities. Despite himself he made the mistake of asking:
“What’s happened?”
Hindawi got up with explosive laughter. Putting the stick under his arm, he brought the palms of his hands
together. He guessed Hindawi was thinking of the saying: He kills and walks in the murdered man’s funeral.
“That’s really great, man.”
“What’s happened?”
“Hand over the wallet.”
“Wallet? What wallet?”
It was just what he had expected. He told himself that he must be careful. Any word would be held against
him.
“What wallet?” he repeated hotly. “I don’t understand. What’s happened?”
“Hand over the money. It doesn’t matter about the wallet.”
“Farag, I don’t understand.”
Hindawi sprang at him and got hold of him by his gown, at the chest, with both hands. Shaking him, he
screamed:
“Hand over the money—a hundred and thirty piastres. I’m not the person to be cheated or robbed.”
He stammered, shrinking into himself. Hindawi was twice his size and stronger than ten like him. Farag was
six school years ahead of him. Even if he was capable of putting up a fight, what would be the point? He had now
become a thief. The matter had been decided and was at an end. He should nevertheless try. Farag had moved him
away from himself. He quietened him down, reassured him with a sign from bunched fingers, which also bore a
threat.
“Hand over the money,” said Farag, “and we won’t punish you. We’ll keep the secret between us as deep down
as in a well. No one will know. You’re from my village and what brings disgrace upon you brings disgrace upon
me. Allah curse the Devil who put you up to it—confess. I’ll tell you what: there’s no point in confessing, just
hand over the money and the matter will be at an end.”
Tears of anger gushed from his eyes.
“I didn’t steal,” he screamed. “Search my belongings, all my books. I took one cigarette from the packet, I took
it as a friend.”
“Then you did come into my room while I was asleep,” shouted Hindawi triumphantly. “He’s confessing,
Farag.”
“I only took a cigarette,” he said pleadingly. “Believe me.”
He thought: This too he shouldn’t have mentioned. He thought: But the woman had seen him and Hindawi’s
eyes had been partly open; he had certainly seen him for a fleeting moment.
“You took a cigarette from me?” said Hindawi. “So you did come to my room. I definitely found a cigarette
missing from the packet. Oh yes, he who steals an egg will steal a camel.”
“Hindawi, Sheikh Hindawi, believe me—just the cigarette.”
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Farag seated himself on the edge of their two beds that had been brought together under a single mattress. To
one side of the room the mattress of his own bed was rolled up and covered with sacking.
“Then we’ll hold an interrogation.”
He put the question to him:
“Have you any evidence?”
“Evidence? I? Why?”
“Evidence showing you didn’t steal.”
“I swear I didn’t.”
“Evidence comes after swearing.”
“It is from him I demand evidence to the effect that I stole.” He quoted: ‘Evidence is for him who accuses and
the oath is for him who denies.’
Hindawi sat himself down in the chair.
“The evidence,” said Farag, “is that the landlady saw you when you were entering the room and when you left
it, and that you admit you stole.”
“Farag, I took … as a friend.”
Hindawi laughed. “Without my knowledge!” he said.
“I thought of you as a friend,” he told himself.
“Don’t be annoyed,” said Farag. “You took a cigarette—from Hindawi’s packet.”
“It was on the ashtray,” said Hindawi in affirmation.
“But I didn’t steal,” he said desperately—“neither a wallet nor money. I swear. Allah is my witness.”
“So you did take something,” said Farag. “Confess. Hurry up, I want to change my clothes and for us to get
Hindawi his food. We’ll bribe him so he’ll hide your shame and mine.”
“Farag, I told you, I took nothing but the cigarette.”
“And the landlady?” said Hindawi.
“She’s a liar, a liar—she’s lying.” He thought. He remembered. A wallet was sticking out from his pocket as
though it was going to fall. A hand was extracting it, was surprised by a step, a push at the door. Fleeing away in
haste, the landlady had returned and taken it after he had gone out. Perhaps she had not been there before him.
She might, for instance, have gone in after him. His going to Hindawi possibly had given her the opportunity for
stealing from Hindawi and theri accusing him. He wished he had not admitted taking the cigarette. Up till then it
had been possible for him also to deny he had paid Hindawi a visit. Yet his eyes, for a fleeting instant when his
breathing had grown calm, had appeared partly open. At that instant Hindawi had seen him. He thought: Why
doesn’t Hindawi mention this fact now? Maybe he was mistaken about what he had seen. Were this true, he
would, by his denial, be more likely to be believed that it was the landlady who was the thief. Her husband was a
seller of animal fodder and Hindawi used to sleep with her when he was away.
“Why are you silent? Speak.”
“Hindawi,” he said, earnestly. “Believe me, I didn’t steal either the wallet or the money.”
“Where are they then? Listen—I’ll skin you alive.” He turned to Farag. “I don’t want any questioning—he’s
the thief.”
“Listen, Hindawi,” he said. “The landlady, your landlady, it’s she who stole from you.”
“I’ve lived in her house for two years and she’s never stolen from me, not even when I’ve been away.”
“But she stole from you this time.”
“Impossible. She’s not a thief. She never stole from me before.” He was on the point of saying something that
would cause an explosion but thought better of it. He feared the other’s violence, his savage anger. He was
somebody who stood up to the Sheikh and the local toughs of the district. Were it not for Farag he would not have
been as amenable as he now was.
“There's no point in discussing it,” said Farag to Hindawi. “I’m hungry and I want to change my clothes. We’ll
eat first, then …”
“And my money?” Hindawi said to him, his tone reflecting his former composure which he expected and
reckoned would be justified.
“You’ll get it.”
“How?”
“Listen, Hindawi. Though I’ve taken nothing from you, I’ll pay you the money.”
“And the wallet?”
“I know nothing about it.”
Farag looked amazed. His astonishment passed to Hindawi, who suddenly said:
“I’m demanding back what you took from me.”
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“I didn’t take anything.”
“Do you think you're doing me a favor?”
“No,” he hastened to say, “but there’s nothing else I can do. You two have pronounced me to be the thief and
there’s nothing else I can do.”
Hindawi fell silent and his anger increased with his silence. At the same time, though, hls mind was on Farag’s
basket and the food it contained, as Farag took out the dishes from it arid spread out a newspaper.
“Wash the plates,” Hindawi said to him.
He carried off the plates and washed them. When he returned he found they were already eating. He saw the
pigeons and knew where they were from, the eggs too. In them lay the skill of his mother, the munificence of his
father. He wanted to eat. He was held back by shame and having capitulated to what he could not help, to what
was inevitable. Farag laughed with delight.
“Sit down,”said Farag in a malicious, tormenting tone. “It’s from your home. Eat.”
He sat down and began to eat. He lowered his eyes to the food, to the movement of his hands. He did not dare
raise his eyes.
Ordinarily, they would have been laughing: they would have made jokes and he would have listened and
laughed. Unable to resist the desire, he stole a glance at them. He saw their eyes speaking, the sparkle in them
charged with warning. Deep within his head he saw the world’s light as a sickly yellow, the horizon drowning,
during the few instants preceding sunset, in the redness of blood. .
The Punishment
He returned from below, having washed up the plates. He entered. the room and put them down. He bent down
to dry them. He heard:
“Take it—here’s your money.” The voice added: “He’ll have seventy piastres left. His monthly
messing\fn{Food bill; “mess” used in this way is a British term.} is forty and the rest he’ll have for himself.”
He thought about the school-book he had to buy for fifty piastres and the price of the cigarettes he used to
smoke on the quiet from time to time. He assured himself that his father would believe him. He would tell him
what had happened. His father would send him what he wanted—but if he did not question his story he would
come and take him away from sharing digs with Farag. As though talking to himself, he said to the others out
loud:
“I’ll ask my father for a pound. He’ll send it.”
He turned to them nonchalantly. This confident gesture set off and precipitated the moment that had been
planned. Farag gave the signal to Hindawi with a wink. Farag’s father worked as a servant with the village
omdah. His own father was a teacher, well provided for, a man of position and influence in the village. Hindawi
was offended by having the sum of money handed over to him. Perhaps he too had doubts about his having stolen
it from him. Hindawi leapt at him. The metal dish fell from his hand and spun round and round before coming to
rest, while Hindawi threw him to the ground on his face and seated himself with his full weight on his back, his
own back towards his head. Hindawi savagely twisted up his legs, grasping each foot in a powerful grip.
It was as though some sudden catastrophe had befallen him. He did not utter. Not a muscle stirred in resistance.
Farag rained down blows with Hindawi’s thick, solid yet supple stick on the soles of his feet that had been
brought close together. He struggled, with desperate movements of his legs, against the powerful grip on the, an
attempt to stop the stick from falling on the veins of the soles of his feet. In a fearful inner silence his tears
flowed. He wanted to scream out in protest, in assurance, in entreaty. He made up his mind not to do so. His
younger brother never did so when his father was angry with him. He would not say “Ow,” though he knew what
the result would be: further blows until he did say it, this placating “Ow” that brings deliverance. He abandoned
his resolution. He moaned. A few more blows rained down, then the beating stopped without a word. Hindawi
rose to his feet, picked up the stick, and examined its end which had split and become frayed. He immediately left
the room.
Getting up, he tried to stand on his feet. They hurt him. He shuffled across to his own mattress in the corner.
He sat down on its sacking. He hid his face between his forearm and upper arm. His resistance collapsed into
sudden, hysterical weeping. He heard, through his weeping, the laboured breathing of Farag, tired from the
beating he had given him and seated relaxing on the edge of the bed. He sensed that darkness was on the march,
that the sun was dropping behind the horizon, the blood-redness tarnished by black night. He sensed Farag’s
movements, heard them, anticipated them. Farag got up and took off his clothes, changing them for his house
gown which was on the clothes-hanger.
The pain had stopped but the swelling in his feet remained. He pressed down on them so as to be able, though
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with the utmost difficulty, to walk. Scowling, he dried his tears. He thought. He found no word on his lips,
discovered no course of action in his head. He sat down again, gravely silent. It came to his mind that as he was
taking the cigarette he had had a sensation of stealing. The sensation had flowed out from the tips of his fingers to
the wallet, to the waistcoat; to Hindawi, and thus it was that he had looked as though he had had his eyes half
open. The sensation had flowed out into the air of the room. It had transmitted itself to the landlady, and she had
come along after him and had stolen, as the saying goes, the camel and its load.
But you, Farag, what has all this got to do with you? Your father and mine are the reason. Were this not so you
would not have sided with Hindawi against me. It’s who your father is, and who’s mine. Or is it that you’re as
frightened of Hindawi’s vicious nature as I am?
Raising his head, he looked at Farag. He was sitting with his shoulders and back supported against the edge of
the bed. He was smoking with greedy enjoyment and eyeing him with a sly smile. He belched contentedly.
Everything he saw depressed him. Making an effort, he got to his feet and walked in the direction of the corner
where the books and turbans were. He threw aside the old shawl and began to demolish Farag’s turban. First of all
he unwound it, then removed the tarboosh from the middle of the shawl, and then the pins; he even straightened
out the special folds in the shawl. .
Farag laughed:
“So what …”
He answered not a word, so Farag added:
“You’ll do it up again by yourself.”
“Never. It won’t happen.”
Farag laughed.
“We’ll see,” he stated. He turned his back so as to sleep for a while.
He remained alone, isolated, humiliated to his very marrow. He went and stood by the window, watching
flocks of pigeons circling in the air and fluttering their wings in formations that danced, formations of farewell to
the light of day.
124.28 & 172.95 1. Half A Woman 2. Eight Eyes: Two Short Sories\fn{by Sufi Abdallah (1925- )} al-Fayyum,
Fayyum Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
1
Her heart beat wildly and she felt a surge of joy that set her body quivering. Her eyes roamed over the scene
around her. Could she notice anything? Could she sense the droves of people and the crush around her?
No, not at all. As the car made its way through the streets, her longing was almost leaping out from her heart,
pushing her forward, as if she felt the car was moving too slowly and she was struggling against a desire to jump
out and run off … to where she would meet him!
She paid the driver and rushed to the elevator. She ran into the apartment—the door was ajar, as it always was
when she came, because he knew her regular arrival time—and looked around for him. In an instant she was in
his arms, and he was holding her tightly, and whispering ecstatically in her ear,
“My darling … my darling …” Rubbing her cheeks against his chest, she began to whisper with the same
yearning,
“Rushdi … Rushdi …”
They fell into the trance of the meeting. Each was totally absorbed in the other, and everything became still
around them, except for the passionate sighs, like smoke rising from a fire raging inside her. When they had
calmed down a little, he pulled her by the hand to the sofa and put his arms tenderly around her, touching her, as
though afraid that she would dissolve from between his arms, or that, after all the time he had missed her and
whispered secrets to her and embraced her apparition, he would discover that she was a mirage. He stretched out
his fingers gently and lifted her chin. Their eyes met. It was a passionate, love-crazed look.
“What are we to do?” he cried out.
Yes, what were they to do? How could they possibly go on living like this? How long could she hold out
against the burning flame of this love? She wondered whether she could manage to lead a double life. She
wondered whether she had the strength to carry on with this comedy her whole life.
Today she would make the break between her past and her future! Today she would say her last word to him!
Today she would bring down a thick curtain on ten years of her, life, ten years during which she had been the
model of a faithful wife and devoted mother … until she had seen him.
How had he managed to rob her of her mind, her heart, and her being, and turn all the values that formed the
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fabric of her life into nothing? How had he managed to stifle all her motherly feeling, making love of life and the
self and the desire for freedom and pleasure sweep away everything else? Was this what people called the
irresistible power of love? Then there was no hope for her, no hope for life. She wondered what fate was lurking
in wait for her, and what had come over her that she could change into the opposite of who she was.
Had she had an unhappy life? She didn’t know. They had married her off at eighteen to a successful
businessman of thirty-five: handsome, daunting, and self-possessed. He respected her and treated her kindly. She
hadn’t felt any change in her life, except for those intimate encounters that she experienced with her husband at
set times, without finding any fulfillment or meaning in them. She became the mistress of a great villa, having
grown up in a large family. Her husband’s behavior was steady; the times at which he slept, woke, sat, stood, and
ate never varied. She never heard an improper word from him; his actions were marked by kindness, gentleness,
friendliness, and calmness.
She had lived with him for ten years, and in that time had borne him Samih and Najwa, a boy and a girl, the
delights of her eye and the focal points of her life. She was the exemplary wife of the successful businessman,
slim, calmly beautiful, and self-assured. Her movements, just like her gestures, were careful and deliberate. She
lent grace and beauty to the parties given by her husband; she was an excellent housekeeper, a model mother, and
an obedient wife, devoted to her good husband.
Her life flowed along in a single, unchanging mode, although in recent years the volume of her husband’s work
had grown, and the number of business trips he undertook at home and abroad had increased. His business had
expanded to such an extent that she rarely saw him. The children grew bigger and went to school. She had less say
in their supervision, because daily care of them was entrusted to a German nanny born in Cairo. The nanny
obstinately refused to let anyone come between her and her children—as she called them—even if that person was
their own mother, and even if seeing them gave their mother more joy and happiness than anything else on earth.
And suddenly Rushdi had burst into her life! She had met him at a party where her husband was the center of
attention. It wasn’t the first time she had seen him. In fact, she had often seen him: he was a well-known figure in
literary and musical circles. But she couldn’t remember his ever having caught her attention, or her ever having
thought about him separately from the other people she had met. Even when she had greeted him, she had merely
nodded from a distance. She couldn’t remember ever having shaken his hand.
So what on earth made it impossible, on that particular day, for her to take her eyes off him? What new feature
in him had attracted her? And why had his eyes constantly searched her out, not letting her escape, as if he were
trying to hypnotize her, plunging with her into the abysm, making her realize how heavy her body felt, how worn
her nerves were, and how much she wanted to relax!
Things moved quickly after that day. They moved in a way that made her forget herself and her life and her
husband and her children, until she could no longer see anyone but him. He had opened her eyes to the secret of
life-a secret closed to every woman, so that she should discover it with her husband, the man who held sway over
her life.
Rushdi was the man who had made her aware of her femininity, and then she had lost her equilibrium and
good sense; she had surrendered control of her life to him.
What would happen to her husband if he lost her? He would be sad for a while, then he would be whipped up
into the whirlwind of work and forget her, like a phantom that had passed through his life and vanished. He wasn’t
even aware of her existence; she was like a piece of furniture that he was used to seeing in its usual place. If he
found the place empty, he would feel a lump in his throat, but it wouldn’t be long before he consigned her to
oblivion.
And what about her children? How could her heart ever agree to leave them? With whom would she leave
them? In fact, they had grown and didn’t need her anymore, and there was someone there to look after them and
to provide them with the necessities of life.
She wondered whether she was deceiving herself. Was it possible for her children to replace her with that
nanny? Had her affection so dried up that she thought the necessities of life were all that those two little darlings
wanted in the way of care? Perhaps they would be sad when she left, but they would surely forget her: the hearts
of children are easily impressed and quick to forget. It would be better to leave a good memory of their life
together in their minds, before the pangs of love made her lose her equanimity and vent her frustration on them—
if she let Rushdi slip from her grasp.
In any event, she couldn’t continue to live like this, now that she had tasted the sweetness of love. And even if
she wanted to, Rushdi wouldn’t agree to it. He was mad about her. He presented her with a choice: either they ran
away together and got married, once she had demanded a divorce from her husband, or else he would leave the
country and wander about. Jealousy gnawed at his heart and tortured his soul when he pictured her with someone
else. He wouldn’t be happy until she had become his, heart and soul.
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What should she do? She was caught between two fires: her children and her love! But could she face life after
him, if she let him go?
No, no, she couldn’t face it. Nor could she manage to lead a double life. And if she didn’t enjoy herself now,
how miserable life would be then! She would be no more than the remains of a woman; every mouthful she ate,
every garment she wore would be pathetic!
Yes, she would be the remains of a woman. Any woman who lost her heart, nerves, and feelings was nothing
but remains! A body without a soul, a creature crawling but lifeless! That frightened her. The years she had
already lost were enough for her to want to start anew, before she wasted the blossom of her youth and the
fragrance of her life.
The children were asleep, and her husband was away on one of his trips. She told the nanny she would be
away for three days at her aunt’s in Tanta, and then she left, carrying a suitcase with some of her clothes in it. She
urged the nanny to take good care of the two children until she returned.
She left in a hurry, as if someone were chasing her. She flung herself into the first cab she found and told the
driver to hurry to the station in time for the eight o’[clock evening train. Rushdi had gone to Alexandria two days
earlier to make preparations for a long stay. Although the hard thinking of those two days had exhausted her, she
had become all the more convinced that she had no life without him and that it was futile to think of turning back.
That time had confirmed to her beyond doubt that it was impossible to break the relationship, whatever the
consequences.
The short hours of the journey seemed like an age. Her thoughts focused on a single unchanging point: the
moment of meeting—although she couldn’t avoid feeling pangs of guilt now and then, as she imagined her
children facing the new day without jumping onto her bed and delighting her with kisses and hugs and laughter.
Would they be sad? Would they suffer? How long would it be before they stopped missing her and forgot her?
The train stopped. He was waiting for her, as usual, burning with longing and lovesickness and passion. As
soon as they were ensconced in his car and she was wrapped in his arms, she forgot the children, and the house,
and the whole world.
They spent the night locked in each other’s arms, as if time had stood still, as if the world would end within the
hour.
As she dozed off, she was startled by a picture flashing across her mind. It was her daughter, Najwa, jumping
onto her bed to give her the morning hug. But she couldn’t respond; she was as stiff as a corpse. She could see her
and hear her, but she couldn’t speak to her. The girl let out a resounding scream, “Mama! Mama!” then broke into
tears.
She opened her eyes, alarmed. She sat up in bed and looked around, baffled. Where was she? Where did she
belong?
A thin thread of morning light penetrated the wooden shutter and slid into the middle of the room, which was
drowned in darkness. She turned around, and there he was, snoring happily and contentedly, his lips parted in a
faint smile. The events of the previous day crowded into her mind. Without thinking about it, she got out of bed,
took off her nightgown, and hurriedly put on her clothes. Then she collected her things, threw them haphazardly
into the suitcase, and wrote a hasty note on a scrap of paper:
Happiness was not made for people like me … Forgive me … My children are calling me … You wouldn’t be happy
living with half a woman … I know you …

She looked at him one last time, with an expression that was both sad and determined. Then she went out and
slowly closed the door, leaving behind dreams that were unattainable, given the inescapable reality that
summoned her.
2
Night approached. In its captivating silence, Ismail gave in to slumber. Minutes. Who knows? Maybe seconds.
A few seconds. Then he opened his eyes, panting as though he had been chased.
Yet he was a peaceful man. He had lived his life far from the village in a huge city where he had studied at
school and in university. And now he was awaiting the nomination speech.
He tossed and turned in bed, the sweat moist on his brow; his limbs chilled and the atmosphere suffocating.
His thoughts were feverish as he lay there wide awake. The room was pitch black without the slightest glimmer to
break the harshness of this frightening ghoul that was spreading its shadow over everything around him.
Everything became solid in front of him. The night was dark, merciless. The emptiness of the room turned into
eyes. Stupid eyes that stared at him curiously, questioningly, accusingly.
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What was he waiting for? Twenty years had passed—twenty years of prolonged waiting. What was he waiting
for? It would have been best had he dealt with the matter as soon as he had become a man and was able to carry
arms.
Behind him he felt the eyes bearing down on his humble back like daggers, as though to say:
“The young man is spineless. A city education. Hasanain did not have a son. He had two daughters: Haniya
and Ismail. Your youth has been wasted, Hasanain.”
That’s what the contemptuous, hateful eyes were saying as they looked at him in silence. That’s how the man
had looked at him when he had seen him sitting with his mother when he had returned. They had had the strangest
exchange after his mother had introduced the man as Mahrus the Kurd. His eyes were flashing as he said:
“The village is waiting for you, Ismail.”
He spoke quietly, yet the weight behind these words did not escape Ismail.
His feet were rooted to the spot as he turned heavily from the man to his mother and from her to him. She sat
like a poor little mouse in front of a wild cat. Her hands were clasped in her lap in complete submission. Her eyes
fixed upon a spot in the rug with the ornate edge.
Mahrus the Kurd. His father’s cousin. He had seen him only once in his life. That was before he had left the
village with his mother to go to the city and after his father had been killed in a blood feud. He carried him on his
shoulder and gave him a glance that pursued him throughout the following years. Words like fire came out of his
lips:
“Ismail, some day you’ll return to the village to avenge your father!”
Thereafter his mother never once explained why his father had been killed. Whenever he mentioned the matter
she quickly changed the subject. After her husband’s murder she had returned to the regional capital with her son
Ismail and her daughter Haniya to live with her family.
But a blood feud is a blood feud, and the Upper Egyptians do not forgive cowardice. A son cannot let his
father’s blood go unavenged. The man’s speech was burning as he ate lunch with them. In the afternoon, other
men joined him. Three. Three of the strong ones. What they said sounded extremely strange to the young man
from the capital who had not set foot on Upper Egyptian soil since his childhood. They agreed with him on the
exact date on which he would go to the village. They would prepare everything for him: the weapons and the
cloak and all that he needed. But first of all they would introduce him to the victim, the individual who had been
chosen. This would take place during a dinner party that they would hold for him. They would take care of the
whole affair, they would keep him until his companion had left. Then, as he was returning, he would be there
waiting for him in the cornfield. He would shoot him with a rifle and return immediately and the red jinn would
not find out.
“In other words, there’s no anger between you and the individual for whom you are holding the feast and on
whom the choice has fallen. Like me, he’s victim to an ancient feud about which no one knows anything.”
The eight eyes turned on him, eyes flashing fire as though they were whipping his face. Mahrus\fm{ The eighteyed monster:H} shouted:
“Are we to understand from your words that you are flinching from your father’s revenge?” He responded
haltingly:
“Hasn’t justice run its course?”
Suddenly the ground shook as the four men jumped to their feet as one. The ground shook under their firm
feet. They wrapped themselves in their blankets with which they partially covered their faces. Then they followed
each other out without looking at or addressing the mother and her son. Rather they looked through them in a
silence that was filled with challenge. They stomped out of the large room and down the stone steps.
What a dark night, and the eight eyes almost scorched him with their burning glances.
He tossed and turned, trying to chase away the devil and to sleep. He tried. But finally he leapt out of bed,
dressed quickly and opening the door on to the street stole out so as not to disturb his mother.
In the village they were awaiting him. They introduced him to the victim. He was a gentle young man. He felt
a shudder that soon dissolved in the atmosphere and which gave him a courage that he had never felt. At a signal
from Mahrus he disappeared without anyone noticing. He hid among the corn awaiting his rival. He had wound a
scarf around the turban and had the rifle in his hand.
At the first light of dawn he heard the sound of footsteps. He prepared himself, opened his eyes wide, gathered
his courage and then his rival appeared. He pulled the trigger and felled him.
The victim uttered a scream at which the blood in Ismail’s veins froze. He gathered all his forces and flew off
as though chased by the devil. He bumped into something; it hurt and he could not hold back a cry of pain.
He bent over his leg to take a look. Shivering with fear, his terrified eyes swept the darkness around him. The
iron leg of the bed—that was what he had bumped into.
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He sat up and rubbed his eyes. Pouring with sweat, he stared around again.
From deep within him emerged a sigh of relief. In fury, he spat out the bitterness that had collected in his
mouth, as though trying to put out the fire in the eight eyes.
The door opened on his mother with her hair dishevelled. She turned on the light and held out her arms in
anxiety and grief.
“Ismail, what’s wrong? I heard you scream.” He curled up to make room for her on the edge of the bed.
“Nothing, mother. I had a dreadful dream, really dreadful!” She looked at him questioningly and her frown
increased.
“His eyes were innocent, modest like two doves. Yet the eight eyes continued to chase me and burn my breast
with their looks: ‘Be a man, Ismail. Be a man!’
“So I pulled the trigger. Mother, I don’t know which one of us screamed the loudest, I or he.”
He shut his eyes. Silently, she stretched out her veined hand to caress his knee.
“Mother, why did God make me a man?” Her look changed from affection to reproach mixed with pain.
“I’ve wasted your education, Ismail. I’ve wasted my life trying to make you into a leader.”
He looked at her in anxiety and confusion.
“A leader, mother? Look, how I’m sweating at a dream in which I tried to do what men do!”
She looked at him with greater reproach as though she had been dealt a treacherous wound.
“I kept silent, Ismail, to give you the freedom of choice and action. I was hoping that you would recognise the
truth yourself. And that I would not have educated you in vain. But it seems that you are still not perceptive.”
Her grasp on his knee tightened as though she wanted to plant her fingers with her words into his flesh.
“Man is one thing and animals another. The difference between them is a difference of conscience and
barbarism. The difference between them is attested to by the sweat of fear at the barbarism of animals that they
wanted to force on you in the name of virility. But I—the mother—I knew more about virility than they. I made
you turn your back on the law of the jungle.”
He cast her a long, relieved look, and then slowly smiled.
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As he leaned towards the fire, tending its flame, puffs of light smoke arose, suddenly hitting his eyes. He
lowered his lids until there was only a slit through which the tongues of flame flickered and died. He felt the tears
slowly gathering at the corners of his eyes; then the wind blew the smoke away, towards the door, and nothing
was left but the stinging smell of kerosene on the twigs of wood that were covered with downy ash. The ends of
the twigs had fallen away, blackened into long soft fibers that still held together among the waste pieces of coal,
their blackness damp, their sheen metallic, standing one on top of the other, precious. The velvety whitish ash
settled for moments on his face, and flickered away each time he blew on the flame.
The rounded yet rough earthenware body of the fireplace still felt cold to his touch.
With the back of his hand, he wiped the bitter-tasting ash from his lips. He rubbed his hands together, his frame
shaking with short, quick shivers. He looked towards the old wooden door, ajar, leaning in the dusk towards the
threshold, darkened from stains of water absorbed by the dust. He took a deep breath, filling his hungry chest. He
inhaled the stingingly cold gusts of wind typical of the month of Amsheer, which blew spasmodically to bend the
flames, and ruffle the branches of the old tree, hitting them against the door. The smoke whirled beneath his lips, a
thick and bitter wine, while the tongues of the flame spurted unexpectedly, elegant and free, from unseen spaces
among the embers and the twigs.
Amsheer had come early this year, with its stinging winds. He raised his head towards the ceiling of the
courtyard, open to the sky. Let’s hope the buffalo is warm in the barn. I’ll go see it as soon as the fire takes.
The night sky is a wall of overturned lead; from its faded blue clearings between the black clouds, the kites
with wings wide-spread could be seen, motionless extensions, their feathers straight, carved, pharaonic, primeval
and naïve, yet still threatening and powerful.
His knees and legs were slightly numb from squatting near the fire. His breath was short, but he was alone with
a secret, delicate pleasure, in the wintry dusk, with the turbulent winds of evening all around him. He felt that the
bones of his chest, though young and thin, were up to any challenge. His tall, stooped body, though burdened with
the day’s work, felt flexible under his thick coarse garment. A gust of cold air stung him suddenly between the
legs, and quickly slipped away.
From behind him came the sudden clamor of the hens, a frightened, short cackle. As he turned to look, they
stopped as suddenly as they had begun. Why had they so suddenly cackled? A stupid, meaningless sound? Or had
something sneaked into the barn? Oh … come on. It was possible. Maybe a fox had jumped over the wall or
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perhaps it was a mountain rat, escaping from the western hill. They were capable of it, by the Virgin! They could
sneak in the dusk, and kill the chickens. Oh .. come on, don’t think the worst, you know better. If it were true, the
whole village would have woken up from the clamor of the geese, the ducks and chickens, the buffalo’s voice
would have filled the village.
A thread of reddish-yellow light stabbed the dusk with a wavering though constant blow; it came from the
partly-opened door of the outer room, falling upon the floor, rising on the wall of dried and blackened mud bricks;
the ray of light then slanted and zigzagged, forming thin sharp angles, interlaced upon the wooden beams, and
upon the dry twigs of the sycamore tree, cut and prepared for burning, dead and leafless, creaking in the cold
wind. The light also fell on the tottering manure cakes on the roof, all throwing their shadows in the deepening
dusk, under a sky brilliant with its lost germ-like blue, empty now among the heaps of clouds, churning, flowing
fast and silently along the low roof with pointed corners.
The nothing was left but this pleasant and absorbing effort. His lips and mouth became his whole body, as he
blew regularly and expertly on the fire. Protecting the flame with his hands, on all sides, as a beloved woman,
secretly, warding off the sudden gusts of Amsheer while its embers glowed and then turned white, in shiny spurts.
The wood crackled in joyful flames, and the smell of kerosene had almost gone, replaced by one of warmth and
clean ashes.
He was now slipping down from a vague peak of fulfillment that had passed away, leaving a slackness and a
tired relaxation with a trace of tension. By God, there was no rest by morning or by night. All day he toiled among
the books of the cooperative, among the bills of the peasants, the seeds accounts, among the loans on the crops,
the fuel, the tractors, the installments, the engineers’ papers, the mechanics, the sheets that did not balance, the
fertilizers, the insecticides, and on top of all, the endless orders and requests from the men of the great house. All
on my shoulders, and on all sides the head clerk, and the manager of the cooperative. I know that the books and
papers are not straight, but those sons of bitches never leave them all together with me. They always keep them on
the pretext of checking them or seeing to orders from Cairo; they lock them in the safe. You just have to write the
entries, add, subtract, and copy from receipts and bills; nothing else, understand? There is not one single paper
bearing my signature. I’m not crazy, this is none of my business or responsibility. Oh no! None of my business.
Oh God! A piercing, uncontrolled, short and endless shriek came from afar, hit the edge of his awareness for a
moment, then stopped. A dove had fallen in the claws of a kite. A chicken struck by a fox. A little girl, upstairs,
faced with the rough first of a new world, screaming her last before she died. No one to help her. She screamed
raising her voice in the unfeeling night, in the last shriek of her life. Her life. It was cruel, by the Virgin! They say
the chief clerk owns twenty acres, there, westward, beyond the river. The dirty rascal, the unschooled wretch,
where have the twenty acres come from? From theft and pilfering, from cheating on the agrarian reform; from the
blood of peasants. They too were dirty dogs, silent and stupid. They claimed to have signed petitions. What kept
them silent? They said an orderly lie was better than a disorderly truth. Ha! The books were certainly in order,
unimpeachable. I too am a fool; I can never pinpoint anything. They are a band of thieves, God damn them.
Maybe it is not true? It is sinful to accuse on suspicion. Yet, is there ever smoke without fire? Worries do not
leave one in peace, even at night … Heaven forgive you, Father Arsani. Couldn’t you have spared three or four
acres of your golden days, or even five, instead of the two miserable acres one had to sweat to get the rent from.
You left me a bunch of brothers and sisters to feed, clothe and send to school. As if schools and their burdens were
not enough … a few years more and I will have to worry about the girls’ dowries. As for you, Father Arsani, all
you did was guzzle your quart of brandy every other night, and eat those dainty dishes, eggs with lime, pigeons,
liver, and smoke a large packet of fags a day.
He did not hear himself chuckle pleasantly, ungrudgingly. His chuckle was tinged with some admiration for the
old stick, the old man who never crumbled. He was almost eighty, or even more, and he was still strong. A quart
of brandy never turned his head, even when he drank it alone. His mind was clearer than a whole financial
department. Yes! By our Virgin Lady, Father Arsani could make things difficult for a whole town; his eyes were as
sharp as an eagles, and missed nothing.
He got up suddenly, his mind at rest. He had almost forgotten—or perhaps it simply never was—the worry over
the girl’s confinement, the expenses, and the fear that shriveled his heart. It was as if he was innocent once more,
free and pure as he was, five years ago. Was it only five years ago? Never, he would never be cleansed of this
nagging worry; he would never get rid of this confrontation with the fear that assailed him, and with the necessity
of attacking at the same time. It was as if he were back there, five years ago, and at the same time here and now,
before he married Hanouna, before she gave birth, three times, and every time to a girl who died before the end of
her first week. As if a hand had wiped away the years from his mind, all the years of his life. As if there were no
years that had passed away, and were still to pass. Only then was his mind freed from its blockage and the voices
rang within him once more. He shook his head in a short moment of wonder at the fact he had forgotten.
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He lifted his eyes to the wall on the second floor, then to the earthen steps descending from the large upper
room, there on the handing near the barn ceiling. The room was closed against the cold. Its window overlooking
the alley was made tight with rags stuck in the gaps between the wall and the wooden frame; a frame that ha
always been kept in place before with tin cans, old jars, and a bottle of sticky leftover oil, its white particles lying
heavily at the bottom. Hanouna would fill it up, large and heavy as it was, and would never empty it, afraid that
cleaning it might make its source of blessings tarry. Near it stood the vinegar and the unrefined alcohol. How
could she differentiate between them? Both had necks stopped with a twisted sheet of old newspaper, now soaked
and dark red. A piece of broken mirror, a wooden comb, odd pieces of broken plastic combs, and an old rusty tin
funnel.
His heart longed once more for the warmth he had known in this room; overflowing with waves of longing for
the madness of sensual abandon, and waves of fear, of impatience with the waiting and the heavy taste of dust. He
felt helpless before the dryness of the tiny life that withered and twisted to death in its diapers every time. Every
time he would carry the little bundle down to the little black coffin with its white crosses. O God … God … Have
mercy on her this time … Kyrieleison … Merciful God … Have pity on us … Have pity on us … Virgin Lady, a
dozen candles to your shrine … A vow to you O Lady … Mother of Light.
“Hum … Anybody home?”
Heavy beats of a stick on the earth outside the door drew near, along with the cracked and hoarse voice.
Little Nargis hurried down the steps. The door opened, and the glow from the lamp lengthened, flickered, and
almost died in her hand. His sister called out in a low excited voice, as she stood bare-footed, the black, small,
delicate bones of her protruding against the dust.
“Father Fanous … Master Gorgi … Master Gorgi is coming.”
His eyes had a tender look the girl knew well, her tiny eyes smiled at him cunningly, and his voice contained a
broken crust of fake harshness.
“All right you silly brat … why the excitement? Go tell your cousin, Hanouna, to get supper ready. Go to Pa
Arsani, and tell him to come down to the sitting-room. Come on child! Look for your sister Khadra, see where in
the hell she’s holed up … Come on you brat, hurry up!”
The brat was happy because she knew that when Master Gorgi came visiting, she was sure to get her share of
meat. He would also bring her candy from Mr. Shenouda’s grocery in his pocket. He would hand it to her with a
ritual of secrecy. The girl skipped happily with childish excitement. She was still in primary school. As for her
other three sisters, they had waved their childhood goodbye. They were no different from the other peasants. He
still nursed old dreams of seeing them become some day, like their relatives in Damanhour or Alexandria, living
in a house with electricity and running water, married to respectable civil servants, clean and lithe, with doctors
and engineers for brothers. O God! When will I be rid of all their worries and see to myself. When will I cease to
worry about schools and dowries, and children who walk to school in Khatataba for miles to save bus fares, and
who walk back in the afternoon; six miles every morning and afternoon. Yet, God bless them, they always did
well at school.
Khadra bent her tall and willowy body, then straightened up under her soiled black dress. From the opening of
the dress, a blue shift could be seen, also her dusky, firm breasts. On her head she carried the large supper platter
bearing the food. The dishes and glasses slipped, but never clattered. The feminine back stood proud and solid
under the black dress that trailed in the dust around the large bare feet. The low wooden table was uncovered, its
thin top blackened with age, like old bones in a grave, now that the yellow brass top had been removed.
Khadra came back with the scented soap, and the pitcher. His hands enjoyed the scented suds, as the thin
trickle of water fell coldly; the girl had certainly brought it from the well. The iciness kindled a flame in his hands
and veins, a flame which was not born of brandy or the roast duck; an inner flame that set his guts on fire; he felt
his manhood tense and demanding. The girl was leaning, her rich breasts rolling under the black dress, their
nipples showing over the edge of her shift as she leaned. Her breasts overflowed, glowing with a special warmth
under the reddish light as she leaned to our water over his hands. Her intimate smell mingled with a taste of fresh
milk, a barn smell, soap, and the aroma of fat roasted meat. All was soft and solid; all was rounded, flexible and
tender, with nothing to jar on the senses, or scratch with pointed bill or claw, or the cruelty of eyes that never went
to sleep.
When she finally left the room, his eyes followed the rhythm of her hips, rich, slow and full. “Is there anything
you need Master Gorgi? Well, good night.” He was broken and full, and slightly tense … “Good night.”
He felt his body stretch, asking for rest, refusing the tension; his head was slightly dizzy with the brandy, of
which some was still left in the half-pint bottle. Yet his eyes were clear, and everything appeared sharply, in a
glow that was brighter than usual, as if he were looking through a new magnifying glass: Master Gorgi’s fat and
slackened face, his bluish skin with pits of old pox; his protruding, bovine eyes, glassless, lifeless, rolling
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sightlessly; they seemed to follow every move, watching one to the core, their obscenity broke the intimacy. He
did not wear dark glasses, he did not want to, but tonight, they seemed an unusual sight, intruding shamelessly. It
was not surprising for him to accept the ugliness; the whole village did. This had nothing to do with his being
church warden and sacristan. His memory never failed him where ritual was concerned, he knew the whole Coptic
Mass, and a thousand hymns in Arabic and in Coptic besides.
He was to be found in every occasion, large and small: birth, baptism, communion, weddings, funerals, the
sprinkling of hallowed water in the house after a death to ease the soul from the pangs of separation, the candy
treats, the drinking of sesame oil after births, the inscription of contracts of lease and sale, after the cotton crop,
following the corn, at the killing of the goose, the bringing of the buffalo to the bull, playing backgammon and
cards, and receiving the district officer or the doctor. Yes, Gorgi was always there. The naked intrusion was in the
man’s stony eyes, in his thick oily lips, in his dirty jokes. But there was something else in which people found
comfort and pleasure, as if it were slightly sinful, yet allowed because it was so essential. A pleasure which
sometimes would surprise your hands and breast as you held a soft, young calf, ready to kill it for the feast or
when you held your wife’s rounded forms, like leavened dough, under the heavy covers, and sank into the night.
He felt the mans look nailing him where he stood, searching into his soul for quite some moments now. He felt
the small aged eyes alive despite the heavy dinner and the brandy. Crouching, cutting under their hoary, bushy,
thorny brows. He saw him take a cigarette from the packet of Belmonts, his dark, thin, transparent fingers
stretched out, steady, handing him the cigarette, silently, a slight frown wrinkling his brows, as if he condoned any
sin committed before him, any sin … all sins.
A man never dared smoke, or ask for permission to do so even after supper and a drink, unless Father Arsani
gave permission; one sometimes had to sneak out for a smoke, away from Father’s sharp eyes.
The smoke gathered above the metal, rounded kerosene lamp, with its long-necked glass top, emerging from
the swollen done of light around its brilliant flame. The three men leaned against the cushions. From upstairs
came the noise of boys and girls around the pleasant battle of supper; Khadra was surely with them. The old man
brought out the domino pieces from under the sofa-pillow, beneath his elbow. In the corner, the fire in its earthen
ware container burned silently, sending warmth into the bones of the men seated in the isolated, lit-up room, like
the brilliant poop of a boat floating on the Nile by night.
“Warmth is really pleasant, men!”
“Oh yes, by God! … A double one!!”
“Two sixes! … Did you hear … the major-domo’s buffalo was serviced by the bull today.”
“Yes, Master Gorgi … They say his daughter too … A two and a six!”
“Three one! … Fear God, old man! … Must you always gossip!”
His father threw him a fleeting glance, a hawk’s glance, and nodded assent. On the furthest side of the pillow,
the expert, pudgy fingers, slightly crooked, quickly felt the domino pieces between forefinger and thumb, putting
them in their proper places. The fat, intelligent brain picked up a number, calculated, then the fingers would pick
up the piece, almost simultaneously adding it to the row of pieces on the pillow over the mat. The row kept
growing longer, zigzagging at sharp angles, as the additions increased, reaching its furthest end. He watched the
game, filling his crowded chest with smoke, sipping another drink. His eyes dimmed slightly, the sharp contours
of things did not hurt them any longer. One more drink, and the rich rhythm slows down, the breasts and velvety
hips almost cease to move. His mind trips a little, and lunges, without any outside push, into a humid, soft
passage, stops running like a tense and speeding arrow, targetless. Father Arsani puts an end to the game, winning
once more. Despite Master Gorgi’s skill, despite the clever, expert fingers known to all, Father Arsani always
won, and always teased him after the games.
“Why must you always win everything, brother Gorgi!” The latter exploded into his thick and cracked laugh,
sucking in his dark and shiny lips, his tongue wagging as with the pleasure of other gains that had nothing to do
with the game. He went on laughing; his rounded belly shook under his silk kaftan, beneath the woolen overcoat.
“Please God our laughter augur well, my children! … Father Arsasni, you old geezer! … And you, Fanous,
who has stolen your thoughts? … Here, I got you some hallowed water from the priest, a blessing from the
church. God’s will be done … Let’s hope one day we’ll attend her wedding.”
“God grant you long life, Master Gorgi.”
“God grant you prosperity my boy, and you Father Arsani.”
“We’ve lived out our times, Master Gorgi … Please God they live as we have … Your health!”
“May she grow in your wealth, Fanous my boy, God grant her life … your health, Father Arsani!”
The old fingers clutched the glass, alight with the golden brandy; the hands were steady, their long and solid
nails yellow with tobacco, like old ivory in the reddish glow.
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What name shall we give her? Oh God, protect her, grant her life this time. How many times was she to be
born only to die? This week was almost over, tomorrow or after tomorrow would be the seventh day! Shall we
celebrate it, beating the drums, scattering a shower of salt, shaking the sieve full of nuts, and lighting candles in
the reed pitcher? The brilliance in his mind dimmed, as if he forgot, and then recalled again. Mokhtara? Waheeba?
Safeyya? What name shall we give to the little spewling body, which was no sooner born than it fell, dried,
broken and empty. It was a light burden that which he carried on his arms each time, taking it down, bearing his
own sin, every time. He never lowered the tiny, delicate body in the baptismal font filled with holy water. The
priest had never prayed over the tiny body in the cemetery, there in the western end of the village, towards the
end, away from all other graves. The small abused, rejected body had no right, it had no right to anything.
Salvation was far away, on the Day of Judgment. His many-times-born only daughter had no place in hallowed
ground. Three little angels, close to Christ, waiting until eternity, for endless ages, as long as the kingdom of earth
lasted, until Christ came on the Day of Judgment. He would carry them in his arms, his eyes closed, would kiss
them on their blackened lips, and save them for the last time with is crucified, stabbed body, risen from the dead.
He would say to them, enter with me into My Father’s Kingdom, enter within the shining ship, floating in the sky
for ever more.
Last Sunday, he refused to have the new-born girl baptized, nor would he give her a name; once more he
would take the risk of burdening his soul with sin. Yes. He had even refused to let the priest pray, a sprinkle
everything with holy water to exorcise the evil spirit from the house. Had he accepted, it would have been like
preparing her once more for the rites of death. No. No. She would remain unbaptized, nameless, as if he hid her
from something crouching together, at least until the week was over. It was as if he were cheating someone out of
a severe and cruel right, hiding away with the daughter from those watchful eyes. As if she were yet unborn,
enclosed in her diapers, in the room. Yes … but with her mother. He would never be able to hide her away from
all eyes … from every danger … her mother was with her …
The battle of holy water I his hands held a sort of threat. Translucent, heavy, too heavy for his fingers. He
almost let it slip to the floor, yet clung to it with hope. Oh God, let us keep her. Please forget her, God. Leave her
to us this time of Virgin Mary, Mother of the Child. Pray for us, Mother of Mercy.
Mercy … Yes … Mercy … We shall call her Mercy, after you, O mother of all Mercies, Virgin Lady … He
sighed the words silently; they emanated from a flickering light, shining and dimming in his mind. His father’s
hard eyes were watching him unblinkingly.
“When will you invite us to a meal of pigeons, Fanous? Or are pigeons only a hobby for you? Hey … only a
hobby?”
He smiled, against his will he smiled, whilst the thick pock-marked faces broke into laughter, a sensuous laugh
with hateful overtones of warm flesh and hidden urges, with hints of tender bones, crunched between solid teeth;
and a soft breast with a glass of brandy.
“Yes, pigeons are a hobby …”
He coughed, and repeated himself in a drunken doe, his huge body shaking with the trailing ends of his
laughter, the words barely articulate, emerging from the midst of the thick laughter.
“Oh no, Master Gorgi, believe me, the pigeons have been very scarce this year, not even a pair or two …”
“We should do something about it son … There must be a fox snatching them … Or maybe the owl on top of
the tower … I heard it with my own ears, Father Arsani … I heard it tonight as I was coming to you, before the
garden … And I heard it again just last week.”
Yes, by God, he must climb the tower one day, and get rid of this nagging worry … This owl, or fox; these
kites or eagles, or whatever it was that killed the chicks as they were hatched. Whenever he went to look them
over, he would find only the soft down smeared with drops of blood, and the little claws all twisted on the severed
leg, fallen among the dead goyava leaves
The large and shining eyes awaited him in the darkness of the room upstairs. He entered, bearing the heater,
embers still softly glowing, covered with a soft layer of whitish ashes. He set down the heater carefully on the
floor, as if his every move would make the room quake, and make his body tremble. As if every move had to be
carefully planned so as not to upset some delicate balance, and uncork heavy crouching storms that should remain
stagnant and locked. No, he had not drunk too much. He smiled. Yes, maybe he did drink too much. So what?
When he straightened up, he was hit once more by the rounded eyes, there on the bed with brass columns, and the
white transparent sheet surrounding its edge, torn and trailing here and there. It still reminded him, having
motionless as it did, of his nights of bottomless depth, alive with hunger, madness, satisfaction and frustration: it
brought back images of hands and limbs, of twisting animal bodies and their screams, claws out and mouths
agape.
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He opened the door. The window frame shook and beat against the wall. A sudden cold draught blew. He
turned around and shut the door, and felt it scrape against the uneven earthen floor. The wind ceased; and he lazily
decided not to go to the window as he had intended, so as to squeeze it shut into the wall.
The shining round eyes still surrounded him in the dark, large and warm, their stagnant depths hemming him
in. He stepped towards the bed floating midst the element of darkness, carried by slight waviness, rising and
falling in precise balance. When he had reached his mooring, his body sank a little under its own weight, then rose
again with a pleasant pull. His eyes grew used to the dark. The soft and prominent cheekbones stood out, and in
them the silent eyes stood like a pool. Her wavy hair, uncombed, fell in almost solid strands over the pillow, round
her face. Her flat belly, her ribs under the tender, straight and dusky skin. The neck of her coarse gray shift stood
stiffly, hardened by spots of milk. Beneath it showed the baby’s face, in her diapers, sucking the nipple with a
determined avidity that overcame all else. The small hands touched the breast, baring it, pulling, asking of it. The
little red face was dark and breathless, sucking persistently and relentlessly. His heart went out to her, as her lips
stood out against the plump flesh like two ribbons. The strong naked arm held the child tightly, to the soft long
neck leaned over her; the child was held in a thin and covered wing, the fingers held the child’s head, nails stead
around the soft, throbbing, shapeless, downy little skull.
He told her, “We are late, let’s go.” She said, “Yes, we are late, let’s go.” She rose, still pale from her
confinement, but active in the dark, as she prepared to go out. He was ready. A nagging worry prevented him from
waiting another minute. She said, “Tonight?” He said, “Yes, only tonight is left.” She said, “Waiting won’t get us
anywhere.” He said, “We have but tonight.” She said, “We will go out. We will go out now.”
The streets of the village were dark, slapped by the cold and turbulent winds. Alone, brought together by a
sense of loss, by the insistence of the loss, and the need to make up for it. Now. Mercy was not with them. And yet
he felt her close to them. They were going out to her. She was their goal, they knew her place, and agreed in their
knowledge, without exchanging a word about it. At midnight they were going out to her, crossing the village and
its alleys, faced with its dumb walls, they climbed over heaps of manure, effortlessly. The went down the narrow,
twisting, sloping streets, their feet unfeeling. Their goal bore their weight, pushing them forward, surrounding
them. Unseen yet palpable and irresistible. The wind lifted her dusty, faded black dress, sticking it to the rounded
frame of soft stone. His virility was roused once more by the steady beat of his steps, an inner beat, longing for
the pointed breasts swinging freely and softly under the fabric which the wind pulled. Her strong domed belly, her
full and rounded legs over the large and swift bare feet. But the large eyes shone, wild, full of mystery and
silence, yet soft, beckoning and surrendering.
Whose eyes? What face? Long and thin, with wavy hair, a lower layer of protruding bones under another face
full of beauty, golden, with sun, with a smell of fresh bread, of milk, and of hot manure … Khadra … Khadra …
The dark eyes looked at him insistingly, invitingly. The look of a female who knew and understood: who seemed
to say, “Come, what do you expect me to do?” He said: “Hanouna, we are going to our daughter, we know where
she is, we are going to fetch her before the cold dawn breaks out on her.”
The eyes are silent, filled with neutral steadiness. She who walks near him and with him is both women put
together. All conflict was gone, or never was, yes there never was this conflict that had long tortured his choking
heart. His body had never trembled at the touch of her rough hand as she shook him, stretching her hand from
under her veil whenever she came in the morning: “Greetings, Master Fanous,” it was always uttered in a soft,
resisting voice. His lust had never turned into fire at the sight of her rich, ripe body as she leaned before the oven,
or knelt under the buffalo, kneading manure, or when she carried the large can of water from the village’s main
tap on her head, water trickling down the tin shining in the early morning sun. He felt a deep sense of fulfillment,
ownership and satisfaction. His manhood had poured numberless times into this ripe yet delicate body, under the
silent, tempting look, in the pale yet beaming face, within that ancient, authentic, beloved being, forever calm and
unworried.
They stopped suddenly, at the same time, exchanging not a single word or look; the wind died suddenly. The
cold was calm, hanging under a partly moonlit, cloudless sky, dark and torn, as if it clung to the tense and driedup skin of the sky. The moon threw black shadows on the solid, pitch-black earth.
The wall of the old mansion loomed in the background, huge gray stones on which fell the liquid silver of the
moon, defining its outline, its rough fibers, and the white grains of sand which stood out from the stones. The
doors were locked and the windows dark. The courtyard beyond looked empty, abandoned, vast and lonely with
its huge trees. A window clapped unexpectedly in the silence of the dormant winds, hitting against the stone wall,
and rebounding, with no one to shut or open it. In their minds one common thought hung.
They did not look at each other. Never, never. Something tied his tongue, preventing it from uttering the
thought. There was a silent agreement between them. He felt an urge to speak, to open his mouth. Yet he knew
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that his very silence protected a certain treasure, preventing it from being lost. Only then would there be hope of
salvation. Yet he wanted to turn to her, but his selfish hope held him back, and he kept his teeth tightly clenched.
They had to step now, this very minute, on the wooden bridge over the pond, to the other side. Without looking
back. There, far away yet looming clearly, lay a small black bundle within the circle of stagnant silver, stretched
on the mound of white sand, over there in the clearing, in front of the mansion. A small bundle towards which his
heart went out with stretched arms and fingers, shaking with tension, frustrated deep within the emptiness of his
guts. The shadows of the mansion, and the silver light were reflected in the green stagnant mirror of the pond,
sunken, going down, even the half-moon shone upside down in the depth between the still black clouds. The
shadows of the entire mansion, with its low, stone towers, its locked windows, its huge, wooden door carved with
geometric round figures, with a square-sided cross in the middle, surrounded by flower-like shapes, small and
well-defined, down there in the water of the pond.
But you know that the mansion does not exist, that it does not stand there behind you. You knew it without the
slightest doubt. But you cannot look back. You cannot for fear of a relentless danger which you know, yet which
is not clear. You do not know what it is, but you know that you cannot turn back, and you hope deep in your heart
that she knows it too. Yes, she does know. She cannot look at you either, nor at the mansion. Your breaths run
short with fear and worry. Don’t look … Don’t look …
The shore of the pond descended softly, the green mirror of the water was clear. The door now lay before you,
under the water. All you had to do was descend from the wooden bridge, step o the humid, consistent sand, and go
into the upturned world under the water towards the castle door. You, alone. She will do the same. She is doing
the same now, with you, at the same time. She does not see you, nor do you see her. Yet she is with you, there,
both within you and outside you. You see her not though she fills your world. To lift your eyes slowly, inch by
inch, beneath the ancient wall rising in reverse, down there, in a watery sky, half-lit by the moon. When your steps
stopped right before the castle door, it would suddenly suck you in. You would find yourself inside, in the
courtyard, there under the water the door would be pulled, shut softly behind you; nothing would be left before
you, and nothing behind. No more doors would ever open to you again. There would be nothing left but the cold
mansion, its high, broken wall surrounding you, relentless, without the slightest opening
You are within. No way to get out. You keep going round and round in the heavy silent cold, under the thick,
old trees. The leaves were rotting away with the moss on the earth; the old dates and goyavas rotted away too,
right where they had fallen years ago among the leaves. Among it all crawled the bloated insects and black
spiders, heavy with their rot-filled bellies. You have to keep going along these passages, under the trees; forever,
beneath the closed windows, for there is no door. No. No … never. Do not step into the water Hanouna; cling to
the wooden bridge. Do not descend. Do not descend with me. I will not descend; never. Never. Look … over
there, on the white sandy beach lies our daughter. His arms stretched, staring, his heart crucified, his eyes clung to
the slim, tall body under the black dress, standing on the curved, wooden bridge, above him, looking down at him
with her large eyes silent, unalluring, unaccusing in the moonlight.
The broad-winged kites circled beneath the stony clouds in the sky, enormous with their stretched wings,
circling downwards; growing larger, their wings motionless, then suddenly swooping down upon the bundle lying
on the white sand, over there. The kites rose, beaks raised up, flying the great lengths, and then returning,
returning silently, in repeated and endless circling; their beaks did not contain the torn shreds which he could not
bear to see.
The next moment they were together, under the water, in the dark, muddy pond. The shadows and the spots of
silver crossed, mingled, and broke like waves. The water was closing tight, the earth sank beneath their feet, slick
and sandy. Together they stood on tiptoes, hitting the water with their arms. There were no drops of spray. They
kept their faces above the water, gasping for breath. They turned over in the water, not sinking. He held her wet
body in his arms her clothes stuck to her skin, showing all the contours of her figure in a palpable transparence
that urged him to cling to every curve. They floated together, their bodies straight and close, effortlessly borne by
the water, not rising to its surface. The water had pulled up her long dress, revealing the long rounded legs wet
and shining. Her flesh felt freshly soft and tender in his hands, glowing in the dark water, moonlit and semitransparent. The moon appeared and disappeared over the waves, shining, then turning dark, its half-circle
trembling, trickling and dissolving, then forming back into a solid, defined and brilliant half-circle. Time was long
and fleeting. He was unaware of it. His naked arms embraced the rounded things under the wet clothes; his face
submerged, his satisfied tension endless, and in his mouth the taste of the sweet and turbulent water, and her flesh.
He said to her, “I’m late, I wanted to go out early.” She said: “Yes, you‘re late, and you do not want to have
breakfast.” He said: “I’ll have my breakfast later.” She said: “Breakfast is ready.” He said: “I’m late, and I did
want to get out early.” She said. “Yes.” The sun shone beyond the Eastern field, yet it did not seem about to rise,
as if it were still down, a permanent, motionless, dark yet translucent dawn. The bluish-gray clouds had ragged
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edges the early wind raised dust over the earthenware oven. The house around him leaned against them in an
uneven half-circle surrounding the pit of the oven.
He walked fast, head bent against the dry blows of the wind. The cold was sharp, sawing the empty, tired
bones. The peasants turned towards him on their way to the fields, carrying their axes and baskets: “Peace be with
you.” “Peace and God’s mercy be with you.” He did not know the man, or maybe he did not remember him; he
walked, eating a large onion, holding it in his enormous black hand, with flat nails. His face was rough with sleep,
and his head was tied with a knotted kerchief. Behind the man came a speeding bicycle, the rider’s long garment
flapping among the silent walls. He turned down the road which led to the garden, sloping, his legs hurrying like a
diving fish ,until he reached the mud-brick store. The man plunged into a wide, sticky mud pit; around him, in the
store, stood the wooden molds, empty and oblong, lying prone, or leaning against the gray wall. His legs, up to his
knees, were sunk in the pit, damp with the heavy, rusty water. He kneaded the mud and straw with his stained and
muscled arms, bending his solid, short chest, and rising again. His sleeveless shirt was open round the neck, black
and stiff; his thick beard almost hid a large mouth under the black, heavy moustache. His eyes were two deep
holes, as he greeted him, as if they held a gleam of irony.
When he had hit the road on his way to the goyava garden, the sky had still been of a heavy blue, dim, cold
and prone. The sienna-brown metal water-wheel was silent, wetly rusty in the morning dew, partly in the well, and
partly raised under the shadow of the wide, crouching berry-tree. The light of dawn was darker here, and less
translucent. Nearby stood the faded white military camp, drooping, asleep and unimportant. An armored car stood
by, and a small tank, an old model which seemed like a toy, newly painted yellow. Yet its long, delicate guns, the
thick black metal chains trailing in the dust, its tower low, all gave an impression of hidden strength under the
seemingly delicate metal. The tank bore figures and letters which he could hardly read from afar.
For some time now, rumors claimed that a committee was coming to inspect. The mayor had laughed. So the
committee had come at last, accompanied by an armed force. Heaven be praised. They must have inspected the
mansion last night. Finally, he had a busy day ahead. A full investigation. He would say everything he had on his
mind. He had no proof, yet he was certain, and he would tell. Easy, boy … Easy, Fanous. Do not scream. Do not
make a fool of yourself. All they had to do was ask for all the books, all the peasants, and then they could
investigate. They’d find out. Yes, they would find out. Would the peasants speak after their long silence? Would
they finally speak? Will they pour out their grievances? And the mayor, will he be present, scolding and calling
dirty names? Will their tongues finally move in speech, and tell the truth? There were some brave men among
them, hearts of steel and tongues like whips … If I could only get my own back, and feed them the poison in my
heart drop by drop! …
He pushed the garden gate, stepped among the dusty, golden, dried ears of corn, in the morning glow, under the
old and knotted acacia tree, among the short goyava trees, standing in a row, in geometrical lines, along the paths
between them, covered with yellow and green leaves, soft and crinkling under his feet, blown by the wind.
The crouching mud-brick tower filled his eyes, pocked with holes, heavy, round, broad at the base and growing
pointed as it rose, wooden stakes protruding from all sides, like thorns on the sides of a huge land whale, stranded
it the clay. He leaned the wooden ladder against the tower, climbed the creaking steps, holding both sides of the
ladder, upwards towards a descending, threatening sky. The gusts of wind whistled all around him, sticking his
woolen garment to his chest, then filling it out like a sail, almost carrying him away, against his will, throwing
him backwards into empty space, towards the receding ground below, a ground which seemed cruel and
uninviting with its lined trees invisible from above, and its corners, from which pointed branches protruded.
The fields lay below him as he went up, empty and lonely, sleeping in an eerie light, their plants short and
shivering; canals zigzagging, filled with dark black water. The cooing of the pigeons was monotonous and
insistent, ringing in the closed sky, carried away by the wind, fading and then rebounding, born back by the wind,
filling the tower and the sky with a soft, continuous, anxious buzz. The flapping of the luxuriant wings closing on
the breath-filled, feathery breasts, their colors changing in the light from gray to blue to white, striped and tame.
He looked into every hole, stretching his hand t the light warmth filled with the stinging smell of their droppings.
He felt the wooden beams, solid under his hands, rough and ragged from long exposure to the water and the sun.
The pigeons flew off the beams and from the holes, returned to step gracefully turning their heads to each side,
pushing their bills under their wings searchingly, insistently, plunging their heads in the white feathers, their eyes
sunk in the softness of their down. The birds twittered, frightened and weightless. The wild doves came, looking
at them, as if he were an intruder in these heights. The doves rose on to infinity, doves to which he bore no
attachment, and who deigned to drink water and eat seed from the tower, yet free and unbound by love of men.
The roundness of the tower under his hands was warm in the overcast, wintry morning, its mud-bricks streaked
with bronze-colored straw. He felt them, filling his arms. The pigeons flew a short distance, then returned to the
wooden beams, fleeing to their dark holes, still cooing monotonously and endlessly. His feet trembled on the
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wooden steps of the ladder; for a moment he leaned his whole body against the rounded wall, and felt it fill with a
throbbing warmth that came from the teeming life within the tower. His face was close tot the mud-brick wall; his
bones hungered for added closeness.
He wanted to roll on its surface. The mud construction rose proudly in the air over his thirsty, burning eyes. He
embraced the tower closely, as in a death struggle in which neither of the opponents would surrender. The top of
the tower could hardly be seen. He imagined two large eyes, vague in the darkness over the faraway domed roof.
Clawing hands clutched his heart, squeezing hard, throwing him in the silent throes, a dry stick in the darkness of
a closed room with a bare, dry floor, was there, crouching, unattainable, his hands would never reach it. He would
not be able to go up to it. He raised his body, with an effort, to the topmost rung of the ladder that shook with the
slightest move barely swinging yet not falling.
Hew peered into the last nook; his heart sank with a presentiment of what he would see, and does see in the
darkness of the empty nook, the broken neck of the little pigeon, lying severed in the mud. On its transparent skin,
the down was ruffled. The small feet, with their tiny red toes, were also severed, their soft claws hardly grown,
paralyzed, twisted, as if the life had gone from them only a few moments ago. Also a small mound of scattered
feathers. The small pigeon had been eaten up, before dawn, by the hard, steady, cruel look. It was as if a gaping
mouth carved in his very heart, screaming a long and endless scream, moaning desperately echoing to the ends of
the mysterious horizon, among the small trees, far-away, burdened by the woes of the new morn.
He saw nothing on the carved, domed surface of the tower, nothing on the dark wall embraced vainly by his
arms. A warm soft roundness, yet solid, relentless and unfulfilling.
He almost could not turn his eyes away from the rounded tower which filled half the horizon, could not turn
away from the rough mound covered with prickly thorns. Around him and beside him lay the abandoned, salty
pond and the mud covered with cracked, grayish layers of salt, shining in overcast morning light.
Head-stones protruded on the mound, elongated and hunchbacked, their crosses twisted, fallen, small,
abandoned and unimportant under the twisting, interwoven branches, red with drops of blood, bright red in the
thick and savage trees.
52.264 The Chair Carrier\fn{by Yusuf Idris (1927-1991)} “an Egyptian village,” Egypt (M) 2
You can believe it or not, but excuse me for saying that your opinion is of no concern at all to me. It’s enough
for me that I saw him, met him, talked to him and observed the chair with my own eyes. Thus I considered that I
had been witness to a miracle. But even more miraculous—indeed more disastrous—was that neither the man, the
chair, nor the incident caused a single passer-by in Opera Square, in Gumhouriyya Street, or in Cairo—or maybe
in the whole wide world—to come to a stop at that moment.
It was a vast chair. Looking at it you’d think it had come from some other world, or that it had been
constructed for some festival, such a colossal chair, as though it were an institution all on its own, its seat
immense and softly covered with leopard skin and silken cushions. Once you’d seen it your great dream was to sit
in it, be it just the once, just for a moment. A moving chair, it moved forward with stately gait as though it were in
some religious procession. You’d think it was moving of its own accord. In awe and amazement you almost
prostrated yourself before it in worship and offered up sacrifices to it.
Eventually, however, I made out, between the four massive legs that ended in glistening gilded hooves, a fifth
leg. It was skinny and looked strange amidst all that bulk and splendor; it was, though, no leg but a thin, gaunt
human being upon whose body the sweat had formed runnels and rivulets and had caused woods and groves of
hair to sprout. Believe me, by all that’s holy, I’m neither lying nor exaggerating, simply relating, be it ever so
inadequately, what I saw. How was it that such a thin, frail man was carrying a chair like this one, a chair that
weighed at least a ton, and maybe several? That was the proposition that was presented to one’s mind—it was like
some conjuring trick. But you had only to look longer and more closely to find that there was no deception, that
the man really was carrying the chair all on his own and moving along with it.
What was even more extraordinary and more weird, something that was truly alarming, was that none of the
passers-by in Opera Square, in Gumhouriyya Street or maybe in the whole of Cairo, was at all astonished or
treated the matter as if it was anything untoward, but rather as something quite normal and unremarkable, as if the
chair were as light as a butterfly and was being carried around by a young lad. I looked at the people and at the
chair and at the man, thinking that I would spot the raising of an eyebrow, or lips sucked back in alarm, or hear a
cry of amazement, but there was absolutely no reaction..
I began to feel that the whole thing was too ghastly to contemplate any longer. At this very moment the man
with his burden was no more than a step or two away from me and I was able to see his good-natured face, despite
its many wrinkles. Even so it was impossible to determine his age. I then saw something more about him: he was
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naked except for a stout waistband from which hung, in front and behind, a covering made of sailcloth. Yet you
would surely have to come to a stop, conscious that your mind had, like an empty room, begun to set off echoes
telling you that, dressed as he was, he was a stranger not only to Cairo but to our whole era. You had the sensation
of having seen his like in books about history or archaeology. And so I was surprised by the smile he gave, the
kind of meek smile a beggar gives, and by a voice that mouthed words:
“May God have mercy on your parents, my son. You wouldn’t have seen Uncle Ptah Ra?”\fn{ Ptah, in the Old
Religion of ancient Egypt, one of the greatest of gods, described in the ancient inscriptions as “Creator of the Earth, Father of the Gods and
all the Being of this Earth, Father of Beginnings.”}

Was he speaking hieroglyphics pronounced as Arabic, or Arabic pronounced as hieroglyphics? Could the man
be an ancient Egyptian? I rounded on him:
“Listen here—don’t start telling me you’re an ancient Egyptian?”
“And are there ancient and modern? I’m simply an Egyptian.”
“And what’s this chair?”
“It’s what I’m carrying. Why do you think I’m going around looking for Uncle Ptah Ra? It’s so that he may
order me to put it down just as he ordered me to carry it. I’m done in.”
“You’ve been carrying it for long?”
“For a very long time, you can’t imagine.”
“A year?”
“What do you mean a year, my son? Tell anyone who asks—a year and then a few thousand.”
“Thousand what?”
“Years.”
“From the time of the Pyramids,\fn{About 2700-1000BC.} for example?”
“From before that. From the time of the Nile.”
“What do you mean: from the time of the Nile?”
“From the time when the Nile wasn’t called the Nile, and they moved the capital from the mountain to the river
bank,\fn{I.e., from the earliest settlements (c.4500BC) to the founding of Memphis, the ancient Egyptian capital, early in the fourth
millenium BC.} Uncle Ptah brought me along and said, ‘Porter, take it up.’ I took it up and ever since I’ve been
wandering all over the place looking for him to tell me to put it down, but from that day to this I’ve not found
him.”
All ability or inclination to feel astonishment had completely ended for me. Anyone capable of carrying a chair
of such dimensions and weight for a single moment could equally have been carrying it for thousands of years.
There was no occasion for surprise or protest; all that was required was a question:
“And suppose you don’t find Uncle Ptah Ra, are you going to go on carrying it around?”
“What else shall I do? I’m carrying it and it’s been deposited in trust with me. I was ordered to carry it, so how
can I put it down without being ordered to?”
Perhaps it was anger that made me say: “Put it down. Aren’t you fed up, man? Aren’t you tired? Throw it
away, break it up, burn it. Chairs are made to carry people, not for people to carry them.”
“I can’t. Do you think I’m carrying it for fun? I’m carrying it because that’s the way I earn my living.”
“So what? Seeing that it’s wearing you out and breaking your back, you should throw it down—you should
have done so ages ago.”
“That’s how you look at things because you’re safely out of it, you’re not carrying it, so you don’t care. I’m
carrying it and it’s been deposited in trust with me, so I’m responsible for it.”
“Until when, for God’s sake?”
“Till the order comes from Ptah Ra.”
“He couldn’t be more dead.”
“Then from his successor, his deputy, from one of his descendants, from anyone with a token of authorization
from him.”
“All right then, I’m ordering you right now to put it down.”
“Your order will be obeyed—and thank you for your kindness—but are you related to him?”
“Unfortunately not.”
“Do you have a token of authorization from him?”
“No, I don’t.”
“Then allow me to be on my way.”
He had begun to move off, but I shouted out to him to stop, for I had noticed something that looked like an
announcement or sign fixed to the front of the chair. In actual fact it was a piece of gazelle-hide with ancient
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writing on it, looking as though it was from the earliest copies of the Revealed Books. It was with difficulty that I
read:

O chair carrier,
You have carried enough
And the time has come for you to be carried in a chair.
This great chair,
The like of which has not been made,
Is for you alone.
Carry it
And take it to your home.
Put it in the place of honor
And seat yourself upon it your whole life long.
And when you die
It shall belong to your sons.
“This, Mr. Chair Carrier, is the order of Ptah Ra, an order that is precise and was issued at the same moment in
which he ordered you to carry the chair. It is sealed with his signature and cartouche.”\fn{ The oval loop around the
signature, formed by a double thickness of (stylized) rope, with the ends tied at the bottom .}
All this I told him with great joy, a joy that exploded as from someone who had been almost stifled. Ever since
I had seen the chair and known the story I had felt as though it were I who was carrying it and had done so for
thousands of years; it was as though it were my back that was being broken, and as though the joy that now came
to me were my own joy at being released at long last.
The man listened to me with head lowered, without a tremor of emotion; just waited with head lowered for me
to finish, and no sooner had I done so than he raised his head. I had been expecting a joy familiar to my own, even
an expression of delight, but I found no reaction.
“The order’s written right there above your head—written ages ago.”
“But I don’t know how to read.”
“But I’ve just read it out to you.”
“I’ll believe it only if there’s a token of authorization. Have you such a token?”
When I made no reply he muttered angrily as he turned away:
“All I get from you people is obstruction. Man, it’s a heavy load and the day’s scarcely long enough for
making just the one round.”
I stood watching him. The chair had started to move at its slow, steady pace, making one think that it moved by
itself. Once again the man had become its thin fifth leg, capable on its own of setting it in motion.
I stood watching him as he moved away, panting and groaning and with the sweat pouring off him.
I stood there at a loss, asking myself whether I shouldn’t catch him up and kill him and thus give vent to my
exasperation. Should I rush forward and topple the chair forcibly from his shoulders and make him take a rest? Or
should I content myself with the sensation of enraged irritation I had for him? Or should I calm down and feel
sorry for him?
Or should I blame myself for not knowing what the token of authorization was?
147.109 The Lost Suitcase\fn{by Abdel-Moneim Selim (1929- )} Beheira Governorate, Egypt (M) 10
I began hunting round for my black suitcase but couldn’t find it. While the other cases rested one on top of the
other by the door of the flat—one, two and the little one—the black suitcase was nowhere to be seen.
I remembered well that I had had it with me in the train, that the porter at Cairo station had charged me for
three suitcases and that I had carried the fourth, the small one, myself. After that I had taken a taxi and had placed
three of the suitcases beside me, while the largest had stood alongside the driver. On leaving the cab the driver had
carried the large suitcase, while I had taken two of the small ones. This meant that I must have left the black one
inside the cab.
I dressed hastily in order to report the loss of the suitcase; then I started thinking: was it possible that the driver
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had not yet discovered the suitcase? Finally I decided to wait until morning; if the driver had not returned the case
by then I would take appropriate action.
As the driver had not made his appearance by morning, I quickly got dressed and took myself off to Roda
police station. I went into the duty officer’s room, went up to him with extreme politeness and said:
“Good morning.”
“Good morning.” As the officer was writing in a ledger I remained standing in silence.
“Yes,” he said, looking up at me.
“Please, I’d like to report something,” I said with the same politeness,
“Next door,” he said abruptly.
“Who to?” I asked.
“The duty sergeant,” he said, equally abruptly; “Sergeant Abdul Basit.”
“Thanks,” I said, and went into the other room where I saw Sergeant Abdul Basit seated at a table, his
tarboosh in front of him. On seeing me he put on the tarboosh and looked at me enquiringly.
“Good morning,” I said to him.
“Good morning.”
“You’re Sergeant Abdul Basit?”
“Yes, I’m the duty sergeant.”
“Please, I’ve got something to report.”
“What—a theft?”
“Yes, a theft.”
“Certainly, sir, we’ll make out a report,” and he took up a piece of paper and began to write. I asked him if I
could sit down and without raising his head he answered,
“Go ahead.” I sat down to his right and glanced at what he was writing. I read:
This report was made out on today’s date at 9.30 a.m. by me, Sergeant Abdul Basit Abu Hassanein, Duty Sergeant.
Whereas there attended before us—

Glancing up at me he asked: “What’s your name?”
“Ahmed Shefik Lutfi.” He wrote:
Ahmed Shefik Lutfi.

“What’s your job?”
“I work at the Raml Company.” He wrote:
Employee at the Raml Company.

“Age?”
“Thirty-two.” He wrote:
Age thirty-two.

“Where were you born?”
“In Edfiena.”
“Edfiena? Where’s this place Edfiena?”
“In the Rosetta district.”
“What province?”
“Beheira.” He continued by writing:
Born in Edfiena, district of Rosetta, province of Beheira.

“And where do you live?” he asked.
“At No. 28 al-Malik al-Salih Street,” I answered. He wrote down:
Resident at No. 28 aI-Malik al-Salih Street, district of Roda.

“It is in Roda, isn’t it?” he queried.
“Yes,” I answered.
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“Hmm—well, sir, and what do you want to report? Briefly.”
“Briefly I would like to report in the following terms—”
“Let’s just have it in your own words.”
“Certainly. Yesterday—”
“Not so fast,” he interrupted, “so I can keep up with you—fine. Yesterday … Yesterday what?”
“Yesterday I was coming back from Alexandria with four suitcases, a large one, one for papers, and two
medium sized ones—”
“And two medium sized ones—Hmm?”
“I took a taxi from the station and when I arrived home I searched around for the black case, couldn’t find it
and—”
“Hang on a moment for Heaven’s sake … you didn’t find the black one? And then?”
“I remembered I’d left it in the taxi.”
“Hmm.”
“That’s it.”
“That’s all?”
“Yes.”
“What sort of a report do you think that is?”
“Yes?”
“Where are you from?”
“I’m from Edfiena, district of Rosetta, province of Beheira.”
“Yes, yes, I know—and I, let me tell you, am from Gharbiyya—meaning what? Meaning that we’re neighbors
and naturally, being neighbors, I’ve got your interests at heart.”
“Yes.”
“You believe in God?”
“There is no god but God.”
“Then let me tell yon that this report is worthless.”
“Why?”
“Why? You may well ask. And how do you think we’re going to be able to find the case? We, that is the police
—let me tell you—perhaps—maybe, somehow or other—awho knows. Tell me about it, sir,” and he got ready to
write.
“When did you return from Alexandria?”
“I returned on the four p.m. train.”
“Can you describe to me the cases you brought back with you?”
“Yes.”
“Then go ahead and do so.”
“The first suitcase was of a dimension of—”
“Let’s have it in your own words.”
“All right. The first case, the large one, measured about a meter and a half by a meter and was brown; the
second was one meter by three-quarters, also brown; the third was half a meter by half a meter, and was black,
and the small briefcase was brown.”
“And which was the case that was lost?”
“The black one.”
“Did it contain clothes?”
“Yes.”
“Why not say so? All we’re doing is wasting time.”
“It contained a thick suit, four shirts, five ties, and some personal papers.”
“Bit by bit if you don’t mind. What color were the suit, shirts, and ties?”
“The suit was a plain light gray, the shirts were white, and the ties were of various colors.”
“What do you mean by ‘various colors’? We must know.”
“One was plain red; the second red with a blue pattern; the third gray; the fourth yellow and brown with a
green pattern, the fifth white.”
“White!”
“Yes, white. Well, a sort of off-white.”
“Fine, it’s fine so far. Now let’s get down to brass tacks. You took a taxi?”
“Yes.”
“Do you know the make and number of the taxi and the driver’s name?”
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“The taxi was a Ford.”
“Ford?”
“Yes.”
“How do you know?”
“I can tell easily.”
“And I, my dear fellow, can’t … how do you know?”
“I read it on the front.”
“1 see. And the number?”
“4646.”
“And how do you know the number?”
“I always note the numbers of the taxis I ride in.”
“Whatever for?”
“For fun.”
“What sort of fun’s that? My dear sir, let’s have a sensible reply which we can put down in the report.”
“It’s just a habit I’ve got into.”
“Have it your own way. This reply isn’t in your interests, but have it your own way. And what was the driver’s
name?”
“I didn’t ask him.”
“Hmm, good. Are you sure that when you left the train you had four cases with you?”
“Yes, I am.”
“Did anyone see you with these cases?”
“The station porter carried three of them and I took the small one.”
“Do you know this porter?”
“No, but I’d know him if I saw him.”
“Good, we’ll see about that later. Where did you put the cases?”
“In the car.”
“Yes, I know, but where? In the boot?\fn{The trunk.} On the roof? Where?”
“I put the big case next to the driver and the three other ones beside me.”
“Not so quick—the big case you put next to the driver and the three other ones—hmm—where?”
“On the seat beside me.”
“And then?”
“And then I arrived home. The driver took the big case, while I carried two and forgot about the last one.”
“Hmm, and when did you realize you’d forgotten the case?”
“About an hour after getting home.”
“Isn’t it possible that you forgot the case somewhere else?”
“No.”
“Hmm, and what else is there to ask? Oh yes—ahow much do you reckon the things lost were worth?”
“The case I bought for three pounds and the things in it were practically all new. The suit cost me twenty
pounds, the four shirts were a pound and a half each, while the ties were a pound each—thirty-one pounds
altogether.”
“It’s quite unreasonable to write down such a sum—thirty-one pounds is too much. Let’s say fifteen.”
“What! Only fifteen, officer?”
“Let’s at least hope we’ll find the things. Don’t upset yourself. What’s it matter—fifteen, twenty, or even
more?” I looked at him without saying a word.
“Well, that’s it,” he said.
“Can I go then?”
“What do you mean ‘go’? You’ve still got to sign the report. I’ll complete it and you can sign.” He wrote:
With this the report was completed at today’s date the time being 12.30 p.m. and it was duly signed by the complainant.

“Please sign here.” I took up the pen and signed.
“No, write your name, don’t sign. I mean, just write your name.” I wrote my name a second time, then asked
him:
“Is that it?”
“That’s it.” As I got up to leave I asked:
“Tell me, Sergeant Abdul Basit—I mean to say, is there any hope that anything’ll turn up?”
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“Of course, why shouldn’t it? Directly anything happens we’ll let you know immediately. Let’s all hope that
God will be helping.”
I thanked him and left. On returning to the Company the manager called for me. I apologized for being late and
told him the story. He showed some concern for what had happened to me but did not consider it sufficient reason
for my being absent a whole morning. As for my colleagues in the office, they agreed that, as the saying goes, my
sole consolation lay in God and that I should expect never to see my suitcase again.
A week passed, then two, and I began to be resigned to the loss of the suitcase. But one morning the manager
summoned me to his office. Without so much as a good morning he held out a small slip of paper. I looked at him
in astonishment.
“Go on, read it,” he said. I took the paper and read:
Mr. Ahmed Shefik Lutfi is required to attend at the police station for questioning re Offence No. 21.5. Signed: The
Superintendent of Abbasiyya police station.

I read through the paper a second time but was unable to make anything of it. As I began to read it yet again I
became aware of the manager’s voice.
“And what offence might this be, Mr. Ahmed?”
“Really, sir, I’m quite at a loss—I don’t know what it’s all about.”
“Well, I certainly don’t know. Take yourself off to the police station and come and see me directly you get
back. Off you go now. All this nonsense about an offence—off you go.”
I left the manager’s office, walked glumly to my own, locked it and went off to Abbasiyya police station. Was I
being accused of having committed some offence? I asked myself on the way there. I stopped a taxi and told the
driver to take me quickly to Abbasiyya. On arriving at the police station I jumped out of the cab and hurried into
the duty officer’s room. I produced the letter summoning me there at which he politely indicated a chair.
“Take a seat.”
I sat down while the officer busied himself with an enquiry into a case of assault and battery. I asked him
hastily:
“If you could just let me know what it;’s all about—”
“Certainly, I’ll tell you right away—just let me finish what I’m doing.”
I fell silent and began watching the scene being enacted before me without understanding it. I heard the officer
ask if anybody had anything more to say, after which those present proceeded to sign, and then left the room with
one of the policemen. I thus found myself alone with the officer. Turning over the papers which lay before him, he
addressed me with formidable calm:
“The question, my dear sir, is one of great simplicity and relates to a complaint lodged by you in regard to the
suitcase you lost last month.”
“Ah, the suitcase! You’ve found it?”
“No.”
“Then, what?”
“The owner of taxi Number 4646 lives here in Abbasiyya and so Roda police station has transferred the case to
ourselves for action.”
“And so?”
“So the first thing we must do is ask you some questions.”
“Right. Go ahead.” The officer took up his pen.
“Your name, sir?”
“My name is Ahmed Shefik Lutfi, I am thirty-two years of age. I am an employee of the Raml Company. I was
born in Edfiena, district of Rosetta, province of Beheira, and I live at 28 aI-Malik al-Salih Street which is in the
district of Roda.”
“What is the subject of your statement?”
“But, officer, I’ve already given all this information.”
“Never mind. Everybody has his own way of going about things and I’d like to look into the matter for
myself.”
“All right, go ahead.”
“What’s the subject of your complaint?”
“The subject of my complaint is that I was returning from Alexandria about three weeks ago with four
suitcases of different sizes, the largest being brown in color and measuring a meter and a half by a meter, the
second a meter by three-quarters and also brown, the third half a meter by half but black, and the fourth being a
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briefcase.”
“A little slower, if you’d be so good.”
“Certainly.”
“All right, let’s hear the rest.”
“I took a taxi from the station and put three of the suitcases beside me and the fourth alongside the driver and
on arriving home I discovered that I had forgotten the black one. The taxi was a Ford and its number 4646. The
missing case contained a gray woolen suit which cost twenty pounds, four white shirts costing one pound fifty
piastres each, and five ties of which one was a plain red, the second blue on red, the third pale gray, and the fourth
green on yellow and brown, and the fifth white. The ties cost a pound each.”
“You’re going too fast.”
“The fact of the matter is I haven’t got all that amount of time, besides which the whole thing’s most
annoying.”
“I appreciate your position and I also appreciate the considerable loss you’ve had.”
“Thanks very much.”
“I’d just like to ask you something else.”
“Do.”
“Why didn;’t you report the loss of the suitcase on the same day?”
“The fact is I thought that maybe the driver wasn’t free to bring it back to me, that perhaps he was busy taking
people about or something. I thought I’d give him till next day.”
“Are you certain that the taxi you took from Cairo station to Roda on the day of your return from Alexandria
with four suitcases was a Ford?”
“I’m absolutely certain.”
“Are you certain that the number of the Ford taxi you took from Cairo station to your home in Roda on the day
of your return from Alexandria was 4646?”
“Yes, absolutely certain.”
“How can you be?”
“I’m certain because I read the number.”
“Have you any other statements to make.”
“No, thank you.” I signed and hurried out, jumped into a taxi, and told the driver:
“As quick as you can please to Mazloum Street.” Back at the office I rushed off to see the manager.
“Can you imagine, sir, what it was all about?” I said. He looked at me coldly without answering.
“About the business of the suitcase,” I went on.
“What suitcase, Mr. Ahmed?”
“The suitcase I forgot in the taxi—the report has been transferred from the Roda police station to Abbasiyya
police station because the driver lives there.”
But the manager made no reply and returned to his papers. I left the room despondently and went back to my
office where I threw myself down into the chair feeling utterly miserable.
A week later the manager called me to his office again and handed me two letters, the first of which read:
Please bring to the notice of Mr. Ahmed Shefik Lutfi that his attendance is required at the police station in order to
complete the enquiry into the offence concerning which he was previously questioned.
The Superintendent of Abbasiyya police station

The second one read:
Please inform Mr. Ahmed Shefik Lutfi that his attendance is urgently required at the police station.
The Superintendent of Roda police station

I looked at the manager, who was turning over some papers in front of him. I left his room quietly, returned to
my desk and locked the drawers, and went out into the street. There I stood outside the main door to the
company’s offices, not knowing what to do. I held the two letters in my hand; I had in any case to go both to the
Abbasiyya police station and the Roda police station.
I walked to the bus stop, telling myself that I should go to the Roda police station first in the hope that they had
found the suitcase, which would then make it unnecessary for me to go to Abbasiyya.
I arrived at Roda police station and went straight to Sergeant Abdul Basit. After wishing him good morning I
said to him,
“I’ve come.”
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“Yes, Sir.”
I took the summons to attend from my pocket and handed it over to him.
“Don’t you remember me?” I asked. “I’m the suitcase man.” He stretched out his hand, read the paper and
said:
“Ah—ah—please sit down.”
“I hope everything’s all right,” I said, sitting down quickly. “What do you want me for?”
“It’s all right, just take it easy.”
“Actually, I’ve got work to do and still have to go to Abbasiyya.”
“Why Abbasiyya?”
“No reason except that the report was transferred there—I’ve very little time.”
“Ah, certainly—our detectives have found a few stolen articles—among them a pale gray suit like yours.”
“In a suitcase?” I asked eagerly.
“Eh? That’s hardly reasonable, is it? You don’t honestly think the thief would sell the thing with the suitcase.
That doesn’t make much sense.”
“Quite—never mind—can I see these things?”
“Why not? After all, what did we send for you for? Come along.” He got up and went to a cupboard on his
right, opened it, and produced a suit.
“Take a look and see if it’s yours—no, wait a bit.” He put the suit back in the cupboard, locked it again, and
hurried back to his desk.
“Before you see it,” he said, taking out his pen, “I must ask you about the cut.”
“What cut?”
“The cut of the suit. Not all suits are cut the same way. Just a couple of words will do—your name, sir?”
“My name is Ahmed Shefik Lutfi, I am thirty-two years of age and was born in Edfiena, in the district of
Rosetta, province of Beheira.”
“Yes, yes, that’s right. What sort of cut was it?”
“Single-breasted.”
“Single-breasted?”
“Single-breasted—like the one I’m wearing now.”
“Hmm, and its pockets?”
“Also like these.”
“Hmm … All right, come along and have a look at the suit.”
He got up again, opened the cupboard and took out the suit. He began turning it this way and that, but from the
first glance I could tell it wasn’t mine. I didn’t get up from my seat.
“So it’s not your suit,” said the Sergeant. “That’s so, isn’t .it?”
“No, it’s not my suit.”
“Right, then let’s finish the report.” He returned to his desk and began writing:
The report was begun at the date and time hereof when Mr. Ahmed Shefik Lutfi, employee at the Raml Company, was
summoned to attend and after the suit previously acquired was shown to him he stated that it was not the suit he had
lost. With this the report was concluded and he duly signed it.

“Please sign it.” I got up, took the pen, and signed.
“Is that all?” I asked.
“That’s all. Sorry to have troubled you. I’m sure we’ll find your things, though.” I bade him farewell as I
hurried out.
“Peace be upon you.” But I stopped suddenly. “Tell me, Sergeant Abdul Basit, wouldn’t it be possible to send
notices to my home?”
“Of course, why not?”
“Good, in future always send them to my home.”
“The fact is one gets a bit lazy and the Raml Company’s nice and easy to write and it’s a large company and
well known.”
It was now twelve o’clock, which meant that I would not be able to return to work that day; this also meant a
further humiliating encounter with the manager. In any case I had to hurry off to Abbasiyya police station so as to
catch the officer before he went off to lunch and yet another day was wasted. I got on to a bus, arrived at the
station and went into the duty room, where the officer met me with a genial smile which boded well. I greeted him
and asked permission to sit down.
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“Please do,” he said.
“You remember me of course?” I asked him.
“Of course.”
“And what’s it all about this time, I wonder?”
“The thing’s got into a bit of a muddle.”
“How’s that?”
“I’ll tell you.” He pulled a file towards him and extracted the report relating to myself.
“It’s like this. We summoned the driver of Taxi 4646 who stated that he hadn’t been working that day and
forwarded a certificate from a repair shop to the effect that his vehicle had been out of service on the day when
your suitcase was lost.”
“And the upshot?”
“I don’t know.”
“Isn’t it possible that this certificate was sort of forged?”
“To tell the truth it’s possible, but it’d be hard to prove.”
“And now what?”
“Well, I’ve an idea.”
“What is it?”
“I really do appreciate your position—your loss, so to speak, and I’d naturally like to help you.”
“I’m most grateful.”
“What I want to say is, isn’t it possible that you—muddled up the number?”
“Muddled up the number? Out of the question! I remember distinctly that it was 4646.”
“All right, sir, but what I mean is, instead of being 4646, couldn’t the number be 6464 or 4664 or 6446 or some
such combination of fours and sixes?”
“Impossible. For a start I remember clearly that each four had a six next to it.”
“All right, this means that just as the number could be 4646 it might equally well have been 6464.”
I kept silent and began to think.
“What do you think?”
“I don’t know,” I said. From that moment the numbers had in fact begun to get mixed up in my brain.
“It’s possible,” I said.
“What’s possible?”
“What you say’s possible.”
“Which is the most likely number?”
“I don’t know anything any longer. Let’s say 6464 and try it out.”
“All right, I’ll take down these statements from you and we’ll look into it all. After that certificate forwarded
by the driver I’m really supposed to close the report and file it away. However, I appreciate your position so I’ll
open it again on the basis that you want to amend your statements in respect of the number of the vehicle.”
“Fair enough. It’s possible—it’s possible I really did make a mistake.” The officer began to write.
“What statement do you wish to make?”
“With regard to the number of the vehicle which I took on the evening of my return from Alexandria and
which I previously said was Number 4646, I would like to state that I have remembered that the correct number of
the vehicle was 6464.”
“Is there any further statement you wish to make?”
“No.”
I left. The time was past two o’clock, which meant that the Company had closed its doors and there was
nothing for me to do but go home.
I woke early next morning wanting to arrive at the office in good time so as to get through some of my work
which was in arrears. All day long I succeeded in avoiding the manager. Neither did I meet the manager during
the following week nor did he send for me. Gradually I dismissed the business of the suitcase from my mind.
However, one morning he did call for me. When I entered his office I found him standing in front of his desk. At
once he burst out angrily:
“What I want to know, Mr. Ahmed, is where all this is going to end!”
I looked at him mutely.
“Where are all these police stations, questionings, and offences going to end!” In dread I asked:
“What police stations, sir?”
“Read it,” he said and handed me a small slip of paper. I stood rooted to the spot, too scared to step forward
and take it from him.
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“Go on, read it!” I stretched out my trembling hand and took the piece of paper without looking at it.
“Read what it says—go on.” At last I read:
Imbaba police station.
Please note that Mr. Ahmed Shefik Lutfi is requested to attend urgently at the police station for questioning in
Offence Number—

I was unable to go on. I stood up, not knowing what to do and looked beseechingly at the manager.
“What about it?” he asked sharply.
“I don’t know,” I answered.
“How do you mean you don’t know? The suitcase was said to be at the Roda police station, then at Abbasiyya
and now it’s found its way to Imbaba.”
“But, sir, it’s not as if I’ve been a thief or done anything wrong!”
“You’d better go off to the police station. I’d dearly like to know where it’s all going to end. Everything must
have an end somewhere. Off you go.”
With difficulty I dragged myself back to my office and sat down at the desk. I felt unable to move, unable to
think intelligently. I then became aware of the piece of paper in my hand. Imbaba police station—Roda police
station—whatever police station it might be at, I no longer wanted the suitcase. However, there was nothing to do
but get up and go to the police station. It was ten a.m. and I had a mass of work in front of me. It was a long way
to Imbaba. What had I to do with Imbaba police station?
I left my office and, feeling that I shouldn’t waste any time, I signaled a taxi.
“Imbaba—the police station—as quick as you can, please.” When I got there I dashed into the duty officer’s
room and silently handed over my piece of paper.
“You’re Ahmed Shefik?” he asked me.
“The very same.”
“Please sit down.”
I sat down and waited. Opening the file in front of him, the officer said:
“Last month you made a statement at Roda police station?” I was getting impatient.
“Yes! What else?”
“And you said that the number of the taxi was 4646?”
“Hmm,” I said quietly, looking at him.
“And then at Abbasiyya station, the station for the district in which the taxi driver lived, you said that the
number of the taxi was not 4646 but 6464?”
“Hmm.”
“The driver of that taxi’s called Mustafa Humeida and he lives here in Imbaba.”
“Yes.”
“That’s why I’ve got you to come along, so that I could ask you about the whole business.”
“I’ve told it all before.”
“Never mind. The thing’s now in our court and I’m never happy about an investigation unless I’ve done it
myself.”
“Hmm, and what would you like to ask me about? Shouldn’t you question the taxi driver first?”
“Look here, my dear fellow, I can’t ask him till I’ve made sure.”
“Made sure of what?”
“Once you said the number of the vehicle was 4646 and on another occasion you said it was 6464. I must make
sure. Maybe you’ll be saying yet some other number.”
“So you want to ask me about that?”
“I’m going to start from the very beginning. I always like to do all my own investigations.”
“Right. Go ahead. And what would you like to ask me about?”
“I’ll tell you right away.” He produced several sheets of paper from the drawer of his desk and began to write:
On today’s date there appeared before us, the Duty Officer, Mr. Ahmed Shefik Lutfi who stated—

The officer leafed through the previous reports, and then went on writing—
My name is Ahmed Shefik Lutfi, I am thirty-two years of age and was born at Edfiena in the district of Rosetta,
province of Beheira. I am an employee of the Raml Company and live at 28 al-Malik al-Salih Street in Roda.
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He turned to me.
“What exactly was the subject of your statement?” I sat up straight and said,
“Officer.”
“Yes?”
“Officer, I have lost nothing.”
“What’s that?”
“I haven’t lost any suitcases.”
“What do you mean?”
“What I mean is that I returned from Alexandria with all my suitcases complete and intact. I lost nothing.”
“I don’t understand what it’s all about.”
“I am telling you that I haven’t lost a thing.”
“Not quite so fast, my dear fellow! First of all, your name is Ahmed Shefik Lutfi, is it not? And you were born
in Edfiena, district of Rosetta, province of Beheira, were you not? And you are, are you not, an employee of the
Raml Company?”
“Exactly.”
“What then are you talking about? Previously you made certain statements in a police report at Roda and
Abbasiyya to the effect that you had lost a suitcase on—”
“It isn’t true.”
“What? Isn’t this your signature?” He thrust the reports I had previously signed into my hand.
“Yes, that’s my signature,” I said.
“Then the suitcase was stolen from you?”
“And I, as owner of the suitcase, tell you that nothing was stolen from me.”
“And these statements?”
“A mistake.”
“Forged?”
“No, a mistake.”
“Didn’t you read them before you signed them?”
“Yes, I did.”
“Sir—officer, my four suitcases are all safely at home and nobody’s stolen anything from me.”
“Fine, we’ll just write a couple of words to that effect.”
The officer began to write. In complete silence I watched the pen racing across the paper. At last he looked up
at me and said:
“Please sign here.” I signed.
“Well, that’s it,” I said, getting to my feet. “If you’ll excuse me.”
“Where do you think you’re going?” the officer asked.
“To my work. That’s the end of the matter, isn’t it?”
“The end of the matter? What do you mean? Sergeant Mahmoud!” he shouted at the top of his voice. “Hey,
you standing by the door!”
The policeman appeared and saluted.
“Take this gentleman away,” the officer told him.
“Take me where?” I asked in alarm.
But the officer was again writing in the report. I glanced at the policeman standing behind me; straining
forward as far as I could I managed to read:
The said person is to be transferred back to the police station at Roda where he is resident so that he may be questioned
in respect of a charge of being a nuisance to the authorities and dealt with under Section 135 of the Criminal Code.

52.279 She Was The Weaker\fn{by Nawal el-Saadawi (1930- )} Kafr Tahia, Qalubiyya Governorate, Egypt (F) 2
Only the middle finger of his right hand. No other finger would do. The little finger was longer than it should
be, the thumb fatter. The nail of the index finger was dead; it had not grown after being squashed by a hoe. And
the nail was important, maybe more important than the finger itself, for it was the nail that would open the way.
He had implored his mother to be allowed to use something else, something harder, like the tip of a bamboo stick.
But his mother poked him in the shoulder with her strong fingers and he rolled on to the ground, unable to spit but
only to lick the earth with his tongue as he watched his mother’s large feet steadily advancing, her lofty muscular
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body shaking the earth, her long hard fingers around the hoe, lifting it high as though it were a dry stick of corn,
then bringing it down onto the earth to split it open like a watermelon.
As strong as an ox. On her head she carried loads heavier than an ass. She kneaded troughs of dough, swept,
cooked, hoed, carried children and gave birth, yet nothing about her grew tired or weary. But although she was his
mother, who had created him from her flesh, from whose blood he had drunk, she had kept the strength for
herself. He had inherited nothing from her but ugliness and weakness.
This violent urge to cling to his mother, to put his head on her breast and inhale the smell of her body was not
love. He wanted to merge with her once more so that she could give birth to him anew with stronger muscles. He
wanted to inhale some strength from her breath. When he kissed her, he didn’t want to kiss but to bite her and eat
her muscular flesh piece by piece. But he could not do it. All he could do was hide his head in her lap and hate
her. Sometimes he would cry, sometimes he would run away. Once he stole away from the field at the end of the
day and, with the hem of his galabia\fn{The long loose robe commonly worn by Egyptian men and women .} between his
teeth, he kept on running until he came to a place he did not know. Darkness surrounded him on all sides and he
heard the distant howl of a wolf and turned on his heels and ran back home. And once he stole a five piastre piece
from his mother’s bag and took the Delta train to a village whose name he did not know. He began walking along
its streets until his stomach rumbled and the soles of his feet burned. So he bought a ticket and took the train back
to his village. Another time he stole a ten piastre piece and secretly went to the barber-surgeon. He stood before
him panting.
“Speak up, lad. What d’you want?”
He tried to dislodge his dry tongue from the roof of his mouth, hiding his hands in his galabia.
“My fingers …”
“What’s wrong with them?”
“They won’t hold a hoe like my mother’s do.”
The man jabbed him in the shoulder.
“Shame on you, boy. Go and get your mother to feed you a pound of meat and you’ll grow as strong as a
horse.”
He cried in his mother’s ample lap until she bought him a piece of meat which he gobbled up. He drank and
burped, feeling a pleasant warmth run through his fingers. He clenched them and stretched them, bent them and
spread them, happy in his new-found power. But feeling his eyelids heavy, he closed his eyes and fell into a deep
sleep. When he awoke two days later, he ran outside feeling that the remains of the meat had slipped away from
inside him, together with the new-found power.
But there had to be a solution. In his head there was a brain at work. He was the cleverest man in the village.
He read the newspapers to them, wrote letters for them, solved their problems, delivered the Friday sermon when
the Imam\fn{The prayer leader in a mosque .} was away. But his brain and intelligence would not excuse him. For
them, a real man meant having a strong body even if he had the mind of a mule.
His brain worked but his muscles were slack. Time passed. The fateful day was approaching and nothing he
tried was of any avail. He locked the door of the back hall and exercised his muscles. He clenched his fingers,
bent them and spread them and cracked them. Every night he exercised. At times his fingers clenched into a fist,
at other times they would contort and then fall slack …
The day arrived. He watched his mother sweep and clean the hall before dawn and stack up wooden benches in
front of the house. He pretended to be asleep or to be dead, but his mother poked him in the shoulder with those
fingers of hers and he jumped to his feet. Groups of people began to fill the courtyard of the house; men carrying
sticks, playing and dancing, women wearing gaily colored robes, singing and ululating,\fn{ Producing a high, piercing
cry of protracted and rhythmical sound entirely by the manipulation of parts of the mouth .} throwing at him things which stung
the nape of his neck. He was nailed to the ground by new slippers of yellow leather which chafed his feet. Around
his neck was a new kuffiya\fn{Head-dress worn by Egyptian men.} at which he tugged with cramped fingers and with
which he would have strangled himself had his muscles not been as soft as dough. His legs did not move but were
pushed from behind, from the left, from the right, making him sway as though he were dancing with the dancers
and reeling with the reelers … until he found himself at the threshold of the hall. Raising his head, he saw before
him a curious thing, a thing the top half of which was covered in a large red shawl, the lower half, two thin bare
legs, beside each leg a woman, grasping them with sturdy arms from which coarse veins bulged out.
He remained standing at the threshold, his eyes dazzled, his mouth trying to open to scream. But nothing
emerged from between his lips except saliva which ran, warm and smooth, from the corner of his mouth, like the
tail of a harmless snake …
He felt powerful fingers, like those of his mother, push him in the shoulder and sit him down. He felt somehow
relieved with his buttocks on the washed damp ground. He remained seated, his eyes closed, semi-conscious. But
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another thrust in his shoulder made him open his eyes to find himself face to face with the parted legs. He turned
his face away and from the corner of his eye noticed a crowd of men and women behind him assembled in the
courtyard, playing drums and flutes, dancing and standing waiting. Their eyes were wide open, eagerly and
anxiously watching the door of the hall. No, he would not provide them with a scandal. He was not stupid. He was
the cleverest man in the village … he read the newspapers and wrote letters for them, delivered the sermon when
the Imam was away. He had to come out to them with his head held high, as all village men did, including the
stupid boy who stammered and dribbled …
He stretched out his right hand and pushed his finger forward between the legs. But his arm trembled, violently
shaking the finger which fell dangling like the tail of a dead puppy …
He did not stop. He kept trying and struggling. Copious sweat ran down the creases of his face and poured into
his mouth; he licked it with his tongue, glancing furtively at the two women sitting beside him. Each of them was
bearing down on a leg, faces turned away towards the wall, too polite to look at such a scene, or indifferent to
something they’d seen many times, or declining to make themselves into inspectors of the virility of a man at his
wedding ceremony, or embarrassed or apprehensive, or something. What was important was that they did not see
him.
Cautiously, he turned his eyes towards the door to find a section of the crowd standing and watching. From the
corner of his eye, he noticed the old man, the father of the bride, standing at the door, his eyes darting back and
forth from the door of the hall to the people’s faces, anxious and fearful.
He rubbed his fingers confidently. No one knew the truth. The two women had seen nothing except the wall
and the one it did concern was absorbed in worrying about his own honor …
No one knew the truth … except her. Her? Who? He did not know her, had never seen her, had seen neither her
face nor her eyes nor even a single hair of her head. Now was the first time he was seeing her and he did not see a
bride, did not see a person, but only a large red shawl at the end of which were two parted legs like those of a
paralyzed cow. But there she was in front of him, exposing his impotence. She stood up like a snare to entrap his
weakness and failure and he hated her just as he hated his mother. He would have liked to tear her to shreds with
his teeth or pour acid on her to burn her.
The hatred endowed him with wit and pride. He spat on the ground in displeasure and sucked his lips in
contempt. He steeled himself, got up slowly from his place and turned towards the door, his head high, the
handkerchief low. Striding slowly and surely towards the old man, he threw him a glance of superiority, then
tossed the handkerchief in his face. It was as clean as before, as washed as before. Not one drop of red blood had
stained it.
The eyes of the bride’s father dropped in shame. His shoulders crumpled until his head was on his chest. Men
surrounded him from all sides to comfort and support him, then they all turned to the door of the hall, at the ready
…
The bride appeared at the threshold, her small head under the red shawl hanging in dejection, burning and
accusing looks thrown at her from all sides …
17.42 A House For My Children\fn{by Mahmoud Diab (1932- )} Ismaïlia, Ismaïlia Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
It isn’t possible that the idea occurred to me suddenly, for I had always dreamed of having a house. Though in
my dreams its features were not sharply defined, it was characterized by a general enveloping air of warmth and
serenity. When, therefore, the chance presented itself I grasped it as though my life depended on it.
While the idea was not a sudden one to me, it came as a surprise to my wife, who was unable to hold back her
tears for excitement. I didn’t in fact surprise her with it as an idea, which would not have caused her such
excitement, but in the form of an actual contract for a vacant plot of land on a new housing estate in the eastem
part of the city.
This was on the birthday of my children, Hala and Hisham. The former was four years old and the latter three.
Bom in the same month, though not on the same day, we used to celebrate their birthdays together.
On retuming home that day my wife asked me:
“Have you forgotten that today’s the children’s birthday?”
“No, I haven’t forgotten,” I said sofdy, attempting to conceal my restlessness.
“Don’t tell me you’re broke,” she said slyly.
“No, I’m not broke.”
“They’ve been waiting for you and yet I see you’ve come back without even troubling to buy them a piastre’s
worth of sweets,” she said, indicating my empty hands.
“I’m fed up with getting them only toys and sweets.”
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Unable to prepare the way for the surprise any better than this, I produced a large envelope from under my arm
and handed it to her.
“My present’s in the envelope,” I said, and she took out the contract and ran her eyes over it while I watched
her in an ecstasy of pride. Failing to understand what it was about at first glance, she raised her beautiful face
inquiringly.
“What’s this?” she cried.
“It’s a house for them,” I said smiling.
Hisham crept out from behind, and buried his face between my legs and gave a soft laugh. I bent over, picked
him up and began kissing him, oblivious of the unexpected results my surprise had wrought in my wife.
From that moment great changes came over her. No longer did she bring up the old story of my love affair
which she had found out about some days ago. Whether she had forgotten about it or merely pretended to have
done so I don’t know. She also became more tender and gay and there wasn’t a relative or friend of hers to whom
she didn’t announce the news of the house we’d be building. In fact she no longer enjoyed talking to me about
anything else.
We went, the four of us, to the plot of land the following day, in order, as she put it, “to give it the once over.”
We stood by one comer of it, she beside me, radiant with smiles, while Hala and Hisham ran races nearby,
shouting and stirring up little eddies of dust.
My wife was outlining what the house would be like and went on unconsciously repeating herself:
“It’ll be a single storey, won’t it? But when the children get bigger we’ll add another one. We’ll surround it
with a large garden. I’d love a house of mine to have a garden. I’ll look after it myself. I’ll fill it with flowers.
What sort of flowers do you like, darling? Isn’t it funny that for five whole years I’ve never known what flowers
you liked?”
“I like jasmine,” I said.
“We’ll cover the garden with jasmine,” she cried. Then: “Living in a house like this so far away from the
smoke and din of the city is beautifully healthy for the children. My grandfather used to have a lovely house in
Mansoura—it had an acre of garden. Imagine! By the way, you must make provision for a laundry room on the
roof, also a servants’ room …”
“What do you mean by a servants’ room?” I cut her short. “I’ve spent precious years of my life turning a dream
into reality and I’d ask you not to turn it into a nonsense!”
“All right—and the garage, the house must have a garage.”
“But I don’t own a car.”
“You’ll have a car some time and where would you put it if the house didn’t have a garage?”
She called out to Hala to bring back her brother, then she let out a shrill laugh and raced after her children with
the gaiety of a young girl.
My thoughts wandered far afield as I watched the three of them in the middle of the plot of land. Only when
my wife returned and was standing by me did I come to. She repeated what she had told me before, embroidering
on it, while I replied to her in between my thoughts with “yes” or “no,” without paying any attention to what she
was saying.
*
I remembered an old house, far away in both time and place. The place was the town of Ismailiyya; as to the
time, I am able to fix in terms of my age, for at that time I was eight or nine years old. We owned a house in that
town, a modest single-storey house surrounded by a small but beautiful garden. It did not, however, possess a
servants’ room, for we had no servants; nor did it have a garage, for my father had never been in a private
motorcar in his life. I remember that there was a trellis of vines in our garden, and two mango trees, a lemon tree,
and a large hen house. I also remember that my father would not be in the house for a minute before he’d take up
the hoe and wield it in the garden, the fence of which was covered in strands of jasmine. I don’t remember when it
was we came to own that house or when we moved into it. I do remember, though, that my father was extremely
proud if it, while my mother regarded our coming into possession of it as a stupendous and historic event. She had
thus made of it a set date by which she fixed the events of her life and those of the whole family. Many is the time
I have heard her say: “When we moved to the house I was pregnant with so-and-so …” or “When we bought the
house my husband’s salary was so much …” and similar expressions which I still smile at when I recollect them.
I don’t remember any particular happenings that occurred at home during that period other than the birth of
one of my brothers, the fifth of us all and the third male child. No doubt the other incidents were all so
commonplace that they have left no special impression on my mind. I do remember, though, that when evening
came a group of our neighbors would tum up to see my father and they’d gather out in the garden and converse on
various topics, while we children would play around them, and the breezes of spring would blow drowsily, made
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sluggish with the aroma of jasmine. It must be that it was ever spring in our house in those days, for I can scarcely
imagine it now without games in the garden and the smell of jasmine.
Then some events occurred which did not immediately break the monotony of life. For this reason I can
scarcely remember them now in detail though I do remember vague echoes of them, as for instance that I began
hearing the word “war,” a word new to me being repeated at home far more frequently than the word “bread;” it
was also constantly used by the grown-ups in our street without my understanding its meaning to begin with.
There were other words I leamed by heart despite their difficulty and strangeness because of the way they were
repeated: “The Allies … the Axis … the Germans … the Maginot Line” and others, all of which were mere words
that I chanced to hear.
My father and our neighbors gathered in the garden would talk only about such matters. They would divide up
into two opposing factions, one wanting victory for the English and the other praying that the Germans would
win. My father belonged to the latter faction, and I, in my turn, prayed for a German victory. Often I would hear
my father say, “A German victory means that the English would get out of Egypt,” though Uncle Hassan, our
nearest neighbour, believed that if the English got out of Egypt it would mean the Germans entering it. The
grown-ups would carry on long animated discussions which would end on one night, only to begin again on
another, while we children, in our games, would divide ourselves up into two groups, one “the English” and the
other “the Germans.” I naturally belonged to the latter. We would then indulge in childish warfare which left us
puffing and blowing to the point of exhaustion.
When it was time to go to sleep I would slip into bed and lie there for a time listening to the voices of the
grown-ups in the garden. I would single out my father’s voice among them and would then try to conjure up a
picture of the Germans. I did not picture the Germans as being the same size as the English or as looking like
them, but saw them as both larger and more magnificent.
One night the air raid waming sounded. That, too, was something new and exciting in those days. The lights in
the street and the houses went out and darkness, weighed down with tense silence, ruled. Ghostly forms gathered
at the doorways and the scent of jasmine was diffused more strongly than on any previous night.
“German aeroplanes!” shouted my father.
Gazing up at the sky and listening intendy, I was able to make out a disjointed humming that cut through the
solid darkness at the horizon’s end and drew nearer.
“Will they bomb the town?” I asked my mother in terror.
“No,” my father answered her in the tones of someone well-informed on such matters. “Hider wouldn’t do
that. They’re merely making for the English camps.”
English camps surrounded our small town on all sides, indeed were almost touching it. We heard terrible
explosions which I don’t remember ceasing for an instant. An aeroplane burst into flames in the sky; then ghostly
forms with heavy tread passed by announcing to the rushing people that the planes were laying waste the town
and advising them to keep away from the houses. Bands of phantom figures rushed out, running and stumbling in
the street. Our parents got up and hurried us off with the terrified crowds towards the desert which stretched to the
northeast of the city; there was no other place of escape.
That night seemed like nothing so much as the gathering of the dead at the end of the world. This was how
father expressed it and my mother later repeated his words. People were pushing one another about crazily,
barefoot in their night-gowns, calling out to one another in the midst of that solid darkness.
“Where are you Muhsin? Where are the children? Did you close the door? Let the house go to hell! Hurry up,
Lawahiz! Wait for me, father,” while the barking of dogs rang out in every direction. I cried as I ran, with three of
my brothers and sisters—many were the children that cried in the midst of that solid darkness.
I am unable to say exacdy how many people took refuge in the desert on that confused night. All I know is that
the black desert was filled with them so that we were like people “at an anniversary feast of some saint—at the
anniversary feast of Sheikh Hider,” as Uncle Hassan said ironically.
“Help me dig,” said my father to my mother in the voice of an expert on these matters.
“Dig, children! Hassan Effendi, make a hole for your children to protect them from the shrapnel.”
We dug a large hole in which my father fitted us tightly together, while explosions thundered in the town and
the disjointed humming filled the sky and sudden flashes of light burst forth like lightning from time to time.
Then the aeroplanes were circling above us.
“They’re right over our heads,” shouted my father.
My mother gave an anguished scream and threw herself on to us to cover us with her body. My father did
likewise. Voices were raised throughout the desert ordering the people to be silent, followed by other voices
telling them to shut up. I craned my neck, thrust up my head, and took a look, over my father’s shoulder, at the
sky in the hope of seeing a German in his aeroplane so that I might verify the picture I had stored up in my head
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of the Germans. However, my father violendy pushed my head back into the sand.
“Why are they bombing us if it’s the English they’re fighting?” whispered my mother.
My father answered not a word.
“Aren’t we their friends?” I asked.
“God’s curse be on both of them!” my father shouted angrily.
The aeroplanes came so close to the ground that I could feel the reverberation of their engines shaking my
body. Then sudden, fearful lights that whistled stripped bare the desert and were followed by shots that “sprayed
the people like rain” as Uncle Hassan’s wife said the day we met her for the first time two years after that night.
The shouts that rose up from the ground mingled with the explosions coming from the sky, forming an infemo of
clamor that still echoes in my ears despite the passage of years.
When moming came my mother gave herself up to a fit of hysterics, as did all the women around us, and it was
in vain that my father attempted to bring her back to her senses.
Eventually the slaughter came to an end, the aeroplanes dissolved from our skies and the explosions and all the
other noises from the heavens ceased, making way for the crazed noises of the earth, until the blackness of night
melted away before the first thread of daylight.
We got up out of our hole and followed our parents in utter exhaustion, our eyes tightly closed as ordered by
them lest we should see the carnage around us. We made our way to our house but didn’t find it; nor did we find
Uncle Hassan’s house, nor a third house and half a fourth in the same street: they had all become heaps of rubble.
On the heap that had been our house one of our geese roamed around in bewilderment; she was followed by one
of her young of whom there had been five. There was not a trace of the scent of jasmine in the air.
Like someone in a daze my father stood looking first at the ruins, then at my mother who had been rendered
speechless by the unexpected sight. The final and ghasdy event of the day was to see my father crying, something
I had never seen in all my life.
“A whole life’s hard work gone in an instant,” my mother muttered through tears.
“Thanks be to God,” mumbled my father, drying his tears, “we weren’t inside it.”
Silence enveloped us for a while, then he said, "You must emigrate into the country,” and in ‘emigrate’ I
learned a new word that day.
“Let’s go now to your aunt’s house,” my father resumed, “if it too hasn’t been destroyed, until we arrange our
affairs.”
The melancholy procession reformed and off we went with miserable gait, '”as though at a funeral”—as I used
to say whenever I recounted the story to my friends when I had grown up. Before moving away from the ruins of
our house I saw my father pick up a protruding piece of stone and hurl it at the big heap of rubble.
“When the war ends,” I heard him say, “we’ll return and build it again.”
And the war ended …
*
My reverie was broken by a jog at my shoulder and my wife’s voice saying, “What’s wrong with you? Aren’t
you listening? When shall we start building?”
The specter of the ruins of our house still filled my head.
“Those people who invented all these terrible means of destruction,” I said, “why didn’t they think of inventing
something to protect houses against them?”
Surprise appeared on my wife’s face. She stared into mine with questioning tendemess. I smiled and added,
sighing and waving my hand as though to chase away my thoughts,
“It doesn’t matter, because I don’t believe there’ll be another war.”
Which only increased the signs of surprise on my dear wife’s face.
281.69 1. Yellow Trains 2. Next Time We’ll Mash You 3. Grow Old Along With Me, The Best Is Yet To Be 4.
Clara’s Day 5. The Pill-Box 6. Presents Of Fish And Game 7. The Deam Merchant: Seven Short Stories\fn{by
Dame Penelope Margaret Lively, MBE, FRSL (1933- )} Cairo, Egypt (F) 18
1
“I am unhappy,” said the girl to her friend. She looked out of the window through the shimmering folds of
the net curtains to the parked cars in the street; their windscreens snapped in the sunshine and a small dog rum maged in the gutter.
“I am so unhappy,” she repeated, and across the city the friend sighed and murmured.
“Yesterday,” she said, “I was so happy I could have cried. Listen, I rode in a train with blue seats, bright
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bright blue, and there was this factory chimney smoking white against the sky and the sky was gray like velvet.
Do you know what I mean? And clouds like carvings. I tell you, I sat there looking and I could have cried.”
“He isn’t,” asked the friend delicately, “coming?”
“He isn’t coming. There is this business with the office and his mother that he must go to on Saturday come
what may and something about someone for whom he has to hold keys to a flat. He isn’t coming.”
“People,” said the friend, after a pause, “get so involved.”
The girl watched the small dog nose an empty tin. She looked at the sky above the rooftops and at the
thread of vapour from an aeroplane.
“I sat in that train and I wasn’t thinking of anything in particular. I wasn’t thinking: tomorrow, tomorrow, to morrow. It was just a state of mind. And today … Listen, I’m looking at the sky now, and it’s nothing. Nothing
at all. And yesterday there were these clouds like sculptures. I don’t understand how what you see is a question
of what you feel.” The friend, across streets and parks and rooftops, sighed again.
“Did he phone, or what?”
“He phoned.”
“Excuse me a minute,” said the friend. “I’ve got something on the stove.”
The girl saw a pigeon with pink twiggy legs walk round and round, round and round. She saw a child go
past chanting incantations. She saw an old woman put down a carrier bag and stand for a moment, hunched up.
The friend came back.
“Sorry. I expect he just couldn’t get out of it.”
“Possibly. Probably. I made pizza. And got that beer he likes. He phoned very late last night. I feel
as though I’ve put on pounds and pounds.”
“Sorry?” said the friend.
“Weight. Yesterday I felt as though I was floating slightly. Walking along the platform at Clapham Junc tion. Like bubbles going up through you. And these yellow trains dashing all over the place, yellow like daf fodils. I thought, I’m always going to remember feeling like this.”
“Mmn.”
“And the funny thing is I do now. Remember. I’m miserable, I’m pissed off, I feel as heavy as a rock. But it’s
all there still, underneath. The floating feeling, and the clouds, and the yellow trains. Only I can’t get at it any
more.”
“Is he going to call again?” asked the friend. The girl twitched the curtain; the cars shimmered and
flashed.
“Actually, yesterday I wanted things just to stop there. Until I said go on. I wanted to keep it—feeling like
that. I wanted to learn what it was like.”
“Looking forward to something,” the friend began, “is—”
“I wasn’t really looking forward. Don’t you see? It was just being like that. Happy. Now I’m unhappy
and it’s nothing, it’s a no-feeling. It doesn’t exist.” The friend said,
“Mmn—I’m not so sure about that.” After a moment she added,
“I’m sure he’ll call again.”
“I expect he’s calling now,” said the girl. “I expect he’s desperately trying to get through, dialling and hanging
up again and asking the operator if the line’s engaged talking or out of order. Dialling and dialling.” The friend
coughed.
“Excuse me. Where does his mother live?”
“In Surrey. Reigate. His sister lives with her. She has red hair and works in the library. What I can’t get over is
how things push on like they do and take you with them whether you want it or not. Days. They drag you on. One
day you’re with the yellow trains like daffodils and the next you’re sitting here with a knot in your insides. Sometimes I’m not sure if I can go through with life if this is the way it’s going to be.”
“Oh, come on now,” said the friend. After a moment she went on,
“Hello? Are you still there?”
“I’m here. There’s this dog outside that’s got its paw muddled up in a bit of plastic. Do you think I should go
out and help it?” The friend said,
“I don’t know. Of course he wouldn’t have known about you making the pizza.”
“It’s all right—the dog’s got its paw out of the plastic. I couldn’t get the big olives so I had to use the
other kind. I had them in my bag when I was walking along the platform at Clapham Junction and now there
they are in the fridge. Same bloody olives. Funny, when you come to think about it.” The friend said sadly,
“I suppose you’re in love with him.”
“Is that my trouble? God, how unoriginal. And here was I going on about clouds and yellow trains. Oh, and
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there was Battersea Power Station. I didn’t tell you about Battersea Power Station. It looked like a temple.
Egyptian, I think. Do you imagine he’s going to see someone else instead?”
“Look, don’t think about that kind of thing.”
“I’m not. It’s not a question of thinking. I’m not thinking about anything. I just get attacked from time to
time.”
“I know,” said the friend, after a moment. The girl said,
“Do you remember the way when you were a child you always wanted it to be next week? Today was so boring. Next week was always Christmas and birthdays and going to the cinema.”
“He’ll ring up,” said the friend. “You see. Next week. Tomorrow.”
“Ah. Will he? Since when were birthdays always last week? And yellow trains.”
“These trains—”
“Sorry about the trains.” The girl saw sparrows float down from a tree and hop among crisp packets and
paper bags.
“He said it was a pity and we’d have to fix something another time. He ran out of coins and had to go.”
Miles away, across roads and buses and taxis, the friend said,
“Then that’s how it is. Another time. There’s always other times.”
“I don’t want other times,” said the girl. “I want yesterday. I want to be so happy like I was yesterday. I
want to go back into yesterday and settle down there and live there forever. I want to spend the rest of my life
riding out of Clapham Junction on yellow trains, looking at the smoke against those clouds. I don’t want to be
here; I want to be there. I want to be sitting on those bright blue seats, watching the houses go by. I don’t like
now, I want to be then.” The friend sighed.
“Go and eat that pizza. It won’t keep.”
2
Inside the car it was quiet, the noise of the engine even and subdued, the air just the right temperature, the win dows tight-fitting. The boy sat on the back seat, a box of chocolates, unopened, beside him, and a comic, folded.
The trim Sussex landscape flowed past the windows: cows, white-fenced fields, highly-priced period houses. The
sunlight was glassy, remote as a coloured photograph. The backs of the two heads in front of him swayed with the
motion of the car. His mother half-turned to speak to him.
“Nearly there now, darling.” The father glanced downwards at his wife’s wrist.
“Are we all right for time?”
“Just right. Nearly twelve.”
“I could do with a drink. Hope they lay something on.”
“I’m sure they will. The Wilcoxes say they’re awfully nice people. Not really the schoolmaster-type at all,
Sally says.” The man said,
“He’s an Oxford chap.”
“Is he? You didn’t say.”
“Mmn.”
“Of course, the fees are that much higher than the Seaford place.”
“Fifty quid or so. We’ll have to see.”
The car turned right, between white gates and high, dark, tight-clipped hedges. The whisper of the road under the
tyres changed to the crunch of gravel. The child, staring sideways, read black lettering on a white board:
St Edward’s Preparatory School. Please Drive Slowly.
He shifted on the seat, and the leather sucked at the bare skin under his knees, stinging. The mother said,
“It’s a lovely place. Those must be the playing-fields. Look, darling, there are some of the boys.” She clicked
open her handbag, and the sun caught her mirror and flashed in the child's eyes; the comb went through her hair
and he saw the grooves it left, neat as distant ploughing.
“Come on, then, Charles, out you get.”
The building was red brick, early nineteenth century, spreading out long arms in which windows glittered
blackly. Flowers, trapped in neat beds, were alternate red and white. They went up the steps, the man, the woman,
and the child two paces behind.
The woman, the mother, smoothing down a skirt that would be ridged from sitting, thought: I like the way
they’ve got the maid all done up properly. The little white apron and all that. She’s foreign, I suppose. Au pair.
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Very nice. If he comes here there’ll be Speech Days and that kind of thing. Sally Wilcox says it’s quite dressy—
she got that cream linen coat for coming down here. You can see why it costs a bomb. Great big grounds and only
an hour and a half from London.
They went into a room looking out into a terrace. Beyond, dappled lawns, gently shifting trees, black and
white cows grazing behind iron railings. Books, leather chairs, a table with magazines - Country Life, The Field,
The Economist.
“Please, if you would wait here. The Headmaster won’t be long.” Alone, they sat, inspected.
“I like the atmosphere, don’t you, John?”
“Very pleasant, yes.” Four hundred a term, near enough. You can tell it’s a cut above the Seaford place,
though, or the one at St Albans. Bob Wilcox says quite a few City people send their boys here. One or two of the
merchant bankers, those kind of people. It’s the sort of contact that would do no harm at all. You meet someone,
get talking at a cricket match or what have you … not at all a bad thing.
“All right, Charles? You didn’t get sick in the car, did you?”
The child had black hair, slicked down smooth to his head. His ears, too large, jutted out, transparent in the light
from the window, laced with tiny, delicate veins. His clothes had the shine and crease of newness. He looked at the
books, the dark brown pictures, his parents, said nothing.
“Come here, let me tidy your hair.”
The door opened. The child hesitated, stood up, sat, then rose again with his father.
“Mr. and Mrs. Manders? How very nice to meet you. I’m Margaret Spokes, and will you please forgive my husband who is tied up with some wretch who broke the cricket pavilion window and will be just a few more minutes.
We try to be organised but a schoolmaster’s day is always just that bit unpredictable. Do please sit down and what
will you have to revive you after that beastly drive? You live in Finchley, is that right?”
“Hampstead, really,” said the mother. “Sherry would be lovely.”
She worked over the headmaster’s wife from shoes to hairstyle, pricing and assessing. Shoes old but expensive
—Russell and Bromley. Good skirt. Blouse could be Marks and Sparks—not sure. Real pearls. Super Victorian
ring. She’s not gone to any particular trouble—that’s just what she’d wear anyway. You can be confident, with a
voice like that, of course. Sally Wilcox says she knows all sorts of people. The headmaster’s wife said,
“I don’t know how much you know about us. Prospectuses don’t tell you a thing, do they? We’ll look round everything in a minute, when you’ve had a chat with my husband. I gather you’re friends of the Wilcoxes, by the way.
I’m awfully fond of Simon—he’s down for Winchester, of course, but I expect you know that.”
The mother smiled over her sherry. Oh, I know that all right. Sally Wilcox doesn’t let you forget that.
“And this is Charles? My dear, we’ve been forgetting all about you! In a minute I’m going to borrow Charles
and take him off to meet some of the boys because after all you’re choosing a school for him, aren’t you, and not
for you, so he ought to know what he might be letting himself in for and it shows we’ve got nothing to hide.”
The parents laughed. The father, sherry warming his guts, thought that this was an amusing woman. Not at tractive, of course, a bit homespun, but impressive all the same. Partly the voice, of course; it takes a bloody ex pensive education to produce a voice like that. And other things, of course. Background and all that stuff.
“I think I can hear the thud of the Fourth Form coming in from games, which means my husband is on the
way, and then I shall leave you with him while I take Charles off to the common-room.”
For a moment the three adults centred on the child, looking, judging. The mother said,
“He looks so hideously pale, compared to those boys we saw outside.”
“My dear, that’s London, isn’t it? You just have to get them out, to get some colour into them. Ah, here’s
James. James—Mr. and Mrs. Manders. You remember, Bob Wilcox was mentioning at Sports Day …”
The headmaster reflected his wife’s style, like paired cards in Happy Families. His clothes were mature rather
than old, his skin well-scrubbed, his shoes clean, his geniality untainted by the least condescension. He was genuinely sorry to have kept them waiting, but in this business one lurches from one minor crisis to the next … And
this is Charles? Hello, there, Charles. His large hand rested for a moment on the child’s head, quite extinguishing
the thin, dark hair. It was as though he had but to clench his fingers to crush the skull. But he took his hand away
and moved the parents to the window, to observe the mutilated cricket pavilion, with indulgent laughter.
And the child is borne away by the headmaster’s wife. She never touches him or tells him to come, but simply
bears him away like some relentless tide, down corridors and through swinging glass doors, towing him like a
frail craft, not bothering to look back to see if he is following, confident in the strength of magnetism, or obedi ence.
And delivers him to a room where boys are scattered among inky tables and rungless chairs and sprawled on a
mangy carpet. There is a scampering, and a rising, and a silence falling, as she opens the door.
“Now this is the Lower Third, Charles, who you’d be with if you come to us in September. Boys, this is
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Charles Manders, and I want you to tell him all about things and answer any questions he wants to ask. You can
believe about half of what they say, Charles, and they will tell you the most fearful lies about the food, which is
excellent.”
The boys laugh and groan; amiable, exaggerated groans. They must like the headmaster’s wife: there is li censed repartée. They look at her with bright eyes in open, eager faces. Someone leaps to hold the door for her,
and close it behind her. She is gone.
The child stands in the centre of the room, and it draws in around him. The circle of children contracts, faces
are only a yard or so from him; strange faces, looking, assessing.
Asking questions. They help themselves to his name, his age, his school. Over their heads he sees beyond the
window an inaccessible world of shivering trees and high racing clouds and his voice which has floated like a
feather in the dusty schoolroom air dies altogether and he becomes mute, and he stands in the middle of them with
shoulders humped, staring down at feet: grubby plimsolls and kicked brown sandals. There is a noise in his ears
like rushing water, a torrential din out of which voices boom, blotting each other out so that he cannot always hear
the words. Do you? they say, and Have you? and What's your? and the faces, if he looks up, swing into one another
in kaleidoscopic patterns and the floor under his feet is unsteady, lifting and falling. And out of the noises comes
one voice that is complete, that he can hear.
“Next term, we’ll mash you,” it says. “We always mash new boys.”
And a bell goes, somewhere beyond doors and down corridors, and suddenly the children are all gone, clattering away and leaving him there with the heaving floor and the walls that shift and swing, and the headmaster’s
wife comes back and tows him away, and he is with his parents again, and they are getting into the car, and the
high hedges skim past the car windows once more, in the other direction, and the gravel under the tyres changes
to black tarmac.
“Well?”
“I liked it, didn’t you?” The mother adjusted the car around her, closing windows, shrugging into her seat.
“Very pleasant, really. Nice chap.”
“I liked him. Not quite so sure about her.”
“It’s pricey, of course.”
“All the same …”
“Money well spent, though. One way and another.”
“Shall we settle it, then?”
“I think so. I’ll drop him a line.” The mother pitched her voice a notch higher to speak to the child in the back
of the car.
“Would you like to go there, Charles? Like Simon Wilcox. Did you see that lovely gym, and the swimming-pool?
And did the other boys tell you all about it?”
The child does not answer. He looks straight ahead of him, at the road coiling beneath the bonnet of the car. His
face is haggard with anticipation.
3
“Oh, I don’t know,” said Sarah. “Decisions, decisions. I hate them. I mean, one of the things that bothers me is
—would I stop being me? Would I change. If we did.”
She wore dungarees in pale turquoise, and a white T-shirt. She drove the Fiat hunched forward over the steering wheel. Her face was engulfed by large reflecting sun-glasses across which flew hedges, trees, a passing car.
“It’s rather gorgeous round here, isn’t it? Half-asleep, as though nothing happens in a hundred years.” Tony
said,
“We both might. It’s a significant step in a relationship—that’s the point of it, I suppose.”
“And the point of waiting. Thinking about it. Not rushing.”
“Not that we have.”
“Quite. Shall we stop and eat soon?”
“Yes—when there’s a reasonable pub.”
Gloucestershire unreeled at either side: dark green, straw-coloured, unpopulated. Trees drooped in the fields; a
village was still and silent except for a lorry throbbing outside a shop. High summer gripped the landscape; birds
twitched from hedge to hedge.
“Half the time,” said Sarah, “it doesn’t crop up. One sort of puts it out of one’s mind—there are too many other
things to think of. And then it begins to nag. We’ve got to either do it or not do it.”
“We’ve been not doing it for three years, darling.”
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“I know, I know. But all the same, it looms.”
“We are actually,” he said, “better off, from a tax point of view, unmarried. Since your rise. We went into that
in the winter— remember?”
“What about this—Free House, Bar Snacks. How much better off, exactly?”
“Oh, Lord, I don’t know. Hundreds, anyway.” She turned the car into the pub yard.
“It’s a point, then. Ma keeps saying, what happens if there’s a baby? And I say well that would of course
put a different complexion on things but until we are absolutely free to choose. The trouble is that dear ma
thinks I’m on the shelf at twenty-six. I keep saying, there aren’t shelves now.”
The woman behind the bar watched them come in, a good-looking young couple, in the pink of health, not
short of money, the kind of people who know their way around. She served them lagers and chicken salad, and
noted Sarah’s neat figure, not an ounce in the wrong place, which induced vague discontent. I’m dieting, she
thought, as from Monday I am, I swear to God. She observed also Tony’s tanned forearms, below the rolled
sleeves of an indefinably modish shirt, like blokes in colour supp. ads. Thirtyish, nice voice. He didn’t look at
her, pocketing the change, turning away with the plates. She watched them settle in the corner by the window,
sitting close, talking. In love, presumably, lucky so-and-so’s.
“Tax is certainly a point,” said Sarah. “Getting dependent on each other is another. Look at Tom and Alison.
But one still feels that eventually we’re going to have to make some kind of decision. You can have my pickled
onion.”
“Lots of people don’t. Decide. I mean. Look at Blake and Susan.”
“I don’t want to look at Blake and Susan. Blake’s forty-two, did you know that? And anyway he’s been
married. Oh, isn’t it all difficult? We decided no baby, barring accidents, at least not yet, and that was one
decision. Thank God for the pill, I suppose. I mean, imagine when they just happened.”
“They still do sometimes. Look at Maggie.”
“Oh, Maggie meant to, for goodness sake. That baby was no accident. It was psychological.”
They ate, for a while, in silence. At the bar middle-aged men, locals, sporadically conversed, out of kilter like
clocks ticking at different speeds. The woman wiped glasses. A commercial traveller came in and ordered steak
and kidney with chips. On the wall, hand-written posters advertised a Bring and Buy, a Darby and Joan Outing.
Tony stacked their empty plates.
“Not exactly the hub of the universe, this.”
“It’s rather sweet. Laurie Lee country. I used to adore that book—what’s-it-called?—we did it for O-lev els. Sex in the hedges and all that. O.K.—I’ll find the loo and we’ll get moving. Where are we, by the way,
I’ve lost track?’
When she came back he had the map book open on his knee.
‘Let’s have a look, there might be something to go and see. Oh, goodness, there is—we’re not far from Deer hurst. Oh, we must see Deerhurst. You know—Saxon church, very special.”
“Right you are. Do we have Pevsner?”
“On the back shelf of the car. What luck—I never realised Deerhurst was hereabouts.
“Aren’t you a clever girl?” he said, patting her knee. “Knowing about Saxon churches.”
*
The woman behind the bar, watching them, thought, yes, that's how it is when you’re like that. Can’t
keep your hands off each other. Ah well.
“How's the back, John?” she said. “That stuff I told you about do any good?”
The young couple were getting up now, slinging sweaters about their shoulders, leaving without a back ward glance. People passing through, going off into other lives. Young intense lives.
“What? Oh, thanks very much—I’ll have a lager and lime. Cheers, John.”
*
“Drive or navigate?” said Sarah, in the car park. “You’re better with the map than I am, and it’s all side roads
to this church. I’ll tell you one thing—if we do get married it’s not going to be any flipping church business.
That’s what ma’s got her eye on, you realise.”
“There’d have to be some sort of do.”
“We could have it at the flat. Cheaper. The do, I mean. And registry office. But it’s all a bit academic, until we
actually decide something. Do I go left or right?”
Signposts fingered towards slothful hinterlands. Cars glittered between the hedges, sparks of colour in a
world of green and fawn. On the edge of a village, washing-lines held up stiff shapes of clothes, slumping
pink and yellow sheets, a rank of nappies. A man scraped around young cabbages with a hoe.
“Corfu,” said Tony, “was livelier.”
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“I thought we agreed never again a package holiday. Anyway, it’s the new car this year instead.”
“This is our fourth holiday together, Sarah.”
“Cor—hey—you’re not directing me. That sign said Deerhurst.”
“Sorry. My mind was on other things. Incidentally, what started us off on this marriage discussion? To day, I mean.”
“I can’t remember. Oh yes I can—it was you talking about this aunt of yours. Will you have to go to the wed ding, by the way?”
“I hope not. I’d be the only person there under fifty, I should imagine. No—hearty good wishes over the phone
and that kind of thing.”
“It’s nice for her,” said Sarah charitably. “At that age. If a bit kind of fake, if you see what I mean.”
“Yes. But for that generation there wouldn’t be any alternative.”
They nodded, sombrely.
“Here we are,” said Sarah. “And this must be where you leave cars. Good—there’s no one else there. I hate
looking at churches when there’s anyone else. Where’s Pevsner? We’re going to do this place properly—it’s sup posed to be important.”
They advanced into the churchyard. The church, squatting amid yews, seemed almost derisive in its antiquity,
tethered to something dark and incomprehensible, uncaring, too far away to be understood. Its stone wa blurred,
its shapes strange and unlovely. Gravestones drowned in grass. An aeroplane, unseen, rumbled across the milky
sky.
“‘ … tall narrow nave of the C8’” Tony read. “Seven hundred and something. Jesus! That makes you think,
doesn’t it?”
“There’s this famous sculpture thing over the door. An animal head. That’s it, I suppose. Goodness, isn’t it all
sinister?”
They stood in silence.
“Things that are so incredibly old,” Sarah went on, “just leave you feeling respectful. I mean, that they’re there
at all.”
They went into the church. Tony took a few steps down the nave.
“Yes. I know what you mean. Even more so inside. All this stone standing for so long”—he gestured at piers,
crossing arch, narrow uncompromising windows.
“Read Pevsner,” instructed Sarah. “I like to understand what I’m looking at.”
They toured the building, side by side, heads cocked from book to architectural feature, understanding.
The church door, which they had closed behind them, burst open. The sound made them both jump. Turning,
they saw a man who stood framed in the gush of light from without: a tall man in tweed jacket and baggy-kneed
trousers, an odd prophetic-looking figure with a mane of white hair, like a more robust version of the aged
Bertrand Russell. A memorable person, who stood for a moment staring wildly round the church, at Sarah and
Tony for one dismissive instant, and who then strode down the aisle searching, apparently, the pillars, and then
back to the entrance and out, slamming the door.
“The vicar?” said Tony, after a moment.
“No. Frankly. That was no vicar. Funny to storm out like that, though. This place vaut le détour, as Michelin
says.”
“P’raps he’s seen it already.”
“Presumably.” Sarah turned back to Pevsner. “Apparently there's this other carving outside, round at the back,
we’d better go and find it. We’ve done the rest, I think.”
She led the way out of the church and round the side, through the long grass and the leaning gravestones. And
came, thus, upon them first.
In the angle of a buttress, up against the wall of the church. The man, the white-haired tall man, his back now
turned. Turned because he was locked in an embrace, a succulent sexual embrace (the sound, just, of mouths—the
impression of loins pushed together) with a woman, little of whom could be seen as, eyes averted, Sarah scurried
past, followed a few paces behind by Tony. Both of them at once seeing, and quickly looking away. Seeing of the
man, his tweed back and his mane of yellow-white hair, and of the woman—well, little except an impression of blue
denim skirt and plimsolls. And more white hair: crisp curly gray-white hair.
They achieved the back of the church and stood peering up at the wall.
“I can’t see this sculpture,” said Sarah (voice firm, ordinary, not lowered, rather loud indeed). “It’s supposed to
be a Virgin—ah, that must be it. Right up just under the window there.”
When they came back past the buttress the couple were gone. The churchyard was quite empty. The whole
place, which had briefly rocked, had sunk back into its lethargy. That crackling startling charge of passion had dis398

sipated into the stagnant air of the summer afternoon. It was three o’clock, and felt as if it for ever would be.
Somewhere beyond the hedge a tractor ground across a field.
“Let’s go,” said Sarah brightly. “I think I’ve had Deerhurst.”
The car was no longer alone. Two others, now, were parked alongside. Sarah whipped the key into the lock and
opened the door. She plumped down into the driving-seat.
“You know what? That was an assignation we stumbled into.”
“So it would seem.”
“Where are they now, do you imagine?”
Tony shrugged.
Sarah started the engine. She said with sudden violence,
“You know, it was a bit revolting. They were seventy if they were a day.”
Tony nodded. Embarrassment filled the car.
4
When Clara Tilling was fifteen and a half she took off all her clothes one morning in school assembly. She
walked naked through the lines of girls, past the headmistress at her lectern and the other staff ranged behind her,
and out into the entrance lobby. She had left off her bra and pants already, so that all she had to do was unbutton
her blouse, remove it and drop it to the floor, and then undo the zipper of her skirt and let that fall. She slipped her
feet out of her shoes at the same time and so walked barefoot as well as naked.
It all happened very quickly. One or two people giggled and a sort of rustling noise ran through the assembly
hail, like a sudden wind among trees. The Head hesitated for a moment—she was reading out the tennis team list
— and then went on again, firmly. Clara opened the big glass doors and let herself out.
The entrance lobby was empty. The floor was highly polished and she could see her own reflection, a fore shortened pink blur. There was a big bright modern painting on one wall and several comfortable chairs for wait ing parents, arranged round an enormous rubber plant and ashtrays on chrome stalks. Clara had sat there herself
once, with her mother, waiting for an interview with the Head.
She walked along the corridor to her form-room, which was also quite empty, with thick gold bars of sunlight
falling on the desks and a peaceful feeling, as though no one had been here for a long time nor ever would come.
Clara opened the cupboard in the corner, took out one of the science overalls and put it on, and then sat down at
her desk.
After about a minute Mrs. Mayhew came in carrying her clothes and her shoes. She said, “I should put these
on now, Clara,” and stood beside her while she did so.
“Would you like to go home?” she asked, and when Clara said that she wouldn’t, thank you, Mrs. Mayhew
went on briskly.
“Right you are, then, Clara. You’d better get on with some prep, then, till the first period.”
All morning people kept coming up to her to say, “Well done!” or just to pat her on the back. She was a
celebrity right up till dinner-time but after that it tailed off a bit. Half-way through the morning one of the prefects
came in and told her the Head wanted to see her straight after school.
The Head’s study was more like a sitting-room, except for the big paper-strewn desk that she sat behind. There
were squashy chairs and nice pictures on the walls and photos of the Head’s husband and her children on the mantelpiece and a Marks & Spencer carrier bag dumped down in one corner. The window was open on to the playingfields from which came the cheerful incomprehensible noise, like birds singing, of people calling to each other.
Except for the distant rumble of traffic you wouldn’t think you were in London.
The Head was busy writing when Clara came in; she just looked up to say,
“Hello, Clara. Sit down. Do you mind if I just finish these reports off? I won’t be a minute.”
She went on writing and Clara sat and looked at the photo of her husband, who had square sensible-looking
glasses and her three boys who were all the same but different sizes. Then the Head slapped the pile of reports to gether and pushed her chair back.
“There. Well now … So what was all that about, this morning?”
“I don’t know,” said Clara.
The Head looked at her, thoughtfully, and Clara looked back. Just before the silence became really embarrass ing the Head pushed a hand through her short untidy fair hair, making it even untidier, and said,
“I daresay you don’t. Were you trying to attract attention?” Clara considered.
“Well, I would, wouldn’t I? Doing a thing like that. I mean—you’d be bound to.” The Head nodded.
“Quite. Silly question.”
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“Oh no,” said Clara hastily. “I meant you’d be bound to attract attention, Not be bound to be trying to.” The
Head, a linguist, also considered.
“Well … that’s a fine point, I think. How do you feel about it now?”
Clara tried to examine her feelings, which slithered away like fish. In the end she said, “I don’t really feel anything,” which was, in a way, truthful.
The Head nodded again. She looked at her husband on the mantelpiece, almost as though asking for advice.
“Everything all right at home?”
“Oh fine,” Clara assured her. “Absolutely fine.”
“Good,” said the Head. “Of course … I was just thinking, there are quite a lot of people in Four B with sepa rated parents, aren’t there? Bryony and Susie Tallance and Rachel.”
“And Midge,” said Clara. “And Lucy Potter.”
“Yes. Five. Six, with you.”
“Twenty-five per cent,” said Clara. “Just about.”
“Quite. As a matter of fact that’s the national average, did you know? One marriage in four.
“No, I didn’t actually,” said Clara.
“Well, it is, I’m afraid. Anyway …” She looked over at her husband again.
“You’re not fussing about O-levels, are you?”
“Not really,” said Clara. “I mean, I don’t like exams, but I don’t mind as much as some people.”
“Your mocks\fn{Mock xaminations, i.e., practice tests, prior to taking the real thing; British informal usage } were fine,” said
the Head “Physics and chemistry could have been a bit better. But there shouldn’t be any great problems there. So
… are you still going around with Liz Raymond?”
“Mostly,” said Clara. “And Stephanie.”
“I want people to come and talk to me if there’s anything they’re worried about,” said the Head.
“Even things that may seem silly. You know. It doesn’t have to be large obvious things. Exams and
stuff. Anything.”
“Yes,” said Clara.
The phone rang. The Head picked it up and said no, she hadn’t, and yes, she’d be along as soon as she could
and tell them to wait. She put the receiver down and said,
“It wasn’t like you, Clara, was it? I mean—there are a few people one wouldn’t be all that surprised, if they
suddenly did something idiotic or unexpected. But you aren’t really like that, are you?”
Clara agreed that she wasn’t, really.
“I’ll be writing a note to your mother. And if you have an urge to do something like that again come and have a
talk to me first, right?”
The Head smiled and Clara smiled back. That was all, evidently. Clara got up and left. As she was closing the
door she saw the Head looking after her, not smiling now, her expression rather bleak.
Most of the school had gone home but all those in Clara’s form who had boyfriends at St. Benet’s, which
was practically everyone, were hanging around the bus station deliberately not catching buses because St.
Benet’s came out half an hour later. Clara hung around for a bit too, just to be sociable, and then got on her
bus. She sat on the top deck by herself and looked down on to the pavements.
It was very hot; everyone young had bare legs, roadmenders were stripped to the waist, everywhere there
was flesh—brown backs and white knees and glimpses of the hair under people’s arms and the clefts between
breasts and buttocks. In the park, the grass was strewn with sunbathers; there were girls in bikinis sprawled
like starfish face down with a rag of material between their legs and the strings of the top half undone.
Clara, with no bra or pants on, could feel warm air washing around between her skin and her clothes. Com ing down the stairs as the bus approached her stop she had to hold her skirt in case it blew up.
Her mother was already home. She worked part-time as a dentist’s receptionist and had what were called flexi ble hours, which meant more or less that she worked when it suited her. Afternoons, nowadays, often didn’t suit
because Stan, her friend, who was an actor, was only free in the afternoons. Stan wasn’t there today, though. Clara
came into the kitchen where her mother was drinking tea and looking at a magazine.
“Hi!” she said. “Any news?” which was what she said most days.
Clara said that there was no news and her mother went on reading an article in the magazine called, Clara
could see upside down across the table, “Orgasm—Fact or Fantasy?” Presently she yawned, pushed the magazine
over to Clara and went upstairs to have a bath. Clara had another cup of tea and leafed through the magazine,
which was mostly advertisements for tampons and deodorants, and then began to do her prep.
*
The Head’s letter came a couple of days later. Clara heard the post flop on to the doormat and when she looked
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over the banister she knew at once what the typed envelope must be. At the same moment Stan, who had stayed
the night, came out of her mother’s room on his way to the bathroom. He wore underpants and had a towel slung
round his neck like a football scarf, and was humming to himself. When he saw her he said, “Wotcha! How’s
tricks, then?” and Clara pulled her dressing-gown more closely round her and said,
“Fine, thanks.”
“That’s the stuff,” said Stan vaguely. “Hey—I got you a couple of tickets for the show. Bring a friend, O.K.?”
He was a stocky muscular man with a lot of black hair on his chest. The smell of him, across the landing, was
powerful—a huge inescapable wave of man smell: sweat and aftershave and something you could not put your
finger on. Clara always knew when he was in the house before she opened the sitting-room door because whiffs of
him gushed about the place. She said, “Thanks very much. That would be super,” and edged into her room.
When she came down they were both having breakfast. Her mother was just opening the post. She said, “Cof fee on the stove, lovey. Oh goody—my tax rebate’s come.”
She opened the Head’s letter and began to read. First she stared at it with a puzzled look and then she began to
laugh. She clapped her hand over her mouth, spluttering.
“I don’t believe it!” she cried. “Clara, I simply do not believe it! Stan, just listen to this. Isn’t she the most in credible girl! Guess what she did! She took off all her clothes in school assembly and walked out starkers!” She
handed the letter to Stan and went on laughing.
Stan read the letter. Grinning hugely, he looked up at Clara.
“She’ll have done it for a dare, I bet. Good on yer, Clara. Terrific! God—I wish I’d been there!”
He patted Clara’s arm and Clara froze. She went completely rigid, as though she had turned to cement, and when
eventually she moved a leg it seemed as though it should make a cracking noise.
Her mother had stopped laughing and was talking again.
“ … the last thing anyone would have expected of you, lovey. You’ve always been such a prude. Ever since you
were a toddler. Talk about modest! Honestly, Stan, she was hilarious, as a little kid—I can see her now, sitting on the
beach at Camber clutching a towel around her in case anyone got a glimpse of her bum when she was changing.
Aged ten. And when her bust grew she used to sit hunched over like a spoon so no one would notice it, and if she
had to strip off for the doctor you’d have thought he’d been about to rape her, from her expression. Even now I
can’t get her out of that Victorian one-piece school regulation bathing costume—and it’s not as though she’s not
got a nice shape …”
“Smashing!” said Stan, slurping coffee, “spot of puppy fat still but that’s going, good hips, my legs if I may
say so. Which is what makes this such an absolute scream. Honestly, sweetie, I wouldn’t have thought you had it
in you. I mean, I’ve not been allowed to see her in the buff myself since she was twelve. Honestly, I’ve won dered once or twice if there was something wrong with the girl.” Her mother beamed across the breakfast table.
“Anyway, old Mrs. Whatsit doesn’t seem to be making a fuss. She just thinks I ought to know. More coffee,
anyone? God—look at the time! And I said I’d be in early today. I’m off. Leave the breakfast things, lovey—
we’ll do them later. Coming, Stan?”
Clara went on sitting at the table. She ate a piece of toast and drank her coffee. Her mother and Stan bustled
about collecting her purse and his jacket and banged out of the house, shouting goodbye. The front gate clicked,
the car door slammed, and then Clara began to cry, the tears dripping from her chin on to her folded arms and her
face screwed up like a small child’s.
5
The writer of a story has an infinity of choices. An infinity of narratives; an infinity of endings. The process of
choosing, of picking this set of events rather than that, of ending up here rather than there—well, call it what you
like: craft, art, accident, intuition.
Call it what you like, it’s a curious process.
I teach Eng. Lit.\fn{English Literature} Consequently I try to point this sort of thing out to the young. Life and
literature—all that. Parallels; illuminations. I’m no mystic, but there’s one thing that never ceases to astonish
me: the fixity of things. That we live with it, accept it as we do. That we do not question that the course of
events is thus, and never could be other. When you think of how nearly, at every moment, it is not.
Think of it. Stare it in the face and think of it.
I come out of my front gate, I bump into old Sanders next door, we have a chat.
Shift the point at which I emerge by ever so little, and I do not meet Sanders, we do not have a word about the
cricket club dinner, he does not offer to drop over later with his Black & Decker and fix that shelf for me.
I cross the street, looking first to right and left, a lorry passes, I alight upon the pavement opposite.
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I cross the street, not looking first to right and left; the lorry driver’s concentration lapses for a second, I am so
much meat under his wheels.
Some bloke is gunned down in Sarajevo. In another country, evil is bred. And then and then and then … A tired
voice comes from a crackling wireless: there is war.
“‘May God bless you all,’” he says.
A trigger jams. Elsewhere, a mad house-painter dies young of polio. And then, and then, and then … 3rd September 1939 is a fine day, sunshine with a hint of showers.
Oh well of course you say, any fool can play those games. Intriguing but unproductive. We inhabit, after all, a
definite world; facts are facts. The sequence of my life, of your life, of the public life.
Listen, then. I went up to the pill-box this evening—the wartime pill-box on the top.
The pill-box is on the brow of the hill and faces square down the lane. I take my time getting up there; it’s
a steep pull up and the outlook’s half the point of the walk. I have a rest at the first gate, and then at the end by
the oak, and again at the gate to Clapper’s field. You get the view from there: the village down below you and
the fields reaching away to the coast and the sea hanging at the edge of the green, a long gray smear with
maybe a ship or two and on clear days the white glimmer of the steelworks over on the Welsh coast.
It was sited to cover anything coming up and heading on over the hill. Heading for the main road—that
would have been the idea, I suppose. It would have had the village covered, too, and a good part of the valley.
Very small it looks now, stuck there at the edge of the field: barely room for a couple of blokes inside. I never
know why it’s not been taken away—much longer and it’ll be a historical monument I daresay and they’ll slap
a protection order on it. The field is rough grazing and always has been so I suppose no one’s felt any great
call to get rid of it.
Dalton’s field, it is; from time to time you find he’s stashed some cattle feed away in the pill box, or a few
bags of lime. It comes in handy for the village lads, too, always has done: get your girl up there, nice bit of
shelter. I’ve made use of it that way myself in my time. Back in—oh, forty-seven or thereabouts. Yes, fortyseven, that spring it rained cats and dogs and there was flooding right left and centre. Rosie Parks, black curly
hair and an answer to everything. Lying in there with the rain coming down in spears outside;
“You lay off, Keith Harrison, I’m telling you …”
“Ah, come on, Rosie …”
Giggle giggle.
The rain started this evening when I was at the oak, just a sprinkle, and by the time I got to the top it was com ing down hard and looked set in for a while so I ducked down into the pill-box to sit it out.
I was thinking about the past, in a vague kind of way—the war, being young. Looking out from inside
the pill-box you see the countryside as a bright green rectangle, very clear, lots of detail, like a photo. And
I’ve got good eyesight anyway, even at fifty-seven, just about a hundred per cent vision. I could see the
new houses they’ve put up on the edge of the village and I was thinking that the place has changed a lot
since I was a boy, and yet in other ways it hasn’t. The new estate, the shop, cars at every door, telly aerials,
main drainage; but the same names, by and large, same families, same taste to the beer, same stink from
Clapper’s silage in hot weather.
I can see the house where I was born, from the pill-box. And the one I live in now. The churchyard, where my
parents are, God bless ’em. The recreation ground beside the church hall where we used to drill in 1941; those of
us left behind, too old like Jim Blockley at sixty-odd, too young like me at seventeen-and-a-half, too wonky like
the postmaster with his bronchitis, too valuable like the farmers and the doctor.
I can see the road, too—the road that takes me daily to work. Ten miles to Scarhead to try to drum a bit of
sense and a bit of knowledge into forty fifteen-year-old heads. Full cycle. Back then, mine was the empty head,
the bloke at the blackboard was … was old Jenkins, Jenks.
It’s not been a mistake, coming back. I’d always thought I’d like to. The day I saw the advert in the Times Ed.
Supp.\fn{The Times Education Supplement} I knew at once I’d apply. Yes, I thought, that’s it, that’s for me, end
up back at home, why not? I’ve always thought of it as home, down here, wherever I’ve been—Nottingham, up
on the north-east, London.
Not that it’s local boy made good, exactly. Teaching’s a tidy enough occupation, they reckon down here, but
not highflying. Farmers do a sight better. I don’t drive a Jag, like Tim Matlock who was in my class at the grammar and farms up on the county border now. Not that I care tuppence.
I lit a pipe to keep the midges off; the rain was coming down harder than ever. It looked as though I might have
to pack in the rest of my walk. I opened the newspaper: usual stuff, miners reject pay offer, Middle East talks, rail
fares up.
When I heard the first voice I thought there was someone outside in the field—some trick of the acoustics,
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making it sound as though it were in the pill-box.
“They’re bloody coming!” he said.
And then another bloke, a young one, a boy, gave a sort of grunt. You knew, somehow, he was on edge. His
voice had that crack to it, that pitch of someone who’s keyed up, holding himself in. Shit-scared.
“Can I have a look, Mr. Barnes? Oh God—I see them. Heading straight up.”
How can I put it? Describe how it was. The words that come to mind are banal, clichés: eerie, unearthly, uncanny.
They were there, but they were not. They were in the head, but yet were outside it. There were two men, an old
and a younger, who spoke from some other dimension; who were there with me in the pill-box and yet also were
not, could not be, had never been.
Listen again.
“Give me them field-glasses … They’ve set Clapper’s barn on fire. There’s more tanks on the Scarhead road—
six, seven … They’ll be at the corner in a few minutes now, son.” And the young chap speaks again.
“O.K.,” he says. “O.K., I’m ready.”
The voices, you understand, are overlaid by other noises, ordinary noises: the rain on the roof of the pill-box,
sheep, a tractor in the lane. The tractor goes past but the voices don’t take a blind bit of notice. The old bloke tells
the other one to pass him another clip of ammo.
“You all right, son?” he says, the boy answers that is he all right? There is that high sharp note in his voice, in
both their voices.
There is a silence.
And then they come back.
“I can see him now. Armoured car. Two.:”
“O.K. Yes. I’ve got them.”
“Hold it. Hold it, son …”
“Yes. Right …”
“Hold it. Steady. When they get to the oak.”
“O.K., Mr Barnes.”
And everything is quiet again. A quiet you could cut with a knife. The inside of the pill-box is tight-strung,
waiting; it is both a moment in time and a time that is going on for ever, will go on for ever. I drop my tobacco
tin and it clatters on the concrete floor but the sound does not break that other quiet, which, I now realise, is
somewhere else, is something else. The old bloke says,
“Fire!”
And then they are both talking together. There is no other sound, nothing, just their voices. And the
rain. The boy says, “I got him, my God, I got him!” and the other one says,
“Steady. Re-load now. Steady. Wait till the second one’s moving again. Right. Fire!”
“We hit him!”
“He’s coming on—”
“Christ, there’s another behind!”
“Bastards! Jerry bastards!” And the boy cries,
“That’s for my dad! And that’s for my mum! Come on then, bloody come on then—”
“Steady, son. Hold it a minute, there’s a—”
“What’s he doing, Christ he’s—”
“He’s got a grenade. Keep on firing, for God’s sake. Keep him covered.”
And suddenly they go quiet. Quite quiet. Except that just once the old bloke says something. He says,
“Don’t move, Keith, keep still, I’m coming over, I …” He says,
“Keith?”
And there is nothing more.
I went on sitting there. The quietness left the inside of the pill-box, that other quietness. The tractor came
back down the lane again. The rain stopped. A blackbird started up on the roof of the pill-box. Down in the
valley there was a patch of sunlight slap on the village; the church very bright, a car windscreen flashing,
pale green of the chestnuts in the pub car park.
I knew, now, that from the first moment there’d been something about that young chap’s voice. The boy.
Mr. Barnes. Joe Barnes worked the manor farm in the war. He left here some time ago, retired to Ilfracombe; he died a year or two back.
I was in his platoon, in 1941. I’ve not thought of him in years. Couldn’t put a face to him, now. He died of cancer in a nursing-home in Ilfracombe. Didn’t he?
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Or.
Or he died in a pill-box up on the hill above the village, long ago. Him and a boy called Keith. In which case
the pill-box is no longer there nor I take it the village nor the whole bloody place, at least not in any way you or I
could know it.
No young fellow called Keith ever put his hand up the skirt of Rosie Parks in that pill-box, nor did another
bloke, a fifty-seven-year-old teacher of English, walk up that way of an evening for a smoke and a look at the
view.
I came out, filled my pipe, looked down at the village.
All right, yes, I thought to myself—interesting, the imaginative process. The mind churning away, putting pic tures to a line of thought. I dozed off in there.
Later I knew I did not imagine it. I heard it. Heard them.
So what do you make of that? Eh? What can anyone make of it? How, having glimpsed the possibility of the
impossible, can the world remain as steady as you had supposed?
Suppose that the writer of a story were haunted, in the mind, for ever, by all those discarded alternatives, by
the voices of all those assorted characters. Forced to preserve them always as the price of creative choice.
Then suppose, by the same token, that just once in a while it is given to any one of us to experience the incon ceivable. To push through the barrier of what we know into the heady breathtaking unbearable ozone of what we
cannot contemplate.
Did that happen to me?
In the pill-box on the hill on a summer Monday evening, with the world steady under my feet and the newspa per in my hand, telling me what’s what, how the world is, where we are?
6
“Well,” said the Fellow in Philosophy and Senior Tutor, “this is a sad task. And an impossible one, too, as I see
it.” He looked round at the other members of the Committee to appoint a Fellow and Tutor in Modern History.
“We won’t find a man of Bob’s standing, and that’s for sure.” The Fellow in French said plaintively,
“I must say he has rather left us in the lurch, taking up this appointment for January. Can we get someone else
by then? Of course it’s a tragedy he’s leaving us.”
“Quite,” said the Bursar. He added, after a moment,
“How much does Berkeley pay?”
A figure was suggested. The Bursar whistled.
“Wouldn’t we all?” said the Fellow in Politics.
“Personally,' said the Senior Tutor, a little stiffly, “I would find the attractions resistible. However, to our muttons …”
Muttons, thought the Fellow in Economics, who was twenty-four, and impressionable in several ways. Mut tons. Hams. Thighs. He thought lovingly of a girl he knew, and addressed himself sternly to the problem of the appointment of a new Fellow in Modern History. He listened with attention to the Senior Tutor, an older and wiser
man.
“We have to go all out for the best chap we can get,” the Senior Tutor was saying. “And no two ways about it.
Put out feelers of our own—see if we can’t attract some applications the advertisement may not pull in. Sound
people out—you never know who may be ripe for a move.” The Fellow in Politics said,
“I must say myself I’d like to see if John Herbert would be interested.”
“Hasn’t he got a Chair somewhere?” said the Bursar sharply.
“Yes, of course.”
“He’d want a stipend a bit over and above what Bob was getting, then.”
“Oh come,” said the Senior Tutor with a laugh, “we’re not counting pennies—we’re trying—in so far as it’s
possible—to replace one of the most distinguished scholars the College has.” The Fellow in Economics, who believed profoundly in the sanctity of scholarship, nodded with vehemence.
“Quite,” said the Bursar, “we’re all with you there.” He was scanning some sheets of figures.
“Anyway, I’m not absolutely clear that even with economies we could give ourselves a rise this year—or
possibly next either. Or get the new squash courts off the drawing-board.”
There was a brief silence. The Fellow in Politics looked reflective.
“I doubt if John Herbert would want to move, in fact, when it came to the point.”
“I thought,” said the Tutor in French plaintively, “there was no question about an increase in October. I must
say it would be awfully inconvenient if—”
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The Senior Tutor cleared his throat.
“So the usual advertisement, of course. But we look around, too. I don’t think there’s any doubt that we want
an older man—someone with plenty of teaching experience, quite apart from the academic distinction we’re looking for. The Governing Body has been getting younger over the last few years, very nice too”—with a benign
glance at the Fellow in Economics—“but in this instance I do feel that in replacing Bob, we must have a person of
his seniority.”
“Definitely,” said the Fellow in Economics, who was sometimes taken for an undergraduate, which unnerved
him.
“Of course,” said the Bursar thoughtfully, “wage forage …” He did not complete the sentence, appearing distracted by some figures he was totting up.
Today I am twenty-four, thought the Fellow in Economics, and this time last year I was twenty-three, and
this time next year I shall be twenty-five and when I am thirty-five I shall get six thousand a year, or is it
seven? And my FSSU\fn{ Federated Superannuation System for Universities } contributions will be of incalculable
value to the widow I do not at the moment have.
He thought again of the girl he knew; the thought threatened to become improper so he pushed it firmly
aside, since he was a serious young man who believed in a time and a place for everything, and this was the
time and place for the administration of a distinguished academic institution. He said, with diffidence,
“Are we going for a social historian again? Or should we possibly be thinking more of someone in the po litical field, since George Templer’s interests—”
“Of course the University will want to stick their oar in,” said the Bursar with a yawn.
“The University, I’m sure, will accept our recommendation,” said the Senior Tutor. The Fellow in Politics
sighed,
“It’s a pity George is on sabbatical—we could do with his advice. You know the thought does cross my mind
that given we can’t replace Bob, as Peter so rightly says, then I wonder if we are right in setting our sights on a
very senior chap—academic distinction, yes, of course, that goes without saying, but I wonder if age is necessar ily—“”
“I never really see the need for all this stress on publications,” said the Fellow in French, who had none to his
name.
The Fellow in Economics, who knew himself to be undistinguished but promising, looked out of the window
and observed the Bursar’s secretary, who had nice legs, crossing the quad. He resolved to work very hard and
write a great many books in order never to become like the Fellow in French. There were times, he had sadly to
admit, when academic life was a disappointment to him. The cut and thrust of intellectual debate was not all it
was held to be; some of his colleagues could spend an entire meal discussing the merits of a particular make of
car. He sighed, and looked hopefully at the Senior Tutor, in whom he had faith.
The Senior Tutor was attending to his pipe. He frowned. '
“Y—es. Possibly. Of course you don’t want to feel you’re getting someone whose important work is behind
them, as it were.”
“Quite,” said the Fellow in French, for whom this was not a problem. The Fellow in Politics held his hand out
across the table to the Bursar.
“Could I just have a look at those stipend scales?” The Fellow in Economics said,
“From a teaching point of view, I do think the greatest need is for someone whose interests are on the political
side, then he could help out with the—”
“We want someone who’ll teach the whole range,” said the Fellow in French. “Bob used to farm out no end of
people. Cost the College a lot. I can’t understand this passion for specialisation,” he added disapprovingly, having
none himself.
“Good Lord,” said the Fellow in Politics, in reflective tones. “As much as that …” He was doing sums on the
back of the agenda. The Bursar leaned forward and murmured,
“And you’ve got to take the housing allowance into consideration, Tony, it works out rather more like this.”
More figures were scribbled.
The Fellow in Economics, despite his trade, had been surprised to discover how much of academic life was a
matter of house-keeping. He said a little anxiously,
“Surely there’s no question—I mean, Peter’s absolutely right, we’ve got to get someone as good as Bob and
…” The Fellow in Politics sat back in his chair looking meditative.
“We could save, at my estimate around three or four thousand, which in terms of a capital sum …”
“Would that mean …?” said the Fellow in French, to the Bursar.
“Should be O.K.,” said the Bursar. The Senior Tutor said,
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“That’s interesting, Tony, not of course that it’s a consideration that would sway us in any way. What’s really at
issue is, what does the College most need—an established figure, or someone on the way up who possibly—”
“I must say I think there’s a lot to be said for a younger man,” said the Fellow in French.
“Under thirty,” said the Bursar, “would keep us below the fifth increment on the—”
“Yes,” said the Senior Tutor hastily, with a quick glance at the Fellow in Economics, whose face perhaps
betrayed a sudden wild surmise about the circumstances of his own appointment. “And it’s not as though
the College hasn’t a fine reputation in History as it is, with George, and the goodwill, as it were, of Bob’s
fifteen years here. It’s not exactly that we need a big name, in fact—”
“In fact,” put in the Fellow in Politics, “there is a sense in which it might be held to be incumbent on us to offer a helping hand, as it were …”
“To a chap on the way up,” said the Bursar. “Under thirty.”
“Quite,” said the Senior Tutor, avoiding the eye of the Fellow in Economics. “Or, another thought
occurs, which is that perhaps”—he frowned at the Fellow in French, who was asking the Bursar if by any
chance he had that latest tender for the squash court handy—“perhaps we might consider the idea of a lecture ship, and not appoint to a fellowship at all.”
“Ah,” said the Fellow in Politics thoughtfully. “That’s an interesting idea, Peter. Or course it’s perfectly
true that if George agreed to increase his teaching load a little—which I’m sure in the interests of the College
he’d be happy to do—and we sent out the second-year people, and possibly some of the prelim. lot, then—”
“Bob was always off on sabbaticals or leave of absence anyway,” the Fellow in French remarked. “Hardly ever
seemed to be here.”
“A scholar of his standing …” said the Senior Tutor severely. “Naturally he was much in demand. But
it’s true that possibly from the point of view of run-of-the-mill teaching—”
“No point in being overstaffed,” said the Bursar.
“Quite,” the Senior Tutor went on. “Not of course that there would be any question of cutting back,
merely that we ought to look carefully at the …” The Fellow in Economics, who was given to reading outside
his subject, said with a slightly frantic laugh,
“Oh come, this is beginning to sound like an exercise in self-deception. We shall end up with some presents of
fish and game.”
“What?” snapped the Fellow in French. “I don’t take your point, Nick.” The Senior Tutor said in tones of
gentle reproof,
“Not really, Nick—it’s just that we need to review the situation in terms of the College as a whole, rather
than the immediate demands of the subject, of the teaching situation. Tragic as Bob’s loss is, it does give us
the chance to look carefully, to think about—”
“A Research Fellowship?” offered the Fellow in Politics. “Two years. Non-renewable.”
“Without dining rights,” said the Bursar.
“They always manage to hang on after their time’s up, Research Fellows,” said the Fellow in French. “Why
bring someone in specially?”
There was a moment’s silence, tampered with only by the Fellow in Economics, who seemed to be having difficulty with something he would have liked to say. The Senior Tutor, who knew him to be a bright young man, but
diffident and perhaps a little inexperienced, gave him an avuncular smile and said,
“Why bring someone in? Now that’s an angle I hadn’t thought of.”
“There’s Ken Lambert,” suggested the Fellow in Politics.
“Lambert?” said the Fellow in French.
“Research student,” said the Bursar.
“Ah,” said the Senior Tutor thoughtfully.
“He’d be glad of a bit of teaching,” the Fellow in Politics went on. “Good practice for him.”
“Cheaper than sending them out,” said the Bursar.
“If he needs teaching practice,” said the Fellow in French, “I should have thought he’d be grateful enough
for the chance without us feeling we need—”
“Well, that’s something we can look into another time.” The Senior Tutor spoke firmly, gathering up his papers. “There are bound to be a few loose ends to tie up, but I think we’ve had a very useful session, and a valuable
discussion of the broader aims of College policy. Perhaps, Tim”—to the Bursar—“I could look in this afternoon
and run through some figures with you?”
The Committee to appoint a Fellow and Tutor in Modern History broke up. The Senior Tutor laid a friendly
hand on the arm of the Fellow in Economics, thinking that the lad was looking a trifle peaky, and suggested a
glass of sherry before lunch.
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7
There was once a merchant of dreams.
He sold dreams every day except Sunday, to young people and to old people, cheap dreams and costly
dreams, short dreams and dreams that would last many days and weeks. The window of his shop was bright
with the stuff of his dreams; it offered moonlit nights of love, it offered the spoils of the Orient and the trea sure of kings, it promised happiness and mystery and romance.
His customers saw themselves transfigured; they saw themselves as they really were—glad and healthy and
beautiful, always laughing, feeding on pomegranites and ambrosia, bare-bodied and clean-limbed, having sexual intercourse fifteen times a week. Those of the dream merchant’s customers who were of a different caste
of mind also saw themselves as they really were—walking tall in an antique land, communing with gods, pos sessors of all knowledge and all wisdom, superior in all things and especially to their neighbours, who would
be made to feel this in the fullness of time.
There were dreams to suit everyone, wonderful in their variety and their ingenuity, a world unto them selves, and at prices to suit every pocket.
Sometimes people came back and complained about the dreams. They said,
“This was not a good dream. This dream was not the dream you said it would be. The journey was not a flight
into paradise and our bedroom in the hotel was already occupied and the sea was not where the dream promised
it would be and the swimming-pool was not built and there were not pomegranites or ambrosia.”
And the dream merchant would be very sorry and explain that he did not manufacture the dreams, he only
bought the dreams and made them available to others, sometimes at cut rates and amazing reductions, and he
could not be held responsible for the quality of the dreams. His regret was genuine, because he was a good merchant of dreams and he genuinely wanted his customers to enjoy their purchases.
He passed on their complaints to the manufacturers of dreams, and sometimes he even told a manufacturer
sternly that he would not sell his product any more, he would buy dreams elsewhere, proven dreams that gave
satisfaction, dreams to be relied on. For he felt sorry for his customers, often—the bright-eyed girls who came in
with their savings, wanting to buy handsome young princes, and the tired people and the sad people and the old
people, bargaining for peace of mind and adventure and eternal life. Sometimes, he tried gently to explain that his
dreams could only be guaranteed in certain respects, but very few of his customers listened to this. Where else, af ter all, could they buy dreams?
The dream merchant, who lived in South Harrow between the Amoco garage and the Co-op, had never bought
one of his own dreams. His wife, an unusual woman, said she was quite happy as she was and did not need
dreams. And indeed the dream merchant did not covet his own wares; he respected them and he was interested in
them, he unfurled the bales of silk and velvet and ran his hand over the fabric and scrutinised the marvellous designs but he did not yearn to dress himself in them. He knew everything that there was to know about gold and silver and lapis lazuli and turquoise and jade and he knew how to tell real pearls from counterfeit pearls and where
to find the Holy Grail and the Land of Prester John and the North-West Passage and Shangri-La, but he did not
particularly want any of these things for himself. He was Vice-Chairman of the Rotary Club and a member of the
Automobile Association and South Harrow Conservative Party and what he most desired in life was to win first
prize for cactus dahlias at the Horticultural Society’s annual show.
But he was also a man of conscience, and as the years went by he began to feel more and more strongly that he
ought to experience one of his own dreams. His assistant in the dream shop, a girl called Sandra, had tried out many
dreams, indeed the main reason she worked in the dream shop was to get a discount on dreams—she could almost
have been called a professional dreamer, so obsessive was her need for dreams. But this very obsession made the
merchant of dreams doubtful of the accuracy of her accounts; he suspected that she had ceased to be able to distinguish between dreams and real life. She was very good at typing and filing and remembering the price of a high-season return ticket to Samarkand or the names of three-star castles in Spain but when it came to describing her own
dreams she became evasive and muttered that it had been smashing, thanks, which the dream merchant did not consider a dispassionate assessment.
And so, in his fiftieth year, without enthusiasm but with a certain sense of virtue, he told his wife that he would
select a dream for them.
He made his selection carefully. He knew that neither he nor his wife would want to indulge in pomegranites,
ambrosia or more sex than they were accustomed to.
He rejected cloth of gold and mother-of-pearl and Nirvana and the Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
He pored over the offerings of those dream manufacturers he considered most honest, and eventually he
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settled for a dream to which he thought his wife would not object too much, in a land of eternal sunshine but
possessed of a reasonable climate, a dream offering what he considered modest promises by way of castles in
the air, miracles, transfigurations and nectar. In any case he did not want to be transfigured and he was not a
drinking man. He took out an insurance policy that guaranteed to despatch his body (and his wife’s) back to
South Harrow by air in the event of his death, had himself (and his wife) vaccinated against typhoid, beriberi,
green monkey disease and Lassa fever, and presented himself (and his wife) at the British Airways check-in
desk at Heathrow on the appropriate day.
In the aeroplane the dream merchant read the newspaper and his wife did her knitting. From time to time
they looked out of the window and the dream merchant pointed out the rosy snow-capped peaks of the Moun tains of the Moon beneath, or the silvery glint of a river, perhaps the far-distant Oxus, or even Abana or
Pharphar, the rivers of Damascus. They were served a meal charmingly laid out in dolls’-house portions—and
indeed it turned out to be made of painted plaster. The girl who served it to them, whose face was the wanton
and alluring face that promised so many pleasures on the picture in the dream shop, offered the dream merchant
a choice of coffee or tea; if she had more esoteric wares no mention was made, nor, to be frank, would the
dream merchant have been especially receptive, being a happily married man, but we must remember that he
was dreaming for purposes of detached investigation and not just for fun. He made a note in his new king-size
notebook.
When they reached their destination, in the land that was distant but not excessively distant, whose cli mate was reasonable and whose inhabitants were given neither to revolution nor to unpredictable acts of war,
the dream merchant and his wife collected their baggage and were transported by coach to the hotel of their
choice. They passed by glittering lakes and craggy mountains, they saw rushing streams and brilliant grassy
glades and the dream merchant’s wife, who enjoyed scenery, said this wasn’t a bad dream at all so far. The
dream merchant looked at her warily.
For the dream merchant’s intention was to examine not so much the content of the dream as its effect on those
taking part.
It had long seemed to him that the success of dream manufacturers—and indeed of dream merchants—lay in
the response of their customers quite as much as in the quality of their goods. And so he had decided to study the
effect of dreaming on his wife, who after all he knew inside out in what you might call her right mind, and also on
himself. So far he could detect no effect on himself, except a certain fatigue.
The hotel did not have silken sheets nor did doe-eyed Circassian slave-girls offer the dream merchant and his
wife sweetmeats on silver platters, but the bathroom was perfumed and the water was hot. The dream mer chant’s wife behaved quite normally. She did not peel off her clothes and fling herself upon the dream mer chant in paroxysms of lust but read the instructions about what to do in the event of fire (in four languages),
did her unpacking and proposed that they should go for a walk before dinner.
The dream merchant observed the other occupants of the hotel, who spoke in many tongues. They were
old and young and fat and thin. He watched them eat and drink and depart in buses for the never-never land
beyond the mountains and return in the evening, looking much the same. He watched them swim in the hotel
swimming-pool and their skins turn many colours as though they were chameleons. The dream merchant’s
wife put on a swimsuit for the first time in many years and became a delicate shrimp-pink, which the dream
merchant found rather appealing. He made love to her before dinner, which startled her and indeed somewhat
startled the dream merchant, for whom this was not custom ary. In fairness to the record, he made a note of
this in the king-size notebook.
The dream merchant observed his surroundings—the glittering lake and the craggy mountain and the benev olent blue sky—and conceded that it was more agreeable than the stretch of South Harrow between the Amoco
garage and the Co-op. He asked his wife if she would like to stay amid this scenery forever and she said no, po litely but firmly; very nice in its place, she said, but enough’s enough. The dream merchant asked several peo ple in the hotel the same question; they looked at him in embarrassment and talked of something else. But they
were prepared to give their opinion of the dream; they were happy to compare it with other dreams, criticise it,
praise it or discuss alternative dreams.
Dreaming, he noted, is a matter of recollection and anticipation almost more than it is a matter of participa tion. Sometimes he almost wondered if the dream were actually taking place, if he were actually walking
among these mountains, eating in these marble halls, sleeping every night in his bed that was not his bed,
alongside his shrimp-pink wife who wore now a robe of many hues and of strange fabric, purchased locally.
The dream merchant did not much care for the robe, but was too tactful to say so.
The dream merchant was diligent in his investigations. He went for excursions and exposed himself to the
son et lumière and the display of national dances and he ate everything that was set before him. He had paid
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good money for his dream, after all, just like his customers (only rather less than they did on account of a spe cial arrangement advantageous to dream merchants). He took careful note of his feelings, and found them to
be identical to the feelings he had in South Harrow or in the dream shop itself; irritation, boredom, impatience
and compunction, mixed with occasional bouts of guilt, contentment, exhilaration and gloom.
He continued to observe his wife; aside from her skin colour and the robe of many hues (which she now
considered unlikely to wash well) she was much as she had always been. She had not become younger or thin ner or better-informed or wittier or more exuberant. The dream merchant felt disappointed in them both. Since
he could not in fairness find fault with the dream, he found fault with himself (and his wife). They must, he
decided, be bad dreamers—quite exceptionally bad dreamers. He asked his wife if she would like another
dream next year and after careful reflection she replied that on the whole she would prefer a greenhouse, or
possibly a new brand of cooker in which she had been interested for some time.
The dream merchant and his wife went home to South Harrow. The dream merchant’s wife put her swim suit away in the cupboard and reverted to her normal colour. The robe of many hues shrank definitively when
it was washed and was given to a jumble sale.
At night the dream merchant would lie in bed and force himself to think of the glittering lake and the
craggy mountains, of the benevolent blue sky and the caressing touch of the sun. He could summon up neither
nostalgia nor yearning; in fact he felt precisely nothing. When occasionally he read of that distant country in
the newspapers he found himself doubting its existence. Perhaps such places were indeed a fabrication of
newspaper reports and television cameramen.
“That’s where we went,” his wife would say doubtfully. “Isn’t it, dear?” And the dream merchant would
mutter that he believed it was.
The dream merchant continued to sell dreams, from nine to five-thirty every day except Sunday. He con tinued to advise his customers about the availability of houris in far Cathay and the mean temperature in the
Garden of Eden during August. He knew now that his wares were even more miraculous than he had sus pected, that they were quicksilver things that blended with the aspirations of their purchasers.
He envied, indeed, his customers. He became more intolerant of those who came complaining of the
dreams, suspecting them of being incompetent dreamers like himself.
His business expanded and he moved to larger premises and increased his turnover by thirty per cent. The
sumptuous promises of his window drew crowds; he was considered one of the best dream merchants in the
city.
He gave an address at the conference of the National Association of Dream Merchants; younger col leagues admired him for his competence and his experience. No one ever knew that the dream merchant him self had only ever dreamed once, and that he had found himself unable to believe in his dream.
And perhaps, when you come to think about it, that was the secret of his success.
7.83 Last Night I Dreamt Of You\fn{by Baha Tahir (1935- )} Giza, Giza Governorate, Egypt (M) 9
1
I go to work in the morning and return home in the evening. This happens five days a week. It happens in a
foreign city in the North. When I go out in the morning I frequently find a blonde girl at the bus stop with a
beauty-spot on her cheek. When she sees me coming in the distance she immediately turns her face away. She
never looks me in the eye, no matter how long we have to stand there.
When I get home after work I turn on the television, and turn it off. I turn on the radio, and turn it off. I walk
around the empty apartment. I rearrange the pictures on the wall and the books on the shelves. I wash the dishes. I
talk to myself in the mirror. Night falls.
Most nights my friend Kamal, who lives in another city, calls me on the telephone. He usually asks me if there
is any news, and I tell him there’s none. He complains a little about the way things are going for him, and I
complain a little about the way things are for me. Finally he sighs and says, “Perhaps I’ll call you tomorrow.”
After a while I go to sleep. Most often that happens while I am reading.
This week Fathi, my colleague at work, gave me a book on Sufi mysticism. There are a few of us Arabs who
work in an Arab-owned firm in this city, but the boss and most of the employees are foreigners. In these
surroundings Fathi developed a love for Sufism. I began to read the book that evening as I was going home on the
bus. I got to the part where the author says that sometimes the spirit leaves the body and goes on excursions. That
happens at night when one sleeps, although sleep is not a necessary precondition. A person’s spirit occasionally
encounters other spirits, good as well as evil, and sometimes a link is formed between them.
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I felt afraid, and closed the book. The man sitting next to me on the bus asked me what language the book was
in. I knew he was a foreigner like me, because the people in this country do not speak to strangers. When I said
Arabic, he said it was a fascinating language because most of its letters fell under the line. I told him I didn’t
understand. He took the book and pointed out some Arabic letters that start on the line and extend below it, and
some letters at the end of syllables that have a flourish below the line. Triumphantly I pointed to several other
letters which stand on or above the line. He insisted that when you looked at the page, you noticed most of them
were under the line. I asked him what his point was, and he seemed embarrassed.
That night Kamal called me earlier than usual, He wanted to know if there was any news. I told him that the
spirit takes excursions and that most Arabic letters fall below the line. He was silent for a while. Then he asked if
it was cold where I was. I said yes. He said, “It’s snowing here.” Then he said abruptly,
“How does the spirit take an excursion? Where does it go?”
I said, “I don’t know. I probably won’t read the book.”
“Could you mail it to me then?” he asked.
I promised him I would.
The next morning, I left for work. I walked fast and vigorously because it was cold, The blonde girl was at the
bus stop and, as usual, she averted her face. I could not understand why her behavior should bother me at all.
“Damn her,” I said to myself.
I had Fathi’s book about spirits with me so I could mail it to Kamal, There was nothing extraordinary about it, I
told myself as I boarded the bus. Perhaps I ought to read a page or two more in order to learn how the spirit makes
its excursions and what it does. But I resisted the temptation. While I was on the bus it began to snow. At first it
fell like scraps of white paper flying about in the gloomy sky. Then it became heavy and thick. It covered the
world outside the bus like an endless, rippling white blanket.
I decided to get off at the post office despite the weather. I put the book inside my overcoat so it would not get
wet. I ran quickly but cautiously to avoid slipping in the soft snow. As I stopped to shake the snow from my hair
and coat before I went in, someone bumped into me from behind. I turned. It was the girl from the bus stop. Our
eyes met for a few seconds. We stammered an excuse at the same time. Then she stepped around me and hurried
inside.
I joined a short line in front of the window for registered mail. It had not yet opened. When it did, I saw her
sitting inside. She had taken off her wool coat. Her blonde hair was cut shoulder-length and parted in the center.
The bangs across her forehead and the beauty-spot on her cheek gave her pretty, round face a childish look. When
my turn came I handed her the book. For a few seconds she looked in surprise at its cover with the gold
decorations, and then her features once more assumed the rigid look customary with the people of this country
when they are working. She placed the book on the scales and told me the cost. She did not look at my face.
The snow was still falling heavily when I left. It had already carpeted the pavements. The roofs of the slowmoving automobiles were now cloaked in white. They were indistinguishable from one another in their delicate
wrappers. I did not have my umbrella with me. I stood sheltering myself at the entrance of the post office. I began
to worry I might be late getting to work, but there was nothing I could do about it in this weather.
A man ran across the street and stood beside me. He was panting as he shook the snow off his clothes. When
he finished, he put his hands in the pockets of his overcoat. The air which puffed from his mouth and nostrils
turned to steam in the cold. Cars passed slowly in front of us. Their tires carved a black line into the snow on the
road. The man darted out and tried to thumb a ride with a number of cars, but no one paid any attention to him. He
returned. New snow had accumulated on him. He turned to me, somewhat angrily, and said,
“You’re a foreigner, aren’t you?”
I nodded my head.
“Do you have scoundrels like these who won’t stop for you even with snow like this?”
I told him that we had only sunshine. He asked what had brought me here. I pointed to the heavens. He
laughed.
At the office my foreign boss waved his hands and said to me, “Shuwayya, shuwayya.” He thought that meant
“You’re late.” In fact it is Arabic for “Just a little.” I told him there were mitigating circumstances. In any case, he
was happy he had spoken Arabic and that I had understood. He asked me how I was feeling. I said fine.
When I met Fathi, he asked me if I had read any of the book. I said no. He shook his head. “That’s a pity,” he
observed sadly. “Your spirit is diaphanous.” Then he poked a finger in my chest and said, “You have a heart which
can bring forth fruit.” I told him my heart was heavy enough already. He said, “In my chest, there’s an orchard
growing.” I poked my finger in his chest and said, “One orchard in the office is enough.” I left him.
I went home that evening. The snow was piled high on the sidewalks. It was spread out like a soft, gleaming
carpet on either side of the black street, which had been cleaned off. The snow had turned the branches of the
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leafless trees into white, twisting snakes. It had daubed luminous flowers on the few evergreens. It was warmer;
the way it gets after the snow has stopped and the winds have died down. Once home, I did not turn on the
television. I looked out of the window. There was snow everywhere. The cars parked along the curb were domeshaped mounds with no identifying features. It was quiet and sad. I sat down and thought about my situation.
When Kamal called me I told him it had snowed. He told me he had just about had it with the snow. I asked
him why. He said he’d realized he’d been working for banks there for ten years. He had married a native of the
country who was kind and beautiful. He had obtained citizenship. People envied him, but all the same, he was
miserable. Again I asked why. He said, “Isn’t banking a form of usury? I have a troubled conscience.” I told him
not to worry about it and that I had mailed him the book. I added that if he had a diaphanous spirit he could grow
an orchard in his chest. He laughed and said, “My temperature’s up because I’ve been out in the cold. I ate some
garlic butter, too, so I think my spirit is heavy.” I told him to take an aspirin and go to bed.
In the morning I did not go to work. It was Saturday, but I woke up at the same time as on working days. While
I was still in bed I thought about the things I would do. I would buy food to last me the rest of the week and take
my clothes to the cleaners. In the evening I would go to the cinema. When I had that all worked out, I got out of
bed.
I looked out of the window. The snow was just the same, but it had lost its luster. In the center of the sidewalk
a muddy track had been carved by footprints breaking through the crusty snow. By the curb, there were muddy
piles of snow created by the plows clearing the road during the night. I gathered from the way the few people
passing by were dressed and from the way they were walking with their heads bowed and their hands in the
pockets of their overcoats that it was bitterly cold.
I bundled up as carefully as I could before I went out, but I knew there was nothing to be done for those critical
areas: the nose and the ears. Sometimes I raised my scarf till it covered my nose, but I felt smothered, and it was
cold around my neck. In ordinary circumstances it helped to walk fast or run, but this was impossible when there
was snow on the pavements. All the same, I had to go out. I entrusted myself to God’s care. Just to be on the safe
side, I put on two pairs of thick socks. I decided to start with the laundromat. I went outside carrying my clothes
in a bag.
The laundromat was a self-service shop with about ten machines. There was one woman there to supervise
things and sell soap in small quantities to people who did not bring any. When I went in, all the washers were
busy. An old woman, a native of the country, was sitting in a chair, waiting, with her bag of laundry beside her. I
too, sat down in an empty chair to wait, but a vicious draft was coming in through a small gap between the two
panels of the glass door. I got up and began to prowl among the washing machines. I watched the round, glass
eyes, trying to guess from the way the clothes were moving and the cycle which of the machines was almost
finished. I heard the old woman say in a sharp voice, “I’ll take the first washer to finish.” I did not look at her and
continued my tour, trying to keep warm.
A gust of cold air entered bringing with it two African men. One of them carried a bag of clothes. The other
had an empty one. They were speaking in their language and laughing. They headed for one of the washers which
had indeed just stopped. One of them set it to spin dry the clothes. They stood there watching.
Once again, the old woman said in her sharp, loud voice, “I’ll take the first washer to finish.” She was thin,
with a long neck. Her eyes were pale. They had round grey pupils with a small chestnut circle in the center of
them. Her face was sweaty and glistened as if coated with oil.
The man with the full bag turned and said to her gently, “I came here with my friend before you, Madam. I
made an agreement with the young woman to use the washer when he finished.” He pointed to the young woman
sitting at a small table. She nodded her head in agreement.
The older woman stood up and moved toward her, her eyes open wide and her face flushed.
“What’s this?” she demanded. “I wait all this time, then someone comes in and takes my turn? And a black,
too?”
The African’s eyes flashed. He took a step toward her and said in a low voice, “What do you mean by that?”
She backed away and said, “In this country we respect the system. We’re not like countries which—”
He cut her off, moving closer. “I don’t care about your system or your country. What do you think of that?”
She backed away further. “What did I say? Aren’t you a black?”
Standing face to face with her, he said, “Yes, and I’m proud of it. So what do you mean? The young woman
told you I came before you. What does my being black have to do with that? Tell me what you mean?”
All at once she sat down in her place, and said in a scarcely audible voice, “Nothing.”
He leaned back and laughed loudly. “Then you lack not just manners but courage too,” he said. “Manners and
courage …”
His friend took his hand and pulled him away. He was still laughing loudly. They started talking and laughing
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together again.
Addressing no one in particular the old woman burst out, “In any case, I’d just as soon not use that washer.”
The man who was getting his clothes out of the washer and putting them into his bag feigned distress. “Oh,
what a pity! I'll be really sad about that.”
She looked at the young woman who was sitting behind the table. “Did you hear that?” she said.
Looking at the ceiling, the young woman replied, “It’s none of my business.”
The old woman looked around for someone else to talk to, but all she found was me. So she turned her face
toward the glass door, muttering and shaking her head: “What’s become of this country? What’s come over it?”
When I’d finished washing my clothes, I headed out to the store to buy my provisions for the week. My face
was hot when I left the laundromat. I walked some distance until I felt the cold and had to wrap the scarf over my
nose.
At the store, while I was buying some cans of tomato sauce, tea, and sugar, I saw the young woman from the
post office. She was pushing a shopping cart in front of her. It had a bouquet of roses, some soap, and some
vegetables in it. Our eyes met. There was a hesitant smile on her lips. I turned my face away.
When I got home I telephoned Kamal. I asked him how he was. He said his fever had gone down, but that he
still felt dizzy. I asked him if the book had arrived. He said it had, and that he would return it when he finished
with it. I told him I did not need the book, or good or evil spirits. Evil people were quite enough for me. I told him
what had happened at the laundromat. I grew a little emotional, but he replied quietly, “What’s the big deal? I’ve
lived here for years. I know what the people here think about foreigners. But I don’t pay any attention to it. I see
myself as someone living in a desert. My apartment is my tent. When I set off for work I don’t have anything to
do with anyone else. I don’t acknowledge that there are people there. That’s the best way to deal with them. That
isn’t the problem.”
“What is the problem then?” I asked.
“We are. The problem is inside us, but I don’t know what it is. I’ve been searching a long time, but I don’t
know. Can you interpret dreams?”
“I’ll give it a try,” I said.
“Last night I dreamt I met Muawiya ibn Abi Sufyan.\fn{ A note reads: Arab Muslim caliph, seventh century AD.} I was
mediating a truce with him on behalf of our Lord al-Husayn.\fn{ A note reads: Beloved grandson of the Prophet
Muhammed.}Muawiya got angry and said, “Put him in prison with Taha Husayn.”\fn{ A note reads: Influential twentiethcentury Egyptian author.} But I was able to get away. I caught a taxi and found myself in Ataba Square in Cairo.”
I told Kamal that al-Husayn's conflict was with Yalid,\fn{ A note reads: Muslim caliph and son of Muawiya.} not
Muawiya.
“Is it a dream or a history lesson?” he replied impatiently. “What do you make of it?”
I thought about it but could not come up with anything. “What did you do before you went to bed?” I asked
him.
“I was practicing typing on a Western typewriter.”
“Is that necessary for your work?” I asked.
“No, but it’s useful.”
“I can’t interpret your dream.”
“It doesn’t matter,” he said. “Do you have any news?”
“No.”
That evening I went to the cinema. The film was La Traviata. I stood at the entrance waiting for the early show
to let out. I tried to keep warm by crowding together with the other people. I was looking at pictures from the film
to see how the director had portrayed the heroine. She was just the way I had imagined: thin, beautiful, with large,
black eyes. I heard a voice behind me:
“Would you be so kind …”
I turned and there she was again with the beauty-spot on her cheek. She was holding a cigarette near her
mouth.
“Would you be so kind as to light my cigarette?”
She was wearing a white turtleneck sweater and pants. She had no powder on her face. She was blushing and
embarrassed, and looked more like a child than ever before. She looked strange holding a cigarette. I smiled at her
and took out my lighter.
“It seems we meet everywhere,” she said.
“It’s a small city,” I said.
“My name’s Anne-Marie.”
I told her my name. She smiled as she moved the cigarette about in her fingers quickly.
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“I decided to confront you,” she said.
“Are we at war?” I asked her in astonishment.
“No,” she said. “Don’t be alarmed. Are you going to the theater?”
“Yes," I said.
“Do you like La Traviata?”
“I’ve heard it a number of times at the Cairo Opera,” I replied.
“Is there an opera house in Cairo?” she asked.
I said there was. She continued to fiddle with her cigarette nervously. Then she asked, “Would you mind if we
talked a little after the film?”
I told her I’d meet her there.
After the film, the music of Verdi was still haunting me with the same delicate sorrow I had experienced when
I first read La Dame aux Camelias. It comes back to me every time I see La Traviata. When Anne-Marie came out
of the film she was with a friend. She introduced me to her. The other girl looked at me inquisitively. Then she
shook hands with me and went off. We walked down the cold street which was almost empty after the people
leaving the film had dispersed. La Traviata was still on my mind.
“You seem sad,” she said.
“Yes.”
Then she said, “Me too.” She remembered a line that Hamlet recites about the actor weeping over the tragedy
in whicn he has starred: What was she to him or he to her that he should weep for her? She shook her head.
“What’s the heroine to us, or we to her, that we should weep for her?”
“It’s more real than real people,” I replied.
The cold was piercing. I asked her, “Are you heading anywhere in particular?”
“No,” she said.
So we found a place to sit down in the nearest café. We were sitting opposite each other at a small table. We
each had a glass of tea in front of us. I said to her with a smile, “Here you are confronting me, so what’s it all
about?”
She smiled too. “It just required some courage, that’s all. I’m not used to talking to strangers.” Then she added
quickly, “I mean people I don’t know.”
I laughed and said, “I’m not ashamed of being a foreigner.” She leaned over her glass of tea, blushing.
“Naturally. Naturally, why should you be ashamed?” Then she raised her head and looked at me. Her face grew
even redder as she said, “Please don’t get me wrong. My father was a Protestant minister. He taught us to love
Christ and to love all people through Christ. I … I’m not like the others.”
I said, “That’s clear, but aren’t you a little concerned to have these other patrons see you sitting with a
foreigner—someone with a swarthy complexion at that?”
Her blue eyes were still fixed on my face. “Not at all.” Then she added in a low voice, “That isn’t what’s
upsetting me.”
“What is?”
“Something is happening. I can’t describe it. Perhaps you can help me.”
I kept still and sipped my tea, expecting her to say something more. But she, too, fell silent and began to drink
her tea. She stared at the table between us.
Suddenly in a soft voice and as though it took a lot of effort to speak she said, “I would like to ask you, if you
will, to tell me about yourself. Who are you? Where do you come from? I, as you can see, am from this country. I
work at the post office. My father died and I live with my mother. I love films and music and reading. So who are
you? What do you do here?”
I told her my name and my profession.
“What about the book you mailed from my window, the one with the decorated cover—what was it?”
“A book of Islamic mysticism, Sufism. It’s hard for me to explain it to you. Some people believe the heart
understands, not the intellect. They train their spirits so their hearts will be pure.”
“Like monks?”
“Not exactly, but actually, I can’t explain, I haven’t read their books. I don’t understand them very well.”
“What do you believe then?”
I kept silent.
“At one time I wanted to convert to Roman Catholicism and become a nun,” she said. “I was in love with Saint
Francis of Assisi because he loved the poor and the sick. In fact, I keep his picture in my room, although my
mother doesn’t like it.”
She changed the subject abruptly.
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“This world makes me sick, It’s no use. Many people have tried, but it’s no use. The same stupidity in every
age. The same hatred, lying, misery. I’ve thought about going to Africa; perhaps I could help, even if it’s just one
person. I’ve thought …”
She stopped talking suddenly. Beads of perspiration appeared on her forehead. She wiped them off with her
hand which she then put over her eyes. With her eyes closed, she said,
“I’m sorry, I feel I’ve imposed on you. I saw your expression change when I asked you what you believe,
Please forgive me. I didn’t mean to pry.”
“That doesn’t matter,” I said, “What’s happened is that I’ve been told the beliefs of Anne-Marie while all I’ve
told her is my name.”
She smiled and twirled a cigarette in her fingers. “I decided to be blunt with you.”
“In the past I had ideas, but today I’ve forgotten them,” I told her, “In my country no one needed them or me,
so I decided to forget them. I’ve forgotten a lot of things. But you said I might be able to help you. How can I help
you? You said there’s something about me that disturbs you, What is it?”
She took her hand away from her eyes. She looked at me for a time. Her eyelashes were trembling, Then she
said in a matter-of-fact tone, “It’s just that I see you so often, almost every day, once or twice.”
“What’s strange about that? What’s so strange since we live in the same neighborhood and take the same bus at
the same time?”
“Nothing,” she replied in the same tone. “Nothing, except that I see you even when I’m not seeing you. I feel
you’re there before I meet you. I look up and there you are. Sometimes I imagine this and that’s all. You’re not
there, but I can almost touch you.”
Trying to smile I said, “Perhaps you're in love with me?”
She replied without smiling, “No.”
She averted her eyes and said, “Excuse me: the fact is I hate you.”
Then she looked at me. Her face was flushed. Her eyes were red. Every trace of beauty had vanished from her
features.
I stared at her eyes. She really did hate me.
2
The following week, as usual, I went to work and returned home. New snow fell and it got colder.
Once I went to Fathi in his office and told him, “This life troubles me. Please teach me something.”
“How can I teach you something I don’t know? Do what I do: let your spirit unfold. One day you and I will
both discover behind this desert the flowers of limitless beauty which are promised us.”
I told him, “That frightens me; it doesn’t console me. I want to know something specific: how have you
reached this state of equilibrium and peace?”
“I have annulled my own will and made it subservient to the Lord’s will.”
It was not possible for us to continue the conversation.
Kamal spoke to me on the telephone a number of times. He did not mention anything about the book, but he
told me thathe had decided to resign from the bank. During this period, Kamal said, he’d been having a lot of
dreams. One element recurred frequently in his dreams: he was learning to play the violin. In one dream he lost
his bow and was forced to use a ruler to continue his performance. In another, a jury was going to judge his
performance, but the bottle of medicine which he used to help him play the violin broke. All the pharmacies were
closed. He wanted to ask the jury’s permission not to perform, but he could not find his shoes. They made him go
to the theater without any shoes. And so on.
That weekend Anne-Marie invited me to her house, to return my hospitality, as she put it. We had met in the
morning a number of times at the bus stop and talked some. She had asked me to pardon her for being so frank
that day. She wanted me to understand that she was having a personal crisis which was totally unrelated to me.
The fact was that she had been in love with a compatriot, who had left her a few months before. He went overseas
after they agreed to get married. From over there, he sent her his apologies. She said he might just as well never
have promised to marry her, for she was in love with him and would have stayed with him, marriage or no
marriage. What really upset her was that he should have made a promise without any pressure from anyone and
then have broken it. She was almost glad that she had been separated in time from a person who could act like
that.
Then she talked about me. She said she was trying to study the matter with the utmost objectivity, as though
she were not talking about me or her but about other people. She asked me to forgive her. Did she hate me
because of the circumstances under which she saw me? Did I remind her of that other person she was now
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growing to hate? Why? Was there some resemblance? What? Was it, for example, because he had travelled
abroad? She knew the question was complicated. She would understand completely if I refused to assist her.
Indeed, she would apologize to me and thank me for agreeing to listen to her. If I was willing to help her, that
would be exceedingly generous of me, and she would be very grateful for this favor.
That weekend we met at the bus stop. Dark clouds covered the sky and made the day gloomy. Snow blanketed
the sidewalks and the balconies of the houses. Ann-Marie arrived at the appointed time. She was wearing pants, as
usual, and a white, wool jacket. She had her hands in her pockets. There was a scarf tied around her neck. I never
saw her wear an overcoat or dress. As she approached me with her hesitant step she appeared thin and fragile. I
felt strangely sympathetic towards her.
She led me to her house. She lived in an old building with bowed balconies of wrought iron. I had frequently
walked past it in the summer and stopped to admire the delicate balconies decorated with green plants and large
red flowers. Now they were bare. Snow had accumulated on their protruding bars.
We said nothing until we reached her apartment, except that she mumbled an apology as we were climbing the
stairs. There was no elevator and she lived on the third floor. She unlocked the door. At the entrance of the
apartment there was a white curtain. We went through it to the sitting-room where there were small tables with
dolls and small wooden statues set on dazzlingly white, embroidered cloths. The tables were placed at regular
intervals between vigorous, carefully-tended plants, large white, red, and pink carnations. On either side of the
room was a wooden cabinet full of books, with glass doors covered by lace curtains. Exactly in the middle,
between the cabinets, was a long, wooden table where a lady with braided white hair was sitting. She was wearing
glasses with thick lenses and reading a magazine.
“This is my mother,” said Ann-Marie. She went and kissed her on the forehead, saying in a loud voice, “Here
he is.”
The woman nodded her head and smiled. “Good morning, sir.”
“Good morning.”
“Speak louder,” said Anne-Marie, “She can’t hear very well.” I took a chair beside her and kept still. With her
head bowed, she smiled and looked at me through the clear blue eyes which Anne-Marie had inherited. She
looked at me for a long time through her thick glasses, which were slipping down her nose.
“From Africa?” she said. I nodded.
She pointed to a pair of black masks hanging on the wall on either side of a wooden cross. She said, “I like
African carving.” She clasped her white, wrinkled fingers together and waved her hands, saying, “It’s strong.”
Then she opened her fists and moved a hand in a wave-like gesture. “It’s also elegant and smooth. Where in
Africa are you from?”
“I’m from Egypt,” I said in a loud voice. She raised her eyebrows in mild astonishment.
“Egypt? I’ve always wanted to visit it. My husband went to Egypt in the year … the year … I don’t remember.
We weren’t married then, but I still have the pictures. She supported herself with a hand on the table and started to
rise, then stopped for a moment.
“I remember my husband told me they’re very good at magic in Egypt.”
“Magic?” I asked, amazed.
She nodded her head. Trying to make a joke of it, I said, “Perhaps that was in the days of Moses.”
She was still leaning on the table.
“My husband saw things.”
“Perhaps,” I said.
She rose with difficulty from her chair, just as Anne-Marie returned carrying three glasses of tea on a tray.
“That’s enough, Mother,” she said loudly.
“But I want this gentleman to see the pictures,” she protested. Slowly, with her back bent, she went to one of
the cabinets and opened it.
Anne-Marie apologized as she placed the glasses of tea on the table. “She doesn’t go out much. When she sees
someone, she doesn’t stop talking.”
“It doesn’t bother me.”
Her mother was talking to herself, saying, “Where did it go? Where can it have got to? It was always here.”
Anne-Marie picked up her glass of tea in its metal holder and said, “Come. Let’s go to my room.” I brought my
glass and followed her.
Her room was small and neat. The furniture was new and, unlike that of the parlor, simple. One wall was taken
up with shelves filled with books. In the center of one of the shelves stood a tall crystal vase with a single, large,
white flower in it. On another wall were pictures of Saint Francis with his shaven head. The color white was
everywhere: in the table runners, the bedspread, and the lace window curtains. When she opened the curtain at the
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window, I noticed a large cedar tree outside. Its broad, green boughs, like outspread hands, were heaped with
snow. Other trees stood around it, their branches intertwined and glazed with ice. Anne-Marie sat down in a small
chair beside the window. She put her hands on her knees, which were pressed together. She stared out the window.
I was still standing by the door holding my glass of tea. “The view from your window is pretty.”
She looked at me with a smile and said, “Thanks. Why don’t you sit down?” She pointed to a round stool in
front of a small mirror. I sat down, my knees practically colliding with hers.
We gazed out the window and sipped our tea. Without looking at my face she said, “Last night I dreamt of
you.”
“I'm sorry,” I said, and laughed. She looked at me steadily. “Why are you sorry and why does it make you
laugh?”
“What can I say when you tell me in such a sad tone that you dreamt about me yesterday?”
She shook her head.
“The night before last I dreamt of you too. I dreamt that a large hawk was knocking at my window with its
wings and staring at me angrily. It was beating against the glass, trying to get through. Then you came and the
hawk enfolded you in its wings. I woke up and found I was crying.”
I did not laugh, but bowed my head.
“What do you do to make this happen?” she asked, calmly. I raised my head in astonishment as I repeated her
question.
“What do I do to make this happen?”
“Yes.”
“Are you serious? Do you believe it’s possible for me to do something to make you dream about me?”
She laughed nervously, then stretched out her hand to take my empty tea glass. She rose and went out.
Outside the window a crow landed on the cedar. It hopped clumsily from branch to branch, searching for one
not buried in snow. When it found one it stretched out its sad, black wings and shook them. Then it closed them.
Anne-Marie returned and closed the door. She stood beside me.
“What are you thinking about?”
“If I told you, you’d laugh,” I said.
“In that case please tell me. I’d like to laugh.”
“Why is the crow on that tree so miserable? Why do people all over the world hate crows, even though
nobody’s ever been hurt by one?”
“You feel sorry for crows and for the heroine of La Traviata. Why don’t you take an interest in the affairs of
real people?”
“I gave that up a long time ago.”
“I find it sad that in this world delicacy and sensitivity are defeated and evil triumphs. I grieve when the
heroine dies, because she fell in love and sacrificed herself; but I also grieve that in this world there are hungry
people who can’t find anything to eat. There are poor people who are sick and can’t find medicine or if they get
some they die anyway. Death makes me sad.”
“All that, and a lot more, used to make me sad once.”
“When did you stop?” she asked.
“I don’t remember exactly. Perhaps it’s since I came here. Perhaps before that, when I decided to come here.”
“So what do you believe in now—emptiness, nonexistence?”
“Not even those.”
She stared out the window in silence for a time. Then pointing at the cedar tree she said in a different tone, “I
think you’ve got this tree in your country.”
“No, but it grows in the region.”
“If you don’t mind,” she said, “I prefer electric light to this dim daylight which feels like night.”
She closed the curtains. The room was rather dark, but she remained standing beside me with her face towards
the window. In a faint voice she asked, “Are you sure you can’t help me?”
I stretched out my hand and took hers which was beside me. It was cold as ice. I held it between my palms.
She knelt down, facing me.
“Who are you?” she asked in a low voice. “What do these dreams mean? Why do they haunt me?”
“Who are you? Why have you appeared in my life?” I said. “What do you want from me?”
She crept closer to me on her knees and kissed my forehead. Her lips were icy. I put my arms around her
shoulders. “I wish I could help you,” I said. “I wish I could help myself.”
All of a sudden, with a swift movement, she slipped off her sweater and bra. She pressed against my chest. Her
arms encircling me quivered. She said, “Let’s go. If this is what you want, here’s the bed.”
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I tore myself from her arms. In a choked voice I said, “No, this isn’t what I want. You’re probably beautiful. In
fact you are beautiful, but I’ve never seen you as anything but a child.”
I rose, picked up her sweater from where it had fallen on the floor, and handed it to her.
She took it from me and sat on the edge of the bed. She wadded it up and buried her face in it. She began to
weep violently. Her whole body was shaking as she repeated, “Then tell me, tell me, please, what do you want?
What do you want?”
“What I want is impossible.”
“What is it?”
“For the world to be different. For people to be different. I told you I don’t have any ideas, but I do have
impossible dreams.”
“How do I fit into that? Why should I suffer?”
“How am I to know? What can I do? Tell me and I’ll do it. Do you want me to leave this neighborhood? This
country?”
“Would that help me?”
“How do I know? If I don’t know how to help myself, how am I to know how to help you?”
She searched for the sleeves of her sweater, then put it on slowly. For some time she sat silently on the edge of
the bed with her shoulders drooping. In a low voice she said, “Now I understand everything. Yes, now I see
everything, but how sad it all is.”
“What have you understood?”
“That’s my secret,” she said in the same low voice.
She stretched out her hand without moving from where she sat and pressed a button beside the bed. A light
suddenly came on in the room.
She looked at me and said, “Please forgive me.” She tried to smile. “Every time I meet you, I’m forced to
apologize to you. But I promise it won’t happen again.”
Her eyes were red, and her face very pale.
When we left the room her mother was sitting in her place at the table. She was leafing through the pages of a
thick album. When she saw me, she said impatiently,
“Come here, sir. I’ve found the pictures.”
I went over to her. The pictures were old, those old sepia prints in which dark areas look brown and light ones
grey.
They were of the Temple of Karnak, Dayr al-Bahri, and the pyramids. She pointed to one in which a man sat
on a camel that was kneeling on the ground in front of one of the pyramids. The man had a round, smiling face.
He was wearing a dark jacket and a white collar. In front of him, holding the camel’s rope, stood a man wearing
Egyptian clothing. A thin arm stuck out of the wide sleeve of his shirt. I looked at his broad mouth topped by a
moustache, and his sad, frowning face. He looked like my father.
I said to the old woman, “Should I take this picture?”
She raised her head to look directly at my face. She said without smiling, “I understand you perfectly.”
Suddenly she closed the album and said, “Sorry. You can’t take this picture.”
Anne-Marie was standing there, lost in her own thoughts. She was resting her arm on the table.
3
The third week the snow melted, although some piles of it remained like sand beside the curb. The sky was
still cloudy, and the daylight weak.
Fathi told me anxiously that I was getting thinner day by day and ought to see a doctor. I told him he could
help me better than any doctor if he would explain to me how to understand the world.
“You are your own doctor,” he said. “Just don’t fight it.”
I told him talk like that would not help me. He shook his head sadly.
My boss called me in too and told me the same thing. Trying to use Arabic he said that my health was basita
tamam—“totally basic”—and that although he was against giving vacations at this time because of the pressure of
work, he would not refuse my request, because he didn’t want to work me to death. I thanked him and told him I
did not need a vacation.
Kamal got in touch with me during the middle of the week.
He said he had tried to call me many times without success. Where was I evenings?
“I go out and walk,” I said.
“In this cold?”
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“Yes.”
Anne-Marie did not appear at the bus stop. Once I went to the post office on my way to work, but she wasn’t
there either.
I dreamt of her one night. In the dream she had long hair and was running on the beach. She was afraid.
Something was chasing her. When I woke up I was covered with sweat. I felt uneasy.
Towards the end of the week, Kamal phoned me. He was excited. He said he had done it. He had finally done
it and felt better. He said he used to believe that all his afflictions—headache, insomnia, nightmares, bouts of
weeping—were caused by waves of electricity, but he had been wrong.
“What sort of electricity?” I asked him.
“Don’t you know that in this country they have electrical storms that affect the brain?” he said.
I told him I had never heard of that.
“It’s a well-known fact. Don’t you see how strangely all these people behave?”
“I’m astonished,” I said, “because they still seem to handle their affairs intelligently. They are successful in
their business, prosperous, in excellent health. Does this electricity affect certain portions of the brain and not
others? Does it afflict only some people?”
Still quite excited, Kamal continued, “You look at things superficially. All these things are just paper cutouts—
the tall buildings, the huge factories, the fast airplanes, and the cemeteries with statues and flowers—all these are
just toys made from cardboard which deceive nobody but children. Look inside and you’ll find only ruins. Look
at the people talking to themselves in the streets, at people in the cafés staring with eyes like dead fish. Look at
the loneliness, the insanity, the hatred. What forces us to be this way? Existence is vast and glorious, but we bury
ourselves in our skins. We blind our eyes to true happiness and real joy.” Why didn’t I open my eyes? Why didn’t
I follow his example? Why didn’t I read the book?
I asked him what he was going to do now.
He said he had resigned from the bank and was planning to return to Egypt. He advised me to return with him.
We would build a house somewhere in the desert. Behind us would be a vast emptiness, in front of us the sea, and
above us the sky. We would live far from competition, struggle, overcrowding, and the quarrels of adults who act
like spoiled children. We would live out the remainder of our lives in the true happiness of that heavenly bliss.
I thanked him. I wished him the happiness he desired and said I would think about it.
I did not sleep well that night. I thought a lot about Anne- Marie.
The next morning, I left home early, before it was time to go to work, and headed for her house. It was already
morning, but the roads were dark. The street lights were still on.
I worked out how I would apologize for calling at such an early hour: I had inquired unsuccessfully at the post
office and had been unable to find their telephone number in the directory. So I had come just to reassure myself
about her. I did not know whether or not conduct like this would be considered improper by the people of this
country.
I rang the bell once. No one answered. Was it possible that she had already gone out at this early hour? What
could have happened?
A man carrying a briefcase came out of a neighboring apartment. He looked at me curiously. He locked his
apartment door and went towards the stairs. When he saw me press the doorbell again, however, he turned around
and came back towards me.
“I doubt that anyone will answer the door. The young woman is dead and the mother is sick.”
“The young woman? Who? How?”
The man said, “Don’t you know? Perhaps I shouldn’t tell you, but since you are going to meet the mother I
guess it’s best.”
I asked again, “Anne-Marie? How?”
“The young lady took her own life,” he remarked sadly, “from the balcony of the apartment … in the middle of
the night. We were—”
But at that moment the door opened. The old woman held it open. She was wearing a nightgown. Her white
hair stood out wildly around her head. There was a black shawl around her bent shoulders.
When she saw me, she screamed once and backed away. “Have you come for me now, sir? Is it my turn?”
Clutching at the doorknob, she collapsed to the floor.
The man dropped his briefcase and rushed to her.
I ran too.
I ran to the staircase. I ran to the street. I ran through the city.
I did not go home. I did not go to work. I did not go anywhere. But that evening I was in bed.
Was I asleep or awake when those wings began to flap about in the room? Was it a hawk or an apparition
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which I saw? I stretched out my hand. I heard a rustling and stretched out my hand. There was a burst of lights
and colors more beautiful than anything I had ever seen before. Wings were rustling around me. I stretched out
my hand. I was weeping without any sound or tears, but I stretched out my hand.
35.137 A Jailhouse Of My Own\fn{by Ihsan Kamal (1935- )} Jirja, Sawhaj Governorate, Egypt (F) 5
I do not know why every time I passed in front of the Hadara prison, when I was a child, a tremor ran through
my body, and I was filled with pity for the inmates shut behind those high grim walls. Perhaps it was a foreboding
of the twenty years I was to spend in another prison, later on. I had committed no crime, unless it. is a crime to
marry, for which the penalty is a life sentence. For that had been my only crime. I had married, and so found
myself living behind bars. Thick heavy bars of convention harder and far more unyielding than bars of iron. Only
my husband, who was at the same time my jailer, made it tolerable by his kindness and love, so that I did not once
try to break out.
He was my father’s partner in business in Alexandria when I first came to know and admire him, and he
occupied the flat facing ours where we lived in Ramleh. What first made me notice him was his consideration
towards his neighbors. For instance he would never embarrass my mother by remaining on his balcony when she
was out on ours. Also, when he came to visit my father he would acknowledge the sacrosanct nature of the home,
and always made a point of choosing a seat from which he could not see out of the drawing room into any other
room; before leaving, he would wait until my father had cleared the way. If my mother or I happened to run into
him, and greet him, he would return the greeting courteously, keeping his eyes respectfully averted. He impressed
me by these ways of his, so different from those of our other neighbors and acquaintances. In my imagination, he
became a merchant prince come from a distant land, not only to trade, but perhaps also to seek a bride from
amongst us. Would I be the one?
It was no wonder then, having let my fancy run away with me in this way, that I consented to marry him when
he proposed. I was only sixteen, while he was about twice my age: my father had left me in complete freedom to
make my own decision.
The first couple of years went by like a dream from which I was rudely awakened by the sound of the
auctioneer’s bell. A bad speculation left both my father and my husband ruined: their shops were sold by auction,
and their business liquidated. We had lost everything.
My father then moved to Cairo where he found a job working as an agent for a number of dealers, many of
whom had, at one time, worked for him. But my husband, Hag Ahmed, decided to return to his native village
where he intended to live on the income of a few feddans which he still owned there. So it was that I came to live
in that village I had heard so much about.
I had not been there a month when I wished I had never laid eyes upon it. For soon I discovered that living
there was no different from living in a prison—the same high grim walls cut one off from the rest of the world.
No matter what I tried to do, a wall of conventions loomed high before me: a wall invisible to all but myself,
against which I alone banged my head.
I was astonished at first to find that none of the other womenfolk complained. I should have known that, to
them, this was a normal pattern, for, as I came to realize, they lived their whole life confined to their homes, never
doubting that within them lay the entire universe.
But it was different for me; I was born beside the open sea and its inviting beaches, I was raised in the bustle of
the public parks, the crowded cinemas, large avenues, big department stores, busy traffic and hurrying crowds.
How could I regard my new life as anything but imprisonment?
Conventions in Upper Egypt are more rigid than elsewhere, but they were more so than ever in the particular
village where we lived, near Girgeh. The people were never tired of boasting that there, a woman left her house
only twice in her lifetime. Once to leave her father’s house when she married, and finally to go from her
husband’s house to her grave.
“Home” consisted of a number of small buildings standing around a large courtyard. They all opened out on it
except the one with a frontage upon the street: this was called the dawwar, and it served as a guest-house, where
the men of the family gathered in the evenings, to receive callers from other families and officials from town.
From the outside the homestead looked more like a huge fortress, with scarcely a way of ingress. There were three
such households in the village belonging to the three branches of the family which ruled the region and to which
my husband proudly belonged. The rest of the village consisted of the mud huts of the peasants, or “serfs” as they
were called. The womenfolk of one household were allowed to visit one another after sundown. But they could go
to the other two compounds only to perform their “duty,” that is to say, when there was a death to condole upon.
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Venturing outside the village was a privilege reserved for those lucky enough to be afflicted with a malady for
which the local doctor was insufficient, and which needed the more specialized services of the doctor in Girgeh.
The days dragged on at a crawling pace. Long, tedious, empty days. Life itself came to a halt and remained
still and stagnant as the putrid water that covered the rotting marshes. It was as if the wheel of time had bogged
down, and needed a jack to lift it out of the slithery mud of the damp, heavy days, in which it could get no grip. I
felt as if a great weight was round my neck, stifling me.
I decided to rebel. I tried to rouse the other women to rebel too and free themselves from their thraldom. I did
not imagine that they would blame me for this. I thought I was championing a noble cause, and that I should enter
the annals of history as the liberatress of the jwomen of Upper Egypt. But their mockery and derision damped my
enthusiasm; and they proceeded to carry tales of my subversive activities to their husbands, who did not fail to
report them to mine, adding their own reproaches.
I decided to avoid them in the future not only because of my husband’s rebukes, but because an evening spent
with them only added to my boredom, with its petty gossip. It would be unjust of me to blame them: how could
they have tried to talk of international events, or the current trends in literature at home and abroad, or the latest
film, or the trend in fashions? I even began to dislike the reading from which, at first, I had derived consolation.
Books and magazines spoke to me of a world beyond my reach.
The only respite from this depressing atmosphere was in the few moments when Hag Ahmed came home to
our own quarters, after an evening spent in the dawwar. Gentle and understanding, his solicitude made up for the
father and friends whom I missed. He felt what I suffered, and assured me that things would change when I had a
child to occupy me. The child did not come until two years had gone by.
But it was a girl-child. I had not wanted to have a girl; not because I had any prejudice against girls—for, on
the contrary, I am very fond of them, and I grew especially fond of Salwa, indescribably so. But I thought it would
be more merciful to her if I did not breast-feed her, if I let her die. I could not bear to think of the life that awaited
her in this prison-house. But my resolution only lasted half an hour.
Time went slightly faster now. Salwa was growing up: my boredom and frustration seemed to shrink as I
watched her grow. I began to feel more cheerful. The feeling of being in a prison did not vanish, but it came at
intervals—no longer gnawing at me every moment like a bad tooth. During all the years I was Hag Ahmed’s wife,
I visited Cairo only twice. The first was to attend my father’s funeral. There, for the first time, I met my younger
sister’s husband and saw her children. I also saw my only brother again, now nearly a man. When I wept on
returning to the village, Hag Ahmed promised to let me go back to Cairo as soon as circumstances allowed. But
this did not happen until, weighed down by illness, Hag Ahmed was advised by his doctor to go to the capital for
various tests.
By now Salwa was a grown girl. And when it was time to go home again, we both cried as we stood in Cairo
station, and said goodbye to my family and to some of Hag Ahmed’s relatives in Cairo, who had come to see us
off. Two promises were made to us then. One by my husband, that we would return to Cairo soon. The other by
my brother, who said he would come and visit me at the village. Only my brother was able to keep his word, for a
year later my husband died, and my brother had to come down for the funeral.
After the traditional three nights of mourning were over, my brother came to me in order to discuss my future
plans.
“I suppose there is no need for you to stay on here any more. You’ll come back with me to Cairo—and bring
Salwa?”
“'Of course,” I replied.
When the decision was announced to the family, the uproar it raised subsided only after my brother left—
without me. Aboul Magd, my husband’s nephew, who succeeded him as head of the family (as he was now the
eldest member), undertook to explain their views to my brother, not hiding his indignation that such a possibility
should have been considered at all.
“It’s a disgrace, sir, the greatest disgrace there can be among us! To have the girl brought up in a strange
house? We’d send heads flying off their shoulders rather than agree to that. If it weren’t that we knew that you’re
not familiar with our customs, and that you mean no offence, we wouldn’t have let it pass. The girl stays among
us, and she’ll wed among us. Why there’s no one in the family—not me or anyone else—who can allow her to go
to Cairo now, not even on a visit. Not until she’s married. As to her lady mother, she’s free to go if she chooses.
However, if she chooses to stay, this still remains her home, and we are all her devoted servants.”
I could not now even bear to think of my original intention of going away. To leave Salwa was impossible. She
was the sole object of my life. Bereft of her father, I could not now abandon her.
“Perhaps when Salwa is married,” said my brother to give me hope before he left the following day.
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I could not answer, could not tell him that when I saw Salwa married in this village of hers, I did not know
whether I would be at ease about her, or whether my real worry about her would only then begin. God, would I
never be out of this jail?
I have not seen my brother since, and I do not know if I shall ever see him again. For two years later, I learned
from my mother, in one of her letters, that he had gone to Syria in connexion with his trade, married a Syrian girl,
and settled in her country, where he thought his prospects were better. I did not even see him to say goodbye, and
now he finds it difficult to come to Egypt. I never went to visit my family at that time, although I might have gone
to Cairo, for I could not bring myself to leave Salwa at all, even for a few days.
She had been acting strangely of late, and I was worried about her. Sometimes she would be gay and full of
life, then suddenly she would lapse into a long silence. Sometimes she would create a pretext to step across and
call on some of her relatives; at other times she avoided all such visits. I longed to penetrate that little head of
hers, to know what it was that tormented her. Many times I thought of asking, but refrained, for fear of seeming to
intrude.
Then one day she told me.
We had just returned from a visit to Aboul Magd when suddenly she threw herself into my arms, and laughing
and sobbing, and stammering incoherently, she told me. I could hardly believe it, when I had caught hold of her
words, one by one, and strung them together to make sense. It was not believable, but it must be true, since it had
taken place. The high ramparts, the cruel conventions, could keep out pleasure, learning, progress, merriment,
perhaps sunshine and air, but they could not keep out love.
She had fallen in love with Fuad, Aboul Magd’s son. It had happened more than two years earlier, during our
second visit to Cairo, when he was there at the same time, studying at the Faculty of Engineering. A hundred
things came back to my mind now, that explained what I had not been able to account for then: the trouble he had
taken during the whole of two months of our stay, to be constantly with us—for instance, when we went to
consult a doctor, or when we went to the zoo or to the cinema—always obliging and reliable. She had sensed his
feeling for her, and loved him in return. Now I knew why she wept so much when we left Cairo that time, why
she had her strange moods, why they always came upon her each time Ramadan, Fuad’s servant, came up from
Cairo to see his wife and children every month or two. The man used to bring us parcels of goods we had asked
for, and which Fuad had bought for us; taking back in exchange poultry, pies, and butter.
I little suspected the secret messages smuggled inside the skeins of wool Salwa was continually ordering from
Cairo. It was inside one of them that Fuad had first openly declared his love—until then only guessed at. Nor
could I have guessed that Salwa had hidden two of the skeins, when she claimed that she had miscalculated the
amount she needed for her jumper, and must have some more to get on with.
What she wanted to get on with was her love story. One day she had insisted upon our sending to Aboul
Magd’s household some of a particular kind of Turkish sweetme at which I alone in the whole village knew how
to make. Fuad had tasted it once in our house in Cairo: he had told her in his letter that he realized that she could
not answer it, but that he would know that she returned his love if he found that particular sweetmeat among the
goods in the hamper his family would send. She had known that Ramadan was leaving that day to return to Cairo.
When Fuad had sent his mother some skeins of wool, and asked her to make one of his relations knit them into a
pullover for him, he had had her in mind. She had wept when his mother had handed the wool to another cousin.
And so it had gone on. She told me all this; and I listened happily. I was happier still when she showed me the
message she had received that day inside the box of chocolates he had bought her. Fuad’s mother had handed it to
her when we went to pay her a sick call: he too had come home to the village to visit his mother, bringing
quantities of presents for his family—there was even one for me.
In the message he told Salwa that he had spoken to his father about his wish to marry her, and that his father
had consented.
I was even happier than she was. There would be no more need for worry. Fuad was to be an engineer: he
would not be living in the village. Even if they were to set up house in hell, I would be at ease, for I knew him to
be a fine boy. Above all, he was marrying her for love, and she was in love with him.
Together we planned for and dreamed of the future. We built up hopes that soared higher the next day when I
went to see Fuad’s mother. I met his Aunt Bahana there: both women spoke to me of Aboul-Magd’s wish to have
Salwa as a bride for Fuad, and to announce the engagement the following week. But our hopes were built on weak
foundations, for at the first ill-wind of adversity they crumbled to dust. In this case, it was Azrael, the angel of
Death, who blew the wind. He carried off Fuad’s mother, and brought our hopes tumbling down with the same
breath.
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When the prescribed nights of the wake were past, Fuad went back to his college. When the forty days of full
mourning had passed, Aboul Magd sent his sister Bahana to me to say that he was asking for Salwa’s hand—this
time for himself.
I could not believe my ears. I thought the woman was raving. But I finally understood that it was the plain
truth, and that the message was a mere formality to inform me of what was to be, and no more. I turned upon her
and told her that it was impossible. It was her turn to look at me as though I were out of my mind.
“What do you mean, impossible? Aboul Maged is her first cousin and therefore has priority over everyone else
in the family. You have no right whatever to interfere.”
“Priority!” I shouted, outraged. “You’re talking as if the girl were some legacy to be divided up.”
“That’s our convention here. Priority goes to first cousins before others, and to the old before the young.”
“Conventions!” I found myself shrieking “God blast your conventions.”
Desperately, I tried every way I could to prevent this marriage. I appealed to Aboul Magd, by sending him
messages directly, and by asking the older men of the family to dissuade him. I stormed and threatened. It was no
use. Salwa’s unhappiness moved me so deeply that I had thoughts of murdering Aboul Magd and would have
cheerfully faced the gallows as a price for the knowledge that Fuad would thereby take his place, as the closest of
Salwa’s unmarried male kinsmen.
Finally I asked to see Aboul Magd: I insisted until an interview was granted.
It was a strange meeting. We sat in separate rooms with an open door between us, through which we spoke. I
appealed to him again while he argued about his “rights.” At last I could bear it no longer, I rushed in to him with
my hair uncovered, and my face unveiled, except for the long strands of my golden hair which fell over it in my
confusion.
“How can you marry a girl who is two years younger than your own daughter?” I implored. “You ought to be
ashamed of yourself. Surely you don’t really think that you can make her happy? You don’t really think she’ll
make you happy if she’s forced into living with you against her will? She and Fuad are the same age, and they’re
suited to each other. Maybe you have a prior right, but if you were to waive your rights, it would be more noble of
you. Please, Hag Aboul Magd, I beg you.”
I stepped towards him and threw myself at his feet. I seized his hand to kiss it, but he pulled it quickly away,
muttering the usual formula which protests a person’s unworthiness—but not before I had left a tangible sign of
my appeal upon it in the form of a kiss and of several tear-drops. I was ready to do anything, to humiliate myself
in any way, even to offer up my life.
He helped me up as I staggered to my feet; I would have fallen if he had not supported me with his arms.
I spent the next few days in bed, too worn out to be able to stand on my feet. Then one day Bahana came in to
announce that her brother Aboul Magd wished to see me. She lent me her head veil and I draped it around my
face. Aboul Magd stepped in. He told me he was there to carry out the ceremony of giving Salwa her engagement
present.
“There’s nothing to be done then?” I asked faintly, as if talking to myself.
He shook his head and laughed.
“I’ll present the bride with her betrothal gift now, although her bridegroom is away.”
I looked up. He nodded in a kindly way.
“It’s Fuad’s engagement present to Salwa.”
I was so dazed, I could think of nothing to say. His daughter now entered, and called out for Salwa.
“I have been thinking over what you told me,” he said in a soft voice, “you were right. Salwa is too young for
me. I need a rather older woman, someone with a lot of good sense, a good housewife.”
The implication was evident and my heart sank.
“Is that your price, Hag Aboul Magd?” I asked sarcastically.
He drew back, obviously offended.
“Price, Madam? We set no prices upon things here.”
Salwa came in just then. When he had put the bracelet round her wrist, he said:
“Tomorrow is the last day of Fuad’s examinations. I’m sending him a telegram asking him to come down as
soon as he has finished. We’ll sign the wedding contract a week today.”
On that day I felt Providence had compensated me for all the things it had denied me before. No words are
strong enough to describe the happiness I felt.
After the wedding Aboul Magd came to congratulate me.
“I did not want to discuss things with you before the marriage,” he began, “because I did not want you to feel I
was pressing you. But now you are free to answer yes or no.”
“I’m sorry, Hag. Please forgive me.”
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“As you wish then, if that’s the way you feel about me.”
“Please do not misunderstand. I have the highest regard for you, and I have every reason to feel thankful to
you; but I have lived in this prison house for twenty years; I’ve got a clean record as a prisoner for my good
conduct, so I think it’s time I was released. With your permission I shall leave for Cairo in the morning.”
“Won’t you even wait to join us when we celebrate the seventh day of their marriage? Have you forgotten our
obligations? Why such a hurry?”
And so I chose freedom. In the train that took me north I began to breathe freely. Now I could enjoy liberty,
enjoy living. All those years had been a long death: life surely meant movement, change, and not stagnation: but
at the very best, those years had merely seen me marking time. Nothing worried me as I sat in the train, not even
the thought of leaving Salwa behind. She was not to be away from me for long: in three months’ time she was due
to come to Cairo with her husband, who still had a year’s study ahead of him at college.
A few weeks later, happiness began to slip out of my hands again. In Cairo, I lived with my sister and my
brother-in-law. With my father dead, and my brother away, this was the only home I had, and my mother lived
there too.
Gradually I came to realize that Adly Effendi, my sister’s husband, was not particularly fond of my mother. In
fact it turned out that he was not fond of anybody, and I suspected that he did not take very kindly to my mother
and me living with them. It was only a vague feeling at first, but I had no doubts left when I overheard him
remark to his wife one day:
“Have you no more stray relatives to take in? I’m allowed four women by law. There are only three of you so
far; plenty of room for one more!”
I winced. The next day I dropped a hint to my sister of her husband’s irritation with my presence, and told her
to announce to him that since I was to live with them permanently I would be happier if they let me pay for my
board. This time I went out of my way to eavesdrop on the remarks he would make in answer to her
announcement. I received a second slap.
“I don’t intend to run a boarding house,” he said sarcastically.
I could not get over his retort. It hung before me over their dinner table: every mouthful of their food tasted
bitter. I took to cutting down on it, and would get through a meal with my appetite no more than a quarter satisfied. Every time I walked home to their flat, I felt myself dragging my feet, as though they were weighted down
with sandbags, even as my heart was weighed down with humiliation and disappointment. That was hardly the
paradise I had promised myself.
Soon his hints became open words to my face. One night, my niece, who was barely fifteen, answered me back
with a sneer and with wounding irony. This was not the first brush we had had. She had, I think, never liked me
from the start, for although I never interfered in her affairs she was annoyed to feel I could not disguise my look
of disapproval at her staying out late unaccompanied, and making free use of her mother’s make-up. So, taking
her cue from her father, she never missed a chance of bringing home the fact that she disliked me. On this
occasion, her mother scolded her; she left the room in a tantrum.
Adly Effendi protested.
“She didn’t say anything wrong. It’s your sister who's crazy to take offence at anything a child like that might
say.”
“Let her learn her lesson. She’s getting too spoilt.”
“At least she’s in her own house. Why shouldn’t she do what she likes: she’s not in someone else’s house.”
This was more than I could stand. Next morning, the others had calmed down, but I had not. As I was on my
way out, my sister called me to breakfast. I said I had no appetite.
Adly Effendi then flew in a rage.
“I’m sick and tired of these scenes,” he roared. “Are we to be given one every day by her? Am I to put up with
them forever?”
I closed the door behind me and did not listen to the rest. His question echoed in my ears. Suddenly an answer
flashed into my mind:
I had come to dry land after a struggle in the waves. I stopped and bought a sandwich of foul-beans: it was the
first time in weeks that I really enjoyed my food. I was not away for long: the telegraph office was not far from
our home—from Adly Effendi’s house, I should say. The message Aboul Magd received was brief,
RETURNING TONIGHTS EXPRESS
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The only reason I could think of giving Aboul Magd and Fuad—who were waiting for me at the station—for
my return, was that I was longing to see my daughter. But I obstinately refused their invitation to stay in their
living-quarters.
“I have my own house: that’s where I’m going. Why inflict myself upon others? Salwa can come and see me in
the morning.”
My pretext was a lame one: Salwa was leaving for Cairo with her husband in a fortnight. But I could think of
no other excuse.
The fortnight flew past. On the eve of their departure I went round to her house. After dinner, Fuad went out to
see some of his tenants, and Salwa went to her room to finish packing, so that I was left alone with Aboul Magd.
There was an awkward silence for a while.
“Do you intend to go back to Cairo with Salwa?” he asked at last.
“Well, I was thinking—”
“If you’ll allow me, I’d advise you to remain here for a while. Cairo does not seem to have suited your health.
You do not look too well. The last time I saw you there were roses in your cheeks.”
I found this last remark rather forward. I tried to look offended, as indeed I ought to have been, but the smile in
his eyes was so undisguised that I was disarmed, and my frown turned into a smile of my own.
“As a matter of fact I was intending to stay for a while,” I said, “unless, of course, I am not wanted.”
“You must not say such things, there is nothing I desire more than having you here, especially if you stay in
this house.”
I kept silent.
Taking courage at this he went on: “And whenever we miss Salwa and Fuad, we could go to Cairo to visit
them.”
“But, Hag Aboul Magd, it would hardly do for me to marry again.”
“But you’re still in your prime,” he objected, “and Hag Ahmed would be happy in his grave to know you have
a man to serve you and take care of you, unless you still look upon this village as a jail.”
“Oh, not at all, not at all. I never meant to say that. The village is a fine one, and the people are a splendid lot.
No place where one can breathe freely and live with dignity can be a jail.”
And I added softly as though to myself:
“And if it were, well, at least, it would be a jailhouse of my own.”
52.285 My Brother\fn{by Mohamed el-Biastie (1937- )} el-Gamalia, Dakahlia Governorate, Egypt (M) 4
Behind the house the ground sloped down slightly to the canal bank. Round it were remnants of a mud wall.
One of its corners still stood intact on the bank and when the canal waters went down I could see it from the other
bank looking as if it had increased in height. The part hidden in the water would come into view, greatly wasted
away, its stonework blackened and with moss growing in it. On the side where the broken-down wall extended to,
there were three date palms. One of them, the one closest to the house, had become curved. This was all that had
happened throughout those years.
At night I would hear the rustling of their dried-up fronds on the window of his room, though this no longer
worried me. The few dates that appeared at the end of their stalks would dry before ripening and all too soon
would fall and the stalks would hang down empty for the whole season.
The lower part of the wall of the house bulged outwards, its stonework denuded of any crust of paint. With the
passage of time it had begun to flake away and hollows began to make their appearance in the wall where the
chickens would nest out of the rain.
In winter small plants would sprout between the date palms and alongside the wall of the house. Then, when
winter ended, they would disappear.
*
Each time I crossed over by the wooden bridge to the other bank of the canal I would turn round to take a look
at the house in the first light of early morning. I would see the two of them, my mother and my brother; their faces
would be pressed against the narrow back window as they stared out at me, silently laughing. My mother would
stretch out her arm and point to me as I walked along the other bank.
On my return from the shop at noon I would again see them at the window, his enormous arm round her
shoulders, and they’d stare out at me as I crossed the bridge.
Sometimes I’d not find them at the window. That would occur when I passed by the house carrying parcels of
food. I would hear my mother’s singing coming from within. In the hall in the space by the final flight of stairs I’d
see him naked, his vast body filling the whole of a basin. He would squat down on one knee, gripping the rim
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with both hands. He would push it in a half-circle, then bring it back again, and my mother would pass around
him, her body hunched up and the black headscarf wrapped round her head. She’d begin messaging his body as
she sang in a low voice:
“Sayyid, O Abu Seed,
Sayyiud, little sweet one.”
Suddenly he’s stop playing with the water and lower his head in attention, his twisted mouth lolling open. It
would fill with saliva, his body wold make a convulsive movement, and he’s give a fierce grunting sound:
“Ugh … Ugh …”
Thick hair covered his neck and hefty shoulders, spreading out more sparsely over his back and stomach. As I
passed in front of the two of them, it would seem as if he hadn’t seen me and he’d continue splashing the water
round himself.
Every day he would have a bath in cold water. When the time came for his bath, just a little before noon, he’d
look all about him and walk through the rooms and search in all the corners. Having found the basin, the lines of
his face would relax and he’d carry it off to the middle of the hallway, remove his clothes and feel all over his
naked body, as though seeing it for the first time. He’d grunt loudly:
“Ugh … Ugh …”
My mother would come at his call.
“Abu Seed wants to have a bath? Is that what it’s about?”
*
During the day he’d sit on a white sheepskin rug inside the room in which the two of them slept. Her reddened,
swollen hands would be lying in her lap, her face motionless, her lips pursed in a deep silence, and sometimes she
would have closed her tired eyes and dozed off with her head against the wall.
She would be waiting for him to wake up.
At such moments the house was quiet, without a sound except for that of his snoring in the dark room. The
neighbors had stopped coming ever since he began to wander round the house naked.
My mother would draw up a low chair and climb on to it so as to be able to look out of the window. She had a
frail body and her face had grown very haggard and lined. Sometimes she would talk of pains in her hands and
legs, though she was still capable of running with him round the table in the hallway.
When he was angry she would rush about screaming and clapping her hands and, with her black galabia
\fn{The loose cloak or robe usually of homespun worn by the poorer people of Arabic-speaking countries of the Mediterranean .} raised,
give little quivering leaps, like a hen drenched with water, and would sway about and begin to sing.
Snorting, he would take himself off, and my mother would follow him. He would turn, then circle round her
for a while, rocking his vast body back and forth and staring at her over his shoulder and letting forth short grunts
that were more like a rattling in the throat.
*
He would come to my room when the window was open and the space in front of it flooded in sunlight. He
would sit motionless, his legs stretched out, his head on his chest. His pallid face would quiver, the cheeks quickly
redden, then his long black eyelashes would close.
As the sun’s rays shifted he would crawl after them. When they reached halfway across the room and had
begun to withdraw, he would place his feet on the two sides of the patch of light and regard it in silence till it
disappeared. Then he would get up and, on reaching the door, would turn round sullenly and look at me, grunting
a little, then go out.
*
In front of the house there stretched a small track. My father had made it as a means of access to the garden.
Having broken up the ground, he had surrounded it with thin wire fixed to supports made from the branches of
trees. Even so, the goats would creep in from under the wire, attracted by the green leaves that had sprung up
between the furrows.
At his death there were several bushes that had grown up on both sides of the tracks and my brother would
rush out of the house to hide among them.
At the beginning, overcome by anxiety, my mother would dangle the pressure lamp from the window. He was
still small and would slip in among the bushes and stretch himself out, twisting their thin stems on top of him so
that they hid him. Each time I wold think that he was bound to change his hiding-place; however, he continued to
hide among them till in the end they were trampled down.
That was a relief to me. I always saw them as something strange in front of the house. They would remind me
of that small garden my father had wanted to have.
*
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My mother would say:
“Sayyid your brother—why don’t you take him for a little walk?”
He would be standing behind her, clasping the end of her galabia. He was a thin boy with a long neck and
large black eyes.
We would wait till nightfall and my mother would comb out his hair, arranging it to one side with a small curl
on the forehead as he always liked best, and she would put a scarf round his neck and fasten it with a pin. Then,
having dried his mouth, she would follow us to the steps with the pressure lamp.
Once outside the front door I would find that she had turned to the window, the lamp dangling from her hand,
and by the time we had reached the canal she would have moved to the back window.
The light spread out in front of us as we crossed the bridge to the other bank.
We would make our way, his limp hand in my grasp, between the fields along a narrow land that twisted and
turned between areas of cultivation. The hill would come into view before us in the sky’s wan light. It was a small
hill with some thickly-branched trees around it. Letting go of my hand, he would dash off to climb the hill and I
would lie down and listen to the sounds of carts passing along the dirt track. I would hear the sound of his grunts
from where he had squatted down at the top of the hill. Then I’d hear them close at hand as he crept up stealthily
on me so as to jump on to my shoulders. When the mulberry trees were in fruit I would go down to the nearby
trees and would move with him from tree to tree. He would grasp hold of a branch and raise himself up slightly on
my shoulders. When he’d finished with it he’d swing his legs against my chest and I’d move off to another
branch.
He wold eat greedily and quickly grow to a large size.
Occasionally he wold doze off as we wee taking our supper and my mother would sign to me and I’d carry him
to his bed. There she would press down on his cheeks and put her finger into his mouth to empty it of rice.
Days would pass during which I wouldn’t see him; this was when I would return late from the shop. Maybe I’d
see him without being aware of doing so. Then I’d be taken by surprise at how much larger he’d grown.
On our return he would remain on my shoulders. When the croaking of the frogs grew loud around us, he
would stretch out his hand with a cloth bag and each time I would wonder how he’d managed to cram it into his
pocket before we’d gone out.
He would lean over the canal bank, following the croaking as it rose and fell and would catch two or three. His
hand with the bag would hang down alongside my shoulder.
I would remain on the watch for movements of his hands. Even so, directly we arrived, he’d empty out the bag,
and in the light of the pressure lamp held by my mother at the window I’d see the frogs falling dead by the front
door.
*
Along the front of the house were the marks where long-ago rains had washed down the rubbish from the roof.
Sometimes the rain would pour down for the whole night and in the morning the house would still be wet, its
color faded.
The front steps would look clean, the rain water glistening between the tiny cracks. Two of the step shad caved
in a long time ago and a huge crack showed where the last step had become separated from the doorway.
The downstairs windows had been nailed up ever since my father’s death. Sometimes I would stare into the
dark rooms through the gaps in the shutters. Everything was still in its place: the wooden benches along the walls,
the round table with the long legs, the old mat wrapped up in the opposite corner, while a galabia—perhaps one
day forgotten by one of them inside—was hanging from the arm of the couch beside the reception room.
The three date palms behind the house looked washed by the rains, their branches having taken on a dark green
hue.
*
I would wake up suddenly at night. At the time it would seem that I had been wakened by the harsh noise of
rain on the roof, and I would hear my mother’s soft singing. It would come and go, then I’d hear the sound of his
heavy footsteps in the hallway and I’d see him as he came to a stop in front of the door of my room, his back
towards me. His vast frame would shut out the light that stole into the room; his legs would be apart and he would
seem to be bending forwards slightly. There would be the incessant sound of his grunting, then once again he
would continue walking about.
The rain would stop, but the sound of drops falling lightly into the pools of water that had collected around the
house would persist. And suddenly I’d become aware of the deep silence of the hallway and I’d imagine him
standing there, by the front window, panting and trying to look out.
*
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When I had closed the door I would still hear his snorting in the hallway, and it would have come on to rain
once again.
Later, when I thought about it, it seemed to me that everything that happened started when I began locking the
door of my room. Sometimes though it seems to me that that didn’t effect anything at all.
I would hear his footsteps coming to a stop in front of the locked door, then the sound of his grunting through
the keyhole as though he were bending his head down over it.
When the door was open he’d dash inside, panting. He would stand in the middle of the room looking around
him and fumbling with the table and the things on it, then, turning round, would make off.
Sometimes he would stand in front of the closed door and push it slightly with his hand. On one occasion it
opened wide and he stood there for a moment quietly, then walked around the room a little, staring about him, and
went out.
Days would pass when he wouldn’t go near the door and it would seem as if he’d forgotten about it. Then I’d
be taken by surprise by his pushing open the door and entering. Each time he’d not turn towards me but take
down the overcoat hanging on the wall and squeeze his body into it and walk about the room, his hands in the
pockets. He’s stop by the table and play with the things on it. In the end the overcoat got torn under the arms.
“Son, hide it from him,” my mother would say.
But he’d wander all round the room searching for it, scattering the galabias that were hanging up and lifting
the bedclothes and looking under the bed. When he came across it, he’d pile the things on the table and put on the
overcoat and walk around the room.
*
I’d wake to the sound of his breathing close by me. Then, suddenly, I’d hear his grunting and he’d plunge his
hand under the cover and take hold of mine and pull me from the bed. When I’d try to take away my hand, he’d
strengthen his grip and I’d feel my hand being crushed in his huge palm and I’d go off behind him.
On reaching the hallway my mother would rush out. He would turn to look at me and I’d be doubled over with
the pain. He’d grunt a little and let go of my hand.
With his mother he’d move round and round the table that stood in the middle of the hall, grasping the end of
her galabia. She would leap about in front of him waving her hand. He would look at me a point to his own
galabia. Then he’d pull me and put the end of the galabia in my hand, and my mother would turn towards me and
her headscarf would have slipped off, and she’d gaze at me with a trembling look
“Darling, your brother … your brother’s playing.”
*
On one occasion he pulled me out of bed. He was snorting and his face looked sullen. My mother darted
towards us and began to sing. He didn’t turn to her but made towards the steps. Taking up the lamp, my mother
followed us. Then she came to a stop by the front door; she was whispering some words I couldn’t hear.
We crossed over the bridge to the other bank. When we reached the path leading to the hill he let go of my
hand.
For a long time I had stopped going out with him. I saw that he still remembered the track. It had changed a
lot: the trees along the two sides had been taken out and it had become bare and with many twists and turns. At
the bend there were two roads branching off it. He stopped and looked at them for some time, then turned on to
the road that led to the hill.
The hill looked smaller than previously. He climbed up and squatted down quietly.
The light was dim as I looked up at him. He had put his arms round his knees, with his head tilted slightly
upwards. He had closed his slack mouth as he looked, sedately and quietly, at the dirt road and the carts swiftly
passing along it.
I threw myself down at the bottom of the hill. I was thinking: “If someone were to see him now, he wouldn’t
think anything was wrong.”
I was aware of him beginning to crawl swiftly towards me. I wanted to get away and was about to rise to my
feet when he leapt on to my back and my face crashed against the ground and I felt dirt filling my nose and
mouth. I violently shook my body but he seized hold of my head and pressed down with his knee on my
shoulders. I lay supine for a moment and he shifted his legs and stretched them over my shoulders. Then he began
pulling me up and I attempted to rise to my feet. I told myself that once I was standing up it would be easy to free
myself from him. Bending my knee, I supported myself on my hands. He kept his feet on the ground, thus
lightening the pressure on my shoulders until I was able to straighten myself slightly when he raised them. He was
grunting and swinging his legs against my chest. Suddenly I bent my whole body so as to throw him off
backwards but he fiercely clutched my face in his hands, plunging his fingers into my cheeks. Then he pulled at
the corner of my moth, turning my face in the direction he wanted to go.
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I circled the hill once again. I was bowed over and it was with difficulty that I moved my feet. I was surprised I
didn’t fall down on the second time round.
We passed by the mulberry trees and he moved from one branch to another.
Despite myself, I felt my back arching over. With his bare thighs he pressed down on my neck; they gave off a
smell of stale sweat mingled with that of earth.
Everything began swaying before my eyes. Then I was no longer able to see anything. I felt I must have
stumbled many times, that I had certainly fallen. When I came to I found myself on the road while he, lying on the
canal bank, was striking the water with his feet. The spray sprinkled, glittering. Then he began twisting and
turning and plunging his face in among the grasses and mouthing sounds. Suddenly he grew silent and raised his
head to listen. I became aware of the croaking of frogs spreading around us. I saw him get to his feet and walk for
a while. Then, stretching wide his legs so as to lean down into the canal, he felt about ton the surface of the water.
After that he lay down on his back, breathing heavily but without moving.
I was still squatting on my knees on the path. His breathing was regular and I guessed that maybe he had
grown sleepy. Crawling towards the canal, I wet my burning face with water. As I was drying it with the end of
my galabia I saw him resting his elbow on the ground and looking at me. He grunted slightly as he shook his foot.
Then he got up and turned towards the village.
He was walking slowly, his galabia raised about his bandy legs. From time to time he’d turn towards me. As I
tried to get to my feet I felt the pain tearing at my back, and I stumbled after him.
125.77 The Beautician And The Bride\fn{by Sa‘id al-Kafrawi (1939- )} “in al-Mahalla al-Kubra near Tanta”,
Gharbiya Governorate, Egypt (M) 5
“I beg you to save my honor, Aunt.\fn{ A word here used as a respectful form of address, not implying a blood relationship .}
May God protect you.”
The beautician took hold of the girl’s braids, rolled them around her hand, then pulled the abundant, thick hair,
so hard that she heard it crack in her hand. A maddening pain surged through the girl’s body.
“Pull it, Aunt,” the girl said abjectly. “Pull it hard. I deserve whatever happens to me.”
The beautician pursed her lips, and a line of anger spread from beneath her nose down to her rounded chin. Her
crescent-shaped earrings swung as she shouted at the girl,
“Sinner!” Kneeling in contrition, the girl took hold of the woman’s dress.
“I couldn’t help it, Aunt,” she said imploringly. “My body tempted me.” The beautician turned her head away
from the girl, still holding on to her braids.
“Dishonor lasts longer than life, sinner!”
She released the braids and turned her back on the girl. Through the window she saw a kite, its claws out to
pounce on a small house sparrow, which it caught successfully. The sparrow flapped its wings in despair,
struggling between the claws of the bird and uttering pleas for help.
“Who is he?”
“Hannoura.”
“The village idiot! What a humiliation for you, Madawi daughter of Nawasif!” The beautician began looking
through the window again, at the bubbling spring, the turning water wheel, the trees on the river bank, a row of
returning animals, the clouds moving along the sky.
“The air’s filling up with the khamisin\fn{A hot, southerly wind found in Egypt.} dust,” she thought. “There’ll be a
samum\fn{A note wind or sandstorm.} blowing, and the girls’ veins will swell with hot blood.”
The wind increased.
“There are more sins in spring,” the beautician reflected, “and scandals smell very bad.” She turned to the girl
who had risen and was sitting on the wooden bench, her head bowed, weeping convulsively.
“All pleasures are the work of the devil,” she said. “You’ve disgraced yourself and your noble father. Get up.”
Madawi stood up, still weeping.
“When did it happen?” the beautician asked.
“A month and a half ago.”
“Does anyone know about it?”
“My cousin knows.”
“So you couldn’t even keep it secret. You’re a sad case, Madawi.” The beautician was silent for a moment,
then asked,
“When’s your wedding, girl?”
“Next Thursday, Aunt.”
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“God protect us on that blessed day! Now, take your brother and get out. I’m sick of the sight of you. May God
protect his female creatures!”
The girl left the house and walked on to the bridge, rejoicing in the smell of the flowers in the nearby fields.
She’d stopped crying and sobbing now, and the pain had lessened too. Her brother asked her what she was crying
about.\fn{He would not, of course, gone in with her to the beauty parlor and so would not have been privy to the conversation, but he
would have had to accompany her to the place, since everywhere women must be accompanied by men, to ensure their physical purity .}
“Nothing,” she answered warily.
“Has someone upset you?”
“No, there’s nothing.” She was less sorrowful now, and the memory of the sinful event flooded back.
The sun was quite hot that day, in the middle of the sky, and she was standing at the window, leaning against
the sill and looking across the thick trees that shaded their garden. Then, hearing the sound of splashing water
from the direction of the well in the middle of the garden, she pushed back her braids and stood up straight,
looking towards the source of the sound with her sharp, black-lashed eyes.
“Who’s there?” she said.
The only answer was a giggle, a friendly voice, and some unintelligible words.
“Who’s there?”
The idiot let out a raucous laugh that frightened an owl. It darted out from among the branches of the tree and
was blinded by the sudden light.
“Oh, it’s you, Hannoura,” she said.
She looked under the tree and saw the boy stark naked. A deep quiver went through her, and she burned with
longing, enraptured by the sight of the strange, strong body. For a moment she wished she could stretch out her
hand and touch his arms and chest and take hold of that thing between his thighs. Then she shuddered at her sinful
feelings. She left the window and walked out on to the dry leaves, listening to the boy’s confused, meaningless
singing. His words reached her ears:
“The lovely girl, pretty … as … a … pic … ture!”
She pushed aside the branches of the orange tree and walked to the edge of the well. Water was dripping from
Hannoura’s muscular body, and the sun shone on him, highlighting the down that was like sheep’s wool and his
thick, dark, curly, tangled hair. He gaped vacantly at her, and she saw the strong, shiny teeth in his open mouth.
He dived into the basin of the well, stayed there for a while, then came out noisily.
“Won … der … ful water!”
He laughed like a ram, and Madawi laughed too at the sight of him playing with the water.
“Look, a dumb animal!” she shouted jubilantly. Then she caressed his forearms and stroked his chest. Startled,
he laughed and pointed in the direction of the shady trees.
“A grasshopper!” he shouted.
The thin-legged insect, the same green color as the trees, stood concealed in the branches, waiting, with
watchful eyes, for some prey on which to make its ferocious attack.
When the girl pinched his chest, he pushed her hand and let out his ram’s laugh. She clapped her hand over his
mouth in fear.
“Be quiet, you fool!”
A tomcat and a cat in heat were howling near the wall. Then the cat ran on to the roof of the house, with the
tomcat hot on her heels, his ears pricked and his tail and whiskers erect.
“Tell me, Hannoura, aren’t you ever going to get married?” He laughed and pointed toward the tree.
“A grasshopper! A grasshopper!”
Whenever the youth moved, he aroused her desire. She tried to clench her teeth, in an effort to stop the surging
of the blood within her. She let her head scarf fall, deliberately, to reveal her coal-black hair, then stared into his
eyes, where she saw thunder and flashes of light. She helped him out of the water and he submitted to her wish,
docile as a child. He was totally naked, his sexual member exposed to the spots of sunlight that shone so
provocatively through the leaves of the trees. Water was dripping down and across his body. She pulled him by
the arm, took him to her room, and closed the door; then she perfumed him with rose water and combed his hair.
Seeing himself in the mirror, he neighed like a horse, and she quickly put her hand to his mouth.
“Be quiet, you fool,” she said in a strangled whisper. “Don’t make a scandal!”
She touched his body and a spark took fire in both of them, moving from the whirling mind to the heart, then
flowing into the blood, setting them both aflame. She took him in her arms.
As the two braids were unfastened, her hair floated over her shoulders like ropes; she began to make
pleasurable moaning sounds. He greedily tore the top of her dress open, to reveal breasts that were like two balls
of white dough. He seized them so violently that she was frightened.
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“Don’t be so rough, you idiot!”
She whispered weakly. He pressed his lips together, and the blood ran through the veins in his face. Hannoura
got on top of the girl and penetrated her; she cried, but was too inflamed with desire to feel the pain deeply. He set
himself firmly over her, his heart pounding against his ribs like a tolling bell. His idiocy didn’t matter now,
because he was guided by animal instinct and a primitive, overwhelming pleasure.
The girl became scared at the sight of the blood on her thighs, but it was too late now; she’d fallen into the pit.
She closed her eyes and drank from a river of honey, crying out with pleasure; she was running free in a wide,
open land, released from her reins, spurred on by her hot-blooded young body.
When Madawi reached the house, she let go of her brother’s hand and a tear sprang from her eye.
“How I regret it now!” she murmured.
It was the day of the henna,\fn{A red—sometimes a black—powder, derived from a plant and mixed with water, and applied to
the hands and feet, often in decorative patterns .} the day before the wedding. The rooster, that creature of God that stands
erect, its head raised up towards the sky and its wings beating, sang out its morning song of praise as the Almighty
instructed it:
“Blessed be the Holy One!”
And the other roosters of the world returned his song.
Madawi woke up, chasing from her mind the fear her dreams had contained. Then sighing, she addressed her
prayer to the King of the World,
“God, you have protected me up till now, please protect me still. The one you protect is never brought to
disgrace.”
She felt the covers of the clay pots and took the container of yesterday’s milk, which was an essential part of
her father’s and uncles’ breakfast. Then she leaned against the wall of the hallway, with her head in her hand,
feeling frightened and weighed down by anxiety, as if she was being stifled by cobwebs. She was dizzy: she
hadn’t slept the whole night, and the maddening worry never left her by night or day. No one else in the house
was awake yet.
Going Up the stairs, she stumbled and dropped the milk container, with a resounding noise that wrenched her
brother ‘Abd al-Mawla out of a blissful sleep. When he came out to see what had happened, he found his sister
leaning up against the wall, her head in her hand, while the spilt milk ran in little rivulets along the ground. He
looked at the milk for a moment, then shouted:
“Look, Madawi, there are worms in the milk!”
The Egyptian nabk tree overhung the bridge of the Kasbar canal, stretching out its arms over the water, the
bridge, and the children of the village, while Hannoura the village idiot was beating the branches with a mulberry
stick to catch the fallen fruit and filling his hands with it.
“The nabk fruit!” he was shouting. “The nabk fruit!”
The children had gathered round him, in a circle, shouting, “The idiot! The idiot!” and he was shouting the
same words with them and laughing inanely. One of the boys, called Rahim, pulled his robe, and Hannoura beat
him with his stick, forcing him to fall back against the wall and rub his backside. He drove away the other boys,
then stood there gazing at the noonday sun. He threw his fruit up at it.
“Take them, sun!” he said. “Eat them!”
They fell on the ground to form a necklace of fruits. The youth took off his robe, revealing his strong body,
then brandished his stick and hit the ground with it like a furious bull.
“Cover yourself up, you ignorant lout!” the women shouted to the wayward boy. Then they burst out laughing.
“It’s as long as an arm, sister!” one of them cried. Some ululations began and he waved his stick in the air and
danced naked.
“The wedding!” he shouted. “Madawi’s wedding!”
Madawi’s father remained where he was after ending his formal prayers, beseeching God to spare him any
scandal. Then he got to his feet, tidied the collar of his gilbab, took his slippers, and went toward the door.
The clock of the mosque sounded three times, reverberating through the large courtyard. A bat flew, its wings
outspread, as the blind gathered at the pulpit to recite Qur’anic verses.
Madawi’s father had a deep fear of blindness, handicap, or loss of dignity, and he was a man who pondered on
God’s wisdom and laws. Looking up at the sky with its scudding clouds, he lost his sense of confidence and felt a
sorrow that would not leave him.
“The corn doesn’t turn green in a harvested field,” he said under his breath, “and disgrace outlasts death.” He
arrived home to be met by the crowd of the wedding party.
“Change my aunt’s shawl,” he said. “It’s dirty.” He stopped at the old house, where his son asked him,
“Is anything wrong, father?”
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“No,” he said. “There’s nothing wrong.”
His granddaughter ran after him calling, “Grandfather, Grandfather!” but he pushed her roughly aside and
walked straight to the store room. There it was, hanging on the wall as long as two arms, dark brown, its metal
dull. It had two barrels and a pale yellow band, and it had been hanging on the wall for years, evoking the
coldness of death.
“Get the gun down,” he shouted to his son, “and clean it and oil it. I want it to shine for your sister Madawi’s
wedding!”
On the wedding day, a light wind filled the air with khamisin dust, the “devil’s dart” blew the straw in the
streets, and the sun looked white in the sky.
The beautician entered the room and, from her bag, took a piece of granite, which she used as a whetstone. She
poured a few drops of oil on it, then began sharpening her knife.
“There’s a smell of death,” she thought to herself, “and a smell of young blood. No one wants to open the gate
to Hell fire. But the girl can be forgiven: her body failed her, and so did her boiling blood. That’s why I’m here, to
hush up scandals and give birth to joy.”
She looked in the mirror of the cupboard and rolled her hair in a bun on her head, reflecting nostalgically on
her lost beauty.
“Life’s faded,” she thought. “Your braids are gray now, and the face in that dull mirror has grown pale.”
The village beautician bent down and pulled out the khaki bag that held her equipment: a jar of milk-white
cream, a silver teaser for the eyebrows, a reel of thin thread, rose-colored makeup paper for the cheeks and lips.
Then she went up on to the roof with the sharpened knife. She gazed at the nabk tree and the cluster of dates
hanging over the mud wall and the greedy hens clucking with their eggs inside them, while the fathering rooster
was crowing and raising its dark red crest to proclaim its uniqueness among the flock. On the wall hung the
pigeon houses with their cooing birds.
The sun disappeared among the clouds and the village was covered with dust. A smell of mud and dust covered
the place.
The wily old beautician sat down under the branches of the palm tree and took a short nap. She dreamed that
she was walking to some moonlit ruins, and the black-browed girl with the braids was there, naked, her bare
breasts sinful fruits. She ran toward the girl, who was shouting:
“The pigeons! The pigeons!”
The pigeons circled the ruins then flew out of sight. The beautician invoked God’s grace to remove any curse.
The wind had carried the girl away, but the beautician shouted to her,
“Come back, girl!”
When the call to prayer woke her, the wind had died down and the weather had become clearer.
“What a strange dream,” she thought to herself. “May God turn it to good!” She went up to the pigeon-houses.
“No one escapes his fate,” she said aloud. “The road’s closed and God lays traps for his creatures.”
She opened a cupboard and took out a glass cup. Then she captured a pigeon, holding the cooing bird by its
fluttering wings, and set it down on its back. The bird shuddered in instinctive fear, and the whites of its eyes
appeared to be begging for mercy. But the strong hand cut the weak neck, as the bird’s crooked claws struggled to
find an escape from the death that had struck so suddenly. The beautician drained the pigeon’s blood into the glass
cup and, as she did so, caught sight of Hannoura on the bridge, riding a stick like a horse, cheering for the bride
amid the procession of children.
“It’s all because of you, an idiot,” she muttered bitterly. “But that’s what God decreed.”
Sambo the butcher was driving a milk calf from behind. The animal resisted stubbornly and refused to move,
but the butcher gave it another shove, and it moved forward once more. ‘Abdel al-Mawla covered the calf’s eyes
with a green scarf decorated with shining pieces of metal and colored beads. Then he took the amber stone he’d
been carrying in his pocket, put a thread through it, tied it around the neck of the calf, and pulled. He walked the
calf round the place seven times, accompanied by ululations and joyful drumming. Then he handed the calf back
to Sambo, who took it by the legs, thrust it to the ground, then threw all his own weight on to it. The animal shook
and snorted, then opened its large eyes and stared at the children.
The butcher recited the usual formula, “In the name of God, God is great,” then slit the animal’s throat. The
calf gurgled through its cut throat. The sound scared the noonday birds, while the gushing blood scared the
children. A small pool formed from the warm and still living blood. The mother gave a resounding ululation from
the threshold and shouted at the top of her voice,
“I slaughter in honor of my daughter. Let the rich and the poor eat, and let everyone passing take his fill!”
The evening saw the procession of the trousseau, accompanied by music. A number of carts, pulled by thinbellied horses continually chasing away flies, carried the brass, the furniture, and the newly upholstered
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mattresses. There were also baskets filled with groceries, lemonades, and sugar cones, covered by the dresses of
the bride.
At night, the Saqiya alley sparkled from the lanterns hanging in the courtyard, and gaily colored flags attached
with threads fluttered among the other decorations. The musicians stopped in the courtyard, with the Al-Zawayda
grocery at their back, facing Rashad’s coffee house, Alfiyya’s house, and the nabk tree where the children usually
climbed to watch festivities.
The wind instruments, the trombones, and the big drum began playing with a sound that resounded in all the
alleys of the village, mingling with the ululations of the consummation ceremony taking place in the house of the
bridegroom’s family. There the bridegroom sat in a copper basin, surrounded by his friends who were proceeding
with his bathing ceremony. They turned up their wet sleeves ready to pour water on his body, which had been
covered with perfumed wedding soap. When they had finished, they chanted in unison,
“Roses were only thorns that bloomed from the Prophet’s sweat. Our bridegroom is, by the Prophet, by the
Prophet, by the Prophet, like jasmine, by the Prophet!”
Then the bridegroom stepped out, naked, covering his genitals with his hands, while his friends assailed him
with chaff.
“Keep going, bridegroom, tonight’s your night! It’s going to be a fine night for you, in the name of Him who
knows the unknown!”
There were half a dozen candles burning in front of him, their flames flickering in the night, while three
lanterns lit up the wedding procession. His mother and aunts and their closest friends, others who were intimate
and others still who were mere acquaintances, let out ululations and threw grains of salt that streamed down like
rain. The night promised fulfillment; the whole world seemed to be possessed by joy.
Madawi, daughter of a noble family, was wearing her white embroidered dress; but her heart was pounding
like the fluttering of a bird’s wings, and she was praying to God for protection. Her cousin Sharbat was trying to
reassure her.
“Don’t worry! I promise you, having the hymen pierced is just a flea bite!”
Hannoura got very excited, holding up his stick and pointing it at the approaching light that accompanied the
bridegroom across the alley.
“The wedding procession!” he shouted stupidly. “The wedding procession!”
The beautician had come in the afternoon, carrying her case. She adorned the bride in red and green and had
her wear a new brassiere as white as cotton. She rubbed her body with rose water, thickened her eyebrows with a
coal-black pencil, covered her lips and cheeks with an apple-red color, and combed her hair like a town girl’s.
“How is everything, Aunt?” Madawi asked. “My life’s in your hands.”
“All’s well, daughter of honorable people.” She turned away and went out into the courtyard in front of the
house.
“Let’s have some ululations!” she shouted to the girls. “Don’t you have any breath in your bodies?”
The ululations resounded through the house and joy reigned; it seemed like an endless night of celebration.
The beautician returned to the girl and looked her in the eye, forcing her to drop her gaze.
“I want your cry of pain to be heard at the other end of the village,” she said. “Pigeon’s blood can work
miracles.”
The arrival of the bridegroom and the wedding procession caused a great deal of excitement in the party.
“Welcome, you innocent young bridegroom,” people shouted. The naïve young man smiled, and his mother
wrapped a silk scarf around his neck.
“Keep yourself warm,” she said.
“How’s he going to be cold, Aunt Anima?” said his friend Ahmad al-Jarnmal. “Do you really expect anyone to
feel cold with Madawi in his arms?”
The bridegroom walked to the unveiling room. The ululations increased and the crowd grew, while the singing
became louder and more tumultuous. He removed the transparent veil from a face as lovely as the moon, looked
at the black-browed eyes, and thought to himself,
“She’s as beautiful as a moon!”
“Congratulations,” he said to Madawi, “to you and to me.”
The girl lowered her eyelids and the beautician thumped him in the chest.
“Why are you in such a hurry?” she said. “You’ll soon have all you want of her!” The father made his way
through the crowds and shouted to the beautician,
“Let’s finish things. It’s late, and people are hungry.”
The beautician sent everyone from the room and closed the windows. Then she took her equipment out of the
cloth bag and put it under the couple’s wedding chair, placing the glass of pigeon’s blood near one of the legs of
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the chair. Outside the music had stopped playing. The beautician took hold of the bridegroom’s thumb and
wrapped it in his white handkerchief. Then she shouted at him with sudden anger,
“Do you know how to pierce the hymen?” The inexperienced young man became nervous.
“Yes, Aunt,” he said. “Yes, I know.”
“I’m sure you don’t!” she answered hotly. “Let me help you. You never know with young men these days.”
Growing still more nervous, the bridegroom gave her his wrapped thumb, and she drew it beneath the thighs
that Madawi, in her shyness and embarrassment, was trying to cover. The young man looked under her dress, but
the beautician scolded him,
“Are you going to look at me or at the bride, as beautiful as a full moon? Give me your finger.”
The thumb penetrated the forbidden land already plowed, entering easily, while the embarrassed young man
sweated profusely. Madawi shouted loudly as they’d agreed, a cry that pierced the thick darkness of the night. The
aunt undid the handkerchief beneath the bride’s lap and stained it with the pigeon’s blood, making marks as big as
a silver coin. Madawi struggled to rise, moaning, while the bridegroom held her in his arms and told her,
“It’s over now.”
The beautician opened the door and threw the handkerchief stained with the bride’s blood out to the crowd.
The courtyard rang with ululations and cheering, and the music went on with its various sounds. Gunfire exploded
in the darkness, from revolvers and guns; the night was full of the sound of bullets coming in sudden flashes from
the rooftops. Some of them seemed to be flying right up to the stars! The bloodstained handkerchief fluttered over
the heads of the paternal and maternal uncles, a symbol of the families’ untarnished honor. As the song says:
Open date fruit, you honored your brothers!

The beloved mother came from the parlor opposite, carrying the tray of sweets and drinks on her head,\fn{ This
and the doors opened to make room for it. Madawi
appeared, resting her back against the bed and facing the door. Her husband was busy removing his cashmere
robe, and the beautician was collecting her material, with a feeling of relief, her face reflecting the happy ending
and her soul free now of the worries of the previous days.
At that same moment a bullet was fired and pierced Madawi’s heart. As she cried and moaned, the young man
took her to his breast and shouted for help, while, to the horror of the guests, a thread of blood ran onto the white
dress. The girl collapsed and died.
“Madawi!” shrieked the bridegroom. A voice in the courtyard—or perhaps two voices, or three, no one was
sure how many—shouted,
“It was a bullet! A stray bullet!”
is the Tray of Agreement, brought in to symbolize harmony and good luck .}

35.156 Jonah Of The Sea\fn{by Etidal Osman (1942-

)}

Cairo, Egypt (F) 5

It was you who took me to the sea, Jonah. You plied the oars, pressing on and on until the shore disappeared
and we were alone in your blue world. You did not stop rowing until the parting sea waters revealed a rocky cave
open from above.
On the way, you keep up a stream of patter: local gossip, anecdotes. The secrets glide across the planes of your
face, a surface broiled by the sea sun; yet the skin stretched taut over your prominent cheekbones shows no trace
of those confidences. Nor can any creases expressing wonder at the world’s vicissitudes be seen on your broad
forehead that glistens with the salty breeze; its oils are spreading outward from the roots of your thick black hair
which is shrouded under that cotton, open-crochet Aswani skull-cap. The oil creeps downward as far as the bridge
of your nose and then covers the slopes to each side; it’s a full nose, without being overly broad, and it gives your
handsome face even more beauty in silhouette: a comeliness marred only by that mole on your right cheek. You
chatter on, your voice cracked and mulled, fixed on a monotone that never varries.
In silence I listen to you, until we reach the open cave. You stop talking while you lift the oars slightly, in the
rough palm-fibre slipknots which attach them to the skiffs gunwales while yet allowing your experienced hands to
move them in that even, rhythmically regular motion. You draw them in slightly—towards your body—until they
lie in a horizontal position, resting steady on the edges of the boat. Then you turn to me, your eyes holding a
frightening gleam that penetrates all the way to my small, trembling heart like a sharp knifeblade which already
knows its destination in the body of its prey.
Only in this moment does your face change. Whirlwinds, whose sources I don’t know, blow across it and the
mole sunk into your right cheek looks even more recessed than before. Its jutting, uneven edges tremble with a
suppressed emotion that, welling up from deep inside of you, comes to the surface in waves which sweep across
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the skin and the bones beneath, subduing them. I am shivering more and more, my body stricken by those
piercing knives that are your frightening eyes. Then the trembling wanes, as my body strains against the far end of
the skiff, the end opposite you; and it presses still more, willing itself with every muscle it possesses to split open
the sides of the boat and break through into the sea—to disappear, to drown, it doesn’t matter. My body feels only
the need to free itself from this sensation of terror that is making its insides churn, that is squeezing them and
forcing the air out in quick, shallow breaths, as my heart flees somewhere deep inside, some place where the
terror cannot follow or catch up.
You did not notice me, Jonah, or realize that it was a lump of terror which sat crouched across from you. You
looked in my direction and saw your own demon who had just sprung out of his long-necked bottle. That devilish
being inside of you\fn{A note reads: That devilish being inside of you: The story plays on the belief that everyone has a devil inside
that makes them have dangerous ideas or do deeds considered bad. Poets are considered to be inspired by their own “devil.” But the image
here also refers to the djinnis who are imprisoned in long-necked bottles, a recurrent motif in Arabic mythology .} raised his hand to

the mole and touched it, slowly, with a pleasure that engulfed you. You were like someone extracting the
sweetness from a sugar lump, sucking at it sparingly so that it will not dissolve before every last grain has
released its sweet essence. And when it is finally gone, he is careful to keep his mouth perfectly still, preserving
his honeyed saliva that carries the last remaining particles of sweetness.
But the sweetness was not pure, Jonah, for it was shot through with a sharp pain that showed in your fingertips,
held tensely on the edges of the mole. It showed too in the way your mouth twisted with a suppressed scream that
came out as a faint, wounded moan, as if you were cutting the sugar lump from your own flesh and could not stop
scratching at the scab; as if you could not stop savoring the pain.
Frightened I am, Jonah, as I crouch, frozen, in my place. I dread looking at you, and I dread not looking at you;
your demon will glance at me furtively and will slay me—your demon, whom pleasure and pain deluged once, so
that he told me the story of Fagg en-Nur,\fn{ A note reads: Fagg en-Nur: literally “the bursting forth of light,” a proper name
which is a satiric echo of existing given names and obviously carries a sardonic meaning in the context of the story .} the swaggering
Effendi, who descended on our village one day as if he had come from the moon. With him came many books and
papers, and giants who moved on wheels, their hearts roaring like the motor of the wheat-mill; and also a coquette
who painted her face—but the kohl on her eyelids wasn't like the kohl which the women of the village used. Once
in a while she would show herself, and make the ground shake with her every step, with her confident pride,\fn{ A
note reads: With her confident pride: this sentence plays on the expression 'she made the ground shake', i.e. she has great pride, even
conceit, about her beauty and walks in a way that shows it; the ground shakes in response. The word translated here and throughout as
“coquette” (ghandura) connotes natural beauty and appeal, and moving/behaving in a way that shows it, but not consciously flirting as
such.} with every movement of that mass of white flesh restrained into well-defined curves that would turn one’s

brain.
Jonah, you lost your mind. You had known only wheat-coloured flesh, whenever you succeeded in trapping a
woman on one of those coal-black nights. Taking her behind an abandoned boat in the old harbor, you would
finish in moments, parting with some of your manliness. Then the woman would slip from your grasp, content
with a lemon-colored kerchief that she would stuff down her chest, the folds at its ends flashing—streaks of blue
intertwined with silvery spangles—in the lights of the distant fishing boats.
Afterwards you never recognized any of them, except when a black head-veil slipped back in the rush and
commotion of the marketplace to reveal a lemon-yellow kerchief, its sparkle capturing your gaze in the fiery noon
sunlight. At that moment, your demon would smile cunningly—although you wouldn’t let the smile show—and
he’d persist in his playfulness: you would approach the woman with a serene and placid face—“Let me take that
for you, khala”—and lift her bundles from her.
Never mind if the balls of melting butter run down your clean, cream-coloured gallabiyya, always spread so
smoothly over your body which is slender as a stalk of bamboo. Never mind if her rooster pecks at you as, its legs
tied tightly, it tries to escape your throttling grasp.
Neither the heaviness of the burden nor the length of the errand concern you. Rather, your demon is concentrated entirely in the sidelong glance that you fling at the woman, observing with the full force of his slyness a flash
in her eyes or an involuntary movement with which she adjusts the wrapping of her head veil over and around the
kerchief, as if the movement itself suffices to chase away troublesome thoughts that have begun to assault her and
seem to confuse her gait. Time after time she stumbles and nearly trips; and every time she is on the point of
falling, your hand grasps hold of her at the last minute.
“Careful, khala.”
You say it in an undertone, the low voice of sympathy or pity, and the woman grows yet more confused. She
murmurs things, getting her expressions mixed up, as she wrests herself from your grasp with a forcefulness that
knows it has been defeated.
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The distance seems endless. To her, it seems a lifetime, an eternity. Time after time, your grip masters her
faltering steps. Her ability to resist and pull away from you weakens, and your hand knows how to slip beneath
the black gallabiyya, creeping below the slit in the side panel of her bodice. Your fingers sink into the folds of
cloth until they reach living flesh, teasing it gently at first, then growing more insistent, fiercer, rougher. The
woman chokes on a suppressed scream and she goads her exhausted, petrified body forward in a movement that to
all appearances is just an ordinary walk. You maintain a calculated distance, just enough not to stir up the
suspicions of passers-by. Your hand works relentlessly and the flesh grows hot beneath your fingers, seething with
simmering blood and threatening to explode.
At long last the two of you reach the approach to her house, and you set your burden down on the ground.
“I’ll walk you to the house, khala.”
Her choking voice—betraying her broken breathing, and shaking with the relieved joy of knowing deliverance
is nigh—can barely be heard.
“No … thank you …the … house is just over the way.”
But your demon refuses to let things end there. He prolongs the situation to the very limits of tolerance,
exploiting every remaining second to its fullest. You pretend to rearrange whatever has shifted in the bundle and is
now sticking out, keeping your gaze on the woman all the while. Your eyes besiege her attempt to hold on to the
last shreds of her resistance, those final defences that are followed only by utter collapse or crazed screaming. You
speak again, your face radiant with the smile of a child who has succeeded in cadging a few extra pennies from
his mother, over and above his usual spending money.
“Your kerchief is pretty, khala.”
The woman’s face colors to the shade of dust mixed with a dull brick-red. Frozen drops collect in the corners
of her eyes while her hand holds fast to her headveil, tugging at its edge in desperate anxiety. But the more
strongly she pulls at the veil the further back it slips. With her other hand she lifts it, bringing it forward over her
bowed head. No sooner is it in place than it begins to slip downwards again. Her tugging motions multiply as her
other hand struggles to put the veil back into its proper position. Time and again it slides, back and forth. The
veins on her forehead and along the sides of her neck bulge; her gaze swims and she is on the brink of fainting.
This is the moment you choose to straighten up and turn around, giving your back to the woman.
“Go in peace, khala.”
You don’t glance back even once, though your ears pick up the sound of her footsteps rushing forward, as she
leaves her bundle to the unknown.
Always and everywhere, Jonah, you emerge, looking light of foot and spirits, moving swiftly, nothing stopping
you but a woman wearing a lemon-colored kerchief with silvery spangles flashing in its folds. No one knows
where you get these scarves, each one exactly like the last: your demon is responsible for everything and capable
of anything, and you are a child and an old man and a youth who never ages. You repair the planking of boats,
adjust and tighten their rudders and pour pitch into their hulls from inside. You paint each boat in bright rainbow
colors and decorate it like a bride on the night of her wedding. For long hours at a time you patch and sew its
sails. You haul bricks and large tubs of cement mixed with sand and pebbles with which you rebuild dilapidated
walls and repair tumbledown fences. You sell the catch in the fish exchange, or—in season—you barter it for a
fat, force-fed goose. You are always prompt to help those in need, especially the women on market day. You never
change your clean, cream-colored gallabiyya that always sits so smoothly on your bamboo-stalk-slender body.
And Jonah, you never grow older.
It was me, Jonah, who obeyed your wishes and went with you to your cave in the sea, where you told me all
about the coquette who stole away your reason and captivated the demon inside of you. You spent the long nights
at her door; for the coquette is a star in the sky who lives in the sublime palace and knows how to read
newspapers and write letters—and she will not let down her long hair for you, Jonah.\fn{ A note reads: Let down her
long hair for you, Jonah: this passage refers to the fantasy tale of Sitt el-Husn (the Lady of Beauty), somewhat akin to the story of Rapunzel
in the English tradition. Sitt el-Husn lived in a high tower-like palace whose doors were locked; she let her long hair down so that el-Shatir
Hasan (Clever Hasan) could climb up to her .} Her hair is cut like the coat of a sheep whose wool has been sheared and is

growing out again. You, Jonah, melt in the breeze which rumes her hair so that it becomes like a crown on her
beloved head. And Clever Jonah stands at her door, stealing a furtive look inside, watching the listless hours of
her life.
Busy with the men, Faggen-Nur is inattentive to her. He brings the men together in his dwelling and converses
with them all day long and into the early evening hours. He speaks of giants whose hearts thunder like the milling
machine: their wheels turn and they compete with the wind, they go faster than the village headman’s stallion. He
talks of iron beasts that have the strength of a thousand men and of boats the size of the village into which people
settle comfortably even as they are borne out on to the vast sea. He shows them pictures of djinnis who look like
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human beings but perform extraordinary deeds: they can break through to the seventh heaven, bore through the
earth, plunge into a bottomless sea. Silently folks listen. Every so often a faint sucking sound of scepticism issues
from their lips, but they take care not to let it reach the ears of Faggen-Nur—in deference to the host, to the
venerable stature of the swaggering Effendi who bestows his food and conversation on them so generously while
showing neither the slightest signs of boredom nor any intention of ending the conversation.
And through it all the coquette is alone with her reading, her writing, and stretching out in the breeze of the
late afternoons, heavy with tamarind and orange blossoms. Your eyes, Jonah, follow her distraction closely; your
eyes tear the garments of her slumber from a body that has wasted away with the passage of time. Your fancy
romps through folds of flesh unknown to you, imbibing draughts of a nectar that you have never tasted. The
fingers of your imagination plunge down to a place that is silken to the touch, you inhale a light which surprises
the darkness of your eyes. You go mad, Jonah, as you stand at the door, pinned to the ground, neither advancing
nor retreating, your demon churning inside you, announcing his clutching, despairing powerlessness. But he
forges on, trying to pierce through to the impossible.
Finally, Jonah, there came a moment to which you held fast in your madness. It was a moment of complete
relaxation, between drowsy wakefulness and the sleep of dreams, a moment when all existence lies quiescent in
the dusky light of sunset, when the unknown creeps between the feet of night and those of day: that moment when
the watchmen change shift.
“Ma’am, why don’t you have a child … a child to fill the world for you?”
You’d never got your courage up, Jonah, to say anything to her at all. She had become used to your silent
presence, to your doing the most trivial chores, to the energetic and wholehearted haste with which you obeyed
her slightest summons, after which you returned to your silent existence, as if you were a wall or a piece of the
furniture.
For a fleeting second, a sudden, startling magnanimity came over her.
“Such things are in God’s hands.”
She said it without any show of interest or concern, but your eyes intercepted those storms of buried grief—
strong winds stirring in the depths which your words had prodded from their still place; they swept across her face
and she was momentarily powerless to control them. She stood against the wind, submitting to the storm—for
what harm was there in being herself in her nearly empty chamber? You observed her cautiously, reckoning what
the risks of the next step might be. Just as the storm seemed to be subsiding you wounded the stillness with the
cadence of your usual, cracked voice.
“Ma’am, they say that if a woman goes out to look at the moon on the night it becomes full and strikes herself,
begging pardon, you know, on her breasts … then she’ll get pregnant right away.”
Her head swung around to you sharply, an offended anger in her eyes, as if she had just discovered you spying
on her nakedness in the moonlit night. Her body straightened to perch rigidly on the edge of the chair as she got
ready to stand and chase you off or hurl at you whatever her hand could find. Your demeanour, as you faced her
squarely, reflected the astonishment of a child who has no sense of having done anything wrong. Her tension
subsided and she returned to her relaxed state.
“That’s all just superstition,” she said quickly and angrily, and with traces of regret in her voice—regret for
having let herself be drawn into the conversation in the first place.
You took refuge in concealment during the next few days—observing, anticipating, recording in your mind
every sound she made. Her pallor grew, the reveries lengthened, and her favorite resting place became the flat
roof of the house in the moonlit evenings. And you, Jonah, burn; and you can smell the odor of your own flesh
scorching. Not even the sea water can extinguish the flames inside of you, not even the water of all the world’s
seas. Nothing but this nectar which you have not tasted. You search for every rose which the bees have swarmed
around; you run your fingers over it lustfully, taking in deep lungsful of its fragrance, so that the petals shake,
unsettled, almost falling off beneath your panting breaths. You pluck them, petal by petal, and chew them for long
minutes. Your mouth colors as they bleed, then you swallow them and the voracious flames in your gut leap
higher. You anticipate, and you lie in wait; you guard carefully against remaining completely hidden and you are
wary of making yourself too visible. And you burn.
One evening, the moon acquiesced and grew to fullness and opened its embrace to the coquette. She revealed
the treasure of her nakedness to it and your head spun, Jonah, in your hiding place: you clutched at a protrusion in
the facing wall.
The silvery, milky roundnesses kneaded with pure, clear honey are unleashed; their trembling movements fill
your eyes. Your ears hang upon soft, gentle slaps accompanied by the murmuring of imperceptible beings
hovering in the sky. A tongue of flame darts out from between the volcanic fissures, going sky high and reaching
all the way to the coquette, who is dazed, and no more than half conscious.
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You press down upon her with your whole body, you pound her—with your mouth, your limbs, with flesh and
bone. In awe you penetrate deep into her, exploring. Streams of honey dissolving into pungent salt fish from the
sea rain down on you; you drink but your thirst is not quenched, so you swallow again but still do not feel your
thirst satisfied. You dive deeper: perhaps you will reach the honey’s well-springs and the seedbeds of the piercing,
burning-sweet fragrance which clogs your air passages, that fragrance which has accompanied you, Jonah, ever
since, and will go with you to the grave. You did not know nor will you ever know its secret, Jonah. You could not
solve its riddle, no matter how deep you went. Even if you had not awoken to the sting of a diabolical pain, the
pains of your pleasure were surpassed by what you felt when the coquette’s teeth sunk into a strip of flesh in your
right cheek.
It was you who took me to the sea, Jonah, and told me about the coquette who ordered your expulsion, quietly
and immediately. Tears flowing every time the moon came up did you no good, nor did your supplication to the
full moon, nor your unceasing rovings across the sea, living in intimacy with its waves, eating if its fish favored
you, whispering to the coastal sands—grain by grain—about the seed that had grown in the coquette’s body until
her sleek, taut belly swelled to the size of the moon.
Faggen-Nur, beside himself with delight, feasted the people of the village and showered them with his bounty.
He fetched the giants and iron beasts. At first, people avoided them, awestruck. But then they came to accept their
presence warily and the bolder ones among them clambered on and learnt to drive them. The old harbor teemed
with workers, like swarms of ants, and the fishing boats were abandoned, heaped up on the beach. The money
began to flow through people’s hands and the women pressed themselves into brightly colored gowns, letting their
hair flow freely; for no longer was it bound up under closely-tied kerchiefs, no longer concealed beneath black
headveils.
The coquette, Jonah, saw the promise fulfilled on the night of the full moon. She suckled her newborn on pure
honey and the boy grew, a mass of soft flesh that looked as though it had no bones. Sometimes he came out to
play with us in the open space near his house.
As soon as we caught sight of him, we would start shouting and cheering:
“Suna’s come, boys!”\fn{A note reads: Suna: nickname for names such as Ihsan, Sana’ and sometimes Hasan; it is used for both
boys and girls, but probably more often for girls.}
Clasping hands, we would make a ring, and in the middle Suna would whirl round, half laughing and half
crying. We would grow tired of circling round and our hands would slip apart—but our excitement was unabated.
A little devil would dash out from us to leap on to the boy, tweaking his chubby cheeks and freeing him only
when his screaming grew loud and he ran for home. We would be behind him, shouting all the while, raising a
rumpus and vying to see who could catch him and pinch his quivering bottom.
You, Jonah, are squatting there, hiding behind a wall, watching us and scratching the ground with the slender
stick in your hand, searching for something you have lost. No one knows of your presence but I, and you call out
to me.
“Why are you teasing Suna so, boys? Let him play with you, c’mon now!”
I obey you—for it was you who took me to the sea, Jonah—and Suna plays with us. For your sake, I put up
with his irritating, sloppy presence, and I refuse to turn him away from our team when we play hide and seek. I
tear off with him, his hand in mine, to the pile of straw on the threshing floor in the enclosure of our house.
Panting hard, he tries to evade me but I pull his slack hand harder and drag him behind me, not letting go of him
until we have settled ourselves inside the mound of straw and are hidden from the eyes of the other team.
One time, his hand escaped from mine. I thought it had been dislocated from his shoulder—but my hand was
empty and he was not there. I hid and waited.
Suddenly, the devils pounced on my very breaths, and I knew that the boy had given away my hiding place. I
don’t know, Jonah, how that blood vessel of anger burst open inside my head. I found myself coming out from the
pile of chaff, howling:
“Suna isn’t Faggen-Nur’s son, boys—he’s the son of the moon!”
I was running, shouting.
“Suna isn’t Faggen-Nur’s son, lads! The proof is the red birthmark on his mother’s left breast! Jonah told me
so, lads. Suna is the moon’s son, boys.”
The world went topsy turvy; people gathered round, while for three whole days and nights—long nights—I
was absent from the goings-on, for I was locked up, Jonah. I could hear a great deal of noise and turmoil, and
councils being convened and broken up, and the voice of my father, among many other voices whose words I
could not make out. Whenever the voices grew faint, I heard my mother wailing in the furthest recesses of the
house. And there were hands snatching at me, suspending me from my feet like they do the slaughter animal on
feastdays. I scream, and I can’t tell that it is my father’s hand pushing food at me from the crack in the door.
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I didn’t know what had happened. But one morning I woke up to discover that Fagg en-Nur and his wife had
disappeared. And you, Jonah, had vanished into thin air.
They said: “Fagg en-Nur killed Jonah and threw his corpse into the great sea.”
They said: “Jonah was carried off by a boat into the Lord’s wide world.”
They said: “Jonah was taken as brother by a djinni, a daughter of the sea. He lives with her now, and by her he
has—every time the moon comes out—a maiden whose beauty is unlike anything that the human eye has seen or
the human ear has heard.”
They said: “Jonah saw what we did not: he saw evil coming with Fagg en-Nur, who has turned our world
upside down, brought our households to ruin, spoiled our women, and forced the djinnis to work for him. Jonah
thwarted the magic. He sacrificed himself for his kinfolk and people, and rescued us from patent evil.”
They said: “Jonah was swallowed by the whale, like his namesake the prophet. He is in the belly of the whale
now, eating and drinking and singing the praises of his savior. Jonah will return someday, for to everything there
is a time.”
And I?
I said nothing, Jonah. But I grew up, and I sailed the high seas, and I came to know those godforsaken iron
beasts. I plunge into the ravines deep inside their black forests, I sink all the way to the roots of their hair. I sneak
into the pores of their skin, I creep through the veins of their metal, I reach their innermost workings, penetrating
to their core—and I come back. Every nail in them knows me. The cogwheels with their rusty teeth that grow
pliant in my hands know me and the screeching of the iron beast’s heart calls out to me when the moon rises, and
the call grows louder on the night when the moon grows full.
I began sailing, and sailed still more, out on to the great sea, Jonah. In my heart were the winds of the old
harbor and the eyes of a young girl whose head revealed, one day, a lemon-yellow kerchief worn to shreds, its
edges no longer glinting. Her cheeks shone like the seeds of a pomegranate still on its branch as she spoke.
“This is the baraka of Sidi Jonah; this brings the blessings of the saint,” she told me. “It brings good fortune; it
brings a fine bridegroom.”
I sail out on to the great sea, and I reach the whale. I cleave its belly, and I bring back its flesh and bones and
oil, as a dower for the eyes of the girl, and for the dark-brown cogwheels.
I sail out on to the great sea and cleave the belly of the whale, and I bring back its flesh and bones and oil, on
my boat, at midday.
124.24 Pharaoh Is Drowning Again\fn{by Sakina Fuad (1943-

)}

Port Said, Port Said Governorate, Egypt (F) 3

The sea. I sail your waters to the end of the world. I came from you as a drop, as a tear from your eye. Why
was crying created from tears? So that I would fall as a tear? A tear on a night of love, misery, or revenge. Any
night. A man and a woman and a tear. And a creature dying and living, carrying the sin of one night. Life in its
entirety is the sin of one night. Damned are the nights that produce human beings. They drink in the nights
consumed with anxiety. Misery flows in the marrow of their bones. A nasty shock occurs at every moment. The
sensation of pain resides in the folds of the brain. Creatures afflicted with madness, anger, agony, and grief, and
ground down by the crush, the chase, and the fleeing.
From where? And to where? And when will the drop return to the sea? I don’t know.
The voice of Abd al-Wahhab the singer cries in the distance, carrying all the sorrows of the night.
The sea … Moses struck the water with his stick. The water receded, and a road was opened up beneath the
feet of those fleeing.
I was one of them. I hid amid the exodus of the wretched, and veiled myself with their nights so I could flee. I
shared their dreadful ordeal. We descended to the bottom of the parted sea, crawled, and fled. The waves protected
us. The waves were like mountains on either side of us. It was a moment in which the whole world became still.
The sea held its breath. Had it breathed, the mountains of its waves would have collapsed on those in flight. The
sea held its breath and clutched its waves to its heart. We crossed to the other bank. We flung ourselves onto the
ground to catch our breath, to nurse the wounds, and to soothe the pain with the sweetness of salvation.
The sense of terror …
The sight of Pharaoh standing on the other bank with his armies of men and chariots, his arrows sharpened and
poisoned …
The flight …
But where to? There is no escape. Pharaoh is our fate. He is always behind us.
“The fugitive will find a way on dry land.” There’s no end to my good mother’s proverbs. Life consists of
pleasing proverbs on my mother’s tongue, and other women’s tongues.
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My mother is a person from the generation of proverbs. Her meaningless words are killing me. As soon as they
ring out in my ears, I feel as if they chop off my head and blowout my brains. I yell at her, and at myself, and at
the whole world. I run away …
“Taxi!”
“Where to? What’s the address?”
“Take me as close as you can to the sea.”
The taxi takes off at full speed. My mind races ahead of the speeding car to the water. My innermost feelings
are a sea raging and beating against the shores of my body. I head off from wherever I may be sitting, and sail
away. The horizon has no limits. The world has no end. I came into the world at the moment of beginning.
Everything was water, and I was a drop, carried along by the current, gliding on the surface of the universe. The
earth and the sky were still joined together. I was at their meeting point. I climbed up to the sky and down to the
earth. I chose the sea, so that traveling and the horizon would remain my limitless world. I could ascend to the sky
and flow on the surface of the earth. There were no limits and no fetters, no bridges and no walls. We were all
drops, swimming incessantly. When did the journey of misery begin?
The drop was covered with white foam. The foam assumed the shape of a beautiful woman. Her first name was
Aphrodite. The name changed, and the shape changed too, but she remained a woman. The body is only the first
prison cell. After it, there are millions of other prison cells.
“Where to?” The driver asks again. And I’m still traveling alone, competing with the speeding car, searching
for a time that is free of our cares and sorrows; looking for a place that doesn’t possess me, nor I it; a place that I
come to as a guest and leave without grief; a place that doesn’t know me, nor I it.
The silence takes me back from the sea to the earth. The silence means we’ve come to a stop.
“Whereabouts?”
“This is the place.”
I look closely at the number, at the building, at the faces. Everything is exactly as it was before. I stare at the
driver. How did he know my address? How did he find out where I live?
I ask him. He assures me that I gave him the address when I flung myself on the car seat. I don’t argue.
A lot of things have come to an end, including the age of arguing. We’ve entered the age of silence. Everything
is done by force of habit. All actions take place without the intervention of our will. We eat. We drink. We sleep.
Children are born. We kill, and hate, and love. Even love. What was the meaning of this word in your time, you,
the old people? Words are scarce. We can no longer bear the additional burden of words. Machines operate and
think and plan. The radio is the only machine that sometimes speaks. There are modern devices that pick up
vibrations from space. Our engineers work away, and receivers break through new barriers every day. Voices are
received from space, and we hear all those who have left us. I have no longing for anyone. I’ve often asked about
the meaning of this word. They say longing is a cold that bites at the depths of the heart. Longing is a maddening
desire for something. These words belong to the age of words: my heart is nothing but a pump drawing blood.
Something happened this morning. What was it? In a vibrating, staccato voice, the radio broadcaster
announced:
“Our instruments have managed to pick up signals—muttering and whispering—from the uppermost reaches
of space. Reception is still poor, but the voices have confirmed that they are from our planet, from earth.
Everything is still very vague. We are trying to overcome engineering problems, but the few words that have
reached us are ones of greeting to you.”
For the first time ever, longing was born in me. My blood’s pump trembled; the monotonous routine to which
it had worked, year in, year out, broke down.
The cold that bites at the depths of the heart …
I yearned for something …
My yearnings were submerged in a feeling of alienation. I had no idea what he wanted, or what I wanted. I
listened to the program. Instruments had been used that were more sensitive than any known before. No
penetration of space had ever reached these voices before. This was the first time they had said that they left us
simply to dissolve in space as souls, and then observe us. I threw myself to the floor under this sophisticated piece
of equipment. My ears vied with the instruments in trying to reach out into space. I searched for something.
These mutterings and buzzings and silences and tears were all his. I heard his tears and silence and coughing as
he met the morning with his old, bare chest. He died far away from us. They said it happened in obscure
circumstances. His pointed words killed him. In an age when only sickly words are spoken, he was surrounded by
sugar-coated words. But he was not one of those who spoke them.
I’ve never seen him. I know him as if he breathes in my soul, and I wear his face, with all its sharp features.
My mother tells me I was born a few days after they took him away. Yet I know him. His image often appears to
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me. I meet him on all my journeys. There is no shore I visit without seeing him there as well. His roaring laughter
is soundless. He beats his broad chest and waves his fist. One day the time for our meeting will come. And today I
hear him. My heart is heavy with longing. Its fuse can explode at a touch. The sand from every shore of every sea
in the whole wide world will no longer be enough to extinguish the fire.
“Where to?”
To whom is my question addressed? I can’t see the taxi driver. When did I get out of the taxi? How long does it
take to climb these twenty floors with their five hundred stairs? I don’t count them in minutes or numbers, but in
the words that are gnawing at my heart and that I’m chewing over. I finally reach the last floor. People, houses,
cars are like little toys fulfilling the daily routine. At the end of the day, the puppets are turned over, face down.
The game at night is called sleep. At dawn, the key is stealthily turned, and the machines are wound up and begin
to gyrate. I’ve released my daily scream. Who will release me from my key? Who will demolish the prison cells?
Who will make me a human being again?
My heart is overflowing with longing. The face of my father, whom I’ve never seen, accompanies me. I wait
for his voice in the coming vibrations. I thirst for it. I touch all the seas of the world, and they turn into crystals.
I want a drop of water. My apartment is on the first floor. I won’t go back there. I’ve made the decision for the
thousandth time. I climb up and down the five hundred stairs every day, struggling with the decision and fleeing
from my chained will. The turning of the key in the elegant door puts an end to everything. There it is: the airconditioned apartment, the colorful walls, the soft white bed on which dreams roam and stretch and yawn. The
plushness and lushness of the bedroom are enticing. My husband conducts his important conversations on a
number of colorful phones. Everything is soft, alluring, and entwined in fine spider’s webs. The expensive
pictures are imported from Paris. He draws his money from an enchanted well. His hobby is to collect the rare—
in art, love, and food.
He laughs mockingly. Whatever is left of my strength, after the exertion of climbing the stairs, fails at the sight
of his triumphant expression. My dead resolution finds its resting place in his eyes. With one glance, I’ve become
part of the picture. The comfort and softness possess me. The silence, the stillness, the smoothness drag me to the
bottom of the earth. I sink under its layers. The spider’s webs wrap my feet together, twisting my steps around
each other. I whirl around from room to room. The tombstones of furniture rise higher every day. I recite the
verses of the Fatiha.\fn{The first chapter of the Qur’an.}
The reciting voice rings out in the silence. The walls close in. They move, advance, press together. They turn
my body into a flat, dry surface, a leaf preserved for millions of years between the pages of a book made of brick,
concrete, and iron. My heart is overflowing with longing. I rewind the recorded program. I listen. My ears reach
out into space searching for him, for his roar, for the blow he struck into the air in order to crush them, for the spit
he spat at them when they took him away. He spoke his words at the right time. Words that are not spoken at the
right time and place are decaying corpses.
My lifeless body rises from the bed and relieves itself. My husband makes love to me skillfully, as skillfully as
he handles everything else that I know nothing about.
The cup of tea, the rocking chair, the long bathrobe, and the bed are all still warm. I tremble and watch his
briefcase. The briefcase moves away, carried by his hand, and vanishes. I, and the other things in the picture, go
into a state of waiting.
I tidy up again, but without deviating one step from the framework of the picture. The tombstones of furniture
rise higher every day. I pace the floor among them, reciting the verses of the Fatiha. I lift the silk covers. There is
not a scratch on the furniture. The covers are lifted only to be patted gently and to have the dust brushed off them.
His hobby is to visit auctions and bring back the rarest things. He visited our house and handed his money over,
and I was added to his purchases and the collection of rare things. My features have become the same as theirs.
Words have lost their value. Silence is no longer a condition around us; silence is a living creature inhabiting our
depths and smothering every ember there. Everything is done by force of habit or through fear of him.
Pharaoh runs his kingdom with great skill: the maids are sent to the market and the wives are kept behind
closed doors. Pharaoh is a god who rules by divine right. The queen ascends a throne of fog; a puff of air from the
master’s mouth blows the throne away, and he seats another woman on his right or left. Ownership has corrupted
everything. Sincerity has vanished, and relationships have lost their intimacy. Pharaoh does not speak. Pharaoh
has become one of the machines of our time, operating, pushing buttons, managing.
This morning is unlike any other morning. Why?
Penetration into outer space brings back all those who have left us. Penetration into the layer where souls live
is happening for the first time. I’ve recorded the program. I play the recording again at the lowest speed, searching
for him among them. Everything strong belongs to him, the laughter, the roaring, the stupefying silence.
He says his words there. I long for him. I long for words. I long for a place that doesn’t possess me, nor I it. I
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move, I run, without limitations, without chains. I dwell on the surface of the whole world, taking and giving. I
turn into a drop of water. I flow into the vast sea.
The sea …
Pharaoh is standing on the other bank. His scream reverberates. I must go home, or else he’ll come down to get
me.
Pharaoh sinks to the floor of the parted sea. The wounds dry out. The pain subsides. I stand upright on the
shore of the wretched. I turn into a giant rebel, killing and burning.
The waves roar. The sea releases the breath it has been holding until we cross. Its mountains explode as raging
waves, submerging Pharaoh and his armies. His men beat the water with their hands; their chests fill up with
brine; their remains float on the water.
The world becomes still, empty, clear. We are at the moment of beginning.
I’m still moving as I sit on the ground, watching the sea: the movement of the water takes me on a journey
across the whole world. My heart is a bird that has left my breast to flutter on a horizon where the earth joins the
sky. My body is a ship that stops at harbors to take provisions, then continues its travels.
I will not return … until the sea has swallowed all the Pharaohs.
7.117 & 182.121 1. Buzzing 2. The Crop: Two Short Stories\fn{by Gamal el-Ghitany (1945Governorate, Egypt (M) 6

)}

Sohag, Sohag

!
It was a direct hit. So it fell down, no longer capable of buzzing. First one to be shot down today, he thought,
pacing the small garden surrounding his house. The grass, which looked like an unkempt green beard in need of a
trim, had grown so wild it almost covered the walls. The sound of a car came from the distance. He listened and
was about to make for the door. The noise grew louder as the car sped past his door. It relieved him of trying to
figure out whether it was a jeep or a truck.
He very often makes a bet, with himself. “I bet it’s a jeep. If it isn’t I’ll walk seven times round the garden.” At
night, he wears the woollen cap his daughter sent him from Germany. “I knitted this cap for you, Daddy, so you
can keep your head warm in the cold nights of Port Said. Hope you won’t forget to wear your socks. You know
you won’t get any sleep as long as your feet are cold. I think …”
Who does Maissara, his daughter, who does she think he is? He may be seventy, but he’s definitely got more
life in him than her husband. He gets up at half past six on the dot and spends the whole day here in the garden.
But the past few days have introduced some change into his old routine. He no longer walks by the Canal
Authority building with its white domes, glimpsing the radio aerials, the outlandish sailors moving on the decks of
anchored ships, the small boats, the customs officials, the workers of the Maritime Arsenal with their bicycles on
the Port Fouad ferry. He no longer stops to watch the glistening of the sea waves. The houses of the city lie there,
peaceful and quiet, exhaling the damp and sinking under the weight of desolation. No meals are cooked in them,
and no children’s voices resound. He no longer walks down the streets, whose emptiness seems as stark as prison
walls; no longer listens to the rustling of palm trees lining the streets of the foreign quarter and leaning out against
the empty space. The whole day he spends here, in his garden, holding a plastic blue flyswatter, the tool he uses
for implementing a decision he had taken some time ago.
Now, a serene and confident buzzing starts. He stiffens in his chair, deaf to the sounds of breathing that come
from the sea, and shuddering in expectation. His eyes roam around and his grip tightens on the swatter. The
buzzing recedes. But he cannot relax back in his chair any more, nor let his imagination wander away to his
daughter over there on the other side of the sea. He feels her watching him, communing with him. He has to stay
on the alert, tracking every movement. It turns round and round in circles that keep growing smaller and closer to
him. Suddenly it moves away. The sound of buzzing is magnified by the silence of the city. All of a sudden it
perches on the skin of his left arm, resting on its front legs and extending its proboscis, performing rites in a
language he does not understand.
He wonders how it has managed to land on his arm in such utter silence. Could two of them have attacked him
at one and the same time? What tactics can he use to ward off the attack? The sea roars as the waves break on the
shore. Now it is gone without a sound. He can no longer relax or doze off. During the past few days not a single
one touched him and got away with it. If it flies away now, his whole day will be spoiled.
The beautiful sea seems like a cave in which destruction lurks. His long days are now completely empty,
unperturbed by news or unexpected events. His limbs quiver. He is attacked by insomnia—insomnia of the kind
he has never experienced before, even during the height of enemy air-raid activity. How will his daughter react
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when she hears the news that the source of buzzing had eluded him? That he had failed to capture it? Will she still
ask him if he drinks his milk every night before going to bed?
“I always see you, Daddy, and live with you in the morning when you wake up, put on your clothes and check
that the shirt collar is clean and properly starched just like you used to do before going to the hospital every day.
You used to touch my chin with your hand, bend over me and kiss me. When I went to secondary school, you
added a new habit. You used to go toward my poor mother’s picture hanging on the wall, bow and utter a good
morning and a few words more which I could not distinguish and which you never divulged. Every time the day
breaks in Port Said I feel your hands caressing my chin and feel certain that you must be touching my picture,
saying something tender to me, or perhaps kissing Adel. He speaks German, Daddy, like a native. But don’t let it
worry you, I do teach him the language of his country. Ahmed is busy working on his thesis and preparing to
defend it on …”
If a single one escapes, Maissara will certainly be disappointed. In the span of four days he has managed to
chase tens of them, killing them with direct abrupt hits. Whenever he raises the swatter, his hand stops shaking.
He cannot rest today until he has put an end to this buzzing.
Maissara’s letters pour affection into his heart; they are in fact the only thing he still expects from that faraway
world. Every day he can hardly wait for the postman to show up. But now, if the postman were to arrive, he would
not relinquish his position, nor would he budge should the officer from the nearby base appear. The officer, quietlooking, a man of few words, stops by every day, stands leaning on the wooden fence. He has known Dr. Ghandar
for months. At the beginning, he wondered, just as outsiders often do, why the doctor never left the place, not for
a single day, not even when the fresh water was in short supply, and the city was under siege, and its vital arteries
broken.
One day at sunset the doctor went out with him. They stopped before a wooden two-story house standing on
three long pillars buried in the rocks. It looked rather dwarfed and humiliated by the two high-rise buildings
standing on either side. On the door there was a huge steel lock painted green. On the narrow staircase the eyes of
a cat shone. The doctor pointed the way.
“The night before I left for Europe to study medicine my family and neighbours stayed up late to celebrate my
wedding. That night I got married to my cousin. I still remember the sounds of the semsemia,\fn{A note reads: A
string instrument.} the bumboaters’ dance and the happy ululations of family and friends and the yellow sands spread
out in front of the house.”
He listened to their footsteps resounding in an emptiness where only the asphalt shone. The air was heavy with
the damp saltiness of the sea and with the smell of iodine. He said he knew the city inside out, knew every single
house in it. Before the mass evacuation of the city he used to be able to spot an outsider in a crowd. After the
houses got deserted he took to roaming the streets and did not give up the habit even during hours of combat when
death came on wings from the east. He stopped.
“Do you see this apartment building?” he asked, “It’s the biggest in Port Said. You’re in the foreign quarter
now.” He said he had been certain nobody lived there any more. One evening a long time ago he saw a light
shining in an upper floor window, a solitary light emanating from the tenth floor and looking as still as the light
coming out of an unrevolving beacon of a lighthouse. He was bewildered. Who could be up there that he knew
nothing about? He saw the door of the building firmly shut but there was no lock on it. He walked backward a
little, looking up again. The height seemed rather daunting. Should Maissara see him now, she would shout in
exasperation and put her arms around him.
His late wife, he felt, was looking after him and keeping him safe in his old age. . Ever since she died, he had
felt confident of her presence close by, seeing him but remaining herself unseen, knowing what would befall him
but powerless to tell him. He uttered a few apologies, trusting she would forgive him for climbing the stairs. The
lift was hanging lifeless between the second and third floors. The house felt empty and forlorn. The apartment
doors, which showed signs of aging prematurely, seemed to be scowling forbiddingly.
On the eighth floor he dried his sweat. At last a light appeared through the fan-light of the door. “I am Dr.
Ghandar,” he said to the young man, “a former physician at the Public Hospital and now retired. You are not from
Port Said, are you?”
He went in. The emptiness seemed overcharged with humidity. Only one room was lit. It contained nothing but
a small iron bed, a newspaper plastered on the wall to separate the paint from three shirts, a jacket, two pairs of
trousers and a black sweater. The young man looked rather embarrassed. The doctor sat down on the bed, holding
the top of his walking cane in his palms. The young man said he was really a Port-Saidian, although he was
visiting the city for the first time. He’d spent all his life in Cairo, studied engineering and come to work at the
telephone exchange. His uncle, who owned the apartment, had asked him to keep an eye on it. He rather liked the
view of the sea that the high balcony offered.
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The doctor stayed long, told the young engineer about the city, about the simplicity and ease of life in it. If
he’d seen it before the war, he would have loved it better. The old man inquired about the young man’s family and
traced his family tree. Together they went to the foreign quarter, then to the Manach quarter. It was here that such
and such a family lived, and this house belonged to such and such a person. Here lived a family whose members
all got killed in the 1956 war. The young man seemed to see the city for the first time. The doctor pointed to an
old hole in the ground. An artillery bomb had fallen here at the start of the fighting, its shrapnel killing thirteen.
During the first World War, German fighter planes looking like chicken crates dropped bombs on the next street,
each one making a big hole in the ground.
They stopped before Patisserie Gianolla. The doctor’s mind wandered and his eyes seemed to sail on a sea of
gloom that had no anchorage points. “Here, in the evening,” he said, “I used to sit with my wife, mother of my
child. This was the spot we loved best. In summer we used to watch strangers’ faces and in winter we used to sit
inside. A Greek engineer called Dimitri often kept us company. When he had nothing to do, he used to build small
models of colorful ships which, he swore, would float when put out to sea and would head for his native land.”
The doctor seemed light and energetic as he held a glass in his hand. “My wife must have drunk from one of
these glasses.” He knitted his brows. Every inch in this place was part of his life.
The buzzing comes closer, creating waves of sound inside his ears, a sarcastic buzzing he has not witnessed
before. He cannot see its source. It seems to mock his decision not to let a single one of them escape and not to
allow this buzzing to have the upper hand in the empty city. He looks around, his skin creeping. Never will he
allow it to rest on any part of his clothing.
Suddenly the. buzzing increases, as sharp and brief as the discharge of an artillery bomb. He beats the air with
the swatter. But no. It has not fallen yet. Yesterday he had destroyed all fourteen of them. But this one seems
intent on taking vengeance for its sisters, yesterday’s victims. The sharp sticky sound disappears. He will not
leave the garden but will stay on where he is. He will follow every movement it makes. The buzzing coming to
him sounds thin. He knows it is going round in a wide circle. It may stop and come straight at him.
Oh. He strikes his leg so hard with the swatter that his body almost bends down as a result. He looks. A small
black mass, but the buzzing continues nonetheless. What a day! He no longer hears the sounds of vehicles
passing. The desolation of the city does not pierce his heart as sharply as this buzzing, nor the tender letters of
Maissara and the telegram she sent him the evening of his birthday.
Two days earlier, he had gone to the bus station master. The man welcomed him. He said he would ask one of
the drivers to buy him an especially nice cake from Damietta. With a good deal of energy he carried the cake
home the evening of his birthday. Nothing was missing except his wife, Mr. Dimitri and his daughter. He put the
candles in the cake.
In the evening, he wore his black suit and his bow tie, went down to the lounge and lit the whole chandelier.
He listened to the rhythm of silent desolation and stood long before the picture which seemed to be casting
glances at him from another world. With quivering fingers he struck a red-tipped match and lit the candles,
pressed the light switch and stood leaning on his cane. The murmur of the nearby sea and the blowing of the wind
grew louder. He bent down quietly, gathering the strength that had waned over the years and blew vigorously at
the candles, putting them out with a single puff. He kissed the picture of his wife, those of Taysseer and his
grandson Adel. Very quietly he sat down in the big armchair, gazing at the blown out candles standing in the huge
cake. When the young officer from the nearby base came by the following morning, he asked him to take the cake
and give it to his men. The cake had not been touched. Diabetes would not allow him even to taste it.
Now all sorts of ailments and pains seem to have suddenly come over him, like a violent wave destroying a
complete row of buildings. The buzzing returns, strong and sharp. It passes close to his ear. He beats the air with
the swatter, stumbles on his knees. The day promises to be full of troubles and pains. His trousers get muddied.
He looks around, wondering if somebody has seen him. But his looks should not divert his attention from the
damned thing. At the beginning the whole thing seemed like an amusing challenge which promised to while away
the time and help him get over the cruelty and desolation of his days. But now he will not go back into his house.
Instead, he will chase the buzzing’s source.
Here it comes, here it is. It dashes in front of his eyes, not daring to settle on his body or clothes. A powerful
shiver comes over him and he imagines for a second that it has settled on his glasses. It is no longer flying in
straight lines, preferring to go round in circles, and taking its time. It’s no different from any of those he has
already killed. He takes a few steps to follow it. Now its route seems clear. It slowly comes down to settle on the
iron fence close to his chair. One second, or maybe a fraction of a second, and he will regain his serenity, will
prepare to receive the young officer when he comes smiling after lunch, will go out with him to roam the streets
of the city which are as sweet as a sad poem, will feel the evening dust coming from the direction of the sea. One
blow and the whole day will be redeemed.
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It extends its probosics.
Damn! What infested world has blown you here?
Silently, slowly, he raises the swatter …
2
Before the shadow of the old camphor tree lengthened, before the call to prayer at noon, they stretched out on
the ground beside the field when the crop was ripe—a day or two before harvest. The peas had escaped the blight
which dries up leaves and drains away the green colour, leaving them like straw.
‘Abd al-Maujud was happy as he looked at his two sons, Jabir the elder, and ‘Abd al-‘Al, the younger, and then
at the stems of the plants: what remained to be done was not much. The tea hummed in the pot, the only sound in
the silence which ruled the day.
The sound of a car, a black car, which slowed down and came to a stop on the road, which was raised a little
above the fields. Three men got out, their features indistinct; they looked about them as if searching for
something. They stretched out their arms as they descended the slope, their leader ignoring the wet mud. ‘Abd alMaujud said to himself:
“May God bless us!”
He thought they were either intelligence agents come to spy on someone or travellers who had lost their way.
Their leader was a young man about the same age as ‘Abd al-‘Al, a tall man, apparently from Cairo.
“Peace be upon you!”
“And on you, peace and God’s mercy and blessing!”
He shook hands, his heart full of welcome. The rough hands gave no sign of fear. Laughing, the young man
said:
“Perhaps we can sit down!” ‘Abd al-Maujud said:
“Welcome, be so kind, Sir. Will you have some tea?”
The young man said, “Yes, indeed, father,” and asked their names. Then he asked:
“Are you the owners of the land?”
‘Abd al-Maujud replied that they were tenants, that the crop was theirs, and that just the crops over there near
the water-wheel measured four feddans.\fn{1 feddan = 1.038 acres, or 4,200 square metres} One of the other men said that
he couldn’t tell maize from wheat. Would they forgive him but was the crop vegetables?
‘Abd al-Maujud told him that all the land in this district was sown with vegetables because it was near Cairo.
Tomatoes, onions, potatoes, aubergines, and near the mountain, fruit. Here there were only peas.
Yes, (the gentleman sipped the tea from the one metal cup with enjoyment) this is just what he wanted; this
meeting, without formality, without an appointment, it was just what he was hoping for; perhaps, God willing,
both sides would benefit.
‘Abd al-Maujud replied that it was good that only good would come of it, if God allowed. Then he asked his
younger son ‘Abd al-‘Al to pick some peas for the gentlemen.
The first gentleman laughed. It seemed that ‘Abd al-Maujud knew just what he had come for: he was, he said,
employed by one of the new hotels in Egypt, a vast hotel which would open its doors in seven days’ time: it would
provide food for more than a thousand every day. Though the directors were Western gentlemen, they knew the
market and its ways and the tricks of the contractors: they would say:
“Why these evasions and detours? We have the farmer; we have the funds; the transport is ready; we have the
men in the hotel to lift and carry.”
‘Abd al-Maujud shook his head:
“Well, what they have done is fine; it’s properly thought out and perfectly organized …”
At this point they were joined by young ‘Abd al-‘Al who, bending down, laid the peas in front of the
gentlemen, who were so good as to try them. Jabir said:
“This is a first-class crop: the pods are full. The traders wouldn’t offer these in the market; they would keep
them for customers who understood food and its art. But everything has its price.”
This observation was not lost on the gentleman, who said that the hotel was not so much interested in price as
in quality. It was, after all, an international hotel.
‘Abd al-Maujud was silent. He looked at the other two. One was holding a square black case with a long
leather handle. The second seemed to be a partner. He thought he would not expand on the practical details: it was
more polite of him to take care of his unexpected guests. He wondered whether the two gentlemen also worked
for the hotel. The owner of the black case said that he was a friend of the first gentleman and understood nothing
of the hotel business. The other was the driver of the car … yes, he worked for the hotel. They were very
welcome.
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Here Jabir broached the subject of selling and buying and enquired as to the sort of quantities the hotel would
need. The gentleman replied that the whole crop would be purchased, not only this year but every season—the
vegetables, of course.
Frowning, ‘Abd al-Maujud said that the land in this district grew nothing but vegetables. All Cairo got its food
from here and from the land in the other direction. The land was near the Nile and near the desert. He pointed
eastwards where there was no habitation beyond the village: if a camel escaped into the desert, it would be lost
and no one would go after it.
The gentleman nodded his head; the driver approved the taste of the peas and asked young ‘Abd al-‘Al to pick
some for the boss, who said this was impossible, but ‘Abd al-Maujud, hand on heart, said:
“A present is not given back.” It was only a little thing which the gentleman could take for his children.
The gentleman enquired asto the price per kilo.
‘Abd al-Maujud said that they were sold by the sack; the price of a sack was five or six pounds. The gentleman
asked:
“So how much per kilo?”
Young ‘Abd al-‘Al looked at his father who said that a sack held about sixty or seventy kilos.
The gentleman whistled; he looked at his companion. He seemed to realize something that had been hidden
from him. He said that the price in the market was 30 piastres; the excellent variety they were eating now could
not go for less than 40 piastres, if it could be found at all. The man with the black case said that he didn’t go to the
market and knew nothing about prices:
“Madame buys everything herself.”
‘Abd al-Maujud said that the crops were all around them; that he could find out for himself, and that if there
were any other peas like these, then that would be another matter. The gentleman brought the discussion to an end
by standing up. The driver stopped and the gentleman in the black case stopped, saying that he would beat about
the bush no longer; the price here was very reasonable, the crop excellent, more important still, he felt very well
disposed towards Mr. … , Mr. … ‘Abd al-Maujud; the hotel had found what it was looking for.
Jabir, the older boy, presented a bag of about three kilos to the driver. Young ‘Abd al-‘Al asked very earnestly
for the address of the hotel in Cairo. The gentleman gestured reassuringly, saying that he would come to them
himself after a few days; he would bring special bags for the crop. They would be able to conclude the deal; he
would pay cash: there would be no need for them to go to Cairo for payment. They would find it difficult to get
into the hotel: in the first place, it was remote, and then there was a constant guard around it. All they had to do
was to sign the invoices and receipts. ‘Abd al-Maujud asked, in an approving tone:
“And how would the money reach us?” The gentleman waved his hand. ‘Abd al- Maujud said:
“Well, as you please …” They would leave it to him and hope that good-will can take care of it all, and make
the best arrangement, but wasn’t it proper that they should stay for lunch? They made excuses, they thanked him,
they wished him well.
‘Abd al-‘Al approached the gentleman: wouldn’t it be possible to know what day and time to expect them?
The gentleman said that it was not possible to be precise now, but it would be within three days.
‘Abd al-Maujud tried to climb the bank after them, but the gentleman insisted he should stay where he was.
The wheels ground against the earth; the sound gradually died away till silence reigned again. It had all
seemed so sudden that ‘Abd al-Maujud asked himself whether he was dreaming or awake.
Young ‘Abd al-‘Al broke the silence of noon, full of the aroma of crops. He was worried: whatever the
business might be, he didn’t trust those gentlemen. His father said:
“There’s no problem at all.”
He trusted them completely; the gentleman was the soul of honesty and propriety. Didn’t he want to have a rest
from weariness and disappointment, from loading the crop into sacks, from running to and fro to find someone to
share in the hire of a lorry, from going to market on nights when the cold cut into their extremities to sell their
crop perhaps all at once, or perhaps when the business was slack, having to go back night after night? Then the
waiting for the boss: they couldn’t speak directly to him, could only see him at a distance, coming and going in
his car, his head wrapped in a white silk kaffiyeh, with his men in front and behind him, one of whom would bring
them the bill and the money, and take his share, just as before him, the man standing in front of the scales would
do, and the man who directed them to where they should leave their crop—everyone taking or not taking
something. Then they would have to find their way home from Cairo.
Young ‘Abd al-‘Al said that he knew all that, but he still didn’t trust the gentleman. Why hadn’t he told him the
address of the hotel. He would only believe it when he saw lorries coming and money in their hands.
Jabir said that he looked like an intelligence officer—intelligence officers usually pretended to be friendly.
‘Abd al-Maujud shouted:
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“What could intelligence people do here?” Jabir said:
“Perhaps they’re searching for arms or investigating some track or other.” ‘Abd al-Maujud struck the ground
with his hand:
“Sons, the gentleman asked nothing for himself; he just drank tea with us and enjoyed it.”
They were silent.
*
The smell of burnt straw rose in the air. The noon was heavy, not a branch or leaf stirred. The cobs of maize
were fully ripe although there were still a few days of the month of Amshir\fn{ The sixth month of the 13-month Coptic
calendar (February 8-March 10)} left. At night, 'Abd al-Maujud said again that he was going to take a rest from the
market, its tyranny and wretchedness which had little by little eaten up his life; he was not going to borrow from
hither and thither to transport his crops, was not going to scrape together advances from here and there. He didn’t
want more money just rest and escape from pain.
Next day, before the sun’s shadow reached the camphor tree, he raised his head, asking:
“Wasn’t this the time that the gentleman came?”
He did not wait for an answer. He rose, summoning up his courage, his right shoulder a little higher than the
other so there was a slight limp in his walk as he climbed the bank. He looked along the empty road, disconcerted.
Perhaps they had lost their way. One place in this district looked much like another, and these gentlemen were
from Cairo.
The following day he used a palm branch as a stick because he had stood for a long time the day before and his
joints were giving him trouble. The time was past when he would raise his hoe and bring it down on the earth
from sunrise to sunset.
On the seventh day, before sunrise, he became even more disconcerted: had he set too high a price? Had he
shown greed?
‘Abd al-‘Al told him that he had not been greedy, in fact, had been generous. Perhaps the gentleman had gone
to another field; perhaps they had been just amusing themselves during a long journey. He had noticed a smile on
the face of the driver.
But ‘Abd al-Maujud paid no attention. After dawn he walked through the fresh dew to the traffic lights. He had
instructed the policeman to direct the black car to his fields; perhaps the gentleman was tired of waiting and
asking. In the middle of the night he woke up joyfully and described how a strange gentleman he had never seen
before had come to him and asked:
“Are you ‘Abd al-Maujud?” he had replied:
“Yes, Lord.”
The gentleman had said that the hotel was late in opening because of a lack of customers, but the agreement
still held. The hotel would be late no longer.
‘Abd al-‘Al was almost weeping with despair as he pointed to the peas drying up and the ruin of the crop.
When what was behind them and in front of them was gone, the Syrian grapes or the Yemeni figs would then not
be within reach. When the transport van came and the driver from Cairo was hurrying to load the crop, he
approached the man and enquired about a black car with three young men in it. The driver laughed, he just
laughed.
‘Abd al-Maujud got up in the middle of the night. Perhaps the gentleman from the hotel had come: they would
take the crop at the last minute. He did not take his sons with him: for the first time, he did not go with them.
Perhaps the gentleman had come and asked for him.
He questioned the people of the village, asking them, in the name of the Prophet, to direct a young man
dressed in a black shirt who would come in a black car with a companion carrying a black case, a square case,
definitely square; he asked them to describe to the gentleman the road to his fields, to describe the old camphor
tree, the oldest tree in the whole district. The gentleman was from Cairo and didn’t know the district.
He went about the small shops asking about a black car. He stood in front of men, he accosted women, he
chased small children whom he suspected of knowing that the gentleman had come and of concealing it from him.
He shouted at every car which flew past on the road that he didn’t care about the night or the dangers of the road
(“There’s no blood money when you’re knocked down by a car”); that he would threaten big Jabir and young
‘Abd al-‘Al with his stick; did he want them to lose the chance of a lifetime? The gentleman had said that he
would come which means he would come; who knows, perhaps he came in the night. But who would meet him
and settle the agreement?
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“The general has sent for you,” my colleague whispered, the telegram in his outstretched hand. Standing in the
tent adjoining the stage, we spoke in low tones. We couldn’t see either the actors or the children spread across the
bare ground of the cul-de-sac, but we could hear the dialogue, the murmurings and the comments.
“Let us seek the ruling of the queen!”
I set the gilded pasteboard crown on my head and waited until the second actor repeated the phrase:
“Yes, let us seek the ruling of the queen!”
I mounted the four steps leading on to the stage, which had originally been the back of a flatbed lorry. I took
my position, standing between my two colleagues, and gazed down at the gaunt faces before me, at the shining
eyes that were staring at me as they applauded. I made a slight bow, returning their greetings, and we resumed the
performance.
*
KAMEL: Your majesty, I did not betray this man in his absence. I protected his home and supported his wife and
children. But when he returned, your majesty, instead of a welcoming embrace and tears of gratitude he wanted to
kill me. He is an unbeliever, my sovereign queen, he is full of spite and rancor, and his heart is as corrupt and foul
as rotting fruit.
ABDALLAH: Liar! He is lying, your majesty. Hear my words: I will tell you the whole story. One day, Kamel
came to me and said: “Abdallah, I have some good news for you. Do you see that high mountain? If you go to the
foot of it, climb to the summit, descend the other side and walk along the road you’ll come upon an old woman
who has golden baskets. If you greet her, she will give you one of them. They are magic baskets, Abdallah. You
drop a penny there, you find a hundred pennies in its place; you put a loaf of bread inside, you get a hundred
loaves instead.”
THE QUEEN: Did you say that to him, Kamel?
KAMEL: Yes, my sovereign queen. I said it to him.
ABDALLAH: He said it, and I believed it. Leaving my land, my home and my children behind, I went. Seven
years, your majesty—seven years of searching. My shoes wore out, cracks filled the soles of my feet and my
eyesight grew weak. Sadness built its nest in my heart. Seven years, walking alone, with no son on whom I could
lean, with no wife to give companionship to the desolation of my days. Seven years, and I found nothing. Nothing
at all.
KAMEL: Because you’re an ass, and that’s not my fault!
ABDALLAH: My sovereign queen, Kamel deceived me, and then he robbed me. I returned home and what do
you think I found?
KAMEL: You found that I had brought up the children and cultivated the land and added another storey to the
house. Do you deny it?
ABDALLAH: I returned and found that he had taken my land, my house, my wife and my children.
THE QUEEN: And what do you want now, Abdallah?
ABDALLAH: I want him to get out of my house and to pay me compensation for the clothes I wore out, for this
body of mine which has grown old and for my heart that now droops like a wilted flower.
KAMEL: He’s raving, your majesty.
THE QUEEN: Reconciliation is a blessing, Abdallah, and it is the best path to follow. Peace is one of the graces
of Allah, Kamel. You are brothers. Love each other, and cooperate for your own good.
KAMEL and ABDALLAH (in unison): How?!
THE QUEEN: Abdallah, you help Kamel to farm the land, and Kamel, you give Abdallah food and shelter.
ABDALLAH: This is unjust!
KAMEL: It’s impossible! He wanted to murder me, my sovereign liege. How can I allow him to live in my own
house?
THE QUEEN: Give him a hut in the field.
KAMEL: No, that I cannot do!
ABDALLAH: He robbed me of everything I had. He absolutely must return all that he stole and pay me compensation.
KAMEL: I didn’t steal a thing. The land has become mine because I have cultivated it. The house has come into
my possession because I enlarged it and added another storey. The wife and children are my right because I have
fed and cared for them.
THE QUEEN: Love each other. Live together. Conciliation is a benefit and a blessing. This is my ruling. Do you
not accept it?
KAMEL and ABDALLAH (in unison): No, we do not accept it! (They turn to face the audience). Do you accept
it?
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THE CHILDREN: No! We don’t accept it!
KAMEL, ABDALLAH and THE QUEEN: Then what is the solution?
*
Tonight, as on the previous evenings, the children were like kernels of maize in a skillet, jumping up and
hopping around in enthusiasm. Their eyes had grown wide, their necks were craned forward and their hands shot
up, requesting the right to speak.
A boy with a shock of curly hair, skin the color of wheat and green eyes got to his feet. He was wearing a
vertically striped gallabryya that accentuated his thinness and revealed his protruding rib cage.
“At midday, when Kamel has gone to sleep under the tree, Abdallah should tie—”
The children broke in, protesting, for they could not hear him clearly. The boy started again, speaking more
loudly and at a slower pace.
“At midday, when Kamel has gone to sleep in the field under the tree, Abdallah should tie him to the tree trunk
and leave him there to starve. Then he’ll realize he’s wrong, and that Allah is the Truth.\fn{ A note reads: Allah is the
Truth: a phrase in colloquial Egyptian Arabic when someone recognizes that he/she has done some- thing wrong. It links wrongdoing to the
idea of straying from one’s religion .} And Abdallah shouldn’t untie him until he repents and says, “I’ll never do it

again.”
“This kind of talk won’t do!” shouted another young boy. “I have a better solution.”
This youth was round-faced with large and beautiful black eyes and thick, pitch-black hair. I asked him to
stand up so that he could present his solution.
“I am standing up!” he replied, in a tone of protest.
The children laughed. He didn’t join in, but tried to silence them so they would listen to what he had to say.
“Abdallah can hide in the maize until Kamel comes by. Then he can shoot him. If he does that, he’ll be saved
from Kamel and so will we, because Kamel is a thief and a liar and he betrayed the trust Abdallah put in him!”
“I have another answer.”
It was a third child, repeating the phrase over and over without a pause as he raised both hands. He was very
dark with delicate features and a small, slight form. His almond-shaped eyes shone with a sly glint reiterated in a
grin that he was trying hard to conceal. He stood up to speak. His shirt was stretched tightly over his chest, despite
the slenderness of his body, as if the garment belonged to a younger brother or was a shirt he himself had worn
two or three years before.
“Kamel is wrong,” he said. “Abdallah is wrong too. And the Queen is wrong.”
He paused for just a moment, giving his mates a look, as if to make sure that they understood what he had just
said.
“Kamel is a thief,” he went on. “He doesn’t safeguard either others’ rights or a friend. Right?”
“Right!” shouted the children, agreeing fully with his words.
“And Abdallah is an idiot because he left his land and house and children to go and search for a strange,
marvelous basket which only exists in the tales of el-Shatir Hasan.\fn{ A note reads: “Clever Hasan,” legendary hero of
tales of fantasy told to children.} Correct?”
“Correct!” The children were nodding as they echoed him.
“As for the Queen, she has weighted the two sides unevenly, because she is making the one who has rights
equal to the one who plunders those rights. OK so far?”
“OK!”
The boy laughed and the infection spread to the little ones, who began to giggle.
“The solution is for Abdallah to be turned into a donkey, because he is one. And the Queen should be turned
into a black cat without a shadow, whom people will shun because she is an evil spirit. And Kamel should be
turned into a scorpion, a yellow one. And the entire story of the donkey, the black cat and the yellow scorpion
should be included in our primary school reader so we can all benefit from it.”
By now the children were stirred up. They surged forward and milled about enthusiastically, screaming with
laughter and tossing out exuberant shouts.
*
“Why has the general sent for me?” I asked myself as I walked down the narrow alley leading to the house of
Umm Ahmad, with whom I stay as a guest. I knocked on the door, and she opened it without asking who it was,
for she knew the sound of my footsteps and always recognized my knock.
We sat down next to each other on the floor matting. Umm Ahmad sat cross-legged, not supporting herself on
anything. She was cleaning the gas burner, preparing to make tea for us as I leant my back against the wall and
extended my legs, rubbing them because they hurt.
“The general sent for me today.”
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“Why?—Allah protect us from all evil.”
There was nothing I could say.
“News that costs today, tomorrow will be for free!”
As she intoned the proverb, she went on working at the burner to unblock it.
“Think I should go?”
“What can you possibly lose?” Having succeeded in lighting the burner she put the navy-blue enameled teapot
on the flame before speaking again. “You won’t lose anything by it. How was the performance tonight?”
Umm Ahmad always wakes up before sunrise, collects the dung from the animal pen, does the milking, transports the big earthenware water-jars and bakes bread to order for her acquaintances and neighbors to buy. Then
she returns from her morning errands to find me still asleep. She awakens me, always with the same phrase:
“‘Your mosquito-net is dark blue.’\fn{ A note reads: Our mosquito-net is dark blue: said when someone sleeps late in the
morning and/or soundly.} You’ve certainly been sleeping soundly: it’s almost time for the noon call to prayer!”
I look at my watch and discover that it’s no later than ten o’clock.
When Umm Ahmad came back today she found me sitting on the mat, combing my hair as I waited for her to
return.
“Your meeting with the general is all they’re talking about in town.”
“Who let the news out?”
“Didn’t the telegram reach you via the police station? How could the whole town not know?”
I went on plaiting my hair as Umm Ahmad prepared two glasses of tea so we could have them together as was
our habit every morning.
“The women are going to call after the noon prayers, and the men will come by after the evening prayers.”
“Do they still have any hopes in the general?” I spoke without raising my head, as I dipped a bit of bread into
my tea.
“It’s not a question of hope now. It is a try, though. What can we lose?”
It was close to midnight by the time the house emptied of people. Umm Ahmad had cleaned the burner and
relit it over and over, with hardly a pause, offering the visitors her hospitality.
When everyone had gone away there sat before me a large pile of paper, sheets of various sizes written with
fountain pens and ballpoints and pencils and copypens: petitions, complaints and claims of unjust treatment,
requests and just plain letters.
Umm Ahmad brought over her ancient black shawl and bound all of the letters up into a bundle which she
knotted tightly and precisely. She took three bread rolls from the large basket and tied them up in a handkerchief,
muttering:
“It’s a long trip.”
“Are you going to travel in that dress?” she asked.
“The other one has a rip in it.”
“Go to bed now. There’s plenty of time—we’ll sleep on it.”
She woke me up at dawn. I discovered that she had borrowed a black velvet gallabryya and a blue cotton
shawl for me. I put on the gallabryya, placed the shawl over my head, and picked up the large bundle with my
right hand, carrying the little one in my other hand. We left the house.
Two of my colleagues and three youths from the village were waiting to accompany us to the railway station. It
was hard to make out their faces at that violet hour, but I knew who they were anyway. On the way, we met others
whom I didn’t know, men and women who had come to accompany us too. By the time we left the village,
walking along the river road that would take us into town, where the railway station was located, we had become
a procession. The marching feet stirred up the dust and the clamor grew so loud that it drowned out the chirping of
the birds.
We reached the station and stood waiting. The early morning fog had lifted and everything was clearly visible,
sharply outlined in the strong sunlight: the name of the little town on a large sign over the platform; the brown
faces, thin bodies, bare feet.
The train came into view, filling the air with puffs of smoke. The voices of those who had come to see me off
rose, their words and phrases mingling, superimposed one upon the other.
“Silt Safsaafa, we’re entrusting you with this, we’re counting on you to report everything!”
“Inflation has done us in.”
“Water’s short.”
“The electricity’s been cut off.”
“The children are ailing from so much walking in the winter and in the summer sun—the trip to school is a real
voyage!”
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“The hospital’s at the other end of the world.”
“Sitt Safsaafa, we’re counting on you—don’t forget!”
“So long now, have a safe journey!”
I had turned to put my foot on the steps into the train carriage when I heard them calling out to me. I looked
round and saw them—two little shapes, panting from the distance they had run, their faces and hair damp with
sweat.
“Hey, Sitt Safsaafa, don’t you remember me?”
It was the dark, slim boy who had suggested that Kamel be transformed into a yellow scorpion. I answered him
with a smile.
“Of course I remember you!”
“I want a box of colored pencils! And this is my friend, he wants an orange. Will you forget?”
“I won’t forget.”
*
“What does the general want from me?”
A bouquet of roses with a card bearing his name had preceded him. Then he had arrived.
That was the first time I had seen him in person. He was wearing a blue naval uniform decorated with white
embroidered lotus flowers. His hands were covered by delicate white gloves made of a fine, soft leather, and he
was grasping a slender ebony cane with a gold top. He was short and thin, his face hairless and round, his pale
complexion infused with a light reddish tinge. His fine, straight, chestnut-colored hair was arranged carefully and
parted on the left. He sat down, his legs together and his back ramrod-straight in the manner of soldiers, and he
talked confidently and easily.
He told me I had the presence of the sea and the delicacy of a butterfly. He said that my form, my facial
features and my plaited hair, my height and upright carriage all reminded him of that exquisite statue of the
peasant woman which stands atop the green hill, overlooking the entrance to the capital.
“In sum, you are magnificent,” he said. “Your theatrical delivery is unique and I am a true admirer of yours.”
Tapping his cane loudly against the floor to announce the end of the visit, he left.
A month later I received another bouquet of roses, a larger one this time. Then he came to propose marriage to
me.
“Are you refusing because I’m already married?” he asked. “Or is it because of that boy people say you go out
with? The lad is a nobody. He’s absolutely nothing. A mere director of plays, known only to a handful of people
who have a special interest in the theatre. But you—you are young, pretty and talented. When I marry you, you’ll
become the general’s wife. Do you know what being The General’s Wife means?”
He tapped his cane on the floor exactly as he had done on the previous visit, but this time he did not smile as
he extended his hand to shake mine. It was then, as he left, that I noticed the lameness in his walk.
The next day, Yusuf came to see me.
“What did he want?”
“Marriage!”
“Did you accept?”
“I turned him down.”
“Will you agree to marry me?”
“Am I suitable for you?”
He burst out laughing.
“You’re crazy!”
I almost told him that I loved him and wanted him and desired him and needed him. “But you’re still Yusuf,” I
nearly said. “Yusuf, who reads books and travels on aeroplanes and speaks to important people as if he were one
of them. You’re Yusuf, and I’m Safsaafa,” I almost said to him. “Safsaafa, daughter of a father who lived and died
barefoot, who never bought a pair of shoes in his life. And perhaps, had he been able to buy shoes he would not
have found a pair the size of his rough feet, which knew only the feel of the soil in the fields and the dust of the
road.”
But all I said was:
“Yusuf, I’m not suitable for you!”
The train let out a high whistle that was followed immediately by a sharp, long screech, produced by the
friction of the wheels against the rails as the train slowed down more and more. It was running parallel to the
station platform now; it came to a stop. Passengers got off and others boarded. Another whistle, announcing the
resumption of the journey.
“I wonder why the general wants me?”
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Forty years have passed since that first meeting. I was nineteen at the time and he was forty or more.
“My star is ascendant and you are marvelous, radiant as a butterfly,” he said.
I laughed at his odd choice of words, but I was afraid, and I wanted him to leave. He went away.
Two years later I married Yusuf. Whenever we were rehearsing a new production he would fling his
instructions at me, yelling and scolding. I would react with fury, and the two of us were like a pair of mountain
goats, horns interlocking as they butted. I did love him though. He loved me too, and we both loved the theatre—
its velvety curtain, its stage, the lights, the terror of opening nights and the glistening tears through which we
would see the audience, standing up to applaud wildly for us at the end of the evening. It was all splendid and
captivating, giving us confidence and strength and also something that was gentle and dazzling, like the bouquets
of roses which we received after the performance. Those roses were beautiful, and their radiance was enhanced by
the shine of the cellophane and the thin colored bands of ribbon tied around the wrapping and stems.
Then Yusuf went away. He left without a word, without even a farewell kiss. I slapped my face in grief and
tore my clothes, all the while repeating:
“Yusuf deceived me, he left me, how could he?”
Holding me, they said the same words, time and time again:
“And when has a human being ever taken his leave at the moment of death? Death snatched him away, he
didn’t choose it, and only God has power and strength!”
The general sent a telegram of condolence, a purple wreath, and a personal representative to the funeral. A few
days later he came in person to see me. The house was filled with guards and escorts.
“Let me offer my condolences,” he said.
“We have lost a major artist,” he said.
“God bless him and all of us,” he said.
And then he tapped his cane against the floor.
Three months later he came again, but this time his escorts and guards remained outside the flat.
“The mourning period\fn{A note reads: The mourning period: the three months of mourning required of widows, according to
Islamic practice, before they can remarry .} is over now, isn’t it?” he asked, his demeanor severe and his eyes empty of
expression.
He was wearing his usual military uniform and grasping the ebony cane. A broad smile that revealed all his teeth
—as well as some gaps where teeth had been extracted—took me by surprise.
“I knew you would agree.”
“Agree to what?”
“To our marriage.”
“Have I?”
“Haven’t you?”
His lips tightened and his expression grew even sterner, as he tapped his cane on the floor. He got to his feet
and walked away with his slow, heavy, lame walk, while his retinue and guards scurried ahead—to the lift, the
stairs, the motor car, the streets.
The train let out a sharp, broken whistle and took off, paying no heed to whatever was behind. Through the
window the fields ran as if competing in a race, as if they were slightly mad, running either like the hunter or the
hunted.
“I wonder what the general wants from me?”
I opened Umm Ahmad's handkerchief and took out a bit of bread. I ate it and knotted the handkerchief over
what remained.
After that last visit I had seen him only once. A few years had passed, and I was standing on the stage,
returning people’s salutations after the close of the performance. They were applauding as I bobbed my head
towards them and smiled. It was then that I caught sight of him. He was sitting by himself in the front row,
surrounded by empty seats to left and right. I saw him, and then, as if for the first time, I saw the others sitting
behind him. They filled the red velveteen seats, the men in dark suits, white shirts and colored silk neckties, and
the women in evening dresses, their hair done carefully and their eyes drawn skilfully. I saw them, and then I took
in the ceiling overlaid with gold leaf, the boxes with their figured walls and the crystal clusters dangling from
lighted chandeliers. I saw it all, and then suddenly I saw it no more. For a fleeting moment the place looked
entirely empty to me, empty except for the general sitting alone in his blue military uniform and white leather
gloves, leaning forward with both hands resting on the top of his cane.
When I walked out of the theatre I knew that I was leaving it for the last time. I had given no thought to where
I might go after that or on what stage I would stand, but I was certain that this time I had left their theatre for
good.
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“Why does the general want me?”
The train went on, its speed unchanged, bisecting the farmland that lay to either side, but I knew now that it
was drawing near to the station that was my destination. For this place gave off the smell of moisture, with its
tinge of iodine, and cold breezes were slapping gently against my face. The surging noise of the sea was filling
my ears, not because I could hear it—for the noise made by the train swallowed everything else—but because the
smell and the breeze were carrying it to me, so that my eyes could see its blueness billowing, rising and
exploding.
*
I held out the telegram to the officer, who took it and began to rime\fn{ So the text: but “run” is probably meant .}
through a file folder. He stopped at a particular page and looked at me, scrutinizing my face, then at the folder and
then at my face again.
“Please come along.”
Two of the armed guards accompanied me to a dark room, its heavy gloom broken only by incandescent
buttons of yellow, red and green.
“Walk two steps forward and stop,” said someone whose position I couldn’t exactly make out in the darkness. I
stopped. The contents of my body and the large bundle, and Umm Ahmad’s bread in the knotted kerchief,
appeared on a television screen.
I left the room in the company of the two guards. We entered a broad, tiled courtyard walled in by a towering
stone wall along which, at equal intervals, were planted orange trees. The stone wall had the darkness of ancient
prison doorways; the trees, which had small trunks and fragile branches, were heavy with oranges that appeared
and disappeared among the abundant green leaves.
We crossed the courtyard and came to a narrow corridor that cut through a sand-colored building shaped like a
rectangular box. We entered and then were outside again. From the end of the drive the ancient fortress stared at
us, a heavily fortified edifice that obstructed the view of the sea beyond.
Once inside, we came to a spacious hall decorated with Persian carpets. The walls were covered with huge
mirrors, each one framed in silver inlaid with gold. From the ceiling hung enormous chandeliers, whole grapeclusters of crystal. I was invited to lunch at the general’s table.
The guards conducted me to my designated place, where I found a card bearing my name. Four invitees, none
of whom I knew, had arrived before me. The tables were arranged in a semicircle so that once seated the guests
could see the musicians before them.
The music opened with the military anthem. The guests rose to their feet, eyes directed toward the band. I
looked: the general was standing in a closed glass stall set above the musicians’ space. His chestnut hair had
disappeared, leaving in its place a shining globe. He was no longer thin: the stoutness he had acquired since I had
seen him last made him look even shorter than before. The general moved his head slightly to right and left.
The guests clapped and called out. He smiled and then sat down at his table, alone and set apart behind the glass
partition. The guests sat down.
Men and women in embroidered clothes began coming and going with obvious energy, carrying vessels of
food: soup, fish, meat, vegetables, sweet stuffed pancakes, other sweets and fruit. Afterwards the men went round
pouring Arabic coffee from gold-colored pitchers while the women offered cigarettes from wooden boxes inlaid
with mother-of-pearl.
All of this activity was accompanied by the performance of musical pieces, solo and in concert, the melodies
mingling with the striking of the golden spoons against china plates and the sounds of soup being sipped, meat
being chewed and fruit chomped, someone belching and someone else blowing his nose.
Faces were glistening with beads of sweat, teeth chewing furiously, breathing becoming heavier, eyes fixed on
the general sitting in his glass cage and eating alone.
“I wonder why the general wants me?”
I followed the two guards into a dark narrow passageway. The light from the lemon-yellow lamps at first
seemed very faint after the vast, chandelier-lit hall. We started up a narrow spiral staircase in one of the towers.
Because the staircase was so cramped the guards could not continue walking on either side of me; one went ahead
of me and the other followed behind. We ascended without a single pause, until I felt the sweat trickling from my
neck and forehead and seeping through the roots of my hair. My breathing was growing heavier and my knees
started aching. I stopped for a moment’s rest and they halted too. I leant on the edge of an opening in the stone
wall. I gazed out across the iron bars and saw the sea below us, its blueness rising in a blaze of light and color,
surging on to the shore defiantly, colliding against the breakwaters, striking the granite and causing the spray to
rush forward and upward in all directions: countless tiny seagulls embroidering the sky with their whiteness.
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My face was dripping with sweat from the cramped space of the tower and its stifling humidity. We resumed
our climb, going on until we reached a small waiting room. I sat down between the guards and stayed until I was
called.
I entered a vast hall and saw the general, sitting on a white couch, silk-covered pillows in bright colors
surrounding him. He was wearing his usual military uniform.
When I had drawn quite near he rose to meet me. He walked towards me with his halting and uneven gait,
leaning on his gold and ebony cane. He appeared to have aged greatly, for wrinkles covered his face.
“Safsaafa?” he asked as he shook my hand and smiled, revealing an even, regular row of shining teeth and a
pair of rosy, clear gums. He gave a sudden laugh which revealed that his voice had become faint and hoarse, like
that of an invalid.
“You’ve changed a lot; you look quite worn and tattered. Are you really Safsaafa?”
He invited me to sit down on the chair nearest to the sofa.
“Next year the country will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of my guardianship,” said the general. “It will be
the people’s festival. They will dance and sing, they will slaughter the feastday lambs and scatter rice and wheat
and flowers, and the river of their love for me will overflow its banks in every village and city.”
He smiled delightedly, and I noticed that his teeth were false. He went on.
“The anniversary of my accession is an occasion for the people. My gift to them, to mark their festival, will be
my presence—for I will go to them. The general, in flesh and blood, will descend from the fortress so that the
people can see him with their own eyes and rejoice. What a gift. What a gift!”
He closed his eyes. When he opened them again they were covered with a film of tears.
“And you, Safsaafa—you will come with me. I will take you with me to the people, because they love you. Is
it true that they love you?”
He stared at me sharply and directly, frowning and moving his lips quickly and suddenly as if wanting to
extract remnants of food from between his teeth. Then his face grew still. He became calmer, closed his eyes and
went on.
“For fifty years 1 have been working in the service of the people. I have watched over their interests, carried
their burdens and marked out their path. I have protected them even from themselves whenever evil has
threatened them. For fifty years I have concerned myself entirely with the people, neglecting nothing, never
letting up and never resting. Alone I have carried this responsibility under which even mountains would collapse.
I am a mountain, Safsaafa, a strange and miraculous mountain, a mountain with a good heart. But the
responsibility is a very heavy burden. I have thought long and hard about bringing others in to share it with me,
but I have always pulled back, for who can vouchsafe to me their loyalty to the people? Who can guarantee their
love and loyalty? I love the people. Where will I find anyone who has the same deep and abiding love?”
The general was now going on as if speaking to himself, or to the walls, in a faint, hoarse, trembling voice.
“They are my sons and daughters. Children. They differ, they quarrel, they fight, and I, as their father, bring
them together and assemble them as one would string a necklace. Like a hen I tuck them in under my wing. Like a
mother wolf I defend and protect them. I am their merciful father, their tender mother, their vigilant protector,
their sheltering umbrella. I am their cloudless and serene sky, and their radiant sun, I …”
“I’m leavmg now.”
He didn’t hear me. He was wholly absorbed in his own words, his eyes closed and his features quivering,
stirred up by what he was saying. He looked as if he were about to burst into tears as he sat there facing me, his
lax shoulders drooping, his chest and stomach resting on his large rear. Since his feet did not reach the floor his
skinny legs dangled in the air as if they belonged to a child or a doll.
“I’m leaving.”
But he paid no attention. I picked up my bundle and Umm Ahmad’s handkerchief and went out. I found the
two guards waiting for me outside the reception room. We crossed the inner courtyard, went through the narrow
corridor, and then walked across the outer court-yard. Finally I found myself alone on the main road.
I headed towards the sea. When I reached it I squatted down on the sand and watched the waves surging and
rising, covering the beach only to withdraw again from the sandy shore which was now wet, soft and dark. The
scattering spray touched me; the surging sea wrapped itself around me and filled my chest with that smell which
has no like. I followed the circling of the gulls as they flew away from the water only to come back to it again.
And other birds, smaller ones, fluttered past quickly, strongly, determinedly.
It was Yusuf who had first taken me to the sea. When I saw it I ran to it, opening my arms; I ran away, and then
ran back to it. I laughed until the tears ran down my cheeks; I danced around. I walked into the water; it covered
me to the waist.
“You are a water nymph!” said Yusuf.
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“I’m Safsaafa!” I said.
“You’re a water nymph. You have the tail ofa fish. Look—where have your legs gone?”
Every time Yusuf requested that we leave, I demanded that we stay until we saw the water glinting like a pearl
with the golden colour of the sunset and the silvery tones of twilight. The moon appeared, a thin crescent, like a
fine yellow line drawn by a pencil upon a pure surface of bold blue.
Yusuf spoke.
“This crescent moon is me … and you are that blazing disc that has just disappeared into the sea.”
I laughed but he did not. When midnight came we were still sitting before the sea, watching it: the tumult of its
waves, their regular rhythm roaring around us, and the spray that touched our faces so gently.
I wiped my palm across my face. It was wet, with spray or tears. Yusuf had been the first to bring me here; that
I would never forget. But now it was time to return. I uncovered my head and rolled up my sleeves. I took off my
shoes and my feet touched the soft freshness of the moist sand. I walked into the water, and when I reached it I
bent over, filled my palm, and began to wash myself. When I had finished I headed for the main road. My face,
feet, hands and the edges of my gown were wet with sea water. My right hand clutched Umm Ahmad’s shawl tied
round the letters that people had given me, and my eyes searched for a shop where I could buy colored pencils
and an orange for the boys.
125.73 Farewell: A Crown Of Grass\fn{by Abu Jubair (1948-

)}

Esna, Luxor Governorate, Egypt (M) 4

I was leaving in the morning, about ten o’clock. Perhaps the train would be late, as usual. I felt like leaving
even earlier but that was the earliest train.
Voices filtered toward me, cocks, crowing, donkeys and sheep. From all directions they penetrated the night.
Gradually, the light strengthened inside the window frame, then footsteps approached me.
“Get up, son, take your breakfast.”
I didn’t know what to say. It might have been five or six a.m. already, but it was imperative to move from
beneath the covers; what could I say on a morning like this? A headache was exploding inside my head. All night
my dreams had been disturbing, a series of miniature nightmares between the blanks. Now … the hilba\fn{Special
seeds known to be good for one’s health, and ground up and eaten either with milk or as part of pudding and cake .} with milk and tea.
My mouth tasted terrible. Where were my slippers? I could hear my sister’s voice. Would I enjoy the journey? I
wanted now to sit next to the window and let my spirit wander the empty land, the fields, those small creatures
crawling on the thin belt of green, or the birds landing on the horizon. Last night my father had asked,
“Have you prepared everything for your trip? Are you ready? Why haven’t you said farewell to everyone
before now? You shouldn’t always forget this.”
I had been postponing it purposely for three days. Now I was stuck. I would begin with my aunt, then my
grandmother, then the house of my uncles, then our neighbors. All would be present to celebrate my departure,
and undoubtedly at least one would cry. That would be Salwa. Didn’t she realize that all of this was nothing but
futile play? She took things with a murderous seriousness.
“Haven’t you had your breakfast yet? It’s getting cold! Can’t you move?”
I got up and turned on the old wooden radio to the chanting of the Qur’an, in a sweet clear voice. Where were
my slippers?
I was tired of looking for them. I felt weighted, even dizzy. Then I found them, as usual.
I opened the window. Cool breezes entered and felt uplifting. But I quickly became cold and moved away. If
the light should fall in a certain soft pattern on my high brass bed and its faded coverlets, this place would feel
like a dream. But it kept reminding me more of a room filled with shrouds.
In the bathroom I dipped my fingers into the bowl and splashed my face with cold water. I returned to bed,
covering myself partially with the faded eiderdown, and sipping my hilba with milk. I followed it with tea and a
cigarette. Time was crawling around me and the noises increased.
“Boy, are you going to get some ful.”\fn{Fava beans seasoned with lemon, garlic and oil; a staple food both in Egypt and
throughout the Arab world.}
“No, I’m going to get milk from Um Muhammad.”
“Then I’ll get the ful. Husni, Husni!”
Two people conversing. Beyond my window life was going on. Their sounds disappeared. My cigarette tasted
like salt. Now birds chirping loudly, like they chirped once when my father claimed he was about to go mad from
the noise. What could I do on this very difficult morning? Would I go out? Shouldn’t I go out? My father passed
by and laid down his orders.
“You must go see your grandmother immediately.” He gave me money and told me to pass by the shop, and I
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heard the hoarse tiredness of his voice and felt his deep eyes penetrating me with their arrows.
I began to dress, but my trousers felt shrunken and my socks had holes. My head was throbbing.
Three magazines, I needed to remember. I could read them one after the other on the train; at any rate, I was
utterly indecisive at the moment. Maybe on the train I would just want to listen to the monotonous thrum of the
engines or gaze into the faces of the other passengers. Would that foolish girl meet me?
“Good morning, Fulla!”
“Are you leaving today?”
“Yes.”
“Okay.”
“Okay what, Fulla?” Her face seemed tired, a pool of sorrowful waves. My little beast of a sister was the only
person from this whole group I might ever want to talk to in the future. I felt optimistic. Did I know what was
happening? Hammer blows large as mountains resounded in the emptiness. I wished I could disappear and tell
myself happy restful things in an infinite empty space.
“You’ll plunge into life, Abu Zayd, take great care!” This was good Uncle Sulaiman. He did not speak much.
He protected his secrets. I suspected he would die in my absence. I could read it in his eyes. The idea occurred to
me, and I executed it at once.
“Let me go,” I said, “and walk around the marketplace.”\fn{The souk.}
The sun was rolling down from the east. At the end of the street, children were carrying some bowls. And I was
slipping away down the alley under windows that had not yet opened. I wanted to go on and keep going on.
“A pretty new teacher came to our class.”
“She’s stupid! I know geography better than she does!”
“Look out, boy, I’ll tell her what you said. You are dirty and impolite.”
Bold voices echoing behind me. Now that I was leaving everything and everything was leaving me, how could
I voice any idea?
The shops were still closed: “Manyous Batriyous, the Grocer of Faith”, “‘Abd al-Wahhab, the Grocer of
Sincerity” etc. I had memorized those signs from reading them so much. I had grown tired even of myself. I was
running, should I slow down?
The bazaar was still closed, covered and dark. The wind that blew in its heart told the tale of selling and
buying, as rags dangled from the long roof and wooden doors of the shops. As it is said, it is a tiring tale, which
makes some happy and others sad. Just as it happens in life all the time. Then I reached the street by the sea. The
karozina\fn{Tall trees that bear no fruit, but provide extensive shade and grow on river banks in Cairo and in the Nile delta region .}
trees spoke of the coming buds. How, and why? This town that I will leave in a few hours makes you tell a strange
tale.
“Tell me please, how long since the train passed?”
I had heard this question so many times, standing on the wooden floor of the station with Kamal, Mamdouh,
Salah, and the others. We used to go out every evening, walk along the corniche, cross the bridge, and smoke.
Then we would walk through the trees of the village to the station. None of us were going anywhere, but we used
to look at the tourist girls arriving and departing on the trains. And we used to dream. That time, which has
passed, was the time of dreams. Now I was going to knock on my grandmother’s door.
“Good morning, Nabawiyya. Is my grandmother here?”
She was sitting on her wooden sofa in the long hall. She sat upon her thick furry blanket with the water pipe’s
mouthpiece in her hand. She did not feel my presence until I touched her shoulder. Then she raised her eyes to me
in surprise.
“Who? Abu Zayd?”
“Yes, grandmother. I’m leaving today.”
“What?”
“I am going away.”
“Oh! I used to tell your father to go away and work for a while, then return, but he never did. You’re a good
boy.”
I sat with her a few minutes as I contemplated the things around us; the drum hanging on the wall, the rosaries,
and the keys. The doves jumping about in the scaffolding and the brown dog, then Nawiyya, who crouched near
the fire turning the coals and preparing the water pipe. The silence filled the rooms of the house with a hushed
voice like soft wind. Then I broke free and leapt from the room, taking the stairs in jumps, like I did when I used
to jump and hop for joy. I grasped my aunt’s door handle and knocked on the door with the same lyrical beat I had
learned from her teacher-son. She appeared, repeating her usual song, which sounded more like moaning. Now
she added a new verse.
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“You’ll depart and leave us. You’ll depart.” I said only,
“Oh!” But I felt that something was moving, she was not like my grandmother sitting on that fur. No. There
was something else I couldn’t explain. She kissed me until my whole face was wet and I was permeated with her
smell. Now I would go to the house of my uncles.
Beyond the heaps of dried dust, the narrow streets, under the palm trees near the old stream, a lone boy was
singing in a wounded voice behind a cow. Every moment or two someone would bring another cow or donkey and
let it drink, then leave in silence. And there on the outskirts of everything, the house of my uncles stood.
How many times had I sat on the branch of the tree sleeping next to the door? I held a stone and knocked hard.
My uncles would be beyond the long corridor that ended in the courtyard of the women and that took such a long
time to cross. Maybe they would be walking the cattle or turning over the produce in the courtyards under the tall
palm. I had tried many times to climb that palm, but my dream remained distant, hovering at its cloud-like top.
“Hello!”
My greeting was answered by the broken, weak voice of my Uncle Kamal’s wife. She gathered her scarf
around her and led me down the corridor, reciting the following tale:
“Drums beat for fathers and mothers, holy verses are chanted and houses are built. Then, blood flows over the
bed and the girls burst into song. Then come the monotonous beats from morning to evening, night followed by
day, and the bellies grow big and labor pain comes. Then the scream that pierces like fire! The blood, the pain, the
night lullabies, the rocking of cribs and staying up all those hours … the clothesline! The baths! Then we depart?
There—your uncle is in the courtyard.”
The wife of another uncle, ‘Abd al-Fattah, met me on the way. She stretched her rough hand out to me and
spoke in a voice that was more like repressed howling.
I opened the door. My Uncle Kamal sat in his dirty white trousers sieving hay. He lifted the hay from a heap on
his right, then sieved it into a heap on his left.. My uncle ‘Ibadi’s wife was at the end of the courtyard under the
umbrella with the scanty shade, standing next to an ox. Uncle Kamal said,
“Welcome.” Uncle Muhammad was hauling a large grain sack onto Uncle ‘Ibadi’s back. I sat near Uncle
Kamal, who said,
“Walk the way the sea flows. Winds blow from the north toward the south. Always beware of the hay’s chaff
when it flies about. It would be a mistake to sit against the winds.”
I don’t know why I wished that the wind would blow the grass and cover my whole head, so I might embark
on my trip with a crown of grass. I greeted Uncle Muhammad, and he pressed my hand and smiled,. I felt him
warning me against the advice of his brother.
“You’re going, and …”
He worked the wooden machine of his mouth, uttering old words that tasted like red clay. I could contemplate
the ropes hanging above, or the feet of the cattle, the nests of the doves or the helpless little sparrows. Uncle
Imadi removed grasses from his head as he shook his cap. His chest was as formidable as a shield and always
stirred awe in the boys.
“This is a dangerous young man,” he said, shaking my hand with a powerful, large hand. I felt pierced by my
surroundings, as if I could almost burst.
Uncle Kamal’s wife appeared, muttering, with a brass pot and four glasses on a shining brass tray. I took one
of the glasses, sipping my tea, greeting the men one by one, hardly able to focus my eyes. On the way home I
pressed the hands of my little cousins, giving each a piastre. I climbed the heights to my own home to find the
neighbors gathered and my mother with a shine shimmering on her face.
My knees felt shaky. I was surrounded by women in dust-covered black. All faces were moving, and many
hands. Should I stop? Should I stop?
My older cousins had gathered; one held a cigarette. I took it from him, drew a long puff, then returned it.
The horse carriage had arrived outside. My cousins carried my suitcase and trunk. I sat on the comfortable
leather seat, and they sat on the two sides. The coachman crackled his whip. We rode to the marketplace and
stopped.
My father was sitting on his bench in front of his shop next to Uncle Saleem. Our hug felt artificial. I greeted
Uncle Butrus the barber and those loitering around his shop, then my father, then climbed back to the carriage
where so many armpits emitted the odor of sweat.
We rode. The corniche, water shining under the sun. Trees sleeping on the shore. The long friendly
thoroughfare, the monotonous bat of hooves. The smell of air laden with musk. I lit a cigarette like the young men
around me. Then we traveled a while among the orange groves. The scattered yellow, the long green stretches, the
sun, and sleepiness.
I woke to find myself on the sidewalk at the station.
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The train came—the train took me away.
I placed my things on the upper shelf and sat next to the window Then the train slipped away. The hands at the
window, the planks of the station disappeared … and the fields began.
Faces crowded the carriage, but I could breathe. I took out a cigarette and lit it, puffing out the smoke, staring
into the face of the young stranger with close shaven hair. He was a soldier in civilian clothes, heading toward the
war. The fields stretched far, retreating behind the mountains, and the birds were like drops of water falling
horizontally, a scenery broken only by poles and wires. Sheep stood on the bridge, with a man behind them riding
a donkey.
I could see the grass crown on my uncle’s head, the ropes on the walls, the dust, and the bends in the road. The
faces of women wrapping their black gilbabs, and my sister’s small face. The chants, the rasp of a microphone,
and the long beat of tambourines, the benches covered with cushions, tables of food, the silence of the plantations,
sheep and goats under palm trees, cattle sleeping in the courtyard, the sieve, and the brass bed. I could remember
the hilba with milk, the little children, the young schoolteacher, the moon, the bride on her platform, the henna,
the ululations, the dancing women, the sizzle of bullets, the shouts of men, the hands women held together, the
packed trunks.
The groom would stretch his hand and raise the veil, and she would turn her face far away from him. He’d
undress himself, then her, placing a moneybag in her hand to make her laugh. He’d stretch his hand out, undoing
her long braids. She’d lean toward him, and he’d lean toward her, kissing her passionately. She’d close her eyes
and fall into something like a trance. He’d then raise his body, the embrace, and the blood.
He would also see the henna, the nuqut\fn{The gift of money to the bride and groom.} and the shi‘riyya trays,\fn{Trays
filled with a pastry made with vermicelli or rice, milk, ad sugar .} the mornings, the going and coming, the work. The cattle,
the sheep, the pregnancy, the pain, the days and months, then the labor screams, the baby, the work, the fields,
telephone poles, plantations, knocks, and yourself, yourself, yourself, yourself, yourself, and the face of the
soldier, the telephone poles, the fields, the sheep, the carriage, the station, the neighbors, Salwa rushing toward me
and clinging, my mother freezing up and my sister shouting,
“What’s happening?”
The frightened women retreat a little, but she clings to me until she disappears.
“Are you a soldier?”
“Yes, I’m a soldier from the Order of the Knights. I’ve fought twice.”
As for me, I’m going off to work for the first time and had never thought of this matter before. But you are a
soldier from the Order of the Knights who has fought twice on this horse. How can this be? Certainly your
feelings coming out of the war must be different. How were your feelings when you were in the war?
He looked at me and must have glimpsed my imaginary conversation. I retreated to my corner once more and
stared out of the window. My sister Fulla came and sat near me. She looked thinner than ever—and was speaking
intermittently. I wanted her to talk so I talked too. We talked together until the train stopped.
35.146 Zeenat Marches In The President’s Funeral\fn{by Salwa Bakr (1949-

)}

Cairo, Egypt (F) 5

Her name was supposed to be Zeenat, but everyone called her “Z’nat.” Even Abdul the Barber, as he finished
writing out a letter on her behalf to the President of the Republic—with whom she had persistently and tirelessly
corresponded—would wind up what he was writing with the name “Z’nat Muhammad Ali,” after fixing the pen
firmly between her fingers, closing his hand over hers and moving both together so that the signature would truly
be in her own hand. To make doubly sure, he would moisten the indelible copy pen with his saliva and color her
thumb with it until a dense purple splotch had formed, enough to imprint a clearly distinguishable thumbprint
over the letters of her name which they had written together.
One could certainly say that during the final years of the President’s life a very special relationship had grown
up between him and Zeenat. Yet, although the two of them had never come face to face during that period—and
despite everything—it would be difficult to maintain that this was a one-sided relationship. True, they had not
met, nor had it ever been feasible for Zeenat to converse with him, to tell him herself, in her own words, all that
she wanted to say. Yet the ongoing relationship between them got to the point where she put together a plan: she
thought it a detailed one, and absolutely watertight. But the passing of the days, and the hour of implementation,
proved its failure—an outcome that had never entered her mind.
Moreover Abdul the Barber rebuked her in no uncertain terms and cautioned her against ever repeating that
crazy deed of hers. This time God had shielded her, but it certainly would have been possible for them to have
taken her away—to have taken Zeenat, herself—and hidden her beyond the sun,\fn{ A note reads: Beyond the sun: an
expression from the 1960s; when a political prisoner was taken away by the police, to incarceration in an unnamed prison camp, he or she
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was said to have been taken “beyond or behind the sun.” }

and even the blue djinnis would have been ignorant of where she
dwelt. Abdul went so far as to call her stupid for having imagined that they would allow her even to get near, that
near, to the President of the Republic, let alone to attempt to shake his hand—her hand in his—and give him the
petition. Furthermore, had she forgotten the soldiers and plainclothesmen and guards, who would be surrounding
him on all sides wherever he might go?
If the truth be known, Abdul’s advice to Zeenat did no more than belabor the obvious; for Zeenat had
experienced at first hand every word he said. Despite the fact that she had concealed herself from the very crack
of dawn on the corner of a certain street that she knew the President came along, every Friday after the prayer
service … despite the fact that she had been able, as a result, to obtain a position at the very front of the crowd
that flocked there to greet the President … (and this was, by the way, after one of the pupils from the school had
written a brief letter which Zeenat intended to submit to the President, just a few quick, short words with no
extras. Literally, the text read: “Z’nat says hallo, and asks what you’ve done about you-know-what?”)
Despite all that, at the moment when she thought the President’s car had drawn close enough to allow her to
step out across from it, quickly, and rush forward to shake his hand and give him the piece of paper, she was
startled to find dozens of rough hands, those of soldiers and other men, shooting out suddenly as if they had
dropped from the heavens to fall precisely on her. The hands began pushing her away from the car and the
procession so that she fell among feet, many of which (Zeenat noticed at the time) were encased in high leather
boots. Against some were fixed pistols enough to butcher an entire town.
But this regrettable incident, and the hideous pains from which Zeenat suffered afterwards, did not prevent her
relationship with the President from continuing. Nor did it change her feelings about him one whit. The portraits
of him remained exactly where they had always hung in her shack. Those pictures were the sole elements of decor
in the hut, which Zeenat had constructed, entirely on her own, out of rocks, mudbrick and tin sheeting, after she
had succeeded in taking possession of a few meters of government land bordering the main road. She would sit
before it in shifts from early morning until nearly sunset, waiting for the elementary school pupils to come in and
out of the school building. It was actually three schools in one, since both girls and boys would go inside, one
batch at a time, to have their lessons. Zeenat sold them molasses sticks, popcorn, lupine beans and small plastic
toys which then became the happy lot of those who triumphed in games of chance, which they also bought from
her.
As for sending the letters to the President, Zeenat did not waver one bit—proof once again that the relationship between her and the President had not been disturbed, and that indeed it remained serene as a summer day.
As Zeenat saw it, the incident had taken place behind the President’s back; had he been aware that the bastards,
those very ones, had prevented her from giving him her salutations, and the piece of paper, then undoubtedly he
would have sent them home, somewhere beyond the sun. For he’d understand, and know Zeenat’s good
intentions; he’d know that she couldn’t possibly mean any harm to him. Otherwise he would not have answered
her letters, as he did more than once, nor would her case have undergone consideration by the government, nor
would he have sent the woman, an employee of the State, personally to inspect the shack and observe Zeenat’s
situation and ask her question after question about her state of affairs and how the world was treating her. That
official had assured her, indeed, that her case would be dealt with over the next few months.
And the few months immediately following this visit gave Zeenat no reason to feel disappointed in the
President. On the contrary, one could safely say that the plan she had sketched out (in the light of clarifications
made by the woman from the government) had succeeded this time. Actually, it was a Development Strategy in
miniature which Zeenat drew up for herself, its broad outlines encapsulated in the principle that—now and then—
she would treat herself to a luxuriously large food intake. In order to activate the project, she would buy a small
primus stove and an aluminium pot in which she could cook whenever her insides hankered after meat. She would
also undertake to buy a fine corduroy gallabiyya and beaded headband to replace the tattered gallabiyya that she
always wore. And before all else (and by the leave of the One and Only) she would pay back her foreseeable
debts, which could be summed up in the two pounds she owed to Abdul the Barber (the final outstanding
instalment of an old debt, money she had borrowed from him to buy new goods to trade in). She would also take
care of those debts she had not anticipated, consisting of a number of invitations from her brother, the children’s
father, to eat meat, and several fifty-piastre notes which he had passed on to her at the beginning of each month.
Zeenat was determined to visit her brother with two kilos of meat in hand, once she had the money in her grasp.
And before all else, a pair of top-notch chickens and a bottle of rosewater-flavored sherbet, as a sincerely meant
gift to Abdul the Barber which would gladden her own heart, in recognition of the kindliness he had shown her
and the service he had performed for her in writing the letters to the President of the Republic.
For these were services that finally had been crowned with success, in that it had been stipulated that she
would receive an exceptional pension, to the value of three pounds, fully and entirely. Because of those three
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pounds she had begun to go in person, and in all pride and confidence and esteem for herself and the President of
the Republic, to the Government Cashier’s Office at the onset of every month, to take receipt of those three
pounds after showing the necessary document of exchange, in addition to her identity card.
Zeenat was very careful with this card: after it was issued to her, she had preserved it as if it were her own
eyes, her most precious possession. There could be no greater proof of this than the fact that she kept the ID in a
plastic cover which she had purchased for an entire shillin—a whole five-piastre piece. Moreover, she always
stuffed the ID away under her mattress for safekeeping, and made sure, every so often, that it was still there. This
was not only because of the pension. Once she had been able to stick it full in the eye of a municipality policeman. She had really given it to him, with all self-confidence, when he had tried to pick a quarrel and then fleece
her while she was seeing to her own business. He began threatening to drag her to the police station because she
had no identity card. Let down, he recoiled—the nape of his neck burning like a hot bread-round—after she had
ridiculed and scolded him in strong language.
But the three pounds were not the grand finale of Zeenat’s relationship with the President of the Republic. For
despite the fact that Zeenat had received a sum of money of which she had never in her whole life dreamt—to the
amount of eighteen pounds, since the executive order stipulating her acquisition of the pension had been issued
with retroactive force, giving her the right accordingly to claim for the period of six months—and notwithstanding
the indisputable fact that she had done wonders with this money—for she had bought some brand-new red bricks
with which she finished the walls of the shack, after removing the rocks and tin sheeting, and she had knocked
through a window so the breeze and sunlight could enter at their leisure—and had allowed herself a more
prosperous lifestyle, so much so that she bought a whole chicken which was an utter delight to eat all by herself,
not sharing it with any creature on God’s earth … an unforgettable delight: that moment when she was steering
the boiled flesh, mixed with cooked rice and moistened with its own hot broth, into her mouth … despite all of
that, and in spite of the fundamental changes which had come into Zeenat’s life (among them the increases she
managed in the stock of goods in which she dealt, adding new categories, like pencils and erasers) … despite all
of that, Abdul the Barber—“May his hands be graced,. and may God protect the light of his eyes,” as Zeenat,
loyal and sincere friend that she was, always said—was constantly advising her to pick up the relationship where
it had left off, and to persevere in sending her letters to the President. But, he said, the tone of grievance should be
heightened even further, and she should make a specific complaint, asking for an increase in the pension on the
basis that she was a helpless woman on her own with no one in the whole wide world to take responsibility for
her, and no one to hear and honor her grievances except God and the President of the Republic.
And frankly, Abdul the Barber outdid himself in composing the new missives, surpassing even the strenuous
efforts he had made in writing the letters of the first stage. Zeenat’s receipt of the pension had been the crowning
achievement of that phase, and it had happened because the pertinent law was clear and unequivocal on the
question of Zeenat’s right to the pension. And, from another perspective, the first letters had been justified
because Zeenat had not yet received the pension. But now, compliance with a further request would be in the
manner of an exception, and would have to be based on personal directives from the President of the Republic,
who would be able to issue such an order once he sensed (by means of the words written to him) the reality of
Zeenat’s situation and her difficult circumstances—for these would melt even a heart of stone.
Thus, Abdul the Barber massaged his natural talents vigorously, working to extract the juices of his rhetorical
faculties, trying to have such an effect on the President that he would issue the decree necessary to raise the
pension. Apparently, though, the standard of what Abduh wrote was not up to par in one way or another, for not a
single reply arrived from the Presidency pertaining to the outcome of fully nine letters which Abdul had written in
the presence of Zeenat herself, and at her direction, on this matter.
Therefore, and just a few days before Zeenat heard the momentous news, Abdul the Barber had scaled the
heights, reaching his rhetorical summit in the tenth letter to the President. It cannot be denied that Zeenat herself
had a hand in writing the essential text of this letter, making exertions that are not open to doubt, after conferring
with Abdul in his little shop for about three hours, to ensure that the discourse would emerge in the best possible
shape and form. Abdul was obliged to write it all down several times, after Zeenat had gone on revising and
redrafting the wording, furnishing Abdul with some new and impressively moving thoughts.
The truth is that Abdul, though indeed a good-natured chap, could not have borne it so patiently all this time if
it hadn’t been the end of the month, when customers were wanting (for hardly any were putting their feet inside
the door). But Abdul, too, was enjoying himself, for through writing Zeenat’s letters he had discovered that he
could utter passages that had a certain beauty, ones that were really extremely pleasing and which he himself
found most moving—just as the results of his first pieces of writing had really strengthened his confidence in
himself and in his great abilities in this sphere. Moreover, he had not forgotten Zeenat’s gift to him, which
provided a certain encouragement and which was, on the plane of mundane reality, a large male duck which
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Zeenat had fed (bit by bit, for the space of a week before presenting it to Abdul) dried beans, every evening at
suppertime, until it got quite heavy and grew to nearly the size of a pelican. And along with it she had brought two
bottles of sherbet, one rosewater and the other apricot. In any case, the gift—in its totality—came as a genuine
surprise to Abdul, who had not anticipated that it would be quite this grand and expensive.
For the latest letter, Abduh had tried in the beginning to inject the traditional preamble—which he had written
each time, constructing it around expressions of gratitude and praise, and phrases extolling the President of the
Republic—with some of his political views concerning the current state of affairs, his opinion of the Americans
and the British, the role of feudalism in alliance with colonialist imperialism, and other issues arising from the
kind of talk of which Abdul was very fond. He tried to write this preamble in a way that would show the extent of
his perusal of the newspapers, and the magazines too. From this beginning, he meant to move on to the subject of
Zeenat and her request, ending with her hopes that the President’s life be long and that he be graced with
blessings, he and his children, as well as with an invoking of God to spare him the evil of his enemies and all their
zealous proponents.
But Zeenat, She of the Plans, was carrying around in her head a new concept of how they might frame the
discourse, an idea that took shape through her daily sessions before the portraits of the President, as she sat
conversing with them. For after his reply to her and after the episode of the three pounds, Zeenat had come to feel
a very warm affection for the President of the Republic. She felt that he was her true support in the world, and
deep down she sensed that his pictures kept her company, cheering her up in her solitude and removing the
dreariness from her soul whenever she was alone in the shack. Thus she decided to talk to him frankly and to tell
him all the things she had to say that were locked up in her soul. This is what she said to Abdul the Barber, who
rejected the idea at first (as he considered this an interference in what was, after all, his area of expertise). But she
begged him, and asked him to please do what would make her feel most comfortable.
“Maybe the Lord would see fit to bring a spot of good luck to the very one who’d never had it.”
By that she meant the letter. Abdul, in the end, left her to say what she wished. He was afraid to do otherwise
lest these particular words indeed be the salutary ones which would bring her benefit; and if he insisted on having
his way, he might deprive her of it. After all, it was Zeenat who was the woman—the poor, helpless thing.
So he wrote down everything that Zeenat had to say to the President: she told her whole story, from how d’you
do to farewell, from the very moment of her father’s death when she was little until after she was widowed, while
still a maiden not yet taken by her groom, who had died in a fire along with the owner of the shop in which he
worked. She also told him how she had got on after that, staying with her only brother. But after he had married
and been tied down at the neck by a heap of children, she left him, and left behind the quarrels, every day and the
next, with the children’s mother, and went to live on her own in the shack. And she told him, too, that she had
tried to get work more than once, to no avail. Her latest attempt—applying for work as a cleaning woman in the
school near her home—had ended in rejection because she didn’t know how to read or write. Then, after she had
thanked him for the three pounds in many and moving words, and similarly for the eighteen pounds, and after she
had implored God’s protection for him—from her heart, in appropriate fashion—she said to him:
Begging pardon, and it’s not that I set no store by them, but the three pounds aren’t enough to cover anything,
because a kilo of meat costs nearly a pound now, and a kilo of lupines has gone up to fifty piastres.

Over and above that, there was the medicine she bought, which the doctor had advised her to keep taking, and
it cost a mint. She told him also that she was on her own and was embarrassed to ask help from any creature on
earth, whatever the circumstances. Thus she was requesting of him precisely what a sister would ask of her
brother, a child of her father, and
the one in need from the one who is able

to raise her pension just a little, so it would cover the demands of the world.
Then she asked Abdul the Barber to tell the President, in full detail, her story of what had happened on the day
of the procession following the Friday prayer service, about the behavior of the soldiers, who as far as she was
concerned were devoid of good upbringing and honor; but Abdul the Barber refused. He refused unequivocally,
on this point specifically, because it might result in the letter not reaching the President of the Republic if
someone other than he were to open and read it. Abdul proposed adding at the end a few lines of poetry that he
still remembered from his primary school days, but Zeenat rejected this, stating that the President would
understand the words as they stood, and there was no need to bring the poet into it. So Abdul made do with a
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prose finale in which he emphasized that the people, all of them, were behind the Hero-Leader in the firm stand
he was taking against imperialism and reactionary elements.
Zeenat was very pleased with the letter. She was confident that the President would, without a doubt, respond
to her and take the necessary steps concerning her request, for this was a letter to end all letters, and she dreamt
that the pension would be raised to five pounds. Indeed, and in light of this possibility, she had drummed up in her
mind’s eye the bare bones of a new plan for her life. Moreover, a somewhat unsettling thought kept tugging at her.
The five pounds, if they really were to materialize in her hand at the start of each month, were bound to cause a
major shift, a real change in her life. Perhaps they would even help to make her perennial dream come true: that
dream which never left her, of marriage and becoming a mother.
True, in terms of realities, there was a lot standing in the way of that dream, for time was rushing by and she
wasn’t getting any younger, and she had passed the age of demand, and because even when she had been at the
age of demand, after the death of her bride-groom, no sort of creature had given her a look because she had
(more’s the pity!) “no lolly,\fn{ Money; a British slang term .} no looks and nothing at all.” Maybe, though, the five
pounds would stimulate someone to consider her. If the truth be known, Zeenat’s eye was on an elderly streetsweeper whom she saw from time to time sweeping the main street by which she sat to sell her wares. From him
she had learnt that many years ago he had cleared out, leaving his wife and children behind, and come to Cairo; to
this very day they had no idea of his whereabouts. A few expert glances were enough to tell her that there was a
good chance of extracting a child from his loins. She thought the five pounds might tempt him where nature,
which had formed the features of her face and body, had failed.
But as the proverb says:
The world is deceptive and illusory, and it never lasts for a soul.

Thus has Zeenat remarked, over and over, ever since that ill-fated day in which Abdul the Barber brought her
the momentous news, several days after sending the letter on which they had collaborated to the President. She
had gone to see him in the shop to ask whether an answer had come from the President of the Republic, for she
was using Abdul’s shop as her address since it was clear and well-known and the postman couldn’t possibly miss
it. Presently, the barber—for whom Zeenat had waited by the shop—came into sight at the end of the lane, his
face pallid, as yellow as turmeric, slapping himself on the cheeks just like a woman would do. At the time
Zeenat’s reaction was that he must have wet himself, especially when she saw him lunging for the radio like a
madman, turning the dial as he screamed:
“The man has died, the President has died, folks! The President has passed away, people!”
At that moment Zeenat was aware only of her hand grasping Abdul’s collar and a strange anger erupting from
inside her, an overwhelming anger that made her swear at him, and say to him:
“Shut up! Damn it, Abdul, shut up! Take those horrid words out of your mouth.”
But the folk of the street, all of them, had gathered around her, their glances telling the bitter truth which
Zeenat refused to believe; and the tears said the same—those tears streaming down every face as if someone had
pushed a button to start them flowing. It was enough for Zeenat to see the disheveled hair from which the
women’s headcoverings had fallen, and the men’s hands, slapping together in grief, to be convinced that this was
no dream. There seemed to be nothing to do but scream; so she screamed at the top of her voice, and let out an
impressive cry, and then collapsed in a faint.
Zeenat, at the hour of the funeral, did many things. At the start, she went round the various alleys gathering the
women, to slap their faces in grief and wail. She walked in their midst until they reached the wide main street, the
route of the funeral procession. There Zeenat saw many folk and, since with the crowds it looked like the Day of
Judgement, she murmured the appropriate thing, the “To God alone is all might and strength.” She came to realize
that the President had been dearly beloved by many—children, women, young fellows—and she began to feel
even sorrier. She would start sobbing and whimpering like the children, then switch back to the wailing and
mourning of the women.
“What a loss, your youth, my beloved. Snatched away before your time, O prince!”
“A thousand mercies be upon you, beloved of us all, beloved of the whole world.”
Then suddenly she remembered the letter and the pension. She tried to imagine what would happen to them
now. Tired out by the fast pace of her thinking and unable to arrive at a reasonable mental picture of it all, she
rushed forward recklessly, leaving the women behind, and began running in the direction of the bier, shoved and
knocked all the while by shoulders and hands and heads. She had decided to get a close look at him, to touch him
with her very own hand. The bier got larger in her eyes, larger and larger, and his features grew distinct, and she
realized that she had got very close indeed. She flung herself forward amidst the crowds with great force, pushing
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this one and that, giving not a single thought to what might happen to her. When she got within two steps or less
of the bier, hands began to reach out towards her, slapping her to prevent her from moving any further. But she
surged forward again and again while they restrained her, holding her back, over and over. Suddenly she felt the
salty taste of blood on her lips and felt as if she had lost her nose completely.
Some say that the madness which possessed Zeenat at that moment was real. But she herself says, whenever
she reviews those moments and her eyes take on a calm, sad look, that at the time she was remembering how long
she had waited on the day of his procession, after the Friday prayers, and what had happened to her that day.
Thus, and with no consciousness of what she was doing, she began to return the kicks and slaps directed her way
with stronger blows, and whenever possible she sank her teeth into anyone who struck her.
As for the contents of the police report which they wrote out for her, she said that she had bitten the fat man—
the one in the white silk shirt—in the hand because she had had an inkling that he was smiling during the funeral
procession. She had looked him full in the face when his walking stick tapped the portrait of the President she was
carrying, and she saw him smile as he looked in her direction.
It is said that years after this report had been drawn up at the police station, Zeenat (who had not stopped
repeating to herself the phrase “illusory and deceiving world”) was detained for several days in another police
station because of her participation in the turmoil which broke out when the government raised the price of
bread;\fn{A note reads: When the government raised the price of bread: In January 1977 riots broke out throughout the country (but
particularly in Cairo and Alexandria) after the government announced that the prices of certain subsidized goods would be raised. Many
casualties resulted as the army was brought in to stop the protests. Afterwards the government was forced to rescind the price rise; it tried
to blame the events on “oppositional elements” and many arrests ensued .} and that at the time she had said, over and over, “A

thousand mercies be upon you, beloved of all the folk,” in addition to many things that need not be mentioned
here.
35.151 The Sea Knows\fn{by Seham Bayomi (1949-
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Suddenly, they all became quiet and craned their necks. Although the voice was faint, their trained ears picked
it up amidst the roar of the waves, the thunderous collision of breakers, and the sound of the sea breeze, heavy
with moisture, passing through the crevices. When the voice came a second time, they all hurried out while the
old man remained in the room, still talking.
The girl paused at the door that gave on to the courtyard of the dwelling. She stood there watching them as,
supporting each other, they began to climb the wooden ladder; the one carrying the lamp went first. They made
their way gently over the fragile roofing, groping for a footing on the joints that marked out the edges of the walls.
There, right in front of the house, they saw him. He was standing behind the rolls of straw matting and bundles of
reeds, gazing out to sea. They surrounded him and led him off; he offered not the slightest resistance.
He was wearing loose cotton work-trousers, a shirt and a striped cotton waistcoat, and all of his clothes were
wet. His dripping hair stuck to his head and brow. They began to hound him with questions; his only response was
to shift his dull, exhausted eyes from one face to another, and he said nothing.
“We’ll do whatever is necessary,” said one of them peremptorily.
They studied him in the faint light of the lamp trained on his face. He was a young man in his prime. None of
them had a clear memory of whether or not they had seen him before on the shore. The girl, meanwhile, was
trying to recall where she had seen those features.
“Mus’id, stay with him, and don’t let him move,” said the oldest-looking member of the group.
Mus’id led the young man into an inner room and the rest of them left. He resumed the questioning, but the
youth merely moved his head without saying a word.
The old man had busied himself making tea on the alcohol burner that was set before him on a little table. He
picked up the water bottle, emptied its meagre remaining contents into the teapot, and called out to the girl.
“He looks tired,” said the girl. “Let him catch his breath.”
“You’ve got no business worrying about that,” Mus’id said.
Hearing the old man calling, she fidgeted and hesitated, then went over to him.
The roaring waves went on pounding against the shore relentlessly. The water was inundating sections of the
stone barrier that ran along the sandy bluff in front of the house, only to glide out again through the narrow
interstices between the rocky masses, drawing grains of sand in its wake. The blocks of stone were sinking into
the softness of the shore.
“Did the lads fetch more rocks?” asked the old man.
“They’ve left.”
“All of them?”
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“Mus’id’s here.”
“If it keeps on like this, the water will reach the house before morning.”
He called out to Mus’id, who appeared in the doorway, his eyes still on the young stranger who sat hunched
over on the floor in the inner room.
“Did they go to fetch more rocks?”
“No.”
“Where did they go, then?”
“They went to sea.”
“They went to sea, to go fishing? Did they go to Narcissus Beach?”
“They took the skiff.”
“None of them said anything to me,” said the old man, his voice low. “I would have told them.”
The young man stood up.
Hurrying over to where he stood, Mus’id began to shake him violently.
“Where have you come from? Who are you? Who is it that sent you?”
The young man’s face was flushed; he moved his lips, mumbling, and his voice came out feebly.
“The house … the sea … the house,” and then he sagged, reeling.
“Leave him alone, Mus’id,” said the girl. “Leave him alone.”
Mus’id wheeled around to look at her. His gaze shifted back and forth between her and the young man, from
her to him, from him to her.
“Do you know him?”
She was silent for a moment.
“No.”
The rapping of tambourines was echoing across the waves out at sea. Fish, picking up the sound, rose to the
surface in whole schools. You could see them dancing, their silvery scales glistening in the moonlight. The men
were able to catch them with their bare hands.
*
On summer nights, once the skiffs were moored at the inlet wedged into Narcissus Mountain, the shore~men
headed for the mountain slopes. The children, in the company of the women, would have arrived already, grasping their lanterns, so that they would be waiting when the men came. The strangers\fn{ A note reads: Strangers: literally,
“foreigners;” but “foreigners” can be anyone from outside the immediate community .} would come from afar, drawn by the
incense from the braziers and the smell of grilling. Everyone would savor the meals of fresh grilled fish. Then, to
the beat of the tambourines, the singing would start. Salama’s voice would rise from the middle of the space
cleared for dancing, spurring on the men as he moved from one stanza to another, and from one song to another,
prompting them to take their turn at singing. Their enthusiasm taking fire, some of the men would go down to the
dance floor to outdance each other, holding oars and nets, placating the singing with dancing, and the dancing
with dancing, while Salama gave himself up to the activities with abandon, his tall figure at the centre of the
dance floor. From every direction the lanterns were aimed his way. He showed no exhaustion even when fatigue
had overcome the rest of the group and they had surrendered themselves to the edges of the dance floor,
motionless and silent as if they were so many sculptures carved from the rocky ledges of Narcissus Mountain.
Salama’s voice would still be echoing along the stretch of shore, ringing out clear and bell-like:
Aah, aah, lovers
I beg you, fisherman
Fishing is a fancy
Fish with gentleness

The youth dozed off. His face had become blood-red and heat had infused his whole body. Mus’id, meanwhile, paced around the room, stopping now and then at the window. He stamped and turned round to find the old
man’s face studying him. The girl, too, gazed at him, gesturing at the youth.
The old man bent down to place his hand on the youth’s forehead. His palm grew damp with the sweat that
dripped thickly over the stranger’s face. His features began to tighten and contract, while his hands flailed outwards and he mumbled deliriously:
“Salama … the house … the sea …”
The old man grew agitated.
“In the name of Allah, the Compassionate and Merciful … to Allah is all Power and Might.”
A tremor ran through the girl and she grabbed the old man by the shoulder.
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“He must have seen him. Didn't I tell you all? It was Salama's voice I heard. . . no one was there. . . out at sea,
the waves came up suddenly, and I heard the voice. .. I could almost see him.”
“It’s been a long time since Salama went away,” said Mus’id. “He no longer exists.”
“No,” said the girl. “Salama did not leave the coast.”
“Salama, where are you?”
It was the old man speaking.
“Where are the good old days when you were here?The sea cast its alluvium across the shore. Year after year,
the shore had extended itself further into the sea. When we came to this place, after a long period of wandering,
we put down our few belongings and began to test the firmness of the ground. In the beginning we built our
houses of woody stalks and reeds and matting. With time, the sandy shore broadened before us.
“When Salama came, a few years after we did, he built his house right on the sea, constructing it of rocks and
hardwood. It was roofed with a frame of woody stalks covered in reeds and matting—just like the houses we live
in now—and he built a wide verandah shaded by an awning, the edges resting on wooden columns ending in
three-pronged supports. He used to collect all different kinds of seashells and line them up interlaced in the sand
just at the bottom of the walls, so that if you looked at them, you would think a legendary sea beast was curling
itself round the walls, its two ends slinking out all the way to the water.
“When Salama sat on the verandah of his house in the evenings, his voice rising in song, the men would hurry
over to gather round him. His songs accompanied them when they went fishing on the ocean. He was a son of the
sea.”
“Salama lived by himself,” said Mus’id. “And he went away alone. If he had any family, we never saw them.”
“Most of the men came by themselves in the beginning,” remarked the old man.
The roaring of the waves grew louder, followed from time to time by a rumbling noise and the sound of a
collision. The spray scattered over the verandah, the tiny, flying beads taking on many colors and shades as they
glistened in the lamplight.
“The waters will reach the house,” said the old man. “This doesn’t augur well at all, and the lads haven’t come
back yet.”
Mus’id’s eyes scanned the expanse of ocean.
“We will have to go before the water washes the house away.”
The old man began to howl, his raging loud but unsteady as he paced through the house, rapping the walls and
furnishings, stretching out his hand to touch everything in his path.
The youth fell asleep. The girl brought over a wet cloth which she laid on his forehead. When she could feel
the heat coming through the cloth, she wetted it again with cold water, squeezed it, and put it back on his brow.
She was studying his features, envisioning the lineaments of the faces she had seen on the coast. The details
eluded her, but there was something in the formation of these features that she responded to, that she felt, even if
she didn't know exactly what it was. It was something that went all the way back to her earliest memories, here on
the beach, all the way back to the first times she had played with the boys and girls here. Back when they used to
scoop up the sand to dig out the small seashells and the shellfish, from which they strung necklaces and made
dolls, houses and sailboats, as Salama had taught them to do. With these toys they used to delight the visiting
strangers on the rises of Narcissus Mountain.
It was this feeling that had kept her company all along, even during periods of growth and the changes taking
place in her body. She hadn’t been unaware of the looks that pursued her in silence, biding their time for a word or
a glance, but she hadn’t stopped playing at the shore, clambering up the hills or bathing in the sea.
One morning they had awakened to find no trace of the house and no sign of Salama. On the site where the
house had been, there sat a pool of water, filling a deep cavity. On its surface floated bits of reed, seaweed and
shells, and ever since Salama’s voice had called out to her, she had begun to wander along the beach. Every day
she would hear new stories about him.
Some said they had seen him sitting on his verandah, far out at sea, just as the waves had carried him off.
Others said they had seen him running to take refuge in the rises of Narcissus Mountain. There were those who
had heard his voice singing, and on moonlit nights had seen him gazing down at them from the rocky summit of
the mountain. Still others were sure that they had caught sight of him fishing just off the tongue of land that jutted
out into the sea. They said he had come disguised, wearing the clothes of a stranger; and all of a sudden, just as
they were coming forward to find out who he was, he had vanished.
Those looks she had drawn disappeared from the faces she knew so well. She stopped playing with the girls
and boys and gathering seashells and climbing hills and bathing in the sea. She roamed along the shoreline, and
they made way for her in silence. She would stop, and call out at the top of her voice:
“Sala-a-a-ma!”
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She would see the waters rushing over the shoreline, devouring stretches of sand and getting very close to the
houses. She would come up against the faces of the strangers who had begun coming to the beach, and she’d have
to confront their looks, which followed her wherever she went. Quickening her pace, she would call out:
“Sala-a-a-ma!”
She used to come toward the house with the other children; they would all hover somewhere nearby. Then
they’d come nearer, crowding round as he sat on his verandah, motionless while the waves propelled the water all
the way to the verandah, coming so far that it lapped over his feet and then pulled back, grains of sand still clinging to his feet and the bottoms of his trousers. He was silent, gazing outwards, far across the sea, seemingly
unaware of their presence.
“Sing for us, Amm Salama.”
“Tell us a story.”
He remained silent, and they grew quiet. Their eyes wandered inside the house. On the walls were hung
clusters of seashells, and dolls, and skeletons of fish and sea creatures. In front of the house the water had
uprooted the clumps of grass that grew quickly there; some of them floated on the surface of the water. They
surrounded him again and their voices rose, clamouring.
“Tell us about the sea djinnis!”
“Is it true that they visit you and sing to you?”
“Did you learn how to sing from them?”
“Is it the djinni maidens who plant the white narcissus flowers on the hills?”
The look in his eyes remained friendly, while his features stayed motionless. Wrinkles, wavy folds, had settled
on his face and around his neck. His voice came out with a rattle, from remote depths:
“The sea is no longer the sea.”
“The shore has filled up with outsiders,” said the old man. “They’ve built houses on the slopes of Narcissus
Mountain. No green plants come out of the ground now. The figs and grapes no longer grow. There are no traces
any more of the white flowers with their spreading fragrance, the flowers that used to send their sweet smell right
along the shore. We used to sniff their fragrance out on the ocean. They didn’t know Salama. They didn’t hear his
singing, and they didn’t take up his song themselves.”
The old man stood up, supporting himself against the wall. The girl took the lamp and with her other hand
grasped his. They stood before the door.
The foam was engulfing the rocky incline in front of the house, dying down each time the waves receded. The
stone masses slipped downwards. At the bottom of the incline the water was washing away the sand, leaving
gaping holes between the inundated piles of rocks which were now breaking up and scattering.
The old man started down the incline; just then, a spray of water hit both of them, getting their clothes wet. His
feet sank into the water and he stopped momentarily as he felt its extreme coldness. He bent down and began
trying to raise one of the rocks. But with the coldness of the water, along with the friction of his fingers rubbing
against the roughness of the sand and stone, his fingers lost all ability to move.
The girl set the lantern down on top of the incline and came down to stand beside him. A high wave surged
towards them; they clasped each other and hunched against a protrusion in the incline. When the wave receded,
they bent down again to raise the stone blocks and rearrange them tightly against each other.
The girl was scooping out the sand at the base of the rocks so that she could get a handhold and raise them
with the help of the old man. The exertion was beginning to send some warmth into his hands. From time to time
a high wave took them by surprise: straightening up, they would hold each other tightly, and as the wave receded
they bent down again. By the time they had finished putting the stone blocks back into a solid row, some bare
sandy areas had appeared anew.
“All our efforts will come to nothing if things go on like this until morning,” said the old man. “We must have
more stones.”
The water had penetrated far on to the shore: it now reached all the way to the houses whose owners had fled,
leaving them easy prey to the noisy ravaging of the sea. The pounding waves were eating away sections of the
houses, and parts of their frames were falling, the thundering reverberations of their collapse swallowed up by the
noise of the waves. Up and down the shore scattered pits of light could be seen, moving within the expanse of
darkness. All along the strip that bordered the sea the residents had gathered to resist the attack of the waves by
anchoring the stone blocks fast along the beach.
She could feel herself growing afraid as she passed in front of those frail, dilapidated houses with their darkened cavities that threw back the echoes of the waves with mysterious, wild noises—those houses that she knew
inside out, through which she had wandered, house by house. There, in the distance, on the heights of Narcissus
Mountain, broken shafts of light came from the houses that had been built to stay, there, where the strangers lived.
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She began to feel her way in the dark, searching for rocks to bring to the old man, to help him so that he could
shore up the exposed spaces of sand.
Far away, in the waters, they were gesturing towards Salama’s house, and in spots nearer by they were pointing
to the houses of others, as they chased away the waters stealing towards their homes. From time to time they
would be surprised by the departure of some of their number, who left without saying their good byes to the
residents of the shore. The water would spread from the sites of these houses that could not stand firm against the
pounding of the waves for long. Then the people of the shore would dislodge the rocks from those abandoned
sites to add them to the narrow strip—once a sandy expanse—below the stone blocks.
The girl sat down, exhausted, on top of the incline. It wasn’t long before the old man joined her. He was
observing the effects left by the waves pushing against the bluff, most of which was covered with rocks. In the
darkness spreading across the sea, little white patches sprang up, all different shapes and at varying distances,
soon broadening and lengthening as they came nearer, joining to form a roaring strip extending along the whole
length of the coast.
“I heard them talking about leaving,” said the girl, wringing the water from her dress.
“The sea will not swallow its own waves,” said the old man.
As the waves receded, the blurry outlines of the skiff came into sight, bobbing over the surface of the water,
until it was moored in front of the house. The youths climbed out. They were carrying some boxes and bundles
which they began transferring from the skiff to the house—all but one of them, who stood motionless, watching
the shore. The old man looked on inquiringly. The girl got to her feet and followed them. She saw the boxes and
bundles piled up just inside the door.
“He hasn’t spoken,” said Mus’id. “I couldn’t find out anything at all from him.”
“We’ve got to act quickly. The car will be here any minute,” said someone else.
The girl’s questions were lost, no one paying them the slightest attention as they pushed her forward, their
movements inside the house quick and noisy. The youth was still deep in sleep. At that moment came the sound of
an approaching motor, and a car stopped in front of the house.
The girl stood up. She stared at the car, walking around it, touching it with her hand, remembering the few
times she had seen a car moving along the shore, and the cars that brought the strangers to Narcissus Mountain.
She saw the boys carrying the boxes and bundles to the car.
“We have to get rid of him before we go,” said one of them in a whisper. “He might inform on us.”
“And the old man and the girl?” asked another.
“With them, we’ll try,” said the oldest of them.
At that very moment she caught a glimpse of the shining knifeblade glinting in the darkness in the hand of one
of the youths. He plunged the knife into the wooden post and drew it out again, sweeping it upward with a
flourish. The old man came over, trying to find out what was happening, and when no one showed him the
slightest concern his voice rose in a belligerent shout.
“None of you are to move … it won’t happen.”
They brought out the young man, holding him firmly. Just waking up, he was looking around, and looking at
the faces surrounding him. When they brought him to a halt and stood a little way from him, a loud scream burst
from the girl. She hung on to him, wrapping him in her arms amidst the silent gravity of the group. The steps of
the spectre creeping up from behind fell back.
The youth shuddered and his pupils widened. All the while their gazes were fixed steadily on him. He turned
towards the sea and made a gesture, and in a quick forward movement he threw himself into the water. They
rushed after him but stopped at the incline. Just then the sound of a running motor was heard. As the vehicle
began to move they jumped in; he was swimming strongly out to sea, his hands striking the water forcefully as he
moved away, far away amongst the waves.
45.63 The Museum\fn{by Leila Aboulela (1964-
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At first Shadia was afraid to ask him for his notes. The earring made her afraid; the straight long hair that he
tied up with a rubber band. She had never seen a man with an earring and such long hair. But then she had never
known such cold, so much rain. His silver earring was the strangeness of the West, another culture shock. She
stared at it during classes, her eyes straying from the white scribbles on the board. Most times she could hardly
understand anything. Only the notation was familiar. But how did it all fit together? How did this formula lead to
this? Her ignorance and the impending exams were horrors she wanted to escape. His long hair was a dull color
between yellow and brown. It reminded her of a doll she had when she was young. She had spent hours combing
that doll’s hair, stroking it. She had longed for such straight hair. When she went to Paradise she would have hair
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like that. When she ran it would fly behind her; if she bent her head down it would fall over her like silk and
sweep the flowers on the grass. She watched his ponytail move as he wrote and then looked up at the board. She
pictured her doll, vivid suddenly, after years, and felt sick that she was day-dreaming in class, not learning a thing.
The first days of term, when the classes started for the M.Sc. in Statistics, she was like someone tossed around
by monstrous waves - battered, as she lost her way to the different lecture rooms, fumbled with the photocopying
machine, could not find anything in the library. She could scarcely hear or eat or see. Her eyes bulged with fright,
watered from the cold. The course required a certain background, a background she didn't have. So she floundered, she and the other African students, the two Turkish girls, and the men from Brunei. Asafa, the short, roundfaced Ethiopian, said, in his grave voice—as this collection from the Third World whispered their anxieties in
grim Scottish corridors, the girls in nervous giggles:
“Last year, last year a Nigerian on this very same course committed suicide. Cut his wrists.”
Us and them, she thought. The ones who would do well, the ones who would crawl and sweat and barely pass.
Two predetermined groups. Asafa, generous and wise (he was the oldest), leaned over and whispered to Shadia:
“The Spanish girl is good. Very good.”
His eyes bulged redder than Shadia’s. He cushioned his fears every night in the university pub; she only cried.
Their countries were next-door neighbors but he had never been to Sudan, and Shadia had never been to Ethiopia.
“But we meet in Aberdeen!” she had shrieked when this information was exchanged, giggling furiously.
Collective fear had its euphoria.
“That boy Bryan,” said Asafa, “is excellent.”
“The one with the earring?”
Asafa laughed and touched his own unadorned ear.
“The earring doesn’t mean anything. He’ll get the Distinction. He was an undergraduate here; got First Class
Honors. That gives him an advantage. He knows all the lecturers, he knows the system.”
So the idea occurred to her of asking Bryan for the notes of his graduate year. If she strengthened her background in stochastic processes and time series, she would be better able to cope with the new material they were
bombarded with every day. She watched him to judge if he was approachable. Next to the courteous Malaysian
students, he was devoid of manners. He mumbled and slouched and did not speak with respect to the lecturers. He
spoke to them as if they were his equals. And he did silly things. When he wanted to throw a piece of paper in the
bin, he squashed it into a ball and aimed it at the bin. If he missed, he muttered under his breath. She thought that
he was immature. But he was the only one who was sailing through the course.
The glossy handbook for overseas students had explained about the “famous British reserve” and hinted that
they should be grateful, things were worse further south, less “hospitable.” In the cafeteria, drinking coffee with
Asafa and the others, the picture of “hospitable Scotland” was something different. Badr, the Malaysian, blinked
and whispered:
“Yesterday our windows got smashed; my wife today is afraid to go out.”
“Thieves?” asked Shadia, her eyes wider than anyone else’s.
“Racists,” said the Turkish girl, her lipstick chic, the word tripping out like silver, like ice.
Wisdom from Asafa, muted, before the collective silence:
“These people think they own the world …” and around them the aura of the dead Nigerian student. They were
ashamed of that brother they had never seen. He had weakened, caved in. In the cafeteria, Bryan never sat with
them. They never sat with him. He sat alone, sometimes reading the local paper. When Shadia walked in front of
him he didn’t smile.
“These people are strange. One day they greet you, the next day they don’t …”
On Friday afternoon, as everyone was ready to leave the room after Linear Models, she gathered her courage
and spoke to Bryan. He had spots on his chin and forehead, was taller than her, restless, as if he was in a hurry to
go somewhere else. He put his calculator back in its case, his pen in his pocket. She asked him for his notes, and
his blue eyes behind his glasses took on the blankest look she had ever seen in her life. What was all the surprise
for? Did he think she was an insect? Was he surprised that she could speak?
A mumble for a reply, words strung together. So taken aback, he was. He pushed his chair back under the table
with his foot.
“Pardon?”
He slowed down, separated each word:
“Ah’ll have them for ye on Monday.”
“Thank you.”
She spoke English better than he did! How pathetic. The whole of him was pathetic. He wore the same shirt
every blessed day. Gray and white stripe.
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*
On the weekends, Shadia never went out of the halls and, unless someone telephoned long-distance from
home, she spoke to no one. There was time to remember Thursday nights in Khartoum: a wedding to go to with
Fareed, driving in his red Mercedes. Or the club with her sisters. Sitting by the pool drinking lemonade with ice,
the waiters all dressed in white. Sometimes people swam at night, dived in the water—dark like the sky above.
Here, in this country’s weekend of Saturday and Sunday, Shadia washed her clothes and her hair.
Her hair depressed her. The damp weather made it frizz up after she straightened it with hot tongs. So she had
given up and now wore it in a bun all the time, tightly pulled back away from her face, the curls held down by
pins and Vaseline Tonic. She didn't like this style, her corrugated hair, and in the mirror her eyes looked too large.
The mirror in the public bathroom, at the end of the corridor to her room, had printed on it:
“This is the face of someone with HIV.”
She had written about this mirror to her sister, something foreign and sensational like hail, and cars driving on
the left. But she hadn’t written that the mirror made her feel as if she had left her looks behind in Khartoum.
On the weekends, she made a list of the money she had spent: the sterling enough to keep a family alive back
home. Yet she might fail her exams after all that expense, go back home empty-handed without a degree. Guilt
was cold like the fog of this city. It came from everywhere.
One day she forgot to pray in the morning. She reached the bus stop and then realized that she hadn’t prayed.
That morning folded out like the nightmare she sometimes had, of discovering that she had gone out into the
street without any clothes.
In the evening, when she was staring at multi-dimensional scaling, the telephone in the hall rang. She ran to
answer it. Fareed’s cheerful greeting.
“Here, Shadia, Mama and the girls want to speak to you.” His mother's endearments:
“They say it’s so cold where you are …”
Shadia was engaged to Fareed. Fareed was a package that came with the ?Up franchise, the paper factory, the
big house he was building, his sisters and widowed mother. Shadia was going to marry them all. She was going to
be happy and make her mother happy. Her mother deserved happiness after the misfortunes of her life. A husband
who left her for another woman. Six girls to bring up. People felt sorry for her mother. Six girls to educate and
marry off. But your Lord is generous: each of the girls, it was often said, was lovelier than the other. They were
clever too: dentist, pharmacist, architect, and all with the best of manners.
“We are just back from looking at the house,” Fareed’s turn again to talk. “It’s coming along fine, they’re
putting the tiles down …”
“That’s good, that’s good,” her voice strange from not talking to anyone all day.
“The bathroom suites. If I get them all the same color for us and the girls and Mama, I could get them on a
discount. Blue, the girls are in favor of blue,” his voice echoed from one continent to another. Miles and miles.
“Blue is nice. Yes, better get them all the same color.”
He was building a block of flats, not a house. The ground-floor flat for his mother and the girls until they
married, the first floor for him and Shadia. When Shadia had first got engaged to Fareed, he was the son of a rich
man. A man with the franchise for ?Up and the paper factory which had a monopoly in ladies’ sanitary towels.
Fareed’s sisters never had to buy sanitary towels, their house was abundant with boxes of Pinky, fresh from the
production line. But Fareed’s father died of an unexpected heart attack soon after the engagement party (five
hundred guests at the Hilton). Now Shadia was going to marry the rich man himself.
“You are a lucky, lucky girl,” her mother had said, and Shadia had rubbed soap in her eyes so that Fareed
would think she was weeping about his father’s death.
There was no time to talk about her course on the telephone, no space for her anxieties. Fareed was not
interested in her studies. He had said:
“I am very broad-minded to allow you to study abroad. Other men would not have put up with this.”
It was her mother who was keen for her to study, to get a post-graduate degree from Britain and then have a
career after she got married.
“This way,” her mother had said, “you will have your in-laws’ respect. They have money but you will have a
degree. Don’t end up like me. I left my education to marry your father and now …”
Many conversations ended with her mother bitter; with her mother saying, “No one suffers like I suffer,” and
making Shadia droop. At night her mother sobbed in her sleep, noises that woke Shadia and her sisters.
No, on the long-distance line, there was no space for her worries. Talk about the Scottish weather. Picture
Fareed, generously perspiring, his stomach straining the buttons of his shirt. Often she had nagged him to lose
weight, without success. His mother’s food was too good; his sisters were both overweight. On the long-distance
line, listen to the Khartoum gossip as if listening to a radio play.
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*
On Monday, without saying anything, Bryan slid two folders across the table towards her as if he did not want
to come near her, did not want to talk to her. She wanted to say, “I won’t take them till you hand them to me
politely.” But smarting, she said, “Thank you very much.” She had manners. She was well brought up.
Back in her room, at her desk, the clearest handwriting she had ever seen. Sparse on the pages, clean. Clear
and rounded like a child’s, the tidiest notes. She cried over them, wept for no reason. She cried until she wetted
one of the pages, smudged the ink, blurred one of the formulas. She dabbed at it with a tissue but the paper flaked
and became transparent. Should she apologize about the stain, say that she was drinking water, say that it was
rain? Or should she just keep quiet, hope he wouldn’t notice?
She chided herself for all that concern. He wasn’t concerned about wearing the same shirt every day. She was
giving him too much attention thinking about him. He was just an immature and closed-in sort of character. He
probably came from a small town, his parents were probably poor, low-class. In Khartoum, she never mixed with
people like that. Her mother liked her to be friends with people who were higher up. How else were she and her
sisters going to marry well? She must study the notes and stop crying over this boy’s handwriting. His
handwriting had nothing to do with her, nothing to do with her at all.
Understanding after not understanding is fog lifting, pictures swinging into focus, missing pieces slotting into
place. It is fragments gelling, a sound vivid whole, a basis to build on. His notes were the knowledge she needed,
the gap filled. She struggled through them, not skimming them with the carelessness of incomprehension, but
taking them in, making them a part of her, until in the depth of concentration, in the late hours of the nights, she
lost awareness of time and place, and at last, when she slept she became epsilon and gamma, and she became a
variable, making her way through discrete space from state “I” to state “j”.
*
It felt natural to talk to him. As if now that she had spent hours and days with his handwriting, she knew him in
some way. She forgot the offence she had taken when he had slid his folders across the table to her, all the times
he didn’t say hello.
In the computer room, at the end of the Statistical Packages class, she went to him and said:
“Thanks for the notes. They are really good. I think I might not fail, after all. I might have a chance to pass.”
Her eyes were dry from all the nights she had stayed up. She was tired and grateful.
He nodded and they spoke a little about the Poisson\fn{ Siméon-Denis Poisson (1781-1840), French mathematician and
physicist.} distribution,\fn{A special case of the binomial distribution in statistics .} queuing theory. Everything was clear in
his mind, his brain was a clear pane of glass where all the concepts were written out boldly and neatly. Today, he
seemed more at ease talking to her, though he still shifted about from foot to foot, avoiding her eyes. He said:
“Do ye want to go for a coffee?”
She looked up at him. He was tall and she was not used to speaking to people with blue eyes. Then she made a
mistake. Perhaps because she had been up late last night, she made that mistake. Perhaps there were other reasons
for that mistake. The mistake of shifting from one level to another. She said:
“I don’t like your earring.”
The expression in his eyes, a focusing, no longer shifting away. He lifted his hand to his ear and tugged the
earring off. His earlobe without the silver looked red and scarred.
She giggled because she was afraid, because he wasn't smiling, wasn't saying anything. She covered her mouth
with her hand then wiped her forehead and eyes. A mistake had been made and it was too late to go back. She
plunged ahead, careless now, reckless:
“I don’t like your long hair.”
He turned and walked away.
*
The next morning, Multivariate Analysis, and she came in late, disheveled from running and the rain. The
professor, whose name she wasn’t sure of (there were three who were Mc-something), smiled, unperturbed. All
the lecturers were relaxed and urbane, in tweed jackets and polished shoes. Sometimes she wondered how the
incoherent Bryan, if he did pursue an academic career, was going to transform himself into a professor like that.
But it was none of her business.
Like most of the other students, she sat in the same seat in every class. Bryan sat a row ahead which was why
she could always look at his hair. But he had cut it, there was no ponytail today! Just his neck and the collar of the
gray and white striped shirt.
Notes to take down. In discriminant analysis, a linear combination of variables serves as the basis for
assigning cases to groups.
She was made up of layers. Somewhere inside, deep inside, under the crust of vanity, in the untampered-with
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essence, she would glow and be in awe, and be humble and think, this is just for me, he cut his hair for me. But
there were other layers, bolder, more to the surface. Giggling. Wanting to catch hold of a friend. Guess what? You
wouldn’t believe what this idiot did!
Find a weighted average of variables. The weights are estimated so that they result in the best separation
between the groups.
After the class he came over and said very seriously, without a smile:
“Ah’ve cut my hair.”
A part of her hollered with laughter, sang:
“You stupid boy, you stupid boy, I can see that, can’t I?”
She said:
“It looks nice.”
She said the wrong thing and her face felt hot and she made herself look away so that she would not know his
reaction. It was true though, he did look nice; he looked decent now.
*
She should have said to Bryan, when they first held their coffee mugs in their hands and were searching for an
empty table:
“Let’s sit with Asafa and the others.”
Mistakes follow mistakes. Across the cafeteria, the Turkish girl saw them together and raised her perfect eyebrows. Badr met Shadia’s eyes and quickly looked away. Shadia looked at Bryan and he was different, different
without the earring and the ponytail, transformed in some way. If he would put lemon juice on his spots … but it
was none of her business. Maybe the boys who smashed Badr’s windows looked like Bryan, but with fiercer eyes,
no glasses. She must push him away from her. She must make him dislike her.
He asked her where she came from and when she replied, he said:
“Where’s that?”
“Africa,” with sarcasm. “Do you know where that is?”
His nose and cheeks under the rims of his glasses went red.
Good, she thought, good. He will leave me now in peace.
He said, “Ah know Sudan is in Africa, I meant where exactly in Africa.”
“North-east, south of Egypt. Where are you from?”
“Peterhead. It’s north of here. By the sea.”
It was hard to believe that there was anything north of Aberdeen. It seemed to her that they were on the
northern- most corner of the world. She knew better now than to imagine sun-tanning and sandy beaches for his
“by the sea.” More likely dismal skies, pale, bad-tempered people shivering on the rocky shore.
“Your father works in Peterhead?”
“Aye, he does.”
She had grown up listening to the proper English of the BBC World Service only to come to Britain and find
people saying “yes” like it was said back home in Arabic: “aye.”
“What does he do, your father?”
He looked surprised, his blue eyes surprised.
“Ma dad’s a joiner.”
Fareed hired people like that to work on the house. Ordered them about.
“And your mother?” she asked.
He paused a little, stirred sugar in his coffee with a plastic spoon.
“She’s a lollipop lady.”
Shadia smirked into her coffee, took a sip.
“My father,” she said proudly, “is a doctor, a specialist.” Her father was a gynaecologist. The woman who was
now his wife had been one of his patients. Before that, Shadia’s friends had teased her about her father’s job,
crude jokes that made her laugh. It was all so sordid now.
“And my mother,” she blew the truth up out of proportion, “comes from a very big family. A ruling family. If
you British hadn’t colonized us, my mother would have been a princess now.”
“Ye walk like a princess,” he said.
What a gullible, silly boy! She wiped her forehead with her hand and said:
“You mean I am conceited and proud?”
“No, Ah didnae mean that, no.” The packet of sugar he was tearing open tipped from his hand, its contents
scattered over the table. “Ah shit … sorry.” He tried to scoop up the sugar and knocked against his coffee mug,
spilling a little on the table.
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She took out a tissue from her bag, reached over and mopped up the stain. It was easy to pick up all the bits of
sugar with the damp tissue.
“Thanks,” he mumbled and they were silent.
The cafeteria was busy; full of the humming, buzzing sound of people talking to each other, trays and dishes.
In Khartoum, she avoided being alone with Fareed. She preferred it when they were with others: their families,
their many mutual friends. If they were ever alone, she imagined that her mother or her sister was with them,
could hear them, and she spoke to Fareed with that audience in mind.
Bryan was speaking to her, saying something about rowing on the River Dee. He went rowing on the
weekends, he belonged to a rowing club.
To make herself pleasing to people was a skill Shadia was trained in. It was not difficult to please people.
Agree with them, never dominate the conversation, be economical with the truth. Now, here was someone to
whom all these rules needn’t apply. She said to him:
“The Nile is superior to the Dee. I saw your Dee, it is nothing, it is like a stream. There are two Niles, the Blue
and the White, named after their colors. They come from the south, from two different places. They travel for
miles over countries with different names, never knowing they will meet. I think they get tired of running alone, it
is such a long way to the sea. They want to reach the sea so that they can rest, stop running. There is a bridge in
Khartoum, and under this bridge the two Niles meet. If you stand on the bridge and look down you can see the
two waters mixing together.”
“Do ye get homesick?” he asked.
She felt tired now, all this talk of the river running to rest in the sea. She had never talked like this before.
Luxury words, and this question he asked.
“Things I should miss I don’t miss. Instead I miss things I didn’t think I would miss. The azan, the Muslim call
to prayer from the mosque. I don’t know if you know about it. I miss that. At dawn it used to wake me up. I would
hear ‘prayer is better than sleep’ and just go back to sleep. I never got up to pray.”
She looked down at her hands on the table. There was no relief in confessions, only his smile, young, and
something like wonder in his eyes.
“We did Islam in school,” he said. “Ah went on a trip to Mecca.” He opened out his palms on the table.
“What!”
“In a book.”
“Oh.”
The coffee was finished. They should go now. She should go to the library before the next lecture and
photocopy previous exam papers. Asafa, full of helpful advice, had shown her where to find them.
“What is your religion?” she asked.
“Dunno, nothing I suppose.”
“That’s terrible! That’s really terrible!” Her voice was too loud, concerned.
His face went red again and he tapped his spoon against the empty mug.
Waive all politeness, make him dislike her. Badr had said, even before his windows got smashed, that here in
the West they hate Islam. Standing up to go, she said flippantly:
“Why don’t you become a Muslim then?”
He shrugged.
“Ah wouldnae mind traveling to Mecca. I was keen on that book.”
Her eyes filled with tears. They blurred his face when he stood up. In the West they hate Islam and he … She
said, “Thanks for the coffee,” and walked away, but he followed her.
“Shadiya, Shadiya,” he pronounced her name wrongly, three syllables instead of two, “there’s this museum
about Africa. I’ve never been before. If you’d care to go, tomorrow …”
*
No sleep for the guilty, no rest, she should have said no, I can’t go, no I have too much catching up to do. No
sleep for the guilty, the memories come from another continent. Her father’s new wife, happier than her mother,
fewer worries. When Shadia visits she offers fruit in a glass bowl, icy oranges and guavas, soothing in the heat.
Shadia’s father hadn’t wanted a divorce, hadn’t wanted to leave them, he wanted two wives not a divorce. But her
mother had too much pride, she came from fading money, a family with a “name.” Of the new wife her mother
says, bitch, whore, the dregs of the earth, a nobody.
Tomorrow she need not show up at the museum, even though she said that she would. She should have told
Bryan she was engaged to be married, mentioned it casually. What did he expect from her? Europeans had
different rules, reduced, abrupt customs. If Fareed knew about this … her secret thoughts like snakes.
Perhaps she was like her father, a traitor. Her mother said that her father was devious. Sometimes Shadia was
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devious. With Fareed in the car, she would deliberately say:
“I need to stop at the grocer, we need things at home.”
At the grocer he would pay for all her shopping and she would say:
“No, you shouldn’t do that, no, you are too generous, you are embarrassing me.”
With the money she saved, she would buy a blouse for her mother, nail varnish for her mother, a magazine,
imported apples.
*
It was strange to leave her desk, lock her room and go out on a Saturday. In the hall the telephone rang. It was
Fareed. If he knew where she was going now … Guilt was like a hard- boiled egg stuck in her chest. A large cold
egg.
“Shadia, I want you to buy some of the fixtures for the bathrooms. Taps and towel hangers. I’m going to send
you a list of what I want exactly and the money.”
“I can’t, I can’t.”
“What do you mean you can’t? If you go into any large department store—”
“I can’t, I wouldn’t know where to put these things, how to send them.”
There was a rustle on the line and she could hear someone whispering, Fareed distracted a little. He would be
at work this time in the day, glass bottles filling up with clear effervescent, the words ?Up written in English and
Arabic, white against the dark green.
“You can get good things, things that aren’t available here. Gold would be good. It would match …”
Gold. Gold toilet seats!
“People are going to burn in hell for eating out of gold dishes, you want to sit on gold!”
He laughed. He was used to getting his own way, not easily threatened.
“Are you joking with me?”
“No.”
In a quieter voice:
“This call is costing …”
She knew, she knew. He shouldn’t have let her go away. She was not coping with the whole thing, she was not
handling the stress. Like the Nigerian student.
“Shadia, gold-colored, not gold. It’s smart.”
“Allah is going to punish us for this, it’s not right—”
“Since when have you become so religious!”
*
Bryan was waiting for her on the steps of the museum, familiar-looking against the strange gray of the city
streets where cars had their headlamps on in the middle of the afternoon. He wore a different shirt, a navy-blue
jacket. He said, not looking at her:
“Ah was beginning to think you wouldnae turn up.”
There was no entry fee to the museum, no attendant handing out tickets. Bryan and Shadia walked on soft
carpets; thick blue carpets that made Shadia want to take off her shoes. The first thing they saw was a Scottish
man from Victorian times. He sat on a chair surrounded by possessions from Africa: overflowing trunks, an
ancient map strewn on the floor of the glass cabinet. All the light in the room came from this and other glass
cabinets and gleamed on the waxed floors. Shadia turned away; there was an ugliness in the life-like wispiness of
his hair, his determined expression, the way he sat. A hero who had gone away and come back, laden, ready to
report.
Bryan began to conscientiously study every display cabinet, to read the posters on the wall. She followed him
around and thought that he was studious, careful; that was why he did so well in his degree. She watched the
intent expression on his face as he looked at everything. For her the posters were an effort to read, the information
difficult to take in. It had been so long since she had read anything outside the requirements of the course. But she
persevered, saying the words to herself, moving her lips:
During the 18th and 19th centuries, north-east Scotland made a disproportion-ate impact on the world at large by
contributing so many skilled and commit-ted individuals. In serving an empire they gave and received, changed others
and were themselves changed and often returned home with tangible remin-ders of their experiences.

The tangible reminders were there to see, preserved in spite of the years. Her eyes skimmed over the disconnected objects out of place and time. Iron and copper, little statues. Nothing was of her, nothing belonged to her
life at home, what she missed. Here was Europe’s vision, the clichés about Africa; cold and old.
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She had not expected the dim light and the hushed silence. Apart from Shadia and Bryan, there was only a man
with a briefcase, a lady who took down notes, unless there were others out of sight on the second floor. Something
electrical, the heating or the lights, gave out a humming sound like that of an air-conditioner. It made Shadia feel
as if they were in an aeroplane without windows, detached from the world outside.
“He looks like you, don’t you think?” she said to Bryan.
They stood in front of a portrait of a soldier who died in the first year of the twentieth century. It was the color
of his eyes and his hair. But Bryan did not answer her, did not agree with her. He was preoccupied with reading
the caption. When she looked at the portrait again, she saw that she was mistaken. That strength in the eyes, the
purpose, was something Bryan didn’t have. They had strong faith in those days long ago.
Biographies of explorers who were educated in Edinburgh; they knew what to take to Africa: doctors, courage,
Christianity, commerce, civilization. They knew what they wanted to bring back: cotton—watered by the Blue
Nile, the Zambezi River. She walked after Bryan, felt his concentration, his interest in what was before him and
thought:
“In a photograph we would not look nice together.”
She touched the glass of a cabinet showing papyrus rolls, copper pots. She pressed her forehead and nose
against the cool glass. If she could enter the cabinet, she would not make a good exhibit. She wasn’t right, she was
too modern, too full of mathematics.
Only the carpet, its petroleum blue, pleased her. She had come to this museum expecting sunlight and photographs of the Nile, something to relieve her homesickness: a comfort, a message. But the messages were not for
her, not for anyone like her. A letter from West Africa, 1762, an employee to his employer in Scotland. An
employee trading European goods for African curiosities.
It was difficult to make the natives understand my meaning, even by an interpreter, it being a thing so seldom asked
of them, but they have all undertaken to bring something and laughed heartily at me and said, I was a good man to love
their country so much.

Love my country so much. She should not be here, there was nothing for her here. She wanted to see minarets,
boats fragile on the Nile, people. People like her father. The times she had sat in the waiting room of his clinic,
among pregnant women, a pain in her heart because she was going to see him in a few minutes. His room, the airconditioner and the smell of his pipe, his white coat. When she hugged him, he smelled of Listerine mouthwash.
He could never remember how old she was, what she was studying; six daughters, how could he keep track. In his
confusion, there was freedom for her, games to play, a lot of teasing. She visited his clinic in secret, telling lies to
her mother. She loved him more than she loved her mother.
Her mother who did everything for her, tidied her room, sewed her clothes from Burda magazine. Shadia was
twenty-five and her mother washed everything for her by hand, even her pants and bras.
“I know why they went away,” said Bryan. “I understand why they traveled.”
At last he was talking. She had not seen him intense before. He spoke in a low voice.
“They had to get away, to leave here—”
“To escape from the horrible weather.”
She was making fun of him. She wanted to put him down. The imperialists who had humiliated her history
were heroes in his eyes. He looked at her.
“To escape …” he repeated.
“They went to benefit themselves,” she said, “people go away because they benefit in some way.”
“I want to get away,” he said.
She remembered when he had opened his palms on the table and said, “I went on a trip to Mecca.” There had
been pride in his voice.
“I should have gone somewhere else for the course,” he went on. “A new place, somewhere down south.”
He was on a plateau, not like her. She was fighting and struggling for a piece of paper that would say she was
awarded an M.Sc. from a British university. For him, the course was a continuation.
“Come and see,” he said, and he held her arm. No one had touched her before, not since she had hugged her
mother goodbye. Months now in this country and no one had touched her. She pulled her arm away. She walked
away, quickly up the stairs. Metal steps rattled under her feet. She ran up the stairs to the next floor.
Guns, a row of guns aiming at her. They had been waiting to blow her away. Scottish arms of centuries ago,
gunfire in service of the empire. Silver muzzles, a dirty gray now. They must have shone prettily once, under a
sun far away. If they blew her away now, where would she fly and fall? A window that looked out at the hostile
sky. She shivered in spite of the wool she was wearing, layers of clothes. Hell is not only blazing fire, a part of it
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is freezing cold, torturous ice and snow. In Scotland’s winter you have a glimpse of this unseen world, feel the
breath of it in your bones.
There was a bench and she sat down. There was no one here on this floor. She was alone with sketches of
jungle animals, words on the wall. A diplomat away from home, in Ethiopia in 1903; Asafa’s country long before
Asafa was born.
It is difficult to imagine anything more satisfactory or better worth taking part in than a lion drive. We rode back to
camp feeling very well indeed. Archie was quite right when he said that this was the first time since we have started
that we have really been in Africa—the real Africa of jungle inhabited only by game, and plains where herds of
antelope meet your eye in every direction.

“Shadiya, don’t cry.” He still pronounced her name wrongly because she had not told him how to say it
properly. He sat next to her on the bench, the blur of his navy jacket blocking the guns, the wall-length pattern of
antelope herds. She should explain that she cried easily, there was no need for the alarm on his face. His awkward
voice:
“Why are ye crying?”
He didn’t know, he didn’t understand. He was all wrong, not a substitute …
“They are telling lies in this museum,” she said. “Don’t believe them. It’s all wrong. It’s not jungles and antelopes, it’s people. We have things like computers and cars. We have 7Up in Africa, and some people, a few
people, have bathrooms with golden taps … I shouldn’t be here with you. You shouldn’t talk to me …”
He said:
“Museums change, I can change …”
He didn’t know it was a steep path she had no strength for. He didn’t understand. Many things, years and
landscapes, gulfs. If she had been strong she would have explained, and not tired of explaining. She would have
patiently taught him another language, letters curved like the epsilon and gamma he knew from mathematics. She
would have shown him that words could be read from right to left. If she not been small in the museum, if she had
been really strong, she would have made his trip to Mecca real, not only in a book.
173.168 & 250.187 & 252.151 1. Butrus: A Distant Hazy Face 2. Conspiracy Of Shadows 3. Flickering Light 4.
Headache 5. The Red Gladiolus 6. Another Woman: Six Short Stories\fn{by Mansoura Ez-Eldin (1976- )} “in a
small village in Delta Egypt” Egypt (F) 4
1
While my grandfather looked after his personal affairs, I would turn to another who went by the name of
Butrus, and whom I had pictured as a dark youth with smooth long dark hair and sharp eyes.
Butrus was the son of the priest of the Church of Our Lady Rebecca, or “Saint Rrebecca” as Edith haughtily
insisted on calling her. He was seventeen years old when, on 22 March 1976, he came to visit my uncle. They
both went off to the banks of the Nile. My uncle returned a short time later, petrified, while the other settled into
the coldness of the riverbed. That evening, I came into the world.
My grandfather would gather us around him and start telling us the story of my uncle’s friend who was enticed
away by the fairies and how his parents went off to the Nile in search of him while people gathered on the river
bank to help or watch. By midnight, they had still not found him, so they walked away with their lanterns, and
throughout the following week kept returning to try to find him. But the boy had dissolved in the water “like a
grain of salt,” as my grandfather said.
The boy’s father went back to where he had come from. Meanwhile Butrus remained like a corner-stone in the
history of our family. His story could be relied upon to frighten the children whenever the need arose, with the
occasional embellishment.
And so, one would talk about his bicycle, which he had dragged along on his last visit to a school friend. On
another occasion, his glasses and the chemistry book he was holding would be the main features of the story.
I was the only one to enquire what Butrus looked like. Grandfather answered impatiently:
“He was tall and well-built, and had blue eyes like the English.”
But I insisted that he was pleasantly dark with sharp features and bright eyes. My grandfather replied
sarcastically:
“And how would you know, Miss Know-it-all?”
Angry, I shut up.
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When I recall my grandfather now, I see a wicked person who used to tease me about not having a role in his
tales and who wanted to monopolize the power of story-telling that granted him extreme, though temporary,
importance.
Butrus’s ghost was the loyal companion of our childhood evenings. It was enough for a mother to utter his
name for the children to start crying from fear.
A year after he drowned, his ghost started to wander in the fields surrounding the river. Grandfather insisted
that the ghost appeared every time he lingered by his banana trees. It was Butrus “himself” reading his chemistry
book. And when Grandfather approached him, Butrus would say:
“Why are you so late, Uncle? You must go, lest you be harmed. How is your son Mohammad? Please give him
my best and tell him Butrus would like to see him.”
Having completely captured our attention with his words, Grandfather would then add that he had obtained a
binding promise from Butrus not to harm any member of our family.
I used to tell my friends about Butrus, embroidering the stories in my own way. I would say, for example, that
he had appeared to me and given me Solomon’s ring which I was keeping in a secret place and using to realise all
my dreams, or that he had told me I was the most beautiful girl he had ever seen. They would yield to my stories
with some fear and much bewilderment.
At high school, I met beautiful Edith who had jet-black hair and eyes that left one’s heart in pain. I once asked
her about the priest of Lady Rebecca Church whose son Butrus had drowned. Her black eyes glistened and she
replied with a kind of aristocratic hauteur:
“You mean ‘St Rebecca? I don’t know, maybe, but that was ages ago.”
Edith never paused over such details. She moved on to another subject and never even asked about Butrus. Her
French was fluent, and her eyes knew how to conquer eyes that faced them, before withdrawing their gaze,
leaving only the pain of incomprehension. Edith, who pronounced the letter “r” the French way, and who came to
our town because of the work of her engineer father, mocked everything around her. Her laughter was defiant and
she made gratuitous humorous comments about those around her, like a gambler who faces the loss of all his
possessions with an indifferent smile.
But I once surprised her crying as she spoke about the Virgin Mary. She was mumbling with a deference that
was at variance with her usual abandon, an abandon that knew how to tempt hearts and win their compassion by
displaying with calculated precision a kind of weakness.
Edith had been envious of the Virgin Mary. When she told the priest, he stroked her hair with his hand and
uttered words that she forgot as time went by although she could still feel the shudder they sent through her as she
uttered with him and the others:
“Blessed art thou amongst women and blessed is the fruit of thy womb.”
I knew from the beginning that there was some mysterious link between us that had brought us together. My
question about Butrus was the way I reached her, and her tales about Mary and St. George, whose pictures I saw
on the walls of her room and in her wallet, and about Salome and Esther, the proffered Host for our friendship.
Beginnings have the lure of discovery and endings a bitter taste. This must be what Butrus realised as he
settled, to his surprise, in the depths, and what Edith came to realise as she was bidding me farewell, shedding
tears that she described in her first letter to me as “vulgar,” saying that the whole scene was vulgar in spite of
ourselves. As for me, I felt the pain of endings when I went to her later to win her back.
Whenever Grandfather was not invoking the name of Butrus, I would be telling her long tales in her room,
which was full of the pictures of saints while she would be opening my mind to names like Flaubert, Hugo and
Rousseau and reading French poetry to me which she then translated. She seemed even more attractive when she
smiled triumphantly at her feeling of superiority, a feeling that nevertheless incensed me. But she seemed small
and uncomfortable before the admiring looks that her darling “Peter” gave me. Peter, whom I used to call Butrus,
welcomed this name with serene laughter, saying:
“What’s the difference? I’m going to call you ‘Marianne,’ how about that?”
Peter left Edith alone but that was nothing to do with me, for all that linked me to him was the resemblance
between him and the picture I had drawn in my imagination of a boy who lived in the distant past and who
drowned on the day I was born.
One distant day, she sat next to me in her room, which suddenly seemed very narrow, and told me that I was
closer to her than the Virgin Mary and all the pictures she kept, and bade me farewell with tears that she later
described as vulgar. But there seemed to be malice in her gift to me of a photograph of her and Peter, claiming
that she had no photographs of her alone, adding:
“And this way I can also get rid of the last picture of myself with Butrus. Isn’t this how you like to call him?”
A while later, I paid her a visit. She was there before me with her amazing presence, her light darkness, her
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captivating look and a feeble sadness in her eyes, a noble sadness that reminded me of the pictures of women
saints that hung in her room. But she was far beyond my reach, despite our desperate efforts to keep hold of that
which bound us together.
As I was leaving her, there was a distant, hazy face looming before me of a boy who went by the name of
Butrus, a face moving away from me of a friend named Edith, and the mocking laughter of my grandfather.
2
Always the same scene.
Under a giant mango tree a man was digging the dark soil, while beside him lay the body of a young girl. Her
hair, matted with congealed blood, was stuck to her long neck, and her clothes were torn in more than one place.
The man wiped away the fine, burning threads of sweat that ran down his face and continued his task, totally
absorbed.
When he had finished his work, he jumped down into the hole and began to stamp down the soft earth, flattening it
with his boots. Then he went and dragged the body close to the hole and gently stripped it of its clothes, to reveal white
skin that was now turning blue. He embraced the girl and stroked her hair and her back with hands that moved slowly
over her body as he held her closer and closer. He carefully laid her out in the grave, then heaped earth over her until
the hole was completely filled. Then he levelled the site, put a large granite slab over it and scattered some dry herbs.
I don't know why they appear in front of me, or where the man goes with his slow steps. I just take a long puff on
my Gitanes before throwing it on the wooden floor and stamping it out with my shoe, as I stare at a horizon that
promises nothing.
“Get yourself seen by a psychiatrist,” suggested my plump colleague at work, as she greedily munched a
hamburger. And with that, she regarded the matter as closed.
Meanwhile, I started to detach myself from life every time the scene unfolded in front of me, surrendering
myself to it completely in order to see the girl’s features more clearly, for example, or the face of the man who
seemed to want to turn his back on me forever. The scene, though, just kept repeating itself and I left it without
being able to grasp anything definite.
It sometimes seems as though she is about to reveal something to me, but after suddenly raising her head and
looking at me, she quickly pulls back. I have got used to this gesture in the two weeks since she started working
with us. A few minutes before she comes in, I can almost feel her hurrying along the winding, interconnecting
corridors on her way to the large room where we work. She throws open the door like someone fleeing an evil
pursuer.
“Good moooorning,” she says, in a theatrical way, deliberately drawing out the sound to attract attention. No one
takes any notice of her, though, they are all bent over their desks behind piles of files covered with dust.
She walks on between the two rows of desks facing each other until she reaches her own seat at the back. At
once, the files pile up in front of her as if of their own accord. She tries to contain her drooling as she flicks
through the yellowing papers, glancing at the other people bent over their desks before immersing herself in her
own private world, careful the whole time not to look in my direction.
I know full well that she is completely unaware of my eyes following her, and even if she were, she would never
realise what lies behind it. Something attracts me to her and makes me afraid of her at the same time. Something
fills me with a burning desire to embrace her or give her a hard slap, or bang her head against the wall until the
blood spills out. Every morning she does exactly the same things. If it weren’t for her changes of clothes and hair
styles, I would think it was just one day going on for ever. She moves between the desks with a self-con fidence that
provokes me, her shrill voice bursting into song. After finishing work, she takes her things quickly and leaves as if
she has important tasks to see to.
I have never discussed with her the strange things I see happening around me, or the girl and the man I feel are
always with me. Once when I tried, she replied in an off-hand manner:
“Get yourself seen by a psychiatrist.”
For some reason, I was almost certain that this woman had some connection with it, even though she didn’t
realise it herself. The first time the scene with the girl and her gravedigger unfolded before me, I rubbed my eyes
hard, stretched my hand out towards them and touched space. But the scene wouldn’t go away.
I had just woken up. I told myself that what was happening was just the hallucination of a man not yet awake, but
it wouldn’t stop. The scene began to dog me, unfolding itself over and over again of its own accord. I also started to
hear the sound of strange footsteps in the flat, where I live alone, footsteps that would become a lot louder, then
suddenly stop.
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I have started to doubt my own existence. Sometimes I believe I am invisible and that my surroundings are unreal.
I try to touch them to check that they are there. I managed to touch everything I came up against except for the man
and the girl who had visited me for the first time, then I went to work and found a new colleague who reminded me of
them. And something about her is like the girl lying beside the grave.
*
When I was ten, my father dragged me into the garden of our house, and stood in front of a tree with a thin
black trunk and straight branches. He said it was a pear tree. He said it as if he was some one imparting an
important secret, and gave a devilish laugh. I was gripped by fear.
The so-called pear tree could not prove it was a pear tree, even with a single fruit. It simply blos somed
insatiably. It would be completely covered in fine white blossoms, then quickly shed them all in one fell swoop
during the night, so that in the morning I would be surprised to find a bare tree and hundreds of dead flowers on
the ground.
I watched him surreptitiously as he followed with care the tree’s progress. I thought him inscrutable, but
loaded with interpretations I had picked up from the horror movies he would force me to watch without saying a
word.
As time went on, I transformed him into a ferocious mythical beast. I only really got to know him on that distant
day when I had first to run my hand over his face to close his eye. I ignored the steps that are usually followed in this
sort of situation, though, and put my ear to his chest. There was no trace of a heartbeat. I embraced the body that was
laid out beside me, burying my face in it. Death penetrated me unmercifully, a pitch-black darkness took hold of the
room and I imagined that the man lying beside me was shaking violently. I hurried away.
I went to check that the door was closed, then retraced my steps. I sat on the edge of the bed, look ing at the
man’s features, at his enormous nose and wide eyes. I noticed, perhaps for the first time, the handsome cut of his
strong jawline.
I knew that it was my last and only chance to possess him, to find out his true nature as he lay alone, stripped
of his authority, but I didn’t. Instead. I fell into a long faint.
A small brown sparrow came in through the half-open window and landed on the wooden floor. It took three
steps, then flew to the top of the room and perched on the electric light cord that hung from the ceiling, watching us
from above.
I hid my face in the ample breast of my plump colleague to avoid the eyes of the sparrow she had not noticed.
She was trying to help me, but I had completely lost the urge. I gave up trying, drew away from her and lay on
my back watching the sparrow on the light cord. She did the same. She did stretch out her hand, though, to feel the
bed between us. She wouldn’t look me straight in the eye but made straight for her clothes that had been thrown
carelessly on the armchair. She dressed herself lazily, lit a cigarette, and stood in front of the window, smoking with
her eyes closed. She kept pretending to be looking at the sparrow while I was watching her out of the corner of my
eye.
After she finished her cigarette, she picked up her bag and left the room without saying goodbye. I heard the
sound of the front door being slammed hard and didn’t see her again after that. I looked for her everywhere without
success. When I asked about her at work, they gave me strange looks.
I discovered that I didn’t know her address or telephone number. I hadn’t realised that before as I’d been used
to seeing her every day.
*
Things have started to distance themselves from me. I am aware of them like an oppressive, receding memory
that I can’t get a grip on. I have started almost never leaving my flat or speaking to anyone. I just stare at the
walls, watching the pale shadows dancing there. I prick up my ears to catch the obscure sounds and slow footsteps
that wander around me.
My father has become a distant phantom whose memory arouses no resentment in my soul. Nothing remains of
my colleague at work who escaped through my fingers but a gold chain that she left behind when she walked out
on me.
The man is still digging the earth with the girl lying quietly beside him. Before they disappear completely, I
have started to notice a silver ring that I found among my father’s things.
3
I seemed to be walking in another city. The streets were covered in a gentle darkness. Although it was midday,
pallid people were hurrying quickly on, without looking back. I wanted to stop one of them but he didn't take any
notice of me, so I wrapped my grey overcoat around my body, listening to a husky sound welling up inside me.
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At last I found it—an old bar on the ground floor of a building designed in the Belgian style. I stepped inside,
to be greeted by a dim light given out by a few candles placed in niches that were spaced at equal intervals along
the wall.
The barman with a thick moustache gave me a searching look, then continued a terse conversation with someone
sitting in front of him at the bar.
I chose a seat near the enormous gramophone and rested my elbow on the table. It was made, like the other
tables in the place, in the shape of an enormous, irregular tree trunk. My attention was gripped by the bar, with its
tree trunks and flickering candles, until I became aware of a bulky hand covered in hair putting a bottle of wine and
a crystal glass in front of me.
The hand withdrew as quickly as it could. I couldn’t touch it. I pulled out my wallet, counted what was in it and
found I had a reasonable amount of money. I put it on the table and pretended to look at my right palm, avoiding the
eyes of the enormous waiter who was standing between two of the niches in the wall staring at me.
The bulky hand came back again, poured some wine into the glass and went away. I interpreted the last
movement as an order to drink so brought the glass to my mouth and began to sip the contents. For a brief
moment I was confused, undecided whether it was wine or something else, but I pressed on mechanically drinking
one glass after another until I had finished the whole bottle.
Then I noticed the barman whispering something to the man with his back to me at the bar. He walked over in
my direction and sat down opposite me, scrutinising me with narrow eyes whose colour I could not make out. He
made a cryptic gesture to the waiter standing between the two niches in the wall facing me, who walked off in a
huff.
Faced with a deafening silence from the man at the bar, I didn’t dare to speak. In fact, I thought that I had lost the
power of speech entirely. Suddenly, he came up to me, pulled my overcoat from me, followed by my black jacket,
undid the buttons on my blouse and stretched out his fingers towards my shoulder. He pressed the scar on it.
“I’ve got one exactly like that,” he said.
He took off the jacket he was wearing and I noticed a speck of dark blood sitting there in the middle of his
white shirt, whose colour had changed. He pulled up his sleeve and took hold of a sharp knife that had been lying
in front of me from the start without my noticing.
He touched the scar on his arm with the edge of the knife and immediately pressed down hard with it. He
continued pressing on the knife as he brought it down along his arm. A thread of dark blood appeared. He was so
absorbed in his work that I doubted whether he heard the sound of my screams.
I began to grip my arm, writhing from the intensity of the pain. A terrifying mist came over my eyes. My
eyelids closed against my will and I tried unsuccessfully to open them … my voice turned into the meowing of a
cat exposed to some unbearable agony. Eventually, I could see the things around me again: tables in the shape of
tree trunks revolving around themselves …a sharp knife quivering with drops of congealed blood on it and
candles flickering anxiously.
I got dressed slowly and went out.
There is a rock in the shape of a strong, masculine face. I was leaning against it with my arms folded in front of
me. Behind me was a fence made from sticks of cane that I thought I had planted. At the top of a gentle incline, the
sand was burning. I began to alternately put my weight on one foot and raise the other. After a little, I smelled the
aroma of roasting meat. I cursed the hot sand and said:
“Perhaps it's the smell of my flesh.”
There was a woman blocking the horizon between him and me but despite that I noticed him, sprawled out in a
heap the other side of her. At the same time, I could see him beside my reflection. There was a sharp nose, narrow,
cunning eyes and an untidy beard. Then the hair on his head began to grow faster so that it almost reached his
waist, and his eyes turned a blue colour and grew wider in his face. His wooden features and unkempt beard fascinated me.
A solitary man was making his way from one cheap bar to another, coughing violently, lighting a cigarette
from the one before without caring that his lungs had turned into a rusty filter. At first, I had been walking one
pace ahead of him, aware of him behind me, driving me senseless as he watched my every move. Then the
positions were reversed and he started to walk in front of me, with me watching him, following his blurred image
wherever he went. I would wake to find myself suffering from a terri ble headache, his hoarse voice ringing in my
ears with no respite. I would run to the mirror to see whether he had taken me over or not, then calm down again
when I saw my own blue eyes facing me.
The last moments in the old bar were mingled in my consciousness with ghostly things. I was overpowered by evil
thoughts that I had to suppress.
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I stopped in front of the Belgian-style building, hesitating whether or not to go in. A strange silence had taken hold
of the place … a young woman in clothes that seemed to date from the fifties hid herself away quickly in the entrance
to the building next door. From a window, a young girl of about nine peered out. Her eyes fastened on my face and I
felt myself become more and more tense.
Inside, the place was devoid of any sign of life. Dust covered the walls and floors. In the corners, spiders had
tirelessly spun their webs. I did not despair. Ten days later, I walked again along the same streets until I arrived, walked
into the bar, and was greeted by the dim candlelight. There was a man sitting at the bar. He exchanged a few short
phrases with the barman with the thick moustache, then came over to me.
I passed him the knife that was lying on the table and stretched out my bare left arm for him, hiding my face
with my other hand.
4
The sunlight hit you like a truth you were trying unsuccessfully to ignore. You woke to find yourself on the
Corniche, sprawled out on a wooden bench that had stood for years fixed to the ground.
It was nearly seven in the morning and the cold air was searing you, while your head felt like a piece of ice
shattering under a powerful hammer.
You remembered you’d been walking along drunk with your friend at three in the morning, when suddenly you
decided to flop out like that until daybreak. You weren’t ready to face a father who’d curse and scold you before
throwing you out of the house, when his nose caught the smell of the vast quantities of whisky your friend had
bought from the Free Zone for the two of you to swig. It was a drinking ritual that wasn’t complete for either of
you unless the other one was there.
He failed to persuade you that you shouldn’t sleep in the street in this bitter wintry weather and after a heated
argument, as always happens when the two of you get drunk, he abandoned you with a laugh. You could find no
excuse for this when you sat down later. You were racking your brain to remember the details of what had
happened from the moment you took the first swig from the bottle of Red Label until he left you and got into the
first taxi he could find. You let out a yawn as you struggled to move from a lying position to a sitting position on
the wooden bench and smiled with the contentment of a man who has woken to find himself in his own warm
bed. An old beggar was sleeping curled up a few yards away and a large cat crossed the street. Meanwhile, you
were busily trying to work out how many people had greeted the light of day sprawled out where you were now,
since the time when someone had installed a number of benches—perhaps for passers-by like yourself to sleep
on—and he too had passed on to God knows where.
But why should you bother about the number of these idiots with this headache that’s practically splitting your
head apart? It’s a good thing you’ve decided to go home on foot. A walk in this foggy morning weather might
help you wake up. Why are you rubbing your forehead like that?
You’ve forgotten the way to the tumbledown house with seven storeys. What a mess you’re in now! You’re
sticking to the wooden bench more than before. You almost let out a mocking laugh, but it was nipped in the bud
by the fear that suddenly swelled up.
You haven’t lost your memory, as happens in those film melodramas with flimsy plots. You’ve just forgotten
your way home, though apart from that you’ve been remembering everything in the smallest detail.
A thick fog was settling over a small part of your brain. The paths of memory began to expand for a short time,
then quickly contracted in on themselves, leading you nowhere. You sat down cross-legged, ignoring the speeding
cars, squatting like some ancient scribe, trying to utilise the smallest details to recall the things that were eluding
you. Dark steps, with no precise colour, that you never succeeded in counting despite your unceasing attempts. You
used to go up them backwards, with your hand over your eyes, perhaps to avoid looking at Aunt Amal, the daughter
of Madame Jean, your neighbour on the upper floor who always walked in a hurry looking intensely serious and
who never paid you any attention.
You often made fun of Amal—of the fact that she wasn’t married and of how she looked at you. The look had
slowly turned into a frown, and you had started to feel an obscure sadness whenever her eyes met yours because
she had made you realise that the things that are lost to us are not lost like that, all at once and forever. Rather,
they seep away slowly until we come up against their loss in a frowning look in place of the old sparkle in eyes
we know well.
Her brother Samih had gone out to play in the Street when your mother asked you to bring her “two cloves of
garlic from Aunt Jean”. You prepared yourself for the shudder that would come over you when you entered their flat,
which was in perpetual darkness. Aunt Amal opened the door for you with the mischievous look she used to have, and
the young boy that was you turned his eyes from her breast which was visible through her flimsy nightdress. She closed
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the door and dragged you into the bedroom where another woman was lying on the bed, almost naked. Amal dragged
you towards her and gave you a long, greedy kiss while the other girl clapped delightedly. You felt that you could
hardly stand up, there was so much pleasure hidden in that magic thing, but you also felt extremely embarrassed. Your
intuition told you that what had happened somehow or other concealed a deep mockery of you, and you became quite
certain of it when her friend shouted in an insolent voice,
“What’s up, son? Why don’t you grow up a bit?”
Before you realised, you were running down the stairs. You continued to avoid Aunt Amal for a long time, though
you had meanwhile found your way to other women, while she became more and more of a confirmed spinster. No one
was to blame. Suddenly, your friend’s laugh burst out in your head. Why do you suppose he laughed at you like that?
Try to guess! Have you forgotten the spectre of the woman that flitted before you in that rundown bar?—the
“champagne lady” as you called her.
She belonged to your friend originally, until he passed her on to you in a vague fit of boredom. and you
skilfully picked her up like a player receiving the ball. At first, you didn’t have any strong feelings for her, though
you kept up your relationship with her for a whole year before he bet you (again, with no excuse) a bottle of
champagne that he could take her back from you. If he failed, he’d pay for it, and if he succeeded you’d buy it.
You had to pay a tidy sum from your wages for him to taste his success with champagne, and for some time he
had to avoid mentioning anything to do with her in front of you, though later you began to talk about her again in
passing if the occasion demanded. To ensure the friendship continued, you both per suaded yourselves that what
had happened was just a passing distraction. A woman, no matter how important, would never make one of you
lose the other. You pretended you had been wanting to escape from her, while the part he played in this story—
often repeated between you, though sometimes with roles reversed—was the part of the noble saviour who had
rescued you from her before you were killed by boredom. A relative stability returned to the supposed friendship.
But what was it that brought her spectre to dance between you again?
Don’t walk so fast, you hardly know where you’re going, you’ve forgotten the way home.
Are you trying to run away from my nagging? Leave your head on the asphalt in the street, then, for the
speeding cars to crush. Stop your evasions and tell me the truth about that woman. Don’t make do with the few
meagre lines you’re trying to summarise your relationship with Amal with. Why have you stopped walking? What
are these outbursts of raucous laughter from you? Here you are, still walking through the middle of the crowd.
Your friend is staggering along beside you, the champagne lady’s walking confidently between the two of you,
and behind you Aunt Amal is hurrying along undisturbed, with her ridiculous spectacles. You can see yourself
becoming detached from yourself, breaking away over and over again so that hundreds of little selves are formed
out of you and disperse in the air. That way you can watch the scene far better … and the variety of viewpoints
will certainly assist you.
5
Her corpse lay peacefully on the bed where I had moved it with some difficulty, as I straightened my clothes in
front of her bathroom mirror, put new lipstick on, and drew a long line of kohl on my upper lids. The rosy colour of
my cheeks made me forget to add any other powder.
Her hoarse, rattling voice as she screamed her last words had almost made me stop … but I had reached a point
where it was difficult to go back, so I continued my furious thrusts at her chest. Her warm, crimson blood spurted
out, while I stood there shaking, my eyes fixed on her face from which the life was draining forever.
I thought it would be stupid to bother to clean the place up. I looked at the pink, short-sleeved jacket and the
short black skirt I was wearing to check that they were clean. Fortunately, the jacket had not been touched by the
blood, and though my left arm had a long smudge of blood on it, it looked rather like a red gladiolus with a long
stem, and four or so blooms arranged one above each other. I was pleased by the resemblance. I gave a laugh that
echoed around the locked flat. I had forgotten the person lying inside with nothing resembling life inside her.
I sat down on the armchair, put my bag on the floor between my feet, and took out my packet of cigarettes. I lit
one, and began to smoke, feeling completely light-headed. I felt that I had finally es caped from my previous life,
with all its clamour and disappointments. I was no longer the little girl I had been a few days ago. I felt no regret.
On the contrary, I felt a secret pleasure that rather stunned me, even though I made no attempt to deny it. I was
seized by a fascinating feeling I had never experienced before of floating over all the misfortunes I had ever encountered.
By now completely befuddled, I started to smoke another cigarette. When I had finished it, I picked up my bag and
went into the bedroom where she was lying. I looked at her blue, motionless face but did not dare touch her. She
seemed taller than she had been, and I was frightened by the similarity between my features and hers.
*
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I went back to the bathroom, turned on the tap and washed my arm more than a dozen times. This time I
noticed in the mirror the blue rings around my eyes.
I left the flat quietly, shutting the door behind me. The stairs were a bit dark, so I took longer than usual to reach the
street, which was almost deserted. I walked along slowly. I couldn’t find anything to think about, so I occupied my
mind counting my steps, but whenever I reached the sixth step I made a mistake and had to start counting again. When
I got tired of this game I headed for a nearby café and sat down in an out-of-the-way corner. The effort I’d expended
since the morning had completely drained my energy. It had also creased my clothes, making me feel dirty—an
oppressive sensation that I tried to ignore as best I could. I lit a new cigarette, and took a sip from the cup of coffee that
the waiter had put in front of me before going away quickly. I sipped the coffee with pleasure. Then I turned the cup
over onto the saucer and held it up so that I could see the shape in it, which looked like a dark-coloured map. Her
face was in front of me, with all the pallor and terror that had gripped her in her last moments. I couldn;t control
the trembling that suddenly came over me. That face will remain imprinted on my mind. It will stick with me
and I with it. My knife thrusts had brought me closer to her.
I remembered her with affection as she tried to clutch at anything … as enormous quantities of her blood
spurted out. I wish I could fix this moment for ever. I was never as close to another human being as I was to her at
that moment we shared.
I looked at my arm. The blood-red gladiolus was there again. I tried to rub the mark off but it would not go
away. It was spreading like a lazy beast. I rushed out of the café and ran for ages, without measuring the distance.
When I got tired, I stopped and leaned against a lamp post in a crowded street. The flower was still spreading, and
two eyes belonging to a woman resembling myself had fixed themselves on me. I walked on with heavy steps,
repeating “one … two … three …”. I had to give her one final glance.
6
On the way to visit her old friend Salwa, Najwa decided to get her a gift. She had woken early, as usual, and was
careful not to wake her husband, deep in sleep beside her. She left the room silently, opened the door to the
balcony, and stood enjoying the fresh bite of cold morning air. The sky was bluer than usual and it seemed to her
that the poinciana under the balcony was also more beautiful than on other days. She thought the street pretty in
spite of being relatively narrow and short, with only three trees. But one of them, to their good fortune, stood
directly under their balcony.
She wished she could stay and enjoy the fresh weather all morning. She told herself that from now on she would set
aside time every day to spend alone, after taking the children to school. She hurriedly got them ready and prepared
a light breakfast before leaving, carrying her youngest’s bag.
At the school, she told the guard she’d be a little late that afternoon, then wandered off in her little car through
narrow streets to kill time before her morning appointment with Salwa, whom she hadn’t seen for so many years.
Suddenly afraid of running out of petrol, Najwa decided to park in the first spot she could find. She parked with
difficulty and walked away with no specific destination in mind. Stores hadn’t raised their shutters yet, depriving her
of her hobby of looking into store windows. She remembered the gift and, after some thought, decided on a bouquet
of flowers.
Thinking that the flower shop would almost certainly be closed, she continued her walk keeping track of the time
on her watch. She found herself surprisingly tense, not having wandered this way in years. She felt that people in the
street were looking at her, as if knowing she was killing time, walking without direction. She didn’t know why the
thought made her uncomfortable, since wandering for hours had been one of her former pastimes.
She used to walk considerable distances with Salwa in their university days. On her way home, she would often walk
from the neighbourhood where her family lived, in Doqqi, close to El Gala Bridge, then passing by the Opera to Qasr El
Nil Bridge and through the streets of the centre until reaching her own house in Abdeen.
Now it is rare for her to do this, rarer even to find the time to catch her breath, even though she does not work.
She wakes early, prepares her children for school, takes them there (because of her and her husband’s inability to pay
for the school bus). She comes home to cook lunch and clean the apartment. Then she fetches the children. She had
been happy when her husband left her their little yellow car in exchange for assuming this responsibility. She liked
driving at first, before it became an almost unbearable burden. She usually returned home after dropping the kids off,
and would catch her husband having breakfast before he left for work, not to return until night, heavy with the need
for sleep.
Najwa lived immersed in her own vortex without realizing it, until her old friend’s voice reached her over the
phone, refreshing, seeking to connect something disconnected and alerting her to the fact that there were some among
her acquaintances who lived a different life. She cried out with joy, not believing she was hearing Salwa’s voice
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again. The college beauty who looked like Madiha Kamel, the Egyptian actor. From her newly aristocratic tone
she seemed to live on a different planet, velvety, like the stuff of television commercials and fashion magazines.
The words poured out of Najwa, who reminded her friend of all those funny situations that united them. She
briefly reported what she knew about their classmates. And when she asked Salwa for her address, after agreeing to
meet, she was surprised to learn that Salwa lived in such an upscale neighbourhood.
The call over, Najwa moved automatically to her armoire, inspecting her clothes for an appropriate dress. All her
favourites were now too tight, and she no longer followed fashion. She stood before the armoire mirror contemplating
her body, her sagging skin and the light wrinkles under her eyes.
She turned her back to the armoire and moved to the kitchen. She was engaged for an hour in preparing a
sponge cake—in spite of there being enough cake and sweets. She forgot herself in the smell of vanilla and the
feeling of sugar melting in eggs and milk. She left the cake to bake in the oven and became engrossed in washing
the dishes from lunch. She cleaned the kitchen counter and stood humming the melody of an old song, rocking her
head, enjoying the sweetness of her own voice. She took the cake out of the oven, left it to cool and went to help
her children memorize their lessons. By the time they went to sleep she had forgotten about the cake; she went to
bed without decorating it or putting it in the refrigerator.
Now, in what was left of the fresh cold of the morning, she had to pick the right bouquet. She remembered that
Salwa liked birds of paradise, so she decided to buy some, but then stood there in the store undecided between
carnations, which she liked so much, and the gladiolas she suddenly found delightful. She used to be unable to resist
the lure of carnations. If she had a pound in her pocket and saw some peeking out at her from a storefront window, she
would buy them on the spot and leave penniless.
She then reasoned that her preference was not what mattered. What was important was to convey to Salwa that
she still remembered her love for birds of paradise. Doubtless, it would be a nice touch. The florist followed her
silently, disconcerted by her indecision, a polite smile drawn on his face as her eyes darted from carnations to
gladiolas to birds of paradise. He proposed an assortment according to her taste. But she pointed resolutely to the
pink carnations, momentarily overcoming her indecision.
She left with the carnations in her right hand convincing herself that she had made the right choice. She told herself
that a gift should express the taste of the giver, and Najwa thought nothing was more beautiful than this decorative
flower. If she remembered that birds of paradise were Salwa’s favourite, Salwa should remember that carnations were
her only flower, the most beautiful thing in the world, in her view. Bringing Salwa carnations meant she was bringing
her the most beautiful thing possible. Najwa smiled in the street, happy with her reasoning.
She sang softly a line by Mohamed Fawzi, an Egyptian singer, heedless of the other pedestrians.
O carnation
with that stirring scent
magician and enchanter
slayer and killer
kindling your lover’s love
thwarting the sower of jealousy
sleepless and piqued

The song spread its contagion of happiness through her and she resumed her morning stroll feeling
reinvigorated.
Except that all at once a new thought struck her. And it was that Salwa had rarely, if ever, cared for what she
herself liked. Why then would she remember Najwa’s love for carnations? Najwa’s wedding had been the last
occasion that had brought her and Salwa together. The latter had objected, almost immediately, when she learned the
wedding bouquet was made up of white carnations. She had proceeded to mock Najwa mercilessly. She also
suggested alternate flower arrangements, including one of white rosebuds nestling in their green leaves.
Salwa’s reaction had been angry, almost as if Najwa’s choice of flowers had been a personal affront. She had
frowned throughout the wedding, without any other justification, staring sharply at Najwa, avoiding the carnations
in Najwa’s hands. Which is how Najwa remembered her in the years since, frowning and irate.
The stores were opening their doors one by one. Workers cleaned the floors of the restaurants on the Avenue of the
Arab League. The sun made known its presence and Najwa held her flowers, walking slowly and resisting the sinking
feeling creeping slowly into her heart. The street became too much, the speed of the cars dizzying, the faces of
pedestrians grim, and the weather, so clear earlier, was now dull in spite of the bright sun.
She crossed the street to the Midan with difficulty and headed to one of the fixed wooden benches where she sat
holding the carnations, unable to revive the joy she had felt earlier. After resting a few minutes, she looked at her
watch and stood up. Her appointment with Salwa was soon and she should get going. She walked
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through streets growing louder, with her steps heavier now she had a concrete destination. She felt a late morning
breeze on her face and her hair, almost to her shoulders, billowed softly. She tried to imagine Salwa and wondered
whether she had changed or was just as beautiful and lively.
She ascended the stairs of the May 15 Bridge, from Mohandiseen to Zamalek. She walked along the pavement
looking down, from time to time, at the waters of the Nile. When she descended at the other end, she stood watching
the quiet waters.
There were white birds in a camphor tree and a nursery with flowers and potted plants on the river bank. The sky
was clear blue. In the street people walked as if they were late for an appointment with world destiny.
She sat on a marble bench planted in the pavement, the carnations next to her unattended. She became lost as she took
in the greenery of the nursery. She remembered how ten years earlier she was unable to resist nurseries. She stayed
lost in contemplation, relaxed, sitting quietly, thinking of nothing.
Her cell phone rang and she didn’t answer. When the phone rang a second time she recognized the tone she had
assigned Salwa. She smiled as she imagined what her friend was thinking. Still transfixed by the nursery she listened as
the phone rang again and again. In the end she turned it off. She gave a last look to the carnations lying on the marble
bench and smiled at them as one does at a dear friend and then tried to remember where exactly she had parked her car.
252.122 Excerpt from Repeated Stopping\fn{by Mohamed Salah Al-Azab (1981- )} Cairo, Egypt (M) 5
… You go down to the Thursday market in Al-Matariyya. You buy an old bed, a foam mat tress and an “Ideal”
cabinet with two corrugated iron panels at the sides. The rust is showing through the paint. You buy a small
second-hand gas stove. You load them into a Suzuki mini van. You bargain with the driver over the price until you
divide the whole country into two. Then you agree.
He helps you load them into the van. He talks to you all the way about the advantages of Al-Matariyya market
and how you can furnish a whole building for the same price as furnishing one or two flats if you had bought the
stuff new. When you arrive he says to you:
“Give me a bit more … the trip was long … your things have overloaded the van.” You say no, you had an
agreement. He replies to you:
“OK, go ahead, take your things out of the van, and you can carry them up one at a time. I’m in a hurry. I don’t
want any delay.”
He stands in front of the van with his hands in his pockets. He doesn’t help you with the heavy cupboard you
bought. You give him his money. He says to you as he’s leaving:
“I hope your morning is as ugly as your face.”
You take out a kettle, tea, sugar and a jar to use for a glass that you brought from your flat. Then you move into
your room permanently.
Yara leaves Men'im because he tried to be her boyfriend. To her he's nothing more than a number in her Nokia
6600. She warns him she will tell her father if he calls her again. She says her father will have him arrested. You
stay in the room, desperate, feeling unworthy. You fight with Men’im because he didn’t want to chip in for the
rent of the room, nor for the cost of the furniture. You insult him with Yas meen’s word to him in the car. He leaves
you and walks away. You feel he’s weak and kind but you don’t follow him. You know he will call you in a day or
two. But your mobile gets stolen that day.
You didn’t wander far. You were just standing in the grocery store downstairs from your room, buying
cigarettes and yoghurt. Three hooligans came in. They were pushing and shouting all around you. Then they ran
away, one after the other. You didn’t realise the mobile phone holder you had on your belt was empty.
All of your connection to life is disconnected. All of your attempts to reconnect fail totally. Until you meet a
married woman in the metro who tells you after you get off that she has a daughter in high school called Rana and
another, Shurooq, in the fifth grade. You would only think she was 35 years old.
You are coming back from visiting a friend in Ai-Ma’adi in Ittihad Square. You take the overcrowded metro. A
woman gets on with you. She stands opposite you. The woman standing behind her pushes her. She reaches out
with her hand to grab the handrail and she ends up grabbing you. After one stop, she tells you as she breathes in
your face:
“I’m sorry. I don’t know why it’s so crowded.” The woman behind her pushes her further towards you.
“It’s OK. Don’t worry.”
You get off at Kubri Al-Qubba Station with her, as if it’s your stop. You see she is carrying a cloth bag with a
wooden handle. You say to her:
“Let me carry your bag. It looks heavy.”
“I don’t want to bother you.”
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You carry the bag and walk next to her, leaving the station. You know that her name is Abeer and that she
works at a boutique in Al-Ma’adi. But she does not tell you its name or where it is and you don’t ask. You say to
her:
“I want to see you again.” Then she tells you her work hours. Then you say to her:
“Ride in the last carriage so I know where to find you.” She says:
“I don’t like riding in the mixed carriage. There’s a lot of badly behaved men there.”
You agree with her that she will wait for you in front of the third carriage. Every day you walk her to work and
to her house. You ride with her and she leans her body into you in the crowd. She says the thing she loves the
most about you is your machismo and your kindness.
You became afraid to talk to her more for now in case she leaves you. She started to get used to you. She tells
you about her husband who keeps picking a fight with her for no reason. To prove her point she tells you:
“He wants to force me to cover my hair. He wants to force Rana to wear a long skirt like the peasants. She’s in
a language school and all her friends wear short skirts. Anyway, Rana’s skirt is already long. I don’t like oldfashioned men.”
She tells you about her daughters’ boyfriends. She tells you about the first time Rana had her period and how
she cried because she thought she had a cut she couldn’t see and how she was ashamed to tell her Mum. She
keeps assuring you that you are the only one she talks to except her husband, and that if she didn’t love you and
believe that you love and cherish her, then she wouldn’t talk to you or go out with you. You do not try to deny to
yourself her obvious lies and you don’t even want to think about it. You tell her sexy stories and jokes to prepare
her for yourself. You tell her about the car and about the fancy street girls and you laugh a lot about the story of
Men’im and Yasmeen.
You tell how much you’ve loved porn movies since you left elementary school, sitting in the Nightingale’s
Nest café, watching the arousing Turkish movies.
In the quiet streets of Al-Ma’adi she allowed you to kiss her. When you spoke to her about the room she was
quiet and she made out like she was changing the subject. On this day in the morning you waited for her as usual
in the metro. She came half an hour late. She said she had fought with her husband and that he told her he would
divorce her if she went out in the tight trousers she was wearing. But she went out in them anyway. She said:
“Honestly, do they look bad?” They were so tight they showed every curve. And you said to her:
“On the contrary, they look very beautiful.” She said:
“I’m not in the mood for going to work today. This is the seventeenth time he’s threatened to divorce me and
he still won’t leave me.”
You’ve got your chance now. She doesn’t refuse your suggestion of going to the room. You propose that you
go to her place to sit. She refused point-blank. And she refused to go to the room. You walk along the Cor niche
arm in arm. When there aren’t many people about she puts her head on your shoulder while you walk. She has an
average beauty, white with nutbrown streaked hair. She wears dark lipstick. She wears clothes that make her look
like she is still a girl and not like she has Rana in high school and Shurooq in the fifth grade.
You ask her what her husband’s like in bed. She says:
“It’s the only thing he’s good for but I like to get fully undressed and he doesn’t and, besides, I hate him.” She
gets carried away with what she’s saying and goes on:
“You know, I don’t like clothes at all. Whenever I’m alone in the house, I take them all off and go around
naked. I like to look at my body in every mirror of the apartment.”
You stop at Kubri 6 October, facing the river. She opens her blouse and puts your hand inside. You start to re move it. She squeezes it so you can’t. You leave the Kubri and flag down a taxi:
“Ahmed Badawi.”
She says no for a minute. Then she gets in before you. She takes off her wedding ring and puts it in her bag.
She puts her head on your shoulder, very quietly, right until you start going up to the room. Your heart is pounding
and you’re praying no one is on the staircase. You walk in and sit together on the side of the bed. You try to touch
her and you start up the little stove. You make tea and you ask her to pour out the milk. She puts it in your cup,
saying:
“The milk doesn’t like me.”
She takes your clothes off and then you undress her. You realise she was fully ready for this because of the
underwear she’s wearing. As soon as you touch her you hear someone knocking on the door. You are scared and
you say in a loud voice:
“I’m coming. I’m coming.”
There’s an awkward silence. You put on your light robe with nothing underneath. She puts on her outside
clothes and you keep shouting:
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“Yes, I’m coming.”
You hide her behind the door and you open it. You find Hind, your aunt’s daughter, silent, with her brown
notebook that you wrote in for her birthday:
Heavens cried and two tears fell.
Two flowers sprang up from the tears:
Your smile and your charming face.

It is originally a text message that Yara Suleiman sent to Men’im at the beginning of their relationship, before
they spoke openly about things and broke up. You couldn’t stop her from walking through the door. Then she was
one step away from Abeer to her right and she said:
“Auntie called us and she sent me to tell you that you have to come quickly because Uncle Ibrahim is very
sick.”
You curse, to yourself, the son-of-a-bitch thief that stole your mobile. You don’t know how she sensed the
presence of Abeer behind her, when Abeer didn’t move or make any sound. But Hind turned and looked directly
at her. Abeer hid her face in her hands as if she was a whore in the talk show “Behind Walls”. Hind gasped loudly
and clapped her hand to her mouth in shock. The sound she made kept ringing in your ears a thousand times. Her
tears burst out as though she was already prepared to cry and her notebook fell to the floor as she ran off. You are
so shocked you don’t know what to do.
You decide to follow her. You try to run until you reach the street. You see her running away but you are
barefoot, and you don’t know what to say so you come back.
You find Abeer has already put her underwear in her bag; and she does not speak to you. You also don’t speak
and you don’t try to make her stay. You glance sideways at a woman who was naked in front of you whom you
will never see again. Her hair was tangled, her head was bowed and she wasn’t wearing any underwear,
*
All the way towards Madinat Al-Salam you are thinking of Hind. You used to see her as a comfortable wife.
You have neutral feelings about ending your relationship with her. You are not bothered that she saw you in this
position so much as you wish she’d arrived half an hour later.
You decide you’re not going to see Abeer again and you decide you’ll tell Men’im everything that has hap pened. You get out of the car and the midday sun hits you. You bathe in sweat as you breathe with difficulty the
hot, damp air. A general feeling of Madinat Al-Salam.
You stand in front of the apartment. You take two long drags on your cigarette before putting it out with your
shoe. You cough out the smoke from your chest and you ring the bell. Your sister opens the door and doesn’t wait.
She turns her back and walks back in. Your mother’s tired face greets you.
“Your father is very sick and your brother isn’t here. Your sister and I don’t know what to do. Signs of your
father’s stroke have hit him again. He still insists on smoking and says:
“‘What do doctors know?’” Your mother asks you:
“Did Hind come and see you?” You shake your head and say:
“She is a good girl.”
You notice that the apartment is unusually untidy and three flies are taking turns at a glass of herbal tea on the
table. You don’t like it that your mother mentioned Hind and is trying to delay you seeing your father just so he
does not smell your cigarette and get upset, pointing at himself saying:
“Look how it ends up.” You say to your sister:
“Make me some tea with milk.”
“There’s no milk.”
You walk in to where he is. He smiles very weakly. He’s lying down covered with a light blanket. He stretches
his hand out like sick people do in old movies. You feel he is weak and kind. You realise you didn’t take your
shoes off when you came in—as though you’re a stranger or a guest just spending some time here and leaving.
This feeling hurts. You try to escape it by joking with your father, who hasn’t said a word since you came in.
You’ve never kissed his hand before but you couldn’t resist the urge to do it at this moment. His eyes show
happiness and amazement as you lift your face away from his hand. He keeps holding your hand, patting it very
gratefully. You speak to him and he points at his chest, indicating he can’t speak. Your sister walks in to see if he
needs anything so you tell her:
“Bring a glass of milk for him.”
You remember there’s no milk. He points at her, willing her to understand he can’t drink it. Your mother says:
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“He’s been like this since yesterday, only cigarettes. He doesn’t like to put anyting in his mouth. If he hadn’t
finished the pack this morning he’d still be smoking.”
These words encourage your father to ask you for a cigarette as soon as your mother leaves the room. You pat
his shoulder and refuse, then a look of weakness and surrender appears in his eyes. He falls asleep so you leave
him and walk out. After a while you hear the sound of loud rasping. You find his face is blue and he can’t breathe.
Your mother massages his chest. Your sister opens all the doors and windows to get some air. You call the
ambulance and you give them the address, begging them to hurry.
He’s hardly breathing and grabs his chest, crying out from the pain. You sit next to him and he puts his head in
your lap. He grabs your thighs with both hands, trying to relieve the terrible pain. Half an hour later two paramedics carry him out. You sit with your mother and sister in the ambulance with him and you’re bothered by the
screeching of the siren. Your fa ther is in pain because of the street humps and the constant sudden braking. He
closes his eyes and surrenders to the oxygen mask the paramedic has put over his face.
They take him into the recovery room and forbid you from entering. You notice your brother is not there so
you ask your mother why. She says:
“He went on a trip to Ras Sidr with his friends.”
You take some money from her and you go down and buy crisps and juice at an extortionate price from the
hospital cafeteria. You find out he has a mobile you can use for a pound a minute, so you call Men’im.
“I’m in the Salam Hospital. My father is very sick. Come quickly.”
As soon as you give the man his money you look up and see your aunt, Umm Rida, in front of you. You say
hello to her and she says:
“The doctor trapped me here because of my piles operation.” You tell her that your mother and father are
upstairs so she insists on coming with you and she says:
“I’ve known them all my life.” She says:
“I’ve always loved your mother.” She says:
“It’s a small world, son.”
Your mother recoils when she sees her and treats her with contempt. Umm Rida says:
“Where is Ibrahim? I want to see him. I miss him so much.”
Your mother becomes very angry and looks at her with disdain as she squirms her bottom against the chair. She
eventually sits on the floor, saying:
“It’s as if there is a burning skewer going up my bum and coming out through my head.”
You notice Men’im arriving, at the end of the long corridor. He hugs you and greets your mother saying:
“I hope the Haj is OK.”
No one talks to him so he shuts up. All the time Umm Rida was there she was talking about your father and his
machismo, and talking about some incidents describing him as a hero. All the time your mother is upset, looking
at you very angrily as if all the old emotions of jealousy have woken in her. She’s not respecting her. After an hour
the beautiful nurse leaves the room. You say to yourself that when your father is out of hospital you’re going to
come back and see her. She takes you aside and whispers in your ear with fake sorrow:
“Be strong. I’m very sorry the Hai has passed away.”
*
When you want to talk about death you will not talk about someone who died while practising an innovative
position, because it is given some seriousness and does not evince any pleasure.
You will not talk about news of the death of someone you slept with, and who then disappeared, because this is
the job of a story. And so they reappear once more to take their place in a transitory story, then leave—satisfied—
and disappear.
But you will talk in much detail about a man who gave you life, imagining that this is the greatest thing he
could give you. He left you so many good memories and a little bit of necessary pain, and hand ed down to you
some of his facial features, all of his concerns, and then he died.
Your calm mother let out a violent shout and your sister collapsed. You did not come round from your shock
until you saw Umm Rida crying real tears. She was beating her face and scratching her cheeks. Then your mother
sat on top of her, pulling her hair and biting her large breasts. Your mother stops her from wriggling, but Umm
Rida is still moving her legs so that all her bottom half is exposed. Her pubic hair creeps out of the sides of her
white pants that are bloodstained from her piles. She stood up and left, crying, without saying anything. Whoever
saw her would think her sadness was the only real sadness among us.
Your mother insisted that your father must be taken home. Men’im handled it all. He left for a little while. He
came back with a taxi that carried your father home; you went to Men'im’s Fiat 128. The neighbours helped carry
him into the flat. Your mother gave Men’im the phone numbers of your relatives and he called them. Everyone
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comes, and Hind arrives wearing a beautiful black suit, arm in arm with her mother. She doesn’t look at you when
she walks in. They go in to wash him and they insist that this is your, duty, but you can’t and you do not know
what to do. You never imagined you would see your father dead. How can you see him dead and naked?
You stay away, as if he is not your father, closed in on yourself. They do everything; it’s as if you are the little
child in Shibr Al-Khima, playing alone at the front of the house until the rest of the children come and you know
they will beat you up so you hide inside the house on the dark staircase, looking at them as they play with your
toys and destroy them. You can’t go out and face them.
You help to carry him. You go down to find four Toyota mini buses and a number of private cars completely
full of relatives you’d forgotten about that have come to pray for him. The cars stop in front of the big mosque.
You remember that you have not washed. So you stand, hesitating in front of the mosque door until your uncle
comes and grabs your arm and takes you inside.
You notice a sink at the side of the mosque. You go to it and you wash unnoticed. You are wondering why the
water is inside and if it’s OK. They form long lines and you see strangers. The mosque is totally full and you feel
comfort for your father. The imam says:
“It’s preferable that his nearest relative comes forward to pray for him.”
Your uncles push you forward and you try to stall and refuse until your eldest uncle steps forward and the
imam stands next to him in front of the body and says:
“The funeral prayers are prayers conducted without kneeling or bowing down. It consists of four prayers. The
first is AlFatiha, the second is the second half of At-Tashahud and the third we ask for forgiveness and mercy for
the dead, and the fourth you pray for yourself and all Muslims.” And he says:
“Stand up. May God have mercy on you. Form lines bigger and shorter because the angels will fill what’s left
of the rows.”
He steps back, leaving the body with your uncle, whose crying was obvious while he was praying. As you are
praying for your father the printed signs stuck all over the place go through your mind “Smoking is forbidden by
Islamic Sharia”. And at the bottom of them, the stamp of the blue eagle and signature of the General Mufti Dr.
Nasser Farid Wasil.
You realise that your father will suffer in heaven because of cigarettes.
When they are in the cars going to the graveyard you ride alone with your father’s coffin in the back seat of the
seven-seater Peugeot. Written on the side of it is “The car for honouring the man”. The driver shuts the back door.
There are no windows in the back and the glass is dark and separated from the driver by a black window. You feel
hot and you are sweating.
You keep reciting the two Shahadas in a loud voice all the way. You don’t care if the driver and your eldest
uncle sitting in the front hear you. You tell your father:
“If the two angels come to ask you who is your God, then say ‘Allah is my God’. And what’s your religion?
Then say ‘My religion is Islam’. Who’s the man who was sent to you? You say ‘Our honourable prophet,
Mohammad, peace be upon him’.”
A long time after that you ride in one of those mini-buses and you hear a sheikh, you don’t know his name, on
a tape saying that all of this is invented; and he jokes and says:
“This is cheating, even in death. Even the dead you give him false answers.”
You ask for mercy for your father. Your uncle pays the gravedigger and the blind Qur’an reciter and says:
“We didn’t understand your speech.”
Your uncle gives him five pounds. The blind Qur’an reciter feels it with his hands and says:
“Give me five pounds more.”
At the end of the day you go back very tired to Al-Salam city to find your brother sitting on the steps in front
of the house. He didn’t know what had happened. His skin was tanned from the salty sea water. He laughed when
he saw you and said:
“What’s all that. I thought something had happened to someone.” He didn’t notice his father wasn’t there.
*
You stand with your uncles in front of the mourning tent that they set up next to the house, so everyone going
in shakes your hand, and you started to say like everyone else:
“Thank you for coming.” And they reply:
“May God forgive you your sins.”
It looked like a nice game but it wasn’t the time for it. Men’im left the mourning tent after the sheikh finished
the second quarter of the Qur’an. He shook your hand and took you aside, saying:
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“I know it’s not the right time to talk about this, but I want to tell you I’m going ahead with an engagement and
I need the money I put in for the car. So if you want to pay me my half and take it, or I thought we could sell the
car and split the money.”
You didn’t respond. And the picture of the illegal money came to your mind. As he left he turned in front of
you in the car and you realised he had stuck a computer print-out in the back window:
For Sale
Modified Model 72
Licensed for the year
Call:0127506191
Your feet hurt you from standing for a long time. You get bored shaking hands with all those who are coming
and going. You miss your father badly and if he was still here he would say to you:
“Go now. You have nothing to do with all of this.”
A calmness comes over you and you decide to pray and stop smoking, when the picture of the beautiful nurse
in the hospital comes to you. She came close to you and told you about your father’s death. Her breath was very
warm in your ear. You try to get rid of the picture and blame yourself but you know that after all this calms down,
you will find any pretext to go and see her again. You take a chair from inside and you sit outside the mourning
tent, as if you have nothing to do with what’s happening.
You stretch your head back and you notice in the window of the fifth floor opposite a child with a red pullover
tying his broken toy to a long rope and hanging it out from the window, trying to create a new game. He keeps
letting it down to the end, and then pulling it back and forth. He swings it from left to right and the toy responds
to any small movement.
Suddenly the rope comes loose from his hand and the toy falls to the ground with a small thud. He leans half
out of the window until he sees it. Then he hurries back inside. You look at the entrance of the house, waiting for
the child to come down and get his toy. Then you look at the window. You don’t see him at the window or
downstairs. …
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The Church of St. Peter, Alexandria, Alexandria Governorate, Egypt
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The Church of St. Mina, St. Mina Monastery, Alexandria, Alexandria Governorate, Egypt
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The El-Tabia Mosque, Aswan, Aswan Governorate, Egypt

The Masged Nasser, Asyut, Asyut Governorate, Egypt
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The Ibrahim El Desouki Mosque, Damanhur, Beheira Governorate, Egypt

The Omar ibn Abd el-Aziz Mosque, Beni Suef, Beni Suef Governorate, Egypt
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The Al-Nasr Mosque, Mansoura, Dakahlia Governorate, Egypt
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The Islamic Center Mosque, New Damietta, Damietta Governorate, Egypt

The upper part of the portal of the Qaitbey Mosque in the Fayoum, Fayoum Governorate, Egypt
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A mosque in Tanta, Gharbia Governorate, Egypt
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The Sahaba Mosque, Sharm el-Sheikh, South Sinai Governorate, Egypt
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The Al Awan Mosque, Marsa Mastruh, Matruh Governorate, Egypt

The El Amarwy Mosque, Minya, Minya Governorate, Egypt
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A mosque in Shibin El Kom, Monufia Governorate, Egypt

The Kharga Mosque, Kharga, New Valley Governorate, Egypt: two views
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The Nasr Mosque, North Sinai Governorate, Egypt

A mosque at Port Said, Port Said Governorate, Egypt
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A mosque of Binha, Qalyubia Governorate, Egypt
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The Aldahaar Mosque, Hurghada, Red Sea Governorate, Egypt

The Al-Fath Mosque, Zagazig, Sharqia Governorate, Egypt
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The Sidi Arif Mosque, Sohag, Sohag Governorate, Egypt

The Port Twfik Mosque, Suez Canal, Suez Governorate, Egypt
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The Great Mosque, Gaza, Gaza Governorate, Egypt

A mosque in Desouk, Kafr El Sheikh Governorate, Egypt
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